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Spent mushroom compost (SMC) is an agricultural waste disposed of in an unsustainable and environmentally degrading manner - mainly in landfills. For every 1 kg of mushrooms grown, 
approximately 5 kg of SMC is produced, where current generation in the UK is 200,000 tJa. Coal 
tailings, an industrial by-product from coal mining, are also discarded untenably in lagoons; removing 
these deposits will eliminate the associated environmental hazards. This project aimed to combine these 
waste materials into a suitable 'green' fuel for industry through thennal treatment, to produce energy 
from a sustainable source. Not only will this alleviate the issues regarding existing waste management 
strategies, but will also attempt to mitigate the environmental impacts of energy generation from non-
renewable sources, such as anthropogenic climate change, through the generation of renewable energy. 
This PhD research has shown that both materials had high moisture contents, which negatively impacted 
the calorific value (CV). Drying, though expensive, would thus be required prior to pelletisation and 
thennal treatment. Key pelletisation parameters were identified and manipulated to control product 
quality. Optimal values were experimentally-determined for pellet composition (50:50 wt% SMC:coal 
tailing ratio), moisture (10.5 %) and pressure (6000 psi/41 MPa); such pellets had a NCV of 16.11 MJ/kg. 
As these pellets were still friable, additional studies were carried out to further improve pellet quality, in 
tenns of density, tensile strength and durability. Elevated temperatures and steam were considered, in 
addition to the use of starch and caustic soda binders, which were all successful to varying degrees. 
Combustion, gasification and pyrolysis tests compared the raw SMC to SMC-coal tailing pellets, where 
pellet combustion perfonned better than the SMC alone, and fluidised-bed combustion was more efficient 
than the packed-bed. Although pyrolysis worked well, the CV of the fuel products were low, whereas 
gasification was unsuccessful. Consequently, in-depth studies into pellet combustion in a laboratory-
scale fluidised-bed were perfonned, examining: (i) combustionlfluidisation air flowrates (4.9-10.7 kg/hr); 
(ii) fuel pellet feedrates (2.02-4.58 kg/hr); and (iii) sand bed depths (0.22-0.30 m). The impacts on 
temperatures, combustion efficiency and gas concentrations, including acid gas species were analysed. 
The most favourable operating conditions resulted in high temperatures for efficient energy recovery, 
with minimal pollutants, although the addition of secondary air jets could further improve the already 
high combustion efficiencies. While gaseous pollutants are unlikely to be an issue, as the emissions 
produced generally confonned to the Waste Incineration Directive, efficient particulate collection will be 
required to remove flyash from the gas stream prior to release to the atmosphere. Industrial implications 
were explored for heat and power generation, where mass and energy balances for a theoretical furnace, 
boiler and turbine set-up were completed for various fuel throughputs. Excess heat from the process 
could be utilized to dry the initial materials, but the economic analysis showed this would be costly -
totalling 7) of overall pelletisation expenses. Assuming an overall process efficiency of 18.6 %, a steam 
turbine could generate over 10 MWe, based on an SMC-coal tailing pellet feedrate of 400,000 tJa - to 
simulate a large, centralised energy-from-waste facility. FLUENT, a mathematical model, was able to 
effectively replicate the results of the experimentation and was then used to model particle elutriation and 
entrainment to assess the suitability of the transport disengagement height provided. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
Energy: it is the basis of all life on Earth and is vital for our existence, whether in terms of the sun's heat or electrical power. As the world becomes increasingly developed and the population expands, 
the need for energy grows; this should not be problematic as sufficient resources are available but the 
predicament is that energy consumption is growing at an ever-increasing rate and due to the sources used, 
it is becoming progressively less sustainable. Our dependence on non-renewable resources, primarily 
fossil and nuclear fuels, has a variety of associated environmental issues, first and foremost the pollution 
of the atmosphere - resulting in ozone depletion, acid rain and photochemical smog, as well as the 
anthropogenically-enhanced greenhouse effect leading to climate change. This, however, is not seen as 
the main cause for concern; the fact that fossil fuels are slowly running out is unfortunately considered to 
be a higher priority than the environment and much work has therefore been concerned with enhancing 
the use of the resources left through improving power station efficiencies. 
Emissions reduction has also been a topic of focus, so the environmental impacts of energy generation are 
less significant. Although technologies are improving, it is clear they are not tackling the cause of this 
extensive problem, merely dealing with its effects. To manage the ensuing crisis at hand, further research 
into the availability and use of renewable energy resources, such as biomass, is desperately required, to 
develop appropriate technologies and meet future energy needs. As the issues with current energy 
production strategies increase, renewables look set for a progressively important role in the future. It is 
therefore necessary to investigate a wide variety of possibilities for these to be an unambiguous way out 
of the impending energy dilemma. 
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This chapter overviews different energy sources, focusing on renewables, mainly biomass. Energy 
production and the various environmental implications are also evaluated. Lastly, a background to the 
project is given and the aims and objectives are outlined. 
1.1 OVERVIEW OF ENERGY RESOURCES 
Energy sources can be divided into two distinct categories. The first of these is non-renewable resources 
- namely fossil fuels derived from the remains of animals and plants, which have been subjected to 
extreme temperature and/or pressure for prolonged periods and have been converted to substances we use 
as fuels, such as coal. Nuclear fuels also fall into this category. Secondly are the renewable energy 
options, which are by far the most diverse, comprising biomass, for example wood and forestry or 
agricultural residues, such as spent mushroom compost, the focus of this research, as well as a number of 
other technologies and natural resources. 
1.1.1 Non-Renewable Energy Sources 
Non-renewable resources are classified as those which are not replenished at the same rate they are used. 
Such energy sources are therefore fossil fuels and include solid (coal), liquid (oil) and gaseous (natural 
gas) forms. These substances were once organic matter but have been altered by a series of biological, 
physical and chemical processes. These are widely used as fuels today but take millions of years to 
develop and due to this, they are effectively not replaced and thus finite. As the use of these is intensive 
and their replacement extremely slow, the reserves available are rapidly decreasing; their use has been 
prolonged and they are now running out to the point where the predictions being made for how many 
years supply is left are somewhat alarming. Coal is used in power stations all over the world to generate 
electricity and the reserves, whilst still large, used to be enormous, though not all are easily obtainable. 
As the recoverable coal begins to run out, however, reserves that are at present uneconomical to mine will 
become more viable. Oil is widely-used, with many applications and the well-developed technologies 
have resulted in its rapid depletion. As conventional supplies have started to become exhausted and their 
costs have risen, unconventional sources, such as shale oil and tar sands, have become more viable and 
are now being used. The environmental implications are often more severe and extraction costs are also 
greater due to additional processing and refining. Natural gas is the most ideal fossil fuel, as it requires 
little processing, is more economic and produces lower emissions in comparison with coal and oil. 
Emissions, however, are still produced and there are issues with storing and distributing gaseous fuels. 
The problems associated with the excessive use of these fuels have been well documented. The mining 
and extraction phases of coal, for example, have considerable risks, not only to the environment, but also 
to the people who are employed there; illnesses related to working in dusty, often carcinogenic, 
environments are unfortunately common. Furthermore, a variety of detrimental pollutants are released 
upon combustion, which leads to diverse environmental concerns, including the anthropogenically-
enhanced greenhouse effect leading to global warming and large-scale climatic change, as well as the 
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issues listed above. The exhaustion of these fuels, coupled with the widespread environmental 
implications means their use is evidently unsustainable. Energy production and fuel resources in the 
future must therefore be environmentally-friendly and in continuous supply. 
As a result of the numerous issues related to the use of fossil fuels, more sustainable energy sources have 
been developed. The use of uranium- and deuterium-based nuclear power has grown over the last few 
decades and their supply is thought to be practically infinite. This, in effect, solves the problem of our 
energy supply running out. There are however major environmental concerns. These begin at the start of 
the fuel cycle, with the mining of uranium-235; there are the dangers associated with mining in general, 
as identified above, as well as the risks due to the exposure to radioactive dust. Milling and grinding 
produce 'yellowcake' (U30 S), which contaminates the surrounding area if the radioactive tailings leach. 
At the enrichment plant, fuel fabrication and reprocessing have further environmental implications, as 
there is a risk of radioactive effluents in the waste (Dostrovsky, 1988). Disposal of spent fuel is equally 
environmentally degrading and one of the central controversies of this fuel, considering that there is much 
debate over what constitutes safe deposition sites. Decommissioning is also problematic. Nuclear 
accidents, such as those at Chemobyl and Three Mile Island, have done nothing to improve public 
opinion; both were caused by a combination of human error and design faults and continue to affect the 
surrounding areas and the health of those who survived. There are also issues relating to safety and 
consequently, its implementation is often controversial due to lack of public acceptance. 
1.1.2 Renewable Energy Options 
Renewables are natural sources of energy available for use that can be replenished or replaced at a 
comparable rate to which they are used (S0rensen, 1979). As the non-renewable resources above have 
many issues associated with their use, renewable energy is seen as an environmentally-practical and now 
an economically-viable option, thus the use of these sources is steadily increasing. Due to this, biomass 
and other renewables must now play an increasingly significant part in power generation and are therefore 
eventually and inevitably set to become the energy resources for the future. There are many key 
advantages over the previous energy sources. Importantly, renewable energy options are able to be used 
continuously as they are either inexhaustible or they are replenished, and additionally, their environmental 
implications are significantly less. The development and utilisation of renewable energy sources 
therefore seems to be a certainty, as well as a necessity, for the future of power generation. 
1.1.2.1 Introducing Biomass as a Renewable Energy Resource 
Biomass is the organic material from plants that live or once lived within the earth's biosphere. This 
biomass, along with its associated organic wastes, is a great energy resource that is continuously replaced 
(Ramage and Scurlock, 1996; McKendry, 2002a). Biomass, for use as a fuel to produce heat and power, 
has to be the resource with the longest history of use and this solar-derived energy source has been vitally 
important for societal development across the globe for thousands of years. 
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Flora are able to store solar energy, which is subsequently used for power, through photosynthetic 
processes, converting carbon dioxide (C02) and water (H20) into oxygen (02) and a carbohydrate 
(C6HI20 6), via a light-induced reaction. The overall equation for this is: 
(1.1) 
The net energy required, added by solar radiation, to form C6HI20 6 via the above reaction, is 4.66 x 10-18 J 
(Sorensen, 1979). This process occurs in two distinct phases. The first stage is the photodissociation of 
water, as the chlorophyll, the green pigment found in plants, absorbs light: 
2H20 light energy) O2 + 4W + 4e- (1.2) 
The energy is then carried by cations and electrons until the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 
(NADP) compound becomes NADPH2, and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is formed. In the second stage, 
known as the Calvin cycle, a high energy reaction takes place in the dark, where these molecules produce 
the carbohydrate (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996): 
ATP ) 2[CHzO] (1.3) 
This process, however, is not efficient in terms of converting all available sunlight to energy; in fact, it is 
normally less than 1 % (McKendry, 2002a). It is this stored chemical energy that is extracted when the 
biomass is used as a fuel resource. 
There are many advantages to energy production from biomass. A range of different types can be used, 
thus some form can be cultivated almost anywhere and there is also essentially an endless supply. Its 
versatility is highly beneficial: not only can it be combusted, but it can also be processed to produce fuels 
with greater calorific value (CV), that can be utilised for a range of purposes, from commercial power 
production to the transport industry. Combustion of fossil fuels, essentially fossilised biomass, releases 
CO2 that has not been present in the atmosphere for thousands, even millions, of years, which increases 
the amount present and therefore directly contributes to global warming (McKendry, 2002a). Burning 
biomass, however, has no net CO2 emissions (C02-neutral) since it has recently been absorbed and will be 
reabsorbed during the photosynthetic growth of new biomass: the carbon cycle at work, albeit 
anthropogenically-modified. There is unfortunately often a considerable time-lag between the release and 
uptake of CO2 during biomass re-growth and it may therefore be necessary to provide mitigation 
strategies to deal with the consequences (McKendry, 2002a). In addition to aiding the alleviation of the 
greenhouse effect, there are a number of other environmental benefits, including reducing regional 
pollution, conserving water and soil, and integrating the agricultural and energy sectors (UNEP, 1991). 
1.1.2.2 Other Renewable Resources 
Besides biomass, there are a wide variety of other renewable resources. As with all renewable energy, 
pollutants are not as profuse, making them environmentally-friendly on this level. The driving influences, 
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which control the nature, direction and amount of progress made in this field, are the market forces and 
the political decisions - not only the legislation concerning environmental, energy and climate policy, but 
also industrial subsidies (Kamp, et al., 2004; ~ahin,2004; Brandt and Svendsen, 2006). Public 
opposition, as with nuclear power, is another dominating influence; there is often resistance to the 
adoption of renewable energy due to the other environmental implications. What it is important to realise 
is that whilst there will be environmental effects to some extent regardless of which energy source is 
adopted, renewable resources tend to have much fewer impacts than non-renewables; the effects are also 
usually more localised. Some options are prominent, such as the use of wind and hydroelectric power 
(HEP), while others are not so well publicised in the UK but have been used to great effect elsewhere, 
such as geothermal. Others are currently being developed, such as hydrogen, fuel cells and some water-
based technologies. Developments and advances are being made continuously to improve these. 
Solar energy technologies are varied and consist of two types - solar thermal and photovoltaics (PV). 
Solar thermal technologies (passive and active designs) use solar energy - heat from the sun - to heat a 
building or a substance, usually water, and is often fully integrated into its design (Everett, 1996). Solar 
thermal power generation is also used in this way, for instance using parabolic troughs or dishes. PV is 
based on the differential electrical conductivity between semiconductor materials, used primarily in grid-
connected or stand-alone systems. Although solar panels, which convert radiation directly to electricity, 
can be expensive, PV is both an attractive and straightforward form of energy generation and is already 
economically viable for certain remote locations (Jager-Waldau and Ossenbrink, 2004). There are issues 
concerning the consistency of the radiation supply and thus where PV cells can be applied, although the 
conversion efficiency is extremely high (Boyle, 1996). 
More than 4000 years ago, wind was used as a source of power, harnessed by windmills, and subsequent 
technological developments have enabled wind to now be a significant and widely-used renewable energy 
resource, becoming more convenient and increasingly economically-viable (Taylor, 1996). It is the 
fastest growing renewable source, with annual growth rates of 20-30 % (Jager-Waldau and Ossenbrink, 
2004). An important benefit is that resources are fairly evenly distributed, although its unpredictability, 
the visual intrusion and efficiency (restricted to 59.3 % by the Betz limit) can be challenging (Taylor, 
1996). Nevertheless, this efficiency is still notably higher than many other energy production methods. 
Many water-based technologies are used to harness energy, comprising HEP - the use of water flowing in 
rivers - as well as four ocean systems: waves, tidal, currents and thermal gradients. HEP is an indirect 
use of solar power as water evaporates when heated by the sun, where condensation and precipitation 
close the water cycle. Placing dams and turbines across rivers enables stored potential energy to be 
captured often at high efficiencies and is an already well-established practice (Ramage, 1996; Ristinen 
and Kraushaar, 1999). Although there are limitations to covering land with a reservoir, like disrupting the 
ecological balance and dam failures, small-scale schemes minimise these impacts (Roberts, et al., 1990). 
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Energy extraction from waves, the first ocean energy system, can be exploited through a variety of 
methods, as devices can be placed on or offshore and can float or be fixed to the sea-bed. There appear to 
be few environmental impacts from most schemes (Duckers, 1996). The continuous gravitational 
interactions between the earth and the moon mean tidal bulges can be used twice a day throughout the 
year to produce energy; a barrage can be constructed across an estuary to trap water at high-tide to be 
released at low tide and produce a surge of power. Unlike wave power, tidal schemes are often large, 
require vast financial inputs as well as long construction periods, and can have complex ecological 
impacts (Roberts, et al., 1990). The final two ocean energy systems, currents and thermal gradients could 
be utilised for power generation, as the oceans absorb solar radiation (Ristinen and Kraushaar, 1999). 
Although there are advantages, for example the sub-aqua turbines are located far out to sea thus limiting 
the impacts on coastal populations, the conversion efficiency is low. These technologies are also in a 
fairly embryonic state. 
Although the interior heat of the earth is fairly constant, in some locations, such as those which have hot 
springs or experience volcanic activity, the heat flux to the surface is much greater and can be used for 
geothermal energy production. There are two distinct types: 'hot dry rocks' and hydrothermal resources 
(subcategorised as hyperthermal and low-conductivity strata). The first is where heat stored within 
impermeable rocks is extracted by pumping water into man-made fractures. While only a few sites are 
available and schemes are often expensive, where it is used, it provides large proportions of regional 
energy, which are made more economic by improving the efficiency using combined heat-and-power 
(CHP), as in Southampton (Southampton City Council, n.d.). 
Fuel cells facilitate the conversion of a fuel's chemical energy to electrical power without combustion, 
with a higher degree of efficiency than a conventional engine (Everett and Boyle, 1996; Boudghene 
Stambouli and Traversa, 2002). Moreover, they have a high energy density and an array of applications, 
including power generation and transportation (Srinivasan, 1999). Another distinct advantage is that 
there are a range of types, depending on the fuel used, which includes biomass (Ramage and Scurlock, 
1996). Hydrogen is another renewable energy source, as it is a medium for storing energy, particularly in 
fuel cells (Boyle, 1996). It can be produced by conventional or renewable fuels, by the electrolysis of 
water or by PV cells and is a 'premium-quality energy carrier'. There are a number of technological 
barriers to overcome and as it is only just emerging, it is thus still extremely expensive (Ogden, 1999). 
1.2 ENERGY PRODUCTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 
As can be seen from the above discussion of energy, it is vital for our existence and there is an increasing 
demand for it. Its sources, however, are cause for concern, particularly due to their environmental 
implications. The detrimental impacts of using fossil fuels are concerned primarily with the emissions 
from combustion. Although abatement and removal techniques are employed to reduce pollutant levels 
before flue gases are released, these technologies are relatively new and anthropogenic emissions have 
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been building up in the atmosphere for some time. Some compounds, such as carbon dioxide, are still 
released in vast quantities. The varieties of elements that make up fuels like coal mean a number of 
pollutants are emitted, which have varied environmental effects. 
1.2.1 Greenhouse Gases and the Greenhouse Effect 
The greenhouse effect is the natural phenomenon of atmospheric heating caused by compounds in the air 
referred to as 'greenhouse gases'; these, which are detailed in Table 1.1, trap heat making it warm enough 
for our planet to be inhabitable. The mechanism for this is expressed in Figure 1.1. 
GREENHOUSE GAS CONCENTRATION IN ATMOSPHERE GLOBAL W ARlVIL'IG 
PRE-INDUSTRIAL 1998 POTENTIAL (CWP) 
COz 280 ppm 370 ppm 1* 
CH~ 750 ppb 1750 ppb 23 
NzO 270 ppb 314 ppb 296 
CF~ 40 ppt 80 ppt 5700 
CFCs 0 4-533 ppt 4600-14000 
HFCs 0 0.5-14 ppt 120-12000 
SF6 0 4 .2 ppt 22200 
Table 1.1: Table showing the changes in the atmospheric concentration of selected greenhouse gases. 
Sources: [PCC (200 I); National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (2004) 
* The GWP of CO2 is 1 as this is the reference gas, to which other GWP are related. 
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Figure 1.1 : The natura l (green) and the anthropogenically-enhanced (red) greenhouse effect. 
Source: NERC (200 I) 
The concerns over this are that increasing amounts of these gases are present in the atmosphere due 
mainly to fossil fuel combustion, essentially because of energy production and transport, although there 
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are other sources. It is now thought that significantly increasing the atmospheric concentrations of such 
gases will increase the amount of heat that is trapped - the anthropogenically-modified or enhanced 
greenhouse effect, also shown in Figure 1.1. As seen from Table 1.1, the concentration of various 
species, such as CO2 from combustion and methane (Cf4) from biological decomposition and natural gas 
. leakage, has dramatically increased. Many complex compounds, namely CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons), 
HFCs (hydrofluorocarbons) and SF6 (sulphur hexafluoride) from refrigeration, aerosols and the semi-
conductor industry respectively, are not naturally present in the atmosphere. The concentration of 
tetrafluoromethane (CF4) has also increased noticeably, more than doubling since the eighteenth century. 
Perhaps more importantly, as Alexander (1996) states, these more complex substances have higher global 
warming potentials (GWP), which has been defined by the !PCC (2001) as: 
An index, describing the radiative characteristics of well mixed greenhouse gases, that represents 
the combined effect of the differing times these gases remain in the atmosphere and their relative 
effectiveness in absorbing outgoing infrared radiation. This index approximates the time-
integrated warming effect of a unit mass of a given greenhouse gas in today's atmosphere, 
relative to that of carbon dioxide. 
This means that although some of these compounds are only found in extremely low concentrations, for 
instance certain HFCs, the impacts they have on the climatic system are vast, relative to that of CO2• 
There are also other species related to this phenomenon that are not included in the table. Atmospheric 
water vapour, for example, also contributes to the natural greenhouse effect, although due to the closed 
nature of the hydrological cycle, the amount is static and not anthropogenically altered. 
1.2.2 Climate Change and Global JVarming 
Although the greenhouse effect is an entirely natural phenomenon, the enhanced or anthropogenically-
modified greenhouse effect means that there is increased trapping of heat, ultimately making the Earth 
warmer. This will have a variety of devastating consequences, as climate change will see average 
temperatures rise across the globe and may cause more frequent extreme weather events, such as floods 
and droughts on a localised scale. A variety of studies have employed a range of computer models to 
simulate and predict the future changes in our climate and weather systems, based on information 
concerning the changing composition of our atmosphere (!PCC, 2000). Although different scenarios have 
been investigated and these simulations vary widely, results are consistent in that they all show definitive 
changes in the way our planets' climatic and related systems operate. This warming, however, will cause 
a chain reaction altering more than just the temperatures we experience. Many changes are predicted -
not just climatic warming but changes in weather patterns in general, such as extreme weather events, and 
over time, an ultimate change in climate coupled with rising sea-levels. This will lead to a shift in the 
distribution of major world biomes, particularly the expansion of deserts (desertification) and in tum, will 
have an enormous effect on the inhabitants of these places, both people and animals. The sea-levels will 
rise due to thermal expansion of the sea and also due to the melting of ice caps and glaciers, flooding 
many low-lying areas, the worst affected being poorer countries, such as Bangladesh. Other implications 
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of our actions include alterations of ocean thermal currents, the biological impacts of disease or world 
pandemics, and even the extinction of some species. The financial repercussion of dealing with such a 
multitude of global impacts will obviously be extreme. 
1.2.3 Other Environmental Problems 
In addition to the wanning of the climate and its subsequent effects on the weather systems and 
hydrological cycle, there are a number of other environmental issues caused, at least in part, by the 
combustion of fossil fuels. These include acid rain, photochemical smog and ozone depletion. Acid rain 
is caused by various pollutants found in the flue gases released from power stations, although there are 
other sources (Alexander, 1996). These include oxides of sulphur and nitrogen (SOx and NOx), as well 
as other ac id gases, such as hydrogen chloride (HCI). This is referred to as 'wet ' acid rain as these 
species dissolve in the water of precipitation or clouds. ' Dry' acid rain occurs when these acid gases are 
adsorbed onto the surface of dust particles, which then also fall to Earth and are deposited. Although 
these formation routes sound simple in theory, in practise, the causes are often more complex, due to the 
multitude of processes occurring in the atmosphere. These acids have a variety of consequences; the 
acidification of lakes has caused widespread problems throughout Scandinavia, for example killing fish, 
and many areas of German forests have experienced defoliation and subsequent deforestation, as the trees 
can no longer survive in such acidic conditions. Buildings, particularly those built from limestone, are 
also vulnerable and it is not uncommon to find extreme amounts of weathering and erosion due to this on 
historic buildings. The obvious solution is to reduce the emissions of these substances through various 
removal strategies, although more stringent legislation is required to control emissions to a higher degree. 
There are two types of smog: the first is sulphur-based, caused by the release of SOx, known as ' acid 
mist ', and the second is photochemical (Figure 1.2), caused by various emissions from power stations, 
including NOx and unburned hydrocarbons (URCs). These species react in the presence of ultra-violet 
(UV) light, in what is known as the nitrogen photolytic cycle, and can result in severe health problems. 
Figure 1.2 : Photograph of photochemical smog in Los Angeles, USA. 
Source: Su (2002) 
The stratospheric ozone layer is 15-35 km above the surface of the earth, which filters out much of the 
harmful UV radiation to protect us. Many compounds released from power generators react with ozone 
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(03) to deplete it, such' as NOx and CFCs, which undergo reactions to convert 0 3 to O2• The UV 
radiation found at these altitudes also facilitates the depletion of 0 3 by the photodissociation of O2 to form 
radicals and initiate the reaction. The combustion of fuel in power stations may have a limited affect, but 
the emissions released at high altitudes, specifically from aircraft, are the cause for most concern. 
1.2.4 Non-Renewable Vs. Renewable Energy: The Rise of the Renewables? 
As previously discussed, all energy sources have their limitations. The environmental issues are of 
primary concern as they can and do have direct influences on our lives, now and in the future. Moreover, 
it can be seen that the environmental effects of non-renewable sources are far more widespread than those 
of renewables. This surely suggests that we should be making more use of the opportunities we have to 
utilise and research further the renewable resources available. The environmental damage resulting from 
the use of fossil fuels include increasing amounts of CO2 and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, 
leading to an enhanced greenhouse effect and climate change on a global scale, as well as more localised 
impacts, like photochemical smog and acid rain. As these issues are generally not applicable when 
considering renewable sources, the environmental problems are considerably less. These environmental 
difficulties and other issues associated with the use of non-renewable fuels must mean that the future of 
energy generation will change dramatically. There are many factors driving change in the energy sector, 
such as the increasingly stringent legalisation, market forces and public opinion. These pressures on 
present energy procedures represent challenges that essentially cannot be overcome. This has lead to 
there being more reasons to adopt renewable technologies for power production, coupled with fewer to 
continue using non-renewable sources. In addition to these well-publicised concerns, fossil fuel reserves 
will eventually be exhausted, leading to a considerable energy shortage if alternative supplies are not 
found. Due to this, energy production in the future will have to be cleaner and more efficient. Biomass, 
such as spent mushroom compost and other renewables therefore seem like the green option for power 
generation. Whilst there are some environmental impacts from these, their adoption will considerably 
reduce our current negative influences, although not necessarily reverse the effects we have already had. 
In recent years, investigations into these areas have come to the forefront of research in the energy sector. 
Whilst some focussed on improving efficiency and making energy production from fossil fuels more 
environmentally-sound, the majority looks at various renewable options and their potential. Due to this, 
the employment of these sources has become increasingly rapid of late. McKendry (2002a) discusses 
factors which have brought about a restored interest in the use of biomass and derived biofuels; one of the 
most important is the contribution of other sources, namely fossil fuels, to greenhouse gases. Given that 
biomass and other renew abies are CO2-neutral, it has now re-emerged as a significant energy source. 
1.3 BACKGROUND: SPENT MUSHROOl\1 COMPOST AS A FUEL 
As the mushroom growing industry continues to develop, spent mushroom compost, hereinafter SMC, 
production is therefore also increasing. At present, its generation rate is about 200,000 t/a in the UK. 
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Disposal is often problematic due to the large quantities produced, particularly as it is disposed of in 
landfill sites or is spread as a fertiliser on agricultural land; both are unsustainable and environmentally 
degrading, and consequently disposal is the most significant barrier to future developments in this 
industry. In order to remove this major obstacle to allow expansion and security, an alternative disposal 
route is needed, whereby SMC can be put to use in a sustainable and environmentally-friendly manner. 
Although a number of studies have investigated a variety of possible uses for SMC, mainly agricultural 
and industrial applications, few have considered its use as a potential energy feedstock. Williams, et al. 
(200Ia), Williams (2001) and McCahey, et al. (2003) report no previous 'combustion trials' have been 
carried out on SMC and thus little other literature is available regarding this. Although the properties of 
SMC were evaluated and compositional analyses were performed in these studies, as will be the case 
here, they did not explore SMC pelletisation, or its combination with a coal tailing binder. 
Using SMC combined with higher CV coal tailings to act as a binder and a secondary fuel, pellets can be 
made and have the potential to provide heat and/or power in a variety of industrial situations. In the UK, 
as only a small percentage of energy comes from renewable resources, it is important to increase this, not 
only to meet energy legislation requirements, but also to minimise or at least lessen our environmental 
impacts. Additionally, the amount of energy produced from unsustainable fuel resources could be 
reduced, consequently lowering the greenhouse gases that are emitted, and mitigating at least in part, the 
impacts of global warming and climate change, as well as other the environmerital issues previously 
described. The use of these materials will eliminate the need for their undesirable disposal and will also 
be beneficial in aiding the cleaning and reclamation of contaminated land. The primary purpose, 
therefore, of using SMC and coal tailings as energy sources is to increase the amount of renewable power 
generated, and thus attempt to mitigate impacts of anthropogenic environmental problems. Through this, 
it is possible to make use of wastes, reduce the amount of SMC going to landfill and aid the clean-up of 
contaminated areas. The key purposes of pelletisation are to improve fuel properties, such as energy 
density, and to enable cheaper and easier transportation, storage and handling. 
1.4 SYNOPSIS OF THE RESEARCH 
The rationale for this research was to complete an investigation concerning the use of SMC and coal 
tailings as renewable fuels, through combining a comprehensive review of literature and theory, with 
extensive experimental procedures relating to the manufacture and use of SMC-coal tailing pellets. The 
key themes and ideas within this field were explored in-depth, to define the research area and clearly 
outline the gap within it. Experimental procedures were outlined, based on the appraised literature and 
theory, to evaluate the composition and properties of both materials, and subsequently explore the 
practicalities of forming fuel pellets from these substances. Additional information concerning their 
pelletisation was sought, through an assessment of specific variables, which were manipulated and their 
effect quantified, to define the optimum pelletisation conditions. Combustion, pyrolysis and gasification 
were compared, then further experimental procedures considered the efficiency, energy recovery and 
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emissions from fluidised-bed combustion, examining the impact of different air flowrates, pellet feedrates 
and sand bed depth. Complementary theoretical and mathematical modelling were also completed. 
1.5 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of this research was to discover the potential for reusing SMC and coal tailings as fuels 
through physical processing to form pellets. This work was divided into sections - a comprehensive 
literature review, research into the theoretical background, extensive experimental work and an 
examination of industrial applications; the aims and obj ectives of this study therefore are as follows: 
1. To complete a broad literature search concerning -
• biomass as a source of energy and its related legislation, 
• the two waste materials utilised for this PhD research - SMC and coal tailings. 
2. To investigate thoroughly various theoretical topics relating to -
• thermal treatments for energy production and their associated clean-up systems, 
• fluidisation and fluidised-bed combustion, 
• pelletisation. 
3. To outline and execute experimental methodologies for the analysis of· 
• the material characteristics of SMC and coal tailings, 
• the pelletisation of the waste materials, 
• preliminary comparisons and advanced thermal treatment tests for SMC and coal tailings. 
4. To examine the industrial applications and implications of these fuels with regard to -
• FLUENT modelling concerning thermal treatment technologies, 
• heat and power generation, 
• meeting legislation, 
• the costs of processing and using these fuels. 
1.6 OUTLINE OF THESIS 
This thesis consists of twelve chapters. Chapter 1 established the background to this research area. 
Chapter 2 contains an overview of biomass fuels and relevant legislation, as well as exploring the 
generation, properties and potential uses of SMC and coal tailings. Chapter 3 presents a review of 
thermal treatment technologies, as well as the formation and removal of pollutants produced from these. 
Chapters 4 and 5 outline the theory of fluidisation, concerning fluidised-bed combustion and the 
theoretical background to pelletisation. Chapters 6 through 9 outline the methodologies, results and 
analyses of the material characterisation, pelletisation, the comparison of thermal treatments and the in-
depth investigation of fluidised-bed combustion. Chapter 10 considers the industrial impacts of the use of 
such fuel pellets, focussing on FLUENT modelling and heat/power generation. Chapter 11 contains a 
broad discussion, culminating in a consideration of the wider industrial applications and lastly, Chapter 
12 outlines the conclusions and future work to complete this thesis. 
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2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This literature review thoroughly investigates key topics relating to this work. including: the types of 
biomass used as energy sources, legislation governing energy generation and waste management, and the 
materials utilised as energy resources here - SMC and coal tailings. Biomass is a renewable energy 
source, a solar energy store that can be exploited in a sustainable manner and replenished whilst previous 
stocks are used. There are many environmental advantages of using renewable energy compared to 
conventional fuels; there are reduced greenhouse and acid gas emissions and it can provide fuels for 
heating, power generation and transport, as well as chemicals for industry (Easterly and Burnham, 1996). 
Biomass therefore is an imperative way to move past our fossil fuel-dependency for all currently reliant 
sectors. Biomass sources can be organised into various groups, however, there are a number of these 
classifications (see Easterly and Burnham, 1996; McKendry, 2002a). The subcategories within the two 
main groups (i) waste and by-products and (ii) energy crops are explored here, with respect to their 
availability and use. The properties and composition of various biomass fuels are compared, along with 
the economic and environmental aspects of biofuel production. The concepts and key policies concerning 
waste and energy legislation are also outlined. 
SMC is the waste from the cultivation of edible mushrooms, composed of a surface casing layer and a 
substrate underneath (Williams, et al., 2001a). It is a significant by-product of the now commercial and 
large-scale mushroom-growing industry. The themes considered are: the formation of the compost; its 
constituents and properties; and its production rate. SMC utilisation has been investigated for a number 
of purposes, which is important as it creates excellent opportunities to divert it from landfill. 
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Coal is a fossil fuel, although its fonnation is distinctly different from oil and natural gas. It is a 
naturally-fonned, complex hydrocarbon, in essence a sedimentary rock, produced during changes to plant 
remains over time (Speight, 1994; 2005). Since the industrial revolution, it has been commercially 
combusted in power stations for generating heat and power. When it is mined, many parts do not meet 
the quality criteria and these substances, coal fines, are mixed with water, forming slurry or tailings, 
which are disposed of in lagoons (Radloff, et at., 2004; Speight, 2005). The fonnation, development and 
composition of coal has been examined briefly and the resultant coal tailings lagoons also discussed. The 
quality, quantity, composition, properties and uses of coal tailings have also been explored. 
2.2 BIOMASS AS AN ENERGY SOURCE 
2.2.1 Wastes and By-Products 
Energy from waste and by-products falls into distinct categories, comprising commercial, industrial and 
municipal sources (McGowin and Wiltsee, 1996). Within these categories, there are many types, 
including agricultural and forestry residues, municipal solid waste and sewage sludge. SMC and coal 
tailings are from agricultural and industrial sources, which are reviewed in detail in Section 2.4 and 2.5. 
2.2.1.1 Agricultural Residues 
Agricultural wastes can be further sub-divided depending on the nature of the activity. The first is crop 
wastes, both tropical and temperate, where the types of non-woody crops used include straw, bagasse, rice 
husks and coconut wastes among others, which make good quality fuels. The type obviously varies 
depending on the location of the fanning activity. Straw waste, found in temperate climates, for instance, 
can no longer be burned in the field due to pollution problems, so it is used as a fuel, often in on-site 
power stations or in regional biomass energy generators (Easterly and Burnham, 1996; Ramage and 
Scurlock, 1996). These areas also produce vast amounts of other crop wastes, such as potatoes, beet tops 
and damaged fruit and vegetables, as well as large volumes of domestic and commercial garden wastes 
(Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). Crop residues from more tropical climes are also varied, for example 
sugar cane, rice husks and coconut waste, many of which are used directly at the processing plants as 
fuels, via combustion, although biological treatments and other thennal processes are also common to 
convert them to more useful products through enhancing their energy density (Ramage and Scurlock, 
1996). There are many concerns regarding the use of crop residues, the main one being that there are a 
number of competing uses, including composting, fertilisers and animal fodder. Other drawbacks are the 
difficulties associated with storing, transporting and handling such bulky materials and the seasonality of 
their availability (Easterly and Burnham, 1996; Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). 
Animal sewage and other waste from extensive or intensive animal husbandry can also he used and is the 
second category within agricultural residues (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). Although this is not 
common in the UK, many countries, such as Denmark, make use of this due to their large animal farming 
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businesses. One option is to combust the waste directly and use the energy to produce heat and power. 
These wastes can also be utilised to produce biogas. Using a digester, continuous or batch digestion can 
occur where the heat from the bacterial action is normally sufficient to maintain an ideal temperature for 
this process (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). The fuel produced can be used for heat generation and/or 
electricity production. Even if this does not produce vast amounts of fuel for commercial or even 
domestic use, it is beneficial and therefore this is often used simply as a method of waste disposal, since 
there are sometimes large quantities of manure available and only a small proportion is required for 
fertilisers (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). Sewage sludge can also be treated in this way. Anaerobic 
digestion is discussed in more detail with reference to biomass processing in the following chapter. 
The use of agricultural residues as a conventional fuel substitute has a number of issues, as described by 
Werther, et al. (2000); these problems cover a range of factors, specifically the material characteristics. 
The main ones considered within this detailed article by Werther, et al. (2000) are the high moisture 
content, low bulk density, high ash content (with the associated problems of corrosion, slagging, fouling 
and poor handling) and the detrimental emissions produced. 
2.2.1.2 Forestry Residues 
Wood residues come from several woodland and forestry sources: timber processing waste, logging 
residues, sawmills, urban tree trimmings and the pulp and paper industries. Although many of these are 
able to recycle wastes within their process, significant amounts are still produced, which can be used for 
energy generation. Forestry management also generates large quantities of residue when specific 
practices known as 'culls' are employed - where a number are located together, it can be economical to 
transport residues to a centralised power plant for sustainable energy production for the community 
(Easterly and Burnham, 1996). This can be done without exhausting the forest through replanting and 
regeneration. Other practices exist, such as thinning, trimming and removing dead trees, to provide 
further fuel (Borjesson, et al., 1997). If the biomass is large enough, it can be chipped and directly 
combusted in specialised burners (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). As is often the case, the bulk density is 
low, while the moisture content is high and this, coupled with the fact that forestry management locations 
are usually remote, means it is not economic to transport these wastes long distances (Ramage and 
Scurlock, 1996). Borjesson, et al. (1997) considered the issues relating to the use of forestry residues: 
these were primarily the environmental, economic and technical limitations, as well as the manufacturing 
conditions, area available and yields produced. In some circumstances, there is competition for these 
wastes, mainly with the construction industry; fertilisation, however, can maximise yields. Werther, et al. 
(2000) further discussed many of these issues. 
2.2.1.3 }'Iunicipal Solid Waste and Sewage 
The production of waste from domestic, commercial and industrial sectors is vast, where households in 
the UK alone produce in excess of 25m tonnes each year, and unfortunately the majority ends up in 
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landfill (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). This municipal solid waste (MSW), the general composition of 
which is shown in Table 2.1, can be made use of to produce heat and power and is thought to be a main 
source of renewable energy (Easterly and Burnham, 1996). This includes its direct incineration, the use 
of landfill gas or the production of refuse-derived fuels (RDF) or solid recovery fuels (SRF) . The use of 
MSW is often high on the environmental agenda, as waste is diverted from landfill, except in the case of 
landfill gas. Some waste is both combustible and recyclable, so the relative economics of these decide its 
fate . According to Eastop and Croft (1990), if just a small proportion of the waste in the UK was used as 
fuel , this would result in considerable reductions in fossil fuel consumption and decrease landfilling. 
CONSTITUENT % WEIGHT 
Paper 45 
Plastic 6 
Ferrous Metal 5 
Aluminium 1 
Glass 9 
Other Organics 31 
Other Inorganics 3 
Total Moisture 30 
As-received Ash 25 
Oven Dr~ Ash 36 
Table 2.1: General composition and properties of unprocessed MSW. 
Source: Easterly and Burnham (1996) 
Direct combustion of MSW, without pre-processing or sorting, is the simplest and cheapest way of 
utili sing this waste, specifically for energy recovery through CHP or just to generate electricity. The 
plant at Edmonton, London, operates at an efficiency of 13 % and although this is not high, this is a better 
use for this waste than landfi lling (Eastop and Croft, 1990). There is also an energy-from-waste (EfW) 
facility for power generation in Sheffield, producing electricity and district heating for much of the city 
(Figure 2.1); this means 63 % of MSW generated here is used for energy recovery and only 16 % goes to 
landfill. The use of MSW incinerators was previously considered to be a waste disposal option, but now 
more emphasis is placed on energy recovery, in the fonn of providing heat and power to the surrounding 
populations. Obviously using MSW in this way is an alternative to disposal, but the problems concerning 
current energy generation methods can also be mitigated in this way. 
Figure 2.1: Aerial view of the energy recovery facility in Sheffield. 
ource: Onyx Sheffield, Ltd. (2006) 
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As the composition of MSW is not ideally-suited to combustion, processing or treating it is often useful to 
lower the moisture and increase the energy density (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996); this also makes it easier 
to transport, store and handle, significantly reducing these costs. These issues and the subsequent 
processing of MSW have lead to the development of RDF and SRF, that are utilised in conventional 
power stations, either by combusting them on their own, or co-firing them with coal. A variety of 
products are formed from separating, drying and densifying (pelletisation) the waste to improve its 
characteristics, thus enhancing its suitability for combustion (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). Pellets can be 
formed to increase the bulk and energy densities of the waste as well as eliminating moisture; prior 
sorting of non-combustible material is usually also required. 
Allowing the natural decay of MSW produces methane and carbon dioxide gases, but also produces 
odorous and toxic gases that are problematic and can lead to explosions. Due to this, landfill sites 
necessitate careful management. By placing MSW in highly regulated sites, decay is controlled and the 
gases produced can be tapped and used as fuel, preventing explosions and eliminating the need for 
passive venting. Landfill gas (LFG) tapping and energy recovery reduces the amount of fossil fuels 
required for energy production and limits the amount of environmentally-detrimental pollutants released 
from landfill. Due to difficulties with gas extraction and the management of conditions, generally less 
that 50 % of LFG is recoverable. Although combusting LFG, the main constituent of which is ClL, 
means CO2 is released, it is notably less harmful to the environment in terms of GWP than simply venting 
the ClL to the atmosphere (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). 
Biogas can be formed from sewage sludge, as stated above, and subsequently used for heat and power 
generation. This is usually done on a large scale, though countries such as China and India are making 
these available on a much smaller scale for use with municipal and animal sewage (Ramage and Scurlock, 
1996). Another option, as with animal waste, is direct incineration, however, the moisture has to be 
lowered considerably to work effectively (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). 
2.2.1.4 Other Commercial and Industrial Wastes 
There are also a number of other commercial and industrial wastes that can be used to provide energy. 
An example of this type of waste is the use of tyres. A large number are disposed of every year, but 
unfortunately a considerable proportion is not suitable for energy use, even though they have a substantial 
energy content; their CV is approximately 32 MJ/kg (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996; DTI, 2006). Some 
power plants do make use of this waste and can incinerate millions oftyres each year for energy recovery, 
particularly those which co-fire them with coal, although there are several issues associated with this 
(Stopek and Justice, 1993). There are also problems with utilising other types of waste material, 
especially if they contain chemicals that can be potentially hazardous. Their use needs to be carefully 
investigated before they are employed to ensure the safety of people and the environment. Certain clean-
up technologies can be used to combat some of these problems. 
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2.2.2 Energy Crops 
Biomass grown specifically as a means to produce energy are known as 'energy crops', although they are 
also often referred to as 'virgin biomass' (Jager-Waldau and Ossenbrink, 2004). There are certain 
characteristics that are considered important for energy crops, including: high dry matter yield per 
hectare; low energy and nutrient inputs with high energy output; low costs; and few contaminants or 
potential pollutants (McKendry, 2002a). Many suggest that in order for biomass to make a significant 
contribution to power generation in the future, the use of energy crops will need to be extensive, as it 
could potentially be the largest biomass resource (Easterly and Burnham, 1996). Of these crops, there are 
many categories into which they can be divided; herein, woody crops, C4 and herbaceous crops, and 
biomass grown specifically for processing will be considered. Due to their variety, there are many 
potential uses for these commercially. 
2.2.2.1 Wood 
Wood must be the earliest used fuel, thus growing and using it as a fuel today can only be a logical 
progression from its use in the past. This is seen particularly in Asia, Africa and South America, where 
wood is a primary source of fuel for both domestic and industrial sectors (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). 
As the use of woody crops for this purpose is becoming more widespread, the commercialisation of this 
has ensued; forestry industries are vital both for producing fuel and ensuring that forests are sustainably 
managed (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). Modified conventional forestry can be used, particularly where 
hardwood short-rotation crops are grown, which develop fully in 5 to 10 years. Coppicing - where shoots 
regrow after initial harvesting - can bring about significant biomass accumulations over time and a new 
crop can be harvested after another 5 to 10 years (Easterly and Burnham, 1996). This is not a new 
technique but can minimise the costs of operations, as only one planting occurs for many harvests and 
less demanding management is used (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). Arable coppice is different, 
cultivating mainly fast-growing species such as hazel and poplar in developed countries. This may have 
certain impacts on local ecology, however, and can also be unsustainable due to the economic intensity of 
operations, as it may be in direct competition with conventional forestry practice; this can nevertheless 
remediate soil erosion issues (Easterly and Burnham, 1996). Both gasification and combustion 
technologies are available for processing these crops when they are harvested. 
2.2.2.2 C4 and Herbaceous Crops 
C4 crops are usually found in tropical or sub-tropical regions, where the photosynthetic processes 
occurring are distinctly different from the C3 pathway described in the introduction to this thesis. 
Through enzyme and kinetic labelling experimentation, the C4-dicarboxylic acid pathway was recognised 
(Hatch and Slack, 1970). During photosynthesis, the CO2-fixation pathway proceeds by two 
interconnected cycles; the first includes the carboxylation of phosphoenolpyruvate forming oxaloacetate 
and the second is the acceptor transferral of a C4 carboxyl from a carboxylic acid (Hatch and Slack, 
1970). Some of the reactions that occur during this pathway are, however, similar to those that operate in 
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the fixation pathways of C3 crops. This mechanism was first discerned due to the 'unusual' chloroplast 
characteristics and photosynthesis rate in what are now known as C4 plants (Hatch and Slack, 1970). 
Even though many tropical plants use this pathway, other C4 species do grow elsewhere; many energy 
crops are, indeed, C4 crops, including sugar cane, maize, sorghum, rniscanthus and switchgrass. Due to 
the locations where these crops are found, some are not suitable for growth in some countries, although 
they are successful elsewhere. Many herbaceous crops grow in the humid-temperate UK climate, several 
specifically for processing, which is considered presently. Energy crop production can be advantageous 
but would usually replace agriculture, thus sites become less intensively managed, less fertilisers are used 
and the leeching of these would be reduced (Gonzalez, et al., 2006). Many studies have investigated the 
use of these crops; Gonzalez, et al. (2006) used pelletised common reed and sorghum in a mural boiler for 
domestic heating and Gilbert, et al. (2009) investigated switchgrass, a C4 energy crop grown in the UK. 
2.2.2.3 Crops Grown for Processing 
A number of energy crops, such as sugar cane, maize and sorghum are grown, not for the purpose of 
using them directly as a fuel, but to process them via thermochemical or biological mechanisms to 
produce biofuels. Key examples are alcohols (methanol and ethanol) and vegetable oil-based fuels. 
While the feedstocks and properties of these fuels shall be discussed herein, the processes used will be 
reviewed in the subsequent chapter. The production of alcohols uses fermentation to convert the biomass 
constituents into the alcohols used as fuels. The main feedstocks to produce ethanol are crops with high 
sugar, starch or cellulose levels, in particular sugar cane, molasses and cassava (Wereko-Brobby and 
Hagen, 1996). Of these, sugary crops are favoured as the sugar undergoes direct fermentation to ethanol, 
though maize and sorghum can be used as well (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). For methanol, crops with 
high cellulose levels are utilised. Conventional fuels can be blended with both these alcohols and used as 
engine fuels (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). Vegetable oils can be produced from a range of 
biomasses, where the main crops are coconut, cotton seed, groundnut, palm, rapeseed, sesame and linseed 
(Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). The main components of these oils are hydrocarbon-like fatty acids 
and glycerol. which have a high energy content and can be used either in place of diesel or blended with 
it. One issue with this is that engines often become blocked, although esterification of the initial oil can 
overcome this (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). Other major ways of enhancing the properties of vegetable 
oils is to combine it with petroleum or convert them to an alcohol ester (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 
1996). Their main use is for bio-diesel production for processing into transport fuel, which has recently 
become available on a commercial scale within the UK. 
2.2.3 Properties and Composition of Biomass Fuels and Their Products 
2.2.3.1 Calorific Values and Energy Recovery from Biomass-Derived Fuels 
The CV of a fuel is the heat produced through completely combusting a known quantity in oxygen and is 
measured using a bomb calorimeter under specified conditions, where it is assumed that the products of 
combustion leave the system at atmospheric pressure and temperature (Bone and Himus, 1936; Speight, 
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2005). Speight (2005) states that this is a 'direct indication' of the heat content and thus the energy value 
of the fuel. It can be expressed as either gross or net calorific value (GCV and NCV) depending on how 
the latent heat of condensation of the present water vapour is considered. GCV presumes all vapour is 
condensed, whereas NCV assumes it is not and it leaves with the other products of combustion. These 
are sometimes described as the higher and lower heating values (HHV and LHV) respectively. The CV 
of different biomasses and their derived fuels varies significantly (Table 2.2); some, such as MSW, are 
fairly low, whereas others, namely bio-methanol and ethanol have excellent energy contents. 
TYPE OF BIOMASS/FUEL GCV(MJ/kg) NCV(MJ/kg) SOl'RCE 
Barley Straw 16.1 McKendry (2002a) 
Bio-Methanol 22.3 19.7 Wereko-Brobby and Hagen (1996) 
Cereal Straw 17.3 McKendry (2002a) 
Danish Pine 21.2 McKendry (2002a) 
Ethanol 29.7 27.0 Wereko-Brobby and Hagen (1996) 
Fir 21.0 McKendry (2002a) 
Gasification of Wood Chips 5.0 MJINm3 Albertazzi, et al. (2005) 
l\liscanthus 18.5 McKendry (2002a) 
Miscanthus Giganteus 17.0 Adouane, et al. (2002) 
MSW 9.5 DII (2006) 
Olive Residue 20.1 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Paper Sludge 5.1 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Pine Wood 18.1 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Poplar 18.5 McKendry (2002a) 
RDF 18.6-22.3 DII (2006); Ryu, et al. (2006) 
Switch grass 17.4 McKendry (2002a) 
Wheat Straw 17.3 McKendry (2002a) 
Willow 20.0 McKendry (2002a) 
Wood Chips >16.0 Beekes, et al. (2005) 
Wood-derived Flash 23.0MJlNm3 Bridgewater (1994) Pyrolysis Oils 
Wood-derived Slow 26.3 MJINm3 Bridgewater (1994) Pvrolvsis Oils 
. . 
Table 2.2: Table outlining the variation in CV of various types of biomass and their derived fuel products; if 
the CV is in the centre, the paper does not defme which CV it is. 
As stated in the introduction to this thesis, the efficiency of converting solar radiation into chemical 
energy by plant photosynthesis is extremely low, usually less than 1 %. The inefficiencies that occur 
during photosynthesis are highlighted in Table 2.3, which shows that whilst 36,000 GJ of solar radiation 
is readily attainable per hectare each year, only 180 GJ of this, equivalent to 0.5 % of that initially 
available, is accessible for our use. The inefficiencies in plant photosynthetic processes combined with 
the inefficiencies in the way we utilise the energy means that the overall energy conversion from the 
initial solar radiation to our electrical power is incredibly low. Once harvested, there are further energy 
losses to account for during its use; combustion is not entirely efficient, hence more energy is lost from 
the system. Other thermo and biochemical conversion processes are also not efficient, thus the energy 
going into the facility is not the same as what is gained. Due to these losses and inefficiencies, it is 
essential that energy recovery is maximised. Although conversion efficiencies are often low, many 
biomass-fuelled processes have higher efficiencies than coal- and oil-fuelled alternatives. 
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While considering these conversion efficiencies and energy recovery, it is also important to examine the 
energy balances for forming a fuel - specifically, an analysis of the total energy inputs and outputs. All 
energy inputs to the system, in terms of fertilisers, transport fuels and processing techniques, need to be 
quantified and a ratio can be formed when this is also done for the outputs; the product and any waste or 
heat (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). This can identify areas where energy inputs need to be or can be 
minimised and aid the use of recycling wastes and energy recovery mechanisms. These balances thus 
give an indication of the overall environmental impact of biomass use (Ramage and Scurlock. 1996). In 
addition, the costs of these inputs and outputs need to be compared to ensure the process is economical. 
Another factor to influence energy recovery from biomass is the chemical and physical properties of the 
components, particularly as these determine their value as an energy source (McKendry, 2002a). 
INEFFICIENCIES IN 
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PROCESSES 
radiation from sun - initial energy 
only one third is received during growth phase 
only 20% reaches leaves 
20% is lost by reflection 
only 50% is used for photosynthesis 
only 30% is converted to energy and stored 
40% is used to sustain the plant - final energy 
ENERGY 
DECREASES 
36,000 GJ 
12,000 GJ 
2,400 GJ 
2,000 GJ 
1,000 GJ 
300 GJ 
180 GJ 
PERCENTAGE OF ENERGY 
FOR NEXT STAGE 
100% 
33.33 % 
6.66% 
5.55% 
2.77% 
0.83% 
0.5% 
Table 2.3: The conversion of solar energy into plant biomass, based on the incoming solar radiation for one 
hectare is 1000 kWh m·2 y"1. 
Source: Ramage and Scurlock (1996) 
2.2.3.2 Composition: Ultimate and Proximate Analyses 
Different types of analyses are used to determine fuel composition. An ultimate analysis determines a 
basic elemental composition, including carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (0), nitrogen (N) and sulphur 
(S). Knowledge of this is vital to predict the pollutants that are likely to be produced on combustion, as 
well as establish the amounts that may form; mercury (Hg) and chlorine (Cl) are thus also sometimes 
determined. Through this, appropriate abatement or removal strategies can be integrated within the 
system to deal with problems that may arise. Table 2.4 shows some typical results for biomass fuels. 
Proximate analysis determines the constituents, rather than the elemental composition. Table 2.5 shows 
some archetypal data for a selection of biomass fuels; the ash and moisture are two of the most influential 
factors on the CV of a fuel and these vary widely between the different biomasses listed. The volatiles 
and fixed carbon are the combustible materials within a fuel. In addition to ultimate and proximate 
analyses, full elemental analyses are sometimes required to reveal other problematic elements. Some 
biomasses have significant alkali metals contents, sodium (Na) and potassium (K) for example; willow, 
cereal straw and switchgrass contain 15.8 %, 11.8 % and 14.0 % of these respectively (McKendry, 
2002a). The ash not only severely affects the CV, but also the amount of solid pollutants (particulates) 
that are formed on combustion. It is essential for this to be quantified so appropriate measures can be 
taken to prevent unnecessary releases. 
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TYPE OF BIOMASS/FUEL C H 0 N S ASH SOURCE 
Ash 49.7 6.9 43.0 0.3 McKendry (2002a) 
Beech 51.6 6.3 41.4 McKendry (2002a) 
Barley Straw 45.7 6.1 38.3 0.4 0.1 6.0 McKendry (2002a) 
Hardwood Chips 47.6 5.9 46.3 0.14 0.02 Brage, et al. (1996) 
Hazelnut Shells 51.0 5.4 1.3 1.3 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Miscanthus 48.1 5.4 42.2, 0.5 <0.1 2.8 McKendry (2002a) 
Olive Residue 51.2 6.7 0,8 0.05 1.2 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Paper Sludge 24.3 3.4 0,5 0.01 47,0 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Pine Wood 53.0 6.0 0.2 0.08 1.7 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
RDF 44.3 6.3 28.8 18.7 Ryu, et al. (2006) 
Rice Straw 41.4 5.0 39.9 0.7 0.1 McKendry (2002a) 
Wheat Straw 48.5 5.5 3.9 0,3 0.1 4.0 McKendry (2002a) 
Wood Pellets 49.4 6.1 1.0 0.7 2.3 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Wood-derived Flash 56.4 6.2 37.1 0.2 <0.01 0.1 Bridgewater (1994) Pyrolysis Oils 
Wood-derived Slow 61.9 6.0 29.5 1.05 0.03 1.5 Bridgewater (1994) Pyrolysis Oils 
Table 2.4: Table of the weight percentages (wt%) of elements in the ultimate analyses for types of biomass 
used in energy production. Some experiments were performed on a dry ash-free (dat) basis. 
TYPE OF MOISTURE VOLATILES FIXED ASH SOURCE BIOMASS CARBON 
Barley Straw 30.0 46.0 18.0 6.0 McKendry (2002a) 
Cereal Straw 6.0 79.0 10.7 4.3 McKendry (2002a) 
Danish Pine 8.0 71.6 19.0 1.6 McKendry (2002a) 
Fir 6.5 82.0 17.2 0.8 McKendry (2002a) 
Hazelnut Shells* 78.5 20.2 1.3 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Miscanthus 11.5 66.8 15.9 2.8 McKendry (2002a) 
Olive Residue* 78.4 20.4 1.2 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Paper Siudge* 50.0 3.0 47.0 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Pine Wood* 80.6 17.7 1.7 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Poplar 45.0 2.1 McKendry (2002a) 
RDF 1.9 69.9 9.8 18.7 Ryu, et al. (2006) 
Switchgrass 13.0-15.0 4.5 McKendry (2002a) 
Wheat Straw 16.0 59.0 21.0 4.0 McKendry (2002a) 
Willow 60.0 1.6 McKendry (2002a) 
Wood Pellets* 76.9 20.8 2.3 Biagini, et al. (2006) 
Table 2.5: Table of the weight percentages (wt%) of substances completing the proximate analyses for 
different types of biomass used for energy production. * -dry basis. 
2.2.4 Environmental Hazards Associated with Biomass Use 
One of the most obvious environmental hazards associated with biomass use is the emissions produced on 
their combustion or treatments. This will be considered in detail in a subsequent chapter. In addition to 
the detrimental effects of emissions, there are a number of other environmental concerns regarding the 
growth, harvesting, processing and use of biomass as an energy source; these do not apply to wastes. The 
main dangers include its competition with food, desertification, soil erosion, deforestation, reduced 
biodiversity and the loss of genetic resources (UNEP, 1991). Whilst the impact of some can be 
minimised by ensuring that production and use is sufficiently managed and proceeds in an 
environmentally-sustainable manner, these can, and have, become extensive problems in certain areas. 
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2.2.5 The Economics of Producing and Using Biofuels 
The main influences on the overall costs of producing a biofuel are the building and set-up costs, the price 
of the initial feedstock, staff wages and operating time. In countries that process biomass to 
commercially manufacture biofuels, the economic viability is unfortunately directly related to the price of 
fossil fuels. It is particularly difficult to compete with these industries if there are fluctuating oil prices, 
thus there is no financial advantage to the employment of these systems, unless substantial governmental 
subsidies are provided (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). The economics relating to the production of 
alcohol fuels, for example, varies noticeably between countries; in most cases, the costs of constructing 
and using processing plants is unknown, due to lack of experience and expertise and thus predictions are 
difficult (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). Due to the often unfavourable economics of production, 
these costs have to be passed on to the consumers, so using biofuels can be expensive. The cost of 
vegetable oils, for example, is usually significantly higher than for comparable fossil fuels. Again, 
governmental initiatives, such as funding or subsidies, are required to encourage the use of these more 
environmentally-friendly fuels. Recent legislation is trying to enforce such projects through 
implementing directives, such as the EU Biomass Action Plan, in which fines are incurred if renewable 
targets are not met, consequently promoting the use of renewable fuels in a variety of sectors. 
2.3 LEGISLATION GOVERNING WASTE MANAGEMENT AND 
RENE\V ABLE ENERGY 
Legislation, on a national and international scale, is vitally important in the management and control of 
waste disposal and energy generation. Waste management is necessary to ensure that the waste produced 
is handled in a responsible manner; policies focusing on the issues that arise from the management of the 
vast amounts of waste produced include the Landfill Directive and Waste Management Licensing, which 
apply to the management of SMC. The legislation concerning energy and its impacts is varied and 
continually being developed; this includes those relating to renewable energy, such as Earth Summit 
outcomes, IPPC Directive, EU Renewable Energy Policy and EU Common Energy Policies. Further 
policies have been devised to focus exclusively on energy generated from biomass resources, including 
the EU Biomass Action Plan and legislation that promotes their use, such as the Climate Change Levy 
and the Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation. A specific policy relating to the reuse of waste as an energy source 
is the Waste Incineration Directive (WID), which concerns the reuse of SMC and coal tailings as a source 
of energy. In this section, the primary policies relating to the issues at hand are considered; the Landfill 
Directive, Waste Management Licensing, WID and the Renewables Obligation Order. 
2.3.1 The Landfill Directive 
The Landfill Directive (1999/311EC) was introduced to prevent, or at least minimise, detrimental health 
and environmental effects caused by waste landfilling (DEFRA, 2005). The policy changed the way sites 
are managed and set targets to reduce the amounts of MSW disposed in landfills; the ultimate goal is that 
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by 2020, biodegradable MSW sent to landfill will be reduced to 35 % of that in 1995 (DEFRA, 2005). 
The primary mechanism is to alter the amount of waste going to landfill by moving it up the hierarchy 
(Figure 2 .2), leading ultimately to a permanent change in the way it is disposed. As seen in this 
conceptual framework of waste management strategies, reduction is the most efficient, eliminating the 
source of the problem; reusing and recycling are also important. Energy can be recovered from waste 
collected by the council , and is already carried out in locations, such as Sheffield, as previously discussed. 
Landfill should therefore be the last resort in dealing with wastes. Energy should hence be recovered 
from wastes, such as SMC and coal tailings, where other options are not suitable or practicable. The 
Environment Agency will ensure the implementation of this directive and control landfill regulation. 
Figure 2.2: The ideal waste minimisa tion hierarchy. The relative width of the triangle at each method 
reflects the importance the process should have in society; conversely, this is not the case. 
2.3.2 Waste Management Licensing 
A waste management license is a legal document, issued on application to the majority of facilities which 
deposit, store, treat or dispose of waste under section 36 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 
(DEFRA, 2007). Its primary purpose is to ensure that the health of populations and the local environment 
and amenities are not adversely affected by any waste management processes carried out at these sites or 
plants (Enviro!Ullent Agency, 2007). There are two main types of license, site licenses and mobile plant 
licenses, which can be obtained from the relevant environmental regulator, the Environment Agency for 
example for those in England and Wales, although exemptions apply to some, particularly small-scale 
activities (DEFRA, 2007). Such a license would be required by any company that wishes to transport, 
pelletise and use the SMC and/or coal tailings for the purpose of energy recovery. 
2.3.3 Waste Incineration Directive 
This EC-wide directive (2000/76/EC) concerns the environmental implications of hazardous and non-
hazardous waste incineration and co-incineration and is further to the legislation outlined in previous 
Municipal Waste lncineration Directives (89/429/EEC and 89/369/EEC) (DEFRA, 2006a) . Implemented 
in 2002-2003 , WID intends to prevent, or at least limit the detrimental environmental influences of waste 
incineration, primarily through regulating emiss ion , see Table 2.6, and monitoring installation operations 
(DEFRA, 2006a; etRegs, 2007). Thi s works with the [ppe, Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control 
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Directive (96/611EC), to manage industrial installations, including those in the energy sector. The main 
aim is to provide a more holistic approach, by integrating the reduction in energy consumption and related 
emissions into the wider context of environmental management (Envirowise, 2006). This is achieved by 
introducing a minimum standard for technical procedures and tight control of operations. WID applies to 
all who combust or co-fire solid or liquid wastes in a technical unit, for disposal or energy recovery 
(NetRegs, 2007). The thermal treatment of SMC and coal tailings must thus conform to WID. 
EMISSION 
Total Dust 
HCI 
HF 
CO 
S02 
NO and N02 
Heavy Metals 
Dioxins 
AVERAGE EMISSION LIMIT (mg/m) 
HALF-HOURLY DAILY 
10-30 10 
10 - 60 10 
2 -4 1 
150 50 
50 - 200 50 
200 - 400 200 - 400 
0.05 0.05 
O.lng I-TEQlNm3 O.lng I-TEQlNm3 
Table 2.6: Emission limits for incineration under WID, for dry gas at 273 K, 101.3 kPa and 11 % O2, 
Source: DEFRA (2006a) 
2.3.4 The Renewables Obligation Order 
The Renewables Obligation Order of 2002 sets targets to licensed energy providers to increase the 
amount of electricity generated from renewable resources; for 2015-2016, the target is 15.4 %. Each 
MWh generated from a renewable source results in the issuing of a Renewables Obligation Certificate 
(ROC). Biomass and biomass-derived energy playa major part, where incineration and other treatments, 
such as pyrolysis, gasification and anaerobic digestion would be eligible to qualify. However, as of April 
2009, 25 % of the co-fired biomass must be an energy crop, and thus the SMC used herein would no 
longer qualify, unless co-fired with, for example, hazel or switchgrass. Furthermore, co-firing with coal 
tailings, which are fossil-fuel based, would cease to be eligible after 2016. Despite this, the Renewables 
Obligation coupled with the Climate Change LeVy - a support mechanism, whereby renewable energy 
and CHP are exempt from charges enforced on other energy sources - provide a monetary support 
mechanism to the renewable energy industry. 
2.4 SPENT MUSHROOM COl\IPOST 
2.4.1 Formation ojSpent A-Iushroom Compost 
The formation of the initial compost used for mushroom growth is a well understood and non-contentious 
process, which takes place in four stages, depicted in Figure 2.3. Although the second and third stages 
(Phase I and II) are both compo sting phases, they are distinctly different, as shall be seen. When Phase 
III is complete, if it is needed, the compost that has been produced is sold to mushroom growers for 
cultivation purposes; this entails a variety of further processes, which shall be discussed herein. After the 
optimum number of mushroom batches has been cultivated, the now spent compost is removed and 
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requires disposal (Williams, et al., 2001a). The whole process, from compost formation to compost 
disposal, can take up to 15 weeks . The many stages within this all require a variety of specific conditions 
to ensure that the processes are completed to a satisfactory degree (Yolk and Ivors, 2001). 
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Figure 2.3 : A chronological flow diagram of the formation processes of the initial compost used for 
mushroom cultivation. 
Source: Adapted from DEFRA (2006b), with additional infom1ation from liyama, el at. (1994) 
2.4. / .1 Stage I : Pre-Wetting 
In the first step of compost formation, a ll the substances that make up the final compost are combined. 
Although the composition can vary greatly between di fferent producers, some general percentages of 
these constituents are shown in Tab le 2.7. Usua lly, the raw materia ls are quite dry and thus (wheat) straw 
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is wetted until the appropriate moisture content is reached. The water in this stage and throughout the 
following stages is referred to as 'goody' water, which is continuously recycled, as shown in Figure 2.3. 
This is then mixed well with some or all of the following to produce a uniform substance: gypsum 
(calcium sulphate), horse manure, stable bedding, poultry litter, peat, lime, molasses and other sugars, 
urea , activators and a number of optional substances, such as other agricultural wastes (Iiyama, et a1., 
1994; DEFRA, 2006b). 
CONSTITUENT 
Wheat Straw 
Stable Bedding 
Poultry Manure 
Gypsum 
Optional Components 
PERCENTAGE RANGE 
40-45 % (dry weight) 
20-25 % 
10-15 % 
5-10 % 
10-15 % 
Table 2.7: Table showing the general composition of the initial components that form mushroom compost. 
Source: Iiyama, et at. (1994) 
Substitutes for many of these can be added, which may comprise fibrous materials such as dry or spent 
brewers grain, hay, cotton seed hulls and corncobs (Volk and [vors, 2001) . This blend is mixed and piled 
up, then thoroughly mixed again using appropriate machinery, as seen in Figure 2.4. At this stage, more 
water is added if necessary. After this final mixing, the combined materials are moved to windrows to 
start the next stage of the process - the two composting phases. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.4 : The raw substances in the mushroom compost and mixing: (a) heaps of pre-wetted straw; (b) the 
machine carrying out final mixing before Phase 1 composting. 
2.4.1.2 Stage 2: Composting Phase [ 
There are two distinct composting stages. The first occurs after the initial mixing, where the mixture is 
stored outdoors and turned further to regulate the temperature to about 50-60 °C; this can be done in silos 
or in a yard, known as windrows (Figure 2.5). These windrows are typically 1.8 m wide and 2.0 m high 
(OEFRA,2006b). Thennophilic bacteria cause temperature fluctuations, which grow rapidly and produce 
the heat necessary for both this stage and the next. This allows aerobic conditions to develop over several 
days, sometimes up to two weeks. It is generally not left for more than three days between mixing; here, 
the main aim is to initiate microbiological decomposition (Williams, et al., 2001a; DEFRA, 2006b) . 
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Figure 2.5: Phase [ composting taking place in windrows. The raw materials (straw) are in the background. 
Once the compost is thoroughly mixed, it is transferred inside, to bunkers for aeration, which can be done 
by using either ventilation or mechanical movement - forced aeration (Figure 2.6). The oxygen content 
can be monitored to ensure levels are sufficient, genera lly between 3 % and 12 % (OEFRA, 2006b). The 
temperature reached in this stage is about 80 °C, all produced by microbial action. Any drainage effluent 
produced by this process is returned to the compost to adjust the moisture content, where required; this is 
goody water recycling. This stage is finished by removing it from the bunkers and allowing it to cool 
(Figure 2.7). When the material is workable and can hold sufficient moisture, the first composting phase 
is complete, which is indicated by even, dark brown compost with ammonia odours, suggesting sufficient 
decomposition of the initial materials has taken place (Yolk and I vors, 2001) . The colour change 
indicates that bacteria and fungi, such as actinomycetes, have performed their function and successfully 
changed the constituents to those which are useful for providing nutrients to mushrooms (Iiyama, et al., 
1994). If aerobic conditions are not maintained and an anaerobic environment is allowed to develop in 
the centre of the compost windrow, decomposition is impeded and a lighter, more odorous material is 
formed (OEFRA, 2006b). 
Figure 2.6: Aeration hole in the floor of the 
bunker for Phase I composting. 
2.4.1.3 Stage 3: Composting Phase II 
Figure 2.7: Steam being released during the 
cooling stage at the end of Phase I composting. 
This composting phase invol ves the pasteurisation and conditioning of the material produced from Phase 
I, which also both occur in highly aerobic environments . The key distinction between Phases I and II is 
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the degree of control over the conditions (Yolk and [vors, 2001). The material is placed where the floor is 
slatted, either in insulated trays and stacked inside or placed in insulated tunnels, in a closed environment 
where the conditions can be carefully manipulated (Figure 2.8). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.8: Phase II composting, where the compost from Phase [ is placed in (a) wooden trays or (b) in 
tunnels for the pasteurisation and conditioning stages. 
Source: (a) Yolk and Ivors (2001) 
Pasteurisation involves controlling the temperature to 60°C for at least two hours, usually using steam. 
This eliminates any insects, pathogens or other pests that may have survived Phase I and also converts the 
many nitrogen-containing species present into nutrients, mainly proteins, that are useful for mushroom 
cultivation in later stages (Yolk and Ivors, 2001; DEFRA, 2006b). Some microbes, however, do survive 
this phase, which is imperative, as these further aid nitrogen-conversion mechanisms; some of these also 
impede the growth of rival fungi, which could influence mushroom yields (Iiyama, et at., 1994). The 
temperature can then be reduced to about 46 °C using cool air for the conditioning process to occur, 
which reduces the ammonia levels to about 10 ppm using oxygen, as it can be fatal to the mycelium 
placed in the compost later (Williams, et at. , 2001 a). If the ammonia is not converted, it can be blown off 
instead. This conditioning normally lasts about a week (Iiyama, et at., (994). Lastly, the temperature of 
the compost is reduced further to between 20 to 30 °C. After this, the compost is said to be 'selective' for 
mushroom cultivation (Maher, et al., 2000). 
2.4.1 .4 Stage 4: Operations 
Phase III composting mayor may not occur, as it is simply further processing. If it does, it may include 
early mushroom germination (DEFRA, 2006b). After the compost is formed, "spawning, casing, pinning, 
and cropping" occur (Volk and Ivors, 2001). Typically, the mushroom compost is delivered to growers 
pre-spawned, where mycelium are already combined with the compost using specific machinery, such as 
a spawning hopper. This is the first process to take place after compost formation. The mushroom 
spawns or mycelium are placed on grains, which are then mixed with the compost. The spawns are 
acquired from specific manufacturers and few compost producers or mushroom growers use their own 
mushroom spawns. This pre-mixed substance is placed in polyethylene sacks, usually 20 kg, which are 
so ld and delivered to the mushroo m growi ng fam1s (Maher, et at., 2000) . After spawning, it is vital that 
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the conditions remain fairly constant, so the humidity and CO2 levels are monitored; temperatures are also 
maintained at 24 °C. 
The pre-spawned substrate is placed into trays at the farm and the top is flattened. A peat casing layer 
(Figure 2.9), which may also contain some limestone, is added to the surface and has a distinctly different 
composition and function to the substrate layer (Williams, et al., 200Ia). Usually 4-5 cm in depth, as 
seen in Figure 2.10, this casing provides anchorage for the developing mushrooms and moisture due to its 
good water retention, although no nutrients originate from here (Yolk and Ivors, 2001). Furthermore, it 
must be porous to allow mycelial respiration and should resist breakdown from frequent watering (Noble 
and Dobrovin-Pennington, 2005). The casing layer is clean but not sterilised like the substrate. 
Figure 2.9: The peat/lime casing layer, delivered 
to the farms separately from the substrate. 
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Figure 2.10: The peat/lime casing layer added to 
the substrate surface for mycelium colonisation. 
Once the compost has been prepared, mushroom cultivation and growth can begin. Complete mycelium 
colonisation, seen in Figure 2.10, takes 2-3 weeks, dependent on the environment in which they are kept. 
Initial mushroom growths are known as primordial or pins (Figure 2.11), and once the casing layer is 
reached by these, the temperature is reduced to 16-1 8 °C and the CO2 concentration to 0.08 % throughout 
the growth stage (Yolk and Ivors, 2001). Control of compost moisture is also important; the casing 
should be watered 2-3 times a week. Growth takes up to 4 weeks, until they reach a size sufficient to 
harvest (Figure 2.12), upon which they are hand-collected. The life cycle of mushrooms, depicted in 
Figure 2.13, shows the developmental and growth stages, discussed above. 
Figure 2.11 : Agaricus bisporus pins. 
Source: Volk and Ivors (2001) 
Figure 2.12: A crop of Agaricus bisporus ready to 
harvest. 
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Figure 2.13: The life cycle of mushrooms. 
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Four batches of mushrooms are grown consecutively in the compost before it is replaced; smaller 
quantities of mushrooms are produced in each consecutive batch or ' flush' (Volk and Ivors, 2001 ; 
Will iams, et al., 2001a). A large variety of mushroom species grown are on a commercial basis, the most 
common are from the large Agaricus genus, such as the bisporus species. They produce white button 
mushrooms, crimini mushrooms or Portobello mushrooms, depending on the length of time they are 
grown, and hence the size they reach (Figure 2. 14) . Other types of common edible mushrooms, for 
example shiitake and oyster mushrooms, are not produced in this way as they are primary decomposers 
and grow on wood instead; Agaricus mushrooms are secondary decomposers, using material previously 
broken down by other fungi and bacteria, and therefore require compost (Volk and Ivors, 200 I) . 
Figure 2.14: The various stages in the development of rlgaricus bisporus; on the left is the white button 
mushroom, in the centre is the crimini and on the right is the large Portobello mushroom. 
Source : Volk and [vors (2001) 
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2.4.1.5 After Mushroom Cultivation 
Subsequent to the cultivation and harvesting of the third or fourth mushroom crop, the remnants of 
mushrooms in the compost are ' killed off or ' cooked out' (Figure 2.15). This entails using either steam 
or a dilute formaldehyde solution at high temperatures to sterilise the now spent compost and prevent 
further mushroom growth (Williams, et al., 200 I a). The SMC, which comprises both the substrate and its 
casing, is now nutritionally-exhausted; it can then be removed, upon which the containers are washed, 
disinfected and await new compost for further mushroom yields. The SMC produced in this process can 
then either be utilised in some way or requires disposal; unfortunately, there do not appear to be any 
entirely environmentally-friendly ways of disposing of this material. In some cases, the disposal is in the 
form of landfilling, which has obvious detrimental effects on the environment. In certain regions of 
lreland, there are no established disposal techniques and SMC removal from farms is therefore often 
environmentally degrading and probably illegal; as Williams, et al. (2001 a) report, it is not unusual to 
find sacks of SMC simply dumped at the roadside (fly-tipping) or in abandoned quarries, particularly in 
Tyrone, Monaghan and Armagh, three of the major mushroom producing counties. In other areas, it is 
spread over agricultural land, although as discussed below, this also has considerable environmental 
implications. There are, however, a number of uses for this substance, which aim to divert this material 
from landfill sites and other places that may have negative environmental impacts. 
Figure 2.15: A sample of SMC which has been heated using steam to be 'cooked out'. 
2.4.2 Quality and Quantity ojSpent Mushroom Compost 
2.4.2.1 Production Rates o/Spent Mushroom Compost 
It is thought that for every 1 kg of mushrooms produced, S kg of SMC will be formed as a by-product 
(Williams, et al., 2001a; Lau, et al., 2003). As mushroom production is commercial and large scale, thus 
producing thousands of tonnes of mushrooms each year, the amount of SMC that is also formed is vast. 
Using this ratio, it is possible to estimate SMC generation where mushroom production data is available 
(Table 2.8), as actua l SMC generation data is only available for a few countries. As can be seen, it is 
thought that many countries produce significant amounts of mushrooms and thus SMC. Although 
mushroom and SMC production are generally stable, China in particular has shown rapid increases in the 
engenderment of both over the last 10 years. The trend, however, is starting to wane and a primary cause 
of this may be the issues related to SMC disposal. If this trend continues, the use and disposal of SMC 
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will become increasingly problematic and therefore even higher on the agenda of mushroom farmers. In 
Europe, SMC production varies considerably (Table 2.9). 
COUNTRY 
Australia 
Belgium 
Canada 
China 
Germany 
India 
Italy 
Japan 
Korea (N and S) 
Poland 
USA 
MUSHROOMS 
PRODUCED (tonnes) 
46,270 
43,000 
84,680 
1,360,500 
65,000 
48,000 
94,150 
64,000 
31,300 
130,000 
391,000 
ESTI~IATED S~IC 
PRODUCED (tonnes) 
231,350 
215,000 
423,400 
6,802,500 
325,000 
240,000 
470,750 
320,000 
156,500 
650,000 
1.955,000 
Table 2.8: Estimated SMC generation based on mushroom production data by country for 2004. 
Source: F AO (2006) 
COUNTRY TONNES 
Netherlands 700,000 
Spain 320,000 
Ireland 273,000 
France 250,000 
Israel 15,000 
Greece 10.000 
Table 2.9: Table showing the actual annual production rates ofSMC in a range of European countries. 
Source: Mikkelsen, et al. (2006) 
The mushroom industry is of great importance both in Northern Ireland and the Republic; combined, they 
produce 273,000 Va of SMC. Williams, et al. (2001a) reported that in the main five border counties of . 
Ireland, approximately 190,000 Va is produced, with Monaghan the primary producer (Figure 2.16). This 
county alone produces 70,000 Va - a significant contribution to the border counties total and Ireland's 
overall generation. Of the SMC available in the border counties identified, Williams, et al. (2001a) 
assume that 100,000 t would be available for energy recovery, although at present most goes to either 
fertilise local land or is disposed of. Spain and the Netherlands both produce significantly more SMC, as 
shown in Table 2.9, and therefore it can only be assumed that the problem of disposal here is greater, 
unless its uses are vast. France also produces much SMC per annum. In the UK, 200,000 Va are 
generated; mushroom producers have been identified on Figure 2.17. 
The SMC used in this investigation is sourced locally, from a fann located near Whitley in Yorkshire; this 
is a large mushroom fann and is therefore a significant producer of the SMC generated in the UK. This 
mushroom farm is also identified on Figure 2.17. Once the materials are prepared, the farm obtains the 
locally-produced initial compost and casing layer from a composting facility near Bawtry; the substrate 
contains a mixture of straw, gypsum and chicken litter, while the casing layer, which is used on the 
surface, is composed of peat and lime. The amounts of compost, mushrooms and SMC produced are 
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given in Table 2.10. The process at this facility is the same as that described in Section 2.4.1 , where the 
phases of composting the initial materials are followed by spawning and then mushroom cultivation and 
harvesting. The initial compost is packaged and transported to the mushroom farm after the spawning 
stage, and when the compost is spent it is taken to a local farmer, where it is stored until it is needed for 
fertilising the surrounding farmland or taken for disposa l. The mushrooms produced are packaged and 
taken to large supermarket chains; it is only if there is a particularly large crop that they are sold at local 
farmers' shops or markets. 
up to 25 ,000 tla 
• 25,000-50,000 tla 
• more than 50,000 tla 
Figure 2. 16: Annual SMC production in Northern Ireland and the border counties. 
Data source: Williams, et al. (200 I a) 
Figure 2. 17: Locations o f the major mushroom farms in England and Wales. 
* Source ofSMC for the investigation 
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SUBST~~CEPRODUCED 
Initial Compost 
Mushrooms 
SMC 
~"IOUNT (t/wk) 
1500-2000 
50-60 
150-200 
Table 2.10: Table of the amount of compost produced and the amounts of mushrooms and SMC generated at 
the composting facility and the mushroom farm from which the resources for this investigation come. 
2.4.2.2 Composition and Properties 
The composition of SMC varies from sample to sample due to differences in their production, disparity in 
the materials used and amount of casing layer added, as well as the quantity of moisture included during 
mushroom growth (Ball and Jackson, 1995; Williams, et ai., 2001a; McCahey, et ai., 2003). Whilst the 
properties of the compost produced from the same yard may be very similar, the variability in the 
composition of SMC increases dramatically with the number of sources, particularly the total and 
available phosphorus and potassium (Jordan, et ai., 2008a). The inconsistencies in nutrient content of the 
material between the suppliers are of specific importance, especially if it is later to be used as a fertiliser. 
The initial components of the compost were presented in the previous section, although the final 
composition of SMC is obviously different, due to the decomposition of the materials, the removal of 
nutrients during mushroom growth and the addition of the casing layer. The general composition of some 
SMC samples is shown in Table 2.11. As can be seen, the moisture content is high, often 60-77 % on an 
as-received (ar) basis; this is one of the primary factors controlling the CV as it determines the energy 
obtainable from the fuel, as considered below (Williams; et ai., 2001a; McCahey, et ai., 2003). The ash, 
volatiles and fixed carbon contents do not vary as much and are therefore less likely to negatively impact 
combustion. The ash content is quite high and Iiyama, et al. (1994) suggest that sand, soil and stone are 
often present in the compost and may contribute to the significant proportions of ash. 
PROXIMATE 0/0 ULTIMATE (dry) % 
Total Moisture (ar) 60-77 Carbon 33.7-37.3 
Ash (ar) 6-13 Hydrogen 3.7-3.9 
Volatile Matter (ar) 14-23 Nitrogen 1.8-2.9 
Fixed Carbon (ar) 3-5 Oxygen 24.4-28.0 
Ash (dry) 27.0-33.4 Sulphur 1.25-2.94 
Volatile Matter (dry) 57.0-59.1 Phosphorous 0.55-1.37 
Fixed Carbon (dr~) 9.6-14.9 Chlorine 0.43-0.55 
Table 2.11: Tables of the composition (proximate and ultimate analyses) ofSMC on 'as received' (ar) and 
dry bases; values shown are the range for a number of representative samples across Ireland. 
Source: Williams, et al. (2001a) 
The CV of the SMC is one of the most important properties, as it will be used as a fuel. As shown in 
Table 2.12, on a dry basis it is thought to be comparable to sewage sludge, MSW and other waste fuels 
considered in Table 2.2 (McCahey, et al., 2003). The importance of this is that sewage sludge and MSW 
are already effectively used as fuels (Williams, et al., 2001a). Furthermore, sewage sludge has a high 
moisture content and thus the moisture contained in the SMC may not be as problematic as first thought if 
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it can be dried. Energy recovery from this waste-product has been tested and was found to be 
appropriate, through combustion in a bubbling fluidised-bed combustor (McCahey, et al., 2003). 
BASIS 
As Received 
Dry Basis 
Dry Matter 
GCV (MJ/kg) 
3.2-4.6 
12.1-13.7 
9.0 
Table 2.12: Table of typical GCVs for SMC from a range of representative samples across Ireland. 
Source: Maher, et al. (2000) and Williams, et al. (2001a) 
SMC, as suggested by Maher, et al. (2000) and seen above, demonstrates some key properties of other 
organic wastes; these include its high moisture and organic matter content, in addition to the low bulk 
density and moderate although uneven distribution of plant nutrient levels (Table 2.13). These data 
regarding the composition of various SMC samples, above and below, can also be used as a comparison 
to the results for the material characterisation phase of this investigation. Due to these levels of nutrients, 
SMC is often used as a fertiliser and is even sold in garden centres as compost for bedding plants; the 
nutrients available for mushroom growth, however, have already been exhausted. 
CONSTITUENT (mg/l) * MEAt"J 
pH 6.6 
N03-N 62 
NH4-N 49 
Available Nutrients p 31 
K 2,130 
Na 253 
CI 118 
N (g/kg D 1\1) 25.5 
K 25.0 
Ca 72.5 
1\1g 6.7 
Total Nutrient S 15.9 
Content Na 2.67 
Fe (mg/kg DM) 2153 
1\1n 376 
Cu 46 
Zn 273 
Other Constituents Bulk Density (gil) 319 
and Properties Dry Matter (%) 31.5 Ash (%) 35.0 
Table 2.13: Available and total nutrients from a number of SMC samples from Ireland - dry matter (DM). 
• mg!l in a 1 Y:! distilled water to 1 SMC volume extract. 
Source: Maher, et al. (2000) 
2.4.3 The Potential Use of Spent ~lushroom Compost 
The potential use of SMC as a fuel has not been widely investigated, as demonstrated below, as just a few 
papers concerning this have been written. The alternative potential uses of SMC have however been 
studied in-depth and these vary widely; the most important factor in any use of this waste is that it is 
diverted from landfill, as this has a multitude of severe detrimental effects on the environment, as do the 
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other disposal mechanisms. Further use of SMC for energy recovery will ensure even more can be 
utilised in an environmentally-sustainable way. 
2.4.3.1 Use as a Renewable Fuel 
Only a few previous studies into the investigation of SMC as a renewable fuel have been conducted. 
Highly specific studies have been performed by Williams (2001), Williams, et al. (2001 a) and McCahey, 
et al. (2003). A demonstration project using SMC in a CHP station has also been completed (BioMatNet, 
2004). In an earlier project with much wider scope, SMC was also considered as a fuel for incineration 
(Maher, et al., 2000). This was the first study in this area and investigated a wide range of SMC 
management-related topics, one of which was incineration. The conclusions from this were that it could 
provide a continuous fuel, as the industry works all year round, although drying or mixing with drier 
materials was needed as the high moisture content meant that it failed to ignite. The testing of the CV, as 
reported above, showed promising results that were comparable to other fuels. The specific application 
for this fuel was for the cement industry; this was found to be ideal as the continuous energy needs could 
be met and the waste heat produced could be used to pre-dry the SMC fuel. Furthermore, it was found 
that the Mg and Ca components of the SMC could be used as raw materials in the cement and the alkali 
cycle could also balance the P in the SMC. Most importantly, this could be carried out with little 
economic investment and without degrading cement quality. 
The later study by Williams, et al. (2001a) and their follow-up investigations (Williams, 2001; McCahey, 
et al., 2003) proposed that SMC can be combusted in a bubbling fluidised-bed, creating superheated 
steam to generate power with high efficiency and recover the heat. This was compared to tests using a 
stoker-fired chain grate boiler system, which was less successful due to the moisture content. Within 
their research, the availability and suitability of this substance were evaluated and sites were identified 
where assessments of the combustion could be carried out. Williams, et al. (2001 a) also identify what 
they term 'auxiliary fuels' - fuels, such as natural gas, that can be co-fried with SMC, either initially, only 
during the start-up phase of operations, or continuously. When only used to begin with, this fuel 
promotes drying of the SMC, enabling greater energy recovery to be achieved, by pre-heating the 
combustion air. However, as the moisture content, indicated above, is high and significantly variable, this 
may necessitate the use of an auxiliary fuel throughout the duration of combustion, unless drying is used. 
A subsequent investigation on the use of SMC as a fuel has been undertaken (BioMatNet, 2004). This 
project sought to provide energy in a 28 MW CHP plant in Monaghan, the county producing the most 
SMC in Ireland. The aims were to improve the future prospects of the industry through providing an 
environmentally responsible waste management strategy and to avoid the environmental degradation of 
landfill and spreading SMC on agricultural land. The SMC, poultry litter and a potential third biomass 
(wood chips) will be used in a spreader stoker boiler or bubbling fluidised-bed with a steam turbine 
generator. to produce 22.5 MW of renewable energy in the form of electricity for the national grid. 
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When SMC is used as an energy resource, its combustion leads to the production of ash, about 10 % of its 
original volume, in addition to what it already contains. It may not be necessary to find a disposal route 
for this, however, as the ash could be utilised. Russell, et ai. (2005) have completed a preliminary 
investigation into the use of SMC ash (SCMA) as an activator for pulverised fuel ash (PFA) in the cement 
industry. The ash produced can be utilised as a chemical activator to enhance the pozzolanic reactivity of 
PF A, which has replaced Portland cement due to its superior properties, even though shortly after 
manufacture, its strength development is slow. SCMA and PFA mixtures ensure rapid early strength 
improvements, although it is too soon to investigate the long-term implications of its use. With this in 
mind, it is possible that the SMC waste produced by the mushroom growing industry could be used to 
produce a renewable, practical fuel, especially when combined with other fuels, such as coal tailings. 
2.4.3.2 Agricultural and Horticultural Uses 
There are many other potential uses for SMC; these can generally be classified as agricultural, 
horticultural or industrial, where the latter often employs complex processes. A range of purposes of 
SMC utilisation will now be considered; many of these were reported in the 4th International Conference 
on Mushroom Biology and Mushroom Products by Rinker (2002) and described in Maher, et ai. (2000). 
There are many agricultural and horticultural applications of SMC; it can be used as a fertiliser in a 
number of situations, including mushroom cultivation, as well as being useful for animals, in terms of 
environmental enrichment and fodder. Rhoads and Olson (1995) and McCahey, et al. (2003) discuss its 
use as an agricultural fertiliser, simply by spreading it over land, which results in enhanced crop growth, 
at a more rapid rate. The optimum application was found to be 20 tlacre and was particularly beneficial 
when used immediately before planting, resulting in yields up to 57 % higher than if the SMC was 
applied 12 months before planting. The increases in crop yield were attributable to higher nitrogen levels 
available for growth. Courtney and Mullen (2008) also investigated the use of organic residues, such as 
SMC, in agricultural applications as both a disposal method and a source of nutrients. They compared the 
impacts of the land application of SMC, forced aeration compost and an inorganic fertiliser on the quality 
of soil and the growth of Hordeum vuigare - barley. Both organic materials increased soil nutrient levels, 
where SMC was thought to be more effective, and did not result in elevated Zn or Cu concentrations. 
This particular use, however, can have detrimental effects on local watercourses, as phosphorous and 
nitrates leach into river networks causing eutrophication (Williams, et ai., 2001a). This is the process 
whereby nutrients enrich the water enabling the plants present to grow excessively, particularly algae; this 
in tum reduces the dissolved oxygen content of the water, inhibiting the growth and development of 
organisms that require oxygen, such as fish. In extreme cases, nothing except the algal blooms survive. 
As the industry has become more intensive, the SMC available for this considerably exceeds its demand. 
The use of SMC as a fertiliser for shrubs in containers was therefore evaluated (Chong, et al., 1994). It 
was found that for three of the four deciduous shrubs investigated, growth was 20 % greater in peat-based 
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SMC and growth was better for those where SMC was derived from straw-bedded horse manure. Gent, et 
al. (1998) investigated the effect of fumigation on potato fields with one of four materials, including 
SMC; vegetation growth increased with SMC additions and was thought to be related to the nitrogen and 
phosphorous concentrations in the leaves. SMC and fumigation did not however have a beneficial effect. 
Maher, et al. (2000) discuss many agricultural aspects of SMC, specifically its use as a fertiliser and in 
horticulture and landscaping. Its land application has a long history, although the recent environmental 
concerns are increasing scrutiny of this type of disposal. Crop production was investigated. in terms of 
the location of the activity, nutrient releases from SMC and nutrient soil level - particularly P and N 
release and concentration, and its effects on various crops; namely tomatoes, lettuce, potatoes and wheat. 
In addition to these, they consider other applications that have not been so successful. Vermiculture had 
only a limited use of SMC, anaerobic digestion was not possible due to technological problems and its 
reuse within the mushroom industry did not meet the required hygiene standards. Moreover, pelleting 
SMC for fuel was also attempted but was not considered viable - this will be re-evaluated herein. 
Maintaining the agricultural context, SMC has also been explored for use with animals. Fazaeli and 
Masoodi (2006) considered wheat straw-based SMC as a ruminant feed for sheep, investigating its 
nutritional value. The casing layer was sun-dried and when contained in fodder, up to 20 % was found 
not to influence the digestibility of dry and organic matter. More than 30 %, however, did affect 
~igestion. Another use was examined by Beattie, et al. (2001), who found that SMC could be utilised to 
beneficial effect through providing a source of environmental enrichment in intensive pig farms, by 
making it available on a rack above the pigs who can 'nose' and release it. The advantages, compared to 
the two other cases (no SMC and an empty rack), were that there were fewer instances of aggression, 
such as tail-biting, and there was less feeding behaviour. They concluded that the presence of a rooting 
substrate, such as SMC, leads to rooting behaviour not being redirected towards other pigs, thus reducing 
injuries and maintaining high welfare standards. This would still require disposal after its use. 
2.4.3.3 Industrial Uses 
There are also a number of industrial uses, as suggested by Rinker (2002); these range from processes for 
enzyme extraction to uses as a novel biosorbent. Bioremediation for the purification of air, soil and water 
has been considered by many; a specific application of this is to treat water contaminated from mining. 
Stark, et al. (1994), for example, have looked at how SMC can be used to treat drainage from coal mines. 
Using high mine drainage flowrates for prolonged periods (> 15 days) led to unfavourable consequence 
regarding its effectiveness in lowering its redox potential and reducing Fe and Mn outlet concentrations. 
Although the results for this flowrate are comparable to those for peat, when the flowrate is reduced, the 
properties of the compost were re-established and iron retention increased. Hammack and Edenborn 
(1992) examined the removal of nickel from mine waters using acid-washed mushroom compost and 
Groudev, et al. (2004) later conducted a similar study to treat acid drainage from a uranium mine. 
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Other bioremediation applications using SMC have also been studied; Lau, et al. (2003), for example, 
found that it could successfully immobilise laccase and manganese peroxidase at specific temperatures, 
where the complete degradative removal of specific P AHs (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons), such as 
naphthalene, phenanthrene, benzo[a]pyrene and benzo[g,h,i]perylene, from contaminated soils could then 
be achieved under specialised conditions - 2 days of shaking at 80°C with 5 % SMC addition. Jordan, et 
al. (2008b) used SMC to aid the re-vegetation of metalliferous (Pb-Zn) tailings, with the aim of 
enhancing the physical and chemical properties of the pyritic material deposited in an unlined site. 
Through applying the SMC at various rates to the deposits, the structure of the tailings was improved and 
nutrients were provided for plant growth - specifically the Lolium perenne (perennial ryegrass) sown. 
Whilst the metal concentrations were found to have been reduced, the deposits could not sustain 
vegetative cover. 
Law, et al. (2003) considered the use of SMC from oyster mushroom cultivation (Pleuro/us pulmonarius) 
for removing biocide PCP (pentachlorophenol) from water. The removal capacity peaked at 15.5 mg of 
PCP for 1 g of SMC by biodegradation. Although the SMC was found to contain a PCP-degradative 
bacterium, it was thought that immobilised ligninolytic enzymes caused most of the biodegradation, 
through dechlorination, methylation, carboxylation and ring cleavage. The sorption kinetics of PCP 
removal by SMC was explained by the Freundlich monolayer model. More recently, Chiu, et al. (2009) 
investigated how SMC, also from oyster mushroom cultivation, could aid the removal of petroleum oil 
from industrial soils. Soil samples contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons, oil, grease and metals 
(Cu, Pb and Zn) saw sufficient reductions in these contaminants with the application of small amounts of 
SMC, through biostimulation, biodegrdation and bioaugmentation. In relatively short time-periods, SMC 
was able to degrade the fossil fuel contaminants and organopollutants, as well as reduce soil toxicity. 
Ball and Jackson (1995) found that physically and/or chemically treated SMC can be used for extracting 
and recovering lignocellulose-degrading enzymes, which was also true of blended compost extracts; 
active enzymes were recovered most effectively by blending the SMC in distilled water. This is thought 
to be useful for upgrading grass lignocelluloses to animal feed. Singh, et al. (2003) also investigated the 
extraction of enzymes from SMC. The use of SMC as a novel biosorbent for adsorbing heavy metals, 
such as Cd, Pb and Cr from solutions was recently examined by Chen, et al. (2005). It was discovered 
that three key types of functional groups were contained in the biomass: phenolic, phosphoryl and 
carboxyl groups; these species have the ability to bioadsorb heavy metals, at the levels shown in Table 
2.14 and increased with acid pH values. 
HEAVY METAL 
Cd 
Cr 
Pb 
MAXIMUM UPTAKE OF HEAVY METAL (mg/g) 
833.33 
44.44 
1000.00 
Table 2.14: Table of the maximum uptake levels of heavy metals using SMC as a novel biosorbent. 
Source: Chen, et al. (2005) 
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2.4.3.4 The Diversion of Spent Mushroom Compost from Landfill 
Vast amounts of SMC are produced every year, due to increasing demand for mushroom supplies and the 
ever more commercial nature of operations; despite the many potential uses of this waste product, the 
increasing amounts that are produced is the most significant barrier to future developments of this 
industry. The disposal of SMC is becoming increasingly problematic and is a severely limiting factor to 
the future growth and expansion of this industry (McCahey, et al., 2003); as Williams, et al. (200Ia, 
p227-228) state, "the success of the mushroom industry is facing a growing problem ... (and) further 
growth of the mushroom industry is not permitted without evidence of a secured SMC waste management 
solution." There is also legislation to minimise and avoid the disposal of SMC in landfill sites and as 
implied by the statement above, it is not a sound 'waste management solution'. 
This, coupled with the barriers described above, mean that other means of disposal need to be used to 
maintain the development of the industry and to avoid environmental damage; the possible use of this 
substance as a fuel, in addition to its other potential uses considered previously, means that disposal in 
landfill sites would be minimised and hopefully at some point become completely unnecessary. The 
industrial use ofpelletised SMC for energy recovery could therefore make use of any excess compost that 
is not required for the other agricultural or industrial uses. By making use of this waste and not sending it 
to landfill or using other environmentally-degrading disposal systems, it is removing the most significant 
barrier to the further development of the mushroom growing industry, providing a sustainable waste 
management solution; thus research and developments in this area are clearly important. Using SMC for 
whatever purpose ensures that there is certainly less or even limited amounts going to landfill. 
UNIVERSITY 
2.4.3.5 Comnaring the Costs OF SHEFFIELD 
r LIBRARY 
The costs of using or disposing of the SMC vary somewhat; as economics is always the most influential 
factor in any decision-making process, the price of using SMC needs to be comparable, if not cheaper 
than disposal in landfill. The cost of landfill is thought to be in the region of £5/t, compared to 
combustion in a bubbling fluidised-bed, which is around £6.80/t (Williams, et al., 200Ia; McCahey, et 
al., 2003). Disposal, as seen, is often the most economically-viable option though not the most 
environmental; combustion, however, is likely to become more comparable with disposal, primarily due 
to vast and continuous increases to landfill tax to encourage more responsible waste management. With 
increasingly stringent legislation, it is also becoming more difficult to make use of landfill sites. 
2.5 COAL: l\'IINES, LAGOONS AND TAILINGS 
Coal is widely used for energy generation, although mining leads to the formation of waste - coal tailings. 
Coal formation and composition are briefly considered, along with the locations of UK mines, which is 
also where coal tailings, in vast amount, are generally deposited. The composition, properties and 
potential uses of this waste are then evaluated. 
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2.5.1 Coal: Formation and Composition 
2.5.1.1 Formation, Classification and Typical Coal Compositions 
Coal forms from decomposed organic matter that has experienced prolonged burial. It occurs via a two-
step process: biochemical decomposition and then coalification. Biochemical decay and decomposition 
occur after the dead organic matter has accumulated in situ under anaerobic conditions, where the bacteria 
and fungi present transform the material as the water-soluble components decompose; after this, only the 
more resistant constituents remain. Following the completion of this first stage, the dead, terrestrial 
woody plant material has become enriched carbon or peat, whose thickness slowly increases (Ristinen 
and Kraushaar, 1999). As further anoxic decay occurs (maturation or coalification) and the deposits 
become increasingly buried, chemical and physical changes (humification) occur due to increasing 
temperature and pressure (Damberger, et al., 1984). The materials become compressed, yielding gases as 
moisture, and volatiles, such CO2 and ClL, are forced out. This process is where peat is converted to coal. 
Coal has generally been forming since the Upper Palaeozoic, about 250 Ma ago, in the geological period 
known as the Carboniferous. There were, however, two major phases of coal formation: Carboniferous 
(the early Triassic period of 200 Ma) and Jurassic (early Tertiary of 50 Ma). The climatic conditions 
during these were moist and cool, in fact, quite similar to today; all coal in the UK is Carboniferous. Coal 
was formed in specific geographical locations, mainly widespread deltaic environments that extended into 
the shallow seas and coastal swamps, and were often covered by large Coal Measure forests. Rapid 
subsidence in these environments facilitated accumulations of thick organic sediments. 
There are different stages in the formation of coal, referred to as 'ranks' - the degree of coalification. As 
changes occur gradually, the boundaries between these are somewhat arbitrary (Damberger, et al., 1984). 
Humic coals originate from peat and there are different forms depending on their age and thus their 
development. The elemental composition, and therefore the chemical and physical properties, vary with 
rank and depend on the length and depth of burial, geographic location and the composition of the buried 
material. The main constituents are C, Hand 0 along with small amounts of Sand N; there are also 
varying amounts of volatiles, inorganic mineral matter and a range of trace elements. 
Coal is classified into four ranks (Table 2.15); this scheme encompasses chemical composition, including 
carbon, moisture and ash content, as well as physical characteristics, such as colour, density and presence 
of woody material. The ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) further subcategorise coals 
depending on the CV and fixed carbon; coals with a fixed carbon content of more than 69 % are 
categorized according to this, despite their CV, and when fixed carbon is less than 69 %, coals are 
classified according to the CV, regardless of carbon content. Peat, the precursor to lignite, is not classed 
as a coal; its CV is lower than lignite and it also has high proportions of moisture. As it is a precursor to 
coal, it does have some energy value, although it has not been allowed to coalify; this substance forms the 
casing layer for mushroom compost. Over time, peat gradually develops into lignite, becoming darker as 
it matures further into bituminous and anthracite coals. 
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ASTM CLASS 
Lignite 
Sub-bituminous 
Bituminous 
Anthracite 
ASTMGROUP CV (MJ/kg) %wt FIXED CARBON 
lignite B < 14.6 
lignite A 14.6 - 19.3 
sub-bituminous C 19.3 - 22.1 
sub-bituminous B 22 .1- 24.4 
sub-bituminous A 24.4 - 26.7 
high volatile C 26.7 - 30.2 
high volatile B 30.2 - 32.5 
high volatile A > 32.5 
medium volatile > 32.5 
low volatile > 32.5 
semi-anthracite > 32.5 
anthracite > 32.5 
meta-anthracite > 32.5 
Table 2.15: Table identifying coal classes and subcategories . 
Source of ASTM classification data: Damberger, el al . (19 84) 
< 69% 
< 69% 
< 69% 
< 69% 
< 69% 
< 69% 
< 69% 
< 69% 
69 - 78% 
78 - 86% 
86 - 92% 
92 - 98% 
> 98% 
2.5.1.2 Locations of UK Coals 
The amount of coal resources are more readily detennined than for other fossil fuels , like oil or gas, 
because it is usually found near the surface. Much coal remains and is distributed across the globe, 
although not in a uniform manner. Of the 1.2 x 10 13 tonnes thought to be contained within reserves, most 
is concentrated in the former Soviet Union (56 % of world total) . Western Europe (including the UK) 
accounts for just 5 % (Dostrovsky, 1988). The distribution of coal in the UK is uneven and since the 
industrial revolution, mining has taken place in many locations (Figure 2.18a). 
(a) 
• UK Coal Collieries 
• Collieries - Other Operators 
[J Small Mine Collieries 
(b) 
Figure 2.18: The locations of (a) areas affec ted by coal mining, and (b) current coa l mines in England and 
Wales. 
Data Sources: The Coal Authority (n .d.) and IMC Group Consult ing Limited (n.d.) 
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Mining is still of great importance today, with 20.5 million tonnes mined throughout the UK in 2005-
2006 (The Coal Authority, n.d.). The locations of operating mines are shown in Figure 2.18b; coal, such 
as that from these locations, produces almost half of the national energy. Even though there is still much 
coal left in the UK, a significant proportion has already been utilised and of the remaining coal, not all is 
economic to mine. As the amount of available coal decreases, these sites may become feasible for coal 
recovery in the future. Some of this coal is located offshore in the North Sea and it is claimed these areas 
can continue to provide energy after oil and gas reserves are depleted (The Coal Authority, n.d.). 
2.5.2 Coal lllining and Lagoons 
2.5.2.1 Coallvlining 
Mining coal has been taking place for hundreds of years, utilising various techniques and technologies. 
Exploratory drilling is initially necessary to acquire core samples for analysis and determine the quantity 
of coal present at a specific location; this is followed by mining if sufficient reserves are discovered 
(Speight,1994). Offshore exploration is now becoming more common and thus the equipment needed in 
these operations necessitate significant modification to be practical in these extreme envirorunents. There 
are three primary ways of mining coal: underground, surface and auger mining (Grainger and Gibson, 
1981; Speight, 1994; lEA, 1985). The main envirorunental impacts and considerations associated with 
coal mining have been outlined by Speight (1994), but are beyond the scope of this research. 
2.5.2.2 The Origins of Lagoons and Lagoon Management 
These surface and deep mining operations produce coal as well as a number of solid wastes; these wastes 
include rock and soil, overburden (the extracted overlying strata), coal fines and other refuse, such as coal 
impurities (Edgar, 1983). Coal preparation involves crushing, screening and washing the ore to remove 
coal from such contaminants; the undesirable substances (pyrite, calcium carbonate, iron and fine coal of 
less than 0.6 mm) are known as coal tailings, coal slurry or fines. Lagoons are formed when the coal is 
separated from these and the materials are released to specific basins, where they collect and form a 
lagoon (Mathis and Middleton, 1999). These lagoons may be located in the vicinity of current coal 
mining operations or the mine itself may have been filled with coal tailings once operations have ceased. 
Coal tailings contain the inorganic contaminants of the coal and vast quantities of water; before the 
mixture is placed in lagoons, it may be thickened, through dewatering to 35 % solids (Radloff, et al., 
2004). The tailings are left in these lagoons, exposed to the atmosphere; they dry at the surface and drain 
during warmer, drier weather, but become wetter again when precipitation occurs. In some cases, spoil 
heaps or lagoons are planted to aid stability and lessen visual intrusion (UK COAL, n.d.). Taylor (1975) 
discusses the mineralogical and mechanical interrelationships of these; once the coal tailings are buried, 
the processes of physical breakdown and chemical weathering halt. Thus the mineralogy of the surface 
tailings may be distinctly different from those at depth. The presence of coal controls the tailings' 
moisture, shear strength, bulk density and plasticity, although clay minerals also influence the latter two. 
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Lagoon management IS vitally important, as there have been many incidents related to the 
mismanagement of these sites. The Aberfan disaster, for instance on the 21 st October 1966, killed 114 
people and initiated both legislation and research into various aspects of coal tailing lagoons (South 
Wales Police, n.d.) . This has in turn led to the implementation of more stringent management and control 
practices. Lagoons must be designed and constructed in a specific way and awareness of the material 
properties, such as the presence of coal , to predict its behaviour is vital (Taylor, 1975). Unfortunately, 
these regulations have not made lagoons completely safe; a recent incident in the Peak District, caused by 
a dam burst from another slurry lagoon, demonstrates this clearly. It therefore seems of great importance 
that these sites are managed properly. To eliminate the risks associated with coal tailings and lagoons, the 
material could be entirely removed in a safe manner to avoid similar disasters in -the future. Thompson 
(1982) identifies many possible solutions to the problems posed by coal tailing disposal ; short-term 
solutions include the re-use of material in the construction industry and the longer-term solutions are the 
reclamation and restoration of land. Thompson (1982) also suggests that it may be possible to reduce the 
size of lagoons and perhaps even eliminate the need for them altogether. Through sufficient dewatering 
of the tailings, lagoon size can be limited. This has not been used to great effect, since the moisture after 
thickening is still often high, as previously stated. Other uses for this are thus required. 
2.5.2.3 Locations of Mines and Lagoons in the UK 
Due to their nature of formation, coal tailing lagoons are located within close proximity to mines . There 
are 7 deep mines in operation located in central and northern England, six of which are licensed to UK 
COAL, the large t coal producer for energy needs (Figure 2.\9). The other deep mine is situated in mid-
Glamorgan, licensed to Goitre Tower Colliery Ltd . In addition to the two operating surface mines 
licensed to UK COAL, there are another 33 situated around the UK (Figure 2.20). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.19: Locations of UK COAL (a) deep mines. and (b) urface mines; not all of the e are in operation. 
ource: UK COAL (n.d.) 
The colliery operated at Maltby, near Rotherham in Yorkshire, identified on Figure 2.19a, is run by UK 
COAL and is where the coal tailing for this investigation was sourced. Mining at thi location ha been 
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carried out for 100 years and produces very high quality coals for a range of purposes, including energy 
generation (UK COAL, n.d.). The lagoons for this site and the others are located near to these mines. 
Thompson (1982) reported that much of the land surrounding collieries are already used to store waste 
slurries and the continuation of mining activities wi ll therefore increase this problem in the future . 
Figure 2.20: Locations of surface mines. At some sites, there are several mines. 
Source: DTI (2007) 
2.5.3 Coal Tailings 
Coal tailings are defined as the fine waste materials «2 mrn) from coal washing and processing, and 
therefore usually have a high moisture content; it is often referred to as coal tailings, coal slurry, coal 
waste, coal fines or discard (Radloff, et at., 2004) . Found in the above-described lagoons, they are often 
thickened before being deposited, either through additives or dewatering to some degree. 
2.5.3. 1 Quantity, Composition and Properties of Coal Tailings 
There are many active mines within the UK which produce coal and the amount of coal tailings generated 
at these sites is usually approximately 10 % of the run-of-mine production (Radloff, et al., 2004). Coal 
tailings are often thought to be more complex than the coal itself, due to the variability in composition 
and characteristics (Smoot and Smith, 1985). The composition and properties of various coal tailing 
samples have been determined in previous research, summarised in Table 2.16. These factors will be 
analysed for the samples used in thi investigation and the results can subsequently be compared to those 
below. 
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REFERENCE 
Radloff, et al. (2004) 
Sabah, et al. (2004) 
Franks, et al. (2005) - sample 1 
Franks, et al. (2005) - sample 2 
Noble and Dobrovin-Pennington (2005) 
Sis. et al. (2004) 
MOISTURE (%) ASH (%) 
30 
32.7 
25-40 
69.7 
46.1 
Literature Review 
MEAN PARTICLE 
SIZE (Jlm) 
11.93 flm 
0.4 flm 
10 11m 
CV (MJ/kg) 
16-22 
Table 2.16: Table of some of the constituents and characteristics of various coal tailing samples. 
As water is usually added, deposits have a high moisture content and thus drying will be required before 
physical or chemical processing can occur. The ash content is also quite high. If this is mixed with SMC, 
which also contains significant amounts of ash, the overall ash content of the fuel pellets will be high and 
may subsequently cause problems. The mean particle size varies greatly between samples, depending on 
the degree of processing before and after deposition. As the quality of coal is superior to that of the coal 
tailings, the CV is thus also considerably lower - comparable to the lower rank coals. 
2.5.3.2 Potential Uses oJCoal Tailings 
Coal tailings are rarely used and thus much of the slurries produced through coal mining operations 
remain in their lagoons. There are, however, a few potential uses of this waste, which are considered 
here. Relating coal tailings to mushroom production, Noble and Dobrovin-Pennington (2005) studied 
how it can be used to replace some of the peat in the casing layer that is added to the compost substrate. 
The initial casing layer used consisted of peat and sugar beet lime; for the tests, 25 % was substituted with 
a range of substances. Fine coal tailing particles were added to the mixture and it was found that although 
water retention decreased, the mushroom yield and their heavy metal content were not affected. Coconut 
fibres, composted bark fines, brown surface peat and black peat were also used; brown peat resulted in an 
increase in marketable produce, while black peat increased the dry matter in the mushrooms. They 
concluded that the substitution of this waste is both economically and environmentally advantageous. 
Coal tailings and the lagoons in which they are found have been investigated for a variety of purposes 
within a wide range of scientific research fields (Taylor, 1975). Thompson (1982) suggests it can be re-
used for aggregates or the production of concrete construction blocks. Additionally, it is stated that whilst 
the re-use of coal tailings may be uneconomical at present and perhaps technically unfeasible, this may 
need to be re-evaluated in the future; this is the focus ofthis research. 
Others have investigated the use of coal tailings as a fuel, once some processing, such as briquetting, has 
been undertaken; this is in the same context as for this investigation, where coal tailings will be combined 
with SMC to produce fuel pellets to act as both a binder and a secondary fuel. Radloff, et al. (2004) 
considered the processes involved in turning 70,000 t/a of coal tailings - the waste material from the 
Wallerawang colliery - into fuel for a power station; they claim that this is the greatest potential use of 
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this waste and report that it can be combusted with coarse waste from the coal mining industry. 
Additionally, Tiwari, et al. (2004) considered the energy potential of coal slurry, referred to as 'coal-
water slurry' (CWS), as an alternative to fuel oils. Through using two anionic additives, high coal 
loadings and concentrations could be achieved, which also had an appropriate particle size distribution 
and viscosity. The liquid suspension could be stored for around three weeks. Chugh and Patwardhan 
(2004) contemplated the economic and technical viability of generating mine-mouth power from 
processed CWS; the process was found to be feasible on both counts. Through dewatering and capturing 
the solids at 99.5 % efficiency, the subsequently obtained fuel was combusted in a bench-scale fluidised-
bed. Even with high moisture contents (up to 51 %), the combustion efficiency achieved was acceptable 
and NOx, SOx and mercury emissions were satisfactory. CO release was high, but could be reduced by 
employing an industrial burner with a hotter cyclone and increased residence times. 
Another context within which coal tailing lagoons have been examined is ecological restoration. It has 
been found that the biodiversity in reclaimed wetlands can be increased if the conditions, mainly the 
dominant vegetation species, are manipulated (Mathis and Middleton, 1999). Despite these varied uses, 
the vast majority of the coal tailings are still found within the lagoons where they were deposited and not 
necessarily managed in an ecological manner. Although Thompson (1982) advocates that much research 
into the use of coal tailings is required, there does not seem to be much improvement in the situation since 
then, thus further investigations are clearly necessary. 
2.5.3.3 The Clean-Up of Contaminated Land 
Coal mines and tailing lagoons are clearly not natural features; the impact they have had is primarily 
detrimental to the environment, considering the disturbances and disruption both to the surrounding 
wildlife and their habitat through the removal of soil and vegetation. Moreover, these have had 
devastating impacts on us, considering the Aberfan disaster and the loss of our habitat. Even though the 
material dumped in these lagoons is fairly natural, the landscape surface will have changed dramatically 
(topographical alterations) and the nearby watercourses may also be severely affected. 
Additionally, the weathering and/or oxidation of minerals and other species in the newly exposed surface 
can cause further problems (Speight, 1994). It can therefore be seen that the removal of coal tailings will 
be beneficial. Complete removal from the environment will need to occur for this, which will need to be 
disposed of elsewhere; the tailings that have been removed could therefore be used as a fuel, not 
necessitating further disposal. The contaminated land can be cleaned and restored to its natural state; this 
is not an easy process and, in fact, a great deal of complex restoration and management strategies needs to 
be considered. If the reclamation of this land and its subsequent restoration are successful, the area can 
be returned to something like it once was; it is not to be expected that a full recovery of the land will take 
place but the habitat and its aquatic and terrestrial wildlife can return to at least a semi-natural state. 
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2.6 SUMl\lARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
2.6.1 Summary o/Topics 
Renewable energy and its use are vast topics, within which biomass is the most widely used and perhaps 
most diverse source. It already plays a significant role in this sector and thus further research into this 
area is critical to counter the environmental effects of our current use of non-sustainable energy sources. 
Many types of biomass were investigated herein within the two main categories, wastes or by-products 
and energy crops, both of which have been further subcategorised depending on the source and/or nature 
of the fuel. Thermochemical and biochemical treatments are key processes by which these are used, 
which will be considered in the subsequent chapter. The properties and composition of various biomass 
fuels were compared, containing a discussion of energy efficiency and recovery. Furthermore, the 
economic and environmental costs of their production and use were considered. There is much 
legislation governing the use of energy resources. A number of highly-influential policies have been 
devised to regulate and address the issues posed to our health and environment. Relevant legislation has 
been outlined concerning waste and energy generation, such as WID. The use of these resources must 
conform to such legislation as these preside over the use of such wastes as renewable fuels. 
This chapter also investigated SMC. After mushroom cultivation, it is removed from farms and disposed 
of in environmentally-degrading locations. While there are agricultural and industrial uses, it has been 
documented that this expanding industry provides an excess that could hence be used for energy recovery. 
Its use as an energy resource has been previously investigated, although not thoroughly, revealing the 
necessity for further research in this area. The resources available have been found to be quite large, not 
only within the UK, thus many countries could utilise this fuel. UK sites where SMC is produced were 
identified, including the source for this investigation. Although the composition and properties of SMC 
have been found to not be ideal, processing can make this substance more suitable for thermal treatments. 
The cost of disposing of SMC in landfill sites has previously been compared to its combustion in a 
bubbling fluidised-bed. From this review, the use of SMC as a biofuel is deemed necessary; not only to 
divert it from landfill and avoid the associated environmental effects, but also to combat the unsustainable 
use of non-renewable energy and mitigate climate change issues, which will improve the economics of its 
use. A further advantage is that it will ensure the continued development of this industry. 
Coal formation was considered; it is intensively mined and thus consumed rapidly, particularly as demand 
increases yet resources dwindle. The locations of UK coals were identified, and mining and processing in 
these areas has lead to the formation of coal tailing lagoons, the discarded materials separated from coal. 
Coal tailing generation is thought to be approximately 10 % of overall run-of-mine production. The 
management of these locations is vital to ensure their safety, as accidents have previously occurred. 
Details of how removing coal tailings from lagoons will aid the clean-up of contaminated land were 
provided. The composition of coal tailing samples has been reported and varies with location; as with the 
composition and properties of the SMC, these data can also be compared to the experimental results 
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herein. There are already uses for this waste, including its inclusion in the casing layer for mushroom 
compost, although these are not extensive; there are also papers available detailing its utilisation as a fuel. 
2.6.2 Defining an Opening for Further Research 
A number of key topics in this area have been identified and investigated; subsequently, the main 
conclusions drawn from these were summarised above. In the introduction to this report, a research topic 
was outlined, and through a comprehensive literature search and review of the information, a definitive 
area within this field has been identified that warrants further investigation. Whilst energy is vital for our 
existence, our need for it could eventually cause the devastation of our planet; the increasing use of 
untenable resources has already led to a range of extensive environmental problems. Although there are a 
variety of environmentally-sound sources available in the form of renewables, just a few percent of our 
energy requirements are currently met by these. As fossil fuels start to run out and environmental issues 
develop further, renewable sources will need to be employed on a larger scale as soon as practicable to 
avert or at least mitigate the impending environmental and energy crises. Biomass as a renewable 
resource for energy generation has over recent years become a primary focus of scientific and engineering 
investigation, within which the types of resources that have been explored are vast. Although SMC has a 
variety of potential applications, excess compost is still discarded in environmentally-degrading locations. 
Its use as a biofuel has not been examined to a satisfactory degree, so that it can be utilised as a fuel on a 
commercial basis and in an economically-viable manner. Its use for combustion purposes has been 
investigated by Williams (2001), Williams, et af. (2001a) and McCahey, et af. (2003), and whilst 
auxiliary fuels were considered, the combination and pelletisation of this material with coal tailings, 
which would act as a binder and secondary fuel, has not been explored. The use of coal tailing pellets as 
a source of energy has however previously been considered and deemed practical (Radloff, et af., 2004). 
Consequently, the gap within this research area clearly necessitates further investigation to establish 
whether SMC and coal tailings are suitable substances for pelletisation. Additionally, it is required to 
ascertain the optimum pellet qualities and then to discover for which thermal energy recovery process 
these are appropriate. Furthermore, it is important to determine if this is environmentally sustainable and 
economically-viable. Through various experimental procedures, it can be discovered if SMC-coal tailing 
pellets can be used in a sustainable and efficient way, which are the key factors in the value of this 
research. The properties of these materials are less than ideal, thus processing is required to ensure that 
pelletisation and thermal treatment are favourable; it should be emphasized, however, that substances 
with apparently similar issues are commercially used as fuels. Moreover, there are other aspects to be 
taken into consideration; the environmental impacts of the use of these wastes and the economics are 
further drivers. Legislation may also impact the viability of this, such as the stringent policies concerning 
the use of non-renewable fuels and increasing landfill tax, which would encourage the investigation of 
alternative and more responsible waste management solutions. The results of this research concerning 
both wastes need to be auspicious and are thus vital in the viability of employing these biofuel pellets. 
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3 
THEORY OF THERMAL 
TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES AND 
REVIEW OF CLEAN-UP SYSTEMS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This first theoretical chapter examines energy conversions for fuels, which can be chemical, physical or 
biological in origin. Here, they are categorised into thennochemical and biochemical processes, focusing 
mainly on the various thennochemical treatment techniques (combustion, gasification and pyrolysis), the 
emissions produced and the associated clean-up technologies employed. The factors affecting whether 
thennal or biological treatment is required are the cost, availability of the technology or materials and the 
fonn of energy required, which are dependent on the properties and quantities of fuel (Wereko-Brobby 
and Hagen, 1996; McKendry, 2002b). The conversion techniques explored here are related to heat and 
power generation and the creation of fuels. Although biomass can be used for conversion to chemical 
feedstocks, these are not covered (McKendry, 2002b). 
The emissions produced and the clean-up technologies employed when a fuel is used in one of the above 
processes are examined; pollutants are fonned in many phases, mainly gaseous or particulate, and both 
are considered herein. The formation, effects and strategies used for the removal of key pollutants are 
discussed. As the substances used in this investigation are coal tailings and SMC, the final focus of this 
chapter will be on the primary pollutants produced when they are utilised. 
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3.2 THERMOCHEMICAL TREATMENTS 
Them10chemica l processes use heat and/or chemical reactions for upgrading or using a fuel, or converting 
a substance such as biomass to a fuel with a greater energy content; the main three thennochemical 
treatments are combustion, gasification and pyrolysis, each which uses progressively less air/oxygen 
within the system. Figure 3.1 outlines these key processes and the resultant products. This section 
examines the processes identified in this chart, primarily with reference to biomass. 
EXCESS 
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Figure 3.1: Flow diagram of the processes and products of thennochemical treatments. 
Source: Adapted from McKendry (2002b) 
3. 2.1 Combustion 
3.2. 1.1 Direct Combustion and Co-Combustion 
The direct combustion of a fuel , such as biomass, or co-combustion, for example biomass and coal, in air 
is the simplest way of utilising a material to produce energy and is thus a well-established and extensively 
emp loyed technology (Bridgewater, et 01., 2002). The combustion of fuel results in the generation of hot 
gases at 800-1000 °C fo r the production of heat and/or power (Figure 3.1); this process does not , 
however, create a fuel that can be exploited further (McKendry, 2002b). By combusting raw fuel and not 
using any pre-processing, the effic iency is often s ignificantly less and the materials more difficult to 
handle (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). Co-combustion involve the burning of biomass and another 
substance; usually this is coal , and occurs in coal-fired power stations (Bridgewater, et al. , 2002). This is 
thought to be advantageous as high conversion efficiencies can be achieved, more so when large systems 
(100 MWe or more) are used (McKendry. 2002b) . 
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As the analys is of compos ition for biomass (Section 2.2.3) and SMC (Section 2.4.2) show, fuels are 
composed of four key constituents: moisture, volatiles, fixed carbon and ash. After the fue l is fed into the 
reaction chamber, its combustion consists of a variety of stages, each relating to these components, as 
outlined here and depicted in Figure 3.2. Drying and devolati sation occur in the first stage, where heat is 
provided to the raw materia l through: (i) heated primary air inj ecti ons from below the bed, (i i) through 
radiative heat transfer from the wa lls, and (iii) by the hot gaseous combustion products from latter stages. 
This causes the temperature of the fuel to increase (heat-up zone, Figure 3.2) and the free moisture is 
driven off at 50-1 00°C. As the temperature increases further, the bound moisture is also liberated and the 
material starts to thermally decompose, or pyrolyse (pyrolysis zone), between 200 °C and 750 DC, 
whereupon the volat iles are released. These volatiles are composed of hydrocarbons, up to 90 %, and 
other combustible species, like CO and H2. 
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Figure 3.2 : Combustion of a solid fuel, in this case, in a bed. 
Source: Shin and Choi (2000) 
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Next, there are two combustion stages, as there are two combustible constituents. The first is the 
combustion of the released volatile matter (combusti on gas) and any soot, which occurs above the bed in 
the freeboard zone at very high temperatures, in excess of 1000 dc. This is needed along wi th sufficient 
residence times and surplus turbulent secondary air to ensure mixing and minimise pollutant formation. 
This combu ti on phase occurs very rapidly and it is beli eved that the volatiles combust through the 
following reactions (Williams, el al., 200 I b): 
volatil es + O2 ~ CO2 + H20 
CO + \120 2 ~ CO2 (3 .1 ) 
In the second stage, where both moisture and volatiles have been removed, the remaining solid material -
carbonaceous char - combusts in the bed (combustion zone); th is oxidation occurs at a significantly 
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slower rate and therefore can take considerably longer than the previous stage, depending on the ratio of 
volatiles and fixed carbon in the fuel. The following reactions give off heat, which is then utilised for 
power production (Rezaiyan and Cheremisinoff, 2005): 
C +02 -+ CO2 
C + Yl02 -+ CO 
H2 + Yl02 -+ H20 
(3.2) 
The residue left after the two combustion stages is the ash (ash zone) and any other non-combustible 
material. For biomass, it is not unusual that the majority of energy is derived from volatile matter, unlike 
coal, where most energy comes from the combustion of char; due to this, it is vital that any combustion 
processes make use of these volatiles, as well as the solid substances, to ensure high efficiencies (Ramage 
and Scurlock, 1996). Combustion therefore needs to be carefully controlled, where the oxygen supply is 
regulated to increase efficiency and the pollutants, both gaseous and particulate, can be minimised. 
Although in theory any biomass can be combusted, in practice only biomass with less than 50 % moisture 
can be burned successfully without pre-drying. If the moisture is too high to make this viable, biological 
conversions are often employed instead (McKendry, 2002b). 
Although biomass combustion is generally well understood, many complex routes that arise have resulted 
in the computational modelling of particle combustion (Bridgewater, et al., 2002). This is a relatively 
new research area that is gaining significant attention. Porteiro, et al. (2006, p 169), for example, have 
recently modelled the combustion of a single wood particle and densified biomass particles; their 
validated one-dimensional model incorporates a "novel discretisation scheme and . . . intra-particle 
combustion processes with extra-particle transport processes". It agrees well with previous data and can 
predict trends detected in experimentation for pellets of varying size. Combustion processes, regarding 
biomass or any other material, produce emissions that often cause detrimental effects on the environment 
and our health, as discussed in detail later in this chapter. Jenkins, et al. (1998) investigated the effect of 
biomass composition on its combustion properties; through examining the formation of pollutants and the 
initial species present within the feedstock that are the cause of these, they suggest that standard 
engineering protocols are required to deal with the undesirable consequences of biomass combustion. 
3.2.1.2 Combustion after Physical Processing 
Modifying the physical properties of fuels is a simple and often cost-effective way of making them more 
appropriate for use in various types of combustors. Forming pellets from biomass or coal, for instance, is 
common and they can be used for combustion on a variety of scales, from directly heating domestic 
buildings to generating power at an industrial level; straw and wood residues are frequently used for this 
purpose (Holm, et at., 2006). Co-firing of processed biomass with another fuel, such as coal, is known as 
indirect co-combustion, compared to direct co-combustion discussed above. The purposes of pelletisation 
and the processes involved are considered subsequently. The drying of biomass is also of particular use, 
as the CV is highly influenced by moisture and can be appreciably reduced due to the volatilisation of 
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vast amounts of water (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). Improving the efficiency by drying is a way 
of increasing the energy produced, normally with fairly minimal energy inputs. Other physical 
processing includes chipping, chopping and grinding (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). Each of these 
aids the use of the product for particular combustors, such as fluidised-beds (discussed in the following 
chapter) and so each process is tailored individually to suit a specific need, for example the size of the 
biomass chips. These processes do, however, result in larger energy inputs and thus increased costs. 
3.2.2 Gasification 
Gasification is where a solid, fairly homogeneous material is subjected to high temperatures to form 
gaseous fuels by partial oxidation (Figure 3.1); this reaction can take place at a variety of temperatures 
and pressures, in a range of gasifiers (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996; McKendry, 2002b). The development 
of such systems has an extended history, particularly for coal, from which much biomass gasification 
technologies are borrowed (Bridgewater, et at., 2002; Belgiorno, et at., 2003). Biomass gasification 
forms syngas through partial combustion, whereby combustible solids are converted to combustible gases 
to preserve their original energy. The key constituents are water vapour, Hz, CO, CO2, C}--4 and other 
hydrocarbons, as well as nitrogen, if air is used (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). There are three main 
modes of gasification, where the agents used are air, oxygen or steam; there are significant cost increases 
for each of these. Air ensures the temperatures required are low, decreasing the production costs, but the 
products have significantly lower CVs, due to their dilution with nitrogen; new technologies, however, 
mean these fuels can now be used (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). The fundamental equations 
outlining the mechanism for gasification are the complete and partial oxidation ofC (McKendry, 2002c): 
C + O2 - CO2 (,~H = -406 MJlkg mole) 
C + Yz02 - CO (~H = -268 MJlkg mole) 
2CO - C + CO2 
(3.3) 
The first and second of these are exothermic oxidation reactions and the third is the endothermic 
Boudouard reaction (Williams, 1998). The syngas produced from gasification in air generally has a fairly 
low CV, typically 4-8 MJ/m\ whereas this can be greatly improved if oxygen is used (8-14 MJ/m\ and 
increased even further by utilising steam, to produce a syngas with an energy content of 14-20 MJ/m3• 
This process involves four reactions; the first are two endothermic carbon-steam or water-gas reactions 
(Williams, 1998; McKendry, 2002c; Rezaiyan and Cheremisinoff, 2005): 
C + H20 - CO + H2(~H = 118 MJlkg mole) 
C + 2H20 -+ CO2 + 2Hz (3.4) 
Next is the exothermic water-gas shift reaction, where optimum hydrogen yields are obtained at low 
temperatures. Lastly, the exothermic hydrogenation or hydro-gasification of C occurs, which is slow 
except when high pressures are used (McKendry, 2002c): 
CO + H20 -+ CO2 + H2 (~H = -42 MJ/kg mole) 
C + 2H2 -+ CH4 
(3.5) 
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At high pressure, further exothermic hydrogenationlmethanation reactions occur (McKendry, 2002c): 
co + 3H2 -+ CH4 + H20 (~H = -88 MJ/kg mole) 
CO2 + 4H2 -+ CH4 + 2H20 (3.6) 
In addition to the gasifying agent employed, the temperature and pressure affect the syngas CV and 
composition (Rezaiyan and Cheremisinoff, 2005). Gasifier efficiencies vary, although they can high (up 
to 72 %), whilst the CV is often less than 6 MJIN m3, particularly with air (McKendry, 2002b). Syngas 
with a low CV is combusted directly or used as engine fuel, whereas those with greater energy contents 
are used as feedstocks for further processing (McKendry, 2002c). Gasification and pyrolysis have many 
advantages over incineration; they produce fewer emissions, are flexible and provide a range of fuel 
products at high efficiency. The challenges are the cleaning and quality of the syngas. Despite this, 
another distinct advantage of gasification is that the fuels are often cleaner to use than the biomass itself 
and the pollutants formed can be removed more easily (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). Furthermore, 
gaseous fuels are more versatile in their applications. 
Using biomass gasification and gas turbines to produce electricity in a combined cycle - biomass 
integrated gasification/combined cycle - has a high conversion efficiency. An additional advantage is 
that the gas is cleaned prior to use, enabling smaller, cheaper cleaning equipment to be installed 
(McKendry, 2002b). Much work has been carried out to investigate the feasibility of this. de Souza-
Santos (1999) examined atmospheric gasification of sugar cane bagasse, coupled with a fluidised-bed 
heat exchanger and Albertazzi, et al. (2005) explored hydrogen production through biomass gasification. 
Belgiorno, et al. (2003) investigated syngas production from MSW gasification; through evaluating the 
system, the potential uses for the syngas and the current scheme of waste management, they determined 
the environmental implications of reusing this waste - significant energy recovery and noticeable 
pollutant reductions. McKendry (2002c) explored biomass gasification technologies in great detail; 
through an investigation of the basic chemistry, the pre-treatments necessary and the optimum feedstock 
properties were established, along with the different types of gasifiers. There are two main types (Table 
3.1), of which there are several variations depending on the direction of the flow, shown in Figure 3.3 
(Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). There are also other designs, such as moving beds, rotary kilns and 
cyclone reactors, each with their relative merits concerning the conversion rate, efficiency, capacity, 
residence times, tar production, complexity of construction, solid-gas contacting and temperature control. 
TYPE OF GASIFIER 
Fixed-Bed 
Fluidised-Bed 
Sl'BCATEGORIES 
down-draught 
up-draught 
cross-draughtlcross-flow 
circulating 
bubbling 
Table 3.1: The types and subcategories of different gasifying equipment used for biomass conversions. 
Source: Wereko-Brobby and Hagen (1996); McKendry (2002c) 
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Figure 3.3: The main types of gas ifiers, as explained in Table 3.1 . The third type of fixed-bed gasifier, the 
cross-draught gasifier, is not shown. 
Source: Bridgewater, et al. (2002) 
3.2.3 Pyrolysis 
Pyrolysis involves the heat ing of biomass or other materials with a restricted ai r supply and is a simple 
technique of enhancing a dry fuel, of small particle size, by thermal degradation (Bridgewater, et al., 
2002). Due to thi s and the absence of air from the system, the products, shown in Figure 3.1, are in the 
form of condensed gases (up to 80 % yield), pyrolytic or bio-o ils (up to 80 % yield), pyroligneous acid 
and charcoal (up to 35 % yie ld), all of which can be used as fuels (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996; 
McKendry, 2002b). These genera lly have a low to moderate CY, yet their energy densities are frequently 
far superior to the original biomass (Horne and Williams, 1996; Bridgewater, et al., 2002). Due to this, 
there are many app lications for these products, including the production of electricity or use in a CHP 
station; they can also be used as transport fuel s and chemical feedstocks (Bridgewater, et al., 2002). 
Upgrading the resultant oils is often required owi ng to their poor thermal stability and/or corrosive nature. 
There are two main processes by which pyrolysis is achieved - s low or fast pyrolysis; a range of other 
techno logies can also be employed, the conditions of which are summarised and compared in Table 3.2. 
Conventional (s low) pyrolys is is where biomass is slowly heated to 300-600 °C without air; the volatile 
matter is eliminated and the energy density of the remaining char is much higher (Ramage and Scurlock, 
1996). This is another way of carbonisation, where the char yield is maximised. The second method, fast 
or fl ash pyro lysis, uses more sophist icated processes, higher temperatures and a faster heating rate to 
collect the volatiles driven off and convert more of the substance to these gases, leaving only 
approximately 10 % as char. Controlling the temperature increase and the final temperature enables the 
composition of the resultant gas to be manipulated and fonn bio-oi ls after rap id quenching (Ramage and 
Scurlock, 1996; Bridgewater, el al. , 2002; McKendry, 2002b) . Using short residence times and moderate 
temperatures (400-550 0c) maximises pyrolytic liquid yields (Horne and Williams, 1996). 
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PYROLYSIS RESIDENCE HEATING TEMPERATURE PRESSURE MADJ PRODl"CTS 
TECHNOLOGY TIME RATE (DC) (bar) 
Carbonisation hours - days very low 400 1 charcoal 
Conventional 10 s - 30 mins quite low -600 1 gas, liquid oil and char 
Flash - Liquid <1 s high 600-650 1 liquid oils 
Flash- Gas <Is high 650-700+ 1 gas 
Ultra <0.5 s very high 1000 1 gas 
Vacuum 2-30 s medium 400 <0.1 liquid oils 
Hydropyrolysis <10 s high <500 -20 liquid oils 
Methanolvsis 0.5-1.5 s high 700-1050 -3 benzene, toluene. etc. 
. 
Table 3.2: Comparison of different types of pyrolysis. 
Source: Williams (1998); Rezaiyan and Cheremisinoff (2005) 
The pyrolysis of biomass, although highly complex, is understood to some degree in terms of the 
reactions undergone by the cellulose and starch components, which often make up a significant 
proportion of the feed materiaL Other reactions may include cracking, thermal degradation, 
repolymerisation and evaporation. Exothermic carbonisation or charring is the first reaction to occur and 
results in the production of charcoal (Boyles, 1984): 
(3.7) 
The next reaction is again exothermic, where the pyrolytic oil (assumed to be CJI~O) is formed and 
finally, the syngas is produced, via a water-gas reaction, which is endothermic: 
[CJIIOOs]n - O.8nCbH~O + 1,8nH20 + 1.2nC02 
C + H20 ..... CO + H2 (3.8) 
These pyrolysis mechanisms have been investigated by Blesa, et al. (2001), who explored the pyrolysis 
and subsequent briquetting of coal-sawdust mixtures, where pyrolysis occurred at 400-600 DC. 
Bridgewater, et al. (2002) also investigated four options for the thermal treatment of biomass to produce 
electricity; of these, fast pyrolysis was the cheapest, although they did highlight that the costs were indeed 
very similar between the other options (combustion and atmospheric or pressurised gasification). 
3.2.4 Liquefaction and Hydrothermal Upgrading 
The three processes described above are the most common thermochemical treatments used for biomass 
and other fuels; although liquefaction and hydrothermal upgrading are employed less frequently, they can 
be used to treat biomass and produce bio-oils (McKendry, 2002b). Liquefaction produces liquid 
hydrocarbons using high pressures and low temperatures, where hydrogen aids the conversion process. 
Compared to pyrolysis, the wider use of this is limited by the somewhat complex and expensive nature of 
the operation. 
Hydrothermal upgrading is a simple procedure, whereby biomass is converted in wet conditions to 
partially oxygenated hydrocarbons; this also takes place at high pressures. The products and their uses, 
from both these processes, were shown in Figure 3.1. 
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3.3 BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSING: ALTERNATIVES TO 
THERMAL TREATMENT 
There are also two main biochemical treatment methods used to transform biomass into secondary fuels -
so-called 'biofuels'. These are fermentation/oil extraction and anaerobic digestion, both of which use 
microbiological action to convert the feedstock (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). 
3.3.1 Fermentation and Oil Extraction 
Fermentation is the manufacture of alcohol fuels, such as methanol and ethanol, under anaerobic 
conditions using a biological process (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). These are often large-scale systems, 
where biomass is pounded, then biologically treated with enzymes (McKendry, 2002b). Not only are 
there different processes for producing methanol and ethanol, but they also vary depending on the 
feedstock used, for example sugar crops (sugar cane or beet), starch crops (maize or wheat) or cellulose 
(Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996; McKendry, 2002b). The products have a variety of uses; they can be 
used in internal combustion engines or as a 'gasoline extender' to form gasohol - a combination of 
gasoline and an alcohol, often ethanol (Ramage and Scurlock, 1996). For ethanol production from sugars, 
the pre-treatment involves washing, crushing, filtering, concentrating and sterilising the feedstock; the 
remaining sugar liquid is fermented and ethanol can be distilled (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). 
When ethanol is manufactured from cellulosic or starch-based biomass, additional conversion processes 
are required, increasing the costs, as these need to be converted to sugars by enzyme-induced hydrolysis 
and hydrolysis/saccharification respectively (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). In addition, these 
products usually require purification through energy-intensive distilling. The by-products (solid residue) 
are used as animal fodder. Sugar bagasse is another fuel produced via this mechanism (McKendry, 
2002b). Hamelinck, et al. (2005) evaluated lignocellulosic biomass as a means of ethanol production 
using hydrolysis-fermentation technologies; efficiencies of 35 % are usual, although the overall process 
efficiency can be increased to 68 % if non-fermentable lignin is used to co-generate electricity. 
Methanol manufacture is somewhat different, taking place in stages: firstly, a gaseous intermediate from 
the biomass is formed and secondly, methanol is produced from this (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). 
As above, converting starch or cellulosic biomass necessitates more processing, as they require 
conversion to sugars by saccharification, for starch, or by hydrolysis for cellulose (Wereko-Brobby and 
Hagen, 1996). Lignocellulosic biomass conversion is made more complex by the long-chain molecules 
present (McKendry, 2002b). 
Oil and ester extraction to produce vegetable oils and methyl/ethyl esters is performed using solvent 
removal techniques or mechanical crop pressing (Usta, 2005). The former is more efficient although the 
latter is significantly simpler - only involving heating the crop and gradually applying pressure to remove 
95 % of the oil (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). For solvent extraction, highly-refined and advanced 
technologies are required, employing a chemical solvent, usually hexame. These are used directly as 
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fuels, usually in diesel compression ignition engines, as Usta (2005) investigated for tobacco seed oil (a 
by-product of the tobacco industry) and tobacco seed oil methyl ester. It was found that partial 
substitution of diesel by the ester can occur without alterations to the engine. 
3.3.2 Anaerobic Digestion 
This biological conversion process uses bacterial decomposition to produce biogas consisting primarily of 
CH4 (-60 %) with smaller proportions of CO2 (-35 %) and yeah (-5 %), a mixture of hydrogen, nitrogen, 
ammonia, hydrogen sulphide, CO, oxygen, volatile amines and water (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). 
Removing significant proportions of CO2 can considerably improve the quality (McKendry, 2002b). The 
initial input into the digester varies, although it often contains plant material, as well as animal and 
poultry manure; MSW can also undergo this process, which produces a fuel with a CV of 20-25 MJ/m3• 
The overall digestion process is where micro-organisms convert the organic matter by breaking down the 
material into CI-L in the absence of air in prefabricated digesters. The factors affecting the production 
rate efficiency are the pH, holding time in the digester and the material loading rate (Wereko-Brobby and 
Hagen, 1996). Biomass undergoes anaerobic digestion in a variety of stages, which occur concurrently in 
a digester, of fixed-dome or floating gas design (Wereko-Brobby and Hagen, 1996). The first, hydrolysis, 
is where large, complex molecules are decomposed by enzyme action to smaller, simpler ones, which 
pass through the bacterial membrane. The hydrolysis reaction using cellulose to form glucose is: 
(3.9) 
The next phase is the acid stage, where acid-forming bacteria produce organic acids and other products 
from complex fats and proteins. Lactic acid is produced from the glucose formed above by: 
(3.10) 
The final stage is known as the methane phase, as CH4 is produced via reactions between hydrogen and 
CO2, as well as during the fermentation of acids and alcohols: 
4H2 + CO2 -+ 2H20 + CI-L 
CH)CHzOH + CO2 -+ CH3COOH + CH4 
CHjCOOH -+ CO2 + ClL 
CH)CH2CH2COOH + H20 + CO2 -+ CH3COOH + ClL 
(3.11 ) 
Biogas and LFG are both formed by these processes, which are in fact quite similar, although biogas 
production is more controlled. Conditions in landfills can be manipulated to ensure LFG is produced at a 
more rapid rate, where such a highly managed environment is also beneficial in terms of safety. As 
previously stated, biomass with high moisture is better suited to bio-chemical conversion than thermo-
chemical operations and the use of anaerobic digestion is therefore ideal for treating certain types of 
biomass. Biogas can be used directly in spark ignition gas engines, where the efficiency is 10-16 %, or it 
can be used to generate electricity in gas turbines (McKendry, 2002b). 
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3.4 FOAAIATION, EFFECTS AND REMOVAL OF POLLUTANTS 
Pollutant emissions, both gaseous and particulate in form, produced from thermochemical treatments can 
be problematical to the environment and human health. Here, the main gas-phase species and particulate 
emissions are considered in terms of their formation, effects and removal. 
3.4.1 Gaseous Emissions 
3.4.1.1 Carbon Monoxide and Carbon Dioxide 
co and CO2 are two products obtained from the combustion of fuels; both are highly undesirable to 
release to the atmosphere and form through the progressive oxidation of fuel: 
C~ - CH3 - CHO - CO - CO2 (3.12) 
CO forms on incomplete combustion; the greatest source, however, is not from power stations, but 
transportation, where conditions are not as highly controlled. Three factors lead to the formation of CO 
rather than CO2: (i) lack of O2 to complete oxidation, (ii) poor fuel-oxidiser mixing or (iii) contact with 
cool surfaces, which condense and quench the reaction. Not only is CO toxic, but it also aids greenhouse 
gas formation by reacting with other species to increase atmospheric ozone and methane concentrations, 
so it is vital that practices are employed to minimise CO formation and/or release. There are four key 
ways of reducing CO formation; the first three involve modifying the system to eliminate the above three 
conditions, with the fourth being lean burner engines or catalytic converters with a rhodium (Rh) or 
platinum (Pt) mesh to aid complete combustion. 
Although CO2 is undesirable, it is not toxic so is preferred to CO. It is formed when combustion goes to 
completion (Equations 3.2 and 3.12), and C is fully oxidised via the catalysed water-gas phase shift 
reaction (Equation 3.5 above), compared to CO, where only partial oxidation occurs. CO2 is a 
greenhouse gas, the most prominent in the atmosphere, as shown in Table 1.1, and has adverse 
environmental impacts (Grainger and Gibson, 1981). There are many ways to reduce emissions, 
classified as combustion technologies or post-combustion capture and storage, where the latter is thought 
to be more realistic (DTI, 2000). Capture technologies include absorption, cryogenics, adsorption and the 
use of membranes. Storage locations for the collected gas comprise depleted oil and gas reserves, deep 
saline reservoirs, unmineable coal beds and oceans. 
3.4.1.2 Acid Gases: NOx, SOx and He! 
Acid gases comprise oxides of nitrogen and sulphur, as well as hydrogen chloride, which cause 
significant problems if they are not removed from the exhaust gas, as they can become dissolved in any 
condensing water vapour in the atmosphere to form corrosive acids. The term NOx is used to include 
NO, colourless nitric oxide, and N02, brown nitrogen dioxide; nitrous oxide (N20) - the greenhouse gas -
is not a NOx compound. NO is formed via three mechanisms: fuel NOx, prompt NOx and thermal NOx. 
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The first is the most common, contributing up to 80 % of total NOx emissions, when the N bound in the 
fuel is oxidised. The amount of nitrogen in the fuel and the oxygen concentration are the controlling 
factors, where combustion in rich environments produces significantly lower fuel NOx (Smoot and 
Smith, 1985). Intermediate compounds, hydrogen cyanide (HCN) and ammonia (NH3), form before full 
oxidation occurs: 
HCN - NCO - NO 
NH3 - NIh - NH - NO 
(3.13) 
Typically less than 5 % of total NOx comes from prompt formation, where hydrocarbon fragments react 
with N at the flame front in fuel-rich environments (Smoot and Smith, 1985): 
CH + N2 - HCN + N 
The HCN that is subsequently produced can partake in various oxidation reactions: 
HCN + 0 - NCO + H 
NCO + 0 - NO + CO 
HCN + 0 - NH + CO 
NH + 0 - NO + H 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
The Zeldovich mechanism forms thermal NOx when N in the combustion air is oxidised; the combustion 
of any fuel in air leads to the formation of thermal NOx, up to 25 % of the total, thus combustion in 
oxygen can eliminate NOx from this source (Smoot and Smith, 1985). Reactions are slow but become 
increasingly rapid as temperatures rise. These include (Edgar, 1983): 
O· + N2 - NO + N· 
N· + O2 - NO + O· 
N· + OIl - NO + H· 
(3.16) 
N02 is formed via further oxidation of NO, either directly, which is extremely slow, or by other 
compounds, such as radicals that can be rapid, particularly in cooler regions of the flame: 
NO + 'l202 - N02 
R02 + NO - RO + N02 
H02 + NO - HO + N02 
(3.17) 
Although NOx are undesirable, as they are toxic and contribute to environmental problems including acid 
rain, ozone depletion, the formation of photochemical smog and the enhanced greenhouse effect, 
combustion is the main source of their emissions (Grainger and Gibson, 1981; Edgar, 1983). Some key 
conditions necessary for NOx formation have been outlined above; manipulating these can reduce 
emissions, including using rich combustion environments to reduce fuel NOx or using oxygen instead of 
air to minimise thermal NOx (Berkowitz, 1979). These are combustion modification techniques and 
although they are simple, they can be expensive. Another technology in this category is low-NO x 
burners, which introduce extra air and reduce combustion temperatures, coupled with flue gas 
recirculation to recycle gases, further reducing the temperature (Berkowitz, 1979; Edgar, 1983). Fuel and 
air staging can minimise NOx formation or reduce them to nitrogen; common problems associated with 
these include slagging and fouling (Edgar, 1983; Coal R&D, 1997). Other technologies are classified as 
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flue gas treatment, although the most effective are also the most expensive. Many focus on the removal 
of NOx from a non-thermal origin. Selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) uses an aqueous NH) 
solution or urea (CO(NH2h) injected directly into the flue gases at 900-1000 °C (Edgar, 1983); although 
this can lead to N20 production, it can eliminate up to half of NOx emissions, by reducing them to 
molecular nitrogen (Coal R&D, 1997): 
4NH3 + 4NO + O2 -+ 4N2 + 6HzO 
2CO(NH1)2 + 4NO + O2 -+ 4N2 + 2C02 + 4H20 
(3.18) 
Selective catalytic reduction, SCR, is more efficient, also using an ammonia injection in the flue, at 300-
400 °C to achieve very high removal efficiencies, often 80-90 % (Edgar, 1983; Speight, 1994). An oxide 
of tungsten (W), titanium (Ti) or vanadium (V) in a honeycomb structure is also required to act as a 
catalyst, increasing costs to £600 per tonne of NOx removed. Both NO and N02, however, can be 
reduced in this way (Coal R&D, 1997): 
4NO + 4NH) + O2 -+ 4N2 + 6HzO 
2N02 + 4NH) + O2 -+ 3N2 + 6HzO (3.19) 
SOx, oxides of sulphur, are formed when sulphur in fuels is oxidised during combustion. The first 
compound to arise, sulphur monoxide (SO), is highly unstable and is thus rapidly oxidised to sulphur 
dioxide (S02); sulphur trioxide (SO) then forms using an energy absorber (M): 
SO + O2 -+ S02 + 0 or SO + OH -+ S02 + H 
S02 + 0 + M -+ SO) + M (3.20) 
SOx also contribute to ozone depletion and acid rain, so their release needs to be limited. Fuel 
substitution can be used to combat this problem, however, other technologies include abatement or 
directly removing SOx from gas streams - flue gas desulphurisation, FGD (Speight, 1994). Abatement 
mechanisms include the use of sorbent injections, often limestone (CaCO) or a magnesium-calcium salt 
(MgCa(CO)2), which thermally decompose at high temperatures to react with SOx to form gypsum, a 
saleable product (Speight, 1994). Integrated gasification combined cycles are also efficient at reducing 
SOx. The control methods, FGD, facilitate the removal of SOx before the gases are released to the 
atmosphere. Sorbent injections, similar to those described above, use limestone to react with S. 
Scrubbing processes, either wet or dry, also use a form of injection into the flue gas. Wet scrubbers, 
although they have many drawbacks, such as poor reagent utilisation, corrosion and deposition, use 
limestone to remove up to 90 % of SOx (Berkowitz, 1979; Speight, 1994); it is injected into the flue gas, 
upon which S02 is dissolved and undergoes hydrolysis, shown below, after which the dissolution of the 
limestone occurs, eventually forming a precipitate, which is oxidised to gypsum: 
hydrolysis: S02 + IhO +-+ HS03" + H+ 
precipitation: Ca2+ + IIS03" + Y2H~0 - CaS03·YzH20 + H+ (3.21) 
Dry scrubbing uses an alkaline solution sprayed into the gases, which dries on reaction with S02. This 
can remove up to 90 % of SOx but is expensive (lEA, 1993). The final control method is the 
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uneconomical Wellman-Lord process; sodium sulphite (Na2S03) is expensive and the sodium hydrogen 
sulphite (NaHS03) product is of nominal value (Berkowitz, 1979; Speight, 1994): 
(3.22) 
There are also processes for the combined removal of NOx and SOx: SNOx and SNRB - SOx-NOx-
ROX-BOX (Coal R&D, 1997). The first is a series of catalytic reactions where NOx are reduced using 
ammonia and SOx are oxidised to sulphuric acid (H2S04); this can remove up to 95 % of both, although 
precise temperature control is required. SNRB uses dry lime (Ca(OH)2) and ammonia with a zeolite 
catalyst to reduce NOx and oxidise SOx at high temperatures. S is not only present in flue gases as SOx; 
hydrogen sulphide (H2S) is another problematic acid gas species that requires removal. Other sulphur-
containing compounds may also be present, such as mercaptans (thiols), thiophene, disulphides and 
benzothiophene, though they are usually converted to H2S by hydrogenation. 
HCl is also an acid gas and thus has a corrosive nature; its formation is usually concerned with the 
incineration of MSW, due to the plastic content, rather than with coal or biomass, unless high percentages 
of chlorine (Cl) are found in these fuels. This can be removed from flue gases using a wet or dry lime 
scrubbing, similar to the process for SOx removal described above. 
3.4.1.3 Unburned Hydrocarbons, Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons and Volatile 
Organic Compounds 
UHCs form in fuel-rich environments, due to insufficient oxygen, thus their presence indicates 
incomplete combustion (Larsen and Larsen, 1998). There are two types: aliphatic and aromatic. The 
former are non-toxic straight-chain compounds, which form when hydrocarbon fragments polymerise in 
the flame; this forms a variety of alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, dienes and polyacetylenes. Aromatic 
compounds with a ring structure are often carcinogenic and some are referred to as P AHs (Larsen and 
Larsen, 1998). Coal and other carbon-based solid fuels produce aromatic UHCs on incomplete 
combustion, where the industrial use of coal is one of the main contributors (DEFRA, 1999). Aromatic 
UHCs and PAlls form when benzene or other rings join during ring-closing mechanisms; multi-ring 
formation is a two-stage process where an existing ring reacts with diene radicals. They are toxic, 
contribute to the greenhouse effect by absorbing and reemitting radiation and are a factor in 
photochemical smog formation. Removal techniques are similar to those for CO, which are also a result 
of incomplete combustion; they include Pt or Rh catalysts, fuel-lean combustion, ensuring sufficient fuel-
oxidiser mixing and avoiding reactions quenching on cold surfaces. Reducing particulate emissions by 
using a gaseous or liquid fuel can also reduce VHCs. 
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are products of partial combustion, due to turbulent eddies causing 
bypassing of the main combustion zones; they are toxic and cause environmental problems, but sufficient 
mixing aids their reduction (Williams, et a/., 200 1 b). 
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3.4.1.4 Dioxins and Furans 
Dioxins and furans, polychlorinated dibenzodioxins and dibenzofurans (PCDDIF), are a set of ringed 
compounds with one or more hydrogen atoms replaced with CI; they are essentially a mix of P AHs and 
Cl. As they require a source of Cl to fonn, they are usually associated with MSW incineration, due to the 
Cl in plastics. It is, however, a trace element found in a range of other fuels. Of the 210 PCDDIF 
compounds, only 17 are toxic; the most noxious, TCDD, 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo[p]dioxin, and TCDF, 
2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzofuran (Figures 3.4 and 3.5), have a toxic factor of 1. 
CI)Q:C)~(' 
CI 0 CI 
Figure 3.4: The structure of2,3,7,8-
tetrachlorodibenzo[p ]dioxin, TCDD - the most 
toxic known dioxin. 
Source: NIST (2005) 
CI CI 
CI 
Figure 3.5: The structure of2,3,7,8-
tetrachlorodibenzofuran, TCDF - the most toxic 
known furan. 
Source: NIST (2005) 
There are three fundamental reasons for their presence in combustion emissions (Fielder, 1998); some are 
already in the system and are not destroyed, whereas others fonn from related Cl-precursors, such as 
chlorinated benzene rings or polychlorinated biphenyls. The third mechanism is where PCDD/Fs fonn 
via a two-staged process, de Novo Synthesis, where chemically unrelated compounds react with CI, at low 
temperatures (200-400 0c), often on flyash with a metal catalyst. First, CI is transferred to the C structure 
and then the oxidation of the C occurs, releasing the PCDDIF as a by-product. These can be removed 
from flue gases using activated carbon and dry lime scrubbers; they are adsorbed onto these particles, 
which are then removed using fabric filters. Fuels containing large quantities of S can inhibit the 
development of these pollutants (Fielder, 1998); low S concentrations in fuels favour PCDDIF fonnation 
by allowing de Novo Synthesis to occur. The Deacon process, outlined below, occurs, forming molecular 
CI gas and renewing the copper chloride (CuCI2) catalyst, with a copper oxide (CuO) intennediate: 
CuCh + Yl02 - CuO + Ch (g) 
CuO + 2HCI - CuCI2 + H20 
where the sulphur effectively captures the molecular chlorine (Fielder, 1998): 
Ch + S02 + IhO - 2HCI + S03 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
3.4.1.5 Flue Gas Cleaning: A Post-Combustion Strategy/or Gaseous Pollutants 
Flue gas cleaning refers to the removal of pollutants from the exhaust before it is released to the 
atmosphere. It usually involves different phases and processes; particulates are often removed both 
before and after the elimination of gas-phase pollutants (Figure 3.6). Various aspects of gas cleaning 
have already been described, relating to specific contaminants; here, a more general review is presented. 
The techniques are varied and have developed over many years, to now perfonn specific tasks for a 
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variety of applications. Speight (1994) suggests several factors that are crucial to consider in the choice 
of technology: the concentration and species of pollutants, the leve l of cleaning needed (to meet 
legislation) and the properties of the gas. There are three primary mechani sms by which gas phase 
pollutants are removed: ad orption, absorption and condensation. These processes can also be applied to 
gaseous fuels prior to their use, for gas purification; passing the fuel through one of these systems allows 
species to be removed that can be problematic later in the process (Berkowitz, 1979). 
COMBUSTIO 
AIR IN -
FUELIN 
f.ii._ 
ASH Al D 
LAG 
ASH DUST 
WET ESP 
WASHING 
SYSTEM 
Figure 3.6: The operations in a flue gas cleaning system attached to a rotary kiln. 
Source: Donau Carbon (n.d.) 
GAS OUT 
Adsorption removes pollutants by their sorption onto the surface of a solid, which can be physical or 
chemical depending on whether van der Waals' forces or chemi orption dominates (Speight, 1993). 
Phys ical adsorption occurs rapidly, limited by the diffusion rate; chemisorption generally occurs slowly 
and is often rever ible (Speight, 1993). This can eliminate many species, including S02, dioxins and 
furans, but not large hydrocarbons (Speight, 1993). Many adsorbents are available, such as silica gel 
zeolite and activated carbon (LeVan, et al., 1997); it is necessary for these to be strong and to withstand 
attempts to deteriorate their structure. They are thus normally granular and porous, having a large surface 
area per unit mass (Speight, 1993). Where adsorbents are expensive, it is vital they can be regenerated, 
by thermal regeneration, pressure and inlet purg ,once the adsorbate has saturated the adsorbent. 
Absorption i a distinctly different process - it is a method whereby gaseous pollutant molecules diffuse 
into a liquid acro the concentration gradient, due to their differential concentrations . Absorption can be 
physical (by the di solution of pollutants), chemical (reactions between the absorber and contaminant) or 
a combination of both (Edgar, 19 3: Speight, 1993). The diffusion rate, and thus removal efficiency, is 
controlled by varying the urface area of the liquid or manipulating the tlowrate and turbulence of the gas; 
the tlowrate of the so lvation liquid can also be controlled. Absorption processes occur in towers, 
categorised a packed column, pray tower , tray towers or Venturis (Speight, 1993). The most common 
is the packed column, con isting of a column till ed with p(,!cking materials resting on a support plate. 
which does not restrict the ga and liquid flows: tht.:y bOlh pas around the packing in a counterflow flow 
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regime (Fair, et 01., 1997). Desorpt ion releases the contaminants, where additions of a neutralising agent 
are usua ll y required (Speight, 1993). The packing significantl y affects operations and thus the 
appropriate choice is crucial; there are several types, described as structured or random (Figure 3.7). 
Packing media is made from a va riety of materials, such as plastic, metal or ceramics and are chosen 
based on their properties and suitab ility. Wet and dry absorption can treat SOx. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
Figure 3.7: Examples of different types of random packing fo r packed columns: (a) Raschig ring, (b) Berl 
saddle, (c) metal In talox. (d) ceramic Intalox saddle, (e) Tellerette and (f) Pall ring. 
Source: Fair, et al. ( 1997) 
Compressing and condensing gases is the last mechanism for removing gaseous pollutants; the principle 
of this operation is that temperature reductions or pressure increases in a closed system cause polluting 
species, particularly ac id gases, to condense out. The two methods, categorised as dynamic or positive 
displacement compressors, each have specific applications. It is important that the gases are compressed 
prior to condensation to avoid damaging the compressor. High pressure is of course expensive, but 
increasingly ri gorous legis lation conceming emissions limits now often necess itates its use. 
3.4.2 Particulate Emissions 
3.4.2.1 Characteri ation of Particulates 
Particulates are fine (0.01-50 !J.111 ), so lid particl es o ften emitted 111 the effluent gases during industrial 
processes, such as combustion (Gra inger and Gibson, 198 1). The removal of these solid-phase emissions 
is essential to minimise the amount entering the atmosphere, as their release can be extremely problematic 
(Orr, 1966) . Airbome particulate matter has both an effect on the environment and human health. Their 
release can induce li ght sca ttering, which is able to alter the climate, through the fonna tion of cloud 
condensation nuclei , and reduce visibility (Davidson, et al., 2005; Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008). 
Furthennore, the presence of part ic les in the ai r ca n reduce its qualit y and when inhaled, can cause a 
range of respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses (Seaton, et 01. , 1995; Davidson, et 01.,2005). 
The composition of particles depend on thei r source and if it is a thennal treatment process, then also on 
the fue l. Whilst the vast majority will be ash (flyash), some fuel particles may have escaped unbumed . 
The fonnation of particulates can be avo ided complete ly with the use of a gaseous or liquid fuel. Many 
elements ini tially in the fuel are concentrated in the a h, particularly meta ls. Alkali metals, such as a 
and K, which are often found in biomass, ca n cause difficulties to the operating system, through slagging 
and fouling; the Alkali Index indicat s the potential fouling for a particular fuel (Jenkins, el 01., 199 ). 
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Hg is another problematic metal, relc:ased in gaseous form and a fine particles, which are potentially 
hazardous and high ly toxic; the main source of anthropogenic emissions is from coal combustion 
(Valkovic, 19 3; Swaine, 1990; Huang, el al., 2004; Senior and Johnson, 2005; Yudovich and Ketris, 
2005). Hg can be removed by extraction from fuels prior to combustion or from the flue gases. 
3. 4.2.2 Remo\'al of Particulate tvfatler 
As seen in Figure 3.7, the removal of particulates can occur both prior and subsequent to the elimination 
of gaseou pollutants. The main type of cleaning equipment - electrostatic precipitators (ESPs), wet 
scrubbers, fabric filters and cyclones - will be briefly reviewed here (Figure 3.8) . Each caters for a range 
of specific purpo es and are compared by Edgar ( 1983) and lEA (1985). 
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Figure 3.8 : Particulate rem \'allllethods: (a) elec trostatic precipita t r: (b) Venturi scrubber: (c) fabric filter; 
and (d) high-efficiency cyc lone. dimensions with respect to the barrel diameter. D, 0.6 12 m. 
ource : (a) Dayley and Holbert (_00 ): (b) Pacific onsultants and ngineers (n.d.); (c) Bundy 
J1\'ironmental Techn logy (1999): (d) tail1l1and (1972) and Clift ( 1997). 
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ESPs remove particles by applying electrical forces to electrodes and are classified on whether the 
corona, the charge produced by free electrons, is positive or negative (Figure 3.8a). Collection occurs in 
four stages: particle charging, precipitation, agglomeration and cleaning. Problems associated with their 
use include broken or distorted electrodes, corrosion, back corona and sparking (Speight, 1994). The 
costs and efficiency of ESPs and other gas cleaning technologies are compared in Table 3.3. 
RE:\IOV AL METHOD COSTS EFFICIENCY 
INITIAL OPERATL~G 
ESPs high moderate -99 % for < I Ilm 
Fabric Filter moderate moderate up to 99.9997 % 
Venturi low to moderate can be high 98 % for 111m 
Cvclones low low uE to 99.99 % for 5 ~m 
• 
Table 3.3: The costs and efficiencies of particulate removal methods. 
Wet scrubbers use a wetted surface or distributed liquid to remove particles; water is often used as the 
scrubbing liquid. There are many types of scrubbers; the most common and efficient is the Venturi 
(Figure 3.8b). Collection is mainly by particle inertia and is thus a function of particle mass, although 
there may be some negligible impaction (Speight, 1994). The main issue relating to scrubbers is that the 
removal of a particulate problem leads to the formation of a liquid effluent, which then requires 
clarification and cleaning (Stairmand, 1972; Arrowsmith and Ashton, 1997). 
Fabric filters comprise porous textile media, which collect particles in the passing gas (Figure 3.8c). This 
builds up over time forming a 'cake' and the medium requires regular cleaning to remove this; systems 
are categorised by their cleaning mechanism: pulse jet, reverse flow or shaking method (Stairmand, 1972; 
Morris and Allen, 1997). The fibres used are either woven or felted, with a variety of finishes to suit a 
specific purpose. 
There are three main types of cyclone: reverse flow, uniflow and multi-cyclones, which operate on the 
principle that a spiralling gas vortex subjects particles to a centrifugal force, where collection is by 
particle inertia (Speight, 1994). These are often used as primary collectors before other treatments due to 
their often low collection efficiency, although efficiencies are improved by increasing the entrance 
velocity or pressure drop, or decreasing the vortex finder diameter, as in the high-efficiency design of 
Figure 3.8d (Stairmand, 1972; Clift, 1997). There are also several problems associated with many 
cyclone designs; erosion, solids build-up and vibration are detrimental to the equipment and re-
entrainment through gas leakage or from the wall and hopper also pose challenges to the efficiency. 
3.4.3 Specificities oJCoal Tailillgs alld Spellt ~[lls"room Compost 
This section describes the pollutants that may form during the thermal treatment of coal tailings and 
SMC, based on literary information, particularly their compositions. This will be considered further 
during the experimental determination of material composition. 
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CO2 release is problematic for the combustion of all fuels, though carbon sequestering and other capture 
and storage technologies are being developed. The ultimate analysis for SMC (Table 2.11) identified 
additional elements that may lead to pollutants, such as N, S, Cl and P. Williams, et al. (2001a) showed 
that although the amounts of Nand S are high, they are in inorganic forms (nitrates and sulphates, such as 
gypsum) and thus NOx and SOx will be minimal if combusted in a fluidised-bed. These compounds only 
decompose at extreme temperatures, for example 1450 °C for gypsum, which are unlikely to be generated 
here (Williams, 2001). Chugh and Patwardhan (2004) found that NOx and SOx emissions from coal 
tailing combustion were also low. Thermal NOx could still form however if air is used in the combustor. 
Williams, et al. (2001a) posited that most Cl and P should remain as chlorides and phosphates in the ash, 
although some HCl may form from SMC combustion. Williams (2001) measured the emissions of 
various pollutants from SMC combustion, concluding that the VOC concentration was low enough to not 
be problematic. There are significant proportions of Ca from the lime in the casing layer; when co-firing 
with coal tailings, however, it may be useful in capturing S and reducing SOx (Altun, et al., 2006). The 
high S content may inhibit de Novo Synthesis to minimise dioxin and furan formation (Fielder, 1998). 
Although coal tailings are different from coal, the trace elements and thus pollutants are often similar, 
such as alkali metals, which can contaminate ash and cause fouling and slagging; individual samples 
should be analysed to gain an accurate description of the likely emissions. In addition, alkali metals are 
often found in biomass. 
A further disadvantage is that the materials contain significant proportions of ash (Tables 2.11 and 2.16), 
which would remain after combustion and is often entrained in flue gases. Particulate removal devices, 
such as those described above, will be needed to minimise their release. Ash disposal could be minimised 
through its use as an activator for PF A or recycled to the construction industry (Russell, et al., 2005). 
3.5 SUMlVlARY 
Thermochemical processing techniques for fuels were discussed, including combustion, gasification and 
pyrolysis, which are key processes by which biomass is used. The main chemical reactions were 
outlined, which can later be compared to the results of experimentation conducted. Many detrimental 
emissions associated with the thermal treatment of fuels apply to the use of coal and biomass; the 
formation and effects were described and evaluated for CO, CO2, NOx, SOx, HCl, UHC, P AH, VOC, 
dioxins and furans. Subsequent removal strategies were reviewed, such as SCR or SNCR for NOx and 
FGD for SOx. If enough money is available, the majority of these pollutants can be removed, limiting 
their negative environmental and health impacts. These removal strategies were generally flue gas 
cleaning methods, where pollutants are removed before release to the atmosphere. Particulate removal 
was also considered and various colh:ction techniques were assessed, where ESPs and fabric filters were 
the most efficient. Specitic pollutants relating to the use of SMC and coal tailings were identified; these 
included ash, alkali metals. NOx, SOx and CO2, although these can be reduced by cleaning the flue gas. 
Their removal may also reduce the risk of stagging, fouling and other operating problems. 
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4 
FLUIDISATION THEORY 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Combustion, discussed previously in Section 3.2.1, can occur in many reactors, one of which is a 
fluidised-bed. There are many varieties of fluidised-bed combustors and an overview of the two main 
types is presented here. The main operating principle - fluidisation - is considered, culminating in a 
contemplation of its relative merits, both generally and with specific reference to combustion. This 
fluidisation phenomenon occurs when fluid flow through a bed of solid particles causes them to expand 
and take on the properties of a fluid. Fluidisation theory within reactors is another important aspect; 
topics, such as fluidising velocity, transport disengagement height and pressure drop are examined. The 
characterisation of fluidised particles is also considered, focussing on their properties and classification. 
Lastly, examples of biomass combustion in fluidised-beds are explored. 
4.2 FLUIDISED-BEDS AND THEIR OPERATION 
4.2.1 Types of Fluidised-Bed 
A range of equipment can be used to burn fuels, depending on whether heat and/or energy is the required 
end product. These vary from small-scale domestic systems to large-scale power stations and include 
furnaces and packed-beds among others (McKendry, 2002b). The fluidised-bed is one of the most 
common combustors, which consists of a bed of fluidised particles, frequently sand, with a freeboard 
above. There are many types of fluidised-bed reactors that are used, including circulating, bubbling and 
turbulent bed reactors, as well as atmospheric or pressurised designs, of which the main types used for 
combustion are discussed herein. 
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A typica l tluidised-bed system for a combustion operation consists of the following components: a 
combustion vessel, a distributor plate upon which the solid particles sit, a start-up system/ignitor with 
auxiliary fuel, primary (fluidising) and econdary air supplies, fuel handling and feeding mechanisms and 
fly and bottom ash collection systems. Often, some fonn of gas clean-up is also employed to remove 
particulates and reduce the quantities of ham1ful gaseous emissions that are released to the atmosphere to 
comply with relevant legislative policies . The primary purpose of fluidised-bed combustion is that fuel 
pellets or chips bum in the bed and are not carried out with the flue gases; this increase in density 
improves the energy efficiency (Holm, ef al., 2006). 
Circulating fluidised-beds differ from bubbling-bed designs due to the recirculation of bed particles, 
which generally expand more than for bubbling designs, described below (Howard, 1989). These operate 
at high fluid velocities to achieve particle fluidisation and recirculation. A continuous flow of particles 
are provided to the bed, due either to the collection and returning of particles entrained in the exhaust 
gases using a cyclone (Figure 4. 1) or using an inclined distributor plate; to maintain a constant bed mass, 
the return rate of the particles must be equ iva lent to the rate at which they elutriate (Highly and Kaye, 
1983; Howard, 1989). This' fast' tluidisation ensures the heat and mass transfer rates between the fluid 
and the particles are sufficiently high and the temperature distribution is even (Howard, 1989). External 
heat exchangers are cornmon for such combustors, to increase operat ional flexibility (Valk, 1986). 
HEAT 
REMOVAL .' 
F L 
D B D 
PRIM RY AIR 
D 
GASES 
Figure 4.1 : A circulat ing tluidi:;cd-bcd combus tor. using a cyc lone to capture and rec ircul a te particles. 
ource : Howard ( 1989) 
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Bubbling fluidised-beds also consist of the components described above. For most designs, the solid bed 
of particles sits upon a perforated/porous base plate or one with nozzles, known as a distributor, and the 
fluid enters the vessel through the orifices to fluidise the particles. The primary combustion air is 
generally used as the fluidising air, whereas secondary air jets are usually located further up the vessel, to 
ensure complete burnout throughout the reactor. To initiate combustion, the bed must be heated as well 
as fluidised, and thus gaseous fuel is usually introduced to perform this function; once the bed is 
sufficiently heated and fluidised, the fuel can be introduced. Over-bed or in-bed feeding systems are 
employed and once the fuel is combusted, the bottom ash remains in the bed and the flyash is removed 
with the exhaust gases. A cyclone for particulate removal is usually included within the system before 
the exhaust is cleaned to remove gaseous pollutants. When these are used for energy recovery, heat 
transfer and recovery systems are incorporated towards the top of the reactor. 
4.2.2 Overview of the Principle of Fluidisation 
The primary operating principle of fluidised-beds is fluidisation, usually using a gas, frequently air, or 
sometimes a liquid. This phenomenon is caused by the resistance between the particles and the fluid 
passing through them (Botterill, 1983). As the gas passes through the bed, often sand, it is able to convert 
the solid particles into a suspended and expanded mass, which exhibits the properties of a liquid; this 
reduces the resistance as the particles move freely (van Swaaij and Prins, 1986; Pell and Dunson, 1997). 
These particles sit on the plate towards the bottom of the vessel, as described above. If the air flowrates 
are below the critical value for the system, complete fluidisation will not occur, whereas if the air 
flow rates are above the threshold, bubbles will form within the sand bed (Pell and Dunson, 1997). Bed 
expansion is often not uniform when a gas is used and consequently instabilities (bubbles) form in the bed 
(Howard, 1989). If expansion and fluidisation are more uniform, the mixing is also more even and thus 
heat transfer during combustion is more constant (Valk, 1986). 
The advantages of using a fluidised-bed include effective solid-fluid contacting without mechanical 
components due to the large particle surface area in contact with the fluid and the comparative ease with 
which fluidised particles can be handled (Botterill, 1983). The benefits for combustion in these systems 
are that the processes are more stable and can occur at greatly reduced temperatures, which are uniform, 
compared to other reactors (Radovanovic, 1986); this ensures that the occurrence of cold- or hot-spots 
within the furnace is very much reduced, lowers excess air requirements, results in significant reductions 
in pollutants, specifically NOx and SOx, and fouling, corrosion and ash fusion are less common. The gas 
used for fluidisation is often air and thus can be utilised as both the fluidisation air for the sand bed and 
the combustion air for the fuel. The use of higher energy density fuels, i.e. fuel pellets, directly improves 
the energy efficiency in a fluidised-bed system. as the dcnsified fuel bums within the bed and minimises 
the number of small and/or light particles that may be carried up through the freeboard with the 
fluidisinglcombustion air and would otherwise escape unburned with the flue gases (Saenger, et af., 2001; 
Holm, et al., 2006). 
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The drawbacks, however, are that the operating conditions are limited to the range where the bed is 
fluidised, there is often potential for erosion and the cost of providing the fluid at a pressure to achieve 
fluidisation is frequently high. As discussed below, there are also limitations concerning the particles that 
can be used in fluidised-beds. The disadvantages concerning combustion are that N20 often forms due to 
the lower combustion temperatures and processing is often required for the fuel - pelletisation or chipping 
to ensure particles are heavy enough to combust within the bed. 
4.3 FUNDAl\IENTAL FLUIDISATION THEORY 
A number of factors need to be considered concerning the design and operation of fluidised-bed systems. 
These theoretical topics include the minimum and maximum fluidising velocity, pressure drop, terminal 
velocity and the transport disengagement height; these are all discussed here. 
4.3.1 Minimum and ~fa.,l:imum Fluidising Velocities and Pressure Drop 
The fluidising velocity is the speed at which the gas, or liquid, flows through the packed bed to initiate 
fluidisation. There are five key stages in the behaviour of the bed as the fluidising velocity is increased. 
These are: (i) when the bed remains packed; (ii) the occurrence of incipient fluidisation; (iii) bubbling of 
the bed starts; (iv) slugging of the bed ensues; and (v) entrainment of the bed begins (Botterill, 1983; 
Howard, 1989). In the first phase, the bed does not change a great deal as the gas initially flows through 
it. A pressure drop (~P in N/m2) can be observed, caused by the loss of mechanical energy due to the 
friction between the particles and gas (van Swaaij and Prins, 1986); as the gas velocity increases, the ~p 
across the system rises, the magnitude of which depends on the gas and particle properties. As the gas 
flowrate increases further, the second behavioural phase is achieved, as the incipient fluidisation of the 
particles occurs once the minimum fluidising velocity (Umf in mls) is reached; this minimum gas flow 
required to fluidise the bed sufficiently is expressed as: 
(4.1) 
where Vmf is the volumetric flowrate (in ml/s) at the initiation of fluidisation and A is the cross-sectional 
area of the bed, in m2 (Howard, 1989). In practice, the fluidising velocity is usually greater than the 
minimum fluidising velocity. For Umf to be reached and the appropriate pressure drop to be achieved 
across the bed, the force of the gas must be at least equal to the weight of individual sand particles and 
thus high velocities are often required. The pressure drop across the distributor can be calculated from 
the condition when the total particle weight can be supported by the flow, hence: 
(4.2) 
where m is the mass of the particles, in kg. Pp and PI' are the density of the particles and the fluidising gas 
(or liquid), in kg/ml and g is the gravitational acceleration, in mls2 (Botterill, 1983; Howard, 1989). For 
particle sizes greater than 150 ~lIn in diameter. inertial forces become increasingly important, \\here the 
Ergun equation can be used to aid the establishment the l!;nf: 
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~P 
--= 
h 
(4.3) 
where h is the height of the bed above the distributor (in m), G is the void space in the bed, ).l is the fluid 
viscosity (in Ns/m2), U is the fluidising velocity (in m!s), rp is the particle sphericity and dp is the mean 
bed particle size (in ).lm). The distributor plate and the rest of the system are usually designed for a 
specific .1P (van Swaaij and Prins, 1986). Once incipient fluidisation is achieved, however, the .1P does 
not increase further, but the bed expands as particles are rearranged to increase bed voidage. As the gas 
velocity increases, phase three occurs when the temperature and composition of the bed become 
somewhat more homogeneous; this is usually accompanied by the presence of sufficient but non-unifonn 
bubbles. By increasing the fluidising gas velocity further, phases four and five can be achieved, upon 
which slugging of the bed and subsequent particle entrainment occur respectively. Both cause severe 
pressure fluctuations across the bed, until so much of the bed has been entrained that the pressure drop 
decreases. The behaviour of particles fluidised using a liquid instead of a gas is somewhat different, 
particularly when fluidising velocities above those inducing incipient fluidisation are used (Howard, 
1989). As fluidised-bed combustion is the focus here, fluidisation using liquids is not considered further. 
4.3.2 Terminal Velocity, the Transport Disengagement Height and Elutriation 
When the terminal velocity (Cft in m!s) is achieved at high fluidising gas velocities, particles within the 
bed can move out into the freeboard. When the Archimedes number (a dimensionless number defining 
the fluid motion from ditTerential densities) for the fluid is low, below 200, the terminal velocity can be 
dermed as (Broughton and Howard, 1983): 
(4.4) 
The Ut can be computed for the smallest particle size and provides an indication of the maximum gas 
velocity that should be used (Howard, 1989). If the fluidised-bed is operating at velocities which exceed 
{ft, particularly if this is based on the smallest instead of the mean particle size, the bed will lose material; 
particles elutriate into the freeboard, entrained by the gas, especially those whose Ut is small compared to 
their U (Howard, 1989). Homogeneous fluidisation occurs between the Umf and Cft of the particles (van 
Swaaij and Prins, 1986). Systems are often in place to capture and return these elutriated particles to the 
bed, however, this is often the arrangement used to recirculate particles in circulating fluidised-beds. 
A related concept to Ut is the transport disengagement height (TOB), which is the distance above the bed 
at which particle entrainment and elutriation become constant, sometimes known as the transport 
disengagement zone (Pell and Ounson, 1997). This TOB is also the tenn used to describe the sufficient 
height of the freeboard to limit the amount of particles that are lost; these two different definitions are 
sometimes referred to as the TOlle and TOIlI' respectively, for coarse (d and fine (F) particles (Howard, 
1989). It is therefore vital that enough freeboard height is provided to ensure that any disengaged 
particles above the surface of the bed will fall back to the bed from the gas stream (Howard, 1989). This 
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ensures that particles are not lost fro m the system and carried out with the gas emissions . This e lutriation 
only occurs at extreme ve loci ti es, caused particularly by bubbles bursting at the surface, which is 
especially true for fine particles (Botterill, 1983 ). Providing a sufficient TDH is necessary for appropriate 
solid loading and size distribution within the fluid ; it is a lso important that heights which dramatically 
exceed the TDH are not used, as this not only increases the cost of construction, but also the height 
needed to house the vessel (Howard, 1989). 
4.4 CLASSIFICATION AND PROPERTIES OF PARTICLES 
Even with the most appropriate conditio ns, not a ll particles can be t1uidised, and of the ones that do, 
diverse behaviour is noticed between particles o f different characteristics (Howard, 1989). Geldart (1972, 
1973) therefore classi fi ed partic les according to their properties and the way in which they behave during 
fluidi sation; thi s characterisation is based primarily on their size and dens ity in relation to the fluid . Other 
phys ical properties of the particles that are of particular significance include sphericity and the void space 
the particles form in the bed. 
4.4.1 Classification of Solid Particles 
Geldart's c lassification scheme of particles fluidi sed by gases is based on the mean bed particle size (dp) 
and the density difference between the particles and the f1uidi ing gas (pp - Pr), of which there are four 
different categories: A, B, C and 0 (Geldart, 1973; Howard, 1989). As can be seen from Figure 4 .2, these 
four categories of particles tit into the c1assi ficatio n diagram. These will be considered with increasing 
particle size, starting with Category C particles. 
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Category C particles are small (dp < 30 11m) and/or are of low density, although cohesive particles also fit 
into this category (Geldart, 1973); often, particle sphericity, explored below, is not very high (Yates, 
1983). Due to this, the interparticle forces are too strong, greater than gravity, and thus such particles are 
extremely difficult to fluidise completely (Botterill, 1983; van Swaaij and Prins, 1986). When 
fluidisation of these particles is attempted with a gas, specific channels are usually fonned, where the 
resistance of the gaseous flow is particularly low and therefore most of the flow passes through these 
pathways (Howard, 1989); this is known as channelling (Yates, 1983). Accordingly, the distribution of 
the gas and particles is often not unifonn and fluidisation is rarely achieved - the particles remain fairly 
static and the pressure drop does not generally reach the critical value where it equals the unit weight of 
the bed (Botterill, 1983; Yates, 1983). Further increases of gas velocity only enlarge the channels. To 
improve the possibility of 'nonnal' fluidisation, mechanical stirrers or vibrators can be utilised to break 
down the channels and redistribute the bed (Geldart, 1973). 
Category A particles are slightly larger (dp = 30-150 11m) and/or are denser (pp < 1500 kg/m3) than 
Category C, and are usually referred to as powders (Howard, 1989). These particles allow homogeneous, 
stable dense-phase bed expansion, thus unifonn fluidisation can occur throughout once Umf is reached and 
before bubbles are seen (Geldart, 1973; Botterill, 1983; Yates, 1983). The minimum bubbling velocity is 
greater than the Umf and where the bubbles coalesce, axisymmetric slugs are common (Yates, 1983). 
Bubbles start to appear in the bed once values much greater that the Umf are achieved for the overall 
fluidising velocity; these bubbles fonn easily but the maximum stable bubble size tends to be quite small 
(Yates, 1983). 
Category B particles allow only moderate fluidisation to occur, as they are larger (dp = 150-500 11m) and 
denser (pp = 1500-4500 kg/m3) than those in the previous category. Bed expansion is generally smaller 
and significantly less stable, where bubbles (aggregative fluidisation) occur at much lower fluidising 
velocities, often at, or slightly above, Umf (Geldart, 1973; Botterill, 1983; Howard, 1989). The pressure 
drop across the bed is usually adequately high to ensure stable operation (Geldart, 1972). There is 
generally little interaction between particles, compared to Category A (Yates, 1983). 
Category D particles are considerably larger (dp > 600 11m) and/or denser than those in the preceding 
categories; this necessitates the use of much greater fluidising velocities to achieve fluidisation and 
subsequently, the gas flow becomes somewhat turbulent, compared to the laminar flow of other 
categories (Howard, 1989). Any bubbles that fonn travel slowly to the bed surface (Yates, 1983). 
4.4.2 The Physical Properties of Fluidising Particles 
The physical properties of particles, such as their density and size, are among a variety of factors that 
critically effect fluidisation and are important in detennining the above variables. In addition to these 
properties, their size distribution. shape, surface area and bed voidage are also important. 
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Particle size and shape have a significant influence on fluidisation by impacting bed packing and void 
space. Particle shape ranges considerably, where the majority of particles are irregular, not spherical. 
The shape of non-uniform particles is quantified by determining their sphericity, cp: 
surface area of sphere of the same volume as the particle 
cp = surface area of particle (4.5) 
As most particles are not uniform. their sphericity is low, although some, such as sand, can have quite 
high cp values (cp = 0.92-0.98), and therefore are almost spherical (Howard, 1989). A related concept is 
the effect of the surface area of particles, which has also been previously considered; solid-fluid 
contacting in fluidised-beds is very effective due to the large total surface area, which enables efficient 
heat transfer (Botterill, 1983). The surface area is also important as this creates the pressure drop across 
the bed, due to the fluid flow around the particles. 
The particle size distribution, which can be described using a variety of measurements, also effects 
fluidisation. If this is large, the bed may not be entirely supported by the fluid flow, as the pressure drop 
achieved may not be equal to the weight of the bed (Botterill, 1983). Further to this point, particle 
segregation can occur, resulting in different packing characteristics, which can severely influence 
combustion (Broughton and Howard, 1983). Additionally, if there are some small particles, when 
elutriation occurs, these particles can escape with the fluid flow and over time, only the larger particles 
will remain in the bed, thus changing the particle size distribution; furthermore, attrition and 
fragmentation of particles due to thermal stresses can alter the particle sizes and their distribution, 
increasing the proportion of fmes, as these processes are unlikely to occur uniformly (Botterill, 1983; 
Howard, 1989). This can accordingly change the heat transfer rate, as well as the gas cleaning 
mechanisms that are applied (Broughton and Howard, 1983). The particle size distribution is also related 
to the voidage in the bed; if there is a large range of particles sizes, the smaller particles can fit into the 
gaps created by the larger ones (Howard, 1989). 
The void space in the bed, e, is the proportion of the bed not occupied by solid particles, but the space 
between them; this is dependent on the shape and size of the particles and their arrangement in the bed, 
among other factors (Howard, 1989). Although theoretical determinations of e are possible, they are 
often unreliable due to the fact that it assumes that all bed particles are of the same size and shape, as well 
as the same porosity; in practice, this is of course a somewhat inaccurate assumption and thus predicted 
values of G are erroneous. Experimental determination of this is required, by: 
G=I--EL 
Pp (4.6) 
where Pb is the density of the bed, in kg/m3• Although it has been reported that bed temperature does 
indeed influence voidage, there is not straightforward expression for this; as particle size increases, this 
impact is thought to be less important when the flow is turbulent (Botterill, 1983). 
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4.5 COMBUSTION OF BIOMASS IN A FLUIDISED-BED 
Combustion in a fluidised-bed is a common way of obtaining energy; a variety of both non-renewable 
(fossil) and renewable fuels are used for this application. van den Broek, et al. (1996) provided an 
overview of power generation from biomass combustion. Through comparing a number of technologies, 
it was concluded that fluidised-beds, particularly circulating systems, are able to combust a range of fuels, 
often at high efficiency, with good carbon burn-out and low NOx emissions from thermal sources, due to 
the lower combustion temperatures. Furthermore, SOx concentrations may also be minimal and acid gas 
retention in the bed can be increased with lime. Here a variety of biomass and waste fuels are considered, 
the study of which primarily aims to: (i) determine the environmental and technical merits of specific 
fuels, (ii) establish optimal operating conditions, (iii) investigate co-combustion with a fossil fuel, usually 
coal or peat, and (iv) characterise and deal with the emissions and ash produced. In addition, modelling 
work has also been carried out on various aspects of this research area. 
In addition to the various aspects of biomass combustion in fluidised-beds that have been investigated, 
gasification reactions can be carried out as well and thus have also been a focus for studies over recent 
years. Gasification experiments have been performed for the following types of biomass: waste from the 
olive oil industry (Garcia-Ibanez, et al., 2004; Andre, et al., 2005), dried sewage sludge (Manya, et al., 
2006), eucalyptus red gum wood chips and commercial wood pellets (Ross, et al., 2007). Various aspects 
of this have been investigated, including a study of the catalytic cracking of tar from Swedish birch 
gasification using haematite (Nordgreen, et al., 2006), the process fundamentals for fluidised-bed 
gasification of coffee grounds (Murakami, et al., 2007) and the fate of fuel-nitrogen for birch, Salix, 
miscanthus and reed canary grass during fluidised-bed gasification (Yu, et al., 2007). 
4.5.1 Technical and Environmental ~/erits of Particular Fuels and Establishing 
Optimal Operating Conditions 
The primary reason for investigating the fluidised-bed combustion of biomass and wastes is to determine 
its technical feasibility and often to also analyse the environmental impacts; furthermore, the ideal 
operating conditions can be determined. McIlveen-Wright, et al. (2001) investigated the combustion of 
wood in circulating fluidised-beds. A variety of factors were investigated to determine which were the 
most significant on impacting the economics and efficiency; the former was effected primarily by the 
discount cash flow rate and the level of afforestation, whereas the moisture content of the fuel and the 
conditions of the steam cycle were found to have the largest influence on the latter. Medium-sized plants 
(500 dry tonnes/day) would be economically-viable, while large plants (capacity> 1000 dry tonnes/day) 
would be competitive with coal-fired power stations. Energy crops, such as alder, poplar and willow had 
been planted for this purpose; whilst these woods are suitable, they need to be widely available at an 
appropriate cost and supplied from sustainably-managed forests. McIlveen-Wright, et al. (2006) also 
investigated the technical and environmental viability of co-combustion and co-gasification of coal, 
biomass and plastic waste; this will be discussed further below, when co-firing is considered. 
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Other investigations have been completed on coffee and rice husks. Saenger, et al. (2001) used single 
particle combustion techniques and fluidised-bed combustion in a pilot-scale reactor to examine the 
combustion mechanisms of two different coffee husks. The fuel had a low ash and fixed carbon content, 
with a high proportion of volatiles (65-72 %); pyrolysis and devolatisation began at low temperatures 
(170 0c) and for over-bed feeding systems, caused very high temperatures in the freeboard where they 
burned. An advantage of coffee husk combustion was the low SOx emissions produced. There were 
however three main disadvantages: (i) NOx emissions were very high and thus reduction technologies 
will be required; (ii) the ash had a low melting point due to the K20 (36-38 %) in the fuel, which caused 
ash sintering, agglomeration, slagging, fouling and corrosion leading to increased costs and maintenance; 
and (iii) the low bulk density meant the fuel did not necessarily burn within the bed. As briquetting of 
this material to increase its density was deemed unsuitable, it would be necessary to use the fuel near the 
production area otherwise high transportation costs would ensue. 
Both Armesto, et al. (2002) and Rozainee, et al. (2008) have examined the fluidised-bed combustion of 
rice husks, an agro-industrial waste with a high production rate in particular regions. The former 
performed experimental work in an atmospheric bubbling fluidised-bed to explore combustion behaviour. 
High combustion efficiencies (in excess of 97 %) could be achieved. The temperature at which 
combustion occurred and Umf required significantly influenced both this and the CO concentration of the 
exhaust gas. As the temperatures increased, the combustion efficiency also increased; the CO 
concentration peaked at 860°C. Increases in the U mf resulted in reduced combustion efficiency and 
higher CO concentrations. Bottom ash samples were analysed and were found to contain quartz and 
haematite, with increasing proportions of potassium-calcium silicates as the time between changing the 
bed increased; this may also cause agglomeration of the bed. Furthermore, the analysis of the flyash 
collected from the cyclone revealed the presence of corrosive sylvites. Most of the K20 was also found 
here. Rozainee, et al. (2008) further investigated the effect of the fluidising velocity during rice husk 
combustion in a fluidised-bed and used their experimental results to determine an optimum value for this 
parameter in terms of minimising the carbon in the amorphous ash; this is explored further below, where 
other ashes from fluidised-bed combustion are considered. 
4.5.2 Co-Combustion of Biomass with Other Fuels 
Co-combustion of biomass and a fossil fuel is also common, which reduce overall CO2 emissions 
compared to coal alone, but can also reduce the efficiency (McIlveen-Wright, et al., 2007). Despite this, 
the use of biomass and (organic) wastes in this way is often the most economically-viable, as coal 
combustion mechanisms are well understood, whereas biomass is less so (Armesto, et al., 2003; Gayan, et 
al., 2004). Fluidised-beds are suitable for this application, as they are able to bum a range of fuels, as 
stated above (van den Broek, et al., 1996). Furthermore, fluidised-beds can minimise SOx emissions and, 
as stated by van den Broek, et al. (1996), this is integral, especially for co-firing biomass and fuels with 
high sulphur contents, such as coal. The study by Huang, et al. (2006) focussed on modelling the 
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technical and envirorunental implications of co-firing coal with a range of biomasses (olive pits, 
miscanthus, willow chips, switchgrass and straw) in a pressurised fluidised-bed. Combustion parameters 
for the tests included coal:biomass ratios of 100:0 to 60:40. The co-firing ratio and the characteristics of 
the fuels were the main factors to impact the overall efficiency, which decreased when biomass was 
added to the fuel blend, most significantly for the willow chips, which had a high moisture content, 
resulting in lower combustion temperatures. This however, coupled with the low nitrogen content of the 
fuel, was also significant in reducing NOx emissions. For the other fuels, NOx concentrations increased, 
whereas SOx were reduced, as was the net CO2. 
Annesto, et al. (2003) studied the feasibility of the co-combustion of lignite and anthracite coals with an 
olive oil industry residue - foot cake - in a bubbling fluidised-bed. Although the foot cake had a high 
alkaline content and significant moisture, successful combustion was achieved. It was noted that altering 
the type of coal, the share of the foot cake and the combustion temperature impacted the emissions; S02 
and NOx were reduced, although there were increases in the N20 in the flue gases, due to the lower flame 
temperatures brought about by the increased moisture levels from the foot cake. There did not appear to 
be a significant effect on the combustion efficiency with increasing foot cake additions. 
Gayan, et al. (2004) examined the co-combustion of sub-bituminous coal and lignite with a pine bark 
forest residue. A variety of operating conditions were considered, including the air velocity, percentage 
of secondary air (10-35 %), excess air used (18-25 %), temperature (800-900 0c), percentage of biomass 
in the fuel (0-100 %) and the type and particle size distribution of the coal. The main findings were that 
carbon combustion efficiency could be improved by increasing the percentage of biomass, using higher 
temperatures, lowering the fluidising air velocity, increasing the excess air or decreasing the secondary 
air. The combustor was modelled and subsequently validated using the experimental data. This was able 
to predict the combustion efficiency and gas concentrations, which were comparable to the experimental 
results. More recently, McIlveen-Wright, et al. (2006, 2007) investigated the co-combustion and co-
gasification of coal, polyethylene waste and a range of biomasslbiomass wastes with the aim of 
detennining the most favourable operating conditions for each. The key finding was that for laboratory 
and pilot-scale fluidised-beds, co-firing 20 % biomass or plastic waste with coal had insignificant impacts 
on the efficiency, emissions, capital costs and the break-even point of the electricity selling price. 
Additionally, reusing the wastes results in benefits by disposing of them in an envirorunentally-
responsible manner and there are also financial incentives for co-firing biomass and other wastes. 
Fryda, et al. (2006) explored the co-firing of meat and bone meal with lignite, Columbian coal and olive 
bagasse, in terms of the emissions produced and the occurrence of bed agglomeration. As meat and bone 
meal is a volatile fuel, secondary air was required to minimise partial oxidation and reduce CO. 
Furthermore, other pollutants, such as NOx, were problematic as the fuel also had a high nitrogen content. 
The fuels did however have a low sulphur content, thus SOx emissions were minimal; the calcium-rich 
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ash therefore had little impact on further reducing these emissions. For the cases where the meat and 
bone meal were co-fired with the coal samples, agglomeration of the ash and bed occurred but were not 
problematic. Where co-firing occurred with the olive bagasse, severe agglomeration was noticed, leading 
to a dramatic loss of fluidisation; this was due to the presence of K and Si in the olive bagasse and 
chlorine and phosphorus in the meat and bone meal, coupled with the absence of inert clay minerals from 
the additions of coal, which were able to manage the moderate alkali ash content of the meat and bone 
meal. Cummins, et af. (2006) also studied meat and bone meal, with the aim of monitoring emissions and 
developing a dispersion model for its co-combustion with peat in a bubbling fluidised-bed. Based on the 
emissions, the dispersion ofN02, S02, CO, HCl and particulates were examined for a proposed plant site, 
which were then compared to emission regulations at various scales. Gaseous emissions would comply 
with legislation to maintain high air quality standards, although particulate emissions would not and 
therefore control measures to reduce flyash release to acceptable levels would be required. 
A similar investigation had previously been performed by Henihan, et af. (2003), looking at a dispersion 
model for emissions from a proposed site for the combustion of peat and poultry litter. Various 
combustion variables influenced both the combustion and emissions, S02 and NOx in particular; 
moreover, CO and VOC pollutants could be minimised by using optimum fluidising and secondary air, 
staging the secondary air or increasing turbulence. The dispersion model for this fuel also indicated that 
the emissions would comply with current legislation. 
4.5.3 Emissions Controlfrom Biomass Combustion in Fluidised-Beds 
Following on from the above studies, many other investigations have focussed on categorising, measuring 
and/or minimising the pollutants emitted during the fluidised-bed combustion of various biomasses, 
particularly those which are co-fired. Several are based around computational modelling. Desroches-
Ducarne, et af. (1998) examined the co-combustion of MSW and coal in a circulating fluidised-bed; the 
variation in NO, N20 HCl, S02 and CO emissions for different fuel mixtures were characterised. As 
increasing proportions of MSW were added to the system, various alterations were noted: the form of 
nitrogen was modified (from N20 to NO), S02 emissions decreased and HCl was more abundant due to 
the increased presence of Cl in the MSW. This Cl was thought to be significant in inhibiting oxidation, 
leading to a marked reduction in S02; CO concentrations were minimal with low levels of MSW, 
however with this lack of oxidising ability, increased CO and decreased CO2 concentrations ensued. It 
was also seen that the combustion rate increased, due to higher percentages of volatile matter. 
Another study in this area considered the trace element accumulation and release in the sand of a bubbling 
fluidised-bed, co-firing sawdust, peat and RDF (Kouvo and Backman, 2003). It was found that metals, 
such as lead, copper, zinc and manganese, were captured in the bed, but were released upon changes to 
the fuel characteristics or combustion conditions. Furthermore, it was discovered that the concentration 
of trace metal emissions did not necessarily correlate to the metal concentrations in the fuel, but they were 
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dependant on a complex process concerning: (i) the release of trace metals from the fuels used; (ii) the 
interaction between the fuel and the ash particles in the bed; and (iii) the release of the particles from the 
bed. This is primarily because the accumulation and release from the bed is due to the fuel 
characteristics, the combustion conditions and the degree of metal saturation of the bed. Additionally, 
Kouvo and Backman (2003) found that the bed particles became covered in a calcium- and potassium-
rich layer, and at high temperatures, such as those used during fuel combustion, the layer may melt and 
playa significant role in the accumulation and/or release of the metals. They also utilised thermodynamic 
multi-phase, multi-component equilibrium calculations, the results of which suggested that Zn release 
from the bed was increased by the presence of CI in the fuel, which converted the Zn to ZnCh in the bed. 
C;ubuk and Heperkan (2004) completed both theoretical and experimental investigations into the 
formation of various pollutants during the combustion of sweet sorghum and Turkish lignites. Additions 
of the biomass reduced the concentrations of pollutants, such as SOx, compared to the combustion of the 
lignites alone. There were also opportunities to further minimise S02, NOx and CO emissions. By 
decreasing the overall ash content of the fuels, greater thermal efficiencies could be achieved. Elled, et 
al. (2006) considered the impacts of the presence of phosphorus on the capture of sulphur for the 
combustion of sewage sludge with wood or bark in a circulating fluidised-bed. Calcium improved 
sulphur capture, as the window for calcium sulphate formation was widened; when phosphorus was 
present in the system, however, when municipal sewage sludge was combust ed, it interfered with this 
capture mechanism by binding itself to the calcium, which would otherwise be reacting with sulphur. 
Due to the competition between these, the phosphorus concentrations need to be taken into account when 
considering sulphur minimisation techniques. 
4.5.4 Behaviour and Properties of Ash 
Many studies have concentrated on the properties and behaviour of the ash produced from combustion, 
primarily as biomass fuels often contain a high percentage of ash. Zevenhoven-Onderwater, et al. (2000) 
used fuel analysis and advanced thermodynamic equilibrium calculations to predict the behaviour of ash 
during the combustion of various solid fuels. They found that the younger fuels, the forestry residue and 
the two willow samples (including soil contamination and no soil contamination) had fewer 'ash-forming' 
elements as included minerals, compared to the older fuels (peat and coal samples). In addition to this, 
the potential for slagging and fouling was predicted for each fuel, based on the results of the ash 
behaviour. Coal combustion should not result in any problems, although minor deposits may occur in the 
flue gas channelling with the peat sample when temperatures exceed 700°C. This was also found to be 
true for the forest residue at 600-860 °C, and for the willow samples at temperatures of 840-1000 °C. 
Sintering was thought likely to occur for the soil-contaminated willow above 1300 °C. 
Llorente and Cuadrado (2007) investigated how the distribution of inorganic elements in the ash from 
poplar combustion in a bubbling fluidised-bed was influenced by the amount of silica in the bed material. 
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It was discovered that the more silica present, the greater the retention times of specific elements. There 
was also much interaction between the ash and the sand bed, which impacted the distribution of the 
elements. In some cases, bed accumulation of particular elements, dependent on their volatility, was 
greater than 40 %, especially for Ca, K and other trace elements. If these did not accumulate in the bed, 
they were often emitted with the stack gases or deposited and sintered on heat exchangers within the 
system. A previous study by Llorente, et af. (2006) examined how limestone could be used to minimise 
or eliminate the agglomeration and sintering of ash from biomass (thistle and almond shells). 
Ohman, et af. (2000) examined the characteristics of ash agglomeration during the combustion of various 
biomasses, including wood, bark, wheat straw, reed canary grass and RDF among others in a bench-scale 
fluidised-bed. The behaviour of the dominant ash-forming elements were analysed by collecting ash 
samples during controlled agglomeration tests, followed by scanning electron microscopy/energy-
dispersive X-ray analysis to determine the agglomeration temperature. The particles in the bed were 
covered in a fairly uniform ash layer, containing primarily K2O-CaO-Si02; Sand Cl were found not to 
'participate' in the agglomeration mechanism. The partial melting of the ash coating, mainly the silicate 
components, was thought to be the cause of agglomeration and defluidisation. Lastly, Rozainee, et af. 
(2008) considered the fluidising velocity during rice husk combustion and its effect on the carbon content 
of the ash. Fluidising velocities of 1.5-8 Umf were investigated, where the optimum was 3.3 Umf; this 
produced good sand bed-husk mixing, minimal sand being carried to the cyclone and a finer, low carbon 
ash (2 wt%). Greater Umf values meant the husks were unable to penetrate the bed, leading to pyrolysis 
rather than combustion, resulting in higher carbon ash (4.5-6.6 wt%); the sand also elutriated and was 
collected in the cyclone. Lower Umf values produced poor mixing, forming a stagnant rice husk layer. 
4.6SUMMARY 
Fluidised-beds are a technology in which combustion and other thermal treatments can take place, of 
which there are several different designs. The main components were described in relation to bubbling 
and circulating fluidised-bed types. The principle that these reactors work on, fluidisation, was then 
explored, and the relative merits of these reactors were considered; the advantages of combustion in such 
a reactor include the generation of stable, uniform temperatures to minimise hot-/ cold- spots, which 
lessen specific pollutants. Fouling, corrosion and ash fusion are also less common. The main drawback 
is that the reactor has to be operated under the conditions where the bed is sufficiently fluidised. A 
number of factors concerning the fundamentals of fluidisation theory were also discussed, for which 
formulaic determinations were given where appropriate; equations for the pressure drop for example can 
be utilised subsequently for the system employed herein. In addition, the properties and classification of 
fluidised particles were considered, specifically focussing on Geldart's categorisation scheme. Examples 
of biomass combustion in fluidised-beds were also considered, comprising wastes and energy crops, 
where various studies investigated a range of aspects, including the emissions produced and the ash 
behaviour and properties, which can be compared to the data gained for SMC and coal tailings. 
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PELLETISATION THEORY 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This third theory chapter focuses on pelletisation, the process of 'size enlargement operations', by which 
solid particles are consolidated to form a more durable substance, with improved characteristics, such as 
increased density (Rumpf, 1962). Other words used for this include "tableting, compacting, extrusion ... 
balling, sintering, noduli sing, granulation and agglomeration", as well as briquetting, used specifically for 
describing the formation of coal briquettes (Messman, 1977, pI). Within this chapter, the main purpose 
for pelletisation is explained, with a focus on fuel, and the fundamental theory is discussed. The process 
of pellet formation is described, along with the types of pelletisers available and the technology used. 
Particle binding processes are obviously of utmost importance, therefore these mechanisms are also 
considered. The economics regarding pelletisation are assessed. Quality assessment methods are 
explored and thus the properties that make a good pellet can be identified. Lastly, the pelletisation of 
biomass, coal and coal tailings, and these substances combined is examined. 
5.2 THE PURPOSE OF PELLETISATION 
Pellets are formed when a systematic process consolidates loose particles using force; a great variety of 
technologies are available to perform this function, where the primary purpose is to form solid pellets of 
uniform properties and size (Rieschel, 1963). Lyne and Johnston (1981) consider five key purposes of 
pelletisation: (i) to prepare raw materials for further processing, as pelletisation is an excellent way to 
combine a number of initial materials or coarsen finer particles; (ii) to increase marketability as it can 
enhance certain properties, making a substance more attractive for a particular application, therefore the 
market value increases; (iii) to facilitate handling - some substances have undesirable properties, thus 
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pelletisation enhances their qualities, for example, making it easier to store, transport, handle and feed, 
due to the increased bulk density, which improves flow properties; (iv) to assist disposal- fine materials 
often require pelletisation so that the waste can be handled and disposed of safely without further 
processing; and (v) to recycle and/or reclaim materials - pelletisation, particularly of fme substances, can 
ensure they are suitable for other uses, or indeed be recycled back into the same process. Snow, et al. 
(1997) further discussed the aims of pelletisation; in addition to those above, a number of other reasons 
for pelletisation were suggested. There is increased control over the chemical and physical properties, 
particularly those enhanced by densification, such as solubility, heat and/or mass transfer, reactivity and 
size (Moore, 1965; Snow, et al., 1997). Furthermore, forming coherent particles is an excellent way to 
alleviate dust-associated hazards and minimise caking (Moore, 1965). Li and Liu (2000) state that one of 
the main reasons for pelletising biomass for fuel applications is to increase its bulk and energy densities to 
be more comparable to coal, specifically when they are co-fired, facilitating fuel feeding. Thus this is the 
primary purpose of the intention to pelletise the SMC and coal tailings in this investigation, as both the 
bulk and energy densities are appreciably lower than for other fuel resources. 
There are a number of advantages to pelletising fuel; there are also disadvantages, both of which are 
discussed by Holm, et al. (2006). The greater bulk density means less space is needed for storage and 
transportation costs are reduced. The moisture content is often lower or at least controlled to some extent, 
due to it being effectively 'squeezed out' during pelletisation, which improves the continuity of properties 
during storage. The higher energy densities of pelletised fuels directly improve the overall energy 
efficiency in a fluidised-bed, compared to unpelletised fuels. Combustion of pellets in this type of reactor 
is distinctly advantageous as this allows the fuel to burn in the bed due to the greater densities, meaning 
that the particles do not escape, unburned with the flue gases (Saenger, et at., 2001). Problems associated 
with pelletisation include the power consumed during pellet formation and the technological issues 
associated with continuously producing a high quality, uniform product. It is obviously not beneficial to 
use more power and increase the cost of manufacturing pellets than what is gained through doing this. 
The rationale of pelletisation therefore is to produce a product with specific qualities, thus fulfilling one 
or more of the above purposes. Pelletisation, however, may not always be the solution; there are several 
prerequisites to ensure that pelletisation is suited to a specific application. Lyne and Johnston (1981) 
suggest that the material feed quality needs to be reliable, the particle size distribution appropriate, and, if 
necessary, a suitable binder included; further to this, it is vital that during processing, costs are minimised, 
while the quality of the product is kept constant and high. 
5.3 PELLETISATION PROCESSES AND THEORY 
The key variable in pelletisation is whether or not a binder is used; particle cohesion is increased beyond 
its normal level if a binder is included (Rieschel, 1963). In this type of pelletisation process, there are a 
number of stages in pellet production, discussed below, including pre- and post-treatments. In binderless 
pelletisation, the pressure used needs to be increased to much higher levels than where a binder is utilised, 
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to ensure satisfactory cohesion, as a binder is not present to perform this function; this binderless 
pelletisation will also be considered in a subsequent section. The sequence outlined herein for 
pelletisation is in fact similar for both binderless and binder-pelletisation. 
5.3.1 Pre-Treatment 
In both binder and binderless pelletisation, the material to be pelletised is often pre-treated in some way to 
enhance its properties and make production easier or less costly. Forms of pre-treatment may include 
manipulating the particle size distribution by crushing, grinding or granulation, and the material is often 
blended or mixed with the other materials that are to form the pellets (Snow, et al., 1997). The final stage 
in pre-treatment, prior to forming the pellets, is to mix the particles with a suitable binder, if required. 
The binder and material should be thoroughly but carefully combined so that each particle is enclosed 
within a thin covering of the adhesive; this layer will be much thicker than the 'spheres of action' of the 
van der Waals' forces, thus the consolidation, and therefore the pressure required to achieve this, will be 
significantly lower (Rieschel, 1963). Excessive use of a binder is however both wasteful and costly. 
5.3.2 Pelletisation: The Fundamentals 
Pelletising, forming pellets from unconsolidated material is an essential part of many processes. There 
are various ways that it can be classified, discussed here, including the press process and pressure used. 
According to Rieschel (1963), pelletisation can be divided into the three methods of pressing (Table 5.1). 
As the press stamp goes into the die in Type 1, the stroke is constant; as the pressure is a function of the 
amount of material in the pelletiser - J(Qm), if there is not sufficient material, compression will not occur. 
Although the second type produces pellets of variable volume due to stoke variance, as the pressure is 
consistent, the quality is more uniform; this principle has aided the design of presses which operate using 
hydraulic pressure. Type 3 also produces pellets of consistent quality but differing volume; the constant 
stroke and pressure aid the formation of uniform pellets, upon which extrusion presses are based. 
VARIABLE 
Stroke 
Volume 
Pressure 
TYPE 1 
constant 
constant 
f{Qm) 
TYPE 2 
variable 
variable 
constant 
TYPE 3 
constant 
variable 
constant 
Table 5.1: The variable adjusted for the three different types of pressing processes. 
Source: Rieschel (1963) 
Another way pelletisation can be classified is by the pressure applied. There are three categories: low, 
medium and high pressure, as outlined in Table 5.2 (Rieschel, 1963). This pressure is used to densify 
material, and the higher the pressure, the greater the degree of densification due to volume and pore space 
reduction. Medium pressure is used for a range of organic and non-organic compounds, as well as soft 
metals, such as lead and copper; higher pressures are generally used for binderless pelletisation or where 
the substance is particularly hard or brittle, for example, sponge metals and inorganic compounds (Moore, 
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1965). If pelletisation is binderless, it is thought that pressure alone will be sufficient in forming a pellet 
strong enough for its subsequent use. If particle cohesion is not sufficient to form a coherent pellet, a 
binder is included, and once the pellets have been formed, any excess binder penetrates and fills pore 
spaces (Rieschel, 1963). A further classification is based on temperature, as elevating this may facilitate 
agglomeration, especially if a heat-softening binder has been applied or is inherent (Moore, 1965). 
Moreover, this is preferred for certain materials, particularly if a binder is not used; de-aeration and pre-
agglomeration are used at temperatures up to and in excess of 1000 °C (Moore, 1965). 
PRESSl'RE 
PRESS 
Low 
Medium 
High 
PRESSURE RAl"'GE 
psi 
< 7000 
8500-17000 
23000-35500 
MPa 
<48 
58.5-117 
158.5-245 
Table 5.2: The pressure variations for pressing processes. 
Source: Rieschel (1963) 
5.3.3 Post-Production Treatment Processes, Storage and Transport 
Pellets that are referred to as 'green' are ones that have only been pelletised, before any further processing 
has taken place. Pellets may be classified before or after treatment so inadequate ones can be recycled or 
rejected. Post-production procedures depend on the material pelletised and the end-use of the product; 
those that are employed include cooling, drying, curing, firing, sintering and/or carbonisation - the latter 
ones are often known as heat treating (Daubert, 1973; Messman, 1977). Drying or curing is common, 
especially if they are subsequently to be used in a thermal process, as this can improve the CV by 
eliminating moisture. The storage conditions are important and can severely affect pellet properties if not 
adequately managed. The temperature and ambient moisture are among a range of conditions that need to 
be regulated to avoid degradation. The pellet pile height also affects the final quality; it should be 
ensured that the ones at the bottom of the pile can withstand the weight of those on top. Additionally, the 
length of storage can affect pellet quality (Akgun, et al., 1989). Following on from this, the transport 
conditions also require regulation, especially as vibrations and movement are among the main causes of 
pellet fracturing or disintegration. Pellets need to be strong enough to overcome these forces, although 
the travelling conditions can also be manipulated to ensure a better environment and fewer stresses. 
5.3.4 By-Products of Pelletisation 
By-products are common, but the substances produced vary with the material. The main classes of by-
products are often the same, such as liquids that are forced out or effluent gases (Jones, 1969). The latter 
in particular require treatment to remove unwanted compounds before they are released to the 
atmosphere. Techniques have been introduced to deal with the by-products of pelletisation used in 
specific applications. In some cases, the by-products have their advantages and uses, although others do 
not and thus the processes used must minimise their impact or at least reduce the cost of their disposal. 
Some substances, particularly those from fuels, can be used to recover energy, which can then be 
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reintroduced back into part of the pelletisation process (Jones, 1969). Treatment processes are needed for 
other by-products so that the material can be recycled. 
5.4 PELLETISER TYPES AND TECHNOLOGY 
There are a variety of pelletisers that have been manufactured and developed over the years; each has a 
specific or range of specific applications, to which it is best-suited and the diversity of materials pelletised 
reflects this (Jones, 1969). The pelletiser chosen for a particular function is largely determined by the 
material properties (Rieschel, 1963). There are essentially two mechanisms: compression and extrusion. 
Here, pelletisation teclmologies shall be explored for both, although others will be briefly discussed. 
5.4.1 Compression Methods 
Compression or compaction utilises the mechanical consolidation of the constituent parts between plates 
containing moulds, through applying pressure (Daubert, 1973; Messman, 1977). Figure 5.1 outlines the 
three phases of the compacting sequence: charging, pressing and ejecting (Rieschel, 1963). During the 
first, the pelletiser and material are prepared, where the material is fed into the die. In the pressing phase, 
the material is compressed, thus a pellet is formed. Ejection, the final stage, is where the pellet is released 
from the mould so the process can start again. This method is utilised here in the experimental phase. A 
similar sequence is used for extrusion, except the material is extruded in the second phase. There are 
many variations of pelletiser that work on this principle; many subdivisions are reviewed herein. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.1: The three stages of the compacting sequence: (a) charging (b) pressing and (c) ejection. 
Source: Daubert (1973) 
Roll presses are an extremely common method of binder briquetting but have restricted applications for 
binderless pelleti sation; consisting of two rollers that tum in opposite directions at a synchronous speed, 
the material-binder mix is fed through the gap between the plates and is compressed between them 
(Rieschel, 1963) . Pellet quality can vary if the charge is not carefully controlled; adequate charge is 
needed to acquire a sufficient pressure to form good quality pellets, and this charge can be non-uniform in 
its distribution across the plates. If the centre of the plates acquires more charge than the edges, the 
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pressure can be insufficient to fully compact particles at the margins, resulting in inconsistent compaction 
and uneven pellet quality, which can give rise to cracks (Rieschel, 1963). A variety of types of roller 
presses are utilised . The double roll press (Figure 5.2) is a simple technique with many industrial 
applications due to its large capacity and ability to form pellets of various sizes; the shape and size of the 
mould is important and tessellating shapes means more pellets can be formed to make the process more 
economic (Jones, 1969). This press is also favourable as it has a low power consumption and can 
continuously produce uniform pellets, providing that the feedrate and bulk density remain constant 
(Jones, 1969). The entrainment, compression and release phases are the same as those described above; 
in the entrainment phase, the material is moved into the press and it is important that the correct amount is 
used to ensure the appropriate pressure is exerted to form optimum quality pellets. This depends on the 
dimensions of the rolls and their moulds, thus control of this is crucial (Jones, 1969). 
FEED MATERIAL 
----- t-----
PELLETS 
PRESS URE I 
DISPLACEMENT 
INTERMEDIATE PRESSURE REGIO 
Figure 5.2: A schematic of the operations of a double roll press, showing the main compression areas. 
Source: Snow, et al. (1997) 
The principle of operation during the compaction phase is that two cylinders of equal diameter are placed 
close together and rotate in opposite directions, with half the mould on each roll; the moulds match up 
and the material is compressed , f0n11ing a pellet (Jones, 1969). The rollers continue to tum and the pellet 
is released. The density throughout the pellet is not consistent, although this is more pronounced for 
larger pellets and so sma ll er ones are more unifonn and hence better quality (Jones, 1969). Roller 
presses, such as those described above, are usually utilised under low pressure (see Table 5.2) ; a common 
use for these is the formation of char briquettes with a binder (Rieschel, 1963) . 
Ring roll presses (Figure 5.3) were developed due to the difficulties in pelletising hard materials. 
Operating on the principles of the Type 2 pressing process (see Table 5.1), the pressure remains constant 
(Rieschel, 1963; Jones, 1969). The mechanisms used to form pellets via this method are relatively 
straightforward; the press consist of a large ring with a series of moulds inside, where the press wheel 
rotates and compresses the feed material between them (Rie chel, 1963). There are many variations, as 
the basic technology has been developed and adjusted according to its needs. This is based on the 
properties of the material , namely fo rming uniform pellet of hard or dusty material. Varieties include 
two-strand presses, horizontal pres ing rings with two wheels and split/closed moulding tools (Rieschel, 
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1963). This type of roll pre can work under extreme conditions, such as very high pressures in a 
continuous operation (Rieschel, 1963). Ring roll presses are advantageous as they do not consume large 
amounts of power and have a high capacity. Pellet size and shape, however, are not always uniform. The 
main difference between the types of presses is the way in which pellets are released (Jones, 1969). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.3 : (a) A ring roll press and (b) a ring roll press of Apfelbeck design for char briquetting. 
ource: Jones (1969) 
5.4.2 Extrusion Methods 
Extrusion methods, in contrast to compression, press the substance through an orifice to form pellets 
(Messman, 1977); examples explored here include screw or piston extruders, table presses and pellet 
mills . Extrusion presse , compri ing a drive mechanism and press head, operate in a similar fashion to 
piston-type engines, where the piston forces the material into the mould and partially compresses it, 
before pushing it through an orifice. Once as many pellets have been produced with the material in the 
mould, the piston is removed so more material can be added (Rieschel, 1963). This forms good quality 
pellets under carefully controlled conditions, using constant, medium pressure, where pellet size is altered 
by changing the material density (Jones, 1969). For extrusion pelletisers, the first part of the mould is 
s lightly convergent, to aid the partial compres ion of the material, and the second part is divergent, which 
is set to be consi tent with pellet expansion, to avoid cracking and damage (Rieschel , 1963). It is 
however expensive to manufacture small pellets using this technology and is therefore only economically-
viable to make larger ones (Jone , 1969). The cost is also increased by the high power utilization. The 
quality of pellets formed i strictly dependent on the pressing period (Riesche1, 1963). Several materials, 
including many types of biomass, as well as a range of coal-based fuels are pelletised using this 
technology; char, for example, can b briquetted like this without the need for a binder (Jone , 1969). 
Screw or pi ton extruder push material through orifice to form pellets (Figure 5.4). This technology i 
not new, thus much development has occurred (Schweizer, 1963). One such example of this development 
is the co-rotating twin crew xtruder, consi ting of a feeder with an adju table feedrate and a series of 
screws to move the material towa rds two orifice (Schmidt and Kleinebudde, 1998). A liquid pump is 
also attached to obtain the optimum material moi ture content; thi is necessary as the moisture in the 
extrudate, and hence pellet quality, depends on the material feedrate and the liquid input (Kleinebudde 
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and Lindner, 1993; Schmidt and Kleinebudde, 1998) . It is vita l that when this occurs, the container is not 
full so optimum screw speeds and material flow rates are achieved, as the process becomes somewhat 
different if this barrel is full. The most influential facto rs on pellet quality are the screw speed, feedrate, 
temperature and pressure, although the moisture content is the most dominant variable (Kleinebudde and 
Lindner, 1993). Screw extruders are mainly used for pellet ising plastic materials, though Schweizer 
(1963) discusses the extrusion of materials lacking ideal properties . Due to advances in this process, the 
usually difficult pelletisation of these substances is no longer an issue. Additive development has further 
aided the use of this technology, as these produce more suit ab le fl ow properties and can act as a binder. 
Another factor to affect agglomeration of such materials is the grain s ize distribution, which determines 
flow . Further to this, Schweizer (1963) considers the advantages of screw extruders, including low initial 
investment and maintenance co ts, high production rates, the ease of altering pellet dimensions and the 
fact that conditioning and pelletisation occur in a single unit. A lthough 'unsuitable' substances are 
pelletised in this way, most parts that degrade are eas ily replaced. 
Figure 5.4: A piston extruder - a pelletiser that uses the extrusion principle. 
Source: LOOMIS Products (n.d.) 
There are two distinct types of table press: the rotary or rotating table press and the sliding table press, 
which are the oldest type of pelletiser and nonnally operate under low pressure (Rieschel, 1963). The key 
difference in the operation of these presses is that the number of st rokes differs greatly per hour, and 
therefore so does the pellet output; this is primarily because the three stages of pelletisation (charging, 
press ing and ejecting) occur concurrently for the rotary press, whereas these functions are perfonned 
sequentially in the sliding table press (Rie chel, 1963). During the operation of the latter, the table slides 
back and forth instead of rotating, like in the rotary press. The rotary table press generally produces large 
pellets but are for the mo t part no longer u ed (Jones, 1969). Their simp le design was subsequently 
developed however to incorporate hydraulic operations to manufacture smaller pellets more suitable for 
fuel applications. Rotary table presses have va rious design dependent on their operation. The variations 
for simp le table presse , for example, include horizonta l or vertica l component operations (Jones, 1969). 
Pellet mills are in fact quite similar to ring roll presses, described above, except they use extrusion rather 
than compression. The main element of thi s type of technology are shown in Figure 5.5. As with a ring 
roll press, the material i contain d in the centre of the ring and pellets are fonned at the periphery; in this 
case, they leave the ring alier pclletisation. Pellet mills nonnally have a conditioning chamber, where the 
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material is mixed and conditioned with steam or dry lubricant to aid pelletisation. The material is fed into 
the centre of the pelletiser by gravity, and is then forced out through a series of orifices (Robinson, 1971). 
Although tlus is a continuous process, where the material is fed into the main chamber without the need 
for the roller to be stopped, batches are often made. The design of the apparatus is such that when the 
pellets have reached sufficient length, they touch the cutter and pellets are formed. Figure 5.5 shows a 
design with only one roller, whereas many modem designs have at least 2, as seen in Figure 5.6. 
PELLETS I 
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Figure 5.5 : A schematic of the operating principle of a pellet mill. 
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Figure 5.6: Kahl pellet mill - based on the design of Amandus Kahl's flat die pellet mill. 
Source: LeI Corporation (n.d.) 
The ends of the pellets can be rough, whereas for compression, pellets have flat surfaces. Due to tltis 
cutting, pellet size is not necessatily uniform, particu larly if there are variations in material properties, 
such as density. Altering the die speed can also modify pellet size and is one of the variables manipulated 
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to form pellets of optimum quality (Robinson, 1971). This speed also varies with material properties; low 
revo lutions for heat sensitive or large-section pellets and high speeds for materials with exceptionally low 
bulk densities; medium speeds are a compromise, so a variety of substances with differential properties 
can be pelletised into different sized pellets. Pellet mills are constructed so more than one rotation speed 
can be acrueved, thus the equipment is flexible and can handle a variety of materials (Robinson, 1971). 
5.4.3 Other Methods 
Although extrusion and compression are by far the most common techniques, a number of other methods 
are used to pelletise materials , including sintering, mixing, drying and tumbling (Lyne and Johnston, 
198 1). Table 5.3 outlines the pelletiser types associated with each mechanism, however the first three are 
rarely used commercially. The tumbling principle is the most often employed, and is the one that also 
determines the functionality of tumbling drums, categorised on the angle of inclination (Lyne and 
Johnston, 1981). The basic de ign of a horizontal drum pelletiser contains baffles to control growth, 
lifters to aid tumbling and have length-to-diameter ratios of 2: 1 to 4: 1. More complex designs distinguish 
between pellets that are over-lunder-sized, crushing larger ones and recirculating those that require further 
enlargement (Lyne and Johnston, 1981) . The drum in this case is horizontal , whereas in inclined 
pelletisers, the axis is at an angle, between 45° and 55° for disc pelletisers, but less for drum pelletisers, 
typica lly 20-35° (Figure 5.7). 
PEL LET I ATION M EC HAN ISM 
Sintering 
Mixing 
Drying 
T umbling 
PELL ETISER TYPES 
rotary kiln 
shaft kiln 
spira l path granulator 
ribbon blender 
granulating mixers 
spray dryer 
band dryer for preformed paste 
instantisers 
fluid ised-bed granulator 
drum granulator 
inclined disc/drum pelletiser 
Table 5.3 : Table outlining the different types ofpelletiser availab le for the different mechanisms. 
ource: Lyne and lolmston (1981) 
~~ __ WATER 
Fioure 5.7: A schematic of an inclined drum pelletiser. 
ouree: Lyne and lohnston (1981) 
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5.5 PARTICLE BINDING TIIEORY 
5.5.1 How Particles Cohere During Pel/etisation 
There are many phenomena thought to influence the way in which particles are able to cohere during 
pelletisation. A number of aspects that have been deemed particularly significant are examined here; 
these include surface tension, capillary forces, inter-locking, liquid bridging, friction, van der Waals' 
forces, solid bridges, electrostatic interactions, compaction, shape phenomenon and material-specific 
forces. Rumpf (1962) and Jones (1969) discuss these in depth, the latter with reference to coal and char. 
It is theorised that there are many different types of adhesion that influence the agglomeration of particles 
during pelletisation. Surface tension and capillary forces are related influences on particle adhesion, both 
of which are suppositions related to the inherent moisture content of a material. If there is enough 
moisture to coat each particle at the maximum pressure achieved during pelletisation, the forces at the 
surface - the surface tension - can bind particles to one another (Jones, 1969). For this process to work 
effectively, however, the optimum moisture must be acquired and used for the specific substance. It has 
been reported though that this, as with particle interlocking, may in fact make a fairly insignificant 
contribution to overall agglomeration. Capillary forces aid liquid bridging between particles and can also 
promote binding due to surface tension; if the voids between particles are partially or fully filled with 
liquid, known as pendular and capillary state respectively, liquid bridging and interfacial forces exist 
(Rumpf, 1962). If too much liquid is present and the solid is entirely encased by it, however, this 
considerably reduces capillary forces. Moreover, the friction generated during pelletisation concerns 
moisture at the surface, aiding the stickiness of particles; for this friction to impact adhesion, the particle 
surfaces need to be extremely close, usually a matter of Angstroms (Jones, 1969). Conversely, these 
forces acting on the particles may be van der Waals' forces - temporary induced dipole interactions - and 
may simply be able to overcome any forces opposite to adhesion (Jones, 1969). Whilst these are of 
particularly small range, if particles are very close together, they can aid binding (Rumpf, 1962). Solid 
bridge formation, as opposed to liquid bridging, can be initiated between particles by four mechanisms 
(Rumpf, 1962): sintering, crystallisation of dissolved materials, hardening of binding agents and melting. 
Whilst many of these phenomena are thought to significantly contribute to particle binding, the influence 
of interlocking may assist particle binding, but is generally regarded as less important for most 
substances. Particle interlocking could occur due to the elasticity of the particles, which hold them in 
place (Jones, 1969). This may be of particular relevance when the particles in the pellets are not 
uniformly shaped, although it is generally thought to have little effect. Another factor also thought to be 
fairly insignificant is electrostatic forces. Due to friction, particle charging may occur, although charge 
equalisation occurs to repeal this effect (Rumpf, 1962). 
The compaction of the material, even in extrusion processes, is another aid to agglomeration. The initial 
compression is a balance between the particles resistance to deformation and the pressure exerted, 
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although particle friction is also a factor. As pressure increases, the resistive forces are less influential 
and the void spaces between particles are reduced, thus particles agglomerate (Jones, 1969). If pressure is 
further increased, larger particles may disintegrate and eventually elastic and plastic defonnation occurs; 
if pressure is then released, some elastic recovery of the material may take place (Jones, 1969). If the 
pressure continues to rise again, the pellet gradually becomes stronger and the density increases. 
The 'shape' phenomenon is another factor influencing agglomeration, particularly for extrusion methods. 
Described by Jones (1969), this is where a material undergoing pelletisation is subjected to a shear strain, 
thus the density can be increased and the elastic recovery decreased. This is able to minimise the void 
space by compression and increase surface contact by the strain, but this effect is known to vary from 
material to material and is quite insignificant for those with little elasticity. Consequently, semi-plastic 
materials, such as coal, are ideally suited to this fonn of agglomeration. 
Lastly, material-specific forces, such as tar binding, are another adhesion-related factor, which influences 
agglomeration. For tar binding, tar is released when coal is heated to coat particles, effectively acting as a 
binder. The relationship between the amount of tar and the strength of coal briquettes is clear (Jones, 
1969). Although there is a distinct correlation between these, if the amount of tar increases beyond 
threshold levels, briquette strength decreases, thus an optimum amount of binder should be established. 
5.5.2 Factors Affecting Binding Strength 
The various phenomena and properties described both above and throughout this section relate to those of 
the material that affect binding strength; of course, pelletisation conditions also appreciably impact 
binding, which is considered in detail in a subsequent section. The first factor to influence binding is the 
particle size and its distribution. The sizes of the particles in the material can affect the strength of the 
binding, as primarily this alters the distance that the compression surfaces have to travel (Jones, 1969). In 
some cases, particle size is most important when choosing a pelletiser. This does not appear to be an 
issue for some types, such as ring-roll presses, which simply adjust the length of the pellet with this, but 
for others, the impact is evident. Double roll and rotary table presses require some fonn of control over 
either the material feedrate or bulk density if particle size varies notably (Jones, 1969). The particle size 
distribution in the initial stage of compaction, where void space is minimized, is thought to be more 
influential than actual particle size (Jones, 1969). As the degree of compaction is dependent on void 
spaces, which in turn is detennined by the particle size distribution, it is vital that this is known to ensure 
optimal pressure is applied and therefore sufficient compaction is attained. Particle sizes between 
samples can vary widely, though their void spaces can be similar (Jones, 1969). As discussed earlier 
when considering binder application and pre-treatments, each particle needs to be evenly covered with a 
thin film of adhesive, regardless of size; this layer will usually be thicker than the 'spheres of action' of 
the van der Waals' forces, thus the consolidation and pressure required to achieve this will be 
significantly lower (Rieschel, 1963). 
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The second factor is the material composition; this may include the moisture, mineral and volatile matter 
content. As discussed above, moisture is key to ensuring the adhesion mechanisms function adequately. 
The moisture needs to be optimal, not too high or low, otherwise the binding properties of the material 
can be disturbed. This is why the moisture content is often manipulated or controlled in some way, so 
that ideal pelletisation can occur. If the materials are too wet, this can prevent sufficient compaction, 
whereas if the material is too dry, this can cause elevated friction between the material and the mould, 
effectively 'polishing' the surface of the pellet and thus wasting energy. Although the inherent moisture 
within a material and the moisture added or removed, through liquid additions or drying techniques, are 
the most obvious sources of moisture, the ambient moisture in the air can also affect the moisture content 
of the pellets. If the air is very moist, due to precipitation, dry materials are able to absorb some of this 
moisture; additionally, this moisture in the air prevents the natural drying of the material and pellets. The 
opposite of this is also true, where very low air moisture can promote drying, and dry materials beyond 
their ideal levels. The composition of the remaining material also affects binding, particularly the mineral 
and volatile matter. The clay mineral content, for example, can be assessed by XRD (x-ray diffraction). 
Burchill, et al. (1994) found that mineral inclusions were where fractures and cracking originated in 
pellets. These minerals, moisture and volatile matter are of particular importance if the material is to be 
used as a fuel and it is necessary that these components are evenly distributed (Berkowitz, 1979). 
A number of other influences may affect agglomeration, most of which are specific to a particular 
material. Coal was used as an example above, as when heated, it essentially forms its own binder to aid 
agglomeration. It is necessary to determine these properties for individual substances through assessing 
and quantifying the affect they have on the overall binding. 
5.5.3 Elasticity and Plasticity 
Different materials have varying properties and thus the elasticity and plasticity also differ; these 
properties in turn affect the characteristics of the pellets formed (Jones, 1969). Plasticity is the ability to 
be moulded and when pressure is applied, the material can be permanently deformed. It has been found 
that as plasticity increases, the strength of pellets is enhanced due to the increase in the particle surface 
area and the decrease in void space upon their deformation; using pelletisation conditions that alter this 
property, such as elevated temperatures, can significantly modify pellet strength (Jones, 1969). Plasticity 
is therefore regarded as one of the most predominant factors affecting the pellet strength (Jones, 1969). 
Elasticity is another property and although similar to plasticity, it is distinctly different. 'WillIe plastic 
substances can be permanently altered, elastic materials recover their original shape once the force that 
caused the initial deformation is removed; it is thus most apparent in the final stages of pelletisation 
(Jones, 1969). Some materials exhibit one or neither of these properties, whereas coal and other solids 
appear to have some degree of both. It has been found that materials with high elastic recoverability also 
have more faults; due to this, it is thought that the elasticity of a material does not enhance its pelletisation 
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potential, as opposed to plasticity, which does, and therefore testing has been conducted on materials and 
pelletisation techniques to remediate this effect (Jones, 1969). The results include tapering the mould, 
which allows for the gradual expansion of pellets on their release, to minimise the risk of faults and 
cracks. Lateral strain is steadily released, as abrupt releases of pressure cause faulting (Jones, 1969). 
5.5.4 Choice and Application of Binders 
In the above discussion of the cohesion mechanisms that occur during pelletisation, the processes that 
were considered are the ones which occur naturally between the particles in a material, and the effects of 
binders are not considered. The influence of a binder on agglomeration, however, is often significant, and 
is required to be so; the function of a binder is to enhance the agglomeration properties of the substance, 
through increasing or promoting one or more of the specific aspects above. Binders are added to the 
material requiring pelletisation for the purpose of reducing the adversity of pelletisation conditions that 
would otherwise be needed. This includes reducing the temperature andlor pressure necessary to fonn 
pellets of sufficient quality. The proportion of binder used depends on the materials' properties and can 
vary from less than 1 wt% to more than 30 wt%, (Messman, 1977). The choice of an appropriate binder 
is vital for cohesion to occur the way it ought; trial-and-error is unfortunately the best method of finding a 
suitable binder that both perfonns the function adequately and produces a useable and desirable product 
(Messman, 1977). There are, however, a number of other issues that need consideration before a binder is 
used. Cost is always highly influential; not only does the binder need to be cheap and readily available, 
but it also needs to be used sparingly, so that even cheap binders do not cause excessive cost. 
There are a number of factors that should be considered when applying a binder. Messman (1977) 
outlines that the particle size, temperature, pH and the mixing of the material and binder are imperative to 
the fonnation of coherent, homogenous pellets. The particle size and the particle size distribution can 
influence the effectiveness of the binder and these can be manipulated to control pellet properties. The 
density and durability can be managed and the amount of binder used can be minimised. An optimum 
temperature can often be established so that the binder works and perfonns its function to the best of its 
ability, as many can be temperature-sensitive. This is particularly integral if the binder is organic or 
expensive; temperatures that are either much higher or lower than the range the binder can withstand may 
result in poor mixing, sorption of the binder or changes to the binder function or the material. Utilising 
the most favourable pH, specifically when using water-soluble or emulsified binders, can also be 
beneficial. Mixing the material and binder can effect the final product in several ways; not only will 
thorough mixing enhance pellet quality and be economic in tenns of binder use, but the mixer used and 
mixing rate utilised may also impact the pellets. 
5.5.5 Review ofCommercially·A-,'aiiable TJpes of Binder 
There are many types of binder available to perfonn the above described function; many are used on a 
wide scale, while others have highly specific applications. They are nonnally classified into groups, 
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although there are a number of different methods depending on the factors considered. Messman (1977), 
for example, categorises them according to their function, as follows: 
• matrix-type binders - a continuous matrix is formed, within which individual particles become 
completely surrounded. 
• film-type binders - usually in the form of a solvent, which coats the particles. 
• chemical-type binders - take part in reactions, either with itself or with the material. 
• lubricant-type binders - minimises the interparticulate friction and can be used with a variety of 
other binders. 
• combination binders - binding agents that perform more than one of the above functions. 
Water, in fact, is one of the most practical binders available, which also acts as a lubricant, thus 
experimentally determining the most appropriate moisture content for pelletisation is often essential. The 
advantages of this are that it is cheap, freely available and safe, and therefore can be applied to many 
materials (Moore, 1965). Other binders that are often used include sugars, starch, soluble salts combined 
with a solvent, tar, oil, waste liquors and various alcohols. Many of these are known as heat-softening 
binders, which work more effectively when the temperature is raised to moderate levels (Moore, 1965). 
Some materials do not require the addition of a binder as there is already a substance inherently present 
within them to act as this binder. The example of coal and tar-binding was described above. There is a 
similar process that occurs for certain biomasses; on heating, lignin and often cellulose softens and aids 
the agglomeration of biomass particles. This fills in void spaces and solidifies again on cooling to form 
strong pellets (Gilbert, et al., 2009). Coupling agents are another sort of material that can improve 
particle bonding; in some cases they simply enhance it, while in others they initiate the bonding. This can 
be done, for example, using hydrophilic particles and a hydrophobic binder (Messman, 1977). 
One last point to make on this topic is the inadvertent impacts binders sometimes have. While a specific 
binder may enhance agglomeration, it may have other effects on pellet properties. One such example is 
artificial logs used in log-burning fires, which are often a combination of crude petroleum wax and 
sawdust, where the wax acts as both a binder and a secondary fuel (Messman, 1977). Sometimes these 
unintended effects are not beneficial and may have severe limitations on the properties and/or uses of the 
pellets; they may degrade the pellet in some way, make them more vulnerable to biological decay, 
especially if an organic solvent is used, or may produce additional and/or more toxic pollutants if they are 
used as a fuel, which can be degrading to both the environment and the equipment employed. 
5.5.6 JJihat Ilappens if a Binder is Not Used? 
According to Messman (1977), even if a binder is not used, any solid substance can be pelletised, in 
theory, providing enough force is used to compact or extrude the material. The cohesion of particles in 
binderless pellets originates from the formation of relatively large surface areas provided by their 
compaction and thus also through the minimisation of void space. Some substances are, however, 
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particularly difficult to pelletise without a binder, especially if they are rigid; determining the optimum 
particle size is usually beneficial in these circumstances (Messman, 1977). When a binder is not 
included, cohesion is affected by the van der Waals' forces which bind the particle surfaces; high 
pressures, much greater than in binder pelletisation are needed to achieve this (Rieschel, 1963). \-Vhere 
the surface area is large (fine material), the pellets are generally stronger. The particle size distribution is 
thus an important factor in cohesion, as these forces need to be evenly distributed to ensure uniform 
strength and quality (Rieschel, 1963). Much experimentation on binderless and binder pelletisation has 
been performed. Beker (1997), for example, formed briquettes with and without a binder to compare the 
effect on their properties and Beker and Kiic;:iikbayrak (1996) investigated the effect of altering the 
amount of binder used in the briquetting process. Akgun, et al. (1989) found that for fragile Turkish 
lignite, a binder was necessary for pellet quality to be adequate. As stressed previously, these factors 
have to be established for individual substances. 
5.6 PELLETISA TION ECONOl\tIICS 
The cost of pellet ising a material can vary widely, from a few pence to several pounds per tonne (Moore, 
1965). If the material is easy to pelletise, these costs are often low, but as the process becomes more 
difficult and complex, pelletisation is more expensive. The overall cost is dependent upon a range of 
factors, which vary considerably with the material and machine. The main costs of the pelletisation 
process have been divided into six main areas: (i) the costs of the material (and binder, if used), (ii) the 
initial costs of the pelletiser, (iii) expenditure for the running and maintenance of the pelletiser, (iv) the 
costs of any treatments, (v) the transport and storage expenses and lastly (vi) dealing with any waste. 
The first of these is the cost of the material to be pelletised and whether a binder is needed to achieve this 
satisfactorily. The material usually incurs a certain degree of expenditure, unless it is a waste for disposal 
that is to be agglomerated. Binderless pelletisation is obviously cheaper in terms of the expenditure for a 
binder, which is eliminated. The additional pressure needed to form pellets of sufficient quality, however, 
may negate this; if greater pressures are required to form pellets of adequate quality, the operations are 
significantly more expensive (Moore, 1965). Furthermore, there is little market value for less-than-
optimal pellets and the extra expense of using a binder will no doubt be of benefit later in terms of pellet 
quality. Although the cost of binders vary greatly, they can be expensive, which is why their economic 
use is vital (Moore, 1965); not only in terms of the cost but also in terms of their impact on pellet quality. 
The second factor is the initial cost of the pelletiser. The pelletiser chosen depends on the material 
properties as well as the volume of pellets to be produced, and the costs of these can vary significantly. 
Thirdly, the running and maintenance costs also require consideration. The energy consumption of the 
pelletiser during operation results in another incurred cost (Jones, 1969); if extreme pelletisation 
conditions, such as high pressure or temperature, are required, the general running costs can be vast. 
Other inputs, for example any liquids or binders, also incur further expense. Maintenance costs also vary, 
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but can be especially high if abrasive or corrosive materials are used; this degrades the mechanisms of the 
pelletiser which subsequently need replacing. The pre- and post-treatment techniques used also increase 
the costs of pellet formation. Pre-treatments are often required, usually to control the moisture content, to 
make the material more suitable for pelletising. This again increases in the overall energy consumption of 
the process and can often be more expensive than pelletisation itself (Moore, 1965). A number of other 
processes may be required depending on the properties of the initial material and the final quality of the 
pellets. Pelletising material with optimal inherent moisture and with no post-treatment is relatively cheap, 
although does not necessarily form the best quality pellets (Moore, 1965). 
Many materials produce wastes or by-products; some can be recycled to the process, used for energy 
recovery, or even sold as products themselves, which can thus enhance the economics of the procedure by 
bringing in additional revenue. When dealing with unwanted by-products, their treatment and disposal 
are unfortunately often costly. Transportation and storage of the pellets and their by-products are further 
costs usually incurred by the manufacturer, although this is often taken into account in the fmal price of 
the product. The distance travelled can be the difference between profit and loss. Employing the 
optimum conditions in both of these processes is also necessary and therefore increases the costs further. 
5.7 METIIODS FOR QUALITY ASSESSMENT 
Product characterisation is important in assessing the quality and properties of pellets - it is also a method 
for quality control, although suggestions are not made for altering the process (Snow, et al., 1997). 
Pellets need to be assessed and evaluated on their physical and chemical properties to ensure they suit 
their purpose. The physical properties comprise pellet size, particle size distribution, strength, durability, 
density and porosity. Although there are often standardised methods to quantify these for materials, there 
are rarely established standards for pellets, although this is being addressed (Obernberger and Thek, 
2004); sometimes, there may be more than one recognised standard. Quality assessment methods of the 
pellets made in this investigation will therefore be based on the methods explained in this chapter. The 
methods described herein therefore are common techniques, but not necessarily the standard used to test 
all pellets. Pellet quality is likely to be significantly affected by the properties of the original materials, as 
well as by the pelletiser used and the conditions under which it was operated. The analysis of the 
chemical characteristics of pellets, including the composition of the various components, is therefore also 
important (Snow, et al., 1997; Holm, et al., 2006). Methods for these will be described in a subsequent 
chapter of this study. From a discussion of these, optimum pellet parameters can be defined. 
5.7.1 Pellet Size and Particle Size Distribution 
The mean pellet size is the average size of the pellets produced and this can be attained simply by 
measuring the dimensions of a number of pellets and forming a mean of the height, width and depth, or 
diameter if they are cylindrical. The sizes of pellets formed are not necessarily uniform and thus the 
range of pellet sizes is useful information to have, particularly regarding their handling. 
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The materials' particle size distribution is also significant in determining pellet quality; it is therefore 
often necessary to establish this, upon which inferences concerning agglomeration can be based. This 
may also be one of the influential factors that determines whether or not a binder is needed. This can be 
done in a variety of ways; the first method involves scanning electron microscopy, which can also 
identify particle bonding mechanisms. Alternatively, this can be done by passing the sample through 
sieves of decreasing size. If the partic le sizes are particularly large, they could even be measured by 
hand. These are all standard methods, not only for appl ications to pe11eted material. 
5.7.2 CompressiveiTensile Strength and Hardness Tests 
The compressive or tensile strengt h and hardness of pellets are intimately related. Compressive strength is 
an important factor to investigate as it is the force the pellet can endure and is an indicator of cohesion. 
This force can be indicia I of the maximum height of a pellet pile that the ones at the bottom can 
withstand, which expresses vital information concerning the storage and transportation of pellets. This 
can be assessed using a tensometer and converted to the tensile strength, which is connected to pellet 
dimensions and shape. This strength is the maximum force exerted before the pellet deforms, cracks or 
breaks (fracturing). When this i tested, the fracture in the pellet is not likely to be ideal , but will be 
determined by the particles ' surface within the pellet, as seen in Figure 5.8 (Rumpf, 1962). Hardness 
tests, by comparison, examine the friability of pellets; friable materials form pellets that can deteriorate 
rapidly during transport, storage and handling by pressure, vibrations, abrasion and impacts. It is 
therefore necessary to asses this property and ensure hardness is sufficient for the use which they are 
intended. Tests of this nature include the evaluation of the pellets' ability to endure these forces, thus 
investigates similar qualitie as durability testing below (Jones, 1969). 
Figure 5.8 : The lines of ideal frac ture (b lue) and actua l fracture (black) during compressive strength testing. 
Adapted from: Rumpf (1962) 
5.7.3 Mechanical Durability and Shatter Index 
Pellet durability is another factor indicating pellet quality, as it can contribute information leading to the 
determination of appropriate transport and handling conditions (Temmerman, et a/., 2006). There are 
several ways in which this important quality indicator for fuels can be determined; despite this, there still 
is no entirely standardi ed method. There are two main techniques, depending on the empirical method 
used' a drum or tumbling device to test the breakage of pellets by both impact and abrasion is the most , 
common (Patrick and Wilkinson, 197). lternatively, a vibration method can be used, whereby pellets 
are placed on a tray that vibrates at a calibrated frequency. Ln both instances, it is important to record the 
size and/or weight of the pellet "0 it can be a " oc iated to the amount of breakage. Patrick and Wilkinson 
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(1978) suggest a number of parameters that need consideration when such methods are employed: drum 
dimensions, lifting flights, rotation and moisture. 
Temmerman, et al. (2004; 2006) aimed to add some degree of standardisation to the mechanical 
durability testing of solid biofuel pellets and briquettes. Defining durability as a pellets' resistance to 
shocks and friction by remaining intact, they suggest standard methods and procedures for both pellets 
and briquettes, through examining 5 biomass briquette types and 2 pellet selections (15 biomass pellets 
types for selection 1, and II for selection 2); the biomasses included mixed wood, softwood, hardwood 
and agricultural residues, such as traw. The moisture content was limited to a maximum of 10 %, as 
Obemberger and Thek (2004) demon trated there was no relationship between moisture content and 
mechanical durability after moisture drops below 10 %; thus this would not impact upon the results. 
From comparing the outcome for four techniques, the following methods were outlined for pellets and 
briquettes respectively, as they gave the mo t repeatable and reproducible data. 
For pellets, using an ASAE S269.4 DEC 96 tumb ling device (Figure 5.9) gave the best results. The 
aluminium or stainless steel boxe were 300 x 300 x 125 mm and rotated at 50 rpm on their central axes, 
with a 230 x 50 mm baffle. Furthermore, sieving took place to remove fine particles « 3.15 mm) and 
durability was expressed as a percentage of the initial weight, usually 500 g, after 500 rotations. Though 
an accuracy level of 0.5 % cou ld be achieved, the variability of materials was found to influence this, 
particularly the fuel type and properties; pellets with high durability had the least variation in their results. 
In order to achieve this degree of accuracy, thi method required a minimum of three replications. 
IY~ 1---- 300 nvn --_ .... , 
Figure 5.9 : The A 269.4 DEC 96 tumbling device for pellet durability testing. 
ources: Temmennan, el al. (2004 ; 2006) 
bailie 
230x50mm 
The test method for briquette. however, wa omewhat different and used a dustproof cylindrical drum 
with a perpendicular ba ffle (Figure 5.10) to produce good, yet variab le results. This drum had a capacity 
of around 160 I and rotated at approximately 21 rpm. The condi tion under which thi was used to attain 
the most reproducible re "uit s were :2 I o f briquettes and 105 rotations, after which a durability index was 
calculated, ba ed on the materia l Iell alier sieving at 7:J of the briquette diameter. expressed as a 
percentage of the initial mas ' . Ther \-vas moderately high variation when the complete dataset wa taken 
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into account and five replications were thus recommended. The problem with both these methods, 
however, is that the differences between pellets and briquettes are not described and thus the appropriate 
use of each is unclear. From the pictures therein, the distinction may concem size classifications, where 
briquettes appear considerably larger, approximately 5 cm in diameter and 10-15 cm in length, whereas 
pellets were smaller, 2-5 cm in length and less than 1 cm in diameter (Temmerman, et al., 2004) . 
598 X 598 mm 
STEEL DRUM 
MOTOR ----t-
"----1·-----200 mm BAFFLE 
Figure 5. 10: chematic of the durability drum with a baffle for briquettes. 
Source: Temmennan, el af. (2004) 
The shatter index is the second test for mechanica l properties; this is different from durability and is 
evaluated simply by an impact (Patrick and Wi lkinson, 1978). There are many standards for perfomung 
this test on coal ; Patrick and Wilkinson (1978) identify and describe the ISO Standard 616, ASTM 
Standard 0 3038-72 and the Briti sh Standard 1016, Part 13.3 . A known amount of sample, usually 25 kg, 
is amalgamated so that the test sample above a minimum size has the same proportions as the main 
sample. The next stage is 'impact breakage ', where the pellet is dropped from a height of 1.83 m four 
times; the shatter index is subsequently given as a weight percentage of the remains above a certain size. 
5.7.4 Density and Porosity 
The density and bulk density are important pellet parameters to determine, as they are a direct indication 
of quality and can affect combustion properties, among other things (Rabier, et al., 2006; Temmerman, et 
al., 2006). These can be relative ly straight-forward to assess and is simply a mass-to-volume ratio. This 
can be done prior to and after pelletisation and the increase in density due to compaction and fluid 
expulsion can be determined . Alternatively, more complex methods can be employed, of which Rabier, 
et al. (2006) evaluate several, including stereometric methods, and liquid and solid displacement; 
a lthough they note that everal tandards for this exist, there is not an entirely uniform method. Of these, 
solid or liquid displacement techniques were found to have higher reproducibility and repeatability; this 
buoyancy method using liquid was utilised and described by Temmerman, el al. (2006) . The pellet in 
question is weighed in both air and liquid, usually water, and the volume is computed once the density of 
the liquid is determined . Sometimes, a wetting agent is also added to the liquid to reduce surface tension 
and ensure that the liquid penetrate the pellets and fill s the pore spaces. Rabier, et al. (2006) came to 
these conclusions after te ting the pellet used for the durability assessments perfom1ed by Temmem1an, 
et al. (2006), described ab ve for election I pellet and the briquettes. 
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The porosity, the void space in the material, indicates the absolute density of the material; as the bulk 
density increases during pelletisation, the porosity will decrease. Burchill, et al. (1994) identifies that if 
the porosity of the material after pelletisation is high, this ultimately leads to poor pellet quality due to the 
fragility of the material and thus breaking when shear stress is exerted. Porosity can be generally related 
to tensile strength and would indicate that the pressure used was not sufficient for that particular material. 
5.7.5 Burning Quality and Smoke A-Ieasurement 
The burning quality and smoke measurement are standard tests carried out for fuels and fuel pellets. The 
former can be tested by combusting a known quantity of fuel and assessing its performance. These tests 
usually include some evaluation of the ease of ignition and heat radiation (Jones, 1969). Smoke 
measurement also takes the form of burning a known weight of fuel and comparing it to the weight of 
smoke produced; this assesses the fuel quality but is not a control method (Jones, 1969). 
5.7.6 Ash Content and Other Chemical Analyses 
The ash content often determines the burning quality of fuel pellets, as well as how cleanly they combust 
(Jones, 1969). Large quantities of ash are detrimental and can decrease the CV notably, thus some ash 
may be removed if the proportion is large. The chemical components of the materials can affect the 
physical properties and thus are able to significantly alter the results of the above assessments, such as the 
affect of ash on CV. Chemical analyses include the determination of the CV, if fuel pellets are to be 
made, as well as an examination of the constituents, such as ultimate, proximate and elemental analyses. 
5.8 MANIPULATION OF PELLETISATION VARIABLES 
5.8.1 Variables to Control and Their Effect on Pellet Quality 
A number of variables can be controlled and altered during pelletisation to modify pellet qualities. This 
section aims to report the outcomes of studies that have varied key pelletisation parameters. It is vital that 
preliminary experiments are undertaken to assess the effect of these on the chosen materials; from this, 
optimum pelletisation can be achieved, forming high quality pellets. 
5.8.1.1 Afoisture Content and Drying 
The first variable is the moisture content, either of the initial material or the pellets. Its effect is quite 
complex and the optimum moisture needs to be determined experimentally, as water is often used as a 
binder (Section 5.5.5). Sastry (1993) suggests the optimum range is narrow. Confirming this, Li and Liu 
(2000) found oak and pine sawdust pellets had undesirable qualities when produced with high or low 
moisture. Pellets with less than 4 % moisture had some ideal qualities but were not maintained, whereas 
those with more than 13 % had low densities and were not durable; the ideal moisture was 6-12 %, with 
an optimum of 8 %. Mani, et al. (2006) examined this effect for chopped corn stover at 5, 10 and 15 % 
moisture, where low moisture produced better quality pellets. 
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Radloff, et al. (2004) reported that after coal tailing briquettes are manufactured, they are stacked in a 
drying shed to cure and harden them. The importance of the final moisture was stressed and thus drying 
is a significant factor that should not be overlooked; they also claim excess moisture can destroy 
briquettes of this type. Drying after pelletisation is common, which is influenced somewhat by humidity. 
Li and Liu (2000) found that pellet drying for oak and pine sawdust took 3 days, so the moisture of the 
pellet and air were in equilibrium, which had a linear relationship with the relative humidity. For Norway 
spruce sawdust, however, 25 hours of conditioning was sufficient, although moisture uptake was strongly 
controlled by the initial moisture (Rhen, et al., 2005). The influence of both initial and final moisture and 
the consequences of drying thus have clear effects on pellet properties. The use of pellet drying is often 
limited by economics, where a trade-off between quality and cost often ensues (Lehtikangas, 2000). 
5.8.1.2 Pelletisation Pressure, Holding Time and Compaction Speed 
Another variable to affect pellet quality is pelletisation pressure. Pellet density increases with pressure, 
due to greater compaction, which is assumed to be strongly correlated with compressive strength, as 
Rhen, et al. (2005) discovered for Norway spruce sawdust pellets. It was also suggested that compaction 
pressure should not exceed 50 MPa, as these compression forces do not have a significantly greater 
impact. This, however, does not always greatly influence mechanical durability, at least for the materials 
investigated by Lehtikangas (2001) and as suggested by Obemberger and Thek (2004); the lignin contents 
of sawdust, logging residues and bark did however increase pellet durability in their study. A related 
factor is the holding time at this pressure, which can have a noteworthy effect on density (Li and Liu, 
2000). Oak sawdust pellets held for 5 s had low densities, but this increased with holding time; the effect 
became inconsequential however when this exceeded 20 s and it did not influence the expansion rate after 
pelletisation. This is thought to be more important at low pressures, where at higher pressures, it can 
become almost insignificant. Jones (1969) also reported experimental research in this area; holding times 
up to 64 hrs were used and a clear association for all substances over a range of timescales was found. 
Another related influence is compaction speed, which is also thought to moderately control density. Slow 
speeds «1 MPa/s) may result in higher densities, whereas speeds over 3 MPa/s may not further increase 
density (Li and Liu, 2000). This affects the commercial manufacture of pellets more so than the results of 
this study, as using a manual pelletiser will ensure slow speeds; commercial-scale pelletisation, on the 
other hand, will require rapid compaction to meet high production rates (Li and Liu, 2000). 
5.8.1.3 Temperature 
The temperature at which the pelletisation takes place can influence pellet properties, where high 
temperatures can simplify pelletisation and increase compressive strength. Ellison and Stanmore (1981) 
found this to be true for brown coals, increasing the compressive strength threefold using temperatures of 
130 °e. Rhen, et al. (2005) found that high temperatures combined with limited moisture increases dry 
densities for Norway spruce pellets. Increased temperatures may release self-binding agents, such as coal 
tar, or initiate the softening of lignin and cellulose in biomass. 
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5.8.1.4 Pellet Si=e and Shape 
Manipulating the shape of the mould changes the size and shape of pellets, which are also thought to 
affect their properties, such as pellet strength (Patrick and Wilkinson, 1978). Rahman, et al. (1989) 
investigated the effect of dimensions for cylindrical char briquettes with a water additive and a starch-
based binder, finding the compressive strength was approximately ten times greater when the plates were 
in contact with the line of points. Pillow-shaped briquettes had noticeably lower compressive strengths. 
Altun, et al. (2004) examined the variation in combustion kinetics with the size of coal briquettes, 
assessing the resultant gas composition; experiments detennined the effect of increasing briquette size by 
assessing those of constant volume and different dimensions. Size variation was a significant factor that 
influenced combustion kinetics and the probability of ignition. The activation energy required to initiate 
such reactions was also found to increase with size. Furthermore, compact briquette geometries, length-
to-diameter ratios near I, decreased the activation energy and assisted combustion; difficulties were 
discovered when this ratio approached 2. The geometric area was thought to have a trivial impact. 
5.8.1.5 Storage Conditions and Duration 
The duration and conditions of storage can alter pellet properties. Lehtikangas (2000), through looking at 
the storage of biomass pellets, established that although the alterations after storage were not necessarily 
large, they were noteworthy and depended on the material and the type of storage. Modifications for 
unpelletised material were compared to sawdust, logging residues and bark pellets. Durability declined, 
particularly for fresh pellets and breakages were common for extended storage in large bags. Microbial 
growth was also noted, where temperature development occurred due to insufficient cooling. Moisture 
was found to decrease and reached equilibrium at -11 % (Lehtikangas, 2001). 
5.8.1.6 Other Variables that Influence Pellet Quality 
Other factors can alter pellet quality, including binders (discussed above) and the type and properties of 
the materials, such as the particle size distribution and composition. Li and Liu (2000) examined the 
effect of material type, finding bark was easier to pelletise than wood, and hardwoods were more 
appropriate than softwoods. They also found mulch easier than both sawdust and chips. The curing time 
may also affect the compressive strength and could alter the functionality of the binder, depending on the 
length of curing at room temperature, as considered by Blesa, et al. (2003). 
5.8.2 Optimum Pellet Qualities 
According to the above discussion of quality assessment and the influential variables, the following 
outlines the optimum properties for pellets and the conditions under which these are formed. Whilst some 
general trends were shown, substances vary and optimum conditions must be detennined experimentally 
for each material. Due to this, it is important to realise there are no general guidelines for optimum pellet 
production, as properties are extremely dependent on the material; one key example is that the most 
favourable moisture varies with material, thus an optimum must be established via experimentation. 
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Pellets with high compressive strengths, usually fonned at high pressures, are beneficial so transport and 
storage does not damage pellets, which can be achieved by altering the pelletisation method, such as 
adjusting the moisture. Air-curing or making efficient use of a binder also aids this (Plancher, et al., 
2002; Shanna, et al., 2002). Density and compressive strength are intimately related; Jones (1969, p49) 
states: "there is a close relationship between the hardness of a compact and its density, that compaction is 
achieved by the application of pressure, and that the density ... at any pressure is influenced by the size 
distribution ... and by its elastic and plastic properties." Compressive strength and density thus 
detennine, at least in part, durability. Pellets that are hard, in tenns of strength and not brittleness, are 
more durable and can better withstand testing for such properties. 
5.9 PELLETISING BIOJ.\;IASS AND COAL TAILINGS 
5.9.1 Biomass Pel/etisation 
Pellets can be manufactured from a variety of biomass types, discussed in Chapter 2. Due to the growing 
demand of biomass resources to increase the proportion of energy obtained from renewables, there has 
recently been a significant increase in the use of herbaceous crops, wastes and woody biomass, 
particularly hardwoods, although those most frequently produced are from forestry residues and softwood 
sawdust (Holm, et al., 2005). In 2002, a pellet conference was held in Sweden, to gather people from 
industry and research, who work in this field; Vinterback (2004) reported the economic, environmental 
and teclmological outcomes. The main focus was to aid the implementation of wood pellets, where their 
production and combustion were considered. The conclusions state that such biomass processing has the 
potential to replace significant amounts of fossil fuels for heat and power generation; the costs of these 
are being reduced and the environmental aspects improved. 
Holm, et al. (2005; 2006) compared the pelletisation of softwood pine shavings to that of hardwood beech 
dust (Figure 5.11). They explored the factors affecting the process and the pellet properties by combining 
experimental procedures and theoretical modelling, to delineate the controlling physical and chemical 
mechanisms of pellet quality. Pine pellets were highly durable and simple to produce, fonning only small 
amounts of dust. In contrast, beech dust pelletisation was somewhat problematic, as the dust caused the 
motor current to increase, often to critical levels due to blocking. Various additives were used to enhance 
the procedure; 1 wt% of calcium soap lowered the energy required, but decreased pellet durability. A 
40:60 beech-pine mixture, an 85:15 beech-brewers spent grain mixture and inorganic additives mixed 
with the grain before being combined with the beech were easier to pelletise and resulted in improved 
pellet quality. From this, a novel theoretical model was used to estimate the necessary pressure; the 
exponential relationship with channel lenbrth was dependent on the matrix dimension, sliding friction 
coefficient, the specific elasticity modules and Pisson's ratio of the biomass. It was predicted that the 
pressure for beech would increase more rapidly than for pine. The differences highlighted in these papers 
are thought to be primarily due to the variation in cell structures between hard and softwood types; these 
results can be extended to other types of biomass, such as grass, animal wastes and aquatic vegetation. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.11 : Photographs of the pelletised (a) pine shavings and (b) beech dust. 
Source: Holm, el al . (2005) 
Demirba~ and $ahin (1998) investigated pelletised wheat straw and waste paper. The ideal moisture was 
18 % for a mixture containing 20 wt% paper: at this moisture, the compress ive strength was 32 MPa. It 
was possible to forn1 pellets without a binder, as the paper partially performed this function, however, it 
was problematic at ambient temperature; on heating the straw to - 400 K, the pellets were of considerably 
better quality. Gilbert , et al. (2009) found that simply cutting switchgrass formed the best fuel pellets; 
shredding produced pellets that were not as robust, but were better than when the material was torrified. 
When combined with heavy pyroly is oil , us d as a binder and supplementary fuel , the product was much 
stronger. As with the above study, temperature was a lso highly influential, due to the lignin content. 
Yaman, et al. (2000) researched olive refuse and paper mill waste pelletisation. The particle sizes were 
reduced to 250 )..lm and then pelletised at 150-250 MPa. The combination of these substances produced 
significantly better quality pellets than just olive waste, which had low compressive strengths. Li and Liu 
(2000) util ised a range of wood-ba ed materials to form pellets (Figure 5.12). From various tests 
performed on these, optimum conditions for pellet manufacture were determined. High densities could be 
achieved in many case, which facilitated storage and transport; the densest pellets also had a higher 
energy density, which were ideal for coa l co-fi ring. Sugar cane bagasse and com stover have also been 
considered in thi s context (Erlich, et al., 2005; Mani , et al., 2006). 
Figure 5.12: Photographs of the biomasse ' used for pelleti ·ation. (a) The initial materials; (b) pellet ' 
compacted at 138 MPa ; (c) results of the tumbler tests and (d) results of the drop tests. 
ource: Li and Liu (2000) 
5.9.2 Coal and Coal Tailing Briquetting 
Briquetting specifically concerns coal tailings and lower-ranking and low CV coals, which may otherwise 
be disposed of, as they have only a mode t commercia l value (Berkowitz, 1979). The briquetting of coal 
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tailings can alleviate the dust hazards associated with this waste (Sastry, 1993). The use of coal as a fuel 
is obviously not new and therefore its treatment processes are well -developed. Briquetting was initially 
designed to produce a smokeless fuel from lower-rank coals; the particle sizes o f these fractions were fine 
and thus agglomeration was needed (Jones, 1969). It is often difficult to form durable briquettes from this 
type of material , even when it is crushed and the moisture adjusted to act as a lubricant (Messman, 1977). 
If pulverised and prepared correctly, however, durable briquettes can be forn1ed , with or without a binder 
(Berkowitz, 1979). For binderless briquetting, coal is usually heated to low temperatures to increase 
plasticity; maximum plasticity of low-ranking coals is achieved at 400 °C (Jones, 1969). Akgun, et af . 
(1989) found that briquetting lignite, even at temperature did not form a coherent, quality product. The 
extrusion of run-of-mine brown coals after attrition, however, formed hard briquettes (Johns, et af., 1989). 
Briquetting with a binder, depicted in Figure 5. 13 , is distinctly different to that of binderless briquetting. 
Drying and grinding the materia l are important preparatory phases, and mixing and tempering the 
material-binder mixture are also vital (Berkowitz, 1979) . The binder quality and quantity are of utmost 
importance (Berkowitz, 1979; Paul, et of., 2002) . Burchill, et af. (1994) used molasses and modified 
starch, whereas Paul , et af. (2002) investigated petroleum residues for formcoke briquettes. Binder 
oxidation strengthened briquettes, influenced by the air curing time and coking. Studies have also 
concerned coal tailing briquetting. Richards (1990), though looking primarily at producing good quality 
binderless briquettes of peat and coal-peat combinations, found that peat acts as a binder in the briquetting 
of sub-bituminous coal fines. Radlo ff, et af. (2004) favoured binder briquetting, and although their 
product was of good qual ity (Figure 5.14), the binder used was not described. 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - -, 
Figure 5.13: The manufac turing process for coal briquetting with a binder. 
Source: Berkowitz ( 1979) 
Figure 5. 14: Briquettes of coal tailings formed with an unspecified binder. 
Source: Radloff, el al . (2004) 
5.9.3 Producing Pellets from Spent Mushroom Compost and Coal Tailings 
Coal tailings and SMC could be combined to produce fuel pellets; it is essential that these are prepared 
and combined prior to pe lletisation. As has been discovered, the composition is not ideal and thus drying 
will need to take place, to ensure better product and fuel qualities. Some form of post-production 
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treatment may be necessary to enhance their properties, such as further drying. As many pelletisation 
variables can be adjusted, it is important that a range is explored to ensure the optimum conditions are 
used and therefore the best quality pellets are formed. It is thought that the coal tailings would act as a 
binder and a secondary fuel; this dual-functionality was considered in more depth previously. 
The economic feasibility of pellet production from the materials depends on many factors, including those 
associated with their alternative uses. Unfortunately, the costs and availability of other fuels influence the 
overall viability of this too. The cost of producing these pellets therefore needs to be compared directly 
with that of disposing of SMC in landfill. The environmental costs should also be taken into account 
when the two are compared. To properly assess the economics of pellet production, a full cost analysis 
will be required, as outlined in Section 5.6, to account for all pelletisation and thermal treatment costs. 
The transport and storage costs of the raw materials and pellets will also need to be considered. The final 
cost will be the overall total of producing pellets; this can be compared to the other uses of these materials 
and their disposal. If SMC is no longer allowed to go to landfill, this will improve the economics; this, in 
addition to the value of removing coal tailings from lagoons, will also bring environmental benefits. 
There are many potential uses of SMC-coal tailing pellets; they could be used to produce energy through 
combustion, or possibly gasification or pyrolysis. Alternately, they could be used as a supplementary or 
auxiliary fuel, through co-firing with coal or natural gas, as explored by Williams, et af. (2001a), or also 
other biomass or waste materials, as considered by BioMatNet (2004). There are several environmental 
considerations that need to be taken into account when producing and using these fuel pellets. Apart from 
the emissions produced, the overall environmental impact will be positive. Many aspects of this have 
been considered previously, in relation to each material; using SMC will avoid landfill and will also 
increase the amount of energy coming from renewable sources and as it is carbon-neutral, it will not be 
adding to the greenhouse effect. The use of the coal tailings will aid the clean-up of contaminated land. 
Pelletising a combination of biomass with coal or coal-derived products is not new. The investigation by 
Yaman, et af. (2001), for instance, concerned the pelletisation of lignite and various types of biomass. 
Pellets were formed with different ratios of materials (0-30 wt%) and at varying pressures (50-250 MPa). 
The strength of lignite briquettes could be increased with additions of sawdust and paper mill waste; the 
effect of olive refuse, however, was detrimental. This study further continned the results of Yaman et af. 
(2000), discussed above. Zhang, et al. (2001) examined differing biomass treatments to form a binder for 
lignite briquettes; rice straw was treated with a number of chemicals (sulphuric acid, lime and sodium 
hydroxide) and was then used via the process summarised in Figure 5.15. They found that the type and 
concentration of chemical was influential; furthennore, temperature was a prominent influence. Of the 
chemicals tested, lime and sodium hydroxide were superior and supplementary additions of bentonite, 
coal tar and/or polypropylene amide made the pellets more water resistant. Sodium hydroxide was able to 
bond in both its solid and liquor forms. 
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Figure 5.15: A flow diagram of the materials and processes for fomling lignite and biomass briquettes. 
Source: Zhang, e l al. (200 I ) 
5.10 SUMMARY 
This chapter outlined and described the fundamental theory inherent to pellet formation. The pelletisation 
of substances to produce homogeneous, consolidated pellets of uniform size was explored. The main 
advantages of pelleti ing fuels are the increased bulk and energy densities and the control over moisture, 
both of which are particularly relevant to biomass fuels, as these tend to have low densities with high 
moisture. Pelletisation can be classified in many ways, based on the pressing process or pressure used; 
pelletisation below 7000 psi (48 MPa) is categorised as low pressure. The two major types of pelletiser 
technology, extrusion and compression were examined - this is another type of classification. Extrusion 
forces the material through an orifice to fonn pellets, whereas compression is where the substance is 
consolidated in a mould by applying pressure. The compacting sequence for the latter was outlined as 
charging, pressing and ejecting. aturally-occurring particle binding and agglomeration were explored; if 
cohesion is insuffici ent, a binder can be used to enhance or promote agglomeration phenomena. The 
economics were documented and the main costs identi fied , namely the initial price of the pelletiser, along 
with its running and maintenance costs. Transport and storage can also be costly, especially for materials 
with a low bulk density or a high moisture content, such as many biomass fuels , like SMC. 
Various methods for pellet quality assessment were outlined, which can be used in the experimental stage 
of this investigation. Techniques of particular relevance were the compressive and tensile strengths and 
durability. The methods identified for many of these criteria were not standard, as these often do not 
exist. Pelleti sation variables that control these qualities were explained; the most significant included 
moisture, drying, pelleti sation pres ure, temperature and the length and conditions of storage; these are 
key variables to explore herein . Using appropriate condition, good quality pellets can be produced, 
which would be durable and have high tensile strengths; unsuitable conditions lead to the formation of a 
poor quality product, which can break ea ily and would be unsuitab le for their intended purpose. 
Previous studies have examined biomass pelletisation (forestry res idues, herbaceous crops and wastes) or 
coal briquetting, though only a few exp lored the petletisation of these combined, which is the focus of this 
research. From a review of these, th pelletisation procedure for SMC-coal tailing pellets was outlined. 
This would involve preparation, such as drying, and their combination prior to pelletisation; post-
treatments, for example additiona l drying may also be required. Furthem10re, the potential uses of these 
pellets were considered, such a energy generation through combustion on their own or for co-firing as a 
supplementary fuel. The environmental benefi ts were also discussed, including the carbon-neutral nature 
of the SMC and the minimi ation of both these wastes being disposed of in unsustainable manners. 
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6 
ANAL YTICAL METHODS FOR 
MATERIAL CHARACTERISATION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The experimental phase of the investigation was divided into three distinct stages. The initial one was the 
characterisation of the materials, to determine their composition and properties. This included a number 
of standard analytical tests: proximate, ultimate and elemental analyses and the determination of the CV. 
The material particle size distributions were also established. These tests were performed on the coal 
tailings and the two SMC components separately. 
6.2 EXPERIl\IENTAL l\IETHODOLOGIES 
This section outlines the techniques used to analyse the materials, introduced briefly in Sections 2.2.6 and 
5.7.6. This includes details of the proximate, ultimate and elemental analyses, as well as CV tests, in 
accordance with British Standards. The experimental accuracy and errors are also considered here. 
6.2.1 Proximate Analysis 
Proximate analysis was used to determine the composition on a constituent basis (Speight, 1994). This 
form of analysis involved detenllining the moisture through drying, the volatile matter by 'inert 
devolatilization' and the ash content, the residue remaining after complete combustion in air; the fixed 
carbon was found by difference. The method used was the British Standard 1016, Part 3: 1973 (British 
Standards Institution, 1973). 
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6.2.2 Ultimate Analysis 
The ultimate analysis determined the absolute elemental composition (Speight, 1994). This test was 
carried out by the Centre for Analytical Sciences at the University of Sheffield. From this, the 
percentages of C, H, N, S and Cl were established, and 0 by difference. The sample was ground, passed 
through a British Standard sieve (No. 72 or 212 /-lm) and left to equilibrate with the laboratory 
atmosphere; it was then burned in pure oxygen at 1350 °C, according to the British Standard 1016, Part 6: 
1977 (British Standards Institution, 1977a). 
6.2.3 Elemental Analysis 
The elemental analysis determined the proportions of additional key and trace elements compared to the 
ultimate analysis. The process by which an elemental analysis is undertaken is complex and thus cannot 
be given a full explanation in the scope of this research; there are many papers that use variations of this 
method, such as Ashley, et al (2001). An overview of the procedure is that a small but representative 
sample underwent acid digestion by titrations using nitric and hydrochloric acids. This enabled the 
constituents to dissolve and the proportions of different elements were then determined by ICP-MS 
(inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry) detection using a Spectro Cirus ICP atomic emissions 
spectrometer. This gave the composition of the material, focusing specifically on the metal contaminants, 
in particular the alkali, transition and heavy metal content. Over 95 % of the constituents can be 
established in this way, although fibrous material, such as that in the SMC, did not fully dissolve and 
therefore not all elements were determined. These experiments were also performed by the Centre for 
Analytical Sciences. 
6.2.4 Determination of Calorific Values 
To establish the CV, the enthalpy of combustion described in Section 2.2.3.1, 1 g of sample was 
combusted in controlled conditions, of which there are several standard methods (Speight, 1994). Here, a 
bomb calorimeter was used under standard conditions (temperature = 298 K and pressure = 1 bar), as it is 
thought to be the most accurate method; this follows the British Standard 1016, Part 5: 1977 (British 
Standards Institution, 1977b). 
6.2.5 Particle Size and Particle She Distribution 
In order to determine the particle size and distribution, different methods were employed due to the 
variation in the materials. The particle sizes of the coal tailings and the SMC casing layer were both 
reasonably small and were established using a series of British Standard sieves of different sizes (8S41 0), 
as described in Section 5.7.1. The distribution of particle sizes was calculated by weighing the fraction of 
the material in each sieve. As some agglomeration of these materials had already occurred, the absolute 
particle sizes were not measured but the agglomerate size distribution instead. For the substrate layer of 
the SMC, an alternative method was used as there was great variety in particle size. As this is composed 
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primarily of straw, there were long, thin tibres, of which a representative sample was chosen and the fibre 
lengths were measured with callipers. 
6.2.6 Experimental A-feasurement Accuracy 
The main error in this experimental approach was accuracy; specifically sample weights and the length of 
time samples were left in the furnace. Although a balance accurate to 0.0005 g and a stopwatch accurate 
to the nearest 0.5 s were used, errors to a certain extent were still likely to be introduced here, though they 
were thought to be small. There were also likely to be sampling errors. The samples chosen may have 
not necessarily been representative of the material as a whole, as the SMC in particular was not 
homogeneous; to overcome this, several samples were taken and the experiments were repeated and the 
results averaged. Additional errors were present in the analysis, due to inaccuracies in the equations 
utilised. Errors that were introduced in the experimental stage also advanced to here and even if these 
were small, as fixed carbon and oxygen were determined by difference, it is likely that errors would have 
accumulated here. The most inaccurate values were for the proximate analysis, particularly on a dry, ash 
free basis ('daf), which were likely to contain large errors. Those concerning the measurement of the 
particle size and distribution were primarily the accuracy of measurement (± 0.5 mm for the fibres) and 
the sampling error. 
Montgomery (1978) examined a number of errors that may occur in the determination of the CV; these 
included human errors (recording temperatures and weights, and in calculations), inaccurate or poorly 
calibrated equipment, incomplete combustion, a tarnished or corroded bucket, changes in heat capacity of 
the system due to replacement of parts and bomb leakage. It is thought that only the first was likely to 
impact the results to any degree, although other errors may be present. The main sources of error here 
were thought to be those apparent in the data and equations. Accuracy, mainly the weight of the samples 
(balance accurate to 1 mg) may be problematic. Errors may also be evident in the analysis; errors 
introduced in the experimental stage would again have advanced to here. 
6.3 RESULTS & ANALYSIS OF MATERIAL 
CIIARACTERISATION 
This section reports the experimental values gained from each of the material characterisation tests and 
compares them to data accumulated in the literature, Section 2.4.2.2 for the SMC and Section 2.5.3.1 for 
the coal tailings. Comparisons to other biomass and waste fuels detailed in Section 2.2.3 are also made 
here. 
6.3.1 Results of the Proximate and Ultimate Analyses and the Calorific Value 
The three samples, the coal tailings and the two SMC layers, were analysed according to the standard 
methods outlined above; averaged results for proximate, ultimate and CV analyses are given in Table 6.1. 
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The moisture content of the materials were determined on an 'as received' (ar) basis; these all initially 
have very high moisture contents and thus significant drying will need to occur before pelletisation. This 
will also be necessary prior to their use as fuels to enhance their CV, as the effects on this were clearly 
apparent. The moisture content of the coal tailings was similar to those outlined in Table 2.16 and that of 
the SMC layers were comparable to those reported by Williams, et al. (2001a). 
ANALYSIS CO:\'STITL"ENT BASIS COAL SMC S:\IC CASL"'G TAILINGS SUBSTRATE 
Moisture {%} ar -40 65.70 68.56 
Ash 41.25 26.89 28.87 
Proximate Fixed Carbon dry 38.24 11.31 10.95 
Analysis (%) Volatiles 20.51 61.80 60.18 Fixed Carbon 65.08 15.48 15.40 
Volatiles dar 34.92 84.52 84.60 
C 47.87 35.13 35.72 
IIrrue 2.90 3.59 3.01 
Ultimate N dry 1.01 2.85 1.11 Analysis (%) CI 0.51 0.70 
S 1.38 2.95 2.16 
o ~difference~ 3.69 19.50 20.09 
GCV ar 11.91 4.94 4.33 
CV (~U/kg) GCV dry 19.85 14.11 12.37 NCV ar 10.55 3.08 2.51 
NCV dry 19.22 13.33 11.71 
Table 6.1: Averaged results for the proximate, ultimate and CV analyses for the three samples. 
For the proximate analysis, the ash and volatiles were determined and these values were utilised to 
convert the raw data to a dry basis and then calculate the fixed carbon by difference. These results also 
enabled the determination of the fixed carbon and volatile content on a 'dar basis. The proportion of ash 
in the coal tailings was high, yet comparable to the results of Sis, et al. (2004) and Radloff, et al. (2004); 
Sabah et al. (2004) reported a much larger ash content for their coal tailing sample. The results for the 
two SMC layers were in fact highly analogous and were also very similar (towards the lower end of the 
range) to those of Williams, et al. (2001a); they did not, however, analyse their samples separately, and 
therefore their results were averages for the substrate and casing layers. The volatiles and fixed carbon 
content of the SMC layers were again equivalent to those of Williams, et al. (2001a). No values were 
available for the comparison of the coal tailing samples. The coal tailings had a larger quantity of fixed 
carbon compared to the SMC layers, but appreciably less volatile matter. Various types of biomass used 
for energy recovery were discussed in Section 2.2.3; although the components of these vary considerably, 
the high volatile content and low fixed carbon of the SMC samples were comparable to these. The ash 
content of SMC, however, was significantly higher than those considered in Table 2.5. 
The C, H, N, Sand CI were determined for each substance, after which Htrue was calculated, and the 0 
content was established by difference. As these constituents contribute only 60-75 % of the total, the 0 
content was likely to be highly inaccurate. Other important elements were subsequently characterised by 
the elemental analysis. Approximately half of the coal tailings were composed of carbon in some form; 
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other elements, H, N, Sand 0 made up only a small proportion and there was no Cl present, which is 
advantageous in terms of the emissions that may form. Results of an ultimate analysis for coal tailings 
could not be found in the literature, so there was no basis for comparison. The results for the SMC layers 
once more suggest that they were quite similar; the N content differed the most between the two (1.74 %). 
Although Sand N were abundant, it has been found from previous literature that these should mainly be 
bound in inorganic forms, and thus using a fluidised-bed combustor will minimise the risks of forming 
NOx and SOx (Williams, 2001; Williams, et al., 2001a). The percentages of these however were 
significantly higher than other types of biomass considered in Table 2.4; conversely, the C and 0 contents 
were comparable with these other biomasses. Williams, et al. (2001 a) had corresponding results to these 
(Table 2.11), particularly for C, N, Sand Cl; the 0 content herein was slightly lower. 
The GCV of the samples were determined on an Oar' basis; the dry GCV and NCV were computed from 
these. Dried coal tailings have a moderate CV; this was comparable to sub-bituminous C coal and the 
coal tailing samples discussed in Section 2.5.3, which had a range of 16-22 MJlkg. The CVs of the two 
components of the SMC were congruous, where the substrate has slightly more energy content, 
equivalent to those of group B lignites; their CV was significantly lower than the coal tailings. As such, 
additions of SMC to the fuel pellets will lower their overall CV. These values are however similar to 
those of Williams, et al. (2001 a); in this study, the effect of high moisture contents on the CV was seen 
(Table 2.12), highlighting the need for drying these materials, which was also apparent from the results 
above. In addition to relating these to various ranks of coal, the CV s can be compared to the biomass 
fuels described in Table 2.2. The CV of the coal tailings was analogous with other types of fuels, such as 
miscanthus, pine and RDF. The CV of SMC was lower than many of the biomasses outlined, as only 
MSW and gasified wood chips had lower CVs, although previous studies of SMC have not reported this 
to be problematic. MSW, however, has a considerably lower CV than SMC and this is already used for 
energy generation, further ensuring that the moderate CV will not affect its use as a fuel. 
6.3.2 Results of the Elemental Analysis 
The results of the elemental analysis are shown in Table 6.2; averages are given, as the tests were 
repeated due to the lack of homogeneity of the materials, especially for the SMC. This analysis 
highlighted the differences between the two SMC layers, as more elements were identified. Elements that 
may cause problems during combustion were also acknowledged. Sulphur was found in significant 
concentrations, as shown by the above analysis, which may form SOx. Whilst this form of acid gas is 
thought not to form due to the inorganic origin of most of the S, the large proportion of Ca in the material 
could further minimise the fomlation of this pollutant, effectively acting in a similar manner to a sorbent 
injection; P was also found in notable amounts, however, which is known to impede this mechanism 
(Williams, et al., 2001 a; Elled, et al., 2006; Altun, et al., 2006). This relatively high concentration of S, 
in the SMC, and coal tailings to a lesser extent, however, could inhibit de Novo Synthesis, thus preventing 
the formation of dioxins and furans. as Cl was present in the SMC (Fielder, 1998). 
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ELE;\IE~T A..,\IOUNT (mg/kg) 
COAL TAILI~GS SMC SUBSTRATE SMCCASL~G 
AI 4360.0 441.5 1435.0 
As 14.8 <1 <1 
B 5.5 24.2 12.6 
Ba 231.0 65.3 77.2 
Ca 2940.0 40900.0 118500.0 
Co 9.7 1.0 0.8 
Cr 13.0 3.8 6.2 
Cu 19.0 46.1 11.7 
Fe 9700.0 1240.0 2580.0 
K 1070.0 18650.0 3685.0 
Li 10.0 1.5 2.0 
1\Ig 2410.0 4620.0 4265.0 
1\In 127.0 295.5 138.5 
1\10 2.3 4.1 0.3 
Na 450.0 2095.0 600.0 
Ni 22.8 3.2 2.2 
P 74.3 6655.0 4220.0 
Pb 12.9 2.6 5.1 
S 4180.0 23050.0 3915.0 
Si 1380.0 1620.0 1485.0 
Sr 24.1 207.5 97.2 
Ti 27.8 10.9 37.2 
V 10.4 2.3 5.2 
Y 1.7 1.2 2.0 
Zn 34.6 194.5 44.1 
Table 6.2: Table showing the amounts of various elements present in the samples. 
The presence of a range of other elements could lead to issues concerning the ash produced on 
combustion; this includes K, Na, Si, AI, Fe and P. The amount of ash in the initial materials is also high. 
Alkali metal oxides are the cause of slagging and fouling within combustors, where deposits of ash build 
up due to its lowered melting point (Jenkins, et al., 1998). K was found to be particularly concentrated in 
the SMC substrate and this could be problematic. Si in particular, but Al and Fe to lesser extents, also 
contributes to this problem if found in oxide form and were some of the more prominent elements in the 
above analysis for all three materials (Ohman, et al., 2004). It is also thought that K, Si, Cl and P can 
contribute to the agglomeration of the ash formed and as considered, these elements were found to 
predominate in these materials. (Fryda, et al., 2006). P was more ubiquitous in the SMC layers. Heavy 
metals were not especially prevalent. 
6.3.3 Results for Particle Si:e and Particle Size Distribution 
The particle sizes of 1 kg of the coal tailings and 500 g of the SMC casing were measured using standard 
sieves (Table 6.3). Some coal tailings had already formed agglomerates, distinctly altering the particle 
size distribution, thus large particles formed a substantial percentage (61 % > 1180 J,l.m) of the sample. 
Due to this agglomeration, only a third of particles were below 1 rom, with the mean particle size above 
1180 J,l.m; as such, this is not comparable to the results of Sabah, et al. (2004) and Franks, et al. (2005), 
considered in Table 2.16. The mean particle size for their samples was very small, ranging from sub-
micron to 10 J,l.m. 
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PARTICLE SIZE CLASS 
< 45 Jim 
45 Jim 
75 Jim 
106 Jim 
150 Jim 
355 Jim 
600 Jim 
850 Jim 
1000 Jim 
1180 Jim 
> 1180 (1m 
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COAL T AILI~GS (wt%) 
0.10 
2.25 
4.76 
3.79 
8.91 
4.51 
4.05 
1.65 
2.98 
5.57 
61.43 
SMC CAS~G (wt%) 
0.03 
0.18 
0.54 
1.45 
8.37 
6.02 
4.79 
1.86 
3.55 
10.01 
63.20 
Table 6.3: The particle size distribution in weight percentages of the coal tailings and SMC casing. 
There was also some agglomeration of the SMC casing, where peat particles had bound together, often 
around fibrous material (partially decomposed wood). Due to trus, there was again a large proportion of 
material above 1180 Jlm. The size distribution for the rest of the casing layer was also similar to the coal 
tailings, as a significant proportion of both were classed as 106-150 Jlm. The initiation of binding 
between particles in these materials and the subsequent onset of agglomeration were promising for their 
pelletisation; if these processes occur naturally, then with the aid of pelletisation, the pellets formed 
should be of a reasonable quality. 
The lengths of 100 SMC substrate fibres were measured (Figure 6.1). The results indicate a positive 
skew, as the majority of fibres were quite short (average 18.9 mm) although there were also a few longer 
fibres (> 60 mm). It is thought that these long fibres could become intertwined between the smaller 
particles in the pellets and enhance their strength, which may be particularly true if the pellet dimensions 
are smaller than the fibre lengths. The majority of fibres were less than 15 mm and therefore the pellet 
diameters would have to be small. The small particles in the SMC casing layer and in the coal tailings, 
coupled with the longer, flexible fibres of the SMC substrate encased in these agglomerated particles may 
enhance the strength of the pellets. 
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Figure 6.1: The particle size distribution of 100 fibres in the substrate layer of the SMC. 
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6.4 DISCUSSION OF TIlE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The analyses of the composition, such as the ultimate and elemental analysis, identified elements that 
could fonn gaseous pollutants, such as nitrogen, sulphur and chlorine, which could then produce acidic 
species in the atmosphere. Potential particulate problems were also identified, due to the high ash content 
of the materials. This issue could be exacerbated due to the presence of alkali metals and other elements 
(Si, Ai, Fe and P) in the materials if found in oxide fonn, which could result in slagging, fouling and ash 
agglomeration if these fonn metal oxides during thennal treatment. There were not however concerning 
quantities of heavy metals. Despite their vastly differing physical appearance, the two SMC layers were 
characteristically alike. 
These results also gave an indication of the combustibility of the materials by detennining the volatile and 
fixed carbon contents and were analogous to results found for a range of other fuels in the literature. The 
CV s of these fuels on a dry basis were comparable to the literature, namely those of Williams, et al. 
(200Ia) and Radloff, et al. (2004), who analysed SMC and coal tailing samples respectively. These 
values were also analogous to those of other biomasses and wastes currently used as fuels. thus there 
should not be a problem using SMC and coal tailings as fuels, once they have undergone a certain degree 
of drying, as the high moisture contents, particularly for the two SMC layers clearly had dramatic 
negative effects on the CV. High values for the moisture contents were also reported in the literature. 
Furthennore, the particle sizes of each sample were ascertained; it was found that significant 
agglomeration had already occurred in the coal tailings and SMC casing layer, which had similar particle 
size distributions. The long SMC substrate layer fibres (10-30 mm) should provide flexibility and 
strength to the pellets, where the coal tailings and casing layer can agglomerate around the intertwined 
fibres. 
6.S CONCLUSIONS 
The SMC and coal tailings were characterised by their elements, constituents and CV. The ultimate, 
proximate and elemental analyses divulged important infonnation concerning the constituents that would 
decrease the CV, specifically the moisture and ash. The CVs were acceptable to use as fuels on a dry 
basis and were comparable to the literature concerning these and other fuels, however, the moisture 
clearly needs to be significantly reduced to avoid the obvious detrimental effects to the CV. These tests 
also identified elements that may form pollutants or cause combustion problems, such as nitrogen, 
sulphur and alkali metals. These fuels would benefit from pelletisation, where the densities could be 
increased and the long SMC substrate fibres could intertwine within a matrix of agglomerated coal 
tailings and SMC casing particles. 
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7 
PELLETISATION EXPERIMENTS 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
This second experimental chapter investigates the pelletisation of the two wastes into biofuel pellets. The 
formation process of the pellets is described, along with the various methods for assessing pellet quality. 
A range of pelletisation variables that modify pellet characteristics were identified in the review of 
pelletisation theory in Section 5.8. Based on this, hypotheses were formulated relating to each case study, 
which assessed and quantified the effect of manipulating these parameters. Here, an optimum value was 
determined for each to establish the most ideal pelletisation conditions. Although the quality of pellets 
produced using these optimum values were enhanced, they were still friable - producing dust on handling 
and feeding. Ways to further improve pellet quality were subsequently examined, including the use of 
binders, elevated temperatures and steam conditioning. The experimental methodologies employed and 
the results and statistical analyses gained from these tests are outlined within this chapter. 
7.2 PELLET FOAAIATION 
Pellets were produced using a manual pelletiser (Figure 7.1), which worked on the compression principle, 
as described in Chapter 5.4.1. This pelletiser operated on the compacting sequence outlined in Figure 5.1. 
For the initial stage of the compacting sequence - charging (Figure 5.1 a) - a mass of coal tailings, SMC 
or the two combined was weighed, between 25 g and 30 g and using a funnel, was placed into the opening 
in the hollow column at the centre of the pclletiser. The stopper was then placed in the column on top of 
the material and the screw-on lid fastened. For the second stage, pressing - shown in Figure 5.1 b, the 
handle or lever was used to increase the pressure inside the 26.8 mm diameter chamber by causing the 
horizontal plate to move up, until the required pressure was achieved, indicated on the gauge; the pressure 
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indicated on this gauge is 4.06 times lower than the true pressure due to the differences in the areas of the 
piston and the ram, thus the pressures recorded were multip lied by this factor (for example: 600 psi 
reading = 2436 psi actual pressure or 16.8 MPa). A stopwatch was used to record the holding time. 
OPE ING I HOLLOW 
COLUMN TO PLACE ----a~~j 
MATERIAL "-"'-..JiY.f-'. 
ROPE HEATERS ---+-+ __ I!-V 
PRESSURE GAUGE ---
HANDLE / LEVER ----
SCREW-ON LID 
--- SHAFT 
PLATE 
PRESSURE 
RELEASE HANDLE 
Figure 7.1 : The pelletiser used to fom1 the briquettes and pellets. 
In the final stage of the compacting sequence, ejection (Figure 5.lc), the pressure was released by 
twisting the pressure release handle and the p late moved down. The screw-on lid was then removed and 
the lever was used to increase the height of the plate until the stopper emerged from the column; it was 
removed and the pellet emerged as the plate was pumped further. Once the pellet had been removed, it 
was weighed, measured and any further testing or processing took place. In most cases, this involved air-
drying the pellets, to improve properties such as the CV and the energy recovery, as considered in Section 
5.3.3. There were also rope heaters and thermocouple wires connected to the vertical haft and a gauge to 
control the temperature at which the pellet was formed . 
7.3 DATA ANALYSIS: ASSESSMENT OF PELLET QUALITY 
Once the pellets had been manufactured, key properties were tested to analyse the variation in pellet 
quality. The four criteria assessed were the pellet density (the weight-to-volume ratio), tensile strength, 
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pellet pile-up results and pellet durability, which were averaged for 5 pellets in each case. The details for 
each assessment technique are given below; these were identified in Chapter 5. 
7.3.1 Density and Tensile Strength 
Pellet density, described in Section 5.7.4, was computed by producing a ratio of pellet weight to its 
volume, in kg/m3• Tensile strength, introduced in Section 5.7.2, was assessed using the Brazilian test, 
where a Monsanto tensometer, shown in Figure 7.2, measured the force that the pellet can withstand; this 
is an indicator of cohesion (compressive strength) related to pellet size and shape. To measure this, a 
pellet was placed between the tensometer plates and held with minimum force. The measurement gauge 
was then set to zero and the handle rotated to apply pressure, where the maximum radial force was 
recorded before the pellet failed by deformation or fracture (breaking/cracking). The radial forces 
measured would be lower than the axial forces that pellets of this shape (cylindrical) could withstand. 
PLATE RELEASE 
HA DLE ---
BRIOUETTE ---
MEASUREME: ~I ~T_-1~~!!~~~~~~~i~ GAUGE -:-
(in Newtons) 
HANDLE TO II CREASE 
---THE FORCE APPLIED 
~-- PLATES 
Figure 7.2: Monsanto tensometer for testing tensile strength, wi th a coal tailing briquette example. 
Since the compressive strength was measured but the tensile strength was required, the following 
equation was employed, which utilises additional information concerning the length and diameter of the 
pellets to convert the values obtained and relate it to the shape and size of the pellet: 
TS = 2000 x CS 
1txLxd (7.1) 
where TS is the tensile trength in kPa, CS is the compressive strength gained from the tensometer tests in 
N, L is the pellet length and d is the pellet diameter, both in mm. Single factor (one-way) analysis of 
variance (A OVA) tests were completed to indicate the stati stical significance of the differences found; 
P-vallies of less than 0.01 suggest that the difference between the data sets compared were significant. 
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7.3.2 Pellet Pile-Up Tests 
The data for diameter, I enl:,>th, density and compressive strength from the above experiments were then 
manipulated to calculate the weight , number of pellets and subsequent maximum height of a pellet pile, 
relating it to the pressure and weight that the pellets at the bottom cou ld withstand. Lnitially, the overall 
bulk density of the pellets (PPcl lct in kglm.l) was required a long with the average pellet dimensions (in mm); 
from this, the mean weight per pellet (WI') in kg was calculated: 
L d 2 W - P pe llct X X 11: X 
p - 4 / 1000000 (7 .2) 
By utilising ewton's Second Law of Motion, the maximum weight, Wmax in kg, was computed: 
CS 
W max = ~ (7 .3) 
The number of pellets (P no ) in a pile of maximum height that those at the bottom could withstand was 
determined by: 
Pno. = weight per pellet (7.4) 
Using this and the pellet diameter, the maximum height of an ordered pellet pile (HI' in m) was calculated: 
H - Pno. X d I' - 100 (7.5) 
Random packing in a real pile would however result in a significantly greater depth . 
7.3.3 Determination of Durability 
The durability of pellets was assessed to detem1ine the most robust, and indicated the ability of the pellets 
to absorb mechanical shocks and withstand abrasion, friction and vibrations, simulating the conditions 
experienced during transportation and handling. For each case, five pellets (restricted by drum capacity) 
were placed in the 100 mrn x 200 mm cylinder containing a small baffle and mounted into a lathe, which 
rotated at 40 rpm (Figure 7.3) . The drum was rotated for 20 mins, a total of 800 revolutions, and the 
weight of the pellets that were intact and the larger pieces were measured at 5 minute intervals. 
LATH E 
DR M 
PELLETS 
BAFFLE ---t~ 
Figure 7.3 : The drum with bartle, mounted on the lathe, used to test pellet durability. 
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This is based on the prototype testing method of Temmerman, et al. (2004, 2006), considered in Section 
5.7.3. Whilst there are a range of other testing methods to determine pellet durability, based on the 
constraints concerning both the project scope (limitations on finances and timescale) and the materials 
(availability), this was the most suitable technique. Temmerman, et al. (2006) also explored standard 
tests, such as ASAE S269.4 and ONORM M 7135, considered in Section 5.7.3. In both cases, durability 
is expressed as the average percentage mass remaining of the total sample and therefore this was how the 
results herein were reported. The tests were also repeated for each case. 
7.3.4 Experimental kleasurement Accuracy and Error Analysis 
The accuracy of the experimental readings was likely to be the main source of error in the data obtained 
from these tests. All data collection here will have had errors to some degree regarding the measurement 
of weight (± 0.05 g), time (± 0.5 s), pressure (± 5 psi), length (± 0.5 mm), compressive strength (± 5 N) 
and moisture content (± 0.25 %), all of which will have impacted the results. For the pelletisation work 
concerning the use of elevated temperatures, steam and binders, there would also be errors concerned 
with the experimental measurement of temperature (± 0.5 0c). The equations used herein may also 
include some inaccuracies, thus the inputting of erroneous data into these may have lead to additional 
inaccuracies in the values. Moreover, data that are rounded may further increase this error. 
7.4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGIES: THE EFFECTS OF 
CHANGING THE PELLETISATION PARAMETERS 
Various aspects of pelletisation theory were considered in Section 5.8, including the identification of many 
variables that can be manipulated to modify pellet properties and characteristics. These included the initial 
and final moisture contents, the maximum pressure obtained during pelletisation, the holding time at the 
maximum pressure and the pellet composition. These parameters and the methodologies used to examine 
their effects on pellet quality are explored here, the results of which are presented in the following section. 
From these data, optimum values for the pelletisation parameters could be established. 
7.4.1 Effect of kloisture and Drying 
Moisture content is a factor that significantly affects pellet properties, as previously demonstrated. The 
moisture content was experimentally determined using the method described in Section 6.2.1. The two 
studies here investigated the effect of moisture on the density and tensile strength of coal tailing 
briquettes, as the effect of moisture and its elimination after pelletisation can significantly affect such 
properties. For the first case, briquettes were made at room temperature (RT) from wet coal tailings as 
described above in Section 7.2, and according to Table 7.1 (Case 1); the pellet properties were then 
determined using the above methods when various degrees of drying occurred, from the initial moisture 
content to when the material was air-dried: from 16 % to 6 %. Based on the literature, the hypothesis was 
that the tensile strength of briquettes would increase on drying. The second case examined the effect of 
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drying the coal tailings prior to pelletisation rather than the briquettes after manufacture; here, briquettes 
were made from coal tailings with varying moisture from an initial moisture content of 17.3 %, to 0.82 % 
after complete air-drying, according to Table 7.1 (Case 2). Pellet properties were assessed immediately 
after briquetting. The hypothesis was that wet briquettes would have a lower tensile strength. 
VARIABLE CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4 CASES CASE 6 
Moisture (%) * * 2,10 10 10 10 
Pressure (psi) 2436 2436 * 2436 2436 2436 
Holding Time (s) 20 20 20 * 20 20 
Com(!osition coal tailings coal tailings coal tailings coal tailings * *SMC 
Table 7.1: The variables used for the different case studies. 2436 psi is equivalent to 16.8 MPa. 
* indicates the parameter manipulated. 
7.4.2 Effect of Pressure 
The pressure in the pelletiser was measured using the pressure gauge, thus it could be varied to quantify 
its effects on coal tailing briquette quality. The pressure used when forming a briquette was altered for 
eight different conditions, ranging from 812 psi to 7308 psi (5.6-50.4 MPa), keeping all other variables 
constant, as outlined in Table 7.1 (Case 3). An optimum pressure could therefore be suggested that 
provided a balance between the most suitable pellet properties and minimum cost, based on energy input 
and pressure used. The hypothesis here was that the tensile strength of the briquettes would increase as 
the maximum pressure increased, although there will be a limit, after which further energy inputs would 
not result in significant density or tensile strength improvements; the aim of this case study was to 
determine this limit, and thus the optimum pelletisation pressure. The pellets were made with two 
different moisture contents; some were approximately 10 % moisture, and the rest were thoroughly air-
dried. The hypothesis for this was the same for the cases investigating the effect of moisture content. 
7.4.3 Effect of Holding Time 
The holding time was another factor that may influence briquette quality; it is also known to affect the 
density of pellets. In this experiment, briquettes were made according to Table 7.1 (Case 4) and the 
holding time at the maximum pressure was altered: from 5 seconds to one minute. From this, it was 
hoped that an optimal holding time could be determined. It was hypothesised that short holding times 
would result in reduced briquette density and tensile strengths; as holding time increased, the briquettes 
should become denser and have higher tensile strengths. It has previously been found that holding times 
over 20 seconds may have little further impact on briquette properties. From the literature, it was found 
that holding time is thought to be more significant at lower pressures. 
7.4.4 Effect of Pellet Composition 
These studies aimed to assess the quality of pellets formed using the optimum ratio of SMC to coal 
tailings and also using only SMC. The pellets in both cases were made according to Table 7.1. For the 
first part (Case 5). it was necessary to establish the ratio that gave the best possible pellet qualities. For 
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this, pellets were made of varying SMC:coal tailing ratios (from 0: 1 00 to 100:0). Pellet dimensions were 
determined to quantify expansion after pelletisation. Secondly, two conditions were used to assess the 
ro le and effect of the casing layer and whether it should be included in the pellets: (i) pellets were made 
with a mixture of both SMC layers and (ii) pellets were made using only the substrate layer, where the 
casing was removed (Case 6) . 
7.S RESULTS: EFFECT OF CHANGING THE PELLETISATION 
PARAMETERS 
The above section detailed the conditions under which the pellets were made. Many variables in the 
pelletisation process were manipulated and these were investigated to ascertain the optimum pelletisation 
conditions. Five pellets were tested for each condition within the various cases and average results were 
taken to minimise error. 95 % Confidence Limits are shown on the scatter plots; this was determined 
using the significance level (in tllis case 0 .05), the standard deviation of the data and the sample size. The 
results gained herein were compared to those outli ned in the literature discussed in Chapter 5. From the 
results of the pelletisation parameter assessment, the maximum pellet pile height was calculated for various 
cases and in addition to this, the durability of a range of pellets was determined. 
When the pellets were tested for compressive strength using the Brazilian test, there were two ways in 
which the pellet could deform. The fir t was fracturing, where the pellet cracked or broke on reaching the 
maximum force it could with tand, as shown in Figure 7.2. The second was deformation of the cross-
section; as these pellets had a circular cross- ection, they became avalon deformation at high pressures if 
they were flexible. The coal tailing briquettes deformed by cracking or breaking, whereas those 
containing SMC deformed to an oval cross-section, as the fibres were more flexible than the finer 
particles of the coal tailings; the e pellets remained intact due to the fibres which held the other particles 
together. This shows the impact of the inclusion of SMC into the pelletised mixture. 
7.5. I Effect of Moisture and Drying 
Cases I and 2 concerned the efTect of moisture on coal ta iling briquette quality. Due to the compression 
of wet coal tailing during briquetting, moisture was expelled (Figure 7.4). 
Figure 7A : Tht! l:xpubion of moisturt! during the pelletisation of wet coal tailings. 
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There were significant differences between briquettes at various stages of drying, demonstrating changes 
to their tensile strengths (Figure 7.5) . Briquettes with high moisture contents had the lowest tensile 
strength and air-dried briquettes, with the lowest moisture content (- 6 %), had significantly higher tensile 
strengths. This study showed drying is integral to fonning briquettes of sufficient quality, as 
hypothesised; this concurs with the literature discussed (Daubert, 1973; Messman, 1977; Li and Liu, 
2000; Radloff, el al., 2004). 
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For Case 2, there were physical differences between pellets made at different moisture contents (Figure 
7.6) . The wet coal tailing briquettes were dark grey-black with a dull surface, but became slightly lighter 
on drying (as seen in Case I) , whereas briquettes from air-dried coal tai lings were shiny, due to friction 
with the mould that polished the urface, as di cussed in Chapter 5.5.2 . These briquettes were lighter in 
colour and crumbly, as thi poli hing action cau ed by friction between the material and the mould wastes 
energy which could have been u ed for compaction, thus the quality was severely reduced, shown below. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7.6 : Briquettes o f: (a) wet - 10 0 0 moisture: and (b) air-dried coal tailings - 2 % moisture. 
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As hypothesised, the wettest briquettes were weak, as the moisture prevents sufficient compaction; 
additionally, the driest ones were also weak, as the plasticity of particles was reduced by low moisture 
(Figure 7.7) . This clearly shows the effect of initial briquette moisture. The optimum moisture content 
was 10-11 %. An appropriate moisture content at briquette formation followed by drying was vital -
often the most influential facto r, as found in many literary sources (Kleinebudde and Lindner, 1993; Li 
and Liu, 2000; Mani, et al. , 2006). The den ity decreased as moisture was removed from the pellets, and 
there was littl e variation in the density for each condition. 
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7.5.2 Effect of Pressure 
Coal tailing briquettes were fonned at two different moisture contents (2.24 and 9. 15 %) and a range of 
different pressures; the results for these tests are shown in Figure 7.8. There was a very strong correlation 
between the tensile strength and compaction pres ure, as shown by the R2 values. As hypothesised, there 
does become a point, however, when the increase in tensil e strength is minimal compared to the increase 
in pressure. This wa approximately 6000 p i (41 MPa) for the drier briquettes; this is still classed as low 
pressure pelleti ation (Rie ' chel, 1963). At thi s point , the energy and cost of producing a significantly 
higher pressu re would result in a f3irly ma ll improvement in the tensile strength, and thus using 
pressures above thi s would not be economica l. Furthermore, there was also a clear trend between density 
and pre sure. (ncrea ing the briquetting pressure ensured greater densities for both moisture contents . 
There was al 0 a trong relation hip between pellet density and tensi le strength (Figure 7.9), as the 
binding wa likely to be tronger when particles were forced closer together. This may be influenced by 
the particle' pia ticity, particubrly if the materi31s were pelletised at their optimum moisture content, 
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thus there were differences in the relationships for varying moistures, indicating a different association. 
For low moistures , the trend appeared linear, whereas for the higher moisture content pellets the trend 
was polynomial order 2, though the ignificance of the correlations were similar and strong, as shown by 
the high R2 values on Figure 7.9. This howed a distinct and strong relationship between the variables, 
where the ideal pressure can significantly improve briquette quality, as considered by Rieschel (1963), Li 
and Liu (2000), Lehtikangas (200 I), Obemberger and Thek (2004) and Rhen, et al. (2005) among others; 
this optimal pressure is where a balance of briquette quality and cost (based on energy expenditure) is 
achieved. Lower pressures could be u ed with the application of a suitable binder. 
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7.5.3 Effect of Holding Tim e 
Fifteen coal tailing pellets were made according to the briquetting conditions outlined in Table 7.1. The 
results, presented in Figure 7.10, how the expected re lationship between holding time and density, where 
as ho lding time lengthens the den ity of the briquettes increase; this is, however, a fairly negligible effect, 
with only small increases in density . The relationship between the tensile strength and the holding time is 
less obvious, but the increase in strength at lower holding times may be affected by compaction speeds, 
which could be faster here. The results from Case 4 were not as significant as the literature suggests for 
other pelletised substances, and therefore this variable is not considered as important as those above 
(Jones, 1969 ; Li and Liu, 2000) . 
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7.5.4 Effect of Pellet Composition 
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This section aimed to establish the optimum ratio of SMC and coal tailings based on the tensile strength 
of the pellets formed. For this ca e tudy, the biofuel pellets were made according to the conditions 
outlined in Table 7.1 and ection 7.4.4 above; these pellets of various SMC-to-coal tailing ratios were 
dried and te ted for tensi Ie trength. Figure 7.1 1 represents this data graphically. The trend for the tensile 
strength of the pellets shows a distinct curve with a strong correlation. At low and high percentages of 
SMC, the ten ile trength was low; the optimum ratio of SMC-to-coal tailings based on the tensile 
st rength i about 50:50 wt%. hown by the confidence limits for this case, the variation in tensile 
strength increa es \: ith variation of its cont nt. The pliability of the pellets is enhanced by the additions 
of SMC, which make them far more able to withstand higher pressures. probably brought about by the 
flexibility of the fibre and the coal tailing' ability to bind to these. 
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Furthennore, all the pellets containing SMC, no matter what their composition, expanded to some extent 
after pelletisation and cracks were cl arly visible (Figure 7. 12). As these cracks were already present in 
the structure prior to te ting, the pellets were able to withstand greater tensile strengths before they broke 
further. Defonnation of the structure did occur where particularly high tensile strengths were reached, 
al though the pellets remained coherent. As the proportion of SMC increases, however, there were 
considerable den ity changes . The pellets al 0 lengthened w ith increasing amounts of SMC and thus their 
density decreased, as shown. 
Figure 7.12 : Fuel pellets of various lC:coal tailing ratio : left - 50:50 wt% ratio, centre - 20:80 wt% and 
right - 30:70 wt%. 
Pellets of the S IC and M ub trate were also compared and were made according to Table 7.1 and 
their density and ten ile tr ngth were measured after ai r-dryi ng. The results for these two test conditions 
are shown in Figure 7.13 . can b seen, the tensile strength of the pellets containing only the SMC 
substrate wa ignificantly greater, a were their densitie ; the 95 % confidence limits, however, show 
that there wa al greater variation for these pellets than those with the casing layer included. 
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Figure 7.1 3: The tensile strengths and densities of SMC and SMC substrate pellets - Case 6. 
The material characterisation also aided the evaluation of the inclusion of the casing layer in the pellets, 
particularly the assessments of the CY and ash content. This, coupled with the results from Case 6, 
suggests that the inclusion of the casing layer does not enhance pellet properties and therefore the 
removal of this should be considered for the fina l pellets, if possible. The casing layer does not appear to 
provide any fonn of additional binding, whereas the coal tailings could perfonn this function. 
Furthennore, the CY of the casing is lower than for the other components and the ash content is also high; 
thus, there are many reasons why the inclusion of this casing layer may be detrimental to a number of 
pellet qualities . Although the removal of the casing layer has its advantages, there are also several 
reasons why its inclusion is necessary; it is not easy to separate the two SMC layers and therefore 
contamination of the substrate may occur. Additionally, the removal of this layer will mean it requires 
disposal. Consequently, the casing layer is likely to remain in the pellets and the properties will hopefully 
be improved by the additions of coal tai lings, which enhances the CY. 
7.5.5 Overall Comparison of Pellet Pile-Up Studies and Durability 
As a variety of SMC, coal tailing and SMC-coal tailing pellets had been manufactured in the above cases, 
severa l were selected for pellet pile-up calculations and durability testing, perfom1ed using the methods 
described in Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3. For the pellet pile-up studies, previously determined data was 
ut ilised to detennine the maximum height of pellet pi les, computed by employing Equations 7.2-7.5. 
Table 7.2 shows the various heights of the piles for different pellets, which compares: I = pellets made 
with the optimum moi ture content and SMC:coa l tai li ng ratio; 2 = pellets made using the optimum 
moisture and pressure; 3 = wet pellets; 4 = air-dried pellets; 5 = SMC only pellets; and 6 = SMC substrate 
only pellet. or these, hi gh pressure coal tailing pellets and the substrate only pellets (2 and 6) could 
withstand the greate t hei ght, in excess of 30 m; the optimum pellets were better than the other cases 
considered, particularl y ca e 3 and 4, where only coal tailings was used. 
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VARIABLES AN D PARAMETERS 2 3 4 5 6 
Initial Moisture Content (% ) 10.5 - 10 16.3 16.0 - 15 - 15 
Drying yes yes no yes yes yes 
Pre sure (psi) 2700 6000 2700 2700 2700 2700 
Composition (SMC:Coal Tailings) 50:50 0: 100 0: 100 0: 100 100:0 substrate 
L, Pellet Length (mm) 43.0 43.2 31.8 32.0 56.7 57. 7 
Pp, Density (kg/m") 1083.7 1367.9 1483 .3 137 1.0 66 1.4 689 .7 
Compress ive Strength (kPa) 134.3 421.7 59. 1 93 .2 92.5 277.1 
W, Weight (kg) 11.9 43.0 7.1 9.5 9.4 28.3 
Weight/Pellet (kg) 0.026 0.033 0.027 0.025 0.02 1 0.022 
Pno., Number of Pellets 451.7 1290.4 266. 1 384.4 445.9 1258.7 
H p , HEIGHT OF PELLET PILE (m) 12.10 34.58 7.13 10.30 11.95 33.73 
Table 7.2 : Results for !.he maximum heights of various types of pellet piles. 
The durability of a selection of pellets made under various conditions was detennined using the rotating 
cylinder shown in Figure 7.3. From some preliminary experimentation using the drum, it was found that 
the pellets did not rotate and were therefore not subj ected to mechanical shock; they simply sat in the 
bottom of the cylinder and were gradually abraded. Due to this, a small baffle was added to increase the 
quantity and magnitude of mechanical shocks experienced by the pellets, although abrasion was sti ll seen 
to some extent. The results of these tests are shown in Table 7.3. 50:50 SMC-coal tailing pellets were 
reasonably durable, where about 30 % mass was removed after 20 mins in the drum. Other pellets were 
tested for comparison and included straw pellets using the pelletiser described above and corrunercially 
produced extruded wood pellets (Figure 7.14), wruch were both rughly durable, losing less than 2 % of 
their mass after 10 mins. The most durable pellets from this test were ones made from SMC, where those 
produced at hi gher pres ures were more durable, where other pelletisation variables were kept the same. 
MATERIAL 
Straw 
Wood 
SMC 
SMC 
Coal Tailings 
Coal Tailing 
20% SMC 
Coal Tailings 
50% SMC 
Coal Tailings 
PELLETISA T10~ CONDIT IONS 
dry, 2440 psi ( 16.8 MPa) 
extruded 
dry, 4870 psi (33 .6 MPa) 
dry. 2440 psi ( 16.8 [Pal 
wet, 2440 p i ( 16.8 MPa) 
dry, 2440 psi ( 16.8 MPa) 
2440 psi ( 16.8 MPa) 
dry, 4 70 psi (33 .6 MPa) 
2440 psi ( 16.8 MPa) 
dry. 1220 psi (8.4 MPa) 
DURAB ILITY: % MASS REMAlNL'\fG 
98.88 
98.83 
98 .28 
92 .96 
88 .18 
79.71 
79 .13 
75.93 
71.14 
66.75 
Table 7.3 : The effects of pe llet c mpos ition and pelletisation conditions on durab ility. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
Figure 7. 1.t : A se lec tion of pellets u~ed fo r durability tests: (a) ex truded wood pellet; (b) coa l tailing briquette 
at 244 0 psi (16 . MPa): (c) coal tailing briquette at 4870 p ' i (33 .6 MPa); (d) an SMC pellet at 2440 p i; 
(e) M pellet at 4870 psi and (t) straw pellet. 
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7.5.6 Optimum Values/or the Pelletisation Variables Tested 
From the above tests, optimum values can be determined for each pelletisation variable, upon which 
further examinations into pellet quality can be based. Optimum pellets can be manufactured by 
employing the most ideal conditions for each of the following variables: initial moisture; degree of 
drying; maximum pressure achieved during compression; and SMC-coal tailing ratio. The holding time 
was shown not to be as influential for these materials as others considered in the literature. 
Pellets made from either wet or dry materials had low tensile strengths; if wet pellets were air-dried, they 
became significantly stronger, withstanding much greater forces (tensile strengths up to 125 kPa) and 
were more durable than those that were still moist. An initial moisture of 10-11 % followed by air drying 
appears optimal for these pellets. Pressure was also an important influence on pellet quality. At least 
2500 psi (17.2 MPa) was needed for pellets to be of significant quality (tensile strengths over 100 kPa). 
Greater pressures, up to 6000 psi (up to 41.4 MPa), resulted in much stronger pellets (tensile strength of 
350 kPa), although this would also require much greater energy inputs. The optimum SMC:coal tailing 
ratio was determined to be 50:50 wt%, as the intertwined fibres in the SMC substrate provided flexibility 
within a matrix of the SMC casing layer and coal tailing particles. The addition of the fibres to the coal 
tailing pellets was beneficial in that it allowed deformation rather than breakage of the pellets when under 
pressure, thus they remained in tact. Pellets of mainly SMC or coal tailings were weaker by comparison 
(60 and 95 kPa respectively compared to 115 kPa). Durability tests showed that pellets formed at high 
pressures and then air-dried were most durable. Whilst pellets with improved characteristics could be 
produced by optimising the pelletisation process, the product was still found to generate dust on handling, 
thus ways in which pellet quality could be further improved were required. A variety of methods were 
assessed, comprising the inclusion of binders, additions of steam (conditioning the materials prior to 
pelletisation) and pelletisation at elevated temperatures, which were also considered in Chapter 5. 
7.6 EXPERIl\lENTAL l\lETIIODOLOGIES: THE EFFECT OF 
BINDING AGENTS ON PELLETISATION 
As stated above, pellet composition is a key influence on pellet properties; this includes the addition of a 
binder. Particle agglomeration mechanisms and the use of binders were discussed in Section 5.5. This 
section considers the impacts on pellet quality for the addition of two binders - caustic soda and starch. 
7.6.1 Review and Selection 0/ Binders 
7.6.1.1 Inorganic Binder: Caustic Soda 
Caustic soda (CAS 1310-73-2) - also known as anhydrous sodium hydroxide or NaOH - was the first 
binding agent to be identified for the pelletisation of SMC and coal tailings. This inorganic alkali binder 
is thought to be both cost-effective and efficient in performing this function (Yoo and Jo, 2003). Some 
literature reports the results of pelletisation tests which include the use of NaOH, although only one is 
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specifically related to fuel pelletisation. Zhang, et al. (2001) examined a range of biomass treatments to 
form a binder for lignite briquettes, as considered in Section 5.9.3 and depicted in Figure 5.15. 
McManus, et al. (1975) used different alkalis (NaOH and KOH) to treat roughages that are fed to sheep; 
although the primary aim was to improve the nutrient value of the feed pellets, significant improvements 
in pellet quality were also noted, namely pellet hardness. It was initially found that ground Lucerne 
treated with the alkalis (0, 3 or 6 %) during pelletisation formed harder pellets. Furthermore, additional 
experiments discovered that rice hulls treated with differing amounts of NaOH spray and then pelletised 
with untreated ground Lucerne became increasingly hard, proportional to the amount ofNaOH used. Yoo 
and Jo (2003) have also tested NaOH as a binder. The strength of flyash pellets was improved with 
additions of both alkali and acidic binders, including NaOH, particularly when sintered at high 
temperatures; such binders were also found to be economic. A range of organic (methyl cellulose and 
polyvinyl alcohol) and inorganic (lime and cement) binders were also tested, but were not practical. 
7.6.1.2 Organic Binder: Starch 
Starch, (CJIIOOS)x, was the second binder (CAS 9005-25-8). This is an organic material, the molecular 
structure of which is shown in Figure 7.l5. It is often used as a biological binding agent for a variety of 
purposes; it has pharmaceutical applications, as well as uses in fuel and animal feed pelletisation, many of 
which are considered below. Other applications of starch in a binding context involve its use in laser-
induced breakdown spectroscopy, due to the role of matrix effects (Gondal, et al., 2007). 
Figure 7.15: The molecular structure of a starch monomer (C6H IOOS)n that link together, forming the starch 
polymer chain. 
Source: chemBlink (2008) 
Thomas and van der Poe 1 (1996) and Thomas, et al. (1997; 1998) considered the physical quality of 
pelletised animal feed, based on hardness and durability, where starch was used as a binder. The binding 
was thought to be due to the solubilisation and crystallisation of components, such as starch, but also fats 
and sugars. It was found that the gelatinisation of the tapioca starch is one of the functional causative 
factors affecting pellet quality; this gelatinisation was caused by the physico-chemical changes by 
additions of heat and/or water, which enhanced the binding, subsequently leading to improved pellet 
quality. It was also seen that raw protein enhanced pellets, yet fats did not. In addition to these studies, 
starch has also been considered as a binder in the context of fuel pelletisation, for both coal and biomass. 
Burchill, et al. (1994) used molasses and modified starch to briquette coal; combined with DC nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, favourable curing regimes were acquired to enhance briquette 
properties. Mehta and Parekh (1996) found that a suitable binder was needed to make the pelletisation of 
ultra-fine clean coal economical. Asphalt emulsion, com starch and Brewax were investigated for this 
purpose. Asphalt emulsion and starch were not effective, although the Brewax produced pellets that were 
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acceptable, according to the minimum quality requirements. Tabil, et al. (1997) evaluated the 
performance of different binders, with the aim of improving the quality of alfalfa pellets, to reduce the 
production of dust during transportation and handling. A range of binders were compared: 
lignosulfonate, bentonite, pea starch, collagen protein and hydrated lime. All enhanced the durability and 
hardness of low-quality chop, but did not improve the durability of the medium or high quality alfalfa. 
Further testing revealed that just 0.5 % of pea starch or hydrated lime could increase pellet durability. 
More recently, Obernberger and Thek (2004) tested various densified biomass fuels (pellets for 
combustion) from across Europe, to investigate pellet quality and European standards for pellet 
production in this context. The pellet parameters that were analysed included dimensions, density, ash 
content, CV, ultimate analysis and the determination of heavy metals; additionally, the starch content was 
established to provide an indication of the inclusion of biological binding agents during pellet production. 
The average starch content for dry wood pellets was found to be 0.22 wt%, where the maximum was 
determined to be 1.25 wt%. The starch was included to aid binding of the particles, to obtain higher 
abrasion resistance and to reduce the cost of pelletisation. They concluded that biological binders such as 
starch need only be used in small quantities (up to 2 wt%) in the production of fuel pellets. Jannasch, et 
al. (n.d.) state that starch could be utilised to improve biofuel pellet quality at a 'modest' cost. 
7.6.2 Experimental Conditions 
The literature above shows only a small percentage of both caustic soda and starch are required to impact 
pellet quality, which was assessed here. SMC-coal tailing pellets were made according to the optimum 
pelletisation conditions for these wastes outlined in Section 7.5.6, at 6000 psi (41.4 MPa). Seven 
different conditions were tested; the first was the control, where no binder was added. Additional pellets 
were made with varying quantities of the two binders: 0.5, 1 and 2 wt% of either the caustic soda or 
starch. The density, tensile strength and durability were evaluated and pellet pile-up studies determined 
the weight withstanding ability for each, as described above. 
The caustic soda was in pellet form and required crushing prior to being mixed with the fuels. It had a 
minimum purity of 97.5 %, with small amounts of potassium (0.1 %) and carbonate (2 %) impurities. 
Care must be taken when handling NaOH, particularly when it comes into contact with moisture, due to 
its corrosive nature. It is thus classed as a hazardous chemical (Health and Safety Executive, 2008). A 
powdered maize-based starch was used here. Initially in powder form, it was mixed with a small amount 
of water to form a paste before being thoroughly incorporated into the SMC-coal tailing mixture. 
7.7 RESULTS: TIlE EFFECT OF BINDERS ON PELLETISATION 
Up to 1 wt% of both binders improved the tensile strength, but further additions weakened the pellets 
(Figure 7.16). Although opposite trends are seen for the density in both cases, the 95 % Confidence 
Limits overlap, suggesting that there is likely to be little statistical difference between the results. 
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Figure 7.16 : Graphs showing the impac ts on the tensile strength and density of SMC-coal tailing pellets for 
(a) the starch binder and (b) the caustic soda binder. 95 % Confidence Limits are shown as error bars. 
The caustic soda should be ab le to bond to the materials to aid agglomeration and improve pellet quality, 
however, as seen, this was not as effective as the starch binder (Zhang, et al., 200 I). Starch, which 
appeared better able to provide this binding functio n and increased the tensi le strength more so than the 
caustic soda, was thought to assist particle cohesion by solub ilisation and crystallisation within the pellet, 
in addition to physico-chemica l changes through additions of water (- 5 ml addition per 1.25 g of starch 
used here) and/or heat, which is considered below (Thomas and van der Poel, 1996; Thomas, et al., 1997, 
1998). As seen from the 95 % ontidence Limits in Figure 7. 16, there were noteworthy variations in the 
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results, due to the lack of homogeneity in the materials. Consequently, single factor ANOV A tests were 
used to assess the significance in the differences between the conditions; 0, 0.5 and 1.0 wt % of the 
binders were compared. The only significant difference was found to be for tensile strength, using 0 and 
1.0 wt% of starch. Using only a small amount of these binders is beneficial, as quality can be 
dramatically improved with minimal costs, making these binders economical. 
Pellet pile heights were then established (Table 7.4). Both binders could be used to improve the pellet 
properties and increase the heights of pellet piles. Larger improvements were noted with additions of the 
starch binder, compared to the caustic soda. The height of the pellet pile could be increased, almost 
doubled using 1 wt% of starch, without damaging those at the bottom. Based on these results, the 
optimum percentage of each binder (1 wt%) was chosen and pellets were made to assess their durability. 
Pellets made with caustic soda were the most durable (with 40.4 % mass remaining after 20 mins), 
whereas starch slightly decreased the durability of pellets (31.9 %) compared to those without a binder 
(32.8 %). Pellet durability with the addition of a binder is considered further below. 
VARIABLES AND 
BINDER(%) 
PARAMETERS None Caustic Soda Starch 
0.00 0.50 1.00 2.00 0.50 1.00 2.00 
Pressure (psi) 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 
Pellet Length (mm) 33.8 38.7 38.6 39.4 36.4 37.6 36.5 
Density (kg/mJ) 1224 1162 1172 1169 1187 1148 1190 
Compressive Strength (N) 332 531 587 461 540 650 407 
Weight (kg) 33.9 54.2 59.9 47.0 55.1 66.3 41.5 
Number of Pellets 1449 2139 2347 1811 2262 2725 1693 
Hei~ht of Pellet Pile (m) 38.85 57.33 62.92 48.55 60.62 73.05 45.39 
Table 7.4: The maximum heights of 50:50 SMC-coal tailing pellet piles using caustic soda and starch 
binders. 6000 psi is 41.4 MPa. 
7.8 EXPERIl\IENTAL METHODOLOGIES: EFFECT OF STEAM 
AND ELEVATED TEMPERATURES ON PELLETISATION 
As steam and elevated temperatures are often used to aid the agglomeration of particles during 
pelletisation, these were therefore the focus of additional research, presented here. A thorough 
examination of the effects of pelletisation at elevated temperatures on the quality of SMC-coal tailing 
pellets was conducted, along with the steam conditioning of these two wastes to further improve the 
quality of pellets. The primary aim of this was to evaluate a range of temperatures and varying amounts 
of steam additions prior to pelletisation and the impacts of these on pellet quality. 
7.8.1 Use of Elevated Temperatures 
The effect of temperature is often an important factor in pelletisation. Elevating the temperature may 
facilitate the agglomeration of particles. especially if a heat-softening binder has been applied or is 
inherent to the substance (Moore, 1965). Moreover, high temperature pelletisation is preferred for certain 
materials. particularly if a binder is not used. This was considered in more detail in Section 5.8.1.3. 
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7.8.2 Use of Steam 
Steam pelletisation is where steam is introduced to the materials prior to compression or extrusion to 
condition the material. When steam pelletisation is an option, there are three main factors that need to be 
considered: (i) that an adequate volume/quantity of steam can be supplied; (ii) that the steam can be 
delivered at a controlled pressure; and (iii) that the water introduced with the steam can be suitably 
removed (Robinson, 1971). The first of these factors means that the size of the boiler needs to be 
determined, which is dependent on the feedrate of the feedstock and the moisture that is to be added 
during steam conditioning. Robinson (1971) states that, in general, high-pressure boilers are preferred to 
low-pressure systems, particularly for pellet mills, as different steam pressures can be produced, based on 
the material characteristics and furthermore, smaller equipment can be installed. 
Various studies have investigated this use of steam, with the principal aim of enhancing pellet quality; 
this has been considered in the context of fuel pellets and animal feeds. For fuel pelletisation, this mainly 
concerned biomass, where steam can soften components, such as lignin or cellulose, and enhance their 
flexibility, as with elevated temperature. This in tum aids particle agglomeration and binding, improving 
pellet quality. Furthermore, steam can act as a lubricant to ease pelletisation. Dry or wet steam can be 
utilised for this purpose, depending on the moisture required for pelletisation. Jannasch, et al. (n.d.) 
studied how the binding quality and durability of switchgrass biofuel pellets could be improved using 
high-temperature steam to activate natural binders within the biomass and aid lubrication. This decreased 
energy consumption. It was also found that although water had similar effects, it was less pronounced 
than for steam. Lehtikangas (2000) also investigated the additions of steam to sawdust, logging residues 
and bark pellets. Good quality pellets could be formed using high-temperature steam pre-treatment and 
long holding times at high pressures. This achieved the maximum softening of biomass components, 
which resulted in excellent agglomeration. Alakangas and Paju (2002) considered the effect of additives 
on wood pellets. They state that steam is the most general additive for pelletisation applications, either in 
dry or superheated fonn, added to the raw feed material in the mixing chamber to add heat without excess 
moisture. This heats and softens the lignin present in the wood, which may melt and help bind the 
particles, leading to a stronger, tougher product and reduced wear on the mould. 
Briefly examining this for animal feeds, Skoch, et al. (1981, 1983) investigated the impacts of steam 
conditioning for pelleted poultry and pig feeds. It was found in both instances that additions of steam 
prior to pelletisation improved durability during transportation and handling. The steam did not damage 
the starch present in the material, which is beneficial, as this is also known to enhance agglomeration. 
Additionally, steam significantly increased the production rates. The decrease in mechanical friction 
between the mould and feed material was brought about by the lubrication effect of the steam, which 
meant that electricity consumption during pelletisation was reduced. However, the overall energy 
consumption increased by approximately 17 %, with more noteworthy increases as the steam temperature 
was raised. Robinson (1971) also discusses similar advantages of the steam pelletisation of animal feeds; 
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these included increased production, reduced wear to the mould and improved pellet quality, in terms of 
strength and breakage. Cutlip, et al. (2008) found that the pellet quality of broiler feed was improved 
using high temperature (82.2-93.3 0c) and pressure (138-552 kPa) steam. 
The use of steam to improve pellet quality has been used with great success for a range of applications by 
activating the natural (inherent) binders, such as lignin, in the variety of biomasses that are pelletised in 
this way. It often leads to an overall cost increase however; Thek and Obernberger (2004) considered the 
implications of steam conditioning on the cost of wood pellet production, concluding that a 4 wt% 
addition of steam incurred a small increase in costs compared to the total for pelletising this material. 
7.8.3 Experimental Conditions 
As SMC is composed primarily of straw, lignin could be present, which may soften and act as a binder at 
elevated temperatures. Two 250 W rope heaters (OMEGA FGR-060) surround the vertical shaft of the 
mechanical pelletiser and were set to a specific temperature, using a control gauge (Figure 7.1). 
Pelletisation of SMC and 50:50 wt% SMC:coal tailing mixtures at room temperature, RT (15-20 0c), was 
compared to four elevated temperatures, ranging from 45°C to 125°C, at 6000 psi (41.4 MPa), to assess 
the effects on pellet quality. Pellets were made with a slightly higher moisture content (-15 % compared 
to 10-11 %) to mitigate the effect of drying caused by the heating of the material. The modifications to 
pellet quality were established by determining the density, tensile strength and durability, and comparing 
the pellet pile-up results, as before. The literature in Section 7.6.1 also described how the use of elevated 
temperatures coupled with a binder could further enhance pellet properties and improve their quality. For 
these reasons, pelletisation of the SMC-coal tailing mixture with I wt% of each binder was undertaken at 
the optimum temperature determined from this study. 
Since the pelletisation of biofuels and other biomasses with steam additions has proved to enhance pellet 
quality, as described above, equipment that can inject super-heated steam into the feed material was 
developed. A 200 mm-diameter stainless steel conditioning chamber was constructed, to which a steam 
generator (Electrolux Z350A Enviro Steam Gun) was connected. This produced steam at 120°C and 
around 2.5 bar (250 kPa), with maximum steam production at 45 gr/min. The conditioning chamber was 
pre-heated to ensure that the steam produced from the generator did not condense onto the surfaces. The 
pelletiser chamber was also heated to further ensure minimum condensation. These components are 
pictured in Figure 7.17. The steam temperature used here was greater than those used by Cutlip, et al. 
(2008), although the pressure was similar. 
The SMC and coal tailings were dried to approximately 5 % moisture and then mixed thoroughly in a 
50:50 wt% ratio. Six SMC-coal tailing samples were conditioned for varying lengths of time, ranging 
from 2.5 mins (150 s) to IO minutes (600 s). After this, the material was transferred to the pelletisation 
rig, the chamber of which was heated to ensure that the material was not cooled and the moisture 
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condensed. The material was then pelletised according to the optimum conditions outlined above, 
followed by complete air-drying to remove the moisture added during steam conditioning. Pellets were 
also analysed where no steam conditioning had taken place. Pellet quality was assessed as above. 
PRE-HEATED 
CONDITIO ING ---
CHAMBER 
STAN D 
CONTROL BOX ---
HEATED 
PELLETISATIOI 
CHAM BER 
STEAM GENERATOR 
Figure 7.1 7: Experimental set-up for the steam conditioning chamber and pelletisation rig. 
7.9 RESULTS: EFFECT OF ELEVATED TEMPERATURES AND 
STEAM ON PELLETISATION 
7.9.1 Effect of Pelletisation at Elevated Temperatures 
Pellets made at a range of elevated temperatures were compared to those made under the same conditions 
at room temperature (15-20 °C). As seen on Figure 7.18, pellet quality was improved in terms of density 
and tens ile strength with temperature elevations. This was true for both pellet compositions, although 
was more pronounced for the SMC, as the largest improvements were seen here. As explored above, it is 
thought that the lignin and cellulose present in the biomass - in this case, the straw component of the 
SMC substrate - softens to aid the agglomeration of particles by filling void spaces within the densified 
pellet, which then cools and solidifies. This is thought to be similar to the effects of the tar-binding 
mechanism during the pell ti sa tion of coals at elevated temperatures (Jones, 1969). Based on these 
resul ts, the optimum pelletisat ion temperature is around 75 °C, although vast improvements were seen at 
j ust 45 °C, particularly for the SMC, as there wou ld be a la rger proportion of lignin and cellulose present. 
Additional temperature increases (up to 125 °C) appeared to be detrimental to pellet quality. 
The Confidence Limits on Figure 7.18 show the variation in the results was large, particularly for the 
tensi le strengths of the S IC pellets, although the averages suggest sizeable differences between the 
temperatures tested; thi varia tion i primarily due to the heterogeneity of the materials. As such, 
ANOV A tests were completed to asse the statistical differences between the improvements in densities 
and tensi le trength of pellets made at RT, 45 °C and 75 0c. Despite the apparent large variation in 
results, particula rly in the ten ile strengt hs, the ANOV tests indicated there were statistically-significant 
differences between the densities and tensi le strengths of SMC pellets made at RT and 45 °C, and also 
between those made at RT and 75 o . 0 difference was found however between those made at 45 °C 
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and 75 DC, indicating that 45 DC could be used to similar effect, but with incurring fewer costs. The 
results for SMC-coal tailing pellets showed no statistical differences in the densities or tensile strengths at 
any temperatures. 
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Figure 7. 18: Plo ts of the t:ffl!ct of pellet is at ion temperature on the tensi le strength and density of (a) SMC 
pellets and (b) I -c al tailing pellets . 95% Confidence Limits are shovln as error bars. 
The maximum height f the pellet piles were computed (Table 7.5) . As suggested by the tensile 
strengths and densitie , pellets made at elevated temperatures (45 and 75 DC) should be able to withstand 
significantly higher pellet piles without being damaged. SMC pellets perfonned consistently better than 
the mixture of the e \Va te" particularly at 75 DC, where pellets are thought to be able to withstand 
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heights in excess of 300 m. Piles of this magnitude would obviously not be practicable, but indicate that 
storing these pellets in piles would not be detrimental to their quality. This temperature also considerably 
increased the pile height for SMC-coal tailing pellets, though not to the same extent. As seen from Table 
7.5, high tensile strengths are required to stack the pellets, although depending on the type of storage, 
durability may also be a factor, particularly during delivery to the storage facility. There are a range of 
storage options for such pellets; these include: (i) simple open/covered stores, which are cheap and fuel 
delivery is straightforward; (ii) underground bunkers, which make fuel delivery easy but are only 
economic for large-scale systems; (iii) hook-lift bins, which are practical if there is restricted storage 
space but can cause difficulties with delivery; and (iv) hoppers, which complicate delivery options and 
require specific machinery, but are often used when there is limited space available (Hodsman and 
Smallwood, 2004). The use of any of these would restrict the maximum pile height and thus the optimum 
would be lower than both the maximum heights calculated here and that limited by the storage facility. 
VARIABLES A.~D PELLETISA TION TEMPERATURE (oq 
PARAMETERS RT 45 75 100 125 RT 45 75 100 125 
SMC:Coal Tailings 100:0 100:0 100:0 100:0 100:0 50:50 50:50 50:50 50:50 50:50 
Pellet Length (mm) 38.1 34.9 37.7 33.8 38.8 33.8 35.9 33.8 33.5 38.2 
Density (kg/m) 965 1195 1200 1238 1168 1224 1232 1243 1308 1204 
Compressive Strength (N) 675 2440 2960 2630 2490 332 710 930 770 575 
Weight (kg) 69.0 249.0 302.0 268.4 254.1 33.9 72.5 94.9 78.6 58.7 
N umber of Pellets 3322 10581 11835 11376 9948 1449 2905 4000 3174 2261 
Height of Pellet Pile (m) 89.0 283.6 317.2 304.9 266.6 38.9 77.9 107.2 85.1 60.6 
Table 7.5: Results for the maximum heights of pellet piles at elevated temperatures, comparing SMC pellets 
and SMC-coal tailing pellets. 
Durability experiments compared pellets made at room temperature to those made at the optimum and 
elevated temperatures, 75°C and 125°C respectively, for both SMC and SMC-coal tailing mixtures 
(Table 7.6). Pellets made at 75°C were more durable, losing significantly less mass over time, for both 
compositions compared to those made at room temperature. As above, further heating does not produce 
additional improvements in pellet quality, thus extreme heating (-125°C) of the materials is 
disadvantageous, both in terms of pellet quality and energy expenditure. SMC pellets were more durable 
than the mixture, which was also reflected in the results of the tests above. 
RT 
75 
125 
DL'RABILITY: % MASS REMAI~l~G 
S:\IC SMC-Coal Tailings 
78.57 32.54 
93.96 54.85 
76.25 22.40 
Table 7.6: Durability of SMC and SMC-coal tailing pellets made at elevated temperatures. 
These studies demonstrated that pelletisation at elevated temperatures was beneficial to pellet quality in 
terms of density, tensile strength, pellet pile-up and durability for these materials. At these temperatures, 
it was thought that any lignin present in the SMC softened and acted as a binder - there was a clear 
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thennal effect on these materials. Increasing the temperature beyond 75°C, however did not further 
improve pellet quality and possibly led to lignin degradation. As lower temperatures are cheaper to 
maintain, slight temperature increases are convenient in tenns of pelletisation costs and pellet quality. 
7.9.2 Effect of Pel/etisation at Elevated Temperatures with a Binder 
Based on the optimum temperature (75°C) and the optimum amount of binder (l wt%), tests were carried 
out to investigate the combination of these, to see if further improvements could be made to pellet quality. 
The use of the binders coupled with elevated temperatures produced improvements in pellet quality 
compared to the use of these binders alone, although pelletisation using only elevated temperatures was 
generally superior (Table 7.7). Durability and density, however, were seen to improve for both binders at 
75°C. ANOV A tests showed that the improvements seen with the use of temperature and the binders 
(compared to the binders used at room temperature) was only significant for density, not tensile strength. 
BINDER 
A)IOUNTOF TE:\IP DENSITY TS (kPa) MAX: HEIGHT OF DUR~ILITY: % BI~DER (%) (0C) (kg/m3) PILE (m) MASS REMAI~L~G 
0.0 RT 1224.1 233 38.85 32.79 
Caustic 1.0 RT 1171.6 360 62.92 40.38 
Soda 0.0 75 1242.7 609 107.21 54.85 
1.0 75 1285.7 400 63.64 62.17 
0.0 RT 1224.1 233 38.85 32.79 
Starch 1.0 
RT 1147.5 411 73.05 31.94 
0.0 75 1242.7 609 107.21 54.85 
1.0 75 1296.1 463 72.88 67.57 
Table 7.7: Results for density, tensile strength, pellet pile-up and durability ofSMC-coal tailing pellets made 
with a binder at elevated temperatures. 
7.9.3 Effect of Steam Pel/etisation 
Pellets were manufactured using a 50:50 wt% ratio of SMC:coal tailings, where the materials had been 
conditioned for varying lengths of time, from 2.5-10 mins. The data concerning the differences in 
densities, tensile strengths and pellet pile-up results were examined and compared to pellets manufactured 
without steam conditioning. Any improvements could then be contrasted to those seen with the use of 
elevated temperatures or the addition of a binder. As shown on Figure 7.19, the tensile strength increased 
with the duration of steam conditioning, up to 5 mins, after which the tensile strength decreased. The 
pellets for 3.25 mins and 6.25 mins of conditioning were manufactured when the laboratory was 
significantly cooler than for the other pellets, leading to the moisture condensing on the pellets after 
conditioning, thus increasing their moisture content and reducing their tensile strength. It has been 
previously investigated that moisture is a significant pelletisation variable and if the optimum is not used, 
in this case 10-11 %, there can be detrimental impacts on pellet quality. Density appeared to follow the 
opposite trend, primarily due to expansion and cracking of the pellets during drying after manufacture. 
As with pelletisation at elevated temperatures, steam conditioning appeared to soften the lignin and 
enhance the agglomeration of the particles up to a certain point. 
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Figure 7. 19: The impacts of steam conditioning on the density and tensile strength of 50:50 wt% SMC-coal 
tailing pellets. 95 % Confidence Limits are shown as error bars. 
5 mins of steam cond ition ing produced pellets with a tensile strength of - 600 kPa, similar to the results 
for pelletisation at 75 °C. There appeared to be greater variation in these results, however, and ANOV A 
tests found that the only sign ificant resu lts were for tensile strength when comparing 5 mins of steam 
conditioning to no conditioning, where the P-value was 0.003. There were no statistical differences fo r 
density for any of the compa risons made. The maximum pellet pile heights for various conditions were 
computed (Table 7. ). A indicated by the increases in tensile strength, the pile height of SMC-coal 
tailing pellets could be increa ed using steam additions. The optimum amount of conditioning (5 mins) 
could increase the height of the pile to over 100 m, aga in similar to heating the materials to 75 °C. 
VARJABLES AND LENGTH OF STEAl\-1 CONDITIONING (min) 
PARAMETERS none 2.5 5 7.5 10 
Pellet Length (mm) 34 39 36 37 36 
Density (kg/ mJ ) 1224 11 89 11 89 11 90 11 68 
Compressive Strength (N) 332 486 924 501 342 
Weight (kg) 33.9 49.6 94.3 51. 1 34.9 
Number of Pellets 1450 1905 3905 2048 1455 
Heisht of Pellet Pile (m) 38.85 51.05 104.67 54.87 38.98 
Table 7.8 : The heights of Me-coal tailing pellet piles for various durations of steam conditioning. 
7.10 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The resu lts from the numerou case studies outlined above have meant that the optimal va lues fo r a 
number of variables were determined when manufacturing these wastes into fuel pellets. The most 
important pelletisation parameter described in the theoretical chapter were also found to be those that 
primarily impacted pellet quality here. As con idered above, the e included an initia l moisture content of 
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10-11 %, a pelletisation pressure of 2500-6000 psi (17.2-41 MPa), which Rieschel (1963) classifies as 
low pressure, and complete air drying after manufacture, for a 50:50 wt% SMC-coal tailing ratio. This 
ratio produces pellets that deform, not break, due to the flexibility of the intertwined fibres within a 
matrix of small particles. Holding time was deemed to have a less influential impact than in the tests of 
Jones (1969) and Li and Liu (2000). Pelletisation of these materials under unsuitable conditions produced 
a product weak, that could only withstand low pellet pile heights and were not durable. Pellets of the 
optimum SMC:coal tailing ratio performed well in both the pellet pile-up and durability tests. They can 
withstand a height of up to 12.1 m and on average lost 30 % of their mass in the durability tests. 
Whilst utilising the optimum conditions significantly enhanced fuel quality, further studies to improve 
peJIet quality could reduce friability. Small amounts (1 wt%) of both binders increased tensile strength 
and the maximum pellet pile height, where starch had more pronounced effects, doubling the tensile 
strength to 411 kPa. Pellets made with NaOH, however, were more durable, whereas starch slightly 
decreased durability compared to those without a binder. Furthermore, it was anticipated that starch 
would impact the thermal treatment of these fuels less than NaOH, which was subsequently tested. Thus, 
starch appears to be more favourable for this application. Elevated temperatures and steam conditioning 
improved all pellet quality assessment criteria; the former enhanced overall fuel quality more significantly 
than the use of either binder, increasing the tensile strength to over 600 kPa, although additional 
temperature increases (up to 125 0c) did not result in further improvements. Similar results were noted 
using 5 mins of steam conditioning, although as greater temperatures are required to generate superheated 
steam, the use of elevated temperatures is likely to be more economic. Pellet quality improvements were 
not as large with the additions of the binders compared to the use of elevated temperatures, however, as 
purchasing them is likely to incur a minimal cost and their application is simple, binders are likely to be 
favoured commercially. Whether a binder or elevated temperatures are used during pelletisation is 
strongly dependent on the comparative costs of these options, relative to improvements in product quality. 
High tensile strengths will be needed to store pellets without damaging them, especially as they will be 
stacked in large volumes. It is therefore vital that pile heights do not exceed the maxima outlined above, 
so pellet quality is not compromised. Pellet pile height would also be restricted by the storage facility. 
Storage for lengthy periods of time is not recommended, as it can be detrimental to pellet quality, 
particularly durability (Lehtikangas, 2000). For transportation, handling and feeding, for example using a 
screw feeder, durability (tested by resistance to abrasion and mechanical impacts) plays a more important 
role; extensive handling and feeding phases can lead to dust formation, which may cause mechanical 
problems, as well as lead to a reduction in the amount of fuel that is fed into the combustor. It is crucial 
that the pelletisation conditions produce adequate pellet tensile strengths and durability, to minimise 
difficulties with all aspects of storing and using these pellets; for these materials, elevated temperatures 
(45-75 0c) improved fuel quality the most. Despite the superior influences of pelletisation at 75 °C, the 
process economics, as explored subsequently, are likely to be the driving factor in the decision making. 
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8 
INITIAL COMPARISON OF 
THERMAL TREATMENT 
TECHNOLOGIES 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
A range of thermal treatment tests were performed on the materials, which is the third phase of the 
experimental prof:,JTamme. Three thermal treatments - combustion, gasification and pyrolysis, outlined in 
Section 3.2 - were performed in a series of initial tests, involving the comparison of SMC and the SMC-
coal tailing pellet combustion in two vessels, which allowed the assessment of combustion characteristics 
and behaviour. These were contrasted to the gasification and pyrolysis of the raw, unpelletised SMC, 
which was air-dried to aid its treatment, resulting in a material with a decidedly lower bulk density. From 
these preliminary tests, recommendations were made on the future direction of the project. Here, the 
experimental design and specific variables for these tests are described, along with the results for each of 
the thermal treatment processes. 
8.2 PELLETISATION OF MATERIALS ON A MASS SCALE 
As several kilograms of pellets were needed to perfonn such tests, a mechanised pelletisation rig was 
designed and built to make two types of pellets for this stage of the investigation. The first were small 
pellets for the laboratory-scale fluidised-bed (Type 1) and the second were larger pellets for the packed-
bed reactor (Type 2). These were made using a pelletiser at the Buxton laboratories of the University of 
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Sheffield. Schematics and a photograph of this pell etiser and its set-up are shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. 
The rig was optimised so that good quality pellets could be fonned ; these alterations involved the 
additions of teeth to the rollers, but also the removal of the hopper, seen in Figure 8.2, as placing the 
material on the base plate was better, shown in Figure 8. 1. 
GEAR 
BOX COMPRESSIO 
ZONE 
C ROLL ER 
.. ... ... .... ... ..... . .. 
GEAR 
BOX 
MOTOR 
SPEED 
CONTROLLER 
Figure 8. 1: Annota ted side and front view schematics of the mechani sed pelletisation rig. 
HOPP ER---
ROLLER 
--- BASE PLATE 
Figure 8.2 : Side view photograph o f the mechanised pell etisation rig. 
The SMC and coal tailings were dried to 10- 11 % moisture and thoroughly mixed in a 50:50 wt% ratio. 
The moisture of the initial materials used for pelletisation was significantly higher than that of the dried 
pel lets, as the particles' plasticity needed to be increased to aid pellet formation and encourage bonding, 
considered in hapters 5 and 7. During pelletisation, the materia l was drawn into the compression zone 
identified on Figure 8. 1, which compacted the materia l between the plate and the roller. The teeth on the 
roller both aided the feeding of the material into the compress ion zone and formed the shape of the 
pelle ts. The pellet s were then fully air-d ried, to about 2-4 % mo isture. Other modes of pelletisation, such 
as ex trusion, may require different conditions and materia l properties for pelletisation to be optimal. The 
different rollers/roller-die combinat ions used to produce various pellets suitable for these applications are 
show n in Figure 8.3, along wi th the pell ets fo rmed usi ng these respective ro ll ers in Figure 8.4 . A 
comparison of their properties and manufacturing conditions are given in Table 8 .1 . 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 8.3 : The rollers and die used to form (a) small pellets for the preliminary laboratory-scale f1uidi sed-
bed tests - Type I, and (b) the larger pellets for the packed-bed tests - Type 2. 
12 111m 
Type I Type 2 
FigUrl' 8.4 : Type 1 and 2 pe llets (ac tual size) for the f1uidised- and packed-beds. 
PROl)ERTY TYPE 1 TYPE2 
(I-ax is (mm) 20 58 
Size h-axis (mm) 12 28 
c-ax is (111m) 7 12 
Density 
pellet (kg/m3) 687.4 800.0 
bulk (kg/1ll3) 449 .9 331.9 
Pelletisn tion ro ller speed (rpm) 3 3 
Conditions base plate speed (mm/ min) 615 615 
Table 8.1 : Comparison of the pellets made with the different roll ers on the mechanical pelletiser. 
8.3 DESCRIPTION, ANALYTICAL SETUP AND OPERATIONAL 
PROCEDURES OF THE REACTORS 
A fluidi sed-bed combusto r, a fi xed-/packed-bed reactor and a pyrolyser were used to carry out the various 
preliminary therma l trea tment tests o n these wast e materia ls. T his sect ion contains a description of the 
compone nt s of each ri g, the experime ntal set-lips lIsed a nd the ir sta rt -up and shut-down procedures. 
8.3.1 LaboratOly-Scale Fluiflised-Bed 
The atmospheric, bubbling, labora to ry-sca le fluidi sed-bed combustor, of which a schematic and a 
photograph a re shown in rigures 8.5 and 8.6 respecti ve ly, was initia lly des igned to generate 10 kW of 
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energy. It consisted of a combustion chamber that was fed with primary air from a nozzle di stributor in 
the base, which acted as both the fluid ising and combustion a ir; the fuel was fed from the hopper into the 
combustion zone using a pneumatic screw feeder. The sand bed, which was heated using the pilot burner, 
rested on a di stributo r pl ate . The gas concentrations and temperatures were monitored throughout the 
reactor and the flyash was collected by the cyclone. These key components are described below. 
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Figure 8.5: Schematic o f the se t-up for the laboratory-sca le nuidised-bed used for the combustion of the fuel 
for the pre liminary tests . 
8.3.1.1 Combustioll Chamber 
The combustion chamber was made of I cm-thick 306 sta inless steel, which was 2.3 m high with an 
internal diameter of 0 .15 m. The medium sphericity (sub-rounded to sub-angular) sand that fonned the 
fluidi sed-bed had an ave rage diameter o f 850 ,un . The depth of this sand bed within the reactor could be 
up to 0 .3 111, and thus the freeboa rd height above this was at least 2 m; the freeboard section of the 
chamber was insulated with a Kaowool blanket, as shown in fi f,rure 8.6. 
8.3. 1. 2 Disfribllfor Plate and Air Distribution 
Primary a ir, used for fluiJi sation and cotnbu tion, was introduced to the bed and combustion chamber 
from the compressor th rough a nozzle in the 10 mm-thick stainless steel distributor plate, located 200 mm 
from the base of the reactor. Thi s plate had nineteen 6 em-high capped standpipes, each with twenty-
seven 1.5 mm diameter holes to evenly di stribute the air th rough the bed . A stationary layer of sand was 
ab le to insulate the pl ate li·OIl! the hot bed above, and thus a separate cooling system was not required . 
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Figure 8.6: Photograph of the laboratory-sca le f1 uidi sed-bed combustor. 
8. 3.1.3 Pilot Burner alld Viewing Lens 
The pilot bumer was located at an angle port , as shown above, to a id the init ia l heating of the bed. This 
was tested and insel1ed at the start -up stage to igni te the propane used to pre-heat the bed, and was then 
extingui shed and w ithdrawn from the reactor fo r the combustion tests. A viewing window with a quartz 
glass lens was located oppos ite so the pi lot light fl ame could be observed. Appropriate flui disation could 
a lso be asses ed th is way. 
8. 3.1. 4 Plleumatic Screw Feeding System 
The fuel materia l, either the SM -coa l tailing pellets or the unpell eti sed, dried SMC, was placed into the 
sealed hopper of the K-tron Soder pneumatic screw feeding system and was fed into the combustor at the 
sand bed surface through an incl ined pipe, 45 0 to the combustion chamber. Thi s feeding pipe, 0.7 m 
above the di tributor plate, was cooled u ing a water jacket to ensure combustion did not occur before the 
fuel reached the chamber. The hopper wa a lso operated under s lightl y positive pressure to ensure that 
combustion ga es did not ent er in to the feeding system; due to this, some econdary combustion air was 
introduced wi th the fuel. T he fuel feed rate was calibrated be fore the combustion experiment s began, by 
uti lis ing a va ri ety of screw peeds to construct a graph o f the fu el feedrate aga in t the screw rpm (Figure 
8.7) . Spira l and auger screws were used to feed the pellets and SM C respectively, where the feedrate was 
contro ll ed by alteri ng the rotation speed of the screw. 
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Figure 8.7 : Correlati ons for 1110tor speed and fuel feedrate for the spiral (SMC-coaltailing pellets) and auger 
(SMC) sc rews. 
8. 3.1.5 Experimental Setup and Operational Procedure 
The fuel was prepared, either by drying the SMC or by drying, mixing, pelletising and further drying for 
the SMC-coa l tailing pellets. The fuel was then placed into the calibrated hopper. The gas ana lysers used 
to monitor the exhaust gases and the thermocouples used to monitor the temperature were checked and 
calibrated, where necessary. These were monitored and logged throughout the duration of the 
experiment; the rpm of the screw feeder a lso needed to be noted so the feedrate could be established. 
Next, the water lines and the extractor fan were sw itched on, then the pilot burner, used for ignition, was 
removed for testing, before being replaced at the COtTect bed depth. The tluidising air was subsequently 
turned on to a high tlowrate (e.g. 420 I/ min) for 5 mins to unblock the bed and was graduall y turned off. 
The gas-fired pilot burner was lit and the propane valve opened to be ignited and heat the bed; the 
propane was increased until the minimum tluidi sing air level was reached. Monitoring the thennocouples 
was necessary to ensure the bed heated evenl y; when the temperature was even and stable (approx imately 
800 0C), the air and propane tlowrates were reduced. If the pilot light was extingui shed, the propane was 
turned off, and the sy tem purged wi th air before the burner was relit. Once the chamber was stable, the 
fuel was fed in, increasing the I'eedra te as the propane fl owrate decreased. 
The nonna l shut down proced ure for thi s rig was s imple; the fuel feeding was stopped by turning off the 
screw feeder system. The tlow rates or the cooling water and the fluidi sing air were then increased and 
once the bed was sufficiently coo led, these could a lso be tumed off. Lastly, the data logging devices and 
sa fety va lves were switched o fT. 
8.3.2 Packed-Bed Reactor 
A packed-bed reactor (Figures 8.8 and 8.9) was a lso used to combust the pellets and dried SMC, to 
compare the results to those from the f1uidi sed-bed; thi s rig was also used for the gasification of the 
unpe ll et ised SM . It consisted of a reaction chamber with a grate at the bottom, on which the fuel was 
placed; the fuel was igni ted with the burner as the chamber was fed with combustion air. 
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Figure 8.8 : A schematic of the packed-bed reactor used for thermal treatment. 
8.3.2.1 Reaction Chamber and Weighing Beam 
The vertical reactor consisted of a 1.5 m high stainl ess steel chamber with an internal diameter of 0.2 m; 
the primary and secondary ai r feeds were at the bottom and top respectively. The chamber was lined with 
a heat-resistant refractory material so the temperatures could reach 1300 °C without damaging the reactor. 
The combustor was suspended from a weighing beam to monitor weight-loss during the thennal treatment 
of the fuel. The fuel pellets or non-pelleti sed SMC were placed into the reaction chamber before the 
burner was ignited. 
8.3.2.2 Pe/joraled Grate and Air Distribution 
Within the chamber, a perforated grate was located at the bottom, upon which the fuel rested . The grate, 
as seen on Figure 8.9, had a seri es of small orifices to allow the primary combustion air to flow through 
the chamber. Once the reaction was completed and the reactor had cooled, the ash, which remained on 
the grate, was removed for ana lys is. 
8.3.2.3 SWJ'ler Bumer 
A gas burner, located at one side, 0.75 m above the grate, was fed with air and gas to igni te the fue l and 
also for initiall y heating the chamber. A viewing lens was located at the top of the reactor, to ensure that 
the burner had ignited and so the combust ion of the fuel could be observed . 
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Figure 8.9: Photographs of the packed-bed and the grate. 
8.3.2.4 Experimental Se fllp alld Operational Procedure 
The nonnal start-up procedure was as follow s. T he ana lysers and pumps needed to warm up, so were 
sw itched on for approximately one hour before the packed-bed combustor was used; the gas analyser also 
needed to be calibrated. Water was then allowed to now to the cooling tower and the scale indicator was 
set to zero. ext, the pre-weighed fuel was fed into the combustor and the lid fas tened; at this point, the 
sample weight wa checked. It was also important to ensure that all ports were air tight. The extraction 
fan was switched on and the rotameter va lves shut ; the main compressed air valve (MA I) , the primary air 
(AR3), and the air to the burner (A RI) were turned on; the secondary air (AR2) could be used if requ ired. 
The system was now ready for ignition; power (SW I) and gas (GA2) were required so the burner ignitor 
could be fired, where GA l , the on/o fT va lve, needed to be open. The fl ame shou ld be checked once lit. 
Logging of the weight lo ' s, temperature and gas concentrations cou ld begin, and the readings of the 
temperature in the freeboard needed to be checked to ensure the thennocouples were working. 
Normal shut-down of the system began with the sw itching off of the gas (GA I and GA2) and the air 
(ARI). The Variac controller was graduall y tu rned to zero, and the power swi tched off (SW2). Next, the 
va lves for primary (AR3), seconda ry (AR2) and main a ir (MA l) were turned off and the temperature, 
weight and gas loggers were stopped. The ana lysers were disconnected and left to flush out before being 
turned off. Lastly, the ex traction fan and the water (TAl) to the cooling tower were switched off. 
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8.3.3 Pyrolyser 
As with gasification to evaluate the potential of SMC, pyrolysis - a thermal degradation process in the 
absence of air - was a lso performed . The pyrolyser, shown in Figures 8.10 and 8. 11 , was used to perfom1 
this test on dried SMC. It consisted o f a primary tixed-bed reactor, where nitrogen was fed through the 
bottom to ensure the volatiles were forced out through the top of the chamber, to the subsequent 
condensing and analys ing equipment; these components are described below. 
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Figure 8. 10: A schematic of the pyrolyser used for the pyrolysis of the SMC. 
8.3.3. J Healed Pril11m y Reactor 
The material was placed in the 130 x 320 mm sta inless steel primary fixed-bed reactor at the top of the 
pyrolysis chamber; this was e lectrica lly heated and thoroughly insulated. The secondary reactor was not 
used in this instance. During the reaction, char was formed, which remained inside the reactor chamber. 
This was fed wi th nitrogen at the base to prevent oxidation and to force the volatiles that were released 
out at the top, into the subsequent hea t exchanger and ana lysing equipment. 
8.3.3.2 Vo/miles Exit, Condenser and Condensing Train 
The volatiles released passed through a pipe, heated by rope heaters to ensure the gases did not condense 
in the pipe work. They were then pal1ially condensed by pass ing them through a counter-flow heat 
exchanger; the gase were cooled and some condensed into pyrolytic liquids, collected using the three 
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cooled bottl es in the train, weighed prior to and a ft er the test. The remaining gases were fed through a 
condensing tower; ' ampl es were taken at specific temperatures to assess the changing syngas (gaseous 
fue l product) compos ition. These then went to the gas ana lyser fo r ana lys is and the exhaust was fed to 
the extractor fan. In addition to these gases, the pyro lyt ic liquid and char produced were also analysed . 
HEAT EXCHANGER 
AND CONDENSER-~~~~~~~~~ 
CONDEN SING 
BOTTLE .."..- -t 
TRAIN I ICE 
ABSORPTIO 
TOWER 
Figure 8.11: Photograph o f the pyro lyser. 
8.3.3.3 Experimental Setup and Operational Procedure 
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The normal start-up procedure for the pyrolyser was as fo llows. hrst o f a ll , the material, in this case ai r-
dried SM C, was pl aced into the reaction chamber. The nitrogen was then switched on at 2 IImin and run 
through the reactor to ensure any oxygen that may a lter reactions was removed and that the vo latile 
materia l released from the SM fl owed out at the top and through the heat exchanger. The gas analyser 
a lso required calibration at thi s point. It was necessary to pre-heat the reactor, as the temperatures can 
vary significantly; the reactor was heated and the running time was not begun unti l a steady and correct 
pyrolys ing temperat ure was achieved. This temperature could be modified using the temperature 
controll er; at thi s point, the extrac tor fan was also started. Once the temperature was stable, the data 
loggers, thermocouples and heat exchangers were sw itched o n to record data. 
Once the pyrolysis reactions had been completed, the shutdown procedure could ensue. Init ia lly, the data 
loggers were stopped . Subseq uent ly, the temperature contro ller was turned o ff and the heat exchangers 
stopped. Lastly, the extractor fa n was shut down. 
8.4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND OPERATING CONDITIONS 
8.4.1 Combustion in the Laboratory-Scale Fluiflised-Bed 
Two preliminary combustion tests were completed in the laboratory-sca le fluidi sed-bed . T hese compared 
the differences in the combu ti on behaviour o f Type 1 SM C-coa l tailing pellets to that of the unpe lletised, 
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dried SMC. This would assess whether pre-processing, specifically combining the SMC with coal 
tailings, followed by pelletisation, was necessary. Whilst the bed depth was constant for these tests, a 
range of primary air flowrates and fuel feedrates were examined for both cases, as seen in Table 8.2. This 
bed depth resulted in a pressure drop of 4.44 kPa, calculated using Equation 4.2. 
CASE 
Pellcts 
SMC 
PRIMARY AIR (kg/m2hr) FUEL FEEDRATE (kg/hr) DEPTH OF SAND BED (m) 
240 - 610 1.7 - 5.7 0.3 
190-770 1.7-3.9 0.3 
Table 8.2: Operating conditions used in the two preliminary experiments in the fluidised-bed. 
8.4.2 Combustion in the Packetl-Betl Reactor 
Two similar combustion experiments were conducted in the packed-bed, to also compare the combustion 
behaviour of the SMC-coal tailing pellets (Type 2) to that of the dried SMC. These could then be 
contrasted with the data gained for the parallel experiments in the fluidised-bed, to assess which would be 
preferable for the combustion of these fuels. Table 8.3 shows the conditions under which the packed-bed 
was run for each of these tests, including the amount offuel used and the range of air flowrates. 
CASE PIW\IARY AIR (kg/m2hr) SECONDARY AIR (kg/m2hr) AMOUNT OF FUEL (kg) 
Combustion: Pellt'ts 
Combustion: S:\IC 
Gasification: Sl\1C 
720- 1200 
720 
o -4RO 
480 
120 - 360 
0-600 
6.26 
4.34 
3.5 
Table 8.3: Conditions used in the two combustion tests and gasification in the packed-bed reactor. 
8.4.3 Gasification in the Packet/-Bet! Reactor 
SMC gasification was also completed in the packed-bed. As can be seen from Table 8.3, the overall 
amount of air (both primary and secondary air flowrates) was significantly lower for the gasification 
experiment, due to the fact that only partial oxidation was required, as described in Section 3.2.2. More 
air, and thus higher air ratios, was needed for the complete oxidation of the fuel during combustion. 
8.4.4 Pyrolysis 
For the pyrolysis experiment, the thermal degradation of the dried SMC, 0.3 kg of the material was placed 
in the primary fixed-bed. The heating rate of this section was kept constant at 10 °C/min, until a 
maximum temperature of 500 °C was achieved. The nitrogen flowrate used was 2.0 l/min. 
8.5 DATA ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL ACCURACY 
8.5.1 Data Analysis 
Data conceming the temperatures, gas concentrations and solid/liquid residues, where formed, were 
analysed in various ways for the different tests. Each section below describes the information collected 
and the data manipulation pcrfonl1cd for the numerous themlal treatments. 
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8.5.1.1 Datafi'om the Laboratory-Scale Fluidised-Bed 
During the combustion tests, the temperatures were monitored throughout the sand bed and freeboard 
using eight K-type mineral insulated thermocouples (Tl-T8), the locations of which are shown in Figure 
8.5 and Table 8.4. The tip of each thern1Ocouple was located at the centre of the chamber. 
THERMOCOUPLE T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 
Height Above I'late (m) 0.11 0.20 0.31 0.42 0.56 0.76 1.54 1.74 
Table 8.4: Locations of the eight thermocouples in the fluidised-bed. 
The flue gas concentrations were also monitored. The exhaust gases passed through the cyclone to 
remove particulate matter and were then analysed, before being discharged to the atmosphere. The probe 
for measuring the gas concentration was located at the combustor exit, as indicated on Figure 8.5. The 
O2, CO2 and CO percentage concentrations were recorded using an online ADC MGA3000 series 
multigas analyser and data logger. Standardised gases were used to calibrate the analysers. The oxygen 
was measured via a chemical oxygen sensor, which worked on the principle that oxygen molecules were 
able to pass through the membrane to an electrolyte that initiated a reaction to produce a voltage 
proportional to its concentration. CO2 and CO were measured using infrared absorption, which absorbs 
energy from the heated filament at different wavelenbrths. All species were recorded on a volumetric 
basis. Based on these gas concentrations, the combustion efficiency (llcE) could be computed: 
%CO, 
llcE = (%C02 + %CO) x 100 (8.1) 
where %C02 and %CO were the concentrations of these gases in the exhaust (Llorente and Cuadrado, 
2007). This is just one of many methods used for calculating the combustion efficiency; other techniques 
may take into account heat tluxes and/or the unburned carbon (Adanez, et al., 200 I; Gungor, 2008). 
In addition, acid gas species were also analysed. These gas sampling probes were also located at the 
cyclone exit, where the gases passed through a glass wool filter, a water-cooled heat exchanger and a 
magnesium oxide drier before going to the analysers, which required dry, clean samples. NOx (NO and 
N02) were monitored using a Signal Series 4000 NOx analyser. Chloride (Cn and sulphate (SOl) ions 
were monitored to indicate the presence of IICI and SOx and were collected via a wet chemical method 
followed by gas ion chromatography, in accordance with British Standard 1756, Part 4: 1977 (British 
Standards Institution, 1977c). This involved bubbling the gases through a 3 % hydrogen peroxide 
solution with a bromophenol blue ethanoUwater indicator. Any cr or sol species present in the solution 
were detected using gas ion chromatography, which separated and identified such ions from the solution. 
8.5.1.2 Dataj;'om the Packed-Bed Reactor 
During the comhustion and gasification tests in the packed-bed, the temperatures were monitored and the 
exhaust gas concentrations were recorded, as for the tluidised-bed tests described above. Additionally the 
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ash, which remained in the reactor alier the thermal treatment of the material , was also analysed. Nine K-
type mineral insulated thermocouples were used for the combustion tests, while seven were used during 
gasification. The tips of the thennocouples were si tuated at the centre of the chamber, as shown on 
Figure 8. 12 . The locations of these are given in Table 8.5 for combustion and Table 8.6 for gasification. 
SECONDARY 
A IR PIP E -----------~ 
~~~~~;~~:::~;:;:::=:;iiI .... - THERMOCOUPLES 
GRATE ------------------~~ 
Figure 8.12 : The inside o r the reactor chamber in the packed-bed used for thermal treatment. 
T H ERl\10CO PLE 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Height Above Crate ( III) 0.00 0.08 0. 16 0.32 0.39 0.46 0.56 1.00 1.1 0 
Ta ble 8.5: Locations or the thermocouples in the packed-bed for combustion. 
THERMOCOUPLE 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Height Above Cra te (III) 0.00 0.16 0.32 0.39 0.46 0.56 1.00 
Table 8.6: Locati ons or the thennocoup les in the packed-bed for gasification. 
The exhaust gases were analysed (02, CO2 and CO) using an on line ADC MGA3000 series multigas 
analyser, from which the combustion efficiency ('led was calculated, usi ng Equation 8.1. The probe was 
located between T5 and T6, as shown on fo'igure 8.8. In addition, an ABB PGC Series 2000 ana lyser was 
employed during SMC gas ification to measure the concentrations of fuel products. It has two columns to 
detect various species, including hydrogen and methane. fo'rom these data and the information gained 
from the weighing beam, key combustion parameters were calculated based on the methods outlined by 
Ryu, et al. (2006, 2007a,b). The main CJuantitative combustion parameters used to indicate the nature of 
the reaction processes can evaluate combustion performance. The mass loss, ignition front speed (IFS), 
ignition rate (IR), bUllling rates (I3R) and equivalence ratio were compared between the cases. The first 
of these, the ignition front speed (in m/hr) is the va lue of the propagation of the ignition front with respect 
to speed, whereas the ignition rate (in kglm2hr) is with respect to mass, computed by: 
IFS = 110/ ti 
IR = IrS x Po 
(8.2) 
(8 .3) 
where 110 is the initial height of the bed (in 111), L1ti is the length of the ignition propagation stage (in hrs) 
and po is the initial bulk densit y orthe bed (in kglm\ Po is defined as: 
p" = Mo / (Across Ho) (8.4) 
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where Mo is the initial bed weight (in kg) and Across is the cross-sectional area of the reactor (in m2). The 
i!,rnition front propagation in a fixed-bed, such as that used here can be summarised schematically, as 
shown in Figure 8.13, where x is the coordinate and x. is the moving coordinate, both in m. 
IGNITION 
TEMPERATURE 
1 IGNITED SOLIDS ---r-----THICKNESS 
X IGNITION I 
VELOCITY + 
NON-IGNITED SOLIDS i GAS FLOW 
Figure 8.13: An overview of ignition propagation in a fixed-bed. 
Source: Saastamoinen, et al. (2000) 
The next two parameters concerned the burning rate - the first in the ignition propagation stage and the 
second in the char combustion or gasification stage (depending on whether oxidation is complete or 
partial), both of which have been found to be significantly and linearly influenced by the air flowrate. 
The ignition propagation period occurs at a higher burning rate than the char oxidation period (Ryu, et al., 
2007a,b). The burning rate in the ignition propagation stage (DR; in kg/m2hr) is computed by: 
(8.5) 
where AM; is the mass loss of the bed during the ignition propagation stage. BR; is usually less than the 
IR, indicating that not all of the fuel is combusted as the ignition front passes; this allows char to remain, 
which is oxidised in the subsequent phase of the reaction. A similar expression is used to calculate the 
burning rate in the char oxidation stage (DRe in kg/m2hr): 
(8.6) 
where AMe is the mass loss of the bed in the char oxidation stage (kg) and Ate is the length of the char 
oxidation stage (hrs). Lastly, the equivalence ratio at the ignition propagation stage (A;) is defined as: 
A; ::; mair. sto I mair (8.7) 
where: 
mair. sto (kg/m2hr) ::; [ 32 (x+yI4-zI2) BR; ] / [ 0.233 (18lV+ 12x+y+ 16z) ] (8.8) 
for a fuel expressed as »{I120)'CxlIyOz, where mair is the air mass flowrate (in kg/m2hr), sto is 
stoichiometric (thus A = I), and w, x, y and z are coefficients for the empirical formula of the fuel, as 
expressed above. When these values had been calculated for all test cases, the percentage mass loss 
during ignition propagation, the ignition speed front, the average burning rate and the average 
equivalence ratio were compared to assess the differences in efficiency. 
The appearance and composition of the ash residues collected were compared between the different cases. 
These were sent for elemental analysis, via the method overviewed in Section 6.2.3. Based on this, the 
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slagging (deposits within the furnace that are directly exposed to flame radiation, such as the boiler) and 
fouling (deposits where the cooling of the exhaust gases and flyash particles are not directly exposed to 
flame radiation) behaviour of the ash were investigated. The Alkali Index (AI) is an important threshold 
indicator of potential slagging and fouling, especially for biomass samples. This is conveyed by a simple 
index per unit of fuel energy (kg-alkali/GJ), where the composition of the fuel, especially its ash content 
and the quantity of alkali metals in oxide form (K20 and Na20), are the key factors in determining the 
rate of fouling behaviour. This was calculated for each case using the elemental composition (data for the 
alkali metals sodium and potassium) of the flyash: 
(8.9) 
where Q is the III IV or GCV of the fuel on a dry basis, in GJ/kg, yo f is the dimensionless mass fraction of 
ash in the fuel, and Y" K20 and Y" Na20 are the dimensionless mass fractions of the K20 and Na20 present in 
the ash (Jenkins, et al., 1998). Values for the probability of fouling have been calculated and are given in 
Table 8.7 below; all biomass fuels are prone to this as they tend to have relatively high quantities of alkali 
and alkali earth metals and thus their AI values are high; Si, Cl and S can also assist the formation of 
detrimental compounds, (Jenkins, et al., 1998). AI values less than 0.17 kg-alkali/GJ indicate potential 
deposition problems, whereas values above 0.34 kg-alkali/GJ suggest fouling is certain; intermediate AI 
values mean that there is still a probability that slagging and/or fouling will occur. Whilst a number of 
indices are available to assess slagging and fouling due to specific components, these are often not 
appropriate for biomass fuels and as such, the AI is used here. Although this is not thought to be a 
comprehensive descriptive indicator when it comes to fouling behaviour, it is not necessarily an issue, as 
all biomass fuels tend to exhibit this behaviour (Jenkins, et al., 1998). It has therefore recently been used 
as a predictive guide for fouling behaviour, particularly for biomass-based fuel sources. Ash samples 
with high AI values can also become agglomerated (Ryu, et al., 2006). The presence of agglomerated ash 
from the thermal treatment of SMC may therefore be observed. 
AI VALUE (kg-alkalilGJ) 
<0.17 
>0.17 
>0.34 
PROBABILITY 
potential fouling 
probable fouling 
certain fouling 
EXAMPLES OF FUEL 
wood (AI = 0.1) 
RDF (AI = 0.2) 
miscanthus (AI:::: 0.34) 
Table 8.7: AI values and their corresponding probabilities offouling behaviour. 
Sources: Jenkins, et (II. (1998); Ryu, et (II. (2006) 
8.5.1.3 Datafi'om the PyrolyseI' 
The temperatures and gas concentrations were monitored using the methods previously described. Five 
K-type mineral insulated thermocouples were used to monitor temperatures in various locations; three 
thermocouples took readings at 200 mm, 250 mm and 300 nun from the top of the primary reactor (within 
and above the SMC bed) and a further two thermocouples recorded temperatures before and after the 
condenser (Figure 8.10). The compositions of the gaseous, liquid (pyrolytic oil) and solid (char) fuel 
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products were also analysed. The 020 CO2 and CO concentrations in the gas were determined using the 
ADC3000 analyser after passing through the condenser and condensing train. Furthermore, gas samples 
were taken at regular intervals and analysed using a Varian CP 3000 gas chromatograph to look for fuel 
products, such as hydrocarbons and other combustible gases. Ultimate analyses and CV tests, the 
methods of which were described in Section 6.2, were performed on the solid and liquid phase products. 
8.5.2 Errors anti Experimental ~feasurement Accuracy 
8.5.2.1 Temperature Readings from Thermocouples 
The K-type mineral insulated thermocouples used in all these thermal treatment tests had a temperature 
range of 0-1350 °C, with an accuracy of± 0.75 °C; temperatures monitored did not exceed these values. 
The errors associated with this degree of accuracy were not problematic for the purpose intended here. 
The heating rate and maximum temperature during the pyrolysis of the SMC were set using the control 
box; these are thought to have a maximum error of ± 1°C. During pyrolysis, the temperatures measured 
at T2 and T3, which were in the packed SMC bed, were likely to be between the temperature of the SMC 
and that of the surrounding gases, due to the radiation/convection balance at the tip of the thermocouple. 
8.5.2.2 Gas Concentrations 
The gases emitted from the exhausts of these reactors were passed through a glass wool filter before 
going to the online ADC MGA3000 gas analyser; as there was often a substantial amount of tubing 
required to connect the reactor to the analyser, there was likely to have been considerable time lags and 
potential leaks. The accuracy of the final readings also depended on the calibration gases used. The 
concentration of the gases in the calibration span gas cylinders is thought to produce an error in the 
readings of the exhaust gases of ± 4 %. In addition, a variety of other gas analysers were also employed. 
The Signal Series 4000 NOx analyser used during fluidised-bed combustion had an error of ± 0.2 ppm. 
The wet chemical method used to evaluate chloride and sulphate species had an accuracy of within 5 %. 
The ABS gas analyser for monitoring gas levels during gasification also had an accuracy of ± 4 %. The 
Varian CP 3000 gas chromatoh'Taph used for the analysis of fuel product gases from pyrolysis is thought 
to have an accuracy of ± 0.2 % but these were also dependent on the calibration gases used. 
8.5.2.3 Gas and Air Flow Measurements 
Rotameters were used to monitor the gas and air flowrates, where different sizes were employed 
depending on the ma!,'11itude of the flow, to minimise errors. For low flowrates, such as for the propane in 
the fluidised-bed, a small rotameter was used, ranging from 0 to 33.5 ± 0.5 Vmin (80 ± 1.2 kg/m2hr); large 
and medium rotameters were used for the primary and secondary air in the fluidised- and packed-beds, 
which ranged from 0 to 835 ± II/min (2000 ± 2.5 kg/m2hr) and 0 to 175 ± 1 Vmin (420 ± 2.5 kg/m2hr). 
The nitrogen flowrate into the primary fixed-bed reactor of the pyrolyser was controlled using a small 
rotameter, which ranged from 0 to 15 ± 0.25 IImin. 
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8.5.2.4 Weight Measurements 
The weighing beam for the packed-bed was connected to a digital scale, accurate to the nearest 50 g. The 
weight measurements, however, could have been affected by the thermal expansion of the packed-bed, 
affecting the force at the connections when in use; the most accurate readings were thus taken before the 
reactor heated up and after it had cooled. It was therefore also necessary to weigh the initial material and 
collect and weigh the remaining ash using a more accurate balance (± 0.05 g) for all thermal treatments. 
8.5.2.5 Errors in Data Manipulation and Calculations 
In addition to the sources of error explored above concerning the accuracy of measurements and 
analysers, there would also be inaccuracies concerning the data manipulation. Many expressions 
(Equations 8.1 through 8.9) would contain errors, to a certain degree, which would be augmented by any 
further errors introduced with the data inputs. Sampling errors may also impact the results. 
8.6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF TllERMAL TREATMENTS 
This section presents and analyses the results of all the initial thermal treatment tests, including the 
combustion of the SMC-coal tailing pellets and SMC in both the fluidised- and packed-beds, as well as 
evaluating the gasification and pyrolysis of the SMC. 
8.6.1 Combustion in tlte Laboratory-Scale Fluidised-Bed 
Two tests were carried out to initially investigate the combustion of these materials in the fluidised-bed; 
SMC-coal tailing pellets (Type 1) were combusted and compared to the combustion of the raw SMC. 
The results of these tests are overviewed in Table 8.8 and Figures 8.14 and 8.15. 5 kg of pellets were 
placed into the hopper for the first test, whereas only 3 kg of SMC was loaded for the second; varying 
feedrates were used for both tests. Based on the correlation of the motor speed and the length of feeding 
time, 4.6 kg of pellets was fed into the fluidised-bed for the first test and 2.8 kg of SMC in the second. 
PARAMETER 
Fuel f'eedrate (kg/In) 
Primary Air (kg/m2hr) 
Secondary Air (kg/m2hr) 
Average Gas 
Concentration 
CO2 (Ufo) 
O2 (%) 
CO(%) 
NOx(ppm) 
sol (ppm) 
cr (ppm) 
Combustion Efficiency, !)(,F. (Ufo) 
Average 
Temperature (0C) 
ned 
Above Bed 
Freeboard 
PELLETS 
1.7 - 5.7 
240 - 610 
60 
13.50 
4.22 
1.22 
8.8 
0.52 
0.61 
91.74 
816 
813 
509 
SMC 
1.7 - 3.9 
190 -770 
50-115 
12.91 
4.04 
1.38 
90.31 
799 
797 
443 
Table 8.8: Combustion conditions, gas concentrations, efficiency and temperatures for the preliminary 
combustion tests in the laboratory-scale fluidised-bed. 
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Figure 8.14 : The results for pellet combustion in the fluid ised-bed, showing (a) the temperature profiles: and 
(b) the gas concentrations at the exhaust. T he shaded areas show where fuel feeding was not taking place. 
Feeding was ali faclory al low mass feedra les « 4 kg/hr at 70 rpm), but at higher feedrates (> 4 kg/hr 
at > 70 rpm), there were problems and as sllch, there was a period where the equipment was down; due 10 
th is, there are gap or <lllomalie ' ill the data readi ngs for the temperature profi les and gas concentrations. 
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Once the feeder was blocked and the fuel stopped feeding, the temperatures started to decrease 
significantly, particularly those of the bed and in the lower freeboard, although when the problem had 
been rectified, the burner was brielly ignited again to reheat the bed; this increased the temperatures 
throughout the reactor, with the maximum around 800°C before fuel feeding was recommenced . 
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Figure 8.15: The results for the tluidised-bed combustion of SMC, showing (a) the temperature profi les; and 
(b) the gas concentrations at the ex haust. The shaded areas show where fuel feeding was not taking place. 
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Although the temperatures were monitored at eight locations, the profiles here focus on three main 
thermocouples. T2 was located in the bed (at y=0.20 m), T4 was located just above the bed (at y=0.42 m) 
and T7 near the top of the freeboard (at y=1.54 m). When the bed reached a stable temperature, around 
800 °C, fuel feeding was initiated. On the introduction of fuel into the reactor, the temperatures above the 
bed became slightly elevated in both cases, but remained fairly stable during the later combustion stages. 
Where fuel feeding stopped due to the blockages, the temperatures decreased, as indicated. The gas 
concentrations were monitored and the trends were shown in Figures 8.14 and 8.15 for these tests. 
During the combustion periods, where fuel feeding was occurring (the non-shaded areas on the graphs), 
O2 was low, whereas the CO2 was high, as expected. CO concentrations were generally low, even during 
combustion, indicating primarily complete combustion, where most C was fully oxidised, as indicated in 
Equation 3.2. The combustion efficiency was calculated based on these concentrations; pellet combustion 
was slightly more efficient, where llcE = 90.96 %. llcE for SMC combustion was 89.66 %. Acid gases 
were also measured during pellet combustion; average values were given in Table 8.8. NOx 
concentrations were low, despite the abundant N in the initial material, particularly in the SMC substrate; 
as such, gas cleaning, discussed in Section 3.4, is unlikely to be required, providing this is representative. 
The sot in the flue gases, an indicator of the SOx that foml, was very low, as was the chloride 
concentration; the concentrations of Sand Cl in the feed materials was also notable. The reasons for this, 
the inorganic origins of such species, were considered previously, with reference to Williams (2001), 
Williams, et al. (200 I a) and Chugh and Patwardhan (2004); the results herein appear to corroborate these. 
8.6.2 Combustion in the Packed-Bed Reactor 
The fuel was placed in the packed-bed until a depth of approximately 0.45 m was reached; this equated to 
6.26 kg Type 2 pellets for the first test and 4.34 kg of SMC for the second. The remaining mass after the 
combustion tests, comprised of ash, was 1.7 kg for the pellets and 1.1 kg for the SMC. SMC combustion 
took approximately half the time of pellet combustion reflecting the superior CV and energy density of 
the pellets compared to the raw fuel. Average results from these tests are compared in Table 8.9. 
P ARAM ETER PELLETS SI\1C 
Amount of l\1aterial (kg) 6.26 4.34 
Primary Air (kg/m2hr) 720-1200 720 
Secondary Air (kg/m2hr) 4RO 0-480 
Average Gas CO2 17.28 17.19 
Concentration (%) O 2 0.49 2.76 CO 1.85 5.22 
Combustion Efficiency, l)n; (%) 90.3 76.7 
A verage ned Temp. eq 1139 1133 
Table 8.9: Conditions, gas concentrations and efficiency for the preliminary tests in the packed-bed. 
Pellet combustion in this reactor was far superior; the high CO concentrations during SMC combustion 
resulted in a marked reduction in efficiency of around 14 %. There was a significant amount of excess 
oxygen in the system, which was not used during SMC combustion, thus the partial oxidation reaction of 
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Equation 3.2 was more dominant. Despite thi s, the temperatures for both cases w ere high, reaching 
simila r average temperatures in the bed . The temperature pro files, mass loss and gas concentra tions fo r 
these experiments are shown in Figures 8. 16 a nd 8 .17 fo r pe llet and SMC combustion . 
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Figure 8. 17: The resul ts for the packed-bed combusti on of Me, showing (a) the temperature pro files; and 
(b) the gas concent ra tions at the exhaust and the mass loss. 
The temperatu re profi les for the fi rst pa rt o r both graphs a re quit e e rratic, as thi s pe riod was used to ignite 
the bumer and adj ust the air nowra tes. T he primary and seconda ry a ir n owrates w ere not kept constant , 
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but modified to ensure that the combust ion of the fuel took place; thi s is considered further below . Once 
the ideal flowrates were reached, the combustion proceeded to completion. The propaga tion of the flame 
through the fuel was very stab le and is represented clearly by the way the temperatures of subsequent 
thermocouples increase, pat1icularly for the SMC combustion, even though the bed temperatures were 
simi lar. After the temperature peak of TI in the reactor grate, the temperatures began to drop, as the 
reactions s lowed. The max imum temperatures reached were significantly higher for pellet combustion, 
again due to their higher CY; the temperatures for SMC, however, were not vastly di ss imilar, proving the 
material is capable of being used as a fuel on its own, the CY is high enough to combust in a self-
sustaining manner and it can produce temperatures that are sufficiently high for power production. 
The O2 concentration was initially high and the CO and CO2 concentrations low, as little combustion was 
taking place. Once combustion was fully ini tiated, O2 decreased and the combustion products began to 
form; this is a lso where the onset o f mass loss occurred and the temperatures became significantly 
elevated . Once the reaction was near completion, O2 became more abundant and CO and CO2 
sif,'11ificantly decreased, a the rate of combustion product formation slowed. The above fi gures also show 
the weight loss due to fuel combustion throughout the duration of the experiments. When combustion 
was initiated, the mass decn:ased steadily, representing stable combustion. The primary and secondary 
air flowrates had to be manipulated to achieve proper combustion, as initial combustion was very uneven, 
particularly for the SM C (figure 8. 18). Furthermore, the air 110wrates are crucial in determining whether 
or not a fuel will burn, and thu optimum conditions are required for this . If the air flowrates are too high, 
this can cause dramatic cooling oC the reaction and combustion will cease, whereas if the flowrates are too 
low, there may not be enough oxygen for the reaction to continue or be completed; this was more 
pronounced for the SM . The gas concentrations were monitored to ensure complete combustion was 
achieved: spec ificall y, high CO2, with low CO and O2, 
Figure 8. 18: Uneven combustion or the raw SMC in the packed-bed. 
The ash residues remai ning at thc end oC these tests are hown in Figure 8. 19. As shown, thi s was mainly 
in the form of fine powdered ash, although fo r pell et combustion, some ash had been s intered by the heat 
of the reactor. The composi tion o f the mat erial was analysed and the A l computed using Equation 8.9; 
these were compared to that of the SM ~ gas ilica tion. These are considered present ly. 
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Figure 8.19 : Photographs of the ash from (a) SMC-coa\ tailing pellet combustion and (b) SMC combustion 
in the pac ked-bed. 
8.6.3 Gasification in the Packed-Betl Reactor 
3.5 kg of dried, unpelleti sed SMC wa placed into the packed-bed, a depth of 0.4 m. Once gasification 
was complete, 0.9 kg of ash remained. Even though significantly less material was used, the reaction 
took approximately the sa me amount of time as the pellet combustion, as gas ification occurs more slowly. 
Fairly high temperature are required for gasi lication to occur, usua lly over 800 °C. As can be seen from 
the temperature profiles (hgure 8.20), the temperatures only reached thi s value towards the end of the 
reaction at the bottom of the reactor, show ing that true gas ification only occurred on the grate. This 
implies that there was not enough heat to generate the necessary reactions, and thus conditions were not 
entirely appropriate. To improve this, the ai r 110wrates were modified several times over the course of the 
test. It was found that if the air nowrales were low, not enough heat was generated, leading to the 
specific problem j ust discussed. Ilowever, if the air flow rates were too high, SMC combustion reactions 
predominated, instead of gasili cation. A recommendation for the future would be to introduce pre-heated 
air, thus generating the temperatures required but at the low air nowrates needed to limit full oxidation. 
Another reason why true gasilication is thought not to have occurred properly is that the proportion of CO 
present in the exhau t was quite low for most of the reaction, whilst CO2 was abundant (Figure 8.20); 
higher percentages of CO were not. seen until the latt er stages, as the reactor reached a significantly hi gh 
temperature, di cus ed above. As CO2 was relative ly high for most of the reaction, this indicates that full 
rather than partial oxidation was tak ing place, as illustrated in Equations 3.3-3 .5. 
The mass loss curve clearly shows two di stinct phases, as identified on Figure 8.20b, where the slope of 
the curve change . The first phase is ignition propagation, where the initial dry ing of the materia l occurs 
fo ll owed by pyrolysi . During thi stage, the name gradually ignited the SM C, propaga ting downwards 
through the material until it reached the bottom of the chamber. At this point, the char had been f0n11ed 
and then gasification began, as indicated on the graph . The char gas ification stage was initiated at the 
point where the 0 concentra tion started to ri se, and was completed when the CO concentration 
decreased rapidly. Once Ihe gas ilication of the char occurred, only ash remained . 
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Figure 8.20: M gas ification (a) the temperature profiles; and (b) the gas concentrations and mass loss. 
In addition to thest: gn es, otht:rs products of gasi fication were monitored using the ABB analyser; these 
included hydrogen, mcthane, hydrogcn sulphide and carbonyl sulphide concentrations (Table 8. 10). The 
concentration f 112 and ' II ~ wcrc gcncrally low, alt hough the brief peaks during the ignition 
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propagation phase were quit e high. As these a re both combustible, they can be used as fuel products from 
this process. T hi s shows that some gas ifica tion took place, as these are unlikely to be conta ined in the 
exha ust gases from combustion reactions in such quantities, as they would be consumed rapidly a ft er they 
were formed. These products form via the mechani sms outlined in Equations 3.4 and 3 .5. The H2S and 
COS both had limited concentra tions, which peaked towards the end of the char gas ification stage. 
GAS CONCENTRATION (% ) 
Average 
MaximulIl 
13.26 
29 .14 
C II~ 
2.08 
7.66 
0.02 
0.04 
COS 
0.02 
0.09 
Table 8. 10: Gaseous fuel concentrations for SMC gasifica tion in the packed-bed. 
8.6.4 Pyrolysis 
300 g of non-pell eti sed SMC was placed into the primary fi xed-bed reacto r of the pyro lyser; once the 
maximum temperature of T3 = 500 °C was reached, the pyro lyser was held at thi s temperature fo r an 
hour, to ensure the pyro lysis o f the materia l. T he temperature profiles for all S thell110couples are shown 
below (Figure 8.2 1). T3 , the thermocouple closest to the top of the reactor (200 mm fro m the top) had the 
highest temperature throughout ; temperatures g radually decreased fUI1her down the reactor and into the 
SMC contained within it (T2 = 250 mm a nd TI = 300 mm from the top). The temperature di fference 
between the two s ides o f the wa ter-cooled condenser was clear (T4 and TS). The gases analysed are also 
shown in figure .2 1; as expected, 0 was much highe r than for combustion reactions, as pyro lys is is 
thermal decompos iti on and not an oxidation process. Despite the lack of oxygen fed into the system, CO2 
was still produced in significa nt quantities; this may be due to the oxygen fro m the SMC (- 20 %). 
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Figure 8.2 1: Temperature profil es and transient exhaust gas concentrations from the pyro lys is of SMC. 
* show where the gas samples were co llected from the absorption tower. 
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In addition to these, other gases were also analysed, including hydrogen and various hydrocarbons, using 
gas chromatography. Fuel gas formation from pyrolytic reactions was delineated in Equation 3.8. The 
exhaust was passed through the absorption tower and collected in four tubes, when specific temperature 
readings were gained for T3, as identified on Figure 8.21. The results for this analysis are shown in Table 
8.11. Towards the end of the reaction, the proportion of hydrocarbon fuels increases; the percentages of 
methane, ethane and propane all become more abundant as the temperatures inside the reactor became 
higher. The amount of carbon monoxide during this reaction was quite high, as already suggested by the 
readings from the other gas analyser. As this happened, the trend with the concentration of carbon 
dioxide - a product of combustion - was shown to decrease. 
GAS GAS CONCENTRATION (%) WITH TEMPERATURE 
350°C 400°C 450°C 500°C 
CO2 13.02 16.61 14.44 8.19 
CO 8.96 9.40 6.67 7.69 
CH4 0.11 0.54 0.78 1.26 
112 0.04 0.08 0.22 1.34 
C2114 0.14 0.08 0.13 0.18 
C,Hs 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.08 
Table 8.11: Proportions of the total fuel product gases with temperature variation, from SMC pyrolysis. 
The initial weight of the SMC sample was 300 g, which produced a total char yield of 130 g (43.33 %). 
The weight differences of the bottles, tubing and absorption tower of the condensing train are presented in 
Table 8.12; the liquid (pyrolytic oils) produced weighed a total of 104 g (34.71 %), thus the remainder, 
65.88 g (21.96 % by difference), left the system as either gaseous products or was lost as waste. 
CO!\IPO~ENT 
Sample Weight 
Liquid Yidd - Bottle 1 
Tubing Between Bottles 1 & 2 
Li(IUid Yield - Bottle 2 
Li(IUid Yidd - Bottle 3 
Absorption Tower 
INITIAL WEIGHT (g) 
300 
273.48 
226.55 
237.60 
382.00 
531.10 
FINAL WEIGHT (g) 
130 (char yield) 
361.70 
229.73 
240.75 
390.93 
531.74 
Table 8.12: Results of the weight differences for various components of the pyrolyser. 
The composition of the char and liquid produced by this processing were analysed. The ultimate analyses 
and CV results are shown in Table 8.13. The char formed via the reaction outlined in Equation 3.7, was 
similar in appearance, in tenns of particle size and shape, to the original material; once pyrolysed, 
however, the material became dark and uniform in colour (Figure 8.22). There were high proportions of 
C and 0; the initial C content of the SMC was similar to that recorded for the char, although the 
proportion of 0 had increased significantly. The amounts of II and N conversely decreased slightly 
compared to the raw material. The CV of the char was quite significant, although was lower than that of 
the raw material as some energy content had been removed to foml the pyrolytic liquids and the gas phase 
fuel components. 
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As can be seen from Figure 8.22, some SMC particles from the reactor were entrained in the gases and 
became deposited in the first condensing bottle, contained within the pyrolys is liquid . This liquid had a 
high 0 content and a low CY. T he liquids produced, however, were clea rly different and separated out in 
the conta iner; the heavier, paler pyrolys is liquid sett led towards the bottom of the conta iner, w ith the 
darker liquid (aqueous phase) on top. The C Y tests were completed separately fo r these two substances 
and large differences wen: found between their energy values; the pa ler pyrolysis liquid had a much 
higher CY of 5.85 MJ/kg, whereas the darker, aqueous phase has a very low CY o f just 2.16 MJ/kg. The 
darker, lower CY product was found in greater abundance however, which was why the overall CY for 
the liqu id phase wa low. Separation of these two liquid phases may be beneficia l and furth er process ing, 
such as re fining of these may be required. 
C HAR PYROLYT IC LIQUID 
a r bon 34 .2 5.0 
Ult imate Hydrogen 1.2 11.8 
Ana lysis (% ) Nitrogen 1.4 1.5 
O x)'gcn 63 .2 8 1.8 
CV (l\1J/kg) GCV 7.95 2.98 NCV 7.68 
Table 8. 13 : T he ultimate and CV analyses o f" the char and pyrolytic liquid produced from SMC pyrolysis. 
Figure 8.22 : T he char and pyro lytic liquid from the pyro lys is of SMC. 
8.7 FURTHER ANAL YSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
8. 7.1 Fluidised-Bed Combustion 
As can be seen from the result s of the f1uid ised-bed combustion o f these wastes, the thennal treatment o f 
the pellets performed far better than that of the SM C. T he combustion effic iency was greater fo r pell et 
combustion and, as such, the tcmperalures were s igni ficant ly higher, particularly those in the freeboard , 
due to the greater energy density of the pelleti sed fue l and also their higher energy content (from 
additions of the coa l tai ling-). Furthermore, the increased bulk density of the pe llets compared to the 
unpelletised fuel meant that the fucl burnt within the bed, a lso meaning that the temperatures would be 
higher here. It is li kely that the li ght SMC particl es may have been entrained in the gas and escaped with 
the flue, w ithout being burncd . T he data concel11ing pellet combustion in a fluidi sed-bed, coupled with 
the result from the para ll el cxpcri ll1en ts ill the packed-bed indicate that the combination of these fue ls in 
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pelletised fonn is superior to that of the SMC, for a variety of reasons. Combustion of both the fuel 
pellets and the SMC was more efficient in the fluidised-bed, thus this reactor would seem preferable. 
8.7.2 Comparison of Thermal Treatments in the Packed-Bed 
Table 8.14 summarises the key parameters calculated using the equations from Section 8.5.1.2 for the two 
combustion cases (Pellets and SMC) and SMC gasification (G). Direct comparisons can be made as the 
same reactor was used and accordingly, the values computed herein have been compared to those of: 
• Ryu, et al. (2006) for miscanthus pellets (Mp), pine cubes (Pc), willow (Ww) and RDF pellets, 
• Ryu, et al. (2007a) for cardboard (Cb) 
• and Gilbert, et al. (2009) for switchgrass pellets (Sp) and raw switchgrass (Sr). 
PARAMETER 
TEST AMI IFS IR 8RI 8R,. x8R A.I 
AI P 
(%) (m/hr) (kg/m2hr) (kg/m2hr) (kg/m2hr) (kg/m2hr) (kg-alkalilGJ) (kg/m3) 
Pellets 51.4 0.7 296.4 152.5 75.9 109.8 1.27 0.17 442.8 
S:\1C 19.4 1.3 376.8 72.9 120.4 93.7 0.45 0.13 300.3 
G 28.00 0.65 180.66 50.59 61.37 54.83 0.96 0.18 278.5 
Mp 75-81 0.36 94-148 2.1-2.3 -0.34 660 
Pc 84-86 0.7-0.8 123-134 2.1-2.3 <0.1 272-295 
Ww 68-82 1.1-1.2 104-141 2.9-4.1 <0.1 181 
RDF 73-75 0.2-0.3 97-112 2.2-2.4 >0.2 715 
Cb 68-90 190-300 135-310 55-115 2.0-2.5 76 
Sp 90 0.76 280 312 252 2.39 370 
Sr 65.6 8.9 508 385 253 2.40 57 
Table 8.14: Table of key parameters defining the thermal treatments in the packed-bed, compared to those of 
other studies (Mp, Pc, Ww, RDF, Cb, Sp and Sr). The average buming rate (x BR) was based on the mass 
loss during the entire period. 
The two combustion cases show that the mass loss during ignition propagation was much higher for the 
pellets, compared to the unpelletsied SMC, and as such, the burning rate during this phase was much 
higher. By contrast, the burning rate during char combustion was greater for the SMC, although the 
overall burning rate was faster for the pellets. The ignition front speed and the ignition rate for the pellets 
were significantly lower than for the SMC, reflected by the difference in densities. Comparisons made 
between the pelletised and non-pellctised fuels in this study have been confinned by the differences 
between the pelletised and non-pellctised switchgrass of Gilbert, et al. (2009), namely the mass loss 
during ignition propagation, the ignition front speed and the ignition rate. The SMC combustion and 
gasification cases can also be compared. Mass loss during ignition propagation was higher for SMC 
gasification, compared to its combustion. In contrast with the above comparison, the burning rates do not 
follow the above trend as only partial combustion was occurring during gasification; this is true of all 
three burning rates computed. Even though very similar densities are found in the SMC used for the 
combustion and gasification reactions, the differences in air flowrates and thus in the reactions and the 
speed at which they occurred are clearly reflected in the ignition front speed and the ignition rate. 
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In general, as discussed above, these results corroborate well with other combustion tests of biomass 
samples. The mass loss during ignition propagation however was sih'11ificantly lower for the tests here, 
compared to the results gained by Ryu, et al. (2006, 2007a) and Gilbert, et al. (2009); the majority of 
mass loss occurred during the char combustion phase for the materials herein, particularly for SMC 
combustion and gasification, thus the char formation, rather than combustion, is a significant process 
occurring during the initial stages of these reactions. As previously suggested, the BR; was lower than the 
ignition rate in all cases here, thus char remained to be combusted after volatile combustion. The ignition 
front speeds were similar for all the cases shown in the table, except for the raw switchgrass (Gilbert, et 
al., 2009); this is likely to be due to the very low density of the material. This was also found to be the 
case for the comparison of pellet combustion and SMC combustion, as the densities and the ignition front 
speeds also show a negative correlation. Although the range of ignition rates is vast for the previous 
literature, the results gained here are generally comparable and are within the range shown. The burning 
rates for the pellet combustion test herein and those ofRyu, et al. (2006, 2007a,b) are quite analogous; the 
results achieved by Gilbert, et al. (2009), however, show much higher overall burning rates, although the 
results for Sp and Sr were similar. The burning rates for the gasification test should be significantly lower 
than the combustion cases, as supposedly little complete combustion was taking place - only partial 
oxidation is expected during gasification reactions. The equivalence ratio at ignition propagation (A;) was 
also calculated for each case. These values are significantly lower than those reported for other materials. 
Ryu, et al. (2007a,b) state that this is the average stoichiometry required for the reaction to occur, which 
is represented as the ratio of the actual fuel-oxidant ratio to the stoichiometric ratio. This suggests that 
less oxygen is required to combust or gasify the pellets or the SMC in the packed-bed. 
The main elements found in the raw materials, determined in Chapter 6, included Ca, Sand K, the latter 
of which contributes to slagging and fouling. The Na content of the ash is also a part of the cause of this. 
The elemental analysis of the ash samples are shown in Table 8.15. 
AMOUNT (mg/kg) 
ELEMENT PELLET SMC SMC 
COMBUSTION COMBUSTION GASIFICA nON 
Alkali Index ~kg-alkali/GJ! 0.17 0.13 0.18 
AI 31800 13000 15000 
Ca 70550 359000 302000 
Fe 18300 10000 11000 
K 11600 26500 35000 
Mg 6875 18600 19900 
Mn 395 772 1020 
Na 1950 4460 5530 
P 6355 18800 24400 
S 8535 25700 35800 
SI 4690 3090 3760 
Sr 240 540 640 
TI 1100 609 714 
Zn 98 1840 2750 
Table 8.15: Composition and properties of the ash residues from the thennal treatments in the packed-bed. 
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The Alkali Index was calculated from these results, assuming that all K and Na present were in oxide 
form. From these values, it can be seen that fouling is probable with pellet combustion in the packed-bed 
and with SMC gasification, as these values were equal to or greater than the 0.17 kg-alkali/G] threshold 
described previously. SMC combustion in the packed-bed still had the potential to foul, as there were 
noteworthy amounts of the two required metals in the ash. Of the other elements that were particularly 
prominent in the raw materials, the Ca appears to be more concentrated in the ash samples, especially 
where only SMC was used, as this metal is found in significantly larger concentrations in the SMC. The 
SMC substrate initially had high quantities of S, which has remained in the ash for the packed-bed 
combustion and the gasification; this is beneficial in terms of reduced SOx emissions. Again, there are 
higher S concentrations in the two tests were only the SMC was thermally treated. 
8.7.3 Gasification and Pyrolysis 
Gasification was not successful, as the reactions were cooled if there was not enough air in the reactor, 
which meant that the temperatures generated were not sufficient to initiate gasification reactions. If there 
was excess air in the system, combustion reactions were dominant. Pyrolysis did produce a wide range of 
potential fuels, in solid, liquid and gaseous forms, but as seen from their CV above, the energy contents of 
these were generally low, although these could have a variety of further uses, providing they are managed 
effectively. These thermal treatments are thus thought not to be as suitable for these wastes. 
8.8 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS FROM THE 
INITIAL TIIERMAL TREATMENT TESTS 
The materials were pelletised on a mass scale, then used in a series of thermal treatments to compare the 
efficiencies of these to non-pelletised SMC in fluidised- and packed-beds. Additionally, SMC pyrolysis 
and gasification were performed; these were by contrast, not as successful. Pellet combustion in both 
reactors, although in particular in the fluidised-bed, was very successful. The emissions (NOx, SOx and 
HCl) did not appear to be problematic, as previously suggested. SMC combustion in the fluidised-bed 
was also successful, where high temperatures were maintained and emissions were comparable to pellet 
combustion. By comparison, SMC combustion in the packed-bed was not as efficient. The combustion 
parameters calculated for the packed-bed tests were generally comparable to those for other biomass 
fuels, particularly the ignition front speed, and the ignition and burning rates; the equivalence ratios were 
somewhat lower than the other values reported. Although considerable amounts of ash were produced, 
this can be used as an activator for PF A in the cement industry, as Russell, et al. (2005) suggests. 
Based on the results from these preliminary tests, it has been recommended that as the fluidised-bed 
combustion of SMC-coal tailing pellets was most successful, this warrants further investigation and will 
consequently be the focus of additional experimental work for this PhD. This is also preferred for high 
ash content fuels, such as these. This will in particular focus on enhancing the combustion efficiency 
through manipulating variables and assessing the pollutants that are formed, both gaseous and solid. 
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9 
FLUIDISED-BED COMBUSTION 
OF FUEL PELLETS 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
As seen from the previous chapter, the combustion of the SMC-coal tailing pellets in the laboratory-scale 
fluidised-bed performed better, achieving higher combustion efficiencies than the combustion of the SMC 
alone and the other thern1al treatments. This was due to the pellets having a superior CV from the 
additions of the coal tailings, as well as the greater bulk and energy densities resulting from their 
pelletisation. This greater density allows combustion to take place in the heated sand bed, which directly 
improves the energy efficiency by minimising the small particles that escape unburned with the flue gases 
(Saenger, et al., 2001; Holm, et al., 2006). As a result, this was chosen as the main thermal treatment and 
thus was the focus of the succeeding experimental stage. A series of tests were devised and performed to 
assess alterations of three key parameters: the primary air flowrate, the pellet feedrate and the sand bed 
depth, with the aim of detern1ining the optimum combustion conditions for these wastes in this 
combustor; these results are presented here. The manipulation of these variables were thought to 
influence the temperatures achieved throughout the reactor, the gas concentrations, the pollutant species 
produced and the overall combustion efficiency, as well as the properties and composition of the flyash. 
Additionally, combustion tests were perforn1ed where the pellets contained 1 wt% of either the caustic 
soda or starch binder, to assess the impacts of these on the combustion behaviour and the pollutants 
formed. These were utilised as binders to improve pellet quality, detailed in Section 7.6 and 7.7. This 
was vital, as any additives used in fuel pellets need to have a minimal impact on their combustion. 
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9.2 MANIPULATING THE COMBUSTION VARIABLES IN THE 
LABORATORY-SCALE FLUIDISED-BED 
9.2.1 Description of Modified Analytical Set-Up 
The laboratory-sca le fl uidised-bed used for these tests was described in detail in the previous chapter -
Section 8.3 .1. The analytica l set-up used ror the addi tional experi ments was similar, where temperatures 
were measured at e ight locations througho ut the bed and freeboard (at the locations outlined in Table 8.4) 
and gas concentrations (02, CO2, 0 and NOx) were monitored at the exhaust. As before, the flue gas 
was a lso analysed for other ac id gas species (sulphates and chlorides) and gas samples were taken at four 
locations throughout the reacto r, from samples ports, as indicated on Figure 9.1, for further gas analys is . 
In addition, the Oyash was a l 0 co ll ected in the cyclone and la ter analysed. 
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Figure 9. 1 The modified Ouid iscd-bcd analytica l set-up ror the further investi gation into pellet combustion in 
this reactor. 
The s ize and shape of the pell ets were modified, due to the difficu lt ies experienced feeding with the 
system ava ilab le. The new pellets, sho wn chematiea lly in Figure 9.2, were 15 .5 mm x 12.5 mm and 
each weighed approx imately 1.8 g. T he'e pellets had a bulk density o f 496 kg/mJ a ft er drying. To fonn 
these pe ll ets, the two materia l were dried to - 10 % moisture and then thoroughly mixed in a 50:50 wt% 
ratio, prior to pelletisatio n ill a compress ion pell eti er. After fo rmation, they were dried further, until the 
moisture content \Vas ill cqui li hriull1 with the labora tory (- 2-4 %) to ensure a high C Y and maximise the 
potentia l fo r energy recovery. 
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Figure 9.2 SMC-coal tailing pellet used for the in-depth fluidised-bed combustion tests. 
9.2.2 Experimental Conditions 
Twelve combustion cases were devised, with the aim of exploring the effects of manipulating three key 
variables: (i) the pellet feedrate, (ii) the primary (tluidising and combustion) air flowrate and (iii) the 
depth of the sand bed. The experimental conditions for these cases are shown in Table 9.1. The variation 
of the first two parameters altered the air-to-fuel ratio (air ratio) within the combustor; this was calculated 
based on the combustion conditions, namely the total amounts of air and fuel, and the fuel characteristics, 
specifically the oxygen required to completely bum all carbon (41.6 %), hydrogen (3.2 %) and sulphur 
(2.1 %) present in the fuel pellets. Each kg of SMC-coal tailing fuel pellets required 5.45 kg of air for 
stoichiometric combustion conditions to prevail in the combustor. All cases used excess air - fuel-lean 
conditions; combustion was not attempted with sub-stoichiometric air, as efficiency would be too low, 
encouraging the fornmtion of unwanted pollutant species, such as unburned hydrocarbons and CO due to 
incomplete combustion. Based on the results of the material characterisation in Chapter 6, the air ratio for 
each case was calculated, shown in the table below. A range of values were examined, where excess air 
ranged from 61 % (Case 6) to 276 % (Case 2). 
PRIMARY AIR PELLET AIR RATIO EXCESS DEPTH OF CASE (kg/m2hr) FEEDRATE (kg/hr) AIR(%) SAND BED (m) 
1 415 3.52 2.13 113 0.22 
2 415 2.02 3.76 276 0.22 
3 415 2.46 3.08 208 0.22 
4 415 2.99 2.54 154 0.22 
5 415 4.05 1.87 87 0.22 
6 415 4.58 1.61 61 0.22 
7 277 3.52 1.65 65 0.22 
8 330 3.52 1.84 84 0.22 
9 468 3.52 2.35 135 0.22 
10 511 3.52 2.51 151 0.22 
11 600 3.52 3.02 202 0.22 
12 415 3.52 2.13 113 0.27 
Table 9.1: The test variables that were manipulated for the twelve cases in the fluidised-bed. 
The first case was the reference, to which all other tests were compared; this had a moderate primary air 
flowrate and a moderate pellet feedrate. Cases 2 to 6 assessed the impacts of altering the first variable, 
the pellet feedrate; a range of values greater and lower than that used in the reference case were 
compared, ranging from 2.02 kg/hr to 4.58 kg/hr (115-260 kg/m2hr). The small SMC-coal tailing pellets 
were fed with an auger screw, which was calibrated at varying fcedrates (Figure 9.3). Cases 7 to 11 
investigated the efTcct of changing the primary air flowrate, by increasing and decreasing the air to the 
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system from the reference case. The air flowrates tested ranged from 277 kg/m2hr to 606 kg/m2hr (4.9-
10.7 kg/hr) ' Secondary air was kept a lmost con tant for comparison. Lastly, Case 12 looked at the effect 
of altering the sand bed depth. Due to difficulties involved with attempting to fluidise the bed during the 
preliminary investigations, lower bed depths (0 .22 m and 0.27 m instead of 0 .30 m) were used to ensure 
proper fluidi sation and limit slugging. The bed depth could not be increased too far as there were issues 
with gaining fluidi sation to a sa ti factory level and thus unfortunately a range of bed depths could not be 
practically investigated, hence why only two values were compared for this variable. 
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Figure 9.3 : Calibration of the motor speed and pellet feedrate , fed with the auger screw. 
9.2.3 Data Analysis 
The effect of manipulating these three va riables was assessed; these included impacts on the temperature 
profiles, various gas concentrations and the propertie and composition of the flyash. 
9.2.3. 1 Temperatllres 
The temperatures were monito red and logged at eight locations throughout the bed and freeboard , as 
described for the preliminary investi ga tion in Section 8.5.1 and Table 8.4 . The results focussed on three 
thermocoupl es: T2, within the sand bed; T4, just above the sand bed; and T7, towards the top of the 
freeboard . In add ition, the temperature increase in °C/min was calculated for each case from these data 
for the duration of the combusti on phase, also for the three main them10couples (T2, T3 and T7). 
9.2.3.2 Gaseolls Emissions 
The flue gas concentra tions ( 2, O2 and 0) were measured using an ADC MGA3000 gas analyser, as 
outlined in Section 8.5 .1 . From the ave raged data, the combustion efficiency (llcE) wa calculated for 
each case, using Equation 8. 1. Ileat los due to incomplete combustion (due to the formation of CO 
instead of O2) wa al 0 computed, a the actual hea t loss, in MJ/kg of fuel, and then as a percentage of 
the tota l heat input. This was ba cd on fuel composition, fuel NCV, the exhaust composition and the 
enthalpie of the relevant combustion reactions Crable 9.2), namely those outlined in Equation 3.2. 
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COMBUSTION REACTION 
C +02 - C02 
C + Y202 - CO 
H~ + Y20, - H~O 
ENTHALPY OF COM BUSTION (AH in MJ/kg) 
33.96 
10.23 
133.50 
Table 9.2: The enthalpies of the combustion reactions outlined in Equation 3.2. 
The combustion of these pellets on an industrial scale for the purpose of energy recovery must comply 
with the Waste Incineration Directive, outlined in Section 2.3.3 and Table 2.6, which limits NOx, S02 
and HCI emissions, among others. Consequently, NOx were measured using a Signal Series 4000 NOx 
analyser and the gas was also analysed for other acid gas species (sulphates and chlorides), using the wet 
chemical method followed by gas ion chromatography; further details were given in Section 8.5.1. 
Whilst Ca is thought to be useful in reducing SOx emissions, the presence of phosphorous can interfere 
with the capture mechanism; thus the amounts of Ca and P in the initial material and the ash were 
compared and related to the amounts of sulphates in the exhaust gases (Altun, et al., 2006; Elled, et al., 
2006). 
Additionally, four sampling ports (Pl-P4), identified in Table 9.3, were used for taking gas samples at the 
wall of the reactor. These were then analysed with a Varian CP 3800 gas chromatograph/gas 
chromatograph mass spectrometer, also described in Section 8.5.1, for short-chain hydrocarbons, volatile 
organic compounds and hydrogen. This was to investigate fuel gas formation and burnout. 
SAMPLING PORT PI P2 P3 P4 
Height Above I'late (m) 0.11 0.20 0.56 cyclone exit 
Table 9.3: Locations of the four gas sampling ports in the fluidised-bed. 
9.2.3.3 Ash Analysis 
The gases produced passed through a 0.1 m diameter and 0.4 m high stainless steel cyclone at the 
combustor exit to remove inorganic particulate matter (flyash) before being analysed or discharged to the 
atmosphere. The particulates collected in the cyclone were subsequently weighed and analysed. These 
included elemental analysis, a dctennination of the proportion ofC, H, N, Cl and unburned carbon in each 
sample and various factors to assess the slagging and fouling behaviour of the ash. 
Firstly, the particulates underwent elemental analysis, using the acid digestion method described in 
Section 8.5.1. This gave the composition of the ash, focusing specifically on the metal contaminants, in 
particular the alkali, transition and heavy metal content. This test was repeated for each flyash sample. 
The results were compared to the initial feed material, which was vital as the concentrations of specific 
elements in the initial fuel do not necessarily correspond to those found in the ash (Kouvo and Backman, 
2003). Their release is reliant on a complex process, the factors of which were outlined in Section 4.5.3. 
Secondly, the remaining combustible material (unburned carbon) was experimentally-rletennined, to 
assess the validity of the combustion efficiencies calculated using the exhaust gas concentrations. This 
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was measured by placing two 1 g samples of the ash into a furnace (at 750°C) for one hour. Thirdly, C, 
1I, Nand Cl were determined using ultimate analyses testing of the ash samples, as described in Section 
6.2.2; this forms part of the British Standard 1016, Part 6: 1977 (British Standards Institution, 1977a). 
Lastly, the slagging and fouling behaviour of the flyash was investigated in a variety of ways. The Alkali 
Index (AI) was calculated for each case using the elemental composition of the flyash as input data for 
Eq. 8.9. Another measure of problematic deposition occurring is the presence of silicon, aluminium and 
iron in oxide form in the ash, the concentrations of which were also determined in the elemental analysis. 
A correlation between the amounts of these present and slag/deposit formation has been found, where Si 
appears to be the most influential (Ohman, et al., 2004). Fryda, et al. (2006) found that the presence of 
potassium, silicon, chlorine and phosphorus could also lead to ash agglomeration, as considered in 
Section 4.5.2, thus the concentrations of these in the ash were also examined. Jenkins, et a1. (1998) also 
commented that Si, CI and S in the ash can contribute to the fonnation of detrimental compounds. 
The fusion temperatures were also determined for flyash samples by heating a small cone of the ash in a 
reducing atmosphere (50 % hydrogen and 50 % carbon dioxide) until it started to melt, according to 
British Standard 1016, Part 15: 1970 (British Standards Institution, 1970). Temperatures were 
determined for (i) initial deformation, where the edges of the tip of the mound became rounded; (ii) the 
hemispherical stage, where the entire cone became hemispherical, such that the height (h,,) was equal to 
half the base (b) (IIh = Yzb); and lastly (iii) the fluid/flow stage, where the ash melted and became flat, 
such that the height (II.) was equal to a third of that at the hemispherical stage (h r = Y3h,,). This can also 
indicate slagging and fouling, although accuracy can be problematic as the results often have a high 
percentage error (British Standards Institution, 1970). This was repeated twice for each flyash sample. 
9.3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF MANIPULATING THE 
COMBUSTION VARIABLES 
The experiments were perfornlcd to assess alterations of the key variables; these results are presented and 
analysed here. The etTect of changing these variables can be clearly seen in all cases, on the air ratios, 
temperatures and gas concentrations (and consequently, also on the overall combustion efficiency). The 
tests were repeated to ensure the accuracy and validity of the results; the complete data set is given in 
Table 9.4, with averaged results given separately in each section below. Due to the number of tests 
performed for each case, 95 % Confidence Limits are shown as error bars on the graphs to illustrate the 
variation in the data. Due to the lower bed depths used than for the preliminary tests described in Chapter 
8, proper fluidisation was seen for all experiments. Despite the variations in air flowrates between the 
cases, the pressure drop of the system, L\P, calculated using Equation 4.2, was 3.44 kPa for all cases 
where the bed depth was 0.22 m. Where a deeper bed was employed (0.27 m), the pressure drop 
increased to 4.05 kPa. Annesto, ('/ al. (2003) used 40 kPa for their bubbling fluidised-bed, whereas Elled, 
et al. (2006) used a 6P of 6.5 kPa in a circulating fluidised-bed. 
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PARAMETER 
1 2 3 4 
Run I 2 3 I 1 2 1 2 
Pellet Feedrate (kg/br) 3.52 3.52 3.52 2.02 2.46 2.46 2.99 2.99 
Primary Air (kglm2hr) 415 415 415 415 415 415 415 415 
Secondary Air (kglm2hr) 155 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 
Depth of Sand Bed (m) 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 
Bed Depth-to-Diameter Ratio 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 
Air Ratio 2.10 2.16 2.16 3.76 3.08 3.08 2.54 2.54 
CO2 (%) 12.47 15.29 15.88 4.87 13.40 15.28 15.24 12.99 
Average Gas O2 (%) 6.22 3.46 2.17 15.37 5.55 4.10 3.20 6.01 
Concentration CO(%) 0.61 0.53 l.l8 0.10 0.38 0.48 0.80 0.43 
NOx (ppm) 16.09 8.03 45.5 2.09 13.25 23.13 14.63 5.25 
Heat Loss Due MJ/kg fuel 0.46 0.33 0.68 0.20 0.27 0.30 0.49 0.32 
to Incomplete 
% Heat Input 2.85 2.05 4.23 1.23 1.69 1.86 3.05 1.96 Combustion 
Combustion Efficiency (%) 95.34 96.65 93.08 97.98 97.24 96.95 95.01 96.80 
Bed 865 876 865 848 825 843 866 860 
Average 
Temperature eq Above Bed 863 876 866 825 825 847 869 861 
Freeboard 531 533 450 423 433 484 541 494 
Bed 2.63 2.95 2.34 1.26 1.33 2.02 3.23 3.19 
Temperature Ab B d 
. ove e Increase eC/mm) 3.14 3.18 2.37 2.17 1.62 1.98 3.48 3.29 
Freeboard 1.37 1.73 2.66 0.98 2.17 0.78 1.23 2.52 
- ---
5 
CASE 
6 
1 2 1 
4.05 4.05 4.58 
415 415 415 
170 170 155 
0.22 0.22 0.22 
1.47 1.47 1.47 
1.87 1.87 1.61 
15.25 16.19 16.39 
2.91 1.98 1.82 
0.90 0.91 2.47 
7.75 - 4.34 
0.55 0.52 1.29 
3.41 3.26 8.02 
94.43 94.68 86.93 
894 863 887 
897 865 892 
567 536 577 
3.44 3.50 3.74 
3.62 3.47 3.57 
1.72 2.06 1.55 
----- -
~---
7 8 
1 2 1 2 
3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 
277 277 330 330 
170 170 170 170 
0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 
1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 
1.65 1.65 1.84 1.84 
14.59 17.23 16.95 16.82 
3.46 1.00 0.78 0.93 
1.82 1.88 1.94 1.82 
3.98 58.38 10.42 7.65 
1.09 0.97 1.01 0.96 
6.79 6.02 6.29 5.98 
88.91 90.16 89.73 90.24 
839 874 865 835 
792 861 854 828 
387 484 485 414 
1.69 2.87 2.49 1.75 
1.90 1.92 2.59 1.93 
2.90 0.66 1.29 1.85 
-- ----
9 10 11 12 
1 1 1 1 2 
3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 
468 511 606 415 415 
170 170 213 170 170 
0.22 0.22 0.22 0.27 0.27 
1.47 1.47 1.47 1.80 1.80 
2.35 2.51 3.02 2.16 2.16 
16.13 14.90 13.98 15.40 15.67 
2.89 3.62 4.47 2.06 2.39 
0.85 0.83 0.52 1.11 2.03 
2.40 
-
37.88 32.38 36.43 
0.49 0.52 0.35 0.66 1.13 
3.06 3.23 2.20 4.12 7.02 
94.99 94.71 96.41 93.28 88.53 
879 862 842 870 865 
881 861 843 868 866 
525 476 502 441 486 
2.56 3.29 3.38 1.68 2.32 
2.57 3.74 3.67 1.94 2.45 
1.65 2.77 3.19 0.60 1.82 
-
Table 9.4: Table showing the operating conditions for the twelve cases and results for gas concentrations, combustion efficiency, temperatures and temperature increases for 
pellet combustion in the fluidised-bed. Case I is the base test, Cases 2 to 6 are those which alter the pellet feedrate, Cases 7 through II are those which alter the 
primary/fluidising air flowrate and Case 12 is where the depth of the sand bed was increased. 
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Chapter 9 Fluidised-Bed Combustion of Fuel Pellets 
9.3.1 Effect o/Changing the Pellet Feedrate 
The reference case (Case 1) and first set of cases (Cases 2-6) concerned the effect of altering the pellet 
feedrate and thus these looked at the air ratio and combustion stoichiometry. The pellet feedrate varied 
from 2.02 kg/hr to 4.58 kg/hr while other variables remained constant, achieving air ratios of 1.61-3.76 
(61-276 % excess air). Combustion was not attempted with sub-stoichiometric air. The conditions for 
these experiments are shown in Table 9.5 along with the mean results of the gas concentrations, heat loss, 
combustion efficiency and temperatures for each case; more details of individual tests were given in 
Table 9.4. The impact of changing the pellet feedrate had obvious implications on the gas concentrations, 
T)CE and temperatures, as shown on Fih'Ures 9.4 and 9.5. 
PAIUMETER CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4 CASES CASE 6 
Pellet Feedrate (kg/hr) 3.52 2.02 2046 2.99 4.05 
Primary Air (kg/m1hr) 415 415 415 415 415 
Secondary Air (kg/m2hr) 165 170 170 170 170 
Depth of Sand Bed (m) 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 
Air Ratio 2.14 3.76 3.08 2.54 1.87 
CO2 (%) 14.55 4.87 14.34 14.12 15.72 
Average Gas O2 (%) 3.95 15.37 4.83 4.61 2.45 
Concentration CO(%) 0.77 0.10 0043 0.62 0.91 
NOx (~~m) 23.21 2.09 18.19 9.94 7.75 
Heat Loss Due to l\1J/kg fuel 0.51 0.20 0.27 0040 0.53 
Incomplete Combustion % of lIeat In~ut 3.18 1.22 1.67 2.50 3.32 
Combustion [fficienc~. !1n~ (%) 95.02 97.98 97.10 95.90 94.55 
Bed 869 848 834 863 879 
Average Above Bed 868 825 836 865 881 Temperature eC) Freeboard 505 423 459 518 552 
Temperature Increase Bed 
2.64 1.26 1.68 3.21 3.47 
Above Bed 2.89 2.17 1.80 3.38 3.54 (OC/min) Freeboard 1.92 0.98 1.47 1.87 1.89 
Table 9.5: Combustion conditions and average results from the test cases assessing the effects of 
manipulating the pellet feedrate. 
4.58 
415 
163 
0.22 
1.61 
16.39 
1.82 
2.47 
4.34 
1.30 
8.10 
86.93 
887 
892 
577 
3.74 
3.57 
1.55 
As expected and seen on Figure 9.4, when the pellet feedrate increased (i.e. the air ratio decreased), the 
O2 concentration was reduced and consequently CO2 increased; these correlations were quite strong and 
significant, shown by the coefficients of determination. There was more incomplete combustion due to 
the insufficient air provided, and consequently CO increased. The T)CE is based on the concentrations of 
CO and CO2 and there was also a strong correlation between pellet feed rate and T)CE. Heat loss due to 
incomplete combustion closely mirrored the CO concentration and therefore had the opposite relationship 
with T)cE. As the pellet feedrate increased, there was a greater abundance of fuel with diminishing 
amounts of air, thus T)CE decreased rapidly once the air ratio fell below 1.8, corresponding to feedrates 
above 4 kg/hr. NOx were also monitored; the concentration varied (2.09-23.21 ppm), but was low. 
The temperatures and rates of temperature increase were also significantly influenced by the alterations in 
the pellet feedrate (Figures 9.5 and 9.6). The temperatures within the sand bed (T2, y=O.20 m) and just 
above it (T4, y=0.42 m) were high, well in excess of 800°C in all cases; these increased slightly with 
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each case so the overall temperatu re increase was around 60 °C between the slowest and fastest feedrates 
(largest and smallest a ir ratios). T he effect that increasing the pe llet feedrate had higher up in the reactor, 
in the freeboard, were far more pronounced, where the temperature near the top of the freeboard (T7, 
y= \.54 m) increased dramatica lly. T he temperature difference exceeded 150 °C between the fas test and 
slowest feedrates. T hese correlations were very significant , especially for T4 and T7. 
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Figure 9.4 : Trends for the exhaust gas concentrations and effi ciency with increasing pellet feedrates. 
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As shown in Table 9.5 and Figure 9.6, the heating rate was also appreciably affected by the pellet 
feedrate . As the feedra te became faster, the rate of temperature increase also became more rapid in and 
just above the bed (T2 a nd T4); these were both quite significant correlations and were fairly simi lar. The 
relationship between T7, in the freeboa rd , and the pellet feedrate, however, was somewhat di ssimilar, 
although more signi fican t than those for T2 and T4. Here, the rate of temperature increase became more 
rapid as the feedrate became fas ter, until the pell et feedrate reached 3.5 kg/hr; above this, the rate of 
temperature change decreased. It is a lso worth noting that the rate of temperature 1I1crease was 
significantly lower in the freeboard compared to those in and above the bed . 
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Figure 9.6: Trends for the initial rate of temperature increase with increasing pe\1et feedrates. 
9.3.2 Effect of Changing the PrimarylFluitiising Air FlolVrate 
The second set of tests, Cases 7- 11 investigated the impacts of changing the primary (fluidising) air 
flowrate and thus the air rati o and stoichiometry of combustion. Other variables rema ined constant, while 
the primary a ir varied from 277 kg/m2hr to 606 kg/m2hr, achieving air ratios of \.65 -3.02 (65-202 % 
excess air), simil ar to the above cases. Agai n, combust ion was not attempted with sub-stoichiometric air. 
The combustion conditions and results can be compared for these tests in Table 9 .6, which shows the 
average val ues. A more in-dept h overv iew of individual tests for each case was g iven in Table 9.4. 
A lteri ng the primary ai r had as s ignificant an effect on the temperatures as the variation of the pellet 
feedrate; it s impacts however were less apparent on the gas concentrations, even though these were clear 
for the above cases. The correlation between the primary air and the O 2 concentration appeared not to be 
as strong as that for the pell et feedrate; the same was also true for CO2 (Figure 9.7). Whilst there were 
some trends indicated in bot h cases, these were not as clear as expected with the increas ing air ratios. The 
CO correlation was much more significant and there was a clear relationship between this and the primary 
air flowrate; as expected, the incomplete combust ion reactions - which produce CO - became less 
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abundant as the a ir ratio increased due to greater primary air flows. The llcE, which was dependent on the 
CO and CO2 concentrations, however did follow a distinct trend, improving considerably with increasing 
primary air flowrates. Heat loss due to incomplete combustion showed the same trends as the above tests. 
Again, NOx emissions varied, but were low and similar to those recorded above. 
PARAMETER CASE 1 CASE 7 CASE 8 CASE 9 CASE 10 CASE 11 
Pellet Feedrate (kg/hr) 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 
Primary Air (kg/m2hr) 4 15 277 330 468 5 11 606 
Secondary Air (kg/nhll') 163 170 170 170 170 2 13 
Depth of Sand Bed (m) 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 
Air Ratio 2. 14 1.65 1.84 2.35 2.5 1 3.02 
CO2 (% ) 14.55 15.9 1 16.89 16. 13 14.90 13.98 
Average Gas O2 (% ) 3.95 2.23 0.86 2.89 3.62 4.47 
Concentration CO(%) 0.77 1.85 1.88 0.85 0.83 0.52 
NOx {(!(!m} 23.2 1 31.18 9.04 2.40 37.88 
Heat Loss Due to MJ/kg fuel 0.5 1 1.05 1.00 0.52 0.50 0.34 
Incom(!lete Combustion % of lIeat In[!ut 3.18 6.53 6.19 3.24 3. 12 2.11 
Combustion Efficienc~ , Il~ t: {%} 95.02 89.54 89.98 94 .99 94.71 96.4 1 
Bed 869 857 850 879 862 842 
Average Above Bed 868 827 84 1 88 1 86 1 843 Temperature (OC) 
Freeboard 505 436 450 525 476 502 
Bed 2.64 2.28 2. 12 2.56 3.29 3.38 
Temperature Above Bed 2.89 1.9 1 2.26 2.57 3.74 3.67 
Increase (OC/min) Freeboard 1.92 1.78 1.57 1.65 2.77 3.19 
Table 9.6: Average resu lts from the tests carried out to assess the effec ts of manipulating the primary 
(fluidi sing) air flowrate. 
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Figure 9.7: Trends for the gas concentrations and combustion effi ciency with increasing primary air. 
As stated above, a ltering the pri mary air tlowrate had significant implications on the temperatures in both 
the bed and the freeboard; this is shown clea rl y for the three main thermocouples in Figure 9.8 , but the 
trends were di stinctly different than those expressed in Figure 9.5 for the fue l feedrate, which were fairly 
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linear. Here, the temperature increased as the air ratio increased, up to air flowrates of approximately 
450-475 kg/m2hr (air ratios of 2.33-2.43); after this, the excess air in the system became too great and 
coo led the reactions. As with the pellet feedrate cases, the themlOcouples located within and just above 
the bed (T2 and T4) had the highest temperatures, with those in the top of the freeboard (T7) being 
significantly lower. The temperatures recorded for these and the above cases were, however, comparable. 
The correlations fo r the rat es of temperature increase were significant (Figure 9.9), where the freeboard 
had the slowest temperature ri se and just above the bed generally had the fastest, as with the pellet 
feedrate . 
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Figure 9.8 : Trends for the temperatures throughout the reactor with increasing primary air flowrates. 
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9.3.3 Effect ofChallgillg the Depth of the Salld Bed 
The final case (12) investigated the impacts of the increasing bed depth; the stoichiometry was the same 
as Case 1. As only two bed depths were investigated, due to the constraints detailed above, it was 
difficult to form meaningful correlations between the results. Averaged results are shown in Table 9.7 
below and the data of all the tests were presented in Table 9.4. 
PARAMETER CASE 1 CASE 12 
Pellet Feedrate (kg/hr) 3.52 3.52 
Primary Air (kg/m2hr) 415 415 
Secondary Air (kg/m2hr) 163 170 
Depth of Sand Bed (m) 0.22 0.27 
Air Ratio 2.14 2.16 
CO2 (%) 14.55 15.54 
A verage Gas O2 (%) 3.95 2.23 
Concentration CO(%) 0.77 1.57 
NOx (l!l!m) 23.21 34.41 
lIeat Loss nUl' to l\1J/kg fuel 0.51 0.92 
Incom~lete Combustion % of lIeat Inl!ut 3.18 5.73 
Combustion F.flicienc~, l)et; ~%) 95.02 90.90 
Bed 869 868 
Average Above Bed 868 867 Temperature eq 
Freeboard 505 464 
Temperature Increase Bed 2.64 2.00 Above Bed 2.89 2.19 (OC/min) 
Freeboard 1.92 1.21 
Table 9.7: Average results from the tests to assess the effects of altering the depth of the sand bed. 
There was some noticeable variation in the data for the different bed depths. The gas concentrations 
indicated more incomplete combustion occurred for the deeper bed, as the CO concentration was higher. 
The llcE was thus severely reduced from 95.0 % to 90.9 %. NOx concentrations were also greater. 
Although there were large differences in the freeboard temperatures - just over 40°C with the deeper bed 
resulting in a cooler freeboard, those in the bed were the same. The rates of temperature increase were 
different but followed the same pattern, with freeboard temperatures rising more slowly. A deeper bed 
with more sand to heat resulted in slower heating rates. 
9.3.4 Fllel Gas Formatio" alld Burnout 
Gas samples were takcn from four sampling ports during combustion and were analysed for short-chain 
hydrocarbons, volatile organic compounds and hydrogen using a Varian CP 3800 gas chromatograph/gas 
chromatograph mass spl.'Ctromcter. Sampling ports PI and P2 were located in the sand bed, y=O.lI m and 
y=0.20 m respectively, and P3 was located above the bed, below the entrance of the fuel and secondary 
air (y=O.56 m); no fud gases were found in any samples, as they were taken from the walls of the 
combustor where the air collects, not from the centre where reactions occur. Due to the design 
constraints, these are not suitable sampling locations. No hydrocarbons were present in the freeboard (P4, 
cyclone exit), although 0.015 % of hydrogen was found. 
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9.3.5 Acid Gas Emissions 
Various techniques were used to monitor the concentrations of NOx, SOx and HCI emissions during each 
test; the comparison of these to WID emission limits is considered in the subsequent chapter. The results 
for NOx were shown in Tables 9.4-9.7. NO and N02 concentrations ranged from 2.1-58.4 ppm, which 
were low; this was predicted by previous literature, which reports that SMC combusted in a fluidised-bed 
will produce minimal NOx due to the oxidation of fuel nitrogen (Williams, 2001; Williams, et al., 2001 a; 
Chugh and Patwardhan, 2004). Accordingly, the NOx formed were most likely from a thermal source, as 
much nitrogen was contained in the combustion air; this would account for the emissions detected here. 
Consequently, it was thought that the majority of nitrogen in the fuel (1.76 %) would remain in the ash as 
nitrates, although some was captured in the hydrogen peroxide solution (Table 9.8). The nitrogen content 
of the ash, however, was not as high as expected (0.29 %, as considered below), thus the nitrogen was 
probably released as N20 gas, though measurement of this species was beyond the scope of this project. 
While this is not an acid gas and consequently not classed as a NOx compound, it is a greenhouse gas and 
therefore its formation is undesirable. Unfortunately, fluidised-bed combustors are particularly prone to 
N20 formation, as considered above, even though NOx are usually low, as seen here. 
sot and cr species were captured from the t1ue gases during combustion to indicate the presence of 
SOx and HCI. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 9.8. The amount of sulphates present 
was low (2.35-41.69 ppm), indicating that the SOx concentration was also likely to be minimal. As the 
Ca content of the fuel was significant (29,680 mg/kg), due to the lime in the SMC casing, this may have 
aided the reduction of SOx, as this is used in lime scrubbing (Altun, et al., 2006). There was 3121 mglkg 
of P also in the initial fuel, which may have impeded the effect of Ca in minimising the SOx emissions. 
The S was found to be concentrated in the ash (15,000 mg/kg), considered further below (Table 9.9). 
SPECIES 
I·luoride 
Chloride 
Nitrite 
Nitrate 
Phosphate 
Sulphate 
Sodium 
Ammonium 
Potassium 
Calcium 
AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (ppm) 
0.44 
5.33 
0.30 
3.78 
3.90 
12.03 
3.05 
3.53 
0.61 
2.79 
95 % CONFIDENCE 
0.36 
3.12 
0.08 
0.43 
1.62 
7.81 
0.81 
2.81 
0.38 
1.64 
Table 9.8: Average concentration and standard deviation for pollutant species produced during the fluidised-
bed combustion of SMC-coal tailing pellets. 
The chlorides present ranged from 0.88 ppm to 16.88 ppm, which is also minimal. As with the sulphur, 
the Cl was concentrated in the ash (535 mglkg). This may however contribute to ash agglomeration 
(Jenkins, et al., 1998; Fryda, el aI., 2006). In addition to the sulphates and chlorides, which were by far 
the most dominant species present, the tests also indicated the presence of other compounds, as well as 
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metals (Table 9.8). Of these, phosphates, ammonium, nitrates and sodium were the most abundant, but 
their concentrations were still low. Furthern10re, a number of unidentified peaks were present on the 
chromatograph, predominantly anions although a few cation species were also detected. 
9.3.6 Flyaslt Analysis: Properties and Composition 
Flyash was collected from the cyclone after each test for further analysis. A large proportion of the ash in 
the initial fuel remained as fine ash, on average 80 % after combustion. The rest, along with any that 
formed on combustion, was either emitted with the flue gases if the particles were too small to be 
collected by the cyclone or remained in the bed if the particles were large and unable to elutriate; it is 
likely that the first of these is most probable, as there were minimal traces of ash in the bed on inspection. 
The elemental analysis of the ash samples looked specifically for metal contaminants, in particular, Na 
and K to compute the Alkali Index, along with S, Si, AI, Fe and P, which can also cause issues. Nine test 
runs were carried out; Table 9.9 indicates the cases which were assessed for each, as well as the elemental 
analysis and AI. The metals found in the largest amounts were AI, Ca, Fe, Mg, Na and K. Other 
elements, such as S, P and Si were also found in large quantities. Slagging and fouling were also 
investigated, by firstly computing the AI from the amounts of Na and K. As the values are towards the 
lower end of the 0.17-0.34 kg-alkali/GJ range, fouling is probable, but not certain. The amounts of Si, AI 
and Fe were also ascertained, as high proportions of these in oxide form can lead to slagging within the 
system (Ohman, et a/., 2004). Whilst Al and Fe were quite profuse (45,000 mg/kg and 37,250 mg/kg 
respectively), Si, which is thought to be more influential, was not so abundant. Critical levels of Si02 in 
the ash are thought to be in the region of 20-25 wt%, although the amounts noted here were significantly 
below this in all cases, even though the Si appears to be concentrated in the flyash (Ohman, et a/., 2004). 
It was previously considered that in addition to K and Si, already taken into account, CI, Sand P may also 
aid ash agglomeration (Fryda, et a/., 2006). The CI and S present in the initial fuel have already been 
found to be concentrated in the ash. This also appears to be the case for P, seen in Table 9.9, thus the 
presence of several elements known to cause slagging, fouling and agglomeration have been identified in 
the ash. The low temperatures in the fluidised-bed however appeared to limit slag formation. 
C, H, N, Sand CI concentrations were also detern1ined for each test (Table 9.10). Although the nitrogen 
and thus the nitrate concentration in the ash was low, as considered above, the Sand Cl content were 
significantly higher, and thus sulphates and chlorides, the sax and IICI forming species, remained in the 
flyash, leading to the low emissions contemplated above. There were also high proportions of C in the 
ash and, on average, 13 % combustible material. This strongly suggests that the combustion efficiencies 
based on the CO and CO2 concentrations may not be as high as indicated. Although inefficiencies in the 
combustor are a likely source of this unburned material, fuel particle carryover, particularly dust formed 
during pellet feeding, would have also significantly contributed to this, as light SMC particles could have 
been elutriated by the high air flowrates rather than being burned in the bed. 
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COMPONENT (mg/kg) PELLETS AVERAGE o§ 
A B C D E F G H ~ 
Test Cases 1,2,6 7, 1 10 4,5,8, 11 3,4,5 8,9 1,3,7 12, 12 'C 
Flyash as % of Ash in Pellets 78.95 65.72 92.08 87.37 74.23 70.22 83.74 84.05 69.22 
Alkali Index {kg-alkalilGJ) 0.235 0.239 0.225 0.368 0.220 0.226 0.243 0.248 0.243 
AI 2500 45000 46000 43000 45000 44000 44000 48000 45000 45000 
As 8 51 62 50 49 54 51 40 50 52 
B 14 47.6 50 44 44 45 44 52 49 53 
Ba 149 683.8 690 660 680 690 690 730 680 650 
Ca 29680 68375 67000 69000 67000 60000 65000 71000 75000 73000 
Cd 0 4.0 5.0 3.0 7.0 4.3 3.9 2.8 2.8 3.0 
Ce 3 62 62 62 59 64 64 64 59 62 
Co 5 17.4 17 17 17 18 17 18 17 18 
Cr 9 52.5 64 46 48 60 52 52 51 47 
Cu 29 126.3 130 120 140 120 120 130 130 120 
Fe 5604 37250 40000 35000 35000 41000 39000 36000 37000 35000 
Ga 12.4 13 12 13 13 13 12 12 11 
K 8364 20625 21000 19000 21000 18000 19000 22000 23000 22000 
La I 31.9 34 32 31 34 33 30 31 30 
Li 6 40.1 33 42 42 40 43 45 43 33 
Mg 3485 8325 8000 8600 8200 7700 7900 8900 8800 8500 
Mn 196 513.8 580 510 470 550 550 510 480 460 
Mo 3 10 10 9.2 11 11 9.8 9.4 9.8 10 
Na Il23 3750 4000 3700 3900 3600 3700 3700 3800 3600 
Nd 26.6 26 26 26 27 27 27 26 28 ~ 
Ni 13 58.8 65 62 67 66 55 50 56 47 ;:: s: 
P 3121 5237.5 7100 5100 4200 5600 5600 4800 4800 4700 ",,' ~ 
Pb 8 45 64 41 42 51 50 40 36 36 ~ 
S 11702 15300 13600 16100 14600 14300 14500 15300 16900 17100 b:I ~ 
Sc 1 8.7 8.6 8.3 8.6 8.2 8.5 9.5 9.1 9.1 g 
Si 1487 3137.5 3100 2800 3300 3400 3300 2900 3300 3000 ~ 
Sr 105 281.9 300 275 275 255 265 280 300 305 ~ ;:: 
Ti 22 502.5 520 390 500 500 480 500 610 520 "" 
-~. 
V 7 78.5 85 72 74 70 73 85 81 88 :: 
y 2 7.9 8.1 7.5 7.8 7.9 7.8 7.9 7.8 8.2 ~ 
Zo 100 198.8 270 160 210 220 190 180 190 170 ~ 
Zr 1 8.9 7.4 8.4 9.1 9.2 8.8 6.8 11.0 8.3 ~ ~ 
---I ~ : Table 9.9: Table comparing the amount, composition and Alkali Index of the ash collected from the various runs of the fluidised-bed. Details of the contents of the initial fuel ct 
are also given; the initial ash content of the pellets is 34.27 %. 
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ULTIMATE ANALYSIS COMPOSITION OF ASH FROM RUN (%) INITIAL 
A D E F G II FUEL 
C 18.46 24.08 14.76 13.40 15.75 41.56 
II 0.34 0.25 0.22 0.22 0.21 3.19 
N 0.34 0.35 0.25 0.21 0.29 1.76 
S 1.60 1.49 1.57 1.51 1.90 2.09 
CI {mg/kg~ 754 731 636 463 217 406 0.27% 
Remainin& Combustibles 15.31 14.12 11.82 10.20 11.98 15.31 
Table 9.10: Ultimate analysis of six ash samples; the remaining combustible material is also shown. 
9.4 IMPACTS OF PELLET BINDERS ON COMBUSTION 
Combustion tests were also undertaken in the fluidised-bed to investigate the impacts of the binders on 
the combustion behaviour of the pellets and the properties and composition of the flyash formed. This 
was especially important for the pellets containing the NaOH binder, as sodium is one of the alkali metals 
that contribute to slagging and fouling, by reducing the ash melting point. As the amounts required to 
improve pellet quality were small (considered in Chapter 7), however, they may not impact combustion 
significantly. Experiments were performed to compare the impacts of using no binder, to using 1 wt% of 
starch or caustic soda in the SMC-coal tailing pellets; each test was repeated. The combustion conditions 
were the same as those used for Case 1 above. The collection and analysis of the data from these 
experiments was the same as for manipulating the combustion variables, described in Section 9.2.3. 
9.5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF PELLET BINDERS 
Where no binder was added to the air-dried SMC-coal tailing mixture - the control case - the operating 
conditions resulted in high temperatures towards the bottom of the reactor (870°C) and high combustion 
efficiencies (95 %), with low NOx concentrations (23 ppm), as detailed above. The results for this case 
and those with the inclusion of the two binders in the air-dried pellets are compared in Table 9.11. 
PARAMETER BINDER 
No Binder Caustic Soda Starch 
Pellet Feedrate (kg/hr) 3.52 3.52 3.52 
Primary Air (kg/mlhr) 415 415 415 
Secondary Air (kg/m2hr) 165 165 165 
Depth of Sand Bed (m) 0.22 0.22 0.22 
COl (%) 14.55 17.25 14.19 
Average Gas 0 1 (%) 3.95 1.40 2.21 
Concen tra tion CO(%) 0.77 2.19 1.82 
NOx (ppm) 23.21 11.81 11.74 
Combustion Hliciency, 1)('[ (%) 95.02 88.73 88.64 
Bed 869 844 844 
Average Above Bed 868 831 837 Temperature (0C) 
Freeboard 505 383 461 
ned 2.64 2.07 2.60 Temperature Above Bl'd 2.89 3.28 3.04 Increase (OC/min) Fret'board 1.92 1.53 1.71 
Table 9.11: Combustion conditions and results from the tests assessing the effects of the two binders, 
compared to pellct combustion without a binder (control case). 
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9.5.1 Gas Concentrations, Combustion Efficiency and Temperatures 
As can be seen, the use of the caustic soda and starch binders did alter the gas concentrations, where there 
were some discernible differences between these and the control. The O2, CO2 and CO concentrations for 
the starch case were most comparable to the control, while the results for the NaOH were less similar. In 
both instances, there was less O2 present, resulting in increased levels of CO2 and CO. As TjCE is based on 
these gas concentrations, as expressed in Eq. 8.1, there were also changes in these values. The increased 
amounts of CO for both cases resulted in markedly lower efficiencies (88.7 % compared to 95.0 % for the 
control). This may be due to an alteration in particle structure within the pellets due to the presence of the 
binders, or alternatively there is the possibility of additional gas-phase, chemical reactions between the 
binders and the air, preventing oxidation, resulting in higher CO and lower O2 concentrations, reducing 
the overall TjeE' This is also the likely cause for the lower temperatures in the bed. 
There were few impacts on the temperatures and the rates of temperature increase (Table 9.11). As with 
the tests where no binder was used, the maximum temperatures and the fastest rates of temperature 
increase were seen in and just above the bed (T2, y=0.20 m and T4, y=0.42 m respectively), where 
combustion was primarily taking place. The bed (T2), however, was slightly cooler for both binder cases, 
although the values were still within the standard deviation range (mean ± 1 SD) of the control case. The 
rates of temperature increase were slightly slower within the bed (T2), but elevated above the bed (T4). 
The top of the freeboard (T7, y=1.54 m) was cooler for both binder cases, and for NaOH in particular. 
The temperature rise was also slightly slower here, due to the reduction in TjeE. 
9.5.1 Acid Gas Emissions 
Acid gas concentrations (NOx, SOx and IIC1) produced during these tests were monitored, as above. 
Although there were differences between the control and the binder cases (Tables 9.11 and 9.12), the 
results for all species were low and thus there would appear to be little impact on the abundance of acid 
gas emissions. NOx concentrations varied between 7 and 48 ppm (10.9-74.6 mg!m3) for all tests, where 
the average results for the binder cases were comparable but slightly lower. These concentrations were 
minimal- 10-20 ppm (15.5-31.0 mg!m\ as predicted by previous literature and considered above. The 
comparison of such emissions to WID is reported subsequently. 
AVERAGE SPECIES BINDER 
CONCENTRA TION (ppm) No Binder Caustic Soda Starch 
Chloride 5.33 1.11 2.02 
Nitrite 0.30 <0.25 
Nitrate 3.78 3.70 6.50 
Sulphate 12.03 9.23 1.98 
Table 9.12: Concentrations for acid gas species collected; comparison between the binders used. 
The sulphur content of the initial fuel pellets was around 2.09 % (11,702 mg/kg). The amount of 
sulphates present in the flue gas by comparison were very low, particularly so when there were additions 
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of starch. This indicates that the SOx concentration was also likely to be minimal. As seen from Table 
9.13, the sulphur was concentrated in the ash, as with the previous combustion tests, particularly so when 
the binders were included in the fuel. The CI concentration in the initial fuel was 0.27 %. The chlorides 
present in the flue gas were low, specifically for the two binder cases, where CI was concentrated in the 
ash, more so when the caustic soda binder was used. 
9.5.3 Flyash Analysis: Properties and Composition 
Flyash samples were collected from the cyclone after each test and a number of analytical techniques 
were employed to determine the elemental composition, the Alkali Index, the unburned carbon content 
and ash fusion temperatures. As above, a large proportion of the ash in the initial fuel remained as fine 
particulate ash, shown in Table 9.13. Of this, the unburned carbon content (remaining combustibles) was 
around 12 %, which was experimentally determined for each flyash sample. The results for previous tests 
were quite high and fairly constant for each case, resulting from inefficiencies primarily due to combustor 
limitations, as the primary air may have removed small particles, whether they were combusted or not. 
This was why the unburned carbon content was similar for each case, as the same air flowrates were 
utilised. The l1cE for the tests where binders were included were significantly lower than when no binder 
was used, as the binders made the pellets stronger and more durable, thus less dust formed during feeding. 
As the amount of unburned carbon in the ash samples from these tests was lower, it may suggest that the 
overall combustion efficiency was greater than calculated from these values alone. 
COMPONENT (mg/kg) BINDER INITIAL FUEL 
No Binder Caustic Soda Starch 
Flyash as % of Ash in Pellets 79.0 83.3 75.5 
Alkali Index (kg-alkali/GJ) 0.233 0.293 0.247 
Unburned Carbon (%) 13.6 12.2 11.7 
AI 44500 37250 46000 2500 
Ca 67750 93000 92000 29680 
CI 560 1050 640 2700 
Fe 38250 29500 33000 5604 
K 20250 21500 27000 8364 
Mg 8275 8250 9900 3485 
Na 3775 14400 4100 Il23 
P 5650 6250 6800 3121 
S 15225 25150 27000 11702 
Si 3150 10150 7400 1487 
Table 9.13: Table comparing the amount, composition and Alkali Index of the ash collected from the various 
cases compared to the composition of the initial fuel pellets. 
The elemental composition of the flyash samples are shown in Table 9.13. This looked specifically for 
metal contaminants and those found in the largest amounts were aluminium, calcium, iron and potassium, 
although other elements, such as sulphur were also found to be concentrated here, when compared to the 
initial fuel; this was also found for the tests where no binder was included. A range of trace elements 
were also present, although as these amounts were small, they are not shown in the above table. The ash 
samples from the cases where the binders were included were very similar in terms of composition to the 
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control case. The sodium concentration for the caustic soda case, however, was greatly elevated 
compared to the control. The concentrations of Na and K form the elemental analysis were used to 
compute the Alkali Index. As shown in Table 9.13, the AI was found to be between 0.17 kg-alkali/GJ 
and 0.34 kg-alkali/GJ for the case where no binder was used; this indicates that fouling is probable, but 
not certain, as contemplated above. Comparable results were seen for the starch case. Due to the 
inclusion of the sodium for the caustic soda case, however, the AI of the ash from this test was much 
greater, as most of this alkali metal was collected in the flyash. Despite this, the value was still within in 
the limits noted above and did not cross the threshold of 0.34 kg-alkali/GJ into certain fouling. These 
results suggest that the Na and K concentrations from the fuel pellets alone are sufficient enough to result 
in the probable slagging and fouling in the system, caused by oxides of these metals. The values obtained 
for these fuels, even with additions of sodium from the caustic soda binder, were equivalent to fuels that 
are currently used, for example RDF, which has a AI value of 0.25 kg-alkali/GJ (Jenkins, et a/., 1998). A 
range of other biomass fuels have considerably greater AI values, such as switchgrass (0.65 kg-alkali/GJ), 
almond hulls (1.75 kg-alkali/GJ), rice straw (1.65 kg-alkali/GJ) and wheat straw (1.1 kg-alkali/GJ), as 
reported by Jenkins, et (1/. (1998). The AI computed assumed that all K and Na present in the ash was in 
oxide form. 
The amounts of Si, Al and Fe were also ascertained from the elemental analysis (Table 9.13). As 
described above, high proportions of these metals in their oxide form can lead to slagging within the 
combustion system. As with the previous tests, the Al and Fe concentrations (29500-46000 mg/kg) were 
quite high, although Si was less abundant. There were however greater Si concentrations where a binder 
was included in the pellets, more so with caustic soda, further enhancing any issues with slagging and/or 
fouling brought about by the extra Na from this binder. P, Sand Cl, which can also lead to the formation 
of detrimental compounds, were found to be concentrated in the ash for all tests. This, coupled with the 
AI results discussed above, show that slagging and fouling are likely to take place to some extent, simply 
due to the composition of the SMC and coal tailings, whether the caustic soda binder is included in the 
feed material or not. 
The ash fusion temperatures for the samples, given in Table 9.14, can also give an indication of slagging 
and fouling. These showed that, as before, the inclusion of the caustic soda binder increased the 
likelihood of inducing these detrimental deposits to form in the combustor, by lowering the temperature at 
which the ash particles start to deform, melt and subsequently fuse together. Where starch or no binder 
was included, the temperatures for ash fusion were much greater. As can be seen, these two cases were 
similar and there was a greater difference between the hemispherical and fluid stages, unlike with the 
caustic soda case. The tolerances for these experimentally-determined temperatures can be quite high, up 
to 40 K within the laboratory and up to 80 K between laboratories, thus the differences between the cases 
may not be as significant as the results indicate. These values are however significantly higher than the 
bed temperatures outlined in Table 9.11, which would minimise fouling and agglomeration. 
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AS H FUSION 
TEM PERATURE (0C) 
Initial Deformation 
Hemispherical Stage 
Fluid Stage 
No Binder 
11 60 
1246 
1272 
BINDER 
Caustic Soda 
1215 
1226 
Starch 
11 91 
1244 
1278 
Table 9.14 : Table showing the ash fusion temperatures of the fl yash samples. 
9.6 DISCUSSION 
9.6.1 Air Ratio 
Both manipulating the primary air fl owrate and pellet feedrate, whilst other variables remained constant, 
altered the air ratio; va lues between 1.6 1 and 3.76 were investigated. There were significant and strong 
correlations between these variab les, as expected (Figure 9.1 0) . This had important ramifications on the 
nature of pell et combustion, and hence the alteration of the air ratio was found to be one of the most 
crucial factors influencing the exhaust gas compos ition and thus the combustion efficiency. 
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Figure 9.10 : The relationship between the air ra tio ancl the two dominating influences: the primary air 
l10wrate and the pellet feed rate. 
Figure 9.11 identi fies the rela tive ly strong relationship between the air ratio and the CO concentration; the 
greater the air ratio, the lower the 0 concentration, due to the excess air allowing complete, rather than 
incomplete combustion . In addi tion to dramatica ll y influencing the gas concentrations, the air ratio also 
had a clear relationship wi th the combustion efficiency, when the air ratio was altered both by 
manipulating the primary air flowra te and the pellet feedrate. These correlations indicated that the air 
ratio used in thi combu tor should be 2.5, so there is adequate excess air (150 %) to ensure that the 
effi ciency is ufficient and the forma tion of detrimental emissions is minimised, whilst not allowing too 
much excess air into the sy tem which could cool the reaction. Air ratios slightly lower than this resulted 
in dramatica ll y lower combustion cf'liciencies, whereas air ratios slightly greater did not improve the 
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efficiency as significantly. It is unlikely that such conditions would be used on an industrial scale. As 
shown from f'i gure 9.11, there was often variations in the results (shown by the 95 % Confidence Limits) 
when the reactor was run under the same conditions. This was primarily due to the heterogeneity of the 
fuel and the variations in the ai r Ilowrat es, as considered further below. 
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Figure 9.1 1: Correlations between the air rati o and (i) the exhaust gas concentrations and (ii) the combustion 
efficiency; thi s combines the results for both the variation of the pellet feedrate and the primary air flowrate. 
9.6.2 Pellet Feedrate al1(1 Primary Air Flowrate 
Data from when the pellet feedrate and primary air Ilowrate were manipulated produced very significant 
correlations with the parameters monitored. The results from both datasets, which indicate high llcE, high 
temperatures and low pollutant concentrations were quite similar. Based on the pellet feedrate cases, 
these were achieved where the air ratio was 2.2-2 .5 - a pellet feedrate of 3.0-3.5 kg/hr and a primary air 
flowrate of 460 kg/m2hr. f'rom the primary air cases, the best results were gained for a flowrate of 400-
525 kg/m2hr, with secondary a ir at 170 kg/m2hr, where the pe llet feedrate was 3.2 kglhr. 
9.6.3 Depth of the Sand Bed 
As stated previously, it i difficult to lorm consequential relationships between the variables for the tests 
concerning the sand bed depth; there were, however, distinct differences between Cases I and 12. The 
TJCE was reduced by the deeper bed, as there was a vast increase in CO. Although the bed temperatures 
were similar, there was a marked reduction in freeboard temperatures, which would inhibit energy 
recovery. Furthermore, the reactor took longer to heat up as there was more bed material to heat. The 
bed depth-to-d iameter ratio can indicate the likelihood of slugging in the bed, where high ratios suggest 
thi s pheno menon is like ly. I [ere, the combustion chamber was small and the bed diameter was 0.15 m. 
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Bed depths of 0.30 m for the preliminary investigation (depth-to-diameter ratio of 2.0), 0.22 m for Case 1 
(ratio of 1.47) and 0.27 m for Case 12 (ratio of 1.8) were used. 
9.6.4 Impacts of tile Bintlers 
Pellet combustion was affected by the presence of starch and caustic soda. Whilst starch significantly 
improved pellet quality, it impacted the gas concentrations in such a way that llcE was reduced by 6 %; 
NaOH had a similar inf1uence, although there were slightly lower amounts of combustible material in the 
ash for both cases. The temperatures and ash composition of the control, where no binder was used, were 
comparable to the inclusion of 1 wt% starch. This is therefore a suitable additive for these fuels. Caustic 
soda on the other hand did impact the ash composition and increased the likelihood of slagging/fouling. 
Furthermore, the improvements in pellet quality with the additions of NaOH were not as apparent, and 
given that this also detrimentally impacted combustion, it is not appropriate for this application. 
9.6.5 Temperatllres anti Rate of Temperatllre Increase 
The maximum temperatures achieved in all cases were in and just above the sand bed (T2, y=0.20 m and 
T4, y=0.42 m respectively), both above 850°C (averages of 834-887 °C for T2 and 825-892 °C for T4). 
The high volatile contents of the SMC, as noted in the literature review and as experimentally-determined 
here, resulted in its rapid combustion, primarily in the bed, heating this section. The freeboard (T7, 
y=1.54 m) was considerably cooler for all cases and also varied much more, 423-577 °C depending on the 
conditions. For the cases where the pellet feedrate increased, the temperatures throughout the reactor also 
increased in a fairly linear manner (Figure 9.5); the primary air cases also showed a significant trend, 
where the temperatures increased with air flowrates until a critical value was achieved (450-500 kg/m2hr), 
whereupon the temperatures decreased, cooled by the excess air (Figure 9.8). There appeared to be little 
correlation between the temperatures and air ratio. As conunercial-scale combustion is used for energy 
recovery, the temperatures need to be sufficiently high to be able to create steam to drive a turbine. The 
temperatures here were adequate for energy recovery and suitably high to generate the heat and/or power 
required, providing appropriate conditions were employed. They were comparable, towards the high end 
of the range, to the fluidised-bed combustion of other fuels (discussed below). Furthermore, the reactions 
were self-sustaining, not necessitating the use of secondary or supplementary fuels. Even though the 
excess air provided to achieve optimum fuel bum out was high, this did not appear to cool the reactions 
until high air flow rates were achieved, however, lowering the air ratio would increase the temperature. 
The initial rate of temperature increase was also noted for each case and was more rapid in and just above 
the bed (T2 and T4). The rale of increase was significantly slower for the freeboard for all cases. There 
are two primary reasons for the temperature increases being more rapid in the bed and the bed being 
warmer than the freeboard. The first is due to the fact that the fuel was pelletised, and thus dense, so it 
could bum in the bed, rather than in the freeboard. Secondly, the high volatiles content of the SMC, as 
noted above, resulted in rapid combustion in the bed leading to a faster heating rate here. 
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9.6.6 Gas Concentrations and Combustion Efficiency 
There were significant correlations between the O2, CO2 and CO concentrations and the variables 
manipulated and thus also with the air ratio. These followed distinct trends when plotted against the 
increasing pellet feedrate. The correlation for CO and the air flow rate was also significant, although the 
plots for CO2 and O2 were not. Despite this, a good relationship was still found between the air flowrate 
and combustion efficiency. The variation in O2 was quite dramatic, and was closely matched with the air 
ratio; for extremely air-rich environments, the O2 concentration peaked at over 15 %, whereas for less air-
rich environments, the concentration was 0.86 %. CO2 also varied radically with air ratio (4.87-16.89 %); 
O2 and CO2 closely mirrored each other. CO concentrations were low, 0.10-2.47 %, indicating that some 
incomplete combustion took place where less excess air was present. The llcE ranged from 86.93 % to 
97.98 %; high efficiencies could be achieved using optimal conditions within the reactor. It has also been 
shown that if the conditions were not appropriate, for example low air ratios, then llCE was considerably 
reduced, leading to the formation of unwanted pollutants. Although the results indicate that llcE can be 
quite high, ways in which it can be further improved are considered below. 
9.6.7 Acid Gas Emissions: NOx, SOx and HCI 
NOx emissions did not follow a trend and appear to not have a relationship with any of the variables 
tested or the other data collected. These emissions however were quite minimal from the oxidation of 
fuel nitrogen, due to the inorganic origin (nitrates) of the majority of N. The NOx species formed are 
likely to be from a themml source, as air was used instead of O2, although some may be from a prompt 
source, if hydrocarbon fragments reacted with nitrogen in fuel-rich areas, due to insufficient mixing; these 
mechanisms were described in Section 3.4.1. These data corroborate the results from both the initial 
investigation into pellet combustion and previous literary sources (Williams, 2001; Williams, et a/., 
2001a; Chugh and Patwardhan, 2004). As the N here was not found to be concentrated in the ash, it is 
likely that N20 fomled instead. SOx and IICI emissions were also found to be low, in accordance with 
the previous literature and the initial investigation. The large quantities of Sand Cl in the ash explain the 
low SOx and IICI exhaust gases concentrations. NOx, SOx and HCl emissions from these tests are 
compared to WID in the subsequent chapter, to ensure legislation is met. 
9.6.8 Flyash Properties anti Composition 
The majority of the ash was found in the exhaust gases and collected in the cyclone, thus it is clear that 
particulate removal will be required. From computing the AI, it was found that the concentrations of Na 
and K were sufficient enough to result in the probable slagging and fouling of the system, caused by 
oxides of these metals, whether or not additional Na was included in the binder. This assumed that all the 
K and Na present were in oxide fonn. Many elements were found in considerable concentrations in these 
ash samples, namely AI, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Na, P and S, although a range of trace elements were also 
identified. Whilst a number of these cause slagging, fouling and ash agglomeration, which were found to 
be the most common elements, the fusion temperatures were lower than those generated in the reactor. 
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9.6.9 Determining the Optimum Operating Conditions 
Based on the results of SMC-coal tailing pellet combustion, optimum values for the main variables (the 
operating conditions) were determined for this rig, shown in Table 9.15, based on the optimum air ratio. 
As an optimum air ratio was required to ensure combustion was efficient in this combustor, the pellet 
feedrate and primary air flow rate were therefore manipulated to achieve this. The above discussion in 
Section 9.6.2 suggests a minimum air ratio of2.5 should be used; hence at least 150 % excess air. Based 
on this, a pellet feedrate of 185 kg/m2hr (equal to 3.25 kg/hr) and a total air flowrate of 650 kg/m2hr 
(primary air at 480 kg/m2hr with 170 kg/m2hr of secondary air) could be used to achieve an air ratio of 2.6 
(160 % excess air). The values of the pellet feedrate and primary air flowrate both fit within the ideal 
limits discussed above in Section 9.6.2. Table 9.15 also shows predictions for the temperatures and gas 
concentrations, based on an extrapolation of the experimental results obtained from cases where the bed 
depth was 0.22 m, the most favourable value for this parameter. 
PARAM ETER 
Pellet Feedrate (kg/hr) 
Primary Air (kg/m2hr) 
Secondary Air (kg/m2hr) 
Depth of Sand Bed (m) 
Air Ratio 
Gas 
Concentration 
CO2 (%) 
O2 (%) 
CO (0/0) 
Combustion Efliciency, 1)CE (0/0) 
Bed 
Temperature COC) Above Bed 
Freeboard 
OPTIMUl\1 
3.25 
480 
170 
0.22 
2.6 
14.98 
3.57 
0.60 
96.12 
865 
870 
519 
Table 9.15: Predictions for the gas concentrations, combustion efficiency and temperatures for the optimum 
pellet feedrate and primary air flowrate, based on an ideal air ratio of 2.6. 
Although such operating conditions only apply to the specific combustor used, there are implications for 
the industrial, larger-scale combustion of this fuel; these would mean optimising the burner further to 
improve the results, namely the combustion efficiency and thus the energy recovered. The first one is the 
scaling-up of the reactor and the second is the introduction of secondary air jets. The negative impacts 
from the additions of the binders may not be as apparent using these improvements. Firstly, although the 
results indicate that llcE can be quite high, due to the small-scale nature of the reactor, this could be 
significantly increased by scaling-up the combustor to a practical scale plant. This would mean a deeper 
bed could be utilised, whilst maintaining a depth-to-diameter ratio near to I, to ensure proper fluidisation 
is achieved. Furthermore, when the scaling-up of laboratory-scale results is employed to predict the 
behaviour of industrial-scale combustion plants, it is usually found that combustor perfonnance is 
enhanced and the use of a deeper bed will further improve the efficiency. These results indicate that llcE 
for these pellcts is already quite high, thus optimising the operating conditions of an industrial reactor 
could ensure the efficiency achieved is increased further, by limiting CO in the reactor. 
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Secondly. the addition of high-speed. turbulent secondary air jets in appropriate locations, which would 
undoubtedly be included in an industrial reactor. could be beneficial in improving combustion in many 
ways (Granada, et al., 2006). Circulation would be enhanced to optimise fuel-oxidiser mixing within the 
system. to redistribute any excess oxygen and facilitate the burnout of fuel and residual gases. llcE would 
thus be increased. achieved by reducing the CO concentrations (by completing oxidation) and limiting the 
combustible material in the ash. Turbulence within the reactor will also help to avoid cold and/or hot 
spots or fuel-rich zones. which could further impede prompt NOx formation. Moreover, this secondary 
air would mean a lower air ratio could be used. to improve temperature profiles and maintain those 
necessary for energy recovery throughout the reactor. As described above, large air ratios were required 
for this reactor to ensure high llCEo as there were no secondary air jets. For an industrial combustor, an air 
ratio of 2.6 would significantly reduce gas temperatures and thus encumber energy recovery. It is 
essential to maintain high temperatures to generate energy, hence it is vital to take this into consideration 
when determining the optimum conditions. However, these conditions would be unsuitable for a large 
EfW facility. even though they were appropriate for the laboratory-scale combustion of such wastes. 
9.6.10 Comparison to the Fluidisetl-Bed Combustion olDther Fllels 
These results have been compared to those of other fuels in similar combustors, as fluidised-beds are used 
to combust a variety of fuels. ranging from fossil fuels, such as various ranks of coal. to industrial and 
biomass wastes. for example meat and bone meal and olive oil industry residue. as well as energy crops 
like sorghum and poplar. Table 9.16 compares the operating conditions. emissions. efficiency and 
temperatures for several studies; many of these were considered in great detail in Section 4.5. 
Excess air (fuel-lean conditions) was used in all cases for SMC-coal tailing pellet combustion, to ensure 
high carbon burn-out and good efficiencies were achieved. It was suggested that approximately 160 % 
excess air (air ratio of 2.6) should be utilised, which is significantly higher than those reported for other 
fuels in the literature. This may be due to the nature of the pellets. but is more likely to be due to the 
small-scale nature and design of the experimental combustor. When these pellets are combusted on a 
commercial scale. however. secondary air jets may enhance combustion; therefore the amount of excess 
air could be decreased. Even though so much excess air was required to achieve good levels of 
efficiency. the temperatures of the reactions still remained high. Some of the experiments described used 
6 % excess oxygen in the system; for the cases herein, the excess oxygen present was generally 1-5.5 %, 
although for extremely high air-to-fuel ratio cases (3.76) where the pellet feedrate was low. around 15 % 
oxygen was present. This did result in a very high value for llcE. This was also calculated for many of 
these investigations~ not all however were the carbon combustion etliciency (llCE)' The overall net 
efficiency for the entire system based on either the LI IV or the HlIV was computed in some cases, which 
is why these values are particularly low. Efficiency for SMC-coal tailing pellet combustion ranged from 
86.93 % to 97.98 % and corresponds well to those achieved from the variety of other fuels available for 
this purpose. as values reported in the literature had a wider range (85.8-99.8 %). 
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REFERENCE TYPE 
Desroches-Ducarne, et al. (1998) CFB 
Armesto, et 01. (2002) BFB 
Armesto, et 01. (2003) BFB 
Henihan, et 01. (2003) 
(:ubuk and Heperkan (2004) 
FUEL(S) 
coal andMSW 
rice husks 
olive oil industry 
residue and coal 
poultry litter and 
peat 
sweet sorghum and 
lignite 
AIRRATIOI 
EXCESS AIR 
70 % excess air 
6 % excess O2 
6 % excess O2 
5 -12 % (bed) 
FLUIDISING 
AIR EMISSIONS 
CO:-0.87% 
NO: 80 -160 ppmv 
S02: 20 - 440 ppmv 
HCI: 40 -420 pQmv 
3 CO: 1194 - 1808 mgIN~ 
1 - 1.2 mls NOx: 100 _ 430 mgINm 
0.7-1m1s 
12 ml/hr 
N20: 100 - 180 mgINmJ 
S02: 400 - 1000 mgINml 
co: 50 - 400 ppm 
NO: < 120 ppm 
N20: <25 ppm 
co: 2730 - 3400 ppm 
NOx: 20 I - 222 ppm 
S02: 625 - 730 ppm 
Gayan, et al. (2004) CFB coal and pine b~Ik 18 - 25 % 4 - 6 mls CO: 100 - 400 p~m 
Cummins, et of. (2006) BFB 
Fryda, et af. (2006) BFB 
Huang, et 01. (2006) PFB 
Llorente, et of. (2006) BFB 
Mcilveen-Wright, et af. (2006) CFB 
peat with meat and 
bone meal -6%02 96 NI/min 
co: 24 mglNm3 
NOx: 110 mgINm3 
S02: 146 mgINml 
meat and bone CO: 100 - 1150 ppm 
meal, coal and 1.2 - 1.6 0.55 - 1.52 mls NOx: 250 - 650 ppm 
olive bagasse S02: 250 - 3JJj)Qm 
coal, biomass and 
biomass wastes 
Brassica, thistle 
and almond shells 
coal, biomass and 
plastic waste 
-60% 
20% 
1.2 mls 
NOx: 122 - 184 mgINm3 
SOx: 125 -191 mgINml 
HCl: 85 - 275 mg/Nml 
co: 60.9 - 62.3 mglNm3 
NOx: 345 - 352 mgINml 
S02: 246 - 257 mg/Nml 
Llorente and Cuadrado (2007) _ _ _ BFB poplar 60-70% l.l - 1.3 mls 
McIlveen-Wright, et af. (2007) CFB coal, biomass and biomass waste 
NOx: 145 - 280 mgINm3 
SOx: 60 - 450 mgINmJ 
Hel: 60 - 110 mg/Nml 
COMBUSTION TEMPERATURE 
EFFICIENCY 
>97% 
88-99% 
95.2-95.7% 
96-99.8% 
85.8-99.2 % 
net: 41-43.5 % 
(based on HHV) 
>98% 
net: - 38% 
(based on HHV) 
96.3 -96.7 % 
net: 28.2 - 44 % 
(based on LHV) 
800°C 
840- 880°C 
830 - 870°C 
750 - 850°C (bed) 
- 850°C 
800 - 900 °c 
882°C (bed) 
- 875 °C (bed) 
- 855°C (bed) 
775°C (bed) 
775 - 850°C (bed) 
480 - 538°C 
Table 9.16: Table comparing data concerning the operating conditions and key results (emissions, efficiency and temperatures) from various studies of biomass combustion 
in different types offluidised-bed rectors. Key: CFB = circulating fluidised-bed; BFB = bubbling fluidised-bed; PFB = pressurised fluidised-bed. 
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Chapter 9 Fluidised-Bed Combustion of Fuel Pellets 
Results for emissions, such as CO, IICl, NOx and SOx, or specific species for the last two, were reported 
for the tests outlined in Table 9.16. Desroches-Ducame, et af. (1998) found that CO accounted for around 
0.87 % of flue gas emissions for the combustion of coal and MSW, which is within the range of 0.1-2.5 % 
for SMC-coal tailing pellets. Other research also details CO emissions, which range widely for different 
fuels; coal co-fired with pine bark and peat co-fired with meat and bone meal both produced minimal CO, 
whereas rice husks produced more significant concentrations in a bubbling fluidised-bed (Annesto, et af., 
2002; Gayan, et af., 2004; Cummins, et af., 2006). 
Chloride species produced from SMC-coal tailing pellets were low. Desroches-Ducame, et af. (1998), 
Huang, et af. (2006) and McIlveen-Wright, et af. (2007) also monitored BCI for the combustion of their 
fuels; the concentrations in the exhaust gases were low, although Desroches-Ducame, et af. (1998) 
suggested that the presence of IICI, even in concentrations as low as 220 ppm can inhibit CO oxidation. 
Huang, et af. (2006) found that as Cl in the fuel feed increases, HCl emissions also increase; willow 
chips, switchgrass and olive pits, which contained no Cl produced less than 100 mglNm3 when co-fired 
with coal (0.14 % Cl) in 6 % excess oxygen, whereas the miscanthus and straw, containing 0.25 % and 
0.28 % respectively produced 275.8 and 285.5 mg/Nm3 when co-fried in the same ratio. NOx emissions 
from SMC-coal tailing pellet combustion were in the region of 2-58 ppm, which, as suggested from 
previous literature, was minimal. The NOx concentrations for the combustion tests herein correspond 
well with, and in most cases were lower than, the results of Desroches-Ducame, et af. (1998), Henihan, et 
af. (2003), Cubuk and IIcperkan (2004) and Fryda, et af. (2006); the highest value for NOx species was 
650 ppm, from the combustion of libTJlite, meat and bone meal in a bubbling fluidised-bed with an air ratio 
of 1.52, as investigated by fryda, et af. (2006). S02 emissions were observed for the combustion of 
various fuels. These all report fairly low values, up to 730 ppm for sweet sorghum-lignite blends (Cubuk 
and Heperkan, 2004). Total SOx were also monitored in some cases and note low concentrations, as for 
the combustion ofSMC-coal tailing pellets (Huang, et af., 2006; McIlveen-Wright, et af., 2007). 
Lastly, the temperatures achieved, particularly those in the bed were comparable to those discussed in the 
literature. The bed temperatures here were generally above 850°C, which is consistent with the range of 
775-900 °C for the studies considered. Many of these papers, including Armesto, et af. (2002) and Fryda, 
et af. (2006), report that the temperatures achieved in the freeboard of bubbling fluidised-beds are 
considerably lower than those of the bed (475-600 0C), which is again similar to the findings here, where 
freeboard temperatures were generally below 500°C. Henihan, et af. (2003), however noted that the 
freeboard temperatures were greater than those in the bed: 930-950 °C, as opposed to 750-850 °C in the 
bed. Llorente and Cuadrado (2007) also reported similar results for a bubbling fluidised-bed. 
9.6.11 Discussion of Experimental ~feasurement Accuracy and Errors 
The accuracy of the experimental readings was likely to be one of the main sources of error in the data 
obtained from these tests. As a range of equipment was required to control the variables and record data 
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concerning temperatures and gas concentrations, there were several sources of error which may impact on 
the results. Furthernlore, the ash analysis had its associated errors. These will be assessed in tum. A 
number of rotameters were used to monitor the propane and primary and secondary air flows, where 
different sizes were employed depending on the magnitude of the flowrate, to minimise errors. For low 
flowrates, such as for the propane, a small rotameter was used, whereas large and medium rotameters 
were used for the primary and secondary air respectively, as considered in Section 8.5.2.3. Despite these 
measures, the air flowrates were not constant and unfortunately could not be controlled further. The 
disparity in these readings was likely to affect the air ratios calculated and thus produced discrepancies in 
the results. There were variations in data, particularly for the gas concentrations, when the reactor was 
run under the same conditions, as seen from the 95 % confidence limits in the graphs throughout this 
chapter. Additionally, the variation of the pneumatic feeder would lead to further inaccuracies in the 
calculation of the air ratio. This also assumes that the pellet composition is uniform, whereas in practice, 
the mixing of the two different fuels within the pellets will lead to the uneven distribution of each within 
the pellets, resulting in variations in CV and air ratios computed. This may also be due in part to the 
heterogeneity of the SMC. 
The temperatures monitored did not exceed the range of the thermocouples and the errors associated with 
this degree of accuracy (± 0.75 0c) were not problematic for the purpose intended here, although these 
were not corrected for radiation. The gases emitted from the exhaust passed through a glass wool filter 
before going to the ADC MGA300 or Signal Series 4000 NOx analysers; as there was often a substantial 
amount of tubing required to connect the reactor to the analyser, there may have been considerable time 
lags and potential leaks, which means that gas readings may not have been entirely precise. The accuracy 
of the final readings also depended on the calibration gases used. Any inaccuracies here will have 
impacted the combustion efficiencies calculated, as this depended on these gases concentrations. The 
capture and chromatographic analysis of SO/" and cr species also had its associated errors, therefore the 
values may not be entirely representative. The low values obtained herein, however, for NOx, SOx and 
HCI were corroborated by both the high concentration of the species in the ash that would cause these 
acid gases (S and el) and also by the previous investigations. Whilst the absolute values recorded and 
reported here may not be entirely accurate, the magnitude of these values is thought to be precise and thus 
representative of those which could be expected from the industrial-scale combustion of these wastes. 
The analysis of the ash also has errors; the balance used to weigh the ash had a high accuracy of ± 0.05 g, 
although the accuracy of the titrations using nitric and hydrochloric acids may be more questionable. The 
precision of this method was good, however, as there was little variation between the composition of the 
ash samples. Other tests concerning the ash however are known to be inaccurate; namely the ash fusion 
tests, as considcred previously. The results often have a high percentage error, which makes the 
reliability of the results somewhat controversial, especially since the differences in the results were only 
just above the tolerances reported. The tests were repeated for each case to minimise these discrepancies. 
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Another reason why these tests could be unreliable is that the behaviour of the ash may be different in the 
laboratory, compared to in an industrial appliance and therefore such tests would need to be repeated 
when larger-scale experiments are carried out. 
9.7 CONCLUSIONS 
From the initial investigation into the possibility of thermal treatments for SMC and coal tailings, it was 
found that combustion in their pelleted fonn produced the best results in terms of combustion efficiency; 
furthermore, combustion in a fluidised-bed was significantly better than a packed-bed. Hence, SMC-coal 
tailing pellet combustion in a laboratory-scale fluidised-bed was the primary focus of the further 
experiments. From the results of such investigations, the following conclusions can be drawn. The 
SMC-coal tailing pellet feedrate had a significant impact on the temperatures and gas concentrations, and 
also on the combustion efficiency; a range of values were examined (2.02-4.58 kg/hr) and based on these, 
the optimum pellet feedrate should be 3.25 kg/hr. The primary air also had a significant impact on the 
temperatures within the reactor, both in the bed and freeboard; the effect on the gas concentrations was 
less apparent, although was still clear for the combustion efficiency. Through investigating a range of 
primary air flowrates (277-606 kg/m2hr). the most appropriate value was 480 kglm2hr. The air ratio 
within the fluidised-bed needed to be at least 2.5 (i.e. 150 % excess air) to ensure the efficiency achieved 
during combustion was sufficient. It was also necessary to have adequate excess air to minimise harmful 
species in the exhaust. such as CO. The lower bed depth of 0.22 m produced better results than a bed of 
0.27 m. in terms of gas concentrations. combustion efficiency and temperatures. although it is difficult to 
make assumptions and further generalisations based on only two conditions. 
Acid gas emissions (NOx. SOx and Ilel) were found only in limited concentrations since the majority of 
these species remained in the ash. as predicted from the work of others; nitrogen was not found in such 
significant concentrations in the ash. thus N20 is likely to have formed. a common drawback of fluidised-
bed combustion. Whilst the combustion efficiencies from the gas concentrations were high. the ash 
analyses suggested considcrable combustible material remained. The high fusion temperatures of the ash 
produced from the combustion of these fuel pellets is unlikely to cause fouling and/or slagging in the 
system. despite the presence of alkali mctal oxides and other species that may cause such issues, as the 
combustion temperatures were much lower than the ash fusion temperatures. The majority of flyash was 
found as small particulates. thus some fonn of particulate collection will be required before the exhaust 
can be emitted to the atmosphere. Ways in which combustor performance could be enhanced were also 
considered. such as scaling-up the reactor. The inclusion of secondary air to aid mixing in the combustor 
would also be beneficial in improving the lleEt increasing temperatures and minimising CO, whilst 
limiting the need for large amounts of excess air. which can cool reactions. 
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10 
INDUSTRIAL IMPLICATIONS 
10.1 INTRODUCTION 
Numerous pellet combustion tests were completed in a laboratory-scale atmospheric, bubbling fluidised-
bed under a range of conditions. A mathematical model, FLUENT was used to evaluate the suitability of 
replicating the experimental data and to investigate particle elutriation and entrainment. Additionally, 
heat and power generation from these wastes was also explored for a theoretical furnace, boiler, dryer and 
steam turbine configuration. Mass and energy balances were completed, based on various fuel feedrates 
to enable the calculation of steam properties and electrical outputs. Furthermore, the ability of this 
thermal treatment to comply with legislation is considered, where the emissions produced were compared 
to WID. Lastly, the economics involved with reusing these wastes are evaluated, relating to sourcing and 
processing the materials, pelletising the wastes into a usable fuel, and storing and using the pellets. 
10.2 FLUENT l\10DELLING 
10.2.1 FLUENT ftrlodelling Code 
FLUENT is a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code used for mathematically modelling gas flows 
and gas-phase reactions and thus has a variety of applications. Initially, a broad introduction to modelling 
is given here, followed by a specific focus on FLUENT - both its purposes and features, which are then 
utilised to perform simulations regarding the experimental data gained from the previous chapters. 
10.2.1.1 Genera/Introduction to Modelling: Approaches and Techniques 
Models, simplifications of reality, have been devised to aid our understanding of the complexity of actual 
situations, such as the combustion behaviour of fuels within a reactor. Whilst they are sometimes 
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criticised for oversimplifying matters and omitting essential features, this does not mean they are of no 
use, or do not provide any advancement of our comprehension of combustion systems. 
As with models in all areas of science and engineering, they can be categorised according to their 
approaches and applications, although classification can be somewhat complicated by overlapping 
definitions of some types. Conceptual models, mental abstractions, rely on the method of analogy, 
whereas numerical or mathematical models, such as FLUENT, can be used to obtain formulaic 
relationships between certain aspects of the combustion system. Theoretical models use deductive 
reasoning, while empirical models utilise experimentation. A physical or hardware model involves the 
creation of a replica, usually to scale. These different model types can be used together, known as 
system-based, to link various models or systems. Each approach has its relative merits; the main 
problems are in the applicability of models and the relevancy of their results, which is common to all 
models. Even if accuracy and precision are sufiicient, which is not necessarily the case, whether the 
results are useful is another matter. Even if they are, it is important to realise where they can be applied, 
essentially not extrapolating beyond the data on which the model is based - for example, applying to 
alternative fuels or reactors. Model testing can also be difiicult, as data are usually required; thus, the 
model is only as good as the inputs supplied. Additionally, data constraints, where data are unavailable, 
mean models cannot be tested. In other cases, the model may be too advanced for the data available. 
10.2.1.2 Oven'iew ofF L U ENT and Its Applications 
The FLUENT CFD code is concerned with gas flows and thus can mathematically model the gas phase 
during SMC-coal tailing pellet combustion within a fluidised-bed, by simulating reactions. GAMBIT, 
another software package, is used to produce a 'mesh' using the geometric information concerning the 
combustion chamber. FLUENT is able to model the t1uid flow and the heat transfer for a particular 
geometry during combustion - in this case the laboratory-scale, fluidised-bed reactor - producing a 
numerical solution to these equations. The geometry can be specified using GAMBIT, the programme 
used herein, or a range of other computer-aided design packages, to create a 2D or 3D grid/mesh for CFD 
applications. GAMBIT enables a model of the reactor to be built and meshed. Specific types of 
boundaries, such as velocity inlets and pressure outlets, can be assigned to various parts of the geometry. 
Once the relevant mesh has been established, it can be exported and then read into the FLUENT 
programme, after which the solver formulation is selected and the basic equations are chosen. 
Subsequently, the boundary conditions and fluid properties are defined and the calculations can be 
executed to find the solution to the problem. 
10.2.1.3 Using FLUENT: Software Features and Menus 
FLUENT has a series of menus and a set of subsequent functions in each. Generally, there are five stages 
necessary to obtain results after the initial geometry has been created; these are considered in relation to 
the menus and main commands that were selected or altered from the default settings delineated. 
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STAGE 1. Once the mesh has been established, it can be read into FLUENT and set-up. 
STAGE 2. The problem to be solved for the particular geometry is outlined, after which the 
solver fornlUlation is selected and the basic equations are chosen. 
STAGE 3. The boundary conditions and fluid properties are defined. 
STAGE 4. A series of calculations (iterations) are executed by the model, until convergence is 
achieved to find the numerical result. 
STAGE 5. The solution acquired from the iterations can then be used to obtain meaningful 
results concerning the problem specified. 
Stage 1 requires the use of the 'FILE' and 'GRID' menus, whereby the geometry (saved in GAMBIT as a 
'mesh' file) can be imported and then scaled to SI units and orientated the correct way. Also in the 
'GRID' menu, the mesh can be smoothed and swapped ('SMOOTH/SW AP'), until no nodes move, 
smoothing is complete and no faces are swapped. Lastly in this menu, the mesh can be checked, to 
ensure that the domain extents and the volume and face area statistics are correct. 
Stage 2 uses the 'DEFINE' menu to select the equations that require solving for the problem at hand. 
Within this menu, there are numerous sub-menus, and functions within these. The first of the four main 
sub-menus is 'MODELS', within which there is a list of 8 further commands, consisting of: 'SOLVER': 
where the space, time and velocity fornlUlation can be assigned; 'MULTIPHASE': where multiphase 
flow equations are specified; 'ENERGY': where the energy equation can be included, as it is not by 
default; 'VISCOUS': where turbulence models can be included, as laminar flow is the default option, and 
near-wall functions are selected; 'RADIATION': where radiation energy transfer can be included; 
'SPECIES': where molecule species transport and reaction equations can be selected, including the 
properties of the material mixture and the turbulence-chemistry interaction; 'DISCRETE PHASE': where 
the particle treatment and interaction can be included, concerning the physical model and particle 
tracking; and 'SOLIDIFICATION AND MELTING': which are not selected by default. The second sub-
menu concerns 'MATERIALS'; the default is air, but the type and specific material can be selected from 
the large database. Various material properties can also be specified. Thirdly, the 'OPERATING 
CONDITIONS' are defined, where the pressure is outlined and gravity (if it is included) is set. The last 
of the primary menus used within the 'DEFINE' menu is 'BOUNDARY CONDITIONS', which can 
subsequently be identified, relating to the specific types of boundaries denoted in the GAMBIT model; 
momentum, material species and thermal properties can be assigned to each boundary. 
Stages 3 and 4 make use of the functions provided in the 'SOLVE' menu, where the parameters are set 
for the problem and it can be initialised and iterations performed. There are several sub-menus and 
subsequent commands within this. The first is 'CONTROLS - SOLUTION', where equations are 
selected and choices regarding the under-relaxation factors and pressure-velocity coupling are made. 
Also within this menu, the discretization parameters are expressed, in terms of pressure, momentum, 
turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate, the material species selected and the energy. The 
second menu is 'INITIALIZE - INITIALIZE', where estimations are made for the variables selected, 
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namely pressure, velocity, energy and temperature. Where the problem is time-dependent, this stage 
allows the initial conditions to be identified. Within the 'MONITORS' menu, there are several functions 
that can be performed. The first of these is 'RESIDUALS' to print or plot the residuals concerning the 
velocity, energy or species with regard to the convergence criterion. The second is 'FORCE' to monitor 
those acting upon the wall in tenns of lift, momentum or drag coefficients. 'SURFACE' and 'VOLUME' 
options allow similar functions to be monitored, with regard to the surface or domain volume integrals, 
either over time or for a certain number of iterations. Different surfaces or cell zones can be specified, for 
which the field variable can be pressure, density, velocity, temperature, radiation or turbulence, among 
others. 'EXECUTE COMMANDS' allows automatic plotting over time or iteration, providing a plot of 
contours, pathlines, vectors, and so on of pressure, density, velocity, temperature, etc., already expressed 
in the 'DISPLAY' menu. Lastly, the 'ITERATE' facility permits the number of iterations to be specified 
and begins these to solve the overall problem. 
Stage 5 uses the 'SURFACE', 'DISPLAY', 'PLOT' and 'REPORT' menus to identify meaningful results. 
The first of these allows for the definition of points, lines and surfaces to be created/specified within the 
geometry, from which key results can be specified. The second, 'DISPLAY', is used for presenting the 
data graphically, for example, as a grid within the geometry, as contours or vectors on a specified surface 
or as pathlines/tracks of fluid or solid particles. From the 'PLOT' menu, 2-D charts can be created using 
data gained from the solved problem. Finally, within the 'REPORT' menu, fluxes (concerning mass, heat 
or radiation flowrates), forces and surface or volume inteblfals can be detailed, over time or iteration. 
10.2.2 Mesh Geometry Formation Using GAMBIT 
The mesh of the combustor geometry was created using GAMBIT. The reactor was modelled, where the 
gas flows would be, resulting in a geometry of the chamber from above the sand bed to the top of the 
combustor, including the exhaust duct - the connection with the cyclone. This occurred in three phases: 
(i) the geometry was created; (ii) the geometry was meshed; and (iii) the boundary types were specified. 
These stages are outlined below. Where a specific boundary type is not assigned to a part of the 
geometry, it is taken that the section is a 'wall', i.e. there is no flow. More specific details can be defined 
when the completed geometry is read into FLUENT. 
In order to complete first phase, a 208 cm long cylinder, with a radius of 7.5 cm was created in the 
positive Y direction (Volume I); these dimensions were later scaled when the meshed geometry was read 
into FLUENT. The exhaust pipe was modelled, where a 15 cm-long cylinder with a radius of 3.5 cm was 
created in the positive X direction and united with the first cylinder 5 cm from the top, fonning the 
exhaust. A face was then added 17 cm from the top of the main cylinder, in the ZX direction and the 
entire geometry was then split into two separate volumes, using this boundary. The bottom section 
(Volume I), where the majority of combustion reactions were taking place, would later be given a fine 
mesh, and the smaller, top section (Volume 2) would have a coarser mesh, as fewer reactions would be 
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occurring here (Figure 10.1). The geometry was split further by adding a face in the YZ direction, which 
was used to halve Volumes I and 2. The exhaust pipe was also split into a separate volume (Volume 3), 
and another face was added in the XY direction to halve the exhaust lengthways. Compared to the 
schematic of the laboratory-scale fluidi sed-bed in Figure 9 .1, the modelled geometry was simplified, to 
avoid issues concerning the joints with the feeding tube, ignitor and the pipe to the viewing lens. 
Edge 3 
VOLUM ES 2a 
AND 2b 
VOLUM E la 
AND Ib 
(a) 
Edge 4 - Face 4: OUTLET 
VOLUM ES 3a 
AND3b 
Y DIRECTION 
Edge I - Face I: INLET 
(b) 
Figure 10.l: Laboratory-scale tluidised-bed geometries: (a) scaled schematic and (b) GAMB IT geometry. 
The second phase was then completed, where Edges I, 2 and 3 were meshed using an interval count of 80 
(40 points per half) and Edgc 4 was meshed using an interval count of 20 (10 points per half) , as it was 
smaller. The faces using these were meshed using a Tri El ement mesh, with an interval size spacing of I, 
relative to the meshes on the ir respective edges. In order to mesh Volume I , the length was first meshed, 
using an interval count o f 145. Subsequently Volumes la and Ib were meshed using Hex/Wedge 
elements, with a spac ing of I int erva l size, relative to the meshes on its length and Edges 1 and 2. The 
length of Volume 2 was meshed u ing an int erval count of 10. Volumes 2a and 2b were then meshed 
using TetfHybrid e lement s, with a spac ing of I interval size. The length of Volume 3 was first meshed 
using an interva l count o f 10 and then the vo lumes were meshed with a spacing of 1 interval size and 
Tel/Hybrid element s. There were approximately 142,000 elements in the ent ire mesh. Figure 10.2 shows 
the entire grid and a portion of the mesh geometry (Volumes 2a, 2b, 3a and 3b). 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 10.2: GAMI3IT geometries o f the surface mesh of (a) the entire grid and (b) the top of the reactor. 
Lastly, for the third phase, speci fic boundary types were specified, as outlined on Figure 10. 1. Face I , at 
the base of the reactor, at the boundary with the sand bed was designated the mass flow inlet (fNLET) and 
the exhaust exit, Face 4, was a igned as the outflow (OUTLET). The rest remained as walls (WALL). 
This would later enable the various boundary conditions to be allocated to these different zones 111 
FLUENT. The mesh was savcd and exp0l1ed as a mesh fil e (.msh) for subsequent use in FLUENT. 
10.2.3 Comparing the Experimental anti Modelled Results 
J 0.2. 3. J PlIIpose. Objectives Gnd Conditions of FLUENT Modelling 
The primary purpose of modelling the combustion of these wastes was to compare the experimental data 
to the model resu lts. The overa ll discrepancies between these would be able to give a good indication of 
the accuracy or the model. Once the optimum conditions had been determined, this would provide a good 
basis for further modelling, such as a sessing the transpol1 disengagement height (TDH). The stages 
outlined in Section 10.2. 1.3 were complet ed. Since the meshed geometry had been created and exported 
from GAMBIT, it could then be read into I' LU ENT (using the 'FILE - READ - CASE' menu) . The 
geometry was then sca led to I units ('G RID - SCALE' ), by usi ng the unit conversion function - stating 
the units the grid wa created in, in this case cm - and then scaling the geometry accordi ng to the 
calcu lated sca le factor. lice scaled, the modelled geometry was thus 2.08 m high and 0.15 m wide, with 
a 0.15 m long exhaust pipe (diameter of 0.07 m), located 0.05 m from the top of the reactor. The mesh 
was then smoothed and wapped (,G RID - MOOTIlISWAP'), and checked, as outlined in Figure 10.3, 
which summari es the meshed grid . This completes Stage I - establishing the meshed geometry and 
reading it into fLUE T. 
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Grid Check 
Domain Extents: 
x-coordinate: min (m) -7.49999ge-02, max (m) c 2.250000e-01 
y-coordinate: min (m) c -4.592274e-18, max (m) - 2.080000e+00 
z-coordinate: min (m) - -7.49999ge-02, max (m) c 7.49999ge-02 
Volume statistics: 
minimum volume (m3): 9.407072e-09 
maximum volume (m3): 1.030283e-06 
total volume (m3): 3.729087e-02 
Face area statistics: 
minimum face area (m2): 7.04096ge-06 
maximum face area (m2): 2.276175e-04 
Checking number of nodes per cell. 
Checking number of faces per cell. 
Checking thread pointers. 
Checking number of cells per face. 
Checking face cells. 
Checking bridge faces. 
Checking right-handed cells. 
Checking face handedness. 
Checking face node order. 
Checking element type consistency. 
Checking boundary types. 
Checking face pairs. 
Checking periodic boundaries. 
Checking node count. 
Checking nosolve cell count. 
Checking nosolve face count. 
Checking face children. 
Checking cell children. 
Checking storage. 
Done. 
Figure 10.3: The results of the grid check in FLUENT. 
Stage 2, as described above, makes use of the 'DEFINE' menu and the functions contained within. There 
are four sub-menus within this, of which the inputs are considered below: 
1. 'DEFINE - MODELS': 
• 'Solver' - within this menu, a pressure-based solver was chosen (over density-based) and the 
implicit formulation (default) was kept. The default settings of 3D space and steady time 
were selected. Absolute velocity formulation was chosen and superficial velocity over 
physical velocity was used in the porous formulation. Lastly, the Green-Gauss cell-based 
gradient option was checked. 
• 'Multiphase' - the multiphase model remained off, the default setting. 
• 'Energy' - the energy equation was selected. 
• 'Viscous' - the standard k-epsilon (2-eqn) model was chosen, with the default model 
constants. Standard wall functions were selected for the near-wall treatment. There were no 
user-defined functions for turbulent viscosity or Prandtl Numbers selected. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
'Radiation' - the PI radiation model was specified, yet the solar load model remained off. 
'Species - Transport and Reaction' - the species transport model was selected, using 
volumetric reactions. From the turbulence-chemistry interaction menu, finite-rate/eddy-
dissipation was chosen. Within the mixture properties menu, propane-air-2step was selected 
as the mixture materials, resulting in 6 volumetric species, discussed further below. Within 
the options, diffusion energy source, full multi-component diffusion and thennal diffusion 
were selected. Inlet diffusion was only included for some scenarios, as specified latel. 
'Discrete Phase' - these settings were left at their defaults. 
'Solidification and Melting' - these are not selected by default. 
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2. 'DEFINE-MATERIALS': 
• For the material type of 'mixture', the fluent materials were already propane-air-2step, as 
selected above, which meant N2, CO, CO2, O2, C3HS and water vapour were used in the 
reaction. This 2 step approach meant that CO was included in the species mixture, thus 
making the calculations more accurate, as CO was indeed present in the reactor during the 
experiments. The properties of the materials were not altered from their default settings. 
3. 'DEFINE-OPERATING CONDITIONS': 
• The operating pressure was left at the default setting (101,325 Pa), as the fluidised-bed was 
not pressurised. The gravitational acceleration was set at 9.8 m/s2 in the negative Y direction 
(according to Figure 10.1) for some simulations, as detailed latel. Within the Boussinesq 
parameters, the operating temperature was specified as 1141 K, considered in Table 10.1. 
4. 'DEFINE - BOUNDARY CONDITIONS': 
• Boundary conditions were set for the INLET, OUTLET and WALL, specified in the 
GAMBIT geometry. The INLET (mass flow inlet) was set for momentum, thermal, radiation 
and species. Firstly, in the momentum tab, mass flow specification was selected as mass 
flowrate, calculated as 0.00681 kg/s, as detailed in Table 10.1. Within the direction 
specification, normal to boundary was chosen over defining the direction vector. Next, in 
turbulence specification, the turbulence intensity was set at 3 % and the hydraulic diameter 
set at 0.15 m (the diameter of the reactor cylinder). Under the thermal tab, the total 
temperature was specified at 1141 K, shown in Table 10.1. Within the radiation tab, the 
external black body temperature method was left at the default of boundary temperature, with 
a constant internal emissivity and flow rate weighting both of 1. Lastly, under the species 
tab, the mass fractions of O2 and C3Hg were outlined. Fractions for CO2 and water vapour 
(H20) could also be specified here, detailed in Table 10.1. 
• For the OUTLET (outflow), the external black body temperature was set at the default 
boundary temperature, with a constant internal emissivity and flow rate weighting both of 1. 
• The WALL was set for momentum and thermal factors. Under the momentum tab, the wall 
motion was left as stationary, with no slip under the shear conditions. Wall roughness was 
left at the default. Under the thermal tab, conditions were set for the wall temperature; this 
changed for each case modelled, as specified belowJ , with a constant internal emissivity of 1. 
The wall material was set to aluminium. 
Within the above summary of the modelling set-up, various quantities were left undefined, as these 
changed between the cases modelled. In Table 10.1, these parameters are outlined for each case, which 
were designed to compare the modelled and experimental data. Eight simulations were completed to find 
an optimum model scenario that best represented experimental Case 1; this had a primary air flowrate of 
415 kg/m2hr and a pellet feedrate of 3.52 kg/hr, resulting in an air ratio of 2.13. The input data for the 
species mass fractions of the reactants and products were therefore calculated based on these values and 
those for the exhaust gas concentrations. 
Stage 3 used the 'SOLVE' menu, where the parameters were set for the problem. Firstly, the equations 
that needed to be solved were selected, in this case, flow, turbulence, energy, PI and the material species 
(C3Hg, O2, C02, CO and 1120). Simple pressure-velocity coupling was left at the default setting, as were 
the under-relaxation factors. Lastly, the discretization parameters were chosen, in terms of pressure 
(standard), momentum (first order upwind), turbulent kinetic energy (first order upwind), turbulent 
dissipation rate (first order upwind), the material species selected (C3Hg, O2, CO2, CO and H20, all first 
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order upwind) and the energy (first order upwind), For Stage 4, the solution was initialized, using 
'SOLVE - INITIALIZE - INITIALIZE'. Here, it was specified that the data should be computed from 
all zones and the other settings left at their defaults the case was then iterated, using 20,000 iterations, 
until the convergence criteria were satisfied. 
INPUT DATA MODEL CASE 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Operating Temperature (K) 1141 1141 1141 1141 1141 1141 1141 1141 
Mass Flowrate (kg/s) 0.00681 0.00681 0.00681 0.00681 0.00681 0.00681 0.00681 0.00681 
Total Inlet Tem~erature !K! 1141 1141 1141 1141 1141 1141 1141 1141 
C311s 0.00016 0.00016 0.00016 0.00016 0.00016 0.00016 0.00016 0.00016 
Species Mass Flow O2 0.04124 0.04124 0.04124 0.04124 0.04124 0.04124 0.04124 0.04124 
Fractions at Inlet COz 0.24267 0.24267 0.24267 0.24267 0.24267 0.24267 0.24267 0.24267 
II~O 0.04353 0.04353 0.04353 0.04353 0.04353 0.04353 0.04353 0.04353 
IInlet Diffusion yes yes yes yes yes yes no no 
lGravity yes no yes yes yes yes no yes 
J Wall Tem~erature (K) 323 323 373 423 448 473 323 323 
Table 10.1: Input parameters for the operating and boundary conditions for the eight different model cases 
for the scenarios to imitate the experimental conditions. 
10.2.3.2 Analysis of the Modelled Data 
The experimentally-determined gas concentrations and temperatures for experimental Case 1 were 
compared to the 8 model cases. The O2, CO and CO2 concentrations in the exhaust gas were compared 
with the model predictions for these at the outlet. The temperatures were compared for the 6 
thermocouples just above the bed and in the freeboard of the reactor, the locations of which (T3 to T8) are 
given in Table 10.2 for both the experimental and model cases. The locations of these thermocouples in 
the fluidised-bed reactor were shown in Figure 9.1, where the tips were located in the centre. As seen, 
thermocouples Tl and T2 were located within the sand bed and thus were not modelled here. 
THERMOCOUPLE EXPERIMENTAL 
T3 y=0.31 m 
T4 y=0.42 m 
T5 y=0.56 m 
1'6 y=0.76 m 
T7 y=1.54 m 
T8 y=1.74 m 
MODEL 
y=0.09m 
y=O.20m 
y=O.34m 
y=0.54m 
y=1.32 m 
y=1.52 m 
Table 10.2: Locations of the thermocouples in the experimental and modelling setup. The locations are 
equivalent in each case and are at the centre of the reactor. 
10.2.3.3 Results o.fFLUENT Modelling Compared to Experimental Data 
Using the data gained from the combustion of the SMC-coal tailing pellets (Experimental Case 1), it was 
attempted to run the FLUENT model under the same conditions to simulate similar results and thus 
evaluate the validity and accuracy of the model. As the gas concentrations at the outlet and the 
temperatures throughout the reactor were monitored during the experiments and these could also be 
modelled, comparisons between these were made (Table 10.3). Eight scenarios were modelled to see 
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which input parameters were most suitable for imitating the experimental conditions and results, where 
the wall temperature, gravity and inlet diffusion were altered between the cases (Table 10.1). 
PARAMETER EXPERIM ENTAL MODEL CASE CASE 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
CO2 14.6 16.6 16.6 16.6 16.6 16.6 16.6 16.6 Average Gas O2 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.8 Concentration (%) CO 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
T3 872 868 868 868 868 868 868 868 
T4 868 868 868 868 868 868 868 868 
Average TS 823 867 867 867 867 867 867 867 
Temperature eC) T6 803 861 866 864 865 865 866 866 
T7 505 396 727 437 478 497 516 727 
T8 464 335 616 384 428 449 470 616 
Table 10.3: Comparison of the experimental data for gas concentrations at the outlet and temperatures 
throughout the freeboard to the eight different model scenarios. 
8 
16.6 
3.8 
0.0 
868 
868 
867 
861 
396 
339 
The gas concentrations were similar to those monitored experimentally and there was hardly any variation 
in the data between the cases. As there was excess O2 in the system, the model assumed that all CO 
would be further oxidised to CO2, thus no CO was present in the model results. In reality, the mixing in 
the system was poor and thus some CO was released without further oxidation, as it was probably in a 
zone with a fairly low amount of excess oxygen, known as a dead zone. This also accounts for the larger 
quantity of C02 and the smaller amount of O2 in the model results. The combustion efficiency for all the 
modelled cases would be 100 %, whereas the experimental data shows the presence of the CO reduced 
this to -95 %. The outcome for all cases was extremely similar, despite the variance in input conditions. 
The temperatures throughout the reactor are also shown in Table 10.3 and as can be seen, there was much 
more variation in these results for the different cases, compared to the gas concentration data, as the wall 
temperature, along with inlet diffusion and gravity, changed between the different scenarios. The 
experimentaIly-recorded temperature for T3 was high, 872 °c, as the majority of combustion would be 
taking place in and just above the bed. The model suggested that all fuel (propane) would be consumed 
within the bottom third of the reactor, thus the model also showed the highest temperatures in this area 
(T3-T5), as shown in Figure 10.4. This was also where the fastest gas velocities were predicted to be, as 
seen in Figure 10.5. The temperatures predicted in this region were the same for each model scenario. 
The temperatures recorded at the top of the freeboard (T7 and T8) were much lower, which was also 
reflected in the model, although there was much disparity between the different cases. Cases 5 and 6 
offer the best results regarding the temperatures at these locations. For the remaining thermocouples (T5 
and T6), the predicted temperatures for all eight scenarios were much higher (50-60°C) than those 
determined experimentally, regardless of the input parameters. 
The results for Model Cases 5 and 6 appeared to best represent the experimental data and this gives a 
good basis for the further modelling cases, as these were the most accurate for temperature predictions, 
each having an overall percentage error of just 3 % (the difference between the experimental data and the 
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predicted results from the model). Modell ed Cases 2 and 7 were the least accurate, each with overall 
errors of over 15 % for temperature predictions. All simulations produced extremely simi lar results for 
the gas concentrations at the outlet and corresponded well to the experimental data. Based on the input 
parameters for these two cases (Model Cases 5 and 6), it shows that the wall temperature should be set to 
around 448-473 K (175-200 °C), with inlet diffusion on. Gravity should also be on to best imitate reality, 
set at 9.8 rn/s2 in the negative Y direction. 
836 0 C 
660 0 C 
522 0 
383 0 C 
2 10 0 C 
Figure 10.4: Temperature contours at the centre 
surface of the reactor for Model Case 5. 
3.39 m/s 
2.50 mls 
1.79 mls 
1.07 mls 
O.18m1s 
Figure 10.5: Velocity magnitude contours for 
the centre surface for Model Case 5. 
Velocity magnitude contours fo r the centre surface are shown in Figure 10.5 for Model Case 5. Velocity 
measurements were 110t conducted during the experiments, thus direct comparisons cannot be made. The 
model predicts that the ve loc it y in the main body of the reactor is quite fast - moving upwards (in the 
positive Y direction, according to the vectors) at between 1.0 mls and 2.0 m/s. The fastest gas flow in the 
main part of the reactor is towards the bottom half (pale yellow-green colour), which corresponds well 
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with the top of the hott est section, when compared to Figure lOA (red section). Overall, the most rapid 
gas movement is thought to be at the exhaust pipe, where gas speeds exceed 3.0 m/s. This is due to the 
smaller pipe diameter o f the ex haust compared to the main reactor body. The velocity vectors at this 
location were thus perpendi cular to those in the main reactor body - in the positive X direction (Figure 
10.6). The effect o f the boundary layer on the velocity magnitude contours is quite clear; the velocities at 
the wall are significantly lower than those seen at the centre, due to the wall roughness equations included 
in the model , which cause friction and therefo re a deceleration of the gas. 
Figure 10.6: Veloc ity vectors, co loured by magnitude, at the top of the centre surface fo r Model Case 5. 
10.2.4 Particle Ell/triation anti Entrainment 
10.2.4.1 Purpose, Objectives and Conditions of FLUENT Modelling 
As the most appropriate conditions for replicating the experimental results were determined, particles 
could subsequentl y be added at the base o f the reactor. This enabled the assessment of sand and flyash 
elutriation, based on the terminal ve loc ity o f the particles. From this, the TDH, a concept introduced in 
Section 4.3 .2, was estab li shed. I3 y tracking pat1icles at suitable gas velocities (based on those computed 
above), it could be seen if suffic ient freeboard height was provided and whether particles, particularly the 
flyash, would escape wi th the flue gases. It was thought that sand particles would eventually fall back to 
the bed, whereas fl yash wou ld leave the combustor at the exit modell ed, as with the experimental cases. 
The same GAMBIT geometry was used here as above and the input conditions were those for Model 
Case 5 (Table 10. 1). Part ic le elutriation was modelled by using addition functions within the 'DEFINE' 
menu. In ' OEF I E - MODEL - DISCRET E PHAS E' (or ' DEFIN E - INJ ECTIONS ' ), the parameters 
for the inj ecti ons of pat1icle can be created or set. Using a surface injection type, the inlet could be 
specified as the surface from which the particles were released, using an inert particle type. Only the 
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point properties were modified; all other options were left at their default settings. Three cases were 
modelled; the first two (Cases A and B) concerned sand particles, where values were set for diameter 
(0.00085 m) and temperature (1141 K). A flowrate of 0.00058969 kg/s was used, based on the fact that 
one sand particle entered the freeboard from the bed from each of the 834 grid cells at the inlet and the 
sand had a density of2200 kg/mJ• Velocity in the X, Y and Z directions were set, which was the variable 
manipulated between the cases. The velocities in the X and Z directions were 0 mIs, whereas the Y 
velocity (parallel with the walls) was set in the positive direction at 1.0 mls for Case A and 2.0 mls for 
Case B. These velocity magnitudes were based on the results shown in Figure 10.5. Values were only set 
for the Y velocity in these cases, as the primary air which enters from the base of the reactor would be 
mainly flowing in this direction, due to the angle of the standpipe nozzles on the distributor plate. Case C 
concerned flyash elutriation and utilised the same method as above. Here, the data inputs were a particle 
diameter of 0.00003 m and a mass flowrate of 0.00000000617 kg/s, based on a density of 523.45 kg/m3• 
The X and Z velocities were set at 0 mis, whereas the Y velocity was set at 1.0 mis, as for Case A. 
10.2.4.2 Results of Modelling Particle Ell/triation and Entrainment 
Particles of appropriate size and density were injected into the modelled combustion chamber, where the 
conditions were those that most closely represented the experimental data. Figures 10.7a and 1O.7b show 
the heights the entrained sand particles from the fluidised-bed reached for different gas velocities. The 
heights reached were generally the same for a specific velocity and there was little variance. Particle 
speeds, however, did vary significantly along their trajectories. When the particles initially elutriated, 
their speeds were computed to be quite fast, similar to those of the surrounding gases. After the particles 
reached their maximum height, at which point the velocities are significantly lower than when they were 
first entrained, they start to return to the bed after having lost even more momentum. This is principally 
due to the resistance of the primary air flowing in the opposite direction to the falling particles. The TDII 
in both cases was thought to be small in comparison to the freeboard height (above the bubbling sand 
bed). For a gas speed of 1.0 mIs, which most closely resembled those modelled at this location within the 
reactor (Figure 10.5), the TOIl was approximately 0.07 m above the surface of the bed. At faster velocity 
magnitudes, the maximum height the particles were entrained to was only 0.22 m above the bed. Even at 
these velocities, the upward force of the gas was not sufficient to keep the dense particles entrained and 
thus enough freeboard height was provided within the reactor to prevent bed particles escaping with the 
exhaust gases. This was con finned by the experimental data, as sand bed particles were not collected 
with the flyash in the cyclone, situated at the end of the exhaust pipe, but remained in the bed. 
As shown from Figure 10. 7c, however, a gas velocity of 1.0 mls was adequate to keep the smaller, lighter 
flyash particles entrained, which were then removed from the reactor. As the experimental results 
demonstrated, such particles were indeed collected in the cyclone and did not remain in the bed. The 
swirling motion exhibited by these particles near the combustor exit, shown in Fif,,'1lre 10.8, is due to their 
tangential momentum as they continue to move through the system from the freeboard to exit. 
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2.08 m 
(a) Case A (b) Case 13 (c) Case C 
Figure 10.7: Particle tracks for : (a) Case A - sand elutriation, where Y= l.O mis, (b) Case B - sand 
elutriation, where Y=2.0 mis, and (c) Case C - tl yash particulate elutriation, where Y= 1.0 m/s. 
4 ml 
3 m/s 
2 mls 
I m/s 
o m/s 
Figure 10.8: Particle tracks , showing their speeds and trajectories, for f1 yash particulates in the exhaust exit. 
10.3 HEAT AND POWER GENERATION: INDUSTRIAL 
APPLICA TIONS 
The generation of hea t and power from these wastes can be accomplished by combusting the fuels and 
utilis ing a combination of " boi ler and steam turbine to recover energy. Through the previous 
experimental work completed here in, such as the determination of the fuel properties, mass and energy 
balances can be completed ro r the combustion pha e, boiler and dryer. Additional data is required, such 
as input parameter regarding the process, assumptions concerning the furnace, boiler and dryer, and a 
range of physical properties o f' the steam. Prom this, the overall electrical output fo r this process can be 
est imated; four cases wcre compared, where the fu el throughput was varied. 
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10.3.1 Furnace, Boiler, Dryer and Steam Turbine 
The theoretical set-up used fo r this simulation of electrical output from the combustion of these wastes 
consisted of a furnace, a bo iler, a steam turbine for energy recovery and a direct dryer to dry the initial 
materials. The furnace is used to combust the fuel and produce heated gases, which are then used to 
create steam, which passes through the boil er system, as shown in Figure 10.9. The steam turbine is then 
used to generate the power, from which the electrical output can be computed . The dryer utilises any 
excess heat generated from the combustion process to dry the input materials to appropriate moisture 
levels, as the moisture content on an 'as received' basis was extremely high, for both the SMC and coal 
tailings. This use of waste heal to dry the input fuel was considered by Maher, et al. (2000), as out lined 
in Section 2.4.3 .1. In order to recover as much energy as possible from such a process, it is vital that the 
moisture content of the fu el is low, especially since the CV of the initial materials are not very high. 
I 
I 
~ ______________________________________________________ 1 
Figure 10.9: Flow diagram of the inputs and outputs, as well as the processes and equipment utilised during 
the fomlati on of the SMC-coal tailing pellets and the energy recovery process. 
Any additional heat not used for drying could be utili sed to produce a cheap, sustainable source of heating 
for the facility, if it located at or in close proximity to it. Mushroom cultivation uses highly contro lled 
temperatures, thus the low grade heat could be used for this purpose. Alternatively, it could also be used 
during the ' cooking-out ' process, described in Section 2.4.1 . If the heat recovery system is not close 
enough to provide heating to the farm, di strict heating could be made available for local popula tions. 
10.3.2 Governing Equations 
Based on the materi al and pell et properti es and the amount of fuel utilised, along with details concerning 
the furnace, boiler and dryer, mass and energy balances were computed for each stage, from which the 
overall electrical output was determined. rirstly, the mass balances for the various stages were computed. 
From determining a fuel mass fl owrate into the furnace, which is varied here between the four cases 
compared, the mass o f air required was computed . This was dependent on the combustion stoichiometry 
of the fuel and the excess air ratio needed, which were kept constant. As the inputs into the system were 
known (i .e. the mass o f the fu el and the air) , the outputs (the mass of the ash and the mass and 
composition o f the exhaust gases) were ascert ained. The energy balance for the furnace was thus based 
on the physica l, chemica l and thermodynamic properties of the fuel, air, exhaust gases and ash, and the 
heat losses during combustion, which include such losses as those to the wall and in the ash, as well as 
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those from the release of unburned material. The temperature and pressure of the steam generated during 
combustion was used to calculate the mass and energy balances for the boiler. The energy balance for 
this stage was completed in a similar manner to that of the furnace, where the same data was utilised. 
Lastly, a steam mass balance was completed from the temperatures and enthalpies of the water going into 
the boiler and that of the steam output, from which the mass of steam generated was calculated. For the 
steam turbine, an overall process efficiency of 18.6 %, a function of the steam temperature, was assumed. 
Based on these data, the overall power generation was determined - consisting of both the electrical 
output in MWe and the energy that goes to the condenser (MWth). 
l0.3.31nplit Data and Physical Properties 
The input data required for this purpose consisted of the properties of the SMC and SMC-coal tailing 
pellets, which had been previously detennined. The process input parameters regarding the process 
were broken down into the following: fuel throughput, air requirements and fuel properties going to 
the furnace, and the properties and operating conditions of the furnace, boiler and dryer. The input 
values used are given in Table 10.4, showing the data for the four different cases compared. 
PROCESS INPUT PARAMETERS DATA VALUE 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 
fuel SMC SMC-CT SMC-CT SMC-CT 
Pellet 
kg/s 0.32 0.63 6.34 12.68 
tonlhr 1.14 2.28 22.83 45.66 Throughput tonlday 27040 54.79 547.95 1095.89 
tonla 10,000 20,000 200,000 400,000 
Pressure (bar) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Air 
Temp. (K) 298.15 298.15 298.15 298.15 
Nz in air (per mole 0z) 3.76 3.76 3.76 3.76 Requirements Air Temp. (K) 288.15 288.15 288.15 288.15 
Densit~ ~kg/m3} 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.21 
Wet Input (kg/s) 0.32 0.63 6.34 12.68 
Fuel Dry Input (% of Wet Input) 100 100 100 100 
Moisture of Fuel ~%) 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 
Excess Air Ratio 0040 0040 0040 0040 
Furnace I1eat Loss (% ofllllV) 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
fuel Tem~. (K~ 288.15 288.15 288.15 288.15 
Water Temp. In (K) 288.15 288.15 288.15 288.15 
Boiler Steam Pressure (bar) 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
Steam Tem~. Out ~K} 533.15 533.15 533.15 533.15 
Steam Temp. Out (K) 423.15 423.15 423.15 423.15 
I1eat Loss (%) 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
Temp. of Fuel In (K) 288.15 288.15 288.15 288.15 Dryer Temp. of Fuel Out (K) 336.99 337.15 337.15 337.15 
Target Fuel Moisture (%) 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 
Flue (las Temc. DitTerence (K) 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 
Table 10.4: Process input parameters for the estimation of the electrical output from the industrial-scale 
combustion ofSMC-coal tailing pellets. 
As shown above, the cases compared various fuel throughputs. Case 1 was based on a small-scale 
operation, where 10,000 tJa of unpdlctised SMC could be utilised, for example the amount of waste 
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generated from the farm in Whitley, Yorkshire, UK that was the source of SMC for this investigation, 
considered in Section 2.4.2. This would imitate the energy that could be generated if this specific farm 
introduced an on-site Etw incinerator. For Case 2, the SMC is combined with 10,000 t of coal tailings 
from nearby Maltby colliery, the source of this waste for this investigation, discussed in Chapter 2. As 
described in Section 2.4.2, Williams, et al. (2001a) assumed that 100,000 t of the 190,000 t/a of SMC 
produced in the Irish boarder counties would be available for energy recovery. Case 3 therefore looked at 
a medium-sized central energy recovery facility in this area, where the SMC combines with equal 
amounts of coal tailings. This size of incinerator is similar to the Sheffield energy recovery facility, 
described in Section 2.2.1.3, which currently utilises 28 t of waste an hour, dealing with approximately 
225,000 t of local MSW each year. This generates up to 19 MW of electricity and up to 60 MW of heat 
(Veolia Environmental Services, 2007). Finally, Case 4 simulates a larger, centralised Etw facility, 
where all 200,000 t of SMC produced annually in the UK is combined with 200,000 t of coal tailings. 
The steam temperature out of the boiler had to be above the boiling point (saturation temperature) of 
water at the pressure stated, in this case, 6 bar (i.e. above 158.8 °C or 431.95 K), prior to superheating to 
around 400°C for energy generation. The fuel properties were required on an air dried basis; the 10.5 % 
moisture content is the optimum for the pelletisation of these materials, detem1ined by the tests outlined 
in Section 7.5.1. Although three cases compared various pellet throughputs, their properties remained the 
same for each case. Data for the CV and the ultimate and proximate analyses, as determined in Section 
6.3.2, were used as input data; Table 10.5 shows these for the SMC used in Case 1 and the pellets used in 
Cases 2 through 4. The physical properties that were required to complete these calculations included the 
molecular weights of the elements in the fuel composition (those in Table 10.5) and those of the gaseous 
species in the exhaust (C02, lbO, O2 and N2). Thermodynamic properties of these gases and the fuel 
were needed and data regarding the steam vapour pressure and the latent heat of water were also used. 
PROPERTY 
Ash (%) 
C(%) 
II (%) 
N (%) 
S (%) 
CI (%) 
0(%) 
lillY (l\1J/kg) 
As Received Moisture (%) 
Air Dried Bulk Density (kg/mJ) 
SMC 
35.82 
35.25 
3.47 
2.50 
2.79 
0.55 
19.62 
13.76 
66.27 
387 
SMC-COAL TAILINGS 
39.48 
41.56 
3.19 
1.76 
2.09 
0.27 
11.65 
16.81 
53.14 
496 
Table 10.5: Input data for the estimation of the electrical output from the combustion of these wastes. 
10.3.4 Results for ~fmts anti Energy Balances and Electrical Output 
The results from these calculations can be seen in Table 10.6, which shows the mass and energy balances 
for the various stages comparing the different cases. This also gives the steam properties and the overall 
electrical output that could be generated from the combustion of different amounts of these wastes. 
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FURNACE CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4 
Fuel In 0.43 1.20 11.95 23.91 
Mass Balance (ton/hr) Air In 2.36 8.01 80.09 160.18 Gas Out 2.63 8.74 87.38 174.76 
Ash Out 0.16 0.47 4.66 9.33 
CO2 0.50 1.63 16.29 32.58 
H2O 0.17 0.43 4.33 8.65 
At Furnace Exit (ton/hr) O2 0.16 0.53 5.33 10.66 
N2 1.81 6.14 61.43 122.86 
Total Mass Out {Ash + Gas) 2.79 9.20 92.04 184.09 
Combustion 1.29 4.47 44.68 89.37 
Fuel In 0.00 -0.01 -0.08 -0.17 
Energy Balance for Gas In -0.01 -0.02 -0.23 -0.46 
Furnace Exit (MJ/s) Gas Out 1.11 3.88 38.82 77.63 
Ash Out 0.11 0.33 3.32 6.64 
Gas Tem~. (K) 1583.9 1690.9 1690.9 1690.9 
BOILER 
Gas Out 
Temp. (K) 1037.50 678.02 677.78 677.78 
Dry Mass Flowrate (kg/s) 0.76 2.43 24.27 48.54 
Combustion 1.36 4.70 47.04 94.07 
Fuel In 0.00 -0.01 -0.08 -0.17 
Energy Balance for 
Gas In -0.01 -0.02 -0.23 -0.46 
Gas Out 0.63 1.02 10.18 20.36 Boiler (l\1J/s) Ash Out 0.06 0.09 0.91 1.81 
Loss/Other 0.07 0.24 2.35 4.70 
Difference 0.59 3.33 33.28 66.57 
Temp. Water In (K) 306.05 306.05 306.05 306.05 
Temp. Steam Out (K) 533.15 533.15 533.15 533.15 
Steam Mass Flow and Enthalpy Water In (MJ/kg) 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 
Temp. Enthalpy Steam Out (MJ/kg) 2.98 2.98 2.98 2.98 
Mass of Steam (tonlhr) 0.75 4.21 42.21 84.24 
Mass of Steam/Mass of Fuel (k~/k~) 1.75 3.52 3.52 3.52 
DRYER 
Moisture Eva~orated {% of "'u('1 In~ 62.31 47.64 47.64 47.64 
Combustion Gas Saturation Tem~. At nr~er Exit {K~ 348.28 336.99 336.99 336.99 
Fuel In 0.32 0.63 6.34 12.68 
Mass Balance (kg/s) Fuel Out 0.12 0.33 3.32 6.64 Mass of Flue Gas In 0.73 2.43 24.27 48.54 
Mass of Flue Gas Out 0.93 2.73 27.29 54.59 
Energy in Fuel In -0.01 -0.02 -0.21 -0.42 
Energy in Flue Gas In 0.63 1.02 10.18 20.36 
Energy Balance (1\1J/s) Energy in Fuel Out 0.06 0.08 0.82 1.63 Energy in Flue Gas Out 0.07 0.15 1.55 3.10 
lIeat to Evaporate Water 0.46 0.71 7.10 14.19 
Ileat Loss 0.03 0.05 0.51 1.02 
Flue Gas Temp. (K) Flue Gas Temp. In 1037.50 678.02 677.78 677.78 Flue Gas Tem~. Out 358.28 346.99 346.99 346.99 
STEAM TURIlINE 
Inlet Pressure (MPa) 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 
Inlet Temperature (K) 533.15 533.15 533.15 533.15 
Steam Properties Outlet Pressure (MPa) 0.01 om 0.01 om 
Outlet Temperature (K) 305.15 305.15 305.15 305.15 
Steam Flowrate {tonlhr) 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
Electricity Output (MWe) 0.09 0.53 5.27 10.53 
Electricity Generation rner~~ to Condenser (MWth) 0.50 2.80 28.02 56.04 
Table 10.6: Results of the calculations for the furnace, boiler and dryer operation and electricity generation. 
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These four cases compared the use of the SMC alone with various throughputs of the SMC-coal tailing 
pellets. Case 1 had the lowest annual fuel feedrate; the steam turbine is thought to have an efficiency of 
18.60 %, which when used with this SMC throughput led to an electrical output of around 0.09 MWe. 
This is quite low, primarily as this had the lowest fuel CV (HHV), as there were no higher CV coal 
tailings to improve the overall energy content of the fuel input. The unpelletised SMC also had a notably 
lower bulk density. This 0.09 MWe is the amount of energy that is likely to be generated if a single 
mushroom farm utilised only its own waste to produce energy, such as Monaghan Mushrooms in 
Whitley. By comparison, Case 2 shows the benefits of the addition of coal tailings and their superior CV, 
as well as the advantage of pelletising the wastes to increase the bulk density (as shown in Table 10.5). 
This case included 10,000 t/a of coal tailings in addition to the 10,000 tla of SMC as utilised in Case 1 
and a significantly better performance can be noted, where over 0.5 MWe could be generated. This 
energy could also be generated on the mushroom farm in Whitley if they combined their waste with the 
same amount of coal tailings from the nearby Maltby Colliery. 
Case 3 was to simulate a dramatic increase in the scale of the energy recovery facility. Using a total of 
200,000 tla of the combined, pelletised fuels, for example in a medium-sized EfW facility similar to that 
in Sheffield, described above, approximately 5 MWe could be produced, in addition to 28 MWth. This is 
considerably less than the 19 MW of energy generated from MSW in Sheffield, even though the CVs of 
the fuels are likely to be similar; this is most likely due to the high moisture content of the materials here, 
which required much drying prior to their combustion. A low steam temperature was thus assumed. 
Approximately half of the amount of heat would be generated from SMC-coal tailing pellet combustion in 
this set-up, compared to that of the MSW. Lastly, using the maximum pellet feedrate of 400,000 t/a, in 
excess of 10 MWe could be produced, for instance in a centralised facility where all available SMC in the 
UK was exploited. This would also generate substantial amounts of thermal energy, for subsequent use. 
This would however result in the formation of significant quantities of ash (9.33 tIhr), which would 
require disposal or a market outlet for its use as an activator for PF A. The transport costs involved with 
this operation however are likely to be vast, as considered further consequently. 
10.4 COMPLYING WIT}I LEGISLATION 
The Waste Incineration Directive, described in Section 2.3.3, concerns the environmental implications of 
waste incineration throughout the EC. As both SMC and coal tailings are classified as wastes, even 
though they are used as fuels in this application, their combustion must conform to the emission limits 
outlined in this directive (Table 2.6). The fluidised-bed combustion tests of these fuels, reported in 
Chapter 9, monitored many of the emissions delineated in the WID criteria, thus comparisons can be 
made to determine the amount and type of gas cleaning that would be required. WID outlines emissions 
limit data for both gaseous and solid-phase pollutants. Here, CO, acid gases - NOx (NO and N02), SOx 
and HCl - and particulates were measured and can be contrasted accordingly. The implications of these 
pollutants on human health and on the environment were considered throughout Section 3.4. 
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CO was monitored for all tests and can be compared to the limits outlined in Table 2.6, which states that 
the maximum daily concentration should be 50 mg/m\ with a half-hourly maximum of 150 mg/m3 
(DEFRA,2006a). The average concentration in the exhaust for all tests was 1.08 %. The maximum was 
2.47 %, recorded for the test where the air ratio was lowest. Accordingly, the lowest (0.10 %) was noted 
for the highest air ratio. Even this low concentration would be likely to exceed the regulation for this 
species, though this could be greatly reduced by optimising the combustion parameters on an industrial-
scale and would therefore be expected to meet WID guidelines. Although optimum operating conditions 
were determined for the reactor employed, higher combustion efficiencies could have been achieved 
through converting more CO to CO2, by way of modifying the experimental set-up, as previously 
discussed, such as scaling-up the reactor, including an after burner or the addition of staged secondary air. 
The acid gas emission concentrations that were monitored are outlined in Table 10.7 below, along with 
the criteria for WID. Also included in this table are the relevant concentrations of N, Sand CI in the 
flyash samples. Previous studies indicated that the combustion of these fuels would not lead to high 
concentrations of NOx, SOx or IICI, although this does not mean that they would necessarily comply 
with emissions regulations without some form of gas cleaning (Williams, 2001; Williams, et al., 2001a; 
Chugh and Patwardhan, 2004). As can be seen, NOx species concentrations were generally low, although 
some peaks were noted that were greatly above the average. Despite these significantly higher 
concentrations for short durations at various stages in some tests, both the average and maximum levels 
monitored were appreciably below the daily limits delineated in this directive. As such, expensive gas 
cleaning mechanisms, for instance SNCR or SCR, to remove NOx compounds are unlikely to be required, 
although their inclusion would obviously further minimise the negative environmental impacts of the 
release of such species. As the nitrogen was not found to be concentrated in the ash, N20 is likely to have 
formed, as previously discussed. This may necessitate the inclusion of removal techniques into the gas 
cleaning phase to avoid the unwanted environmental effects of releasing this to the atmosphere, such as 
increasing atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations. 
EMISSIONS FROM NOx SOx IIC) 
EXPERIM ENTS 
Range 2.1-58.4 ppm 2.35-41.69 ppm 0.88-16.88 ppm 
Average 10-20 ppm 12 ppm 5.3 ppm 
Maximum -91 m£ltn] -123 mg/m3 -25 mg/ml 
Daily WID Limits 
200-400 mg/mJ 50 mg/mJ 10 mglm3 
-257 rrm -19 rEm -6.7 EEm 
Ash 
N not abundant in the majority of S found in most Cl remains in the 
ash. 0.29 % - N~O'! the ash: 15000 mglkg ash: 535 mglkg 
Table 10.7: Comparison of the acid gas concentrations and the daily limits outlined by WID. 
Data for WID limits: DEFRA (2006a) 
Whilst the average SOx concentration dctcnnined in these tests was below the WID limit, shown above, 
the maximum was signiticantly greater than the daily limit of 50 mg/m3 and was also larger than the half-
hourly maximum value of 76 mg/m3• This undoubtedly suggests that cleaning to remove this pollutant 
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would need to be included in the flue gas treatment phase, by utilising FGD techniques, such as sorbent 
injections or wet or dry scrubbing of the exhaust. Alternatively, SNOx or SNRB could be used to remove 
both SOx and NOx species. The relatively high proportion of Ca in the SMC casing layer, which was 
thought to perhaps be beneficial in reducing this pollutant, did not minimise this species to below the 
policy limits (Altun, et al., 2006). The large proportion of S in the ash, where this element was 
concentrated, was also not sufficient to remove enough to limit SOx fonnation. Though both the average 
and maximum HCI concentrations were low, the highly stringent regulations for this species meant that 
WID was not always met. The average concentration recorded would satisfy the regulations for the daily 
mean, although the peak value was much greater. This would however meet the legislation for the half-
hourly maximum. As the values were so close to these limits, gas cleaning to ensure lower exhaust gas 
concentrations would probably be employed. The Cl was found to be concentrated in the ash. 
In addition to these, regulations are also defined for a number of other gaseous compounds, such as HF 
and dioxins, as well as heavy metals, which may be in gaseous fonn. Unfortunately, the measurement of 
these was beyond the scope of this project and the facilities available. These could however be monitored 
during further research into the use of these fucls. As previously suggested, the quite significant sulphur 
content of the initial fuel may inhibit de Novo Synthesis - the mechanism by which dioxins and furans 
form - thus the concentration of these species is likely to be minimal, even though there is CI present in 
the initial fuel (Ficlder, 1998). As stated above, the CI was found to be concentrated in the ash. 
Particulate emissions are also regulated by WID, as they can impact human health and the environment. 
Total emissions need to be within the 10-30 mg/mJ range on a half-hourly basis, and below 10 mg/m3 for 
the daily average (DEFRA, 2006a). Large proportions (-34 %) of the initial material are composed of 
ash and the amount of flyash collected from the t1uidised-bed combustion tests of these fuel pellets was 
vast. Thus, it is clear that one or more of the particulate removal techniques described in Section 3.4.2.2 
will be required to collect the flyash particles from the exhaust gases before they are released to the 
atmosphere, to comply with this policy. As the particles collected were quite small, highly efficient 
devices, such as fabric or ceramic filters, would be needed for small and sub-micron particles, perhaps in 
addition to an initial collection phase, for example using a cyclone, to remove any larger particulates. 
10.5 THE ECONOMICS OF USING TIIESE MATERIALS 
The economics of reusing these materials for energy recovery can be broken down into various stages. 
The main aspects involving expenditure investigated here include: (i) the sourcing and transportation of 
the raw materials; (ii) the initial processing of the two wastes; (iii) the pelletisation and storage of the 
materials; and (iv) using the fuel pclkts to generate and recover energy, including the costs of flue gas 
cleaning, ash disposal and other measures required to meet legislation. Many of these were contemplated 
in Section 5.6. Various aspects of the economic feasibility of this process have been previously 
considered for these wastes by Ryu, et al. (2008). 
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10.5.1 Sourcing and Transportation Costs 
Sourcing the materials would involve the purchase, collection and transportation of the SMC and/or the 
coal tailings from the mushroom famvs and one or more collieries to some form of centralised location. 
Whilst in practice this may either be a specific faml or colliery - one that is central to the collection area 
as a whole - or a separate facility where these wastes can be processed, for the purpose of this economic 
analysis, the processing and energy recovery facility will be at the mushroom fann in Whitley. The coal 
tailings will be sourced and transported here from the lagoons at Maltby Colliery, 25 miles away. 
Ryu, et al. (2008) estimated the costs of purchasing these waste materials. Whilst the vast majority of 
these are currently disposed of, which is likely to incur some fonn of cost to the mushroom farm or 
colliery, such as landfill tax, such companies may take the opportunity to increase their revenue by 
charging a small fee for the raw materials. Ryu, et al. (2008) suggested this was likely to be £ lit for SMC 
and £2/t for coal tailings, on an 'as received' basis, which are the values utilised herein. The Whitley 
mushroom fann produces approximately 150-200 t of spent compost a week; selling this could generate 
an additional £ 10,000 each year on top of mushroom sales. The framework conditions outlined by Ryu, 
et al. (2008) were also adopted here. The reference plant for this purpose was assumed to have a 
production rate of 1.5 tlhr of pellets, resulting in a plant scale of -12,000 tla of dried pellets, if plant 
availability was 90 %. Based on the initial moisture content of the materials and the above purchasing 
prices of these, the annual cost of sourcing the coal tailings would be £16,800. If the materials are to be 
processed and used by the mushroom faml, there would be no purchasing costs involved with the SMC. 
Ryu, et al. (2008) also investigated the transportation costs involved in sourcing SMC and coal tailings; 
looking specifically at the haulage costs of delivering the SMC to collieries 0-200 miles away. They 
assumed a cost of £0.074/t per mile, using a tri-axle lorry, which could haul up to 25 t per delivery. As 
these materials have a high moisture content, the overall transport costs could be dramatically reduced by 
drying the materials prior to transportation, although this in itself would be costly, as demonstrated below. 
Increasing the distance travelled increases the transposition costs; Ryu, et al. (2008) found that for a 
50:50 SMC-coal tailing ratio, 200 miles of haulage would increase overall costs by £ 14.20 for each tOime 
of pellets produced. Based on the framework conditions and using the Whitley fann and Maltby Colliery 
as examples, which are just 25 miles apart, transporting the coal tailings to the mushroom fann would 
cost £ 15,540 each year. Increasing the haulage distance to 100 miles would escalate the annual transport 
costs to more than £60,000 due to the high moisture content of the initial materials. Utilising these wastes 
at the mushroom farm would eliminate the SMC transportation costs. Also, as the SMC has a higher 
moisture content and a lower bulk density, it would be cheaper to have the coal tailings delivered. 
10.5.2 Initial Processing oflhe Alalerials 
The initial processing (prior to pellctisation) of the materials once at the facility would primarily involve 
drying them to an appropriate moisture level. The experimental sections showed that the high initial 
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moisture was detrimental to both pelletisation and the CV of the subsequent fuel and thus the moisture 
needs to be reduced from 53 % for the combined materials, to more suitable levels of around 10-15 % 
prior to pelletisation. On an industrial scale, the waste heat generated from the combustion of these fuels 
can be used to reduce the moisture content, as considered above in Section 10.3. If this is not practicable, 
a separate drying system may need to be employed, such as a belt press, although due to economies of 
scale, this may only be viable in larger plants. The cost of drying fuels, which often constitute a 
considerable proportion of the overall fuel processing costs (particularly those with high moisture 
contents, such as these), depends also on the drying system employed. Based on the data from Thek and 
Obemberger (2004), the drying costs involved for the coal tailings alone would be in the region of £151t 
of pellets, where the moisture content would be reduced from an initial -40 % to around 10 %. For the 
SMC, where the moisture content is much higher (65-70 % moisture), reducing it to around 20 % would 
incur costs of over £30/t of pellets (Ryu, et a/. 2008). These are derived from energy consumption costs 
for a heat price of approximately £ 19/MWh (from 2006 figures), where the drying of the materials is not 
integrated into the energy recovery process. Based on the framework conditions above, the annual drying 
costs for the initial materials would be £257,985, where the overall moisture content of both materials 
would be reduced from -53 % to 15 %, which is more suitable for pelletisation. This could be reduced 
using waste heat from combustion. An additional dryinglcuring phase would subsequently be required to 
ensure a satisfactory fuel quality by further decreasing the moisture content of the pellets; this could be 
simply achieved by passive drying during storage, which would also be cost-effective. 
In addition to the cost of actually drying the materials, the initial investment and maintenance costs of the 
dryer need to be included. Ryu, et a/. (2008) estimated that for a tube bundle dryer, depending on the 
heat demand (I.6-5.3 MWh), the investment would be in the region of £175,000-360,000, comprising the 
purchasing, servicing and maintenance costs. Based on the moisture contents, the costs of drying and the 
price of heat (detailed above), it is thought that a heat demand of 2.4 MWh would be required and thus 
the investment for the dryer would be approximately £240,000. 
10.5.3 Manufacturing ami Storing tire Fuel Pellets 
The general expenditure for fomling pellets was considered in Section 5.6, which involved the cost of the 
material (and binder, if used), the pelletiser, the running and maintenance costs and any treatments prior 
or subsequent to pelletisation, as well as those to any wastes produced. Adding any pre-processing phase, 
such as drying is not economically favourable, as demonstrated above, although it may be a necessity. 
The costs associated with pelletisation increase with the complexity of the process; for the purpose herein, 
a simple ring-die pellet mill will be the technology considered (Ryu, et 01.,2008). Based on this pelletiser 
and the ancillary equipment associated with its use, which would include a cooler, a storage facility and 
peripheral equipment, it would entail an investment of just over £670,000 (Ryu, et al., 2008). The 
pelletiser on its own would constitute around £ 125,000 of this cost. This data was based on the 
information for the production of wood pellcts in Austria and Sweden (Thek and Obernberger, 2004). 
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Ryu, et al. (2008) estimated the annual pellet production costs to be in the region of £165,000 for the 
production of 24,000 t of pellets; it is thus thought that producing half this quantity would result in a cost 
of around £80,000 for this operation. Derived from the data in Ryu, et al. (2008), the annual storage costs 
are thought to be in the order of £15,000; an annual operating cost of around £170,000 was also 
calculated therein, for the provision of personnel, which would cover administration, marketing, 
insurance and taxes. It was determined that on a commercial scale, the cost of 50:50 wt% ratio SMC:coal 
tailing pellet production (based on capital, consumption and operating - including the dryer and 
pelletisation stages - and maintenance costs) is thought to be about £44/t of pellets excluding 
transportation costs, increasing to £58/t of pellets with transporting the SMC 200 miles (Ryu, et al., 
2008). The consumption and operating costs calculated herein for the production of 50:50 wt% ratio 
SMC:coal tailing pellets was £29.58/t, increasing to £32.411t with purchasing and transport costs. 
The energy consumption during pelletisation can range widely, but is not usually very high, although this 
does depend on the pressure and complexity of the operation, as well as on plant capacity. What is often 
the primary factor affecting the overall energy consumption is the degree of drying. Specific heat 
consumption can be in excess of 1000 kWhit of pellets, predominantly used for drying (Thek and 
Obemberger, 2002). 
Although a simple pelletisation operation - for example with no pre-processing, binders or elevated 
temperatures - is cheap, the best quality pellets are not necessarily formed, as seen herein (Moore, 1965). 
The starch binder is thought to be cost-effective, in that it is cheap to procure and is easy to apply (can be 
simply combined with the two materials during the mixing phase) whilst improving pellet qualities, such 
as tensile strength. Whilst drying and pelletisation seems to already be a costly operation, as the moisture 
contents for SMC and coal tailings are quite high (65-70 % and -40 % respectively), the use of elevated 
temperatures or steam to enhance pellet properties in addition to this would considerably increase overall 
production costs, through greater process complexity resulting in higher capital and operating costs. 
Excess heat or steam from the energy recovery process could be utilised to minimise costs. The extra 
expenditure used for generating such temperatures could however be recovered by utilising lower 
pressures. The use of either elevated temperatures or a binder at the pelletisation stage is strongly 
dependent on the comparative costs of these options and the debrree of improvement required in product 
quality; no additional means of quality improvement were assumed here. 
10.5.4 Using the Fllel Pellets antI Fllle Gas Cleaning to ~Ieet Legislation 
Once the pellets have been formed, energy needs to be recovered from them, via combustion. Thus an 
incinerator with heat recovery systems and energy generators would have to be purchased and 
maintained. Additional equipment, such as fuel feeders would need to be integrated within this system. 
Although procuring such a reactor would result in significant expenditure, the energy and heat generated 
could be used to meet the requirements for a mushroom facility, which involves highly controlled 
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conditions for mushroom development and growth. The generation of on-site heat and power in an EfW 
facility would not only negate the costs usually incurred for purchasing power from the national grid, but 
would also offset, at least in part, the initial and maintenance costs of the facility. McCahey, et al. (2003) 
considered that the combustion of SMC in a fluidised-bed would cost £6.80/t. As seen above in Section 
10.4, a certain degree of flue gas cleaning would be required, specifically to remove particulate matter 
from the exhaust to minimise its impacts on the environment and also on human health. As demonstrated 
previously, much ash is generated from the combustion of these fuels, thus efficient collection systems 
would be essential, yet costly, to comply with WID. The removal of acid gas species, although minimal, 
is also likely to be required. This would obviously incur a certain amount of extra costs. SCR, for 
example, although highly efficient, it is also extremely expensive - £6001t of NOx removed (Coal R&D, 
1997). Whilst NOx removal might not be a necessity, treating the flue gases for SOx and HCI does 
appear to be a requirement. 
10.5.5 Overall Cost of Usillg These ~laterials 
The above outlined the breakdown of the various costs of sourcing the materials and transfonning them 
into a usable fuel. The initial investment involved with the purchase of the dryer, pelletiser and ancillary 
equipment would incur a total cost of just over £900,000, as shown in Table 10.8. This does however 
include any service and maintenance required to the machinery, which are thought to remain serviceable 
for 10-15 years. The annual expenditure on materials, transportation and the use of the equipment would 
require another £400,000 of capital. Based on transporting the coal tailings from Maltby Colliery to the 
mushroom fann in Whitley, for processing to fonn 50:50 wt% SMC-coal tailing pellets, is thought to cost 
£30-35/t of pellets manufactured. Further capital would be needed to design, manufacture and utilise a 
suitable combustor for this fuel, as considered above. 
COST INCURRED EXPENDITURE 
Initial Annual Tonne of Pellets 
Purchasing Coal Tailings £16,800 £1.47 
Transporting 25 miles £15,500 £1.36 
Purchase of Dryer £240,000 
Initial Processing - Ilrying £258,000 £22.50 
Purchase of Pelletiser £125,000 
Purchase of Ancillary Equipment £546,600 
Pelletisation £81,000 £7.08 
Storage £16,600 £1.45 
TOT AI, COST £911,622.00 £388,021.~0 £33.86 
Table 10.8: A summary of the initial, annual and per tonne of pellet costs for producing these fuel pellets. 
10.6 DISCUSSION 
The results herein show that the experimental data can be replicated with a good deal of accuracy within 
the FLUENT model for most of the parameters considered, providing appropriate inputs are used. By 
executing a range of model scenarios, the most suitable conditions found were based on the closest 
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matches to the experimental gas and temperature data. It was found that a good degree of accuracy could 
be achieved for thennocouples T3, T4, T7 and T8, which had minimal percentage errors for the most 
precise model cases (-0.98 %). The oxygen and CO2 gas concentrations in the exhaust were also 
simulated quite well. Due to the simplistic nature of the computational model, however, it predicted that 
no CO would be present in the exhaust gas stream, as there was still oxygen left in the system. The 
combustion efficiency would thus be very high. It suggests that all combustion reactions would go to 
completion and all CO and other combustible species would be fully oxidised, due to sufficiently 
turbulent mixing. The experimental results from the laboratory-scale fluidised-bed contradict this, 
although by scaling up the reactor and including secondary air jets, the combustion efficiency could be 
improved and CO markedly minimised. The modelling of the elutriation and entrainment of particles 
from the sand bed showed that a sufticient freeboard was provided, to minimise bed particles escaping 
with the fast-flowing primary air and flue gases. This was corroborated by the experimental data, as no 
sand particles were found in the cyclone. The less dense flyash particles, however, were shown to reach 
the freeboard and leave the system at the exit duct; flyash was indeed collected in the cyclone during such 
experiments, in copious amounts. There are limitations associated with all models, as briefly suggested 
above, and FLUENT and its applications are no exception. For the purpose of this model, the fuel was 
imitated as propane, rather than SMC-coal tailing pellets, as the model is only able to look at the gas 
phase, thus the fuel had to be represented as a gas. Whilst the experimental results suggest partial 
combustion was taking place to some degree, due to the presence of CO in the gas analysis and unburned 
particles in the flyash, the model assumed all combustible materials were completely oxidised. There was 
not sufficient mixing within the reactor to complete all combustion reactions, whereas in the model the 
fuel gases and oxygen were adequately mixed to complete fuel burnout. 
The heat and mass balance equations utilised showed that the addition of the higher CV coal tailings to 
the SMC was vital for the generation of sufticient heat and power, for the furnace set-up considered. 
Significantly more energy could be generated from the combination of these materials in pelletised form. 
It was demonstrated that a single mushroom farm, such as Monaghan Mushrooms in Whitley, could 
combine its waste with a simihlr amount of coal tailings from a nearby colliery, such as Maltby, to 
generate 0.5 MWe, which would go towards covering their outgoings concerning the heat and power 
required for the careful control over the growing conditions. 
The legislation concerning harmful gases, such as NOx, SOx and HCI are regulated by WID, thus their 
release to the environment from an EfW facility combusting SMC-coal tailing pellets needs to be 
controlled. The comparison herein demonstrated that whilst the production of such gases from this source 
was minimal compared to those of other fuels, gas cleaning would be required to meet these regulations -
specifically for SOx and IICl. In addition to these flue gas cleaning mechanisms, the minimisation of 
other harmful releases, such as CO and fine particulate matter would be a necessity, by integrating 
additional technology into the system. The extra equipment required to comply with such policies mean 
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further costs are added to the overall process, which as the economics have previously shown, are already 
quite high. The calculations concerning the process economics revealed that whilst the initial investment 
was vast, it was the drying of the materials that would incur the largest annual cost; of the £400,000 that 
would be required each year to manufacture 12,000 t of pellets, over half would be used on drying alone. 
As this makes up such a significant proportion of the total manufacturing costs, it is likely that this will be 
the critical factor which determines whether this process is viable or not. It therefore appears necessary to 
employ a less energy intensive drying process to minimise overall production costs. The transportation 
costs were fairly minimal by comparison, but on a larger scale of operation, the haulage distances would 
undoubtedly be much greater and would thus further increase the cost of pelletisation from £30-35/t. A 
more economical drying process would alleviate this somewhat. Bearing in mind this fuel price, it means 
that the direct cost of electricity production would be approximately 3.5 p/kWh, though this does not take 
the capital and operating costs into consideration; thus this could be competitive since current prices are 
in the region of 18 p/kWh. 
10.7 CONCLUSIONS 
The industrial implications of using these wastes as fuels were investigated in numerous ways. Initially, 
FLUENT modelling was used to replicate the experimental pellet combustion data. By manipulating the 
input conditions, the experimental results were well replicated by the model; as there was excess oxygen 
provided, the model assumed that no incomplete combustion took place, which was not the case for the 
experimentation, as both CO and unburned particles were present. The oxygen and CO2 concentrations 
however were comparable. Furthernlore, the temperatures, particularly those modelled near the bed of 
the combustor had a good degree of accuracy with minimal percentage errors of -3 % for the most 
precise model cases. The simulations of particle elutriation and entrainment showed a sufficient 
freeboard height was provided to prevent bed particles escaping with the flue gases. The smaller, lighter 
flyash particles however were modelled leaving the combustor, as with the experimental results. 
Secondly, heat and power generation was computed using mass and energy balances for a theoretical 
furnace, boiler and turbine set-up, which included a drying phase for the materials using excess process 
heat. 5 MWe could be generated using an SMC-coal tailing pellet feedrate of200,000 tla. 
The process economics were calculated for the annual production of 12,000 t of fuel pellets - comprising 
of sourcing, transporting, drying and processing these wastes. The initial cost of purchasing the 
equipment was vast, around £900,000. An additional annual expenditure of £400,000 would also be 
required for buying, transporting, drying and pellet ising the materials, as well as for the service, 
maintenance and operation of the machinery. This means that the pellets would cost £30-35/t to produce 
_ £22.50 of which would be used simply for the drying. The subsequent combustion and clean-up of 
residues would incur further costs. Flyash removal would be necessary, in addition to the elimination of 
certain acid gases species, as the comparison of the experimental data concerning NOx, SOx and HCI to 
WID limits revealed that some form of gas cleaning would indeed be needed. 
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11 
DISCUSSION 
11.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter firstly contains an in-depth overall discussion of both the experimental programme and the 
complimentary modelling work, initially in relation to the project aims. The results obtained from the 
experiments perfonned have been reported and analysed in the previous chapters; herein, these results and 
a number of implications, which require addressing concerning these, are discussed. This will again be 
categorised according to the three experimental stages. The modelling simulations conducted in 
FLUENT and the theoretical work concerning heat and power generation and the economics of producing 
these fuel pellets are also considered. Secondly, the industrial applications of this work are considered; 
the use of SMC-coal tailing pellcts as a source of energy will have technological implications, as well as 
impacts on the environment. The implications of the cost of producing and using these pellets also 
require examination, as does the perception of the public and its possible acceptance as an energy source. 
Lastly, an evaluation of the research is presented. The main sources of error within the experimental and 
theoretical results are considered and the limitations are outlined, upon which future work can focus. 
Areas for improvements are also identified. 
11.2 OVERALL DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section, an overall discussion of the main experimental stages is presented: (i) material 
characterisation; (ii) various aspects of pelletisation; (iii) in-depth investigation into fluidised-bed 
combustion of the SMC-coal tailing pellets; and (iv) the other thennal treatments performed on the 
materials. These are first considered in relation to the aims set out for this research. 
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11.2.1 Discussion of Project Aims 
The aims and objectives of the research were presented in Section 1.5. This identified the four primary 
aims and outlined the main objectives for each. The first was to complete a broad literature search 
regarding biomass and its related legislation, then focus on the two waste materials. Biomass and 
bioenergy in general were investigated in detail, including many wastes that are used for energy recovery. 
Furthermore, the relevant legislative policies relating to bioenergy generation and the use and disposal of 
materials, such as those utilised here were then examined. The emissions limits outlined in the Waste 
Incineration Directive were subsequently employed to compare the pollutant concentrations from the 
thermal treatment of these wastes. The formation, properties and potential uses of SMC and coal tailings 
were also examined; the material characteristics that were ascertained from various sources in this section 
were also subsequently used as comparisons for the experimentally-determined composition of these 
wastes herein. From this, the gap in current knowledge was identified and a clear area warranting further 
research was defined. This review of pertinent literature leading to the identification of a valuable, yet 
under-researched field fulfilled the first project aim. 
The second aim was to thoroughly investigate relevant theoretical topics, including thermal treatments for 
energy production and their associated clean-up systems, fluidisation and fluidised-bed combustion and 
pelletisation. Each was considered in great depth and formed a vital background upon which the 
subsequent experimental sections were based. Combustion, gasification and pyrolysis mechanisms were 
identified and were consequently performed on the materials at hand. Typical pollutant species were also 
identified, both in the literature and in the experiments carried out later. The fluidisation chapter allowed 
various fundamental theoretical equations to be discovered, which were then utilised during the fluidised-
bed combustion studies of the materials. The pelletisation chapter identified key pelletisation parameters, 
which are known to control product quality. Methods of quality assessment were also noted, although 
standard methods have not been established for all criteria. Optimum pelletisation conditions could then 
be determined for the SMC, coal tailings and the mixture, based on these experimental methods. This 
extensive study of such topics accomplished the requirements set out by the second aim. 
Thirdly, a wide range of experimental methodologies were executed, based on the literature and 
theoretical topics reviewed. The material characteristics were analysed using standard methods, and were 
compared to the data obtained in the literature review accordingly. The pelletisation and thermal 
treatment of the wastes were also based on the theoretical review of these topics, where an extensive 
series of variables were tested and optimised for each. Based on this experimental work, and also to 
compliment it, the industrial applications and implications of using these fuels were examined. This 
included theoretical and mathematical modelling (FLUENT and heat and mass balances), a consideration 
of whether the pollutants produced would meet the legislation outlined in the literature review, namely 
WID, and estimating the cost of processing and using these fuels. These comprehensive experimental and 
theoretical investigations accomplished the needs of the last two aims. 
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11.2.2 Material Characterisation 
The first phase of the experimental investigation was concerned with characterising the two materials. 
This involved performing a number of standard tests on the coal tailings and the SMC; as the SMC had 
two distinctly different components (casing layer and substrate), these were analysed separately. 
The compositions of the materials were determined using ultimate, proximate and elemental analyses; 
results for several of these had also been reported in the literature, which provided an archetypal basis for 
comparison. Despite the obvious differences in appearance between the SMC layers, their compositions 
were surprisingly similar, in terms of the ultimate and proximate analyses. The coal tailings were 
distinctly different, where the fixed carbon present was higher and volatiles significantly lower than that 
of the SMC. The coal tailings had a CV comparable to sub-bituminous coal, as well as to other coal 
tailing samples identified in the literature. The CVs of the two SMC layers were similar to each other and 
the biomasses discussed previously; they were also analogous to those of Williams, el al. (2001a). These 
were, however, significantly lower than the coal tailings and thus additions of SMC to the fuel pellets 
decreased their overall energy content. This did have benefits, in that it increased pellet strength due to 
the variation in particle size and type, and enhanced the carbon-neutrality of the fuel, which is highly 
advantageous when this decreased the CV. The moisture content of all samples were extremely high, 
thus drying was an essential process to form suitable fuel pellets from these materials, as poor quality 
ensued if this was not reduced to more appropriate levels. This would also be the case for commercial 
production. Inferior combustion due to lower CVs would also result. Additionally, the ash contents were 
high, which affected combustion in a detrimental way, as there was less combustible material available; 
furthermore, this produced significant amounts of particulate matter during combustion. A potential 
application of this ash was considered in the literature review, concerning its use as an activator for PF A. 
Whilst the S content was quite high for both SMC layers and was also present in the coal tailings, SOx 
were not thought to be a significant problem during combustion, for two key reasons: firstly, the S was 
primarily found as inorganic forms - sulphates, such as gypsum, which does not decompose until high 
temperatures are reached (in excess of 1450 0C); and secondly, the very high proportions of Ca, 
particularly in the casing layer of the SMC, determined in the elemental analysis, may be beneficial as it 
can effectively capture S or reduce any SOx compounds that are produced, replicating the function of 
sorbent injections and scrubbers during flue gas cleaning technologies, though P may interfere with this 
(Williams, et al., 200 I a; Elled, et at., 2006; Altun, et at., 2006). The SOx concentrations monitored 
during the combustion tests were minimal (-12 ppm). This S present could also be beneficial in 
inhibiting de Novo Synthesis, preventing the formation of dioxins and furans, as Cl was present in both 
SMC layers. The elemental analyses allowed a more in-depth comparison of the materials, identifying 
elements not found in the ultimate analysis, particularly those that may cause problems during 
combustion; this also highlighted the differences between the two SMC layers. Alkali metals, specifically 
K and Na were prominent, the oxides of which cause problems of slagging and fouling; the Alkali Index 
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computed using the concentration of these metals in the flyash samples from the combustion tests showed 
that their concentration was sufficient to probably cause such issues. Fe, Si, P and AI were found in 
significant quantities, and if in oxide form, these too can contribute to slagging, fouling and ash 
agglomeration. Furthermore, Cl, which was also present in the initial materials, generally remained in the 
ash; whilst this would prevent harmful species, such as dioxins, furans and HCl forming, the latter of 
which was experimentally confim1ed, it may also increase the tendency of the ash to agglomerate. 
From the particle size analysis, it is thought that when the materials are pelletised together, the additions 
of the long SMC substrate fibres to the powdery substances of the coal tailings and casing layer, which 
had similar particle size distributions, could enhance the strength and integrity of the pellets due to 
interweaving. On later testing of such pellets, this was found to be the case. Often large agglomerates of 
the coal tailings and SMC casing layer could be found within the samples, and this too may have also 
aided particle binding within the pellets and enhanced their strength. 
11.2.3 Pel/etisation Case Studies 
Compression was used to form the pellets in the manual pelletiser, according to the stages outlined in the 
compacting sequence in the review of pelletisation theory. This section also identified key pelletisation 
parameters and many of these were tested for SMC, coal tailings or mixtures of the two. Moisture 
content, pressure, holding time and pellet composition were outlined as the key test variables and the 
optimum conditions for pelletisation were detem1ined. The effect of changing these was assessed by 
determining the tensile strenl:,rth, density and durability of the pellets; these assessment criteria were 
chosen as they were used in a wide range of literature considered. Pellet pile heights were also estimated. 
It was found that as pellet density increased, tensile strength generally improved, affected by many 
variables; this did not however necessarily equate to increases in mechanical durability (Lehtikangas, 
2001; Obemberger and Thek, 2004; Rhen, el al., 2005). As the moisture was found to be one of the most 
influential variables in determining pellet strength, the ideal moisture content was found to be 10-11 % 
for coal tailings and slightly higher (15 %) for SMC, as it varies between materials. This concurs with the 
work of Sastry (1993) and Li and Liu (2000), who suggested that the optimum moisture range is quite 
narrow. It is vital that this is controlled to ensure optimal particle plasticity is achieved and the particles 
are an ideal distance apart. Iligh or low moisture contents were found to be detrimental to pellet quality, 
because the void space between particles was too large or plasticity was reduced. After pellet formation, 
air-<irying to 2-3 % moisture was also necessary to further enhance their qualities and harden them. This 
is a common post-pelletisation treatment, especially for fuels, as it enhances their CV; it can however be 
costly, as demonstrated by the economic analysis of the production of pellets from these materials. The 
importance of drying coal tailing briquettes was emphasized by Radloff, el al. (2004). Thus drying is 
obviously necessary, in terms of pellet properties (tensile strength and CV) and will be required for the 
commercial use of these fuels, whatever the economic implications. 
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Pressure was another highly important parameter; as the compression force increased, the particles started 
to deform and as a result, the densities and tensile strengths were greater. There did become a point, 
however, when large increases in pressure led to fairly minimal improvements in these properties. This 
was primarily due to the initial compression rearranging particles when void spaces were large, whereas 
the later compression could not fill any more interstices, as they were very small - usually smaller than 
the particle sizes, and particle deformation and breakdown would occur only at extreme pressures (Jones, 
1969). For these materials, the point where the graph started to level off was 6000 psi (41.4 MPa), 
classified as low pressure pelletisation (Rieschel, 1963). The influence of particle size and particle size 
distribution was therefore also apparent. As a result, the pelletisation pressure chosen to be employed 
should be a balance of ideal product properties and the energy costs of the pelletisation; increasing the 
compaction pressure beyond its useful level, in terms of enhancing pellet density and strength, is not 
advisable. Concurring with the above discussion of pellet moisture, tensile strength was greater for dried 
pellets formed at all pressures. Holding time is thought to be more significant at lower pressures, such as 
those used for the pelletisation of these substances. Pellet density herein did increase slightly as holding 
time lenbrthened, although the effect on tensile strength was less apparent; similar results were found by 
Li and Liu (2000) in the literature review during their investigation of other biomasses. 
When the SMC was pcllctised on its own, pellet tensile strength was quite low; this however was 
significantly improved by removing the casing layer, although this also increased the variability in the 
results. This may suggest that it is advantageous to only use the substrate in the fuel pellets, as this 
enhances pellet strenhrth and also their CV, as the casing had a lower energy content. This, however, is 
not always practical, as it would be difficult to separate the layers without contamination and also raises 
the question of what to do with the remaining SMC. Something that was found for the SMC pellets but 
not for the coal tailing pellets was that swelling was considerable and dependent on the moisture content; 
coal tailing pellets remained constant in size, with swelling or shrinking generally less than 1 %, whereas 
SMC pellets expanded by up to 30 %, particularly those with high moisture (~20 %). This, as well as 
pellet drying, considerably lowered pellet density. Additionally, cracks appeared almost immediately 
after pelletisation. as well as during drying. Despite this, the tensile strength and durability of these 
pellets were quite high, perhaps because the fibrous nature of the substance was able to better distribute 
the forces encountered during these tests. SMC pellets tended to deform, yet remained intact, whereas 
coal tailing pellets simply broke when the forces became too great. 
Due to the varying elemental compositions and the differences in properties, it was necessary to establish 
the optimum SMC:coal tailing ratio. Varying proportions were tested for tensile strength and density and 
a 50:50 wt% ratio was found to produce the best results, when the initial moisture was adjusted (-15 %). 
Sufficient mixing was required to ensure they were homogeneous. This fraction of the materials allowed 
the best qualities of both to be combined into a single pellet and aided their strength and integrity; these 
were the strength of the coal tailing pellcts with the flexibility of the SMC fibres. This meant that 
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breakages were less likely and defonnation occurred instead, where the pellets were still intact and 
coherent. Pellets made at high pressures and then air-dried were the most durable. 
The properties of these optimum pellets, in tenns of their tensile strength and durability, meant they 
should be able to endure handling and transportation reasonably well. It was found however that handling 
them still produced vast amounts of dust. Ways in which to reduce this friability and improve pellet 
quality were investigated. A simple, cheap and effective way of doing this was to add a binder. Organic 
and inorganic binding agents were considered; both starch and caustic soda were found to be cost-
effective, where 1 wt% of starch improved overall pellet quality more significantly. This was also found 
to have less of an impact on pellet combustion, as the Na in the caustic soda increased the Alkali Index 
and reduced the ash fusion temperatures. The use of steam conditioning and elevated temperatures were 
also found to be beneficial in improving the overall quality of the fuel; these were however deemed to be 
much more expensive options. Seeing that the economic analysis determined that pellet fonnation would 
already incur considerable expenditure, the addition of further costly processing would most likely make 
the use of these unviable, unless the heat or steam came from the energy recovery process. If it was feIt 
necessary that pellet quality needed to be enhanced beyond the level that could be provided by simply 
manipulating the pelletisation variables, then the use of starch seems the most practicable option. 
11.2.4 Fluidised-Bed Combustion of the Fuel Pellets 
Based on the initial investigation into the thennal treatment of these fuels, considered subsequently, it was 
found that combustion in a fluidised-bed was more efficient than that in a packed-/fixed-bed reactor. 
Furthermore, this type of combustor is better suited for fuels with high ash contents, determined for these 
fuels from the proximate analysis. Pellet combustion was also deemed more viable in both reaction 
vessels than that of the unpelletised, raw SMC on its own, as the addition of the higher energy content 
coal tailings was vital. Pellet combustion took longer for an equivalent amount of SMC fuel, due to their 
enhanced energy density and CV properties. This confirmed the results of Wereko-Brobby and Hagen 
(1996), McKendry (2002b) and Bridgewater, et al. (2002), who stated that combusting raw fuel without 
pre-processing leads to lower efficiencies, whereas co-combustion is advantageous for achieving high 
conversion efficiencies. 
The combustion of SMC-coal tailing pellets in a laboratory-scale fluidised-bed thus required further 
examination. Through identifying key combustion variables - the pellet feedrate, the air flowrate and the 
sand bed depth - a series of tests were devised to determine the optimum conditions for this reactor. 
Eleven cases were designed to investigate the air ratio, which was dependent on both the pellet feedrate 
and air flowrate. It was found that the reactor was quite inefficient, as high air ratios, much larger than 
those used in commercial combustors, were needed to gain sufficient fuel burnout and good combustion 
efficiencies. Whilst high efficiencies were achieved, up to 98 % using an air ratio of 3.76, high levels of 
CO (2.5 %) and thus low efficiencies (-87 %) were found for smaller proportions of excess air (air ratio 
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of 1.61). Using an optimised industrial-scale combustor, which would include turbulent secondary air 
jets to redistribute this excess oxygen, could significantly improve such results. The cases to evaluate the 
sand bed depth found that the deeper bed of 0.27 m was less efficient ("lCE = 91 % compared to 95 % for a 
bed depth of 0.22 m) and also produced, on average, notably more pollutants. The deeper bed for the 
initial tests was 0.30 m and achieving adequate fluidisation at this depth was notoriously difficult. The 
bed-depth-to-diameter ratio was thus crucial. This would mean that for a larger reactor, the bed could be 
much deeper to improve the efficiency, whilst maintaining a bed-depth-to-diameter ratio closer to 1. 
The temperatures generated during combustion were conspicuously greater in the bed than the freeboard, 
as the densified fuel pellets overcame the upward flow of primary air to bum in the bed and the high 
volatile content of the SMC fraction would combust rapidly here. Char burnout would take much longer, 
as discussed in the review of combustion theory, to maintain such bed temperatures if there were pauses 
in fuel feeding. It was thought however, that small unburned char particles were often elutriated from the 
bed, which would account for the high concentration of combustible material in the flyash, compared to 
the high efficiencies calculated based on the flue gas concentrations. This pattern of temperatures was 
also noted for the FLUENT simulations. Much of the literature also confirmed such findings, although 
certain examples were discussed where freeboard temperatures were significantly greater. 
Acid gas species - NOx, SOx and I1Cl- were monitored for these tests. For the commercial use of these 
fuels, the emissions from combustion must comply with WID, as outlined in the legislation section. 
Though the concentrations were not very high, for the reasons explored above, it was found that for SOx 
and HCl in particular, gas cleaning would be a necessity to comply with this directive. The average 
values for both these were low, 12 ppm for SOx and 5.3 ppm for HCl, yet the stringent legislation meant 
that the maximum values occasionally produced were beyond the limits specified. Gas cleaning would 
thus be necessary, regardless of cost. Despite the Ca content of the initial material, which was thought to 
further reduce SOx emissions, this appeared to not be able to minimise SOx concentrations below the 
required threshold. This may be due to interference from the P present or because the form of S was not 
able to react with the Ca to initiate its capture. NOx removal would not be mandatory, since the 
maximum levels generated from these wastes (91 mg/mJ) were considerably below the limits set out in 
WID (200-400 mg/mJ); it may be included however to further minimise any negative environmental 
impacts. Whilst the Sand CI were found to be concentrated in the flyash, N could not be accounted for in 
this manner. It was therefore assumed that N20 would have formed, as this could not be monitored; as 
considered previously, fluidised-bed combustors are particularly prone to this and therefore this would be 
a reasonable assumption. Its elimination from the gases would be beneficial as this is a greenhouse gas. 
Flyash samples were also analysed for these tests. Vast amounts of ash were collected in the cyclone; as 
predicted from the material characterisation, there were considerable amounts already present in both the 
SMC and the coal tailings, around 34 % for the fuel pellets. Particulate collection will thus be a much 
needed gas treatment, as these must be removed from the flue before release to the atmosphere. 
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Cyclones, as considered in the review of flue gas cleaning, generally have lower efficiencies, and 
consequently an alternative method to that used here will need to be employed to ensure unwanted release 
to the environment. Ash analyses identified elements that were likely to cause issues in the combustor, 
such as slagging, fouling and agglomeration. These included K, Na, AI, Si, Fe, P, Sand Cl, which were 
concentrated here from the initial materials; such problems were predicted, considered above, due to the 
composition of the fuels. The Alkali Index was computed and established that the presence of K and Na 
in the SMC and coal tailings was sufficient to induce the likely slagging and fouling of the system. The 
addition of supplementary Na through the inclusion of a caustic soda binder increased the AI of the fuel, 
although not to such an extent that certain fouling would occur. The high proportions of Fe and AI, and 
to a lesser extent, Si, would also increase the likelihood of these detrimental deposits occurring in the 
combustor if in oxide form. Many elements listed above would also promote ash agglomeration. 
The impacts of the caustic soda and starch on pelletisation were apparent, where starch performed 
consistently better as a binder. Whilst just 1 wt% of both negatively impacted combustion, in that the 
efficiency was reduced (from 95.0 % to 88.7 %), NaOII also had a detrimental influence on the ash 
properties. In addition to increasing the AI, the added Na also lowered the ash fusion temperature, 
making agglomeration more probable. Starch was thus better able to improve pellet quality, as well as 
having fewer impacts on combustion; if a binder is required, starch would be cost-effective. 
11.2.5 Other Thermal Treatment Technologies 
Four combustion cases were initially performed in the fluidised- and packed-beds. The fluidised-bed tests 
were successful in that both the pellets and the raw SMC were easily combusted; the results showed that 
the initial temperatures in the bed and freeboard could be maintained, providing appropriate air flowrates 
and fuel feedrates were employed. Both fuels underwent mainly complete combustion, as excess oxygen 
was present and minimal CO was monitored in the exhaust. Of these two tests, the combustion of the 
pellets was superior. The combustion of these materials in the packed-bed was also successful. As 
suggested by McKendry (2002b), hot gases at 800-1000+ °C were produced in all cases, which is 
sufficient for the generation of heat and power. The four key constituents of these fuels (moisture, 
volatiles, fixed carbon and ash) were discovered on a percentage basis in the material characterisation 
phase and the stages of reactions that these underwent during combustion were clear, reflecting those 
outlined by Shin and Choi (2000) in Figure 3.2. The materials were dried prior to their combustion, thus 
the removal of the inert moisture and devolatisation were the first processes to occur by the additions of 
heat from the burner. The burning of the volatiles in the freeboard was seen in the temperature increase in 
this area. During this stage and the carbonaceous char combustion, the CO2 concentration was high, 
indicating the complete combustion of these components, as summarised in Equations 3.1 and 3.2. After 
this was complete, the ash remained on the grate. As with the comparison of these materials in the 
fluidised-bed, pellet combustion was also superior in the packed-bed, as the air flowrates had to be 
adjusted several times during SMC combustion to ensure the flame was not extinguished. 
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SMC gasification and pyrolysis enabled a comparison between various thermal technologies. The 
processes outlined in the theoretical background for these treatments could be clearly identified. SMC 
gasification involved its partial oxidation, which, as described in Chapter 3 involved the process whereby 
a solid, fairly homogeneous combustible material (fuel) was subjected to high temperatures to form a 
combustible, gaseous fuel. Of the three modes of gasification, air was used so that the temperatures 
required to initiate gasification reactions were low. Due to this, however, the CV of the fuel gases were 
also likely to be low, as much atmospheric nitrogen was present in the gas. The key constituents of 
gasified biomass were outlined in the theoretical background; Ramage and Scurlock (1996) state these are 
H2, CO, CO2, CII4 and other hydrocarbons, as well as nitrogen, if air is used. The nitrogen dilution due to 
the use of air was clearly seen for this system, where the fuel gases, such as CO, H2 and CH4 only made 
up a maximum of 50 % of the total gases leaving the system at anyone time. In addition to CO 
production, significant amounts of CO2 were also formed, due to the complete oxidation of C, expressed 
in Equation 3.6. As some Ih and ClI4 were formed, the water-gas shift reaction, hydrogenation and 
methanation were also occurring, as outlined in Equations 3.6-3.8, although only in the latter stages. 
Pyrolysis - thermal degradation in the absence of air - was performed on the dry SMC. The significant 
yields of char (43.33 %), pyrolytic oils/liquid (34.71 %) and syngas (21.96 %), coupled with the low 
maximum temperature « 600°C) and the moderate heating rates (10 °C/rnin) show that conventional 
pyrolysis was used. This type of pyrolysis produced volatile matter that formed the syngas and char with 
a high energy density (-8 MJ/kg). These products, particularly the char and the CO and H2 components 
of the syngas were formed by exothennic carbonisation and a water-gas reaction (Equations 3.3 and 3.4). 
The liquid phase had a low energy content of 2.98 MJ/kg. 
11.2.6 FLUENT Modelling of Combustion 
The FLUENT modelling took place in two main phases: firstly, the simulation of the experimental 
conditions for comparison and secondly, the assessment of the TOil. Many model conditions were 
manipulated to ensure an accurate prediction of the experimental results. Based on the experimental data 
for temperatures and fuel characteristics, several cases were modelled, where the best results were gained 
for a wall temperature of 448 K and when gravity and inlet diffusion were on. This case gave an accurate 
picture of the temperatures, where the error was 3 % between the experimental and modelled data. The 
errors were larger for the gas concentrations, as the model assumed all combustion reactions would be 
complete, due to the excess oxygen present. As such, there was no CO in the model predictions. The 
oxygen concentration was lower than those detem1ined experimentally, out by 0.2 % (an error of 5 %), 
and thus the CO2 concentration was greater, out by 2 % (an error of 13.7 %). By using appropriate input 
conditions for the model simulations. the errors could be significantly reduced. This was most apparent 
for temperature. where a high degree of accuracy could be achieved with apposite conditions - the 3 % 
error, noted above - compared to an error of around 15 % for cases where the inputs were less suitable. 
This showed that the experimental results could be successfully simulated using such a model. 
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Using this as a basis, the TOll of particles was estimated. The sand particles that elutriated from the bed 
returned before they were able to reach a significant height (up to 0.22 m for the fastest inlet velocity) and 
were thus not removed from the system. This corroborated the empirical data, as there was not any sand 
bed particles collected in the cyclone, and thus an adequate TDII was provided. Flyash particles, which 
were significantly smaller and lighter than the sand, elutriated and were carried out with the exhaust 
gases; such particles exhibited a swirling and re-circulatory motion at the combustor exit, due to their 
tangential momentum in this region of the reactor. 
11.2.7 Heat and Power Generation and Economic Analysis 
Heat and power generation was calculated based on mass and energy balances for a range of scenarios, 
where the fuel throughput was varied; small- to large-scale operations were compared. As found with the 
experiments concerning the use of SMC alone, the results here were also inferior, where power generation 
was low; only 0.09 MWe could be generated with an annual SMC feedrate of 10,000 t. With the addition 
of 10,000 tla of coal tailings in pelletised fornl, however, energy recovery could be increased to 0.5 MWe, 
again demonstrating the need for the inclusion of the higher CV material in this fuel. Larger scales were 
also considered. As stated previously, there is approximately 200,000 tla of SMC available in the UK; 
assuming all this could be combined with an equivalent amount of coal tailings at a centralised facility, 
electricity generation would be in the region of 10.5 MWe. The transportation costs of such a concept 
would be huge, as the locations of UK mushroom farms are widespread (Figure 2.18). This would be 
likely to make the overall cost of the processing so high that it would be economically unviable. 
The economic analysis revealed that whilst the purchasing and transportation costs of sourcing these 
materials could be high, depending on the haulage distance, they were minimal compared to the amount 
that would be spent on drying. Reducing the moisture content of the coal tailings from 40% and the SMC 
from around 68 % to 10-15 % would be expensive - accounting for % of the overall annual expenditure 
on pellet manufacture, thus a less energy intensive drying method would be beneficial. This initial drying 
would cost in the region of £20-25/t of pellets produced. This increases the estimated production costs 
from £11.36/t of pellets to £30-35/t. This was based on a facility producing -12,000 tla of pellets, which 
could be generated from the waste compost from the Monaghan Mushroom farm at Whitley and an equal 
amount of coal tailings sourced from nearby Maltby Colliery. Based on the heat and power calculations 
for this amount of fuel, electricity pro?uction would be in the region of 0.26 MWe. 
11.2.8 Overall Discussion of the Research Findings 
Though this research has been separated into various experimental and modelling sections, linkages 
between these can be made, to demonstrate the comprehensiveness of the research programme. As 
illustrated, the combination of SMC and coal tailings in pelletised form has obvious benefits; the CV and 
bulk density are increased, the SMC is CO2-neutral by nature and, the moisture content and other 
properties can be controlled for both substances. Whilst this has been demonstrated to be feasible in a 
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practical sense, it may not necessarily be economically-viable due to the high moisture contents of both 
fuels. An alternate, less energy intensive drying system would greatly aid this process and make it more 
possible; the economics may be further enhanced however with increasing amounts of landfill tax on 
materials, such as SMC. Sourcing, processing and utilising the materials locally in small-scale energy 
recovery facilities appears a more practicable option to avoid the high transportation costs of hauling low 
density materials long distances. This would make sense for specific farms, which could use the waste 
produced on-site to generate energy for their own needs. As it is vital to find a sound waste management 
solution to secure the future of the industry, using these wastes would minimise the expenditure of buying 
energy from the grid and mean that the industry could be expanded to meet growing demand. 
These fuel pellets can then be used in a fluidised-bed to generate heat and power, without the need for 
supplementary fuels, thus the energy recovery facilities would only need to purchase coal tailings to 
generate a satisfactory amount of energy for their own use. By utilising appropriate combustion 
conditions and optimising the process with secondary air jets, very high combustion efficiencies can be 
achieved for effective energy recovery. Gas cleaning to comply with WID should not be problematic as 
the acid gas emissions generated were not greatly above the limits outlined; particulate removal would be 
needed and there are several highly efficient systems available for such purposes, as reviewed earlier. 
11.3 INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS: IMPLICATIONS OF THE 
FINDINGS 
11.3.1 Teclmological Implications 
The experimental results have significant applications for industry, in a variety of areas. The 
technological implications start at the beginning of the process, with the formation of the pellets. Drying, 
as previously considered, is essential as the moisture content is significant; this will most likely require 
active drying, using heaters, belt presses or another form of technology. Whilst this has been 
demonstrated to be expensive, the materials cannot be pelletised or used as fuel without it. The 
pelletisation technologies have also been described in preceding chapters, both in terms of those widely 
available and those used herein; compression is suitable for pelletising these materials, using a continuous 
process to be more cost-effective. The pellets can be stored safely in piles for 1-2 months whilst they dry 
further and await combustion, although longer storage periods should be investigated to ensure microbial 
growth does not degrade pellet quality. 
Although the thermal technologies utilised were trial runs and thus only for demonstration purposes, they 
have proven that these materials can be successfully employed as energy sources, particularly in 
pelletised form. The reactions taking place during combustion were self-sustaining and occurred at 
considerable temperatures, high enough for the production of useable, and moreover saleable, heat and 
power. Gasification and pyrolysis technologies produced a range of moderate CV fuels, which could 
have a range of industrial uses if investigated further; the use of SMC is thus not limited to the direct 
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generation of heat and power, but has wider applications for other sectors of industry. The gaseous 
emissions were monitored and as these were not extreme - based on the WID guidelines, the gas cleaning 
required will be minimal. Particulate problems can be counteracted with suitable particle removal 
technologies. The AI of the ash means that SMC has only a moderate potential for fouling, which is 
lower than other biomasses, and is thus an advantage for the large-scale use of this source of energy; the 
lower the potential to foul, the less damage to the reactor and thus downtime can be minimised to only 
occasional repairs. The lower temperatures of a fluidised-bed would mean ash melting and agglomeration 
are also less likely. Including NaOll as a binder would increase the likelihood of these issues however. 
From this, it is clear that these pellets can be utilised as a fuel for combustion. As the 200,000 tla of SMC 
is widely distributed, small energy recovery facilities, perhaps at individual fanns will be the best way to 
utilise this technology, to minimise transportation costs. Alternatively, where there are groups of fanns 
(such as in the border region of Ireland), centralised power stations can make use of SMC from a wider 
area, providing heat and/or power to the fanns or surrounding area. If other thennal treatments are used, 
these too could be carried out on a fann-to-fann basis, where the need for particular fuels arises. 
Whilst the experiments perfonned here were on a laboratory scale, they have implications for the larger-
scale use of such fuel pellets, as the results can be scaled up. This would primarily concern the bed-
depth-to-diameter ratio of the fluidised-bed used. There would also be differences in the fluidising and 
bubbling behaviour between the different categories of particles, which would mean there can be large 
changes when scaling up from small systems to commercial operations, thus the use of a semi-industrial, 
fluidised-bed would greatly aid the further implementation of such fuels (Botterill, 1983). 
11.3.2 Costs 
Although the initial costs of the drying, pelletisation and thennal treatment equipment, such as a 
fluidised-bed, in addition to the gas cleaning equipment required may be high, the costs will eventually be 
offset by the energy gained from the sale of heat and/or power or the money that is saved from no longer 
having to purchase these. This pay-back is obviously dependent on various factors, such as the amount 
and method of drying, pelletisation pressure, thennal conversion technique employed and its efficiency, 
the degree of gas cleaning and the cost of other uses for SMC. As the drying costs were such a large 
proportion of overall expenditure, many factors would have to be considered to assess the viability of this 
process to see if such costs could be offset; this would include the fees charged for disposing of these 
materials. Additional costs may arise from transporting the wastes to a centralised plant, if they are not 
used in situ. Due to the renewable nature and CO2-neutrality of the SMC, financial aid may be available 
for its use. Any apposite subsidies that could be acquired to assist the processing or use of the wastes 
may further offset the high processing costs to make these materials into a usable fuel product. Such 
funding or other fonns of assistance may be applicable, based on the Climate Change Levy and the Non-
Fossil Fuel Obligation. 
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11.3.3 Environmental Impacts 
The emissions from these processes were monitored and the most harmful species, such as NOx and SOx, 
were found in insignificant concentrations; this means that vast amounts of expensive gas cleaning 
equipment should not be required if this process is to be used industrially, although technologies are 
available to control detrimental pollutant emissions. The environmental impact of this should therefore 
be minimal. Additionally, the ash from combustion was analysed and heavy metal concentrations were 
negligible, thus the ash can be reused as an activator for PFA, as previously described, eliminating the 
need for landfilling. It should also be considered that the use of SMC and coal tailings has a number of 
environmental benefits. Using this waste product from industry means that the SMC can be diverted 
from landfill and other environmentally-degrading disposal routes; furthermore, as SMC is a biomass and 
therefore a renewable energy source, it is CO2-neutral and thus would not contribute to the enhanced 
greenhouse effect and its associated issues. The use of coal tailings ensures that contaminated land will 
be cleaned and reclaimed for public and/or private use. 
11.3.4 Public Perception 
The public perception and acceptance of alternative fuels is not necessarily good, particularly if it is seen 
as waste incineration; the 'NIMBY' effect may also be problematic if energy generation facilities are 
located in close proximity to residential areas. The aims of the operations and overall benefits of the 
process need to be highlighted and contrasted to the detrimental health and environmental effects of 
continuing to produce energy from unsustainable sources, such as coal. The current disposal methods of 
both wastes can be emphasized as environmentally-degrading, as well as SMC management being a 
barrier to the future development of the mushroom industry. The implementation of a viable disposal 
technique with energy recovery will thus be beneficial to the local economy, particularly if the energy 
recovery facility proposed is to be located at a mushroom farm. 
11.4 ERROR ANALYSIS 
There were three main sources of error concerned with the experimental and modelling phases of this 
work. Measures were taken to minimise the impacts of each. Firstly, there were systematic instrument 
errors, concerning such equipment as the gas analysers. Specific accuracies were given for each source of 
error, as considered in the experimental measurement accuracy sections throughout the experimental 
chapters. Through regular calibrations of these instruments and taking average readings from repeated 
testing, it was considered that these errors were significantly reduced. 
Secondly, there were human errors concerning the data measurements. These were also minimised by 
repetition. For the material characterisation phase, several tests were completed and averages of the data 
were taken. This was principally necessary for this phase, as the SMC was quite heterogeneous. For the 
pelletisation phase, 5 pellets were made for each condition, in order to take a mean of the results. The 
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thennal treatments were also completed more than once, so averages of the key data, such as temperatures 
and gas concentrations, could be made. 
Thirdly, there were errors with the theoretical side of the work, which concerned both the equations 
employed to analyse the data obtained, such as the pellet pile-up equations and the combustion efficiency 
calculations, and the modelling phase. Any errors in the data due to the instruments or human errors 
involved in their collection may have been augmented here, particularly if the data had been rounded or 
subsequent equations were utilised on data that had already been manipulated in some way. There were 
also errors concerned with the modelling work, as explored previously; any theoretical modelling or 
calculations, for example estimating the potential heat and power generation are likely to contain 
inaccuracies. The costings concerning the processing of these wastes were expected to contain significant 
errors, as assumptions were made and various quantities had to be estimated. The final figures, whilst 
somewhat erroneous are likely to give an indication of the magnitude of the overall costs. 
11.5 PROJECT EVALUATION 
In order to evaluate this project, the limitations need to be considered, with suggested improvements and 
recommendations. As with all research, a number of limitations apply and were present; through 
identifying these, the conclusions, the recommendations for further research and the applications of the 
work can be more valid and put to better use. There were many sources of error concerning the 
experimental results, which impact upon their validity; these include sampling error (as the SMC was 
fairly heterogeneous), human error, equipment error and those associated with data collection and 
manipulation. The largest of these errors is likely to be in the final results, as this will contain the 
accumulation of all previous errors, from the range of sources identified. These issues have been 
discussed previously, relating to each experimental chapter. 
Based on these limitations, many things can be rectified, through identifying areas where improvements 
can take place. The primary limitation of this work is that further research is clearly required in all areas 
of experimentation this thesis has covered; specific recommendations for further and additional research 
into this field are presented in the following chapter. Improvements to the existing work would simply be 
the replication of such experiments, to ensure the validity and accuracy of the results. This would be 
most valuable for the pelletisation studies, where, due to time constraints, only 5 pellets could be made 
per condition and thus there was often significant variability in the results obtained. This was due to the 
heterogeneity of the materials, the SMC in particular. Whilst using such a small sample size for each test 
meant that a wide range of variables and conditions within could be compared, a larger number of pellets 
would have been beneficial in improving the significance of trends and highlighting further the difference 
or similarities between the test cases. The fluidised-bed combustion tests, whilst already repeated several 
times would also undoubtedly benefit from additional replications. 
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12 
CONCLUSIONS AND 
FUTURE WORK 
12.1 CONCLUSIONS 
This work, concerning the reuse of two wastes - spent mushroom compost and coal tailings - for energy 
recovery, was conducted via extensive reviews of relevant literature and theoretical topics. Based on 
these, key experimental areas were identified: the characterisation and pelletisation of the materials and 
the utilisation of these in thermal treatment processes, including fixed- and fluidised-bed combustion, as 
well as gasification and pyrolysis. These experimental techniques were subsequently complimented with 
mathematical and theoretical modelling. The main conclusions from these are as follows: 
• The material characterisation showed that the 'as received' moisture content of both the SMC and 
coal tailings were considerable. These high moisture contents (-40 % for the coal tailings and 66 % 
for the SMC) significantly reduced the CV and thus the potential energy that could be recovered. 
Drying is hence vital as these are to be used as fuels. The low density of the SMC means that 
pelletisation is also necessary prior to its utilisation as a fuel, to increase both the bulk and energy 
densities; controlling the moisture content for pelletisation would also be essential. 
• The CV analysis of the materials determined herein was compared to those in the literature and was 
found to be commensurate for both. In accordance with this literature, both SMC layers had a lower 
NCV than the coal tailings - 13.33 MJ/kg and 11.71 MJ/kg for the substrate and casing in comparison 
to 19.22 MJ/kg for the coal tailings, on a dry basis. The high moisture and ash appreciably affected 
these values. The proximate analysis showed the majority of the energy content in the SMC was 
derived from volatile components, whereas for the coal tailings most was from fixed carbon. 
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• The other standard methods (ultimate and elemental analyses) identified elements that could be 
problematic to the thermal treatment of these fuels. These included noteworthy amounts of nitrogen, 
sulphur and chlorine, which could form acid gases; previous investigations, however, found that the 
majority of these elements remain as inorganic forms in the ash (Williams, 2001; Williams, et a/., 
2001a; Chugh and Patwardhan, 2004). Whilst some chlorine was present in the SMC, the overall 
sulphur content may inhibit dioxin and furan formation (Fielder, 1998). Furthermore, it was thought 
that despite the significant sulphur content of the fuel, the high proportion of calcium in the SMC may 
act as a sorbent to minimise SOx formation, though phosphorous may impede this capture mechanism 
(Altun, et ai., 2006; Elled et ai., 2006). The high ash content suggests potential particulate problems 
and high particulate carryover if the particle sizes are small. The alkali metals, along with 
phosphorous, iron, silicon and aluminium were all found in the materials and if concentrated in the 
ash in oxide fonn after thermal treatment could increase the likelihood of slagging, fouling and ash 
agglomeration (Olunan, et at., 2004; Fryda, et at., 2006). 
• From the literature review, key pelletisation parameters and methods for analysing pellet quality were 
identified. Of these the moisture content, pressure and composition had the most noticeable impacts 
on pellet properties; holding time however did not have such a substantial effect on any of the quality 
assessment criteria, which included density, tensile strength, pellet pile-up heights and durability. 
Optimum values were determined for each variable: a moisture content of 10-11 % at a pressure of 
6000 psi (41.4 MPa) followed by complete air drying for a 50:50 wt% SMC-coal tailing ratio led to 
the formation of the best quality pellets. Such pellets had a net CV of 16.11 MJ/kg. 
• Whilst the pellets made using these optimal conditions showed significant quality improvements, the 
product was still friable, producing dust on handling, transport and feeding. Maize-based starch and 
caustic soda were thus considered as organic and inorganic binders; 1 wt% of either enhanced pellet 
tensile strength, with starch having more pronounced effects. NaOH improved durability, though was 
later found to detrimentally-impact combustion. 
• In addition to adding binders, inherent binders were also evaluated. As much of the SMC is 
composed of straw, it had a significant lignin and cellulose content, which would soften on heating to 
act as a binder. Both the use of elevated temperatures and steam conditioning were considered. Up 
to 75°C improved all criteria used to assess pellet quality, although 45 °C appeared to be just as 
significant according to ANOV A tests. Additional heating (125 0c) did not further enhance pellet 
quality. Steam conditioning of the materials prior to pelletisation was also conducted using super-
heated steam; 5 minutes of conditioning, whilst optimal, increased only the tensile strength of pellets. 
• Based on the review of thermal treatments, combustion, gasification and pyrolysis were compared. In 
the preliminary tests, the raw SMC and 50:50 SMC-coal tailing pellets were combusted in a fluidised-
bed and compared to their combustion in a fixed-/packed-bed. These were then contrasted with SMC 
gasification and pyrolysis. Pellet combustion performed better in both instances and the fluidised-bed 
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was also found to be more efficient. Whilst pyrolysis produced a range of fuels for subsequent use, 
their CV was low; gasification was not successful. 
• As pellet combustion in a fluidised-bed was determined the most appropriate use for these wastes 
from the initial comparison, this was investigated in greater depth. Three principal operating 
parameters were identified and tested, from which optimal combustion conditions were established. 
These included a pellet feedrate of 3.25 kg/hr (180 kg/m2hr) and a total air flowrate of 650 kg/m2hr, 
where primary air was set at 480 kg/m2hr; this resulted in an air ratio of 2.6. A bed depth of 0.22 m 
was also preferable. Such conditions would achieve good combustion efficiencies (-96 %), along 
with high temperatures in the bed (~850 0c) and low pollutant concentrations (minimal CO and 
NOx). Acid gases were fairly negligible and generally conformed to the Waste Incineration 
Directive, although some gas cleaning would be needed. Particulate formation and thus flyash 
capture was considerable; highly efficient removal strategies will certainly be required. The ash 
analysis found that various species, such as K, Na, P, Si, Al and Fe were concentrated here and may 
contribute to slagging, fouling and ash agglomeration if in oxide form. Fortunately, the temperatures 
achieved with fluidised-bed combustion are considerably lower than the ash fusion temperatures 
noted herein, which indicates the suitability of this technology. 
• Although high combustion efficiencies could be achieved using the optimised conditions, innate 
inefficiencies with the reactor meant that alterations could improve combustion. Scaling-up the 
reactor would mean a deeper bed could be employed whilst maintaining a relatively low bed depth-
to-diameter ratio to enhance the overall efficiency. Modifying the experimental set-up by including 
an afterburner or staged, turbulent secondary air at suitable locations to aid freeboard mixing and 
redistribute the fuel and oxidiser could also be utilised to improve the combustion efficiency. 
• As caustic soda and starch were considered as binding agents, their impact on combustion thus 
needed to be determined. It was discovered that 1 wt% of either did not greatly affect the temperature 
profile, however, their influence on gas concentrations was significant. More CO was present in both 
cases, reducing the combustion efficiency from 95.0 % to 88.0 %; acid gas species were not as 
ubiquitous in these cases. A small increase in the Alkali Index was noted where sodium was included 
in the fuel as the caustic soda binder. The ash fusion temperatures were approximately 50°C lower 
for this sample than the control (where no binder was used) or where starch was the chosen binder. 
• 
FLUENT was employed to replicate the experimental data concerning pellet combustion in a 
fluidised-bed. By manipulating various input parameters, a range of scenarios were modelled, which 
were compared to the corresponding empirical determinations of the temperature profiles and gas 
concentrations. Based on the modelled case that most closely imitated the experimental information, 
which had an average error of 3 % for temperatures prediction, particles were added at the base of the 
reactor to assess the transport disengagement height. It was found that bed particles, characterised by 
their size and density, would elutriate from the bed and be entrained in the upward primary air flow. 
They would however fall from the gas stream shortly after and return to the bed, not reaching the exit. 
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This suggested a sufficient freeboard height was provided and corroborates the experimental data, as 
sand particles were not found in the flyash collected in the cyclone. Flyash elutriation and removal 
via the exhaust duct was modelled and also supports the experimental evidence. 
• By completing mass and energy balances based on the experimental data gained, potential heat and 
power generation were computed from the industrial-scale combustion of these wastes. Several cases 
were compared and it was found that over 5 MWe could be generated if 100,000 t/a of SMC (the 
amount that is thought to be available for energy recovery in the Irish border counties) was 
combusted with 100,000 t/a of coal tailings, assuming a process efficiency of 18.6 %. 
• An economic analysis of the overall process was performed, based on the framework conditions of a 
plant scale of -12,000 tla of dried SM C-coal tailing pellets. The purchasing and transportation of wet 
fuels were found to be considerable, even for short haulage distances; for the scenario investigated, 
these combined are likely to total more than £30,OOO/a, for transporting 6000 tonnes of coal tailings 
25 miles. As a mushroom farm was chosen as the processing facility, no SMC purchasing or 
transport costs were included. The initial investment costs, such as purchasing drying and 
pelletisation equipment, including facilities to cool and store the pellets, were also significant, around 
£900,000. The drying process for these high moisture content wastes was likely to total more than 
£250,OOO/a, which was £22.50/t of pellets produced, whilst the specific pelletisation and storage costs 
were thought to be £8.50/t. The direct cost of electricity produced would thus be about 3.5 p/kWhr. 
• As both the SMC and coal tailings are waste materials, their combustion or other thermal treatment 
must conform to the Waste Incineration Directive. The laboratory-scale fluidised-bed combustion of 
these fuel pellets demonstrated that acid gas emissions - NOx, SOx and BCI - were unlikely to be 
problematic and would generally meet emissions limits, though on occasion, the concentrations were 
slightly above those outlined. Accordingly, some gas cleaning would be required to ensure this 
legislation is met. Particulate emissions were collected in vast quantities, thus highly efficient 
removal strategies would need to be employed to guarantee environmental safe-guarding. 
12.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTllER \VORK 
Based on the discussion of the results and the limitations of this research (in the previous chapter), in 
addition to the above conclusions, the following recommendations have been made with regard to the 
continuation of research in this field: 
• Additional material characterisation studies of both the SMC and coal tailings may be favourable. 
Thermogravimetric analysis and differential thermograms could divulge information concerning the 
specific components contained within these materials. Lignin is however notoriously difficult to 
identify in such tests, though a range of others could be recognised using these methods. 
• The main area of research that should be considered is pelletisation, specifically a larger-scale 
pelletiser and associated, integrated equipment for testing. Modifying the pelletisation process would 
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mean that a wider range of variables could be tested and the results more accurate, as a larger number 
of pellets could be manufactured and tested in the same amount of time. A mechanised pelletisation 
rig to enable better and more precise control over pelletisation parameters would greatly benefit such 
tests. A pelletiser with an integrated digital pressure gauge and a digital tensometer for compressive 
strenh>th testing would minimise human error and thus reduce the subjective nature of these tests. 
Equipment for curing, drying and/or post-treating the pellets after manufacture would further profit 
such a specialised process. Facilities for standardised durability testing would also be greatly 
beneficial. Larger-scale apparatus would facilitate the comparison of such results to those of 
Temmerman, et al. (2004; 2006) and would be an excellent way in which to encourage the use of 
standard methods and processes in this field. It would therefore increase the likelihood that other 
institutions would also wish to adopt these methods. 
• Further to this, additional binders that may be more effective should be evaluated, thus investigations 
into other suitable binders for these fuels would be beneficial. Only two binders were compared, in 
addition to those inherent to the fuels. Several other binders were identified in the literature review 
as apposite for such an application, as a range of biomass fuels were found to have been pelletised. 
Moreover, additional facilities to aid the combination of the material and a binder could be included 
into the extensive pelletisation set-up considered above. 
• Larger-scale combustion tests, such as in a pilot-scale reactor would be advantageous. Scaling-up the 
reactor, as previously considered would enable a deeper bed for improved carbon burnout and thus 
the achievement of greater combustion efficiencies. The information that could be gained from such 
tests would benefit the industrial use of these wastes as fuel resources. 
• Alternative options to combustion would be gasification and pyrolysis; additional tests would be 
required as those herein were only for demonstrative purposes. Although these proved successful in 
terms of the reactions that took place, more in-depth, advanced investigations are certainly necessary. 
An examination of these processes is needed under a variety of conditions to further demonstrate their 
potential. Gasification in particular will need to be reassessed, since the packed-bed tests were not 
successful, as the conditions were not appropriate. The use of a specifically designed gasification 
unit would therefore be required to explore this to a satisfactory extent. Utilising a gasifier for such a 
purpose would ensure apposite conditions prevailed in the reactor, including the use of pre-heated 
primary air, which would be enough to initiate and encourage gasification reactions, but not so much 
that combustion reactions predominate. Pyrolysis (thermal degradation) could also have been 
examined in greater detail. A range of fuel products were formed and by varying the conditions 
under which the pyrolyser was run, the product yields and compositions could have changed to 
maximise the formation of the highest CV products, as outlined in Table 3.2. 
• This feasibility study indicates that electricity production from SMC-coal tailing pellets is potentially 
viable, especially if the waste heat is utilised. Detailed economic studies of the proposed process, 
including tax incentives, are therefore recommended. 
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1. Introduction 
ABS TR ACT 
nus study Investigates the technology of manufacturing pellet blends for energy producoon 
from two disarded materials tn industry . CllaJ lailings matrrial is the fine discard produced 
as a result of coal d~ning. Although it still has a 5ignificantJy high CalOrlllC value. over a 
million tonnes of coal tailings are deposited in lagoona enry year in the UK alon~. Spent 
mushroom compost (SMO consists of fibrous compost substrate and a wet casing layer usro 
during mushroom production. In the 'ann of pellets. these materials become more 
homo~ncous. easily ltored and transported. and swtablc for usc in power plants or 
gasiflCrs. The characterisation of the fuel properties shows that the two materials have a 
compbmentary &latus for peUebsetion and energy production m terms of pertide types. 
carbon source. calof".fic value Bnd volatile matter content. 
PcUetisation tes ts were carried out using 3 small compression ng for vanous prtSSUrc9, 
moisturc Cor-tents and rnixt..J rc compositions. The quality of the pellet.&: was assessed using 
density . ,welling. tensile strcngth and durability. It was neccssary to keep the moisture 
contents fo r coa l tailings at about 10% and for SMC at 20% before pellctlSation In Older to 
maxunisc the bonding strength of the originally wet materials. PrCSnlrCi above WOO psi did 
not produce nonceably dcr"cr or stron~r peUet3. The pellets from coal taili ngs and SMC 
blends had a tensile strength proportional to the SMC fraction. The SMC pellets were more 
durable than the coal tailing pcU~s due to the intertwined compost fibres . It was also noted 
that the SMC addition to the coal taUings d id not increase the durabUit)' of the ~1Jcts due to 
the limIted binding effect between the two materials. 
C 2007 [isevier Ii .V. AU rights resetvcd. 
Coa l tailings a re the nne discard flom coal sepacalt.>d by the coa l 
preparation process at a colliery. It is also referred to as colliery 
spoil , sludge. washery rejt."C l. flnes or silL The amount of coa l 
tailings produced is about 7.5-12% of the total coal m ined. Coal 
tailjngs have Ueen deposited in lar&e lagoons. There arc severa l 
million tons of coal tailings available a t colliery sites in 
Yorkshire and North umberland, UK. 111is mixture of wdter 
will i fUle coal particles (a few rnic.-ons to O.S Inm) and mj ne rals 
displays properties of liquidity or plasticity depending o n the 
mois ture conlent. When very 'Net. it is in the fonn of a slurry, 
having the pJoVt!l1.y of liquidity as the intcrclc tion belW\."CJI the 
parlides is weak. As the moislwe content deaeascs by long-
leon dewatering in a lagoon o r by mechanica l extraction. coal 
tailings gradually become sticky or mouldable. It has a good 
polt'n tiallo be used as ruel because lhe alorific valuecau be as 
high as 20 MJ/kgon adry basis . However, u lis requires dryingof 
the coo l lailmgs U)mbi~ wilh pellttisation o r bziquc ll ing ror 
bet ter handling and feeding. 
A success ful use or (:oa l tail.ings in a power s laUoo was re 
po r1ed by Radloff et aI.l l l. as part of a colliery rehabilitation 
• Conn-ponJi '19 author, Tel.. ...44 114 222 7523, (if x: ...44 114 2227501. 
[ -mail a ddrm: c.ryu@3hclHcld ,ac.uL: (C. Ryu). 
0378-382Q1S - sec fron l matter C 2007 [ls~vier B.V. AD rights reserved. 
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pro)tCt. in AlIItraha In thIS "herne . 70 ktlyr of SO mm 
d&amt~ bnqutttrs With 1()-2O'W. moulure content I W'Cre 
prod~ ulanc a do\.t)le roUff pre • . The pellets were 
SOCC'HlfuJly buf'lV'd at a local ~r Il.ltiOO at a r~te at up to 
1C1lfO at ruel rted. tlo ....... .,. the d .... I. at the bnquttdne 
conwons, bUlde-r ~ or the quahty 01 the product W~ not 
Pf~nted In tht 3boYt mennorud p;ipe:r 
Any fl.ttous bu:wn~. m~terul. can add more va ..... e to dw 
pellets o. co~ uilinp by tnert-uang ~ peI~ qU.aldy and 
GUbon neYtnl e'Of'KY content Yam.n tl ~ 121 1t-cwed th.u 
IOtnIt bg,ute and blom.,. bleB:!llooea.a the urfflgth of the 
briq~ttes The polL'flt~1 matftuls lobf ron5uiHtd rOt mlDng 
lJ'\dude straw and hftt.aous ~rgy crops- hO'Mt'Ytr. the 
pre-wnl uudy focuses on fibrous bloma_ from an agncuttUf~ 
rrsldur - the spent mushroom compost (SMC..1 The raw 
mu.shroom comJXISt cont.~1ll stn-w. pou.ltry manure. horse 
manun: and gypsum condnoned for about J wtei.s. Once 
compacted mle a.bwt 6 UlCh thick sut.uat!. the compost IS 
CO'lefed by a 2 inch thick I::.yer QSUlg mate-nOli th~t ts a 
mixtun of pure peat and chalk After MOUnd S weeks of the 
mu.~tuoom productlon procciS. g,tC i5 coUect~ for disposal. 
The mudU'oom growmg indu'try In the UK gener.ltes over 
400 ktlyr of SMe. Some SMC is .oId foe horticultural purpo5C:S 
but the mam disposal rout.r is rurrently landfill or land · 
sc.apmg. A few olhe r routes are available but there are 
t:nvironmemal impacts such as eutrophication of water -
courses. TIle use 0( SMC as fuel has been :lSse5sed 10 Ireland 
PI. but no actual 'NOrk has been found in the literature on its 
use for fuel pellet manufaawe or energy producLioli 
By penelisation. a raw material is convened into a value-
added fuel with homogenous properties, shapes and sizes. 
This allows ~ner handling, storagt, transportation and 
r~ng properties or the material For bulky biomass such iIS 
sawdust and straw. pelletisation densities the malenals and 
.. educes U ansportation cost. PelJetisalion or briquetUng of 
materiel I is performed by app lying pressure. shear or a 
combina tio n 0(OOt1l. Among the many types of the pelleusers 
l1Rd in industry, the main categories are hydraulic presses , 
screw extruders, nng rollers, ring dies and doub le rollers (4,51. 
The common fuel pellets are coal ooquettefi. 'NOOd pellets and 
lefuse·derlved fuel. 
COmpared to the pelletisation of biomass and waste, the 
briquetting of conI for domes tic and indusuial uses 15 an old 
technology. The typical example is pillow-shaped charcoal fOI 
ba looques. Cool briquettes are produced from various types 0( 
coals typical ly by h ot briquetting with the use of a binder. l il e 
common binders are coal tar, pe trolewn residue. sulphite 
liquor and ,,,,,eil 161. Coal briquettes can be also produced by 
Lindedess briqufuing at ambien t temperature by applying 
hieh pressure alone (SI This is m ore des irable in te rms of 
production cost. Mangena ct al. 17) Investig3ted binderless 
brique uing of fine coals and sugges ted that the day minerals 
particularly kaolinite may contnbule to the bonding in the 
brique ttes. 
nle bonding of pa.rtides in a pe lle t is determined by several 
mechanisms: va.n der Waal's (orce, liquid bridging fo rce 18(, 
partICle in terlocking lSI and, if used, high VIscosity binder. In 
al l of the above mechanisms, large contact areas between 
partic les are essen tial to increase their cohesion suenglh. 
Under pressure. highly jJlastic pa rt icles easily d eform to 
u\oease the contac t 1lr!:i1 and to reduct the VOid., The 
pl.ntklty of it panlCtc \.S also aJteaed by temperature (soft 
entn& or thelmal decomposition) and moisture content 
txcnsrve tnOlStwe content increuct the gap bctwttn partl 
da and Wlltes the compression enera, while too low 
molltUie content re-duct'S the plutloty eX the paltidH and 
lI\aea:ses the frlcuon dunngpt.lletisatioo. Therefore, the miUn 
pM<lImeurI become pressure, temper;a.awe. moistu re coni tnt 
and mIXture composilJon. Other f.ctc .. mclude the p4lllllde 
SIZe ddtrlbuuon and Inlt>rweilvUli o( fl)(t't, If any, in a peDet 
In the production of \1I'OOd pellets , for example. the tdt-i.l 
n»lstwe conte-nt is 1()-15'% wh.:h rtqUJres drymg fOf ..... t 
mu .. na.ls 191 No addltrvn aTe u~ btcauw Irgnm o.C15 as a 
nawral bUldUlg malenal whach softens at eleva~ tempt'ra 
twts(-90 -q 
~Ilru mad~ from coal tailings and SMC are SUitable for use 
in chain grate furnaces, industnal gaSifiers or ronvennonaJ 
pulverised fuel based power station.s whe-re they can be fed 
into the mil ls. r Orlunattly, many mushroom faHllS are 
reasonabty dose to tbe coUtrry S1tf'5 . SMC also contams bme 
wt>.ich ca n help reduce 5ulphur emi5sion5 h om coal 
combustion. 
1his paper ptt'SenlS the peUetisation properti~ o( coal 
tailings. SMC and blends_ The two basic materials were 
characterised (or their physical, chemical and thermal proper · 
ties_ The pelletiiation tnts for the m ateric.1s were can led OUt 
using a small compression peUenser wllh a 1 inch diameter 
mould in order to identify the effects o f pr~s conditions 
such as prf!'Ssure, moisture content and mixture composition. 
The pellet quality was assessed fo r density, ,welling. tensile 
stlength and durabihty. 
2 . Characterisation of SMC and coal tailings 
Table: 1 ' hoW'S the results of standard fuel analysis of SMCand 
coal tailings. The ro w SMC is very w et (moistwe content of 
about 70%) and has a high ash content (34'X.dry). This lead. to a 
wry low net calorific V"dlue (1.6 MJ/kg - ar and 11.9 MJ/kg -
dry) . The volatile matte r to fixed carbon ratio is about 4 S 
which is lower than for typical biomas3 d ue to the presence of 
peat in the casing layer and the loss of some vola tile matter 
during composting. The sulphur content is ~igrufica nt in SMC 
due to gypsum (CaSO,·2It, O). However, su lphur in SMC is not 
Table 1- Fuel propeJtieo of SMC and coal tailing. 
Materials SMC COal "'ilings 
MoI,ture content (%ar) -70 - <0 
ProximatE analysis Vol:tu1.e matwr 53.57 15.07 
(%dry) Find calhan 12.-13 30.79 
Ash 34_00 44.14 
Ultimate analysis C 39.86 412.] 
(%dr-y) H 3.60 2.91 
N 2.12 1.01 
CI 1.10 000 
<162 t38 
o (by dJffetence) 18_50 2.6. 
Net calorilk vatu!!: MV\g -ruy 11.06 21.76 
~g - as rece ived - 1.61 -12.08 
ru(\ ,.. OC U I IN C Tr C HN O LOC Y .", U .'I ",.,,\ 271 
Tobl. 2 - Conrentnuon or by olemon .. In SUC orut cool 
talllnill 
Oem.nl (ppm) S~!C Coel larUnp 
A ...... I( <1S LO 
Caklu;:n 20.500 1160 
Clvomlum 1 10 
Copptl 12.s 17S 
ban 
'" 
noo 
Potaulum 'SOl) to1S 
LI~edum. 1720 noo 
Ya.nl;mue .. I!l 
UDlytdmum 0.8 IS 
Sod!ucn 13<0 60S 
PhosphorClUl 
""'" 
60 
Uad 1.< 11 
Antilnony 9 <2 
lin< 50 30 
expected to generate SOx dunng combusuon SUlce gypsum 
only decomposes at a very high lCmperature (14SO "q _ Typica l 
CombustOfS operate bdow th.is temperatwe in order to avoid 
ash slaggmg and to Pfotect the furnace. The tYPI(::a1 particle 
size is 1()-40 mm long fibrn fo r the compost substrate and a 
fr:w centimetres 'dlamrt~r' lalge aggregatts of rtne (50-
800 ~m) particles for the casing layer . nle coal tailings aft 
also very wet, with a moistwe con tent that depends on the 
dryUlg process undertaken a t a coUiery. As (me discard from 
coa l cleaning. tailings have ash content above 40"'.4 on a dry 
basis. However, the calorific value is significdndy high (about 
22 MJ/kg-<1ty). which is comparable to wood pellets or Jetuse-
delived fuel. The 'iulphur content is over 1%, whidl is typical 
forroal . 
TabJ<.1 lislS the composition of trace elements in SMC and 
coa l tailings. Ca is the most abWldan t in SMC due to gypswn 
and chalk (CaW!). Due to the biomass fractions in SMC, alkali 
metals (Na, K) also have hjgh concentrat ions. Alkali metals 
m ay ciiluseoper3. tiona l problems in E!Ot! rgy , eco~ry Vroc'fSst's 
due to s laggingand (outingofthe heat exchan~er swfaces dye 
to the lowered melting point of ash. l1le concentration of 
phosphorous 1n SMC is also signi ficant as it is one of key 
nutrients in the compo:n. ToXIC heavy metals s uch as lead 
have very low concentration s in both materials . 
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Fig. l - TGA curves of the sampleL 
fig. 1 showl the thermogravimetnc anaty,1S (rCA) and 
diflelenuli the rmogntm (OTG) 01 ai r d .... d SMC .nd mol 
{a.1hnga The CMUlI byt' r 3.11d the cOmp05t 5UOstrate of SMC 
were tHud s.eparatety The mattrU'- in SMC decomposed 
ov ... , two It:fHptrature ranges. 2JO-SSO -c and 680-790 ·C. 
feipect&vety The rust ranle is attnbutabk! to the pyu:.lysu 01 
UgnocelbJk>slc compooents The peak on the DTG at 310·C 
conuporw:b to the d«"Ompotll loo of hemicellulose 1 1 0 ~ The 
second lange IS due to the dccomposmon 01 chalk (CaCO-,) III 
the Cl5l1lg layer. With their low volatUe matter content, coal 
t~bnp pyrolyse<! gradually bt-twee-n 350 670'C "'lIh a lrroad 
peak of mass 10., rute a t S30 "'C. Th~ decomposiuon nmshed iit 
670 "'C wtuch was much higher th.n thal for the orgoullc 
components 0( SMC This rHuh is typICal for roal 
3 . Experimental methods 
3.1. Pdletis., ""up 
In order to assess the- penl'tisation panunrtels for S~C and (~I 
tailir.gs, a simple compression peDctisa- was corutructed usmg a 
hydraulic press a •• hown in fig. 2 The pelletiset cor.s:sts of a 
cylmdrical mould (staink-ss .trel, l~O mm long" 26.8 mm 10) for 
material (eedL"g and a r.m lor compacnon seated on a hyd raulic 
prHs. The ram u attached on the movable bottom platr. while! the 
mould is fixed below the top platt": . n lr mould Uil healr'd by two 
rope heaten (OM eGA fCR-06O, 250 W each) with a K-type 
thermocouple ( onnected to a temperature controlkor 1t can 
C'ompreu the matenals at various tcmpcratUf"e" (up to 300 -C) 
and pressures (up to 10,000 psi). 
3.2. Tn t conditions 
The Iccypa.rametcrs to be investigated were the moisture content 
pressure and temperature lor each material or their mi7.tures 
Table 3 lists the peUct!satlon condlHons tested. 111e moisture 
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Pig. 2 - Schematic of the comptenion ~lletiser. 
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Table 3 - Te.t conditiona far peDetisation of sue and coal 
tai1in" 
Maltlulls Initial mol.stwe Pressure Test 
con.en. (%) (P'Q IXITameters 
Q>;alu.'lInp 1-22 2440 Mo,"ur~ content 
CDalWl!np 1S 2440 Of'11na lft.e1 
ptIl«dJation 
Coallafu.'lgJ -10 a1Q.-TXQ Pruaurtldryina 
artu~Iletii:ition 
S1>IC IJ-31 2440 lLOlWWt conlt"nt 
Coal tall:1P' -10 2440 Ml%uut 
(Sl.C.S5 , ccxr.p<KlOOn 
tH. ],1, 1.-2.9_' 
content was n~d horn 1 to 22% for coal tailmgs and V-32'!(. (or 
SMC ~ pelleusa!.lOll pressure ranl!!Cd flam 810 to noo psI. ror 
each tut condition, 5 pelJe'ts were produced. each Wt~ing about 
10 g for SMC or)S g fot coallallmgs. The length and wright of each 
pellet were recorded immedia!~'y after peilctintion and after l!r-
drying 11K- pe~b WNI! 20 mm to 4S mm long. d~ding 00 ~ 
material and t.M p rocetiS paraml'tf!rs.. 
3.3. Asu!.Smlnt of ptJk1: qUQlitin 
In order to assess thequalltyo(a pellet. the following ftve physical 
pr opt!l ties were used. 
• Oerlfilty.11 (kglm') "' W/(;o:O!.) 
• MoiSlWE: content, M C"k): measured after ai r-drying. 
• SweUing., (%)- (L, - L.)IL •• lOO' I(PJf~) /(W./w,)- ll ' 100 
• Ten .ile mength by the Brnzilian test,D (pa) - 2f/("oL) 
• Dura.bility (%) . W1/W\ lOt; 100 
where D: pellet diameter (0.0268 m), r : force (rom a lensometer 
(N~ L: pelle. length (m) , W; pellet weight, 1; initial. 2; final. 
The den!rity of a pellet can be calculated from itll dimension , 
and weight. Tht! tensile strength was tested by Ii Monnnto 
tcnsolncter, as a mrilsure of cohesion strength bcty.'ccn particle, 
in the pellet 1\ pe-tIct had two modes of deformation ilt t~ 
maximum pressurt' : fracture or deformation to an oval shape 
When a pcUel is made of I1n~ partich .. c. a Clad: dcvelops and the 
pc.Uet brcaksjnto a few piec~. When II peOet contains lntertwined 
fibrrg such as SMe or gra!fi, the crofOS section becomes ova l while 
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f1g. 3 - The effect of initiaJ moistwe conten t to the p elle t 
quality (pressun~: 2440 PI~ tested im mediately after 
peJled5atlon). 
remlming Integrat~ To~the-r with the KVenge valuel ot the 
pcopcrtica for 5 pellets, thcu variations were analysed to y;eld a 
9'!1'% ronrtdence limit. 
"'.e duntbltity rt'Pf~nt:s the rKistana of a pellet to shock and 
~al dUling h.md lmv .. InllupofUitioll and h."f·(hng In this ,rudy, 
the durablhty was mUlalred lor 5 pclU!u usmg a rotating drum 
(dlulll:tt!r 145 e:ln, wldlh 6 5 em) WlLh Ol~ 1 em high baffle ac:r~. 
the lidewall 1be penta expencnct'd ronilstcnt mechanKal 
dlock IOf ~yely lotadon d-_e to the plcseOCle of the baffile .togelhc l 
v.ith constant abruion bet~n pellets and by the drum. After 
W min of rOUltion at 40 rpm, the masl of the p~ces l.ar~ than 
2cm (.\1 1) \Va. weghed and compalN to tl'.e If'.1 uai mass (MJ Thl9 
test is based on the concept of the standard method fo r pellets 
propcsfrl by CINITC (Commission ruropeiln de Nonn;jhsatxml 
Tcchrucat Committl-'e) 335 on solid bioNels 1111 The stanc:t.rd 
rnrthod rrq uun: iI 1OO .. n>. 125 mm tumblmg dnke ",.jth an 
tntcmal baffle. wl'.ich is too large for a tab-SCi.lc [est as in this 
st udy 
4. Results and d iscussion 
4.1. Coal ta~in9 ptllets 
41.1. Effect of moisture content Qnd pellet drying 
rig. 3 shows the effect of moisture content on the pellet 
properties. The pelJct density and strength were measured 
immediately after pelletisation . The moisture content of the 
sample pdor to pel1etisation greatly affe< ted the strength of 
the pellet. The pellets from fully dried samples had the k>VJest 
densi ty and It'nsile strength. Diy partides become ha rd wtule 
losing the pla!lldty. wh ich increases t he friction between 
particles that partially conswnt'S t he compression energy 
applied The (rielion wi.h lhe pellet mould also made the 
surface of the pellets shiny. unlike the pellets from wet coal 
tailings. These peUets were also velyblluJe -small cllipS and! 
or powder9 easily disi ntegraled from the pellet. The pellets 
from wet coal {over 13% of moisture content} also h ad much 
lower tensile strength. In wet coal tai ling5 or :ilurrY. lhe voids 
lilled with water loosened the cohesion of panicles wlule 
wasting Ul e com plession energy. AJthough the wetter pellets 
~re denser (up to 1481 kg/mJ). the densi ty after the pellets 
were dried was lower than the pellets of 10% Initial moisture 
content. The tensile s tren gth peaked to 12()"'128 kPa a t 10- 12% 
moisture content 
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rig. 4 - The e ffect of pellet d rying on its dm.i ty a nd tensile 
5trength (pres.ure-: 2440 p.~. 
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Fig. 5 - Effect of pres.ure on wet and oven d ried coal tililing 
p eDds Qnitial moisture contmt: -9%, wet: tuted 
immediately after peUetisation, dry: air·d ried). 
rig. 4 sho....., the effect of pellet drying on tensile strength. 
While the moisture was essential to make a partide plastic 
and to reduce friction. it also made the pellets weak to 
deformation. The te ns ile suength inc reased to 115 kPa when 
dried to 8.3% moisture content from 73 kPa a t ]5% initial 
moisture content. As the shrinkage of the pelle ts was less than 
1%. the density lowered solely by the mOlSture driven off . 
These results show that drymg of the pellets as well as the 
control of the initial m oisture contc nt are both important. 
4.1 .2_ Effect of prossure 
rig. S shoYJS the effect of pressure 00 coal lailing pellets. Th e 
coal tailing pellets were plepa led with an initial mois ture 
conten t of about 9 .o-9.6~ an d t es ted for density and s trength 
immedia tely after pelle tlsation for pressures up to 4870 psi. 
nu~ pellets produced a t pressures up to 7300 psi were also 
u .'Sted after being kept in a dry place for 3 days. The final 
mOl sture con tent of the pellets af ter drying was 2.2%. 80tJ\ the 
pellet densi ty and s treng th increased as t he pressure 
incrensed. At higher p ressures. the density increase ~came 
smaller. 111is is becauGe lM initial compaction by learra nging 
particles to flIl up the free inters tices lequiH!S low compres-
sion energy and fu nher increase in density by deformation o r 
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fi g. 6 - Effect of initial m oisture content on SMC pellets 
(p ressu rr; 2440 psi, trlitN for a u-dried. peDets). 
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breakdown of paludes requoes high compressIOn energy ([51. 
p . 65) The slight increase in density in the Idler ~tagc (at h igh 
pressu res), Le .. less air voids :lOd larger contact area bet'Neel\ 
partides, resulted in a conti nuous increase in the mhesion 
IOtre-nglh of lilt' particle". 
When the peUe15 were fully ai l ·dried. the tt'nsde strength 
was doubled up to 364 kPa (fig 5) . The fina l moisture content 
w as 2.2'%.. The variation in the tensile sirength also signifi-
can tly increased. especially for the pellets at higher pressures. 
The drying alsoJowc red the pellel dcnsity to a range of 1233 to 
1380 kglm' ror pressures from 1220 to 7300 psi. These results 
are consistent with the of pellet drying tests shown in rig. 4. 
The ideal pressure for pelletisation will depend on the 
pellet productioll cos t and the requiu~d pellet propelties 
including durabili ty and strength. Commercia.l peltettsc rs or 
briquetting machines are capabl~ of producing a pressure 
h om a few thousands to over 30,000 psi 141 . rig. 5 s hows that 
pressures above 6000 ps i do not have signiflcan t benefits. In 
terms of tensile strengtll, the above pressure can produce good 
quality pellets. The tens il e Clrength represents the degree o f 
particle cohesion resisting the compression fo rce lhllt pushes 
the pellet apart. A te nsile sl1ength of 291 kP'a from a p ressu r~ 
of 3650 psi in rig. S oo rresponds to 37.5 kg of 3 on~long pe llets 
with a density of 1330 kglm' (367.5 N). TIle ref ore. each pell('t 
call sustain a pile 011666 pellets (a height of 44.6 Il\) witJ lout 
fracture. The assessment of pellet durability wllt be presented 
later. 
Table 4-llurabUityofpelleta t .. ted using a rotating drum 
PoUet type Pelle tisation Dumbili.y (lI) after 
conditions 10 min test 
Wood pelle. 98_8 
Sttliw(alr·dried. 2~36 pbl .89 
- S an long libes) 
C~I tailings 1218 P'~ air-dried. 66.8 
2436 psi, wr-dried 19J 
S!.fC 2436 psi, air -dried 9lD 
4872 ps.i, air·dried 983 
S!.tC.<:oallaltings _ 2;8 2436 psi. Bif·dried 79.1 
S~C:Coal tal1in2'~S:5 '4l£i psi, air-dried 11.1 
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4.2. Blmds of coal toilings .nd SMC 
The peUeU5otUOn of $Me alone 15 not very attractive compared 
to other bloma" materials due to its \ow calorific value 3nd 
the increase in !lIe p.odoc6on coano required for drying sLlCh 
~t matf'nal~ . Howev~r. the eHect of moisture contrnt on the 
raw SMC peUelS was invc511gated as shown in rig. 6. The 
moisture content ran~ between 17- 32'- before peUetiiatlon 
ond 10 &-14 1% aft ... " .drying. TIle density was up to 897kgl 
m', wtuch was ug1l1fiamily lower than that of the coal tailing 
peHets (129'S kglmi at 2440 psi in fig.. S) . Apart from the lower 
pMt.ide dt~llsity of the SMC fibre. . the sweOmg was the main 
reason for such low droslties. The pellets with an initial 
mois tw'e content of 17% swelled by 7.1'% while those with 32% 
initial mcisture con~nt swelled by 2O.9%.. The swt!lling h:ilii 
also been reported for the pellets of herbaceous crops 1121 . 
Dunng drytng. the "'M~r peDets devdoped mort cracks and 
clistDltion, which shows a lower-degree ofbonding.nd results 
in a lower tensile stlength (about 200 kPa) . Compaled to the 
coal tailing~Dets , thr SMC pecUeu with 1i%and 2T'4 ofinitia1 
moisture content had much higher tensile strength (176-
441 kPa) . The entwined fil:n5 in a pellet could distribute the 
oompresslon force bette'_r and, when ddormed at the max· 
unwn force, the penet became oval rather than fractured 
unbkc the c~1 tading pel~t5. rig. 6 also shows that the 
variations in densh-y and tensile iuength were much higher 
than those for CDal talling peUets, which is attributable to 
uneven InJxing of the SMC Ingredients (the powdery casing 
layer and the fibr ous compostliubstrate). 
rig. 7 shows the properties of the pellets from coat tailings 
and SMC blends. SoUl sa.mp~, had about 10'% moisture 
content before peDetisation. Although the tensiie strength 
graduolly Increased to 125 kFa with • SO% SMC fr action Irom 
100 kPa for coal tailing only pellets. this was not enough to 
compensate for the decrease in the pellet density as well as in 
Ulf calonfic value. 
4.3. Durability of peDrts 
Table -4 list, the durability 0( the peDets tested for key cases 
together with tlle comparalJle test rMUlls for wood anc1straw 
pellets. The mois tur~ coment of coal tailings and. SlAC was 
about 10"'" and 2()'%. respectively. before pelletisation. The 
wood pellets (8 rnm in diameter) produool by Bm_lIEnerg>. 
Sweden, 5hov.oed a very high durability due to the binding 
effect of lignin at elevated. temperatules during the pellet 
production Here. tlle straw pellets were manufactw·eJ by 
using the ~Iletis.tr at room t.emperatur~ for the test. These 
pellets were also v ery durable due to the lJ'lteJ"twi~ fibt·ea 
that keep the peUet integrated. The SMC pellets were as 
durable as the 'NOod or straw peDet' when produced at a high 
PlOSS"'" (4872 psQ. However. the peOe .. or coal tilfiings and 
their mixtures with SlAC were Slgnif.carJtly less durable- . 
During the tests, the edgr-s ot the cylindrical coal tailing 
pellets gradual!'1 ~roded when they were exposed to wear and 
shod:. lhe SMC added to the coal tailings lowered the 
dUliilbiUty of the peUet5 becau!:e the binding between the 
SM:C filJres and the coal tailing particles was not stro ng 
enough. The blended pe.llets dtslntegrated first in lo large 
pieces and further into small pieces or power dwing the 
tests. The use 01 special blnden (l)uki be conitdered if the 
durability of the peDetsnretis to be increased in order to m~t 
any requireme.nt for it market outlet. 
S. Conclusions 
The fuel prope.nti ot coal tailings and SMC were charae: 
~rised and their peUetisation properties were investigated for 
by pl"OC'HS par allleten: using ~ I>i01p1e compl"~n rig. The 
raw SMC had a moistwe content or about 70% with a net 
calorifIC value of about 11 MJltg on a dry basIS. Coililililings 
had a calorific value of about 22 MJ/tg on a dry bo.sis 
rot both materials , the qU41hty of the pellets was stg,r-ufi 
candy influenctd by the moisture content The opn mum 
moist w e ccntl:nt fOI"" pellctisation o f coal tailings was about 
10%. which produool pellets with. density ci up to 1380 kglm' 
and a tensile stTength of up to 364 kPa. The ide~1 moisture 
content for SMC pellets was about 20%. The dnet or wetter 
materials produ~ pellets with significantly lower compres · 
siveruellgth. The dryingofpeUets 'NilS also esnnti4l1slnce air-
dned pellets \Wre tw"ice as strong. No significant inaease 10 
densi ty and slren~h was found for pressures abo~ 6000 psi. 
The addition of SMC to coal tailings slightly increased the 
tenSile strength but r-educed the density and the calorifiC value 
01 the pellets. The changes tn the pellet strength were 
proportional to tbe SMC fraction in the mixture while no 
ina ease Wa5 found in the durability of the pellets. The reiuhs 
suggested that there is no significant benefit or SMC addilion 
in terms of pellet quality. However. the addiuon of $Me has 
other benefits such as greenhouse gas neutral energy produc-
tion and potential c.pture 01 so, by lime in SMC [13J. 1'he use 
cI binders needs to be investigated further in Older to produce 
stronger and mOle durable pellets. 
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so •• nd UO) WP~ ITlInimM for lhe nuIdISl'd ·bt-d, t hus '_de iA5 clt.lOlng WOllJd bt rtqIMrtd The fUf!k' 
tlJSh ~h conftru: (1-4'l) 41so suggests nuadlStd btd combusbon would be prtfentd. 1~ Albk tnde'" ~ 
thfo .ISh If)(halrs d-A' pou: ibjhry of (ouhng/doiUInS ·..,ll1l1n Ihe- 1~Ie-m, uust'd by lhe prPWnCt 01 . Ibll 
me ... 1 oxide PyrolysiS prodUCf'd .I ungt' of lowo ·ulonfic ... "Iut prl)ductl,. wtllit g.astfiuoon W.lS nor 
succeuill. 
1. Inlrodu(1ton 
To IlIlli&.re the imp.K'Cs 0( our x,rOWtnil dCIIIMld (or encrxv .md 
the lfK"rus~ In w~l~ product lOll. II Ii posSible to use mollly w.utr-s 
~s fue l rt'sourcc:s - (WO of ItlCSC wUt("S Include s~nr mushroom 
compost. hertinJft~r SMC .• md ro.tl l.llhn~s. 
111(' (onn~tion of the mushroom compost subsfrate '.1 kcs ~Jce 
in su ges : ( I) pre-well ing.lnd mix ing o(unw, gyps wn.horse nun· 
ure. poultry liller. Pl'", t, lime Jnd ..cciv.ulKs: Ciil pl1.l~ 1 rumpo· 
stinJt in windrows .nd bunk.~n:: a nd (hi) p lwc 2 compostlng 
involvmg p.u:tC'UriSolllon dnd roOOtlonlllg. Altrf th is. a ~.u caSlflK 
I"),M" is add",\! to thl." 5urf.w:e for mushroom cu ltivation {sp.rwning. 
col5inJ<,. pinning tlJ ld 'ropvinx ~ afterwhld\ It hi cookni 001 oIl1d dis · 
cdrdcd (DEFlV\, 2006; Ji)'oImoi ct oll .. 1 9~). OiSposiI llS probicnKltk. 
un~uiil. i ll.iI) le dod Ildflnful to the envirunment. si nce tht moljonty 
i:oes 10 I.mdfil l or is used.n oIf,rlrullu ral f"n'llsers. where Ic:ach lllg 
(oin be .:I seriOUS Issue for Joe .. 1 w.1ter courses from both sour('ts, .15 
phosphorous . 11d nilutes C"Us(,' t."UtropluGition. for C'very I kx of 
mushrooms t rown. approxIR'kltt'ly 5 kl of SMC is produ<ed. The 
2M1CrJ tion f.ltt' of SM( Is "bout 200,000 l onnes/Jnnum in UK 
JlofiC'. The loKlt of ~ust.lil1"'~c w.lSte IIlJnJgcnlm t solu(ion for 
SMC is the m ost signific.mt b.llTier to the fUlU re development of 
thiS Industry. 
Pn.'vtous sludit.os inlo the uS(' of SMC .5 • renew')t.1c fud pro-
pose Ih.u 9.-1C ColO be combusted to 01 bubb li ng tluld ise-d~ becJ to 
gener.1fe power with high ('(fidcncy ( McC.lhe-y Noll.. 200) : WII· 
• Coms))OOdm, .utbor. Td : ..... 11" 2221'571: r.uo: : 1+1 114 2217501. 
f; .. m,,' eddrm' rppffiknf#itwtl'irid . .1c'" fK.N "n,.-y). 
0'~8S24i S • SH nau ta.)(IPr c> 1008 Elw~ Ud..1J1 ncnlS ITwn~ 
dol: 10 1006/j bIOf"l:Mt.2()(M.OS .OSof 
~ 200B E1Sl"Vlt'r lid. AU nghu rf'Ytvtd. 
li.llns. 200 1; WilliolJnS et 011..200 1: BioM .. tNl1, 2004}. The c.tlorific 
value (CV) Is compJra bie (0 cxhe-r fuds. t hough drying or mixing 
v.l th drier lTI"'teriJIs is ncrol-d. 'Aux.ili.uy fuels'. such as oJlu r .. 1 
8~s, c .. o ~co-fried With SMC to promote drylOl,U1d m.1bie ,rt-Jter 
energy recovery. Combustion of SMC Ie-ads 10 the produ<1l00 of 
.nh. usuoilly .bout 10% of ilS originJ I VOIUIIle-, in addit ion to what 
it ollreoldy cont.llns' A pr-ellmln,uy invt.osllgduon h.lS betn (om~ 
pll'it'd Into the- reuse of Ihis dsh .tS J chemica l ol(tIViitor (0 enhJncc 
the pozzolJllic reoKllvily of pulverised fuel .I sh ( PFA) in the C"'lll"ll 
industry (Russe lll'l. J1~ 200) ~ SMC ~h ,lnd PFA mixtures ensure 
rapkt N f ly improvemmts in the sr~ngl h. o1lthou&h it IS too soon 
to investigAte 11 ... long-lrrm Implications of Its US<'. 
ThC're .m~ .:aho nl.l ny potentl.lf .f.&ricukur .. l. horticuJhudl Jnd 
industri .. 1 uses of SMC Inc ludtng: An .:It/lcu ltural fc n iliser (Grot 
c t JI.. 1998: MlCJhcy CI _I.. 2003: Rhoads JIlt.! Olson, 1995 ): oJ 
rumi ndlll ft'ed for sht"t.'p ( F.llal.'h .)1Il1 Moisood i. 20(6) : ~nvironmt'n-
1",1 emichment In I1ltC"nSlve pig farms (lkJuie ct oil., 2(0 1); UNt-
lI1e n( fvr cOo.lI mine dfdin'.gc (S t.&rk '-.1. oi l. 1!l94 ): biort-medi .. tion 
(LJu ('I JL. 2(03): e-nz~mc t'l(tfJctlon (Udn Jnd JJckson. I99S): 
a nd .. n<Ntl ~osorbcnt (Chl'fl l'1. .11.. 2005 ~ 
COOI I t_llings o1re funned rrom (OJI dc,lIling proc~s("5 , where 
cOol I is scparJIlod from its Impurities. It holS.1 signilk .anl proportion 
of motSl"ure. olilhoug,h dew.ul' ring l .. k~s plJC"e' III t he Iolgoons whc rt' 
it i ~ deposited. usudlly loe.ued in do~ p.oximity to the mi ning 
o1rccL l....Jgoon m.1oagenlt'llt is Vitally imporl,:ml . .15 mism.tooJgC1llcnt 
of these S!ll"S ColO r("Suh in contamination or lolgOOO f.lil ure-, thus 
removing cOJI t.siling dtopos its wiJI e-luninolte thl'1e rbk:s (TllOmp-
son, 1982). lllt.1"e .ut' cUITt'ntly flOW uses of codl I.lllilly,s. Noh le 
alld Dobrovin-"'nnington (2005) invcsligatt"d how it replJCf" SOme 
,.,.. R~rfllt/~KAlrnTKJM'*CY ,OO (N041 Jhl-lJS 
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0( th~ put 10 tht' uSing l.1yn oIddt-d to tht mushroom SUb51r.H~ 
whcre.u TiwJ.ri et .d. (2004) focusst'd on ItS rt'Use for JWf'&oI Its 
or Ihe product IOn of ooncrtlr b locks I(,r cOOSlruc:UOfl. Otl'y .I f<"w 
tuvt ex..lmined Its potent~1 olS a fuel. such as Owgh J.nd P.atw.1rd-
h.m (2004) .. nd R.ldloff ('1.11. {2004},. Tht Llllt' r considrred Iht' pro-
Ct.'Sses or twnin, 70.000 lonnes!oI nnum of wolSte from lhe 
WolIler .. w.1ng colhery In to fuel for oJ powtr st.lllOll.. ThIS could br 
the grt.llC'S t potf"nlul use of this Wolstt. where 50 mm-diJf11("er 
IX'Ucts \Wrt fom~ wuh .I btndlOg .1gmt. followed by drymg 
and l hen combustion With COJrse W.lSle !"rum Ihe co.& l mining 
indusuy. 
There' is 01 clear pole-nti.1 to comb,"e these wdstes. (or energy 
recovery l!trough usc III therm.1 trf"alnleR: technologies. Combus-
tion. ,",siricoitio n .. lid pyrolysis holve bl.1.'11 ut ilised wilh both con-
vtntlon.a l .100 rcncwafJlI.' fuels 10 produce IIeJt, encrty and 
subst'C:IUl"Ot fuei prodUCIS. These- thret' treatments were- compJrt'd 
herrin. with the.tlm of d"'tcrminillK the- most appropn..u: lCChnol-
ogy for the r('Usc of SMC .. nd Co.ll [')llin&s. Consequc.'ntiy, it is hoped 
tholt th is will provide .s renewable fU loJ fur ind ustry, dlwrt SMC 
from IJodfillJnd aid the clc.lning .Jnd fI."(lolmation of I.md (onIJIll· 
1000tfil by l"'Ooll t .lIlings. FurthemlOrt'. t Ius 111.1)' p.lrn,,11y mit igatt the 
imp.lcts o f tnvtronment.)i issues .lssociJIOO wilh pres"'lt t'nl1"gy 
production .md WJste I11Jn.lgt'f1l('f\l str.lIegles. 
2. Ml" lhods 
j , I CharacttrlsarfOil of spfn, mushroom (OmpOH and (001 ralll~s 
T.lbie I Shows tre m.lI(.,.I .. 1 charclC1tnsanon The rtSlllrs for th€' 
SM( wert' comp.udblt' 10 thost" prevIously reported In the Iitt'r,)-
lure (Wi IliJIllS et oiL. 200 1). The two SMC Idyers Wt1"e quite an.lo~ 
20liS .md Ih(o \lot.nlle and "xed c.lI rbon COO t('fll !i Wf!n: slmllM 10 
ocher types o( blom..us Uil"d for t'nt'f2Y r('(ove ry . Tht nllrogen 
.lind sulphur contents were hl2.h. however It holS been found from 
prelflous httra lu~ that these,)re mainly bound m ln0rx.nlC fomls 
(nllUteS and sulphales). .It'd thus Ou idisl'd~bcd combusuon Will 
minImise Iht ris ks of ronnl~ NO, and 50, (WiIIJJIIlS tot .11., 
200 1). All three subst.ances h.ave signiriCdnt qudntirics of mois tu re 
o1l\d ash. which h.~ cklrtmental lmpUcatlons on the CVs. as shown 
in TJ.lJle I . These W C'rC com p.Jrdbic to other w.utes curTmll~ used 
as fucis. such <IS MSW md ~W..lgc sludgt'. COolI tai lings Me- • 
compM~blt: CV 10 sub ·b ituminous C C"O.l l oind the othl'f ro.a! t.lihng 
"""pies I R .. Uo(f cl .l. 2004~ 
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TJl1Ic 2 shows the- full t'lCnle-nt.1l an.J lyscs, ln ddd ilion to the- po-
(emul pollutants dl"Scnbl"d oIbovc. uthe r Issues Ino1), .. rist' dUo.' to 
the- pr<."S .... 'ce- o( sp«lfic elemem s. Siagging/fouling nldy occur due 
(0 the alk .. 1i nu.' tdls preSl"nt. speci lically potois~ium .11)(\ sodium. 
The- lol lj(' propottkln of calcium. p.tnlcul .. ll)' in the SMC casing 
I1I .. Y be bcneficidi, howevcr, JS th is could reduct SO ... cOn1pouncls 
l~itJ 
!idC'CW'd l("w lLt. IfIlm 11M' flJll t4:rmmtoll ~lulr\r ... 
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)II lUI. f'lMY tt Gi. / l:It.rxwrt"t r,dHJlIJV(v 100 1l00J, 11o...)IS 
In . similar mann{1' 10 scrubbtllg piO(esst"~ - the sulphur content of 
.III three components W<lS qultt significant nus sulphur CIIln mhlbH 
at" NaviJ Syrllhnis. ptl"'Vt'nlln, the lormanon o f dloltlos clOd (ur-.ni. 
.u(hlonnt- w,u .. ts:o presffit in ltlt SMC 1.1)'t"f5 (fi t.' ldcr. 1998 ). Iron 
.!nd phosphofUS were rouncl LIl iliOitlunt qUclflm~s. j}thoo&h he.l -
vy mf-t.l~ ~re nO( prt'\fdlffil . 
2.2. 'Sptnc mu.shroom (ompo5f a,ld cool rahng pdcIISUl.tOn 
Optlmum v .. lu~ w~e el(penmcm.1lly-det:rmllCled lor 01 numbtr 
of letoy prl~IS"flon ".n"bies. The p.lrolfMlt r'S .nduded me mou -
ture conu'O( ( 10- 1 It) foUowed by ,ur-dl)'mg. compolCtJOO prt uure 
(up 10 6000 psI ) <lind Pfilet compositIOn (50:50 SMC:(OoII r~lmgs 
wtX r.no). Ptt~t qw.hry was b~ed on lhe1r denmy. ItOSIit' 
strenglh. dur.lblllry .md m.lX1I11Um ~1It'[ pIJe heghlS tT.lble 3 }.. 
The nM.'thOOs md r~lIs rOt tht·st dre pr~mted 10 a previous pub-
Ilc.alton (Ryu et .11 •• 2008~ 
2- 1 A~thodl for lMrmal trrOfITWnlS 
2 1.1. nwdl~d· bft1 for combustion 
A srTYlI · sc.tle tluldlsed-b«t W,H uSotd 10 combust t tH! poeileu 
(FBI) ,md IIY f.lW SMC (FR2 ). The fuel w.ts pl~ed In Iht ~Itd 
hopper 0( the coIbbrollrd pncUm.ltlC scrNl ferdcr . The s.and on 
the pcrforolled dlstnbu(O( pl.l{e 200 nun from the boISe of the rr.lc -
tor fOims Itk- fluJdJsed bed WlIrun the 2.3 m ). O. IS m sl.lInlrss 
scn"1 combu.suon ch.lmlM:r. Thu w,n tr .. ,f'd With propmr unlll 
Ihe tempcr .. tures were stdbl l". moOJtored using )(-lyPf' mlner .. 1 
Insulolted Illermocouples. Once thiS WolS Khaeved. Ihe fuel WolS 
gr~u~ly fed In.md the fct'dr.tlr IIlcreascd.ts the propoanc lIowr.ttr 
d«rrolst'd. T.l~e 4 shows Ihe condJUons for Ihrse .Ind U\e subsr--
quent l.rstS. Thr ewuS1 produced p.lsSt"d through tM cydonr 10 
remo lo~ ,md collect PMoculoItc m.nler ... nd the rem .. mmg ,oIS w .. s 
oIn.Jly:it"d for COl. (0 dod 0 1 with dn AU(' MCAlOO gdS .. n.l.lyst'r. 
eloo NO~ (NO .. nd NOll USlng.t SigNI Smes 4(0) NO. an .. lyser be-
fore- being dlscwged. to the .URlosphe-re. Chlorides (CI -) .tnd sui-
ph.tte (SO!- ) SpeCies wen coll«ted by a ..... et chtmlc.11 method. 
[0 Indlc.lte the- pre-sencr o f Ita ~d so •. 
] .3] l\J,i('d'·bed for ('ombusr joll and gmqiCOriOli 
A p..:krd -lKod WolS oIlso uSt"d 10 combust tht' pc.-Ilcts (PO I ) .and 
SMC (PB2 ). illS w('tl as perform the g.JSltlCJIIOn of the SMC. nu~ fucl 
WdS plJCrd onto the pt.-.,.(oroltt'd gr.ltr .n the OOUOO1 of the 
I .S III ' 0.2 In redetor choimber.MId igOltrd using .. g.I5 bUnirr. Pn -
m.lry oInd sccond.ary .tlr WoK fed from the boftom oInd top. rcsptc· 
Ilvety. T .. bl~ 4 shows 11It.° opc."loItmg condluofls. " ... rrollClOf' W.lS 
susp.,:ntk.·d from oJ wclghinx bcollll [0 monitor welghl-Ioss dunllK 
loIbk) 
lrtUIU 01 prlk-I drMlly.lf'n~Ito.ww:l (omP""UIW' .ll'ntlM ,I'd pdlf'( plfO""" 
V.u\llblt.,and p..-,mrtrt, uppmum , 
inRlIllROISlllrtConttnc - 15 16.) 1_.0 _ 10 _IS _ 10 
(>1 
\Kyo>, y" N. y" y" y" y" 
Prt"InW'f' {pti) Tim 2JOO 2100 tiOOO 2700 2100 
Cgmp,ltilic)1I (S"" "(0011 .50:50 0:100 1,)100 0. 100 IW:U SubM.,.~ 
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the fuctlon. Ttr e-rru~IOns p~ed through cI prolx' to Ihe (001101 
tOWt"r, where lhe mOisture w,n condenst'd ou t before COl . CO.lnd 
0, coocentrolllOn5 were erubUshed.. 
] J J Pyrolynr 
PyrolysIS (P) w..tS perfonned In ~n eleclllc .. Uy· hecltlO'd. msuidtl"d 
110 mm " 120 mm st.lmless $1('(>1 ctumbcr. wh('fc the SMC wu 
plxed If\ l~ pnm .. .ry fixed ·b(d OIt thr lop of l~ cylindn. Dunng 
the ruction. choM w ,n fo~d. WhKh Tl'1JUlned inSide th~ re~lor. 
nus WoIS ted with nitrogen .It the boise to prevent oxld.Juon and to 
farce lilt vol.rtilts inlo tht subsequent .Inalysm& ~Ipmrnt. Thnt 
vol .. tiles ~ssed Illrough .I hecltrd tubr ..tnd were condensed 10 col-
k-CI pyrolync IIqwds. The &.ues Wn'"t fed through .I condrosang 
tower. ~'hn'"(' ~mples W('rt t .. kl'n 10 .Isse~ th~ dwng.tng syng,n 
(g.1seous fuel produCl) compoSltloo with ItmptrcIJ:u re. ~~ wert 
oIl'W1lysed With" Veln.tn CP JO(X} goU chronloMogr .. ph. The rxhclusl 
then ~ntrred the (02 ,.nd (0 eln.1lyser. The sollrl.liqutd .1nd gdseOlJS 
fuels were .tn4.lysed for compoSItIOn and CV .• s tlpvropTldte. 
2.4. FUrlM'r dow OII(tI~iJ 
8Jscd 00 the CO Jnd CO} concentr .. tions. th~ combustion em-
Clm<)I ("cd WoIS coilculJlt"d for thr combustion C.t!oCS. A number 
of otht'f (IU.mtlt.Jtlve combunion JA,lranlCI(.'fS, n.ltllCly mass loss 
(AM), Ignition fron( spcf'd (lFS). Igni t ion rJte (lftJ. burning r.ltes 
for ilnlllOll PfOV.l)tdtlon oUltl dl.lr combustion (01(1 ,lnd SHd .m" 
equivollen«(' utiu p.) wefe deh."fminlod for tile JA,lckoo-tx.'d (.bt'~ 
10 eYolluollC t hrlr prrfoml.lncC' (Kyu Cl cll., 2006. 200701 ; Kyu et: cll, 
20071>).. Th~ AlkJli Index (AI ) w.n computt'd to .}SSNS the potentl.lI 
ror SI.JUHl&/fouhng. Vdlues oIbov(' 0:J4 SUKlttSI foullnx is (lorl.tin 
Ul'nl..ill5 t.' t oi l .. 1 998~ FuU l'll'llM."fHdl oIll .. IY)l·s of the J !lh cl,dt.'d Ihe 
d('lermlfloliion of thiS p.lnmcter. 
1. Nt's., 'U .I nd d kcuulon 
Ttllo opc.'f.lung conditions U'icd In Ihe tl ul(IIst'd-l,)oo J lld p.l(kl'tl -
bt.'d ("clseS and thl" key results .:I re shown in TJ.b lc 4 . rl CL in the n ui-
dlScd-lled w.as superior In t he both C.lsei and pellec combustion 
efficlt'f'IC'Y W.:IS .. Iso nowbly lugllt'r comp.an..'<1 to the SMC Jlonr. 
SMC pyrolys is produced .t v.lnC'ty of low-CV fuels. Thl"Se r('sulu 
,.re dlsrussrd b<·low. clhhCtugh itS SM( g.1s1fication w.as not succc'ss· 
ful. II is not conSldt'f('() fult hcr. 
3.1. (OIlIbu( ltvn "I . ,", jlukl,st'd-/1t'd 
I: WC't cc..&1 tJllhn::" : 1: d rvd (o..I/UII.lLI\1II . 1. mil t.llhnsa,lI 11th pt"O'YJ'C' : 4. !lMl The- combustion of the SMC-coell tailing pclll1.s In thc fluidiS('d -
,net ~ SMl JUMtr.llf'. bed (FBI) clchieved t he hlghcst 'In (9 I.Tl) and W.lS sup"riorto the 
K N. RM" f't KIIJ""~rr.t rrcMoqy IOU (lOO9J JJO-J Il 1I7 
combus t ion or SM( (f82l. The" gas coocemrJuCtns were sinu l.1r for 
ooth lests . .t!though Ihtore was slightly more oxygen for SMC rom-
bustkln. indlc". ting fue l lNIl condillons. whlC'h rl'SultC"d III .1 !>hghtly 
klWl,. l'fTkiency (OO.)'~ Thr avcfdgr NO .. fOnCenrfJtion dunng 
pellet combustion W,)$ low (8.8 PPIll.t 0.76). thus lillie g.H clc.vl-
in&. fo r t'lt,lInp!e s.ek'Ctivt' C.1Ulyt K 0( oon-(',n .. lyt K rrruclion. 
would be rC'Qtllfed. FUlthlomtOf"t. SO!- .tndCl- conctntr.Uions were 
O.S2 JOO 0 .6 1 ppm. rt'SPt"<t iwly. ind" .. tlng thr prewnct orso~ dnd 
110 spt.'ties Wl"ft .llso mlOtnldl. The Cd present in the SMC Ill.ly 
hJvr rtduct'd soml' SO. specirs. Viol thr m('(' h.tnism dl'Scribt.-d 
above.. Prt."YIUUS Ihenn .. 1 (A,"atfTlNlLS o f SMC hJ~ shown Iholt NO .. 
olnd SCh will bf negh,iblr If It is combustrd in .t nUldJsed-bcd. 
d\lr to lhf: IIlCKg<UlIC 00110 0( the nwjonty of nicrogCT1 .. sld sulphur 
{Wilholms ct .II .. 2OO 1 ~ It WeiS cllw rrpout."<I thoM. t hough SOIIlC' "(I 
1l\J)' form. most a should rt"O\Jln .. s chlo(lfJcs in the ilSh (Wil ItJJTls 
{>( JI.. 20) 1: W tllUllls . 2OO 1~ A£klltlOn.:tIIy, It IlJS bc("f'I sugg("S(1."d 
thar. NO .. Jl'Id SO .. enllSSlons from CD.l 1 uiling combusllon would 
also ~ mJOurwl (Chugh clod PoItw.:I rdh..lll. 20(4).. Thesc findmg5 
Wf'fr corroborJtcd hl'fc. Temper.ltuf cs tor Fll2 wne so r~1l.I t 
kJwt"f th .. n th..tt for FBI . due 10 Ihr ,,"cnar CV of lhe SMC. Tt.'f'Ilpcr-
ar.UI('5 In cl nd Just .. bo\'(' (he bed wn-e h i,hcr thdn those If\ the fr«--
boJrd in bcJ4:h coUrs. 
12. COlllbusDOfl In tM pockt'd-btd 
'n,c tcmperatures .chleYl"d dunn, combu~lon 10 the p.Kked-
bed wnr tll8hn .holn rhos~ m tht nUldlstd-tM:-d ~ r{'mPM'.lrur~ 
In the bt"d for P02 wtre Simlloir 10 t hosr for PS I. ~Ithoogh the free-
bo.Ird W"S olppreoolbly cOC>ler. I\.§ the rempcu tu rrs w~re sl1tmfi -
ccln rly lower. rhtft w.s 1C'S1 slOttring off I h~ .. sh for P82. The O} 
(onttmfallon decrt.tsed to lower leveh ttw n th .. t IR the lIul-
dlscd-brd Nld corucquellily. Ulr combusfion produ(ls ( OJ clnd 
C~) wt'fr more .1bund.mI, p,unculclrly CO. ir.ilC.Jtlng less l'ffioent 
combusbon. '1" for PO I .. nd PBl we~ 9O.1X .nd 76.7 '. ltsp«· 
tlv(.-ty. whert the IJUer w.u Soe\lt rcly ilff<."'CtOO by Ihr high (0. It 
was found th~\ the ollr Oowr.ltes were cla:I.1 In detenninlng 
whether or nOf. (he rue l would bu m. p,mlruurly for the SMC If 
t he .llr f1owr.ttes were 100 high. this U\I!I('C! dr4mal ic COOling of 
thr f'eclCtlOn dnd ro mbusllon CNSCct. when'.s whro Itt nowr.Jles 
WM't' 100 low. Ihen w .. s ln5ultk lt'flt oxygen tor the rfolChon 10 
cont lnla:'. 
A r,lngt of qll .ll'lfl!Mlvt combustIon PMollT'lC'ltr5 were cclllu l"too 
(T .. blc!i) ilnd rompclred to Ihose from tr.t IU rrelrure for mlsUnthuS 
l)ellen (Mp). pint (u l~ (Pr ). wlllO\\' wood (Ww) oln<l refust>-dt-
n't'cd Illtl (X'lIrn (RDF} (Ryu ("( oil.. 2006l celrdboard (eb ) (Ryu ct 
,II.. 2007l.fL s Wltchgrus pC'Uets (Sp) clnd r"w SWllchguss (Sri (CII -
bt·rt l't oil.. 2(06) In general. d lt'St rt-sults t. orroOOUll' y.,dl wltll 
other b.om:lss combustIon te sLS . AMI was glNter lor t he 1X'lIeu 
( omp",oo 10 the SMC, .. nd .as s\Jch. (he ftR dilnllg IhlS flhol~e wa~ 
1_' 
(.1n~n~ 01 qUJI.'1 DUO'"t p..1tllfhtU'n (\if th, (00'I""1iC1OI'I In I Itt p,I, l.:toa ·b<>.:I 
ro. ,,,"/'IIC1,,, 
much higher. By conlrolSt. the BR dunngcll.trcombusllon WclS IllOfr 
rJpid for the SMC. cllthough the" overall OR was fash: r fOf Ihe p'oJ. • 
k'ts. TIle IFS and IK for Ihe IlClioo were both slgnificJntly k)Wl'f 
th.tn tholl ror t he SMC, due to thc dilTl.-"fcn l ioll densit ies. VanJtlo llS 
between the pellttlSC'd and non·peUeusc<l fuels in this ~t udy h.1vr 
1lt"t"11 conlirmoo by the difrrA,'ncrs bt..1wMl pelk1isrd clnd nol1-
pelll1istd swltchgr .. ss.. nJIllt'ly AM •• Irs .. nd IR (CillKrt l"l .11.. 
200G~ k\ML WdS sllnlticantly 10WN fur thesr tes ts. where Ihe 
n\Jjorily of mass loss occurrt."<I dunnx thr ChM combustion phasr. 
p,.Htit."UIJlly for P62. Owr ronrution. f.lIIICI theln combustion. w.u 
the signllicolnt procrss occurnnl dunt'W Iht ,"lIioll stagC'S of Ihrse 
rtJCuons. As previously SIJ&lcstoo. BR. W.H lower thJl'l IR an .. 11 
ColSe5., Ihus ch..,. renlo.lined oIflCf wl.,lc combustion. nl~ IFS wC'~ 
sinulclr for 0111 thl' CJ S(i s ..... WI\ rx.cept for the rJW iWIIC'h,r..ss • 
due to its very low density (Cilbert t't .I I., 200G~ A1lhoughthl' rJrt:,r 
~f IR W.1$ u St In prevlOUS hler,uure. Iht: « .'Sulu g.uncd were Wll hll1 
rhC' r.lnge shown In Ttlblc S. The 8M W.tS elIso conlp.lr.tblc. exa.-pt 
LlH.' sWlchgr.lSs. wllk11 show(.-d ~tOlrK"'nll)' hI&tH.~r ov.:r.1l1 BR. 
dlthough the rC'Suits for Sp "00 Sr W('fl' V(1Y s,"uLir . The" cqUIVol-
It'tKe rcillO.Jt the 1"..11100 prop.1, .. tlon st.tg,,~ (; 1) w ... s cllso c.tku-
l.Jtrd.. Thr v".lut'S for these wet'r slgRl hc.lfuly lown Illd n thOSt' 
repGI1rd in Tatlie S. Tt-e Alluh lode)( W,JS coliculatrd f rom tht full 
ch.'rnen l .. 1 JRJlyse!> of (h(." oI~ sdmpl\."S. clSSUllllng Ih.11 .III K .. ltd 
Hoi preSt'flt were If\ oltidl' wnn. ~rolJ.tbl~ /Qullng Will ocrur wllh 
the combustion 0( thc'SoC Pt'IIt't.$. The combustwo of tht" !.MC ~t lll 
h~ Ihe l)()Il"Iltloll 10 foul. is there WCTt noceworthy oImounts 01 
pol,uslum "00 soc:hum In the iSh. 
JJ I'tro/y, ~ 
Thret hundred !fdrns of non-pclle ll<;("d SMC W.lS pyrolyS£"d tor 
I h oi l SOO "C wllh 2 IJolin of n lt rolf'n. The It-mpt'r .. lul{' profil e-s 
.Jnd idS conrl'ntr.uions Me shown In Fig. I. Drspilt tht' l.Kk 01 OlCy -
1m in tht system, COl \\leIS Sldl produced in slgnlfK.tnl qUJIlUtICS. 
dul' (0 ltr oxygen present in the fet."d nwtt'ri .. l. As e.-.ptcttd. CO 
was much h igher thJJ1 combunlon. as pyro lysis is ,II Ihenn.tl 
decomposllion. not .n oxid6l:lon. process In adOltlon to Iht1('. 
olhe'!' g.tiC'S wtrt .150 .u1.tlyS<'d (T.)bk 6). Tow .. n.1s Ihe rod of Iht' 
(t'.KIIOf'!. Ihr p(Of,onLOIl of hydrocdrbon fuels Incre.uM. wht~ 
nlt1hane (et41. t'thJne" (Czlt .. ) .. nO prop.lnc «(lila) brc .. me mol\"' 
oIbunddnt a.s the tempcutures btCan1C hli h('r. 
In a.1dll ion 10 tht'Se gasts. ~1 1 C! anrt hq\Ua tuNs wtre proouct.'(1 
(T.)ble 7~ The char w .. :\ SimIlar In olppC'.\ran(('. In te rms or p.1. l lr lt 
Sl l~ clnd 5hdpe. to the vriZIl\cII matt-Holi .• lllho\lgh onre pYnlly std . 
Ihe m,ueucil be('anu Ci.lrk clnd unlrorm til ( o\o\lr Tht- liqUids st" Pd-
10.1100 out where the heal/lcr. PdJer PVlUlym liq Uid settkd tOWdrds 
the 0011001. 'hilh the O(uke l. ltQua..u s I'h~s e Oil top. ev te- su rt."-
vf'aled Idrgc dlllC'reO(('S bN 'r'I'Ct Ji lI.elr cn(1' tY values. Th(' JMI~r 
pyrc. 'Y(I ~ 11"I,jI<l Il,}(j .a r(\\iOnolb lf' (V o f 'lS 'l MJlL:t. whl"f(,eI ~ Ihl ' 
I\M, () n'$ (m~} IN (k&.1nIlta) ... (,,~. 'h) 8Jt., (Lc1m lhl IItll ( ""I~hl NI~,...al"" l i~Jl 1' ( kCjtf~) 
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'-~~G:IInPO".A . ~td"D 
RIoodi'Ad broil (tJftIbmI .... 
Oyd ... , cond . oa-. 
~~t..oI...plu __ 
r,.~ lI'I\IntJpllOftl found th.M. nwcLw-d-bed UJf1't)uHIOO 01 .perll: rr.UIlvocm comlJO'SC~ tM.~f. 
prt~u w.s pmt"ITrd lor thfy h"" ~h ~ml turb Thh p.IC)n con.Ktrn thr rombtnuon 'nu r.lnll'd 
(lUll OD met \IfIo'Hln In ~ 'oibonlOf)'- tuk n~-bf'd. .... h~ p.II.imn:~ lIIdudin. (he prilt'C fH'dr;.le 
pnnury'fbdltq_ Rowr_ 4It"Id bed drpth. wne Imnopt('d ~ on thr mUllmurn Ml' 'M.KlU 2..5 
rPQUIff'd to iIdIlf"'Ir htlh lombuKaon rifIt.:KrO'l r.I ~0WId!f7'L, Itw opt.-num OfJG'KInJ conditIOns fa 
IhrcomblSol:CJ' e~ wa~ ' pdwi k<rdr .... ,. d 1 1') ta.b ( 1S'J~hj Ind J totJ w nowrJf,. d 
ti6O . ,,.n':h, A ........ ft \MId twd df!p:hvfOnmwoH .. bodftomed bPutfk ..... l\dft'pn be'Ch J'r'~d III 
duaq md notKf.abk trductiom In CD~ dhc.1f'nC) Aud ~ tmI'ISKIII' {NO. SO& MId UCI , 'fl't<Itff 
found III hmltN contmu.Mionl. '" ~J rmWilncd prunanty ~ InofpnlC u,.~ In tht OyoHh. 
Soow HtO n t~t to b4vt' f~nwd."" Rutdlwd-btod ~"'ou Me p.iItJ(....a ... 1y prtHle 10 lht' The 
"Ilall IndO d thr ,uti JUlJnU ptoWbk ~."t.UIJJn, Jfllhr JYKft11. For Indusl~. combusoon 
rI thnl' W.l)1~ lhf comtlUsuon CIfICW'nc, could br lInprowdby .,.. pl'Nmte'" ~ondMl''''' 1"' w.wd 
....... m~ 
I . Introduction 
(urrPnl fwl sourcn for ~~rgy gt'ntr~lion Ufo unsusl~rub" 
.lnd W.lst~ fTUrw~mPnt K~nw1 ,lire' t"OVtronrrwnt.llly df'gr.ICling. 
(onst'qutntly. lo mK~I~ thr lmp.lCU of both t~ probl~ms. thIS 
tu.s led (0 I~ dt'wlopment of strll~ whf!H wulet ,ne u~d .u 
fIJ( I rt'50urces In thcrnwl (rutlTwnt proctS~ lllc wutn tholt .art 
InV('Slip lfil htrt'in Irt spent mushroom compost (SMCl oIn oIpi -
culrur .. 1 w.lS'~ oInd co.a l t.uhnp. dw uow.l nlC'd SlltxtM\C~!I wolStwtf 
on in cOol l dunlna pfO('~u~s.. 
1.1. Sptnl mushtoom compost 
S\t( k 1M W.lStf from f.lrms. upon which mushrooms., such.lS 
AgarJru~ bkporllI. ,Ire cuitiY.ued It Is compowd of rwn lJ)'('rs ' 
",lJ.rw b..s\."(! )Ob5tr"l(' WMh ,I PC" c.uln, l.&)'Cr. l ht substrol l~ as 
lormrd In Ih,.\.'t st .. " : (I) pre welt III &: wh erC' ,II ~. lYpsum. honc 
nwnu~. poultry "un' oInd IlIllt" .Ht' miu d: (u) ph.a~ 1 (ompostlnl 
In windrows o1nd bunktr~ .md (Ih) phM 2 composrilllinYOtvlnl 
~stt:'uos.ation .00 conditionil"ll. oI ner whl(h t~ ClSln, 1.1)Cr is 
.Id(kd forlp.awn lng. plnni n,olIld cropplna: I l.2i ~n the m..lltri ill 
" C .. rnpqtdl"' ..... hlNTri t "" II4 21275111 . 1.", .441 14 Z227~ 1 
(",,, I .atft'V"l (Pl«"' n~lu~f .. ~ "\ ",,. V.N..sIWllf~u1'idd .. . "," (KN 
Fl .. v" 
O'.,() 14II .S ,..r II"". m ... ('1 ('I2OOIiI f l_ ... lJd. ~11I .. hn 'rw",,-d 
iJ,oI 10 IOlbJrnw'f>l'2flO&oon ll 
c 2008 (he"," Ltd All riahu tntrt", 
!'Ii nutnborlllly uh.lt.lstt'd. illS 'cootf'd out' o1nd d lsu r dtd. As tht 
moljorit y Is dl"'posf'd of in Yndtill tV 15 rtustd ;as o1n oIgncukur..al 
(t"iher. It ~ unJu~.1ln.Jble oInd Nrmful to Ilw' ~nvironmtnt. Ap 
PfUXlINttly!) kC d S,'K IS pmdund for ~ry 1 .. . of mu~t\f'"OOfl'M 
o1nd the cuntnl SMC ~nt'fo1tJOn fo1lt In tilt UK .lIont is 
200.oo01OIVlnJo1nnum. ThIS loICk of lusuuubit Wo15t( m.ln.l i t -
ment solullOn i1 th(' maSi 'tcnl"ont b.arritr 10 the fu t ure de-
vt'iopl1'\lfnt .100 o:p~ndon 01 rhis Indusuy. 
ITt"VIoUJ rt'W.lf(h h.l~ ~n ('onducte"d Into t Rw u~ or '\MC ~ 
.I ffnfW.lblt (ur i . .. I though rhtff' .lrf .l1tj() nl.Iny pt'Mtnn.ll oItrieul 
lur" . hortlClllruul .lond Indu~m1.JI uStS. The W()fk on S.\1C .a~ In 
tOC''"WVSl"tUf("t' h.u pto~ th.c It Coln be- (ombu!lt C'd Inol bubblln, 
IIu,dl><d 1><'<1 II> &<"", ... PO"'" with high elhdcncy I) 51 Tho 
Ulolltk w l uc (CV) IS comp"'oIbk' 10 othe r w.u:b.' fucb ("urrenUy 
used. such u munl( lp,lI solid w.tStt . .lolthooa h drying is rt'QUlroo u> 
minimise th ~ hii h moisture content. which se~re ly redoctl the 
CV. InsteJd or drying compiftety. ' oI wuhJ ry rutls' II kt nJturoll PI 
ColO bt co frtf'd InlfuJly (only durin, st,)" up} or contlnuoud), to 
tn.lble ,rUl tr tOt"rJy rt'C~ry. A dtmom(t,u:ion p rojtcl In Moo-
oIgtun. Irt1.:lfwt. IS sHldng to r~u~ SMC In J combinf'd ~Jt .1nd 
power 5101Doo 16 1 SMC. poultry hlle r ,lI1d pos,..bty wood l hlps w ill 
be" u5t.'d In • spreoideT ~tuktr boil e r or bubbling f1 utdlk'd b.."d 10 
¥t'flC"rol tt 22.!) MW ofrerww .. b~ t'lltfiY. SMC ("ombushon p.oduce-s 
.Ish, uswlly aboUI )01: of irs orilirul volume. In Jdd lt ion towh.\( II 
o1lreoldy conlollM. Russtll e t .ll17 J ptr brmed prtlimirwy tts tl Into 
thot r~ust oe this uh o1S .I chemlco1 l olCbvoItor fOf" putveristd rut l ols h 
LH • ..., fI oil J Irlr_'*' E ... " ~ (.D)9)'£IO ,til "', 
In tnrctment Ind us lTy. w h k:h t nh.lncts Irs pozzoLlnic reo1ctrvity by 
cnsunn, r.ptd C'.rty Imp~mrncs Nl l he.' strtJllth. ThIS could 
provldt ~ IUSl.llNbk dtSpo~1 method for t he ~Ih. thus tMldftlhnl 
would not. I.Ioc n('("nu~ By provJdlna .n t'nvuonn~ntolny rt' 
spooslble W"~C' IT\o1I\olXt'lllent Slro1teg (or SMC ~n d t~ ,uh froOl 
combustion. mt fut ure of lhe industry coWd be SK\U·C'd. 
12. Coal 'Dibnp 
(00:11 Uilln&~ ol~ fflm'lor'd wRwn C().ll is ~p.v.uC'd (rom 1:\ I~U 
nt~ "" (leoiNna: procHSoH oInd 0I~ dt'"pQll~ If'I UIOOM. usu...tty In 
do~ pl'O.ltWNty CD the rNNne ue.&. ltmovlnl co.l t.,.,rcs (rom 
Ih~ bc.Jhons Wlh t"hmln.J(~ Iht nsks ~socutt'd With t'nYlron 
menl.ll conl.n'''·~tion oInd Lleoon fol!lOU. 
Thtft' .I~ (...w usn of (~I ~llIrcs . Notit olnd OobrCMn 
Pf'nnm,ton 181 srudltd how I: un ~pLJa sonw ~.n In lhr 
UJlrc 10),<, 01 mwhooom cOmpo5l. .00 Thom"",n 1911ocU5S<d 
DrI .s rt1J-Sf' for .1"~" or for thr pnxIuc l lOn o( con. rl'tr 
construcUon bkx:ks. Somt h~ irw'tSUptN 10 we 01.1 ol fUC'l 
Chue.h .1011 rnwudtwn IIOJ o..U1lI lY'd .. .. S.ln o1kemXlW to fut l 
Otis. whrn tM hqwd iUSpmslOl1 0( thIS could br slMrd lor 
oIppradlT\o1ttty ) WHks.. Trw~ri rt o1l 11II constlkred the f('O 
nomic oInd t·edvual wbdfty 0( crntndrc nunr ·mouth poW'tr 
from prDCf"i.SftI co.ll Ulllnp.. whICh W.lS found 10 bt I~-'Siblt on 
bolh count1. Thf'OUlh dr\oo\."o1tmOi .tnd uptunn, tht solldJ. Ihit 
i~ntJy obt.ilntd fut'l W,H combu:strd In • bmc-h-Sl.e 
OuKhwd btod. f'Wn whn1 dlt' mo&lur~ coflCt'nt wu tugh (up 10 
51 ';). NO. SO. ;and fMfnIry nruSSIOnS WfT'(' lhoucht ro be ~I 
ul.j(lOnJy low CO I'f'W"\e W"I htzh. ollctwJugh chl~ caukt br rt' -
ducf'd by emp)oyms ... Uldunrwl butnn- wttb ol hoarr C)'donot 
o1nd IOCISW'd rrSteH'l("e brrw-s Anot~ ,tudy ronstdnl'd lhr 
'< ....nwtlUo of futl prdrh from 70.000 l uonrs/ ... nnum uf , ...... 
yUHlp - the W~lt from lhr W.lerolwana collitry 1121 llus is 
mou&ht to bt dw Vt.HHt potC'noo\l u.st of thts WiUl!'. whC'u 
('Unlbuo;lt'd With ({).o11~ W~~t "'om III .. (G.l1 mlOtn, u)(Justry 
f J f"rrvaow chonrrl'Ytsonon and ptflmsoOOn of molmob: 
·I.lbw I 5hows dw m.l(C'n .1I ( h ... .rttn .... hon oInd " I(>mtnu. 
olllol~S pHfo~ on the- nut~rt..JIs. TM ~tults wtft comp') 
r.blt' to tJ)(J~ PrMou\ly .r-poru-d 11.1 21 TlW' '11111.11 nlUl ... ur" of 
the rnal I .. lengs IS ~ound 4m. wtlllt' th .. lit Iht SMe IS 66\. 
rhus Ihty will J"e'QlJlft dry,", pnor 10 ptUtnuuon .and (t'Ulnl), 
bC'brt t~y .Ire uSC'd .II fuels . 1iItl(t thls holS st'Vt'rt Imp.1(.U on 
tht' CV. nl~ nlJIC'OolI) .. Iso h~ ~ \lJl1If".lm .IlO h tnnt"m 1'\>-1 
H-liunon sruches showf'd lh.1t ;I SO.SO S\1C .... 0011 Llllln, wt"( r ..... 
W~ opofNl ~ rtsuhs .Irt consitkrrd In mort Mull In 
p"· ... IOU~ publK.UlOlb 111.141 
14. PrtlimHlory t;\'orninanon of mt."ool tf"tQimtnl rtc'lno#orfrs 
PrdunlNIY u~nnW'ntack:ln on rK;OVtru\l ~nfliY 60"' (flt'S~ 
W.B lts olSlused tht' pertornWlct or dlff~n{ lhtrlnai tre.lD1ltni 
tKhnoioelts (J.tSlfic,lDoo. pyrolYSIS .and combustkm in fhJldl)td 
Jnd p.1('kr-d bfods) to dttJ'"mllnt t ilt' ilt-si opo"" lor I .... rtht'r 10 
Vf' snpnon It) 1 SMe· COJI Qilln, 1>t11M (,ol1lbu~n WJ.I mou 
elrtcunl polrtkuLlfly 111 t h~ ftuk11std · bC'd. whtrt lh~ dl'nu~ 
' up') burnt wit lull the lH:-<t. MIII'fflvt"r. httch-ad. (ut'ls .1re 1".II ,.r 
sulltd to flujdl5td bt'd combu.sdon C.il5Ific.t)On .... is flO l SO{ 
CtlsfuJ in tht fiud "btd 0100 pyroty34s did nUl product fuel 
prod ucu d S.I&n1tlco1.nl CV. 8ast'd on eM findins1. • tunber In -
W SIIg.itlOn InIO lM nUldl~- I>t'd combustion uf SMC- m.d 1.111 
ina: ptU~ w .. s undtrtl " tn for Ihh scudy. Tht Jlf1\S of rtm 
r~I~Mch W~11! to tUl1\me. opDmlSt o1nd qwnnfy pellet con .... 
i.)u).(101I III the" lIuJdJstd '-'td. 
b "" 1 
M.il f'rl..il chM.lCVO ... hon . :..t ~kC1('d 't-wl" "'-I dlr full tllt mml.ll MI~t lot" 
Ihf" m.al 1"1 ... ~ ""d Ihr 1M """m ollhf-~ 00 " dry b.lt.h 
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2. u prri.rtM'UIM m n hodo loz:y 
I I Flltl {KrpaIOIXJl1/Of rombtbllOf' trso 
Tht S\1C.nd co~1 t ~U .. s W~rt prtpiftd .I' for tilt prrllmln..-y 
lXptfUn~nts Tht two rJ!N INttri.llS wt~ dntd to .. pprOX im.1~ly 
IC1\ mo"NTe (from thotlt .... ,n.lty hlsh n'Olstu,,., ~V"nbfod ~twlW) 
olnd m,Xl"d morou&Ny In ~ SO.50 wtl r~oo poor to (ompftlSfon 
ptlltOS.llaon. Th(' m.lttNl$ W(,It' 001 trutfOd In .any octwr w .. y 
ISlK h.iS .lI'I!"r1IllIhC' pdll'~ \1I~) oInd nu olddulW\ . Ui.ht'l tll. •• ll lht· 
lohrrtn( ,TlO JUutr "'tf(' USfd to .loJd pe:UC'UUhOn. Af~t ~Ik't · 
tUbon. furth« dryan, (to 4- S\ mOISlur~ ) W.IS required 10 tlUUI"t 
hiCh CV The' IS.S mm 12.S mm peDtu i",·mC'd by t his procesl 
w,,"hf'd 18,. on ~r.-gt' . • nd h..ld • bulk den. .. ny of 41)4) " 1/10' 
.fut, drylnll-
tltltdu.crl 1Jt\J {Om/~SlO' 
Tht UtloilL I..Jboutory-lUlt bulbhn, fkJl(Jist<J be-d u~td lor 
m('S.(' Upot'imtnU comlSltd or.l I ('III thK k JOG 'LoIIII~U sttd 
2.1 In • tJ 15 I" mmbu\uon I hJ"dW'r. Wllh J 10 mm Ihlck s 1 .lInlP~~ 
, tt~1 ~11or.K'd dislnbutol pl~e~. 200 mm ITOm lht b.n or 1M 
~..c(l)r me. I l Thk pl.Mt hid nlnott~n 6-<n1 hl&h (Jpptd st.ll1~ 
PI,,..., ,. ... h With tMtlt)' Stvt'll l'i lUllI dlJIIlUrl h'llt 5 10 tvrnly 
dlsillbuet tht pr1m..-y .til". wh.ch .1C1t'd J\ bom Iht fluldlSlIll oI,ld 
(ornbUluon .1 " 1llC' 850-~nl dlolnW!1:tr lI\t'dium 5phtrlcny IJncl S,1t 
on cht dlscnbulOr pl.itt nd rormrd dlC' nwd nN1 txd. whICh w .. , 
M .Hrd U~lItI.l prop.Ulf' I1rM plk,. bun .... r : ftwo (rl'tbo.!rd Jl)O\t tht 
,..,ld w.u uuuLlted with ol I(.lowool lJIoInul . The rutl ptUtU wtrt 
Ie<! fionl the se ... ~ ho!JPC' u; Iho(' c"')IbrJ tN pncumoitlC l uew 
l"r-t-dl'l . • 101\1 w'th the M:'C olld."y "'II . 
2. J O/~mrlllg cond.oofU:}or oombulirion 
1"11If"t' van dblt~ wt"rl"' m.1Il1puldt .. d II ) peUt"1 l .. eelrJtr. (II ) WI 
nury lcombusnonfltuidlsUlI) 011( Uowrart .md (III) dt.'pth o f lht 
f)uldlsrd sand ~ Arolngr o(v.1lues wtre upaor~ lor tach . WhKh 
"'i: ~hown.at the lOp uI l olblt" 2 ("SIt I hJd .. moder.llt.lll Ilowl.dte 
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r .. 1. ~-"""cullht w..a.I4b:N..-y1lC_ nuw.wd brd ClkltlM,tu , 
ind. modl!nrr prl~ feHirltt ; oc:h~r rtsts W~ comp.uw [0 thn. 
D.se 2-6 usuW'd rhr 1rl1)«t:s of Herms thr pelW1 ftdr.tt . 
""'11lI from 202 to<lSS k&ih (l15-260k&/m'hl wh~. Com 7-11 
u1Vr~lptPd lM tffKtS of c~llIinl thlo .lir flOINf.atr (2TI-OOS 
kz/n,1ll~ nw SKOnd.uy~rw~ kf>pf.aI"*I(onst~nt iii 170kllm1h 
for cool~nson.. Mrnn, the peJltt If!'f'du[!' .00/01' the .iIIr tIowrltr 
ctuflled (I'M- fu,rl-~ .. ,.110 (~Ir raDo) 0100 thw rlv rombulllOn 
\fokhlometry. All cues USitd tUtU .iI' (wl·aun conditions) ,md 
combumon ~J not .tl'mpcrd with 'Iub-Slokhj~trK ,u, ~J it 
w., thou&.ht dwl the (ombU.$tlOrl tfficitncy woukl br too}ow 0100 
tocour.Cr ponUUN form..uion. Ludy. use 12 k>oIt.td ,j( Iht tfft'Ct 
oflt'KTt"ulnJ ~ <kpttl oftht wnd ~. Awwk'r.allleofMd depths 
(oukj DOC ~ prM:tk.llly IOWSOprN.. dut to Miiln constr.ains 
( olIUSln, ISSUf'S wtth ~lnj n, Qltsf.accory nuwiluUon.. Bed Mpths o r 
022"00 0.27 m wt'n C"OO1u:krfiS (bN dtpth -to-<fumttrr r.nos o r 
l47000 18\ 
2.4. Daro o,.,/vsk 
Ttmptf..turn ttuoucOOut lht bt-d .00 &ttbo .... d wtr~ roanl 
I~t"d ~lflJ K type nllntr.l ius ul.lt«l ~HnO(Oup1n (I-" I .md 
"folble)~ lht txh4u~ "'SC~ piuf'd thuJu¥h tht cyclonC' to ItnleNt' 
p.utlc ulollt n~tlrr .and 11'It'n tnltred tht onlmt ADC MCA300 K.~ 
.lo.aIY'If"t f,O 0 " CO, Jnd CO COn(tnlr,Ulom ("ouki bt rKOldt'd. bt' 
10ft btil\l dllctutltd to 1M .ufTlOIphtrr. iUttd on tnt~. tht 
("ombustion "ffi~ncy (,,OJ could bf compuctd by 
'Jl:l 
t (O, 
,\CO, • '(.co) 100 ( I ) 
wllt'rC' XC010lind %CO ... r l he COfl(tnu.auons ohht~ g.a~s tl1l1uffi 
In tht txholiust. Thh It ju~ ont of m.m)' rMthodJ uRd for ctllru 
latins thr combullion ttficie:ncy. Othtr IKhnlqut1 nuy lJkt Into 
.1ccount v~rlOus tw,1I fluXl's .o%r tht unbumtd colrbon 115.161. 
Thr unbunll'd rTWttnJ I in thr ilsh (rtmillnin, combustlblts) W~ 
,usnStd sC'p.u.ttly hrrr. 
NO, (NO md NOl) wtrt monnort'd u$m, .. Sl,na l Srnts 4(X)() 
NO" .rulysn ChIOi ldts (0 ) ilOO sulptu lts { SO~ }. which mdlcatt 
l he prl'Stnet" d Hel .and SO. Wf1't eollt<t.ed USlIlJ d wd chtmlul 
mtmod (J' hydroltn ~foxidt $CMUhon with J bromopht"nol blue 
rtn.lOoI/W;lttJ md"'''lor ) and an.ltywd USII'II g.u ton 
chrotNlDITi~. From thit rfsub, the opamum optr¥.101 cond! -
hom.OO ~ of ps dr.ifllOl l~td wrrt fSUbluht-i1. 
Thf ny.m productd was coDtcttd by tht cydone .00 tull tlf-
~nl.t ~~y1IS by bD'"auons uSlOl mtnc .00 hydrochlonc Mlds 
WIS sub!equtnlty ~rforTTVd. 'ThIs Iol\''t' me ~h compo5fbon, fa-
CUSIllJ sptCJ.Oulty 00 mf mtul contmllnanU. Tht • lUll tI'lIdtt AJ-
.an mdllUtor oIpotf'nNl sI.UJnctfou1tnS - w.s ak:ul.awd usln, (ht 
d.4tJ rOf Mlc.lh ~ub tIC.nd~) WI the • .5h; 
AI - (I /QJYt(v:,o t Y~o) (2 ) 
""" ~r~ Q IS the ,~s (V d (h~ ft.atl on. dry h.ms (CJlkI). 11 b thr 
dllutlllloolru nl.iISS tucuon 01 .uh In tht futl. .and Yt4 /. nd Y~M> 
.UfO tht duntnsk>nJt'Ss nuss tr.lchoos of tM K;.oO .. oo NJ,O In tht .Ish 
1171 Olhtr pttdOfTUn,U1l mctJil ~ltS Wt~ Kknlltird u"n& tru!t 
ttt.hruqUC'. Tht imounlor rtrtl<iIOln, cumbusObk m ,Uet /.OIl W.U JI§tI 
nl.abh'itlM1. 
1. RHulU 
lhe ('ffeo 0 1 c.unJina tile'S!: v .... wbit) wu dr.lIly letn on Iht oUr 
r",Uo. thr ~mpt ... t\uC'S .alhley~ .md the ,,",S CotlU'ntUI KUU; (.1)(1 illS 
such, tht'ovtull ~l). Ttsti wt'rt rtpUltd IO('ntUrt' I ~ \· .. hdIlY .md 
ICC\lr.cy of (h(' rt't.uhs . Jild ,n loch 95X confidmce 111mB .1rt 
shown lit trror b.&n on (nt lP'"phJ to IlJuJ[rMt dda vdri.ar\ons. The' 
prt'Ull~ drop. AP . .. cron the- sysun) w.n nkubttd to be 144 kP ... 
uslnl tht ro Uov.' if\l : 
lot' m P0IPp - Pr )~ ()) 
whert'm I" t~ lnoJ).$ or tht plnK-les (It,). ~ " tht UU»-~lUon'" 
dl-e.t ur tht bC'd (llIl~ Pp .Iud Pf .... t tht tJCII~ty 01 thot pOl ltlclf's ",.ld 
the Owdllillg p~ (k&llll i) .md J( 15 t he" Xl~vn..tKlI""1 tlCCtk',.UOI1 
(m!s') 
J t. (8w of rnonillW rh' /HU" /f,rb.", (Cost, 1- 6) 
Tht ptl~t t«drJtr v.a'itd from 2,02 to 4.58 kgJh l II S-260 
ka/mlh ) wlule othe r V.ul.ibit5 Ttl1'l4ulfii (OnSt.lnl, ilch~vml iir 
r.lnO!. bf:twf'f'n 1 6 1 .md 3.711 (61 - 276t. txttSS .ur) l'ht- combu .. t w>n 
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Wi, .. lluru. "haw thn"_~" _hll~ lhc- Iiwdlk'd kd 1(, __ 
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COndltlOlU ~nd mutu .re lho~'T1l n Ttlblt 2. As (he' ptllC't r~r.Jlt 
Inc~.lSed ( L~ . the .If riUo dt<rt.1st<il t he 0, concentnuon w.a.s 
mhKtd .lI'Id constqutntl)' CO) inmJSt"d lFIg. 2). AddltklrwUy, 
CO Inc~.:&SIe'd, thus thtre W.t5 men Ulcomplttt combusOon dot to 
tht Ifl suffln~nt ,)If proVlded. Theft w.u .Jb.o • SltoOl cOTR'l.mon 
bttwffn tlw Ikt.md ptllrt Ittdr.!lt (FIg 2;. As I~rt W.H. ,~ttr 
.bund.inCt of fue l rtsullQlS an dlmlnutnnK .mounts of ,)1( 
IVJIIJbit. tht 'kt decrC'i~ ro1pKily onct f~tdr"lr1i .oovt 4 q;h 
~rt rt.KhC'd - .ir r .. m ~Iow U NO. COflCtnirolOOm w«t klw. 
btu VM'1IC'd from 2.09 to 21.21 ppm.. 
Tbt' trmptr.MUtt'S Wf'rt .~ ~"nlfk:.nll)' IIltlutncf'd by tht 
kfodrilt (A" )~ The' te'fT1)~UCu.rn watun .00 Just .~ the btd 
(12. y Q.20m;T4. y a.42m)~nvrryhi(h.txcH5of800 ·Cln 
.11 (,1st'S, whtrt mrowr.n It"..,trilun inat .. st v..'U.vound 60 ( 
bttwttn tht slowtst ..,d f~(est r«dran. Th~ ttfl!'C l on mt rrH· 
baird I t~r,uUI?S 117. y I 54 m ) w.as f.., mort pronounrrd, 
when dwy IllCTtued dr~"""IC"'Iy. Thr dJlftrtt.:t bt1wt'f'n tnt 
hi&hf'sr .. nd IOWtsl ft'fdrtUn txcr~ ISO C.and l hf' huuOJ r.xt 
W<i.S iliso ilpprawbty .ff«\ed (lmlt 2.and 1-", 4). As lilt' feedr.de 
Incrt~. lht r.tr oht'mpn-Murr IncrUst In ttw ~d brOrlW mo~ 
r.lpKt . • ,thouch ttw rri..atlOflwp was ddftrtnc: for tht rrtt'bN rd 
~. ttw ~m~'.tw'r lnCTe.asr bec<ime mor" r .. phl u thr reedr~e 
incno.JWd. untal tht rffdr.k W.15 15 k&fh.nd ilbov" th~ thit"Shokt 
tht rollt o f lempn .. I16" chdns.r d«ruW'd. lht ~mptr .. ull' 10 
OUst w., .Itso much slowtr III tht r,,,ttJrurd. h Is n~u. to 
m.llnllm h1&h tt>mp:rilfurn to l"ntRlt tnrrcY. t hus J( is viul to 
uk" l1'IlS Into conskkrildon when ck~rml nina m" optimum op-
trilringcondl(ions. 
J l £6«1 of c#Ja'W,,. rh.- prIJtIOly/Jf.Hdrs.trc QH Jbwrort 
(C=,7- II ) 
T'hr prwrwry .1' v.aned fr om 277 10 606 k"mlh. .-:hlitvlnl .I" 
r.allos ~~n 165 .md 102 (65- 202\ t:r.ctn .Ir). s'millr to Itw 
usrs .move. l)w (ombuston (ondJllOns JOO u:suks .,('(o nlp.trt'd 
In l.lblt 2. "Itt rio, tht pruNry ill( Iud • Itss ilppilrtn l lmp.Kt on 
th t Ittl conc~nr r.JtIoM. rvt n Ihou,h lh~ Wf'ft CIt'H tor Itw 
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fiJ. J fillm for ao.~ .... pda bdI.-n MId Ik ~""'ft t~ Itw 
fftodrUt .. Tht CorrtUDon ~f'vtr(et11 0 1 ~nd pnmuy ,III YlQS noc: .15 
sD"Ona: .lIS rh.u found W1th tht- ~D~r fH'dr"te {Fiz1. 2 .JInd 5 ~ The 
UI'TW WU .11510 0"U<t fOf' COl . \Vhttsc SOmt o-fnd ~.s D'wh'u~ in 
b«h c~s. t1'M'S<f wtrt not u de.1f .as up«ttd wllh .noulina .lir 
r.lDOS. The CO cornl~lOn wu mort' SlJ!l.Irlant .lind rMre wn 
~ dr~r rtllQQosrup bf(vroHn ttus .JInd (tw pnm .. ty .JI1r tlowr'»t. As 
upot"C1ft1. tilt Itla:..mplttr comtxnbon ruct'lom - which prod~ 
CO • brumr Ins .Jbund,lnl .IS I:ht -iiI r~lO IncJto1Wd. IJa. fonowt'd 
.Ii dlsb nct trend, mprovml consukr.Jibly with mcrtUirli prtll'liry 
.111f. AI"Irl. NO .. v.Jrtf'd. but wert low MKt Slffil ~r (0 me- .. bow '"u. 
AluMI tht ~r nowr.t I\.id miJOr mplDtlons 00 lht um-
pt'f.JIturn ",,1nch ~.u .. , SI&JlItK.JIm u for Itw VMWoon oilM 
tft'dr.JItt. nus w..s shown clroJrly for Ihreeo milO rhtrmoroupJt-s 
(A£ 6~ txJC tht' trf'nds Yl>t!'fr dIStinctly diftrrml thin those 
nprrsW'd Ul fic.3 . whKh \'I·trr (~Irty lirw,u. Hrr~. m~ [tmper.litur~s 
Incrt~5t'd u Iht Mr tlowUlt Incrt4..W'd up to flOWf~tf'S 0( .. 50-
41 S klfmlh (,ur r ,Mios of 2.))-2A3 ~ Afttr dUS.IM e'lf.CtSS JIIr In rhe 
s)'5t tm bfc.l1m roo Iful.lnd c:006ld rht rUction. As WIth tht ptUtt 
f~r.ltt. t~ bf.d hold ~ hll~5t ItmptrOilCum .md the lTe'tbo.lld 
W.I.s Sllllinuntly (oowr. T~ tlmpunUrts (or ~II us~s Wf'r~. 
ho~r.comp.lrlblt. Tht ra~sd ttm~r .. urt tnCTt.l~ ~rtshown 
Ul nJ. 7. As btror~. tilt corrrLu1om wer~ SllfUtk~nt in ~ I c"us. 
Wtlf'lt tilt fre-tt..o"rd (T7) had t~ dO'f\'?Sf r~I,r .lM Just Jbow rht 
btd (T4 ) ,rMl'.1Uy h.Jd tilt r.uttst. 
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Prtaa:;t.t'}' " .. n .. wr ... j q,...,ltu- . 
Rrc. S l 1t'lIohb illQ'r_~pl'lt&¥Y., ftowran . ,br I.nnrrflll ........ IrI t Plr 
C'IfI.aaI.And EM (~rft'lcimfJ 
1 1 ftftc1 of diangllll eM dt'prh oj ehr sand btd :Cas~ 12) 
As only {WO drpdu Wfi!' I~SC"'lrd. d~ 10 rhr conser-una 
d~~ ~~, It 'f\'i,.s dlfflcuJt to form COrrt~Dons beiw~n tilt 
rauJu. .lIIthoulh thrtr w .. s so.llr v"r"'lIOn IJ\ thr d.tLli (0' thr dlt-
frrmt ~tu.. Tbr PJ conuntnDom tflchultd mort tnComplr~ 
combosuon for the dHpt'f btod. ~ CO was morr .bund.lnt IIU Will 
thus ~n ~uced trom 95 to 90.9'1 .. d NO .. wnr ~bo pe .. trr. 
AIlhoup thrre wrre ~rzr dlffrrrnct5 In thr frttboud It'mprr .... 
runes - JUst owr 4) ~C With 1M duprr blfd rrsuJDIlI VI .. coole, 
fTubo.i1d - thow In the brd .1ppt.Jf'rd the ~f1lf . Thr r"ttJ of 
Irmptr~ru~ rncrUstwrrt dllftrffit but folkr.wd Ihe' ~nw ~ltrm. 
W'fth rrnbo.ud tl'm~ruURS nSlins morr slowty Thr duper brd 
rnuJtf'd In siOW'e'r he'~tinl r.ups PrevIOUS ~nrmptJ ~ nw(hsml the 
b.d ~ 0.30 m ~rr not sucnsslul.nd IhlJpn& rn~ 1hr ~pc:h . 
lD-d1.-nrttr nlDO 01 thr ~ nrf'ds (0 br' nur 10 I to Jliow nUld-
n.tbon Q)oc(Ur tfl«nvtfy_ TheIr r .. boS .He shown ml.1blr 2 ford'f 
nsrshtrt. 
l4. And gmn and asll onofysu 
Sutphats .md chlonde1 wrrr c.lpturtd from mr nUt J.oly, 
dunna combu~J()n to IndltAlt (two prr'trnrr 01 S01 .end lKl, T'1II" 
.,., ... 
.... . \ J r~ .\t~ ,., Il-.J 
! ~ .. 
3 
e ! ~ . J 
. 
.,,0 I J11.u:!.w I 
:y) lOu "'0 ~ 'Ij (11'0 a() 
h l"..-". ,\iT Uv",,.. ,,, n.w,.. Jht'1 
r ",1. '1('1l\h (or ,n.:tr .. sq pnm.tty oi .. nOWloiM."\ and Lilt· It.'l llpl. .... IMt\ tt.UUIIftout 
d«III'.-.1Of 
Kh I.nn- tilt IltM1II'IIilIt fuffD :u (JDOO) lUI .61 .. , 
, , 
i . 
1 
i 
f 
~ , 
1 
i 
• ,,, 
... '1_ .... 
"""' .... 
W .... U tu) '-'I 
....... ry \. t ~."""' I t..V .. ~n 
H ... , _ 01 ~'-"II' UlOU1.r wuh IMl~_llI pnm ... .. , 
~mounl of sulph.lIl'S r .... grd from 2.35 to 41 .69 ppm ~nd the chlo 
nd~ prntnt '¥I~ from 0.88 to 16.88 ppm {hbl r .. ~  .I1'r 
vpry low. lft(buring thr SO .. "nd H(l coocpntr.lbom wton .. ho hkply 
to br mintINL rhus lin~ nUltz,JJ dUningWlU br ~ tortmow 
thne poIliurolnu lhr pnnwry rr""iOn for thiS I1l1l..tty lobe thl!' h'lh 
concrntrltion d sutphllr .. nd ch"'n~ tn Uw ... ,h (T .. b~ S), r, okS· 
dltton to rht-w-, wh .. h wr'r by f. r lhr mmt domtn.llm sprclln. thi!! 
~tJ ... (() mdlull"d Ihr prnrncr 01 rr..-uls .."d othrf rompounds 
rr~blt . ~ ex Ihrsr. phosph~H. .Immonium. nJb'~t" ~nd sodium 
wrre Iht" most clbund.ant. but Ulel,concenlr .. tions Wl"fP SlIn .. a low. 
NO. conctm.,tlttOllJ wn't' found w be kJoN, .s prn:hclrd by prr-
VlOUJ IlIrrarul~ , ... 00 olJ sudl, It wo..aJ thou"" ttwt Uw n~lty of 
nl trovn wouJd rpl1"t.lln ~ nlCr.ltps Ul thr ,ISh. .khouSh somp w.n 
uprurtd 11\ lhr hydro&ln pt«)Jodt !Okinon (l~b~ 4). Till' nMrOirn 
con~nt 01 till' uh. hoWl'VrJ. WU nol ~, h.,tl u UPfCtt'd (0.29% 
compMl'd 10 1.76\ il lilt Inlti~ fue1\ thus nltro&rn IS p"ob.ibly 
rt)u5e'd IS N..£), ThOUJh thiS IS not ~n OICid I<1S ~nd consrqurntJ y 
not ctolS!t"d .. ~ .. NO" compoUlld. It IS .. &JttnooUlt ,.-. .. ,'" t.ht-Iplol~ 
MS 'on""lluII IS urlf1r~r.ihlt , 
On .. wugr_ SOX of Iht .Ish In lht Inmoll fuel mlulnrd u fh'lt' 
p.3ImculJlf'''..tl - flyolsh, co ll«t<td by I two rydone Th~ l'f'sJdUolluh in 
the pelltts, .. lon, with ,JOy th.u rOfnltd on (o01bU5l' lo n. w.., thht1' 
tmlt~d with tht nUl JolIst-s if thP p..Imcirs wel't 100 srmll co lH' 
cor~ uxl or rpfl"'''~ III thl' brd If tht· ".uullrs Wf!lt u rlr ",td 
un"lblt- 10 plul ..... c~, The fuU r-ltl1\t'ttldl J~Y'oI~ kxlkffi 'Ill'Ow"My 
tIM wehunt .md pot4l1SIUITI 10 (ompu'P tht oIl1uli uw1ex.. 'hr IHUlts 
hom thff,(' R'UI Wrlt .11 hChty ,.,uk>JtOJ~ (l.mko S), T~ AI ~.u 
berwttn 0..11 and OJ4 k, .. Ik.lhtc~ chus foulina Is prob.lblt, bul flO( 
cenain. The met.lls found 10 the Lug .. ~l q~ntJnt'S M:rt ~Iunlllllum. 
C .. IOUOl. Iro n .. ocI pot.lUlun\. Ot her clements. such u SUlphur, w ert' 
.boo found 10 l.1f'1e .. mounts, .n: considt'l'\.-d .. bow. tt WilS .Itso dl s -
co~rl'd t twt <Ml ~~r .. gt. 111% Combustible! 0..11(1'1..11 renutned In 
Ihr ISh. AhhoU&h Indtklmdes In tnt combustor UP .11il.tly source , 
".mel. urryover. pmlcul,,1y dU>l formed duri", ""II., ~ing, 
m...Iv tuve.tso si,niftc~nUy contributed to thIS. Tht hChI SMC p.u-
uctts could tuvr bfen tiUD'i.Jttd by lilt ma:h Mr floWT.ttn r~thtr 
thm bum LO the btd. bdort beln, uprurrd by the cydont. 
• . Oiscusllon 
.. I ~., ratio 
Both rn.lnlpul.xmc tht ~ .. f\ownlr ~nd me ptllti Wcif.Mp.l1 
krt'd the ~tf ,a;o. wherr volJuts brlwr-rn 1.61 .00 1.76 Wfrp IJ1 
w 1Ug,Med (flC- 8 ), ThIS twd YOpOrt..-at rolmA.ollJOfIS 1>0 the n.lLturc-
01 peUel comoo!to(tOn .... d 'f\ u .. crucloll tKlor I~nu", thl!' u · 
twu,1 &6 comp:nlOon .. nd I h~ 'k.l n&. 9 tdcmmn thr: rewuon 
ShIP betwffn tlll' .. " r~bo~nd JoIsCOOCf'nlr"bon l hrVf'oI~r the~1f 
r .. bo, thr lower tht" eQ d~ 10 thl!" c:MnS -iir dOW1fl, C~et(" 
utht'r INn incomplete CombuSI.,n. Thr ~I .. .,nships for COl .net 
OJ ~fP lW'n nlorr slirufiun lin .tddrt tOn. thr. r ,.to"'so twd 
.. de..r ,rL&bonsl'wp wlm the 'f([. 1"lwseo .. orrtl4&IOM nhuU'd dw t 
the mmimum ..... r.to should br 2.S ror mu combustor. to mtre IS 
sun10ent i" to tnSUfP hlJh "'-L .Ind mtnlmtW thr rornubon of 
drUImt'fllM l'mISuon1. whilst flOC .,. lowulI fXCHs.wOlmounucl ~ I r 
inlo th.t sysum moll: cool tht rr.lcl lOn. Au utios l()W'fr INn ib IS 
rt1Ullf"d m dr~rrwtK~Uy lowrr 'kL Wilt",OIS hig;hrr . If 'olelos did flO( 
... ,m""-.Inlty imPfOW thit 'JIlL 
4.2 rtlln /tYd/ott and pnmary oir /bwrOlt 
M.rupu ~dnz thr pellrt rrrdutr producrd wry Slcnit\c.lIM (01'-
rt'i.;bocn wMh tht- tcomvet .... uICOJ .. oo 1-1) conumtri uoos Tl.e d.il..J 
n .... c III khc .. tt'd h'lh 'In, high t~I""t'f.J'U.~s .lUd low poUuLmt con 
Cl'ntr~lOm 'f\t r t pmft1 hom t~ r.lSr1 whf'rr [ht ft"f'dr~lt Won 
10 l.Sk&fh (t7U-2tXH:gtml h~ whl'te chIP ~ Ir r.1t1O w.u 2.2 .15 
lbh mdjutfd .. pnnl.lry .... OoWIOltt Ul tilt rp,lCHl or 400 klJ m lJl 
Comp.3lr~d to 1M ~1I rt: fH11 utt'. th,r (oll"r l.u ionJ b.lSf'd on the ~ I r 
flowr.l~ WCfP noc.lS s11n&ilc.Jnt In sornt c~us. n.Jmt!'ty, for thr (OJ 
0100 0 "" .. IIMUe,h t~ rt li.llUllStdPl wt(h the trmpnJiluru ~nd CO 
were )UQn&- 8.i.)n:i on the- )uil)()t (empC""Ult, 1UWt')1 pClUu~nt 
(tJIKtnl!dhuns JI'<1 h1lht)1 "u . thl' opun~1 l)r uTlJty .m IIoWloilt 
lIts wilhln 400- S2S Ici Jm ' h. with SKOOOJIl .1" .. 1170 laImJh, nus 
sugtSl\ th.u Ihe-IM.tI pfilr-t 'N"drdltwlll t;, 11 k&l h( 180 kJlml h) 
rOf tM ~If Utk> to (outspend .... ' Ih thr v~lut propos~ ~bovt . TI'f 
v .. lurJ fronl tht pnn\Jry .ur u~s rOrTHpond WtU Wlth rh ost fOI 
tht' I~dr .. ~ CUtl, 
41 Dq>lh afllot •• "d iltd 
T .. 1M4 
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llM:wt,.nCJU's I .and 12. Tht tK;[ W.H: rt'dllr e-d by tht list In , .,... \J IlC1 
l)('d , d ue IU ,hi- Volsa u .... rpobt In CD AhllOua,h 1Ill' J;.w..d 1f'",p('I .. IUrt'\ 
wt rt \lmlltr, Ultlt' Wb J l1Y&kt'd .. Nlur uoll In htt ho.u d ttil lpel 
d rur~S . whI ch would Inhlbl l "CW"1'gy ff"mvtl)" Funtlt'rnnlf', ,ht rt-
,)Ctor look longtt to hr.u up .lS tAtlt WJS mOle Ltd mattli.ll. Tht 
d"pth to (hJn'fttr rJoa IIldJCJlrs tht IIkthhOOl1 01 s1uuulg. \'¥ht- rr 
high UdM SugaP\1 .!wt stull In, It; hltly RatIOS nt.ar I .!t't mosa 
rJlJour~ble fOI ~~m, proprr f\uadISolhon. Hue. tllf' combusDon 
ch.Jmbrr 1\ snull(diJl1lf'tf'r 01 0.15 m~ comp ... rd to tht' brd dtplhl 
01 03 0 III lor the- prt'1imlll.u)I InvtSrigJnon (depch m dlamr(tr 
ratio or 2) 1111, 0.22 m lor IllP )owrr brd dtpth (ratIO o f 1.41) ~nd 
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027 m rnr IN- htstwf bfod dt'pth (,~IO oI18~ llus Will ~ consad · 
tr~ furthtr btkJw. 
., oS Ttmpt'fllllll'rJ rtvouVtoIl rtw ft'OC'(or and dt~ ratr of 
tt~OlUrr IIlCff"OSf' 
Th~ mUlmum '~m,>e.,.tu~s .. ch,n"f'd in .a c.Ut~S w~r~ In .. nd 
Just .. bcN~ 1M wnd bed, WhKh W\'rC' ooih ,ener.uy .boYc 8S0 · C 
(8J.4-887 ·C lor 1'2 ,rod 825 892 · ClorT4 ). Tilt Icmp,,,Uurt> In III< 
frt't"bNrd WC'rt roMld~r.bty 1oWf'r for .11 nsn .nd .. ho VMlltd 
much mo~. bttwf'm 42] .... d sn"'C. for the ft'f'dr.lte c ... rs. the 
tt~r"lurrs Incrrued an .. r.l'rty lirw. nunner: 1M .Ilr Ilowr .. ~ 
u~s .. 1so showrd .. sicnittanc Utnd. whtrt tM ~m~"roI l ur" In· 
crtUN unrH .. crllic .. 1 " .. IUt' ( 450 ~500kllmJh) WoIS .tUlned . 
wlll..°(C'upon Irw lC'rnptr.uulC''I d("( rus("d.s Ih e t1U.C'S' .Ircook'<i 1M 
ffok,ion A, combustion on. comnwfClM sott Is uSf'd to &trwr.ltt 
~.It .lnd powf'r fOl' rl'lf'rgy ftcrN~ry. t~ trmptr,HUTtS .ch6t-w4 
ntf'd to bt' suffk:l~n(ty hi,h 10 be .. bit to Cl'utr s~.Im to dnv~ 
.IcurbIM. lh~ atmpt-r .. rure Wt'rf su,uble 1 0Itn~'.\t~ lhe Mit .nd, 
Gr powTr rC'<fU1~ . pfOYkhnx .ppro~"tc condlbons wr~ u~-d. 
Funtl<rllloft. the combustion rcooK'tions we'rco se'lf sust.llnin,. thus 
suppl.tnwnl.lry fU('ls .. rf' not ~qulrt."d . 
Tht r.Ul' of tt'mper .. rurt Incrt~ w.s mort r .. pkSln Mid JUSt 
.. bovt 1M ~.."d Slplitic.lntty sk>wC'r for (he frreboMd ThC'ruson 
for Ihis W.lS due to the f.lC1 tNt me (ut i W.lS pC'lltd5t'd. ind thus 
dtn~. so It burned in the btd. r~ther tNn In tht rr('('txwrd. 
-ts. Ga.s (onctnlrnrions and (ombtllooll tffw:Wncy 
As considered IIlbow. thtre Wf'r~ some Slgillfic.lnt correfihOM 
btotwren the OL C02 .. nc.. CO concenlr.tlons .Ind the v.m.tblc.>:s 
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rNOIpuJ.kd. WhKh weu' p,utlCul.uty dlshnc1lor ltv: ff'f'drolllt .lhr 
ItLttionsrup ~M'Hn l tv .ur tlowroll~ .ltId CO wu .lisa sitniftunl 
.llthough not (()r ~.lnd 0,. Onplle thIS. ~ pxxI rrLulOMhlp W.a$ 
soU bund ~tw«n thtiU nowr.~.OO thlt I}U..As ~bf'd .lbcwt • 
Iht,,: Wl"'ff' consplCuota trC'Rl:h Mtwetn tht .lir rolldo. lhf' coocen-
Ir"'lOns or 1hf'5C' gi~ .lOd "0' l~ voIO.lhon to o~ w.s dr.r1l.lIK. 
.00 closely rn..ItdlC'CS I~ iif ,.(10: r.or c:<ucomcly . ,,·rICh nlVlfOn-
rTlf'nts. 02 prJ~ at OW'r IS't, whtrt'.lJ for IMs .II" rich f'nvlfon 
rm-nts. thot conctntr.don WiS a.861 C~ ilso lI.lntd f'IODCt'.l"'y 
with ,It .. do 1 4.87 -16.89\~ CO w" gen",11y low (QI0- 247\) 
ando ttnl SOIllt mcomp~te combustion. p.nlculMly Wllh ItH 
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R&.. .. C'-f ....... _. ~~ IhE _ , .... .ao.:I '1\1'. nlw.A.I a"" \"'-lI.n ...... ..A •• '..J 
;u Itlor~"""'cfl'-.cy Itw.t:~ .... """"'. b tEAhu. ........ cJ 11'011' 
pork! '"'* ..... r!W'"......,_ tk.. 
~C-t'lo.'\.III' The tntrudunlOO or Sf'COOCUry ... m)f'CtKJnS woukj fur · 
tbf'fr~UQ CO. 
"'='r ,.tn:1I!'d from 86.91 10 97.98t. whe1't lilt hl&ht5t tffiotnotS 
WPfr .lCtwvrd US1"S opc.tmum rond,DOnS.. • tws .. Iso bHon Sno"'I'n 
lhM t INo COOd .. tlOrlS.lrp nor .lPpropn .. tt Itw tft'klPTl<)' K con1ld-
tr .. tjy TtdUCfd. }ud.&nl tG mr (ann.nmn or pol"'IMIts tor 1000 .... r 
nb05 or coohnJ d tM cNmbtr for hllh .... r.bos. AJtbouJh tilt 
rp~lts 1ld .. 0IIrt<1 rh .. 'tel un be hlch. rtwrp wwt ot'tPn SfIl\Inc .. nt 
.mountso-funburrwd rru~NIIll tht ny.l.Sh,.ll dncnbed ~~. nus 
mdlUtt$ th.1roll proportIOn of m¥~ll.lIISCoInlrd 0YPr JntoUw cyclone 
wIlh Uw uh.olust J.,Is.nd chus thr awnbusOClfl trfiorn"n ~rrr In 
r.Kt 10000f'r Hun lhow Inch,oII(~d by tnt ,",s conuno .. Dons. Funhrr 
mote. dUt' CO Chi! n..oIfUrf or rIM' SfTU.lI ·5C~~ rC'.lctDr. thtw tfftomots 
couk:! bt s'l1uncoIIruly Impfow-d by Kollil'll-UP tht comOOslDr. u 
consic:krrd bt'Jow. ~·tl1ch ",wid InlptOV'e thtcombuSlJOn C'moency 
.00 rrduCl'd tht .. mount ofm.ltrrwiliul Itm.llOS unbumtd 
4.6. Acid ,eu: tmlsslOfU 
NO. dtd nO( foDuw oil trtOO or h.i'l'r • rtW10nship wnh the' voir 
Llb~, I tstrd or thC' dollr. colltctN. Tht tml~lons.. ho",·t'Ytr. 'A'trt 
nt&h"b~. whICh corrobor.ct 1ht r\.~lts from prC'V1uus Ittc r.vy 
sourcts.nd tht mki.tl lnWSIlJolUOn IIJI. ~htn Id~ndt\td ttYt NO. 
Will br mlnitl\.ll irS\iC I~combu§lf'd in.l nutdl ~C!d ht<I. dlH' (J') l ilt 
inorltlllic orlli n (nuutn ) of the m.tJOnty of rntrOitn 1l .4~ Out lD 
rhk. txptn'iM NO. rtmcN'.l1 sySltm, loch .II' w~rv"t ( .. ",tytK or 
non utMYUC rtductlon. nwy nO( be requlfl-d. As nltr~n WolS not 
lound to be suffic~ntlyconcmtr .. ud In 1M un. It is Ill.t ly Il\.1t NJO 
forrn.;..'d InS~.ld . ""lhouZh mOflttonna: t his w.s beyond 1m' Iilopt of 
this work. fluldlwd Ded combust on .1ft p.rcicul.lfly prone to thi s' 
~W'n though NO. rmllj,!dons Jrt u~u.any hw. on lot'tn hC'ff. 
I"U!YIOUS littwure t1nd lhe u"Ii .. 1 in~tiK .. uon .. Iso wpt'sttd 
tholt so- o1nd Hel tmluiom would bt mlnJrNl W' tht fut l W.lS 
comhu~ltd In a nukjl~ Ix-<I. which wtrr contlrmC'd by t hMt 
findlRp. M~t wlphur)houtd be In 1nol'Jintl (unlls(sulph.lt\') ) .lnd 
thu~ nt'lh,ibJ,t SO .. would ~ forlMd.lnd .Ilthough sonlC' HCI m.lY 
t1fl\4,.' . most should r\'m.m.l) (hloud" in lhe.~ 141 NO, 0100 SO, 
~mISSK)ns rrGm c~ dun)' combwdon shoold .lIsa bt lOIN 1101. AJ 
th~ C. ront~nl or 1M futll" ugnificilnl (T.lbl~ I ). due 10 1M limC' In 
mt SMC Cisin • . thIS l1l.ly.tlro.ltd che' red~oon or so,. oilS this IJ 
u~ In linlt scrubbing. lhr I .... gt qu..mlltit'< ot'l\ulphul ,lOd rhlorlnt 
m the nh expl.lIll the low sulph.lte imd chlonde (onc.ent l.ttlOll) in 
m~ t .WWl SO. oind ItO rtmov.tl, for ec.lmplt fl ue In desul -
phuriSJlion by ow:rubbing o r ~iltt>mtnt tt(hno~lts. win thtrtfort 
nol nt'CtSs.l.rily bt rt"QUi~d. 
4 7. Ash 0/1111)06 
Most 01 tnt.uh m tht mK1011 fuel wu COUtnrd.s snuU p.lnlC· 
ULlre1 u~ng ltv: cytlont oMt.llhtd 10 tllit' (OIl1bU\lDl Uh.JU~llhus 
f'ffaUf'Ol p.1I1ICUL.1If> lt1lllA'",1 w dl be tucm~llur IMgt' 'K,M lom 
bwa.on 10upNtt'Sm.lII .. nd Suo.nucron p.I"lClt~ A f.bnc filttr. lor 
ItUl.&nCt ....... ould tw~ .II brtttT coltellon tl00ency for thl1 Sllt OJ 
p.nncu.wlf m.lttrul MAny tltnvoo Wf'rt found III ton\!dI-r.tbl,. 
CoocC'fltratlOM ., t~ IlyJih. rurntl)' . • lwNmum. (J1a4JlT\. won. 
poulSrum.ITUr;nt\lum. sodIUm phosphonu..,d Julphur Jllhouch 
.. ''''Ct' ot ".act' e-1t1lvnl' Wf'ft' "'so IticnufwoJ nlrtAJg.h CClllp.Jtuli 
aa' AI from O'oC'U rt-suks.. It W.IS found m .. the lJu~ mtul OJQCk 
COn(tNrauofU wtrt suffiorm tn"UJh HI rtsuJt in probM>lC' \I"l· 
IJnL'u.uIanc. ~ AJ compo~ oII).sun~ Ih.aC ~I ltv: II: ",nd ,.~ .. 
pr-tstnlt.n the.uh WU In OXJdt form 
S. Optunum optfJbOI rond ltion~.nd industri.lliruptiuli.oa) 
from tht-w rHllu. opfunum Y~hJts for rtw rrwn v.molbln "'''f'll' 
dtft'fn'Mnrd rOf mlS c.ombwtor. Wst'd on .tn opunoll .... "'DO ro 
tllWrt rlftn.fon< mrnbuuw:Jn Tbt.lbow dlSi'USSIOO of mt .. r '''10 
wursts th .... OlInunum volliutof 25 shouldhr uwd. ht'ncr .llifolS( 
I~ tXUU .1.)[. Ib5.td on am uuo. lollblit 6 shows ttw opomwn 
optr.ltll\l COtkhuons fUf thrs combustor iIld t.ht prll!'dlCtlOns for tht 
I-lJ COOCPntDOOns .lnd I~ .. un~ from In f'xs'-.1pOLnon or rtllf' 
0; pt11fTWntlJ ~suk s tbuintd tom ~s whtR tM bed depch w ... s 
0.21 m. llw Iftdnr..lnd .Jrftowr"r 1I'~u.rs bom I"JI WIthin Iht Idf'~ 
imlU dISCUSsed ibovt 
Ahhouih lhrR optr.lti,. roodllions .lppty 10 Ow sm.JI -!CiJe 
combustor ulled. rtwre .In rnduaNJ ImpW:"lOn~ 'U(' dw a..rlrf · 
K.Mt combu.stJon oflt.J futollhr prYniry Ont i!ltlul .. ppropn.u~1y 
loutrd s«ond .. ryoll. ... jt'cs cuuld ImprGW 'k.f by"ldlnJ arruJ.uon 50 
turbultnt mlXlfl, .... ou~ rtdlS(ri;)utr .rv unn 01 to tnh.olnct rhP 
burnout CJl Ntl 0100 ~'SidUo1llol5n. As Mnibtd ,mow. loIr,~ rutl 
r.o-oIIlr r .. bOS ~rt ,tq • .lUC'd for ttlK snwl le.iClor 10 C'nsuft ru,h I'/ll. 
In mC'rt w.s nu stlond"'1.lf OlcuL.ibon In IOOUl<try. hUWf'Yf'1 rh ... 
o1 'f f.llKJ could bt rf'ducNt by MJdlbOl1S 01 hiih sprf'd SKoocurY,lIr 
to opum.,~ futl- o.u:hJtr J1\IXl11I: IbIS would rtdUCt lht eo con 
4.tn ........ III) .. nd lht (.Qubu)"IAe- m. Ie"",1 III the- .. "I\. T".lIuk:nu· 
within dlC' rC'oIICtor WIU.t.Isa hC'tp With lht tI'YOedtlnc~ 01 cokJ .ndtor 
hoi spon. which (ould lunhtr lifnl! NO. form.Hion MorC'Owr. rt 
ducl", lhe' .Ir , .. 110 would IInprow lC'n-.x-r.Mutt protlln In the 
,t.v:tor. m.linuinlnc thot hl,h Ctmpeuwft's M'CC"Sury for tntr~ 
rf<ovtry. 
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Ful'i rdlt' lizalion wilh a Binder: Pari I - Identification of a 
Suit ahle Binder fur Spent l\ llIshroullI CUIlIPllst - Cual Tailinl!, Pellets 
"- J I'l' Il N rtn~~." VIJ.I N Sh.1n ll . and Jll11 SWl t h\! llh JJ I~ 
Tkpm11lff"lll U( Clu-nunJ furJ PrilU U £nS:llk'('TUlfC, V",'UJIt) cf Slwffi'I,/, ~/d S I JJ/). U K. 
RU(,U"f'd JjjlllUJn 8,2UUO Rf'l lJrd MIl",,-,crlpt Rt'ulI('d Mlln h ~7. :fX19 
Spent mu,hroorn coml~ .anJ ("0,11 l ;uhn~s art: .. a .... ea rh .. could be u<;C'J .u eocrsy \oOUI"C~ tJU'oup. 
COlnhu~l{\fl In " ftUeJlled-~ Our preVIiOU'o pt-Urtu ..... oo uucht' Iwudlll.:N a tkn'W'1" . }n fn.~le fuel. .... b ... h 
rn~ du", on lnla,rc-n. h.mdhn!. &OJ fttJ ml! '"T'htJs ... !;lu,ahlc hln<kr for lhe:-.c f1\..IIcruh ....... , requl~t 10 
('flh.J.n...c (1dkt prorot:rt~. lB{lr~m: l\.alKl..: !JoOJot' anJ org;tnIC l~cb J b.iKkn .. ere ~dC\:1cJ fur a .... .wg.c: o r 
I~ ... PdlC'fu:.dlOn ~ t:k\· ... ~ lemp<T7IIures .... .:1"1 aI..o a~ 10 (', ,,Ioak" the !K)1 tt'nUl~ uf ilHy h,lIIn Ilr~nt 
an Ibe .a.ltiI .. cQmpooetU of the mU i hroom OOtnpo'at. Small ,lI11ounh IUp k,) I wt r.t t (:If boIh buxkn II'k.' rc.uc.J 
rc1kl In"".\< .. It'enp.lh .. ht-r~ \.larch had nv.J'C rronounct'd Impao.-t~. dnut--lID! (he (('n"'lie ~U'~n"h 10 .J II LPiI_ 
P~Ik1u...oilll'lfl'u d(,\,ateJ lem~ralUrt'S r~ ~-75 "-C). ~C'\u. lmrr(wed o\ernJl pelkot qu.llf) n.lle ",nl ftcand y . 
.Ik"("ii~lnl 1M ItfNk \.In:ngl h In n'i,tt' hfJO l P .a, alttw.Jih .. J. .. JJIIun.ll lemperMlft Incre~ (ur 10 I ~; ec) did 
not rn.uh Ln fu nhcr Im(V"tn'cn)tnh Wbttlkt 41 hmder ur eic\o.lkd lC'mpcr-.1aure.). u-.cJ oiIlhc pdlc1l1i1t ...... n ~ .. £e 
l)o ...uoag..l) dC'1"-"1IJc-nl on abc i...-omrur.JI ,\c ("~~ of ~ op"un~ .. rcl;JII'e kJ InlpfO\'rnIlC'Db III proJW.1 "iudlny .. 
The- dint of lhc~ I"ltnJers on c~lJOQ wil l dJ-.o be: a CltKI61 r.a..."1 ..... 10 con ... tdcT . ", .. hh.h .'" .n~ In lhe 
:M."'\..-ond J'I" ("Ir lhr, MlCf 
I. Inl rod U<1 iu" 
1. 1. 1\-lki l/...,Uuo nnd HhKk·r..... l'dk'tIGAiIOl1.lhc prul~ by 
Yttu,- h ..ohJ rarhcia arc con ..... "'JdIIt'..t . I' emr"n)C11 In lll.iIIY 
InJu""nt'!'i 10 forlO .. morc dur .. hk \U"""IIKC anJ 10 rnharK"(" 
nl.Jfnla l \..h.:lrXICn..'\I I ....... As. WC"h. II ha", 01 range of ru~: II) 
10 f.)o.IIII')I(' §cnr.gc . u .in ",pnrt .. oln(l h.tnJlmg. ( II I to com~lnc .. 
number (,f -.ob.l.u,,:n: .md lUI) 10 rl'\.)d< Iolfl&or ro,.' I ... IOI 
nl..l(('ruk I Whc:-n Ih.I~ I' rc lal("d 10 fud pc-lIni7A1IIC \n . ~lfKally 
bwuta-.." . huVtc\,-r. l be pt" 1Ifl.lry rt'..I~VI I ~ 10 llterCll\(' the- hulL 
.. nJ ellert)' (kn~"I1~~ of ,he- nUNI,,1 to twe ..nrnC'v.h,tf nvtfe 
nlful'u..hk 10 ,h .. of' (().tl J 
If rr""""rt: atune \ .... l« ()(Jf p ..... Jucc (ud or '\Um\..~Of quality .. 
hutok-,., (.Ill tx u..cd In Impro\'C' I'd lC"l pH"'<'T1I~ o1oJ ..... IH~\~ 
itpf'ropn • .lI C' fucl MruHI4I"J", .. B lI1d('r~ IMV(" Ihe "" Ilily 10 Cllh..lQi.'c 
illlf l,)n'K'Tl:.llon rn1't('rllr .. OIn.1 IIJ"(' onm aJ&jl,"d to 11'\011('ft.'lh ror 
Ihe l'uq" ''1< o f n-Ju .... ·UI8 lhe:- -.I\(" ~tly ll' pC' lk'tJl.ullOn ('lIth.tlItOn!> 
Ih ....... OllkJ uthCfYtI...r' t\C' ,t\ll1lrrd Th" u'k.-hlck, '(\.h~init rhe 
f"'C"~urc ;UIlV'1f IC'Jnrer.tfUrC' n«JaJ 10 fOrQl p'''M--.j tlU.ll t4 y pdlet!>. 
Rmdmp: sl!lcnt .. ,If'(' ftfh-n Inherent Yo II hm rut' I .. . , Itch .I ll! hFnln 
10 hlonu" .. or Illr In ('1),11 \\ hh .. ' h till' ht-1I1-Vl(ftm"ll Ttko~ cltn 
t",· * 11\ .. 'cd "'llh Ihe' U~ o f c-Ic\lalcJ 1CmrI(T"'Urc''' 10 ,"11'lf0\(, 
~p-t'k"lW"r.tflo"lfl !lO.J INI'" rot1kc qUOIIIIY. "'tl('("l rl l ... llly IlK- CIInlrn"~' 
"' I\ C 'lrt"n11lh .tlkI tko'I') 
1.1. Spc.· .. 1 ~ I u , hrnlllll CIIIII I""'" 11 111..1 ( '110111 ·1 .. 1Ii1l1-t, a.. . 
)'lI l ·I ,. SI ..... "1 "lII ", hrOOIlI (,Ilmro'" (SMCr-3n "llrU'u hl1 l,,1 
"' .i,Ie'- llmt .. 0.&1 I.uhng.t.. Ihc " " .... "01'" )u tN.sn .. ; (""4 w .. ", IK"d o l f 
III ('0.11 ckllmnF. pru(,C''l.'>C-''''. hUH" the roc"n" .. 1 10 he c,.mh.nC'J 
• ('1I,"rM1ull.hu; .. \MI .... P'bOOrt ......... 11 ... -1:1·75211 Fu .. f .. • .... · I I" -:!:.!· 
1'\tJl Gnull \lop ..... " IW,hc-lh<ld aoI... uL. 
I I I L YIM!. 1_" Y. .. Joh ..... lufl. II G J., .... ~, T"h .. >J. '''.1 .. N 111 .. 2 11-
211", 
,1\ U .. \' . l lU I I Bk~" 81f_"' ~\ 141Uu .. 10 .. In-I I((\. 
1010 fud f'C'IIC"1 s ..oJ u~ il5 411 ellC"r!!y to()urt'C". ror C,(artlplC' . 
ltu\..oufh COIllN.MIUn lJl .. Hm..Jllcd-btd .. \ 1 
T he " a..,"-,c compo-.! rrom mu!Jvoom p..n..l","inl (.u"m, 1\ 
coml"'l-.oJ or 1"''0 laym' iI ,ulhll.'e .md iI c.l "' l n~ 1.t)"C'T .. The: 
""'~ ... ~ UIi H"H~ l,"n"'Clly of "na"' . ') J~n. hor"< n...,lUre. 
fW"'kry hu('1". a~ hmr 1h..J1 are ml'(t\t and ('omf"<"lC'J .. fief 
Ythadl" J'C' ';u c ... m~ l iI)e( I~ a..kkd to lhe ~rfJ("(" f(lf nlu",hn ..  __ 'tn 
,U h ,\' 011 K"IfI .. ' 6 Doc(' the nuln<nh luvC' bern conli"ulOC:..J. lhe' 5,,"1(' 
I'" dl"'~ of In I~ndflll "'lIt .. Of" I" rru~ a.1l tan IIgOt.ul1ur.JI 
fC'11Ili Lc r. whl'- h arc' i"ooth unw ... aINl~c.' wtd harmful 10 Ihe 
c n\ Ironmenl .. Tho: fcnc-n l cn \"lronnl<"nt.l1l1nplu: ...... OfU ur lanJ-
hll1l18 "' .. ",Ic ~ Yocll L.nuwn .. SpruJlOg SMC un u!U"~ u llur .. 1 
1,'1.1 ('.111 h..y(" fl(lfmrloll deu Imenl .. 1 riTa I .. IJt'I It ... ·ul w.tit'n..·'MIr'W'\. 
.I~ ttK- rho-phoru, flrkl nl l,al('f, th.II nrC' C"{,mnlt\11 In fn" I IIe'~ 
kok..h Into local n\er ncty,wl~ C4U"i.mg C"tltropfUl:lfllon'-lIlC 
pn"·("",, \Iohel't·~) nulncnl", tnrk..' h ItIt- w.ltr. cn .. Nmg t'\('e~'U \c 
~ jll\l pr\l"1h. In l"-",rw. .. 1II .t, .• IFM. "hl, h redl .... ·("'\ Ih<' t..ll h o h('(t 
Ol )$C'11 CI"lf)lcnl O( Ihc: \Io..dcr.lhc-rrhy Illtuhlllng Ihe l.k-vch,,-"1C111 
uf lI .. h tllI,1 ol tK-r .'rj!.III1,m ... II WI n't lultC' l1"y~l· n .. FuuhC'rmu .. ". 
IhI: lI:('ncnllllMl Il( SMC ( •• r e~i...'CC'tl, " '" dl.'lIlund u ... II rf" 11 ,h /t' r. 
whcrc Ihe ,-'tlrrent gCJl(' rJ lh'n rru~ in Ihe U I\ i!> ~f'" O(MJ It'll"" 
unnulli. " 1, 'nt \ lIlluldy ~ L ~ fu r ~\',.ry I L8 u( lI1u:.h' vum ... . ' J)uc 
In lhe 1.ll k fir J1 U",lallldhl(' ",u...at rn3n .. ~rllw:n l ... 1ol11I1I01l . ,h ... ' ''' 
( ' ) h nllot")'. K N . Kyu. t . .!It.h ..... lh. V N . 't~lIhenl""Nl L.. .. J ' I,ml"/'w 
I ", trM •• , loti". 111 11 11 .. .. '11' ..... \1'1 
(-I I ' "II1M)' . K N . ""kIf"ltI, v N. -, ... JltwmhanL.. J 1.:,,,,""'''1.111.' I..IW'f' 
l"''' . HI'I.IIt'Jf~ .. 
("" l lliltA I)"," ... 'n-.: ... "~ Lm,nJloIIll"flI .. ' • ..".ill .,... W ....... Atl.:. .... ' 
~' d)t <ituJ.ao •. ;e Nut( f\I~(~1 Sc.,'rn ..... ) ... t ~bl" .. ' ( Jl.lldol""'(' h ..... 
M U-J ...... 411 "urI..."... ... 1: M iUtUf_ ..... r< 10016.10:1. AuILol ...... h ltpJl ......... <J... l r" . ...... 
\ ullrllv ..... lfIUk:nlliun .. tu-IIII )'II "I"-JI~no."C'\IrJ t/l~~J I~I , 21101\ .. 
, hi h r,iIIll&' t\. . !'IIUM .. U A " M ... .. uk) . 11 J ",.,,, Lt'l/r,.,. M,. ,.....,Nd 
I ·,.. ... .. IJj I ~I .. 1 :\\K.- I '\Jr. .. 
(11 \\ 11I • ..III lIlo,. Be . M~Mulhlf\ .. ' T • t.h..-C..tK,.. S !Jw"mm Tn h,..J/.. 
2uII . N . ~11 ..... 1\O. 
10 IOl1 k tCJW02OL l ('(:" \-WU ~ 1009 Amc(k.-..n <"'hC'lJUt"aj So.."I("'l('t)' 
Puhh..h.::,j on Wch (J 4jJtl7J~ .I"') 
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An(){hf, Utdus tlloll lmphrtluon IS the' s.lOO ~ MPlh nd tht 
di-plh -to--dunW'te-r 1.1l1O .. J'ltf'VlOUS I,uor. lu,t Sugg.t'\U r.aoos no~ 10 
1 l"l\SUft P,.o~ OuK1luulm h KhK"'Wt"d. "ThI, w.U ( 1t.1I1), sub 
U~ncU~ 'Nlth tnt ~~U r • .IO hert .. AJ such. rii(lOS Io>«tr lrun 1....f7 
lOWd bt ~ fo, "'ITa .. suit cumb4J~ors Fu.th~lnlCJlt . w11M tht 
~tml up 0( wOOrM.orY--1C.le rt'SUlu u. tmp~ to prt'dla tht 
bth.JvkHU of IndusDUJ-K.!Jt (ombuJdon planu. it is wwlty rou nd 
ttwt .-ombusuw ptrfamunct" Bnpmvt'd Nld mt u'.t or .. dupt' 
~ (whilst: m...unu.lnln.:i' bw Mpth (D-(1u;mttn flOO; WI. runhtr 
wnprovt ltlt tftlclefh."'Y 10 urJ-t'r rt.cCOrl. Thotst rHWU n<h(.ltt ttU( 
Ik"f br lhHt ptlw-n IS tltrt.w!y qwt:t h¢h. thus 0P'l")ISing d'l<t op--
t-uo", (On<LuoM cA .lll IndU5(II" fc.i(l,.. could tMUJ"t tht d'h 
d trxy Jctu~ IS U'lO"ultd fwthtr. 
6 .. Conduwool 
T1v bllowlnc (onduu:msun bt dr.w.-n from tNs Uu3y .uoSM( 
((WI t ..... pdt( combusbon In. wbor-MDry· !ao(oiIt H\.tdiwd· btd 
• For thr COn-bmtol C'mpk)~ .. t he optunum pellet ~l.1e W~ 
JD-35kllh (170-200k&/m'h ) ..,d ,I,. moOl 'pproP"'''' .. f 
fIowntf W,B 4OO ..... S2Sk&lm1h. lo C'osurr.n ,n, '.IOW.1t ~tlS( 
25 ( I~ f'XC~ n')' 500 I'll'" 'kt 01 97\ could be- oKhW"\'f'd. 
lOWl"r .l1r r .ill1O'S could bt- uSoC'd (or lf1du~D"wl K .. I~ combustIOn 
o f 1M brl. WhK h would c-nsure tu &h ttmJ)r,..r;uru Jrt 
mllnuk'lm .. 
• A Io'olollrr Ix-d dt'pOl (0.22 m. bed depth to-dlolll'ltwr ,.00 of 
1.47) producrd bf!o rr It'SlIlts.. SullO, up ro .1 prxIlC.1I SC.l1e 
plmt would metln the" dept h 01 tM bed (wid br sll1I'nunl1y 
Incre.astd. whlb c r'f\in U lnin& 01 Jaw <kpc h to-di ,untSt, r .. oo. 
t huJ irnpfO\'ina me 'ler: .. 
• Acid J.lH" (NO •• so. ,nd ~K1) wt'ft found U'I limltt'd <orKt n-
t,.MlOns. sl .... r Ihr m.1I0nty o f t l\es(..o s p«1t'S ~nlool," In the .. sh. 
t hus mlflJn'Wl IU de",,,n, Wi ll ~ reqUired. 
• P,mlcuLllecol«1k>nwiU be required btforl' mC'otuuSl (.I n be 
tmKtl!'d CO tht oltmOSpht rt to upru~ OyJSh .. The prt~nct of 
ollhU OW'tJl O'ICidn IS Hktty 10 r"uk in rouhnWlI~glOlt-
• St'conduy ,lIr .te" would Incrr'o1l~ thit (uC'1 tlnd r('\idu.lI '" 
burnout by turbu lrnt mixlI1l- cnhoanc:inl t~ '.lU olnd rrduc:m, 
poQuunt forlTWuon 
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CNnks .ISOIO (0 Dr Chol"lkook Ryu tor crchmuJ .SSllwoce, Mdllby 
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n=,-tn" 1. ~ftll'h ~J'I' III~ tht lln,*'U. lOll the; krl!olk ""(' r~th .p,j 1ok11M1)' of ~Ml~-" ... I , ... hlli pcllt'b r'If tal 1M c.u,o~ ~,J., hu...kr .OO (bl 1M 
\1"l..h b..lOkl The 9 V" oonflJencc I ","~ arT .J.~!I ~ C'lTor b.u\ 
'III liMn 16 (unt ·\Id.!J r~nmkJ'" \holmhct In t'It"tl ("II~\ . durJhIIllY I~ 
~"rr~~\o!J ., I t.- 1\'trJ~e ~fu~ lIl .. tte 1T\,1\J fem.lInlng o( Iht 1..lIJI 
,..lInrk~ Thb win IJitUi ho .. the n',,,lh Iw-rein art' n~r"Jftt>d 
J. Ih· .. ull 'l ;we l Ui'tu .. .. ihll 
.'.1 . ( ·Hmr. lri~1I1 II' ' ''"r~~IIH: Mnd Oq:;lR k IUndt"r~. Up 
Itl I ¥I' '1 o f h"lh binder" IInpmv("J the l('n~lle tr.llTnlllh (.111 
J"~"n.c'nl ... ( I'dk1 \'ohC'Mon rd .. II\ C to .. IIC) . hut fUl1h<r 
.uJIIWU .. 'WC.a.I. .. ll.,j the pl'l lcu (Fl gw-C' 1 •. UI~lIe trenJ .. .. ere 
~('n for lhe II("n"ll ), in ho.h (flOW:". Slarc h IIlcH·.I~d Ihc 'C: lh.k 
"Irt~n!!,lh mnce ~(1 lh .1n the cauIJ,&: ~llla . The caUhl,C' !IoOI.1.I I ~ Hhle 
III hnl),lln Ihe "'aleria ls tH akl.I~@.k'!II~mfion anlllt11llfOH I'('IIC'I 
&411.i11l) ,. 11 hll\~('H· r .• ho M;'(,l1 lh, ,, I» noC d" C'r(~·('II \('.I'4 Ihe . IUH·h 
huwlcr SI:m 'h, "",h,ch 0'1'1)(''''' txUC' r Dille 10 rrovk.k INoe llindlll!o! 
fll ll<.tIOll , , .. lhou2-h1 1t1 a"'~I'" p.mklc cohc .. lOn h)' ..oluhlh1..III(ln 
anJ ('ry. ' lI lIll..Utoll wlthm l he: I ~cl lct . In " • .hllvn 'u l)hY"t\,.f~ 
d""·lIlh_-.l1 eh,mgC'!» Ihruugh aJJltll.JnS (If woller 1- 5 IIIL uJJll lOn 
, ..... 1 ,~5 g ofllJurdl 'oIIK!» u,<J b~'H'J .... Ill/'Ir 1 K:'~I( 'Il\ ex.flnillt'd 
lrluw). t ! .& 
111, Tann .... nn.:ul . M . IbtoK'f. F . J C'L«R. P D , 1I.u1ITWtR. II . H('41m. 
T 8HIM .. ' .. 8"l(l'Iu1tf)' 1~, 3/1 ( II ~ 1)()..I-'J71. 
A~ "cn (rom t hC' Q'i'l. ,,·onlhJa.~llCC IlIn."" 111 F igure ::! . Ihfrt' 
¥oMe nOI(,,,, ,trthy V8n,"lm .. In It!< rC'''-UtI'I. due hi lilt lad. u( 
~mogcn<ny 10 Ihc- m.ih.'"f1i1 I .. C4lfl~quc~UlI). 'Ulgl('·flk"nr 
ANOVA IC<IoIl! \,HTC' II~ 10 auC' .. \ Ihe lIi,:nlf .... luK·C In Ihc 
dlrr~rt'ncn l'Ic1,-,cx-n I~ l'(I11J IIf(lIl~: O. 0 5. und 10 ¥o f ~' o f lhe 
binder, "' crt" eomp:lr,,-J The ()"Iy "ig lllfi\.t\ul ~ltfrcrcOl..(, "',I' 
found 10 I"'C' for l('nMIc .. Ifrngth, hc'1v. ('C n nand 1.0 'oil . ~ of 
It.lH h. U'lOsnn l)' D '11110111 umnunt 11(11",,(' hlnJe'r\ , .. l1ocnt'flCh, l. 
.Is. (llLllily (.Ill he df .. n\olIl~_lIy Iml'lf"OHd Wll h muulllill ,,'00..1\. 
,"",LomB lhew: "'mdcN n :unollllcdl 
An I:IJ IIII,II1ul1 of Ihe IlUI\IIUUIlI pdh::t flil c hC' .~ hl W.I' 
C,ldNI , hctl U\ ln8 ~I' 2-5 ( r .lrole 2 1. Uot h rom!.Jel"s ~ .111 t~ u",cd 
III lIt1pmve Ihe: l'CUel rl t)l lCnl~ Ulk.! m&:rcu"",' lhe:- ht'I~ ItN of Ihe 
1", lkl pile ... Utrt;C'r Ul \I'".I\~· l n(,Il'" "' cre ltulClI" 1111 .al.IJII I\lI1';' llf 
Ih\: (I rgan~ "1"re h bllldC'r. COlOrnr('d 10 the uM.I"'h .. · !>OJ'I. T he 
1K: lghl ('I f Ihe pc' lIcl pile "an he lIlu'C't...cJ knll!»Kicn: J (1II111cr 
hd(lwl. .. Imo ... ,1(',Ilhlo;.l u .. ing I '011 1 t.l n( Slur,-h. wilhnu. 
dOlQlnglng I hn~ .11 Ihe holl.lltl R.I....:, I on 11.c .. e' rc.;.ull ... 11 K" 
(~~) Th{.nu •• M .~nd.TI'.«' I. A F R AlfUII 1.· ... 1 \4" T~.I,n.oI l " .... 
61. t\t)... 111, 
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In I crm~ ".f J en" ll)' 1Uk! lC'n ... 11c ~u\' n!llh "'llh I CIHJ'C'fll fUf(' 
denlltlln .... TIlI'lI Wd~ true ((II' hoI h pdkl "~lmJXI"llhlU'. nit hough 
II \" .l!ll more: pn1 n('1un ... cJ for the SMC. a.!ll Ill(' brl'al IInpfuve-
nl('nh WCle .cen here . As explored ,llk.I\ C' . il I" th.-, uglll Ih .ll lhc 
1 1~1l 1O .lOd cC"llil h,,-e J"n-,"cm lit the hh ltllll,,"- m I hl \ 1.'11",,", lite 
\101W \,onl l,unCnl o f . h~· S~ IC "Uh .. trul\-l'.nflcn 'l In iII,1 Ihe 
lt~ltlll1rlutlil" o( p.lfl h 1(''1 h)' fllltn.,. \'11111 "p.u;("!» wllhm Ih(' 
dt.·II" l h(-'~1 pc·IIC'I. "hldlllK'l1 l'(lOI~ and ,", Ii"hlic~ . Till), 1110 Iht'l/phl 
I' I ~' SlIlu litrh'llhc- cffC'\l~ o f l.lf-bln"bnl1 dllnn~ the f" llctl/ jlll l~n 
'1f ,:001'1 ill d e'v,,,{·,II(,nll'ICr.lllIr<"" 1) On III(' b.U.h "tf ttlt·"", r~~tI"' . 
Iht" u l)llll\um 1'O(' lIc ' I.I~u,"t) .('n lpcr-.l.urc ,,, NO(md 7~ C, uh houJ:I.h 
\"H I IIHpro\·('lI\cnh. otl'C 'o('-'('n III JII'" ",S "c, p.ul i j,.ul.u l ) f t'l II I(' 
S~ I C. .a~ Ih('r c " oulJ he- a 1.lrpcr prOpnl11tlt i uf Il pntn un.1 
\ellulo,c ple'CI\! , 
tH, TI_ I\l6." ~ I . ,.u \ 1 .... 1. T. \Wldo.'t 1\.\'1. A F Ii Ib",,, r r,(/l., 
T~. hH.,1 11 ••. i'li. ~J-7". 
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IWmt>tr I. p:Url. H:: I(~~I 11!\ )'i 11.\1f'l 
h.~..p. ui pdkt "Ie (tn l ... :¥l.' 311.1 ...... 
Tbc ... u ntlJcocC' limit' In figure 3 .. hc.w thl: van;lllOO III lhe: 
1 '~Jb ¥o('fC' l4r,c. rwtl •. :uJ.ui~ (('If' the Icn~1c Mr('ngth, of lhe: 
Sr.-IC pcllct~ .. Ithough lhe .\erotgo """~g(,il Ioo lz..blc dlfrerclK.C'I 
bct""crn the lemrcrdlW'aoIC1>Il"lI. ttu, '.I.Il.dI(Ifl 130 pnR'kU'dy duC' 
to lbe hct~rnell) uf lhe 'n.alm.tJ ... A~ Wkb. ANDV). Inh 
.... 'Cl'C n..-nplclcd iU 6l"oM'~'" the ~CQI~.d JJrTcn;.nu'lt hc1""C"C'n Il'x 
Im'1('V~'l:meOh 10 dCll:o>,Ihn Ant.J Im .... lc )lrrogO" o f rtlkl!. uwc 
011 RT. 45. lind 7j C ()e..1"IC the .app.u~Dt l.tIgc \oU'l..Juon In 
r~r-... p;.an ... "Jan)' In lbe Iet\~1t: wr('n:l1h~. IN:- ANOVA IN'" 
mJtLoIlnf Ihere .... crt' "" ..... ...ak.-.tII) ~glllf~.utC. dlITcr('f)("O. tlC'1\t,«n 
the: dcn"tiC'S and I('~k SU("R~IM o( SMC J'lC'lkt '" m.Al~ al RT 
anJ ",5 cc. .. nd .. ho ~""CC'D 'hO"oC ma& ... RT .lad 75 co c. No 
•. hffctcncc Vt ..,.. ft:UMJ h .. l'W"c\('f' t'tc1:wC('n lhoo.c uuJc ... -15 .md 
75 C . uvhC"'oIUng Uut 45 · C coold bt" u.;;ed 10 "'Inuln,. effa ... . bt.. 
\l.lth 1"","Urnn! {('v.a C'()Oj,I ~. The: rC'jUli s fur SMC-co .. 1 tarllnF 
ptlku sI)lMoJ no ~"'K,.j dltT('~o III the' Jrns tt ....... or IC'INk 
... tcngths .al bny tcmpcr .. ur~. 
'lll.e nl."imum hc IS ...... ofthc:: rclkl rib \l.cre lhen compuled 
h..r..cJ on'~ re--.uh s rT..!hle 11. A, ~nMiC('d hy lhe' 'en. ... lle 
.... ' .... nglh.J and d('n..\iluc·~. J"t'lId5 nu.dC' 31 t'lc-vUIM tempcr ... ur~ 
H5 "Illl 75 ·C, ~Id be ..tole 10 w.lh\taoJ 'i1~rufk4lnIly hatl'x r 
pdld ri les .... 11 ~:\U1 ~IRP lLun;J1cd. SMC pt"1It'u prrfornW"d 
("oo" ... enll), t-or-ncr 1h..IR the ml '<lurt' o r 1h<'1;.(" ........... Ie' . pi'tnlCulari) 
al 7.5 C. ",hc::re 1lC' 11C' . .. arc Ihnop.hl ... hi.- ahk: 10 wilh~tano..l PIle 
hnght ... in C'\CC':S'Ii of 300 In Plk--. ('I ( , hi" ma,.nlllKlc 'wHuld 
ok IO(hly 001 be rr.w:ti~k. hUI tndkalc th ... !olonn!t Iht'...c 
1 __ lIr .... to pie ... v.· .~kJ nne he lIClt1n'lC'nl.ll'n ,hclr qualllY Thl'" 
' '' nlJ'C'r.tlurt' OII~o 1,."( .......... kr .. toI)' tJll.·re--.....ro lhe rile: 1'lC12 hl f(or 
SMC-("()..j,1 t .. lling pe IlCl.~ . "hh:>u2h n('l( 10 the ~l(' ('llenl A, 
-.c'C': n fruln thl" 1.Jhlc. hl tth 1C'1 ..... le Mrt'ngth't ;lrt' rrqllutd to !'oI '''':'' 
Ihr pc-1IC'1111.. .. lch~lph dt"p.-ndmg nn the 'YI'I(' n r "'t'lfil~(,. dur..olhl)' 
u)''ly .tI ... . 1)(' 01 f '.clot. rankuhu ly (khv("Y 10 Ihe " n ralle foK'lhl y 
11'W'rt arC' a r.ln!le o( .... ot'al!t: .""I(tn~ for jlu... h p""C'I" : theo,,(' 
indud~: (II .. irn(~e n['Cn/rc,vt'r('(1 ... tnr('<l. \ll.h.c h are che,'r and 
(ltd ddl\'C'f)'" "f".J'gldnrw .. "t· (II) un~IN~IY4InJ hunt..."'. '" hl,'h 
1lI.IJ..e flM:'1 ,khvcry e.'IooY hut ure un ly « .. nnnm: (ur I. lrttc·,,~u lC' 
,y,c('ml; till) ht'l(tk· hft twn". ",hl"h un: pt'lk:lkal If Ihere I' 
"(,"iHIltt\1 swrugc ~\'K"t' hUI (-an 1.;\IIloot' dlfli~·uhl e.oc wjlh dC'livt' f) ; 
(In ... 1 ("., hnPf'C''' ' winc h :,I,n (·nrnpl ..... · .. IC ,Icllwry (iptlonoc .1ml 
«" IIIIn:: "'p"clfic m lichinC'ry. hUf •• rc o l\('n u-.cd \10 he'n IhC'n" I' 
lun l'C'd ' ['oiC(" 1I\·iu luhle .1' The U~ of ,'l ily o( Ihe~' uption .. wnul.1 
dc •• f1y r(,\.In\.1 lhe maximulIl ,.-:Ikc pile hd@ht und Illu, Ihe 
npt. lmulIl hc,tlhc ll f lhe rud pile wcot,M 1)(' IClw("r ,han h ... lh lhe 
m;nlll1UIIl I'l le 1lC"lphh ('" k~\lI.lleJ hcrr anJ the hrl!o'hc hmit(,11 
hy Ihe Sloru(l( (""Ilil ), . 
Dumhiltl), C'x pr rimell is (·otIlJliIf\"{1 rc=1IC't \ lUi"k- III rnnm 
ICnl l'ltmlllre In Ihose m atle 81 the ol'fimUlil {lnd ('le\u' ~lf 
h: mpcr.llurn. 75 Imel I ~j "c. 1\."'J,pr..· ... ·11\ l"Iy . fur hoth SMC und 
S~ t C-cO'II 1.ll l1n8 IUIXlt.re:", lTable -I l. Pdlc'h m ...... k <.II 15 '- C 
wcrC' 11'\001'\" ,",,,ruble. IQ'Inl,t ... ignif\(""nll ), k'l'" mll~Jo OVf'f unlC' . 
I~o;) "....:~ . Il (" R (IInr /trhl_tf" . All Uu'lm~' ' 1· ,h,. nU"" 0 «luI 
I'rurrh,. ,., A/{.'lIi}IJt ·IIUt' - .~ RtwJtd 1.'1 rllt' ",'" SHlttul ('. ,,11 H, ,,,;,./', R"""cJr< " 
mlllll.-/>t'I,'fltIVlIf. Nllllunal ('1101 Ro.vd I,ondHl . IWl 
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(()( both co~uom ( Onlp.lrt'J 10 tho)C m.ldc .. room 
lemrcrulurc . .rU ",bo,'c. further hc:..LIln~ Joo not pruJUl..C' 
adJ ltIOOOl llmprovNne:nu. in pcll~ quabl). tho~ nln:mc heiilUlg 
( ..... 125 ' C) o f the nYln'l.&J .. ,'I. dl~h .sDla,('t)O~. both UI lC'mb 
l..If f'C'lkc qualalY anJ rnt:,iY C'),pcnJIIUrt' (mJ coo.-..cqucndy 
pclletluuOfl CO!I.Ci). SMC pdk:c.i .... ere m~ dur.sblc ltu.n the 
mUlurc, lhe:: qU.1..hfy o f Vthl (. h \Ioo~ also rt'f\ecled m lhe n:$ult, 
o( Iht I~h .. OO\·C'. 
Thoc: ~tuJa <k1lt«l""r .. 0..1 IIWI pcllC'1U .. lIOU aI d cv .. IN 
l('mrC'n .. urC':~ (ur (0 75 ~C, ,,",n hcflC'f)CI .. 1 10 rdkt \lu.llIlY In 
Icrrm or denslly. taNIe ~rcn~h . pelkl .... k -ur .... .....t JurolllllllY 
(o r It\(o'lo(' malen",h. ,"I I ~s.c lC'mpcr .. lurn. II wa' though. 1h.1,1 
any h~nln prncnl In lhe SMC ""lficOC"d .. nd ..... 1aJ II" ..I .... nda. 
Iw,TTa"l1111 the lell'l)cf"dllUC' hcyonJ 7.5 • C. ht' .... ·c\rr. dkl nut 
IR-.pm\(' pellet Cftt.llity furthn'. A\ I~'('f Ictnl1('rill urC's .. e dlCoIp<T 
II) " .... tnlo.Llll • .J 'ghc lC'1Il1'C'ro!ul~ In..TC..l">('''i 011'(' C'.lvc·m~n4 1/1 Icnn!o 
of J'<'Uct qUo.Ihly ..Ind pcllctu4IIon ... '0\1\ . 
JoJ. Err .... :1 .. I' I"r lld i/ wtiu" ul .. J ... uttt:d T t"lIIlwnttu rl"l 
"it lt ill IHnd\·r. On lilt' I'.", ~ or lhe ll""nuII' tClnpc.OoIlllrt 17~ 
t.C ) and an nplinlUn1 amouRt of Ihe Nndcn ( I Wi ~ ).. ,lc1ernuno.! 
uNl\C. I I:M~ "cre l..·.JrTll:d OUI hI IIWC\.I'tlll le ,he cUllltlln.II"JIl or 
d~. 10 '0('(' If fur1hc, IInprov("lIIclIl loo ... 'Ould be lII.iIlIl." lu pdl t"1 
'lu.aIIlY. The u-.c of It.: bmd"" c,ou l'kd "'lilt dt.:\atnilclUp ... -r* 
,!lurC" pru ... h.k.nlllnpruvemc.nh 1II 1K"lIct qu.allty l· .. m l).u(·J 10 Ih ... • 
11 '0(' uf 11k"K bln..Jc, ...... lullc. ulthoutlh I'dJc'".o1lllJlI u~ntl '''Ily 
deulnl ((·1111''' .. . 11111('' '"~ .... , g~IK'r.t ll y loolll'll.·flOlt tT .Ihle: 51. L>tn: lhll · 
II)' lInJ Jc.·II~II)' . hoW('ver. ........ ·re '-C."('lIlu 1I111,,"(I\'e: (HI bU4h !;llntk·,.... 
a 75 ' c. ANOVA l('"I" ~I",v.(,,'\f Ih'" Ihe Inll'If\.I\'('m ... · nloc K"C'n 
wl lh Iht' U'o(' o( IClIIl'cmturc .lIId Ihe blOJC'n (I':OIllI'.aI CJ 10 Ih(' 
htnJcl"l u« d .. I !)tom IC'nII'CI.IIU(C) W.llI unly "'ltn llt('.aUI hlr 
Jeu~iI)'. nut Il·n ... ilc !ot rC'n~lh . 
JA. IM .... lllinlll J,t I Itt' f )IHlmulU 1· ... · II"tI'.II I ~1 1I (1 Indi· 
d Ull'. On Ihc h.a~i" nf Ill(' re ... uh, o f Il'l.! pr(,\"01 I~ in\'C'toUll illlnn 
lUlU pelietl/,"Ilon pur-ullelCC' .. fllr Ihc 'ot" W.l .. lc:." Ulk.lthc ~1.lUIll .tl n«.'J 
(rulII Ihe uhO\c c). l'C'nll1ellt .... Ihe 01'1111111111 pdlclll .. !lIOO ... · uudl -
liOn., for SMC l.UW coollll lltngllo cun N: dcl ... · lrnin~-J . "The .dhu"" 
uf I v. 1 'l of.1 huw.kr Itl 'hc S~ I C-"o.IJ I .. i l ing nu, nUl ftiliher 
t'nhon.."C lhe- llufl lily of tin:. (1k'1. wllt'n pt'lIcl !<o .In,." IUlilluf.Il'1un. .. 1 
:K'\.·nn..hng 10 Ih(" i..'onduions oUllined in T ilhJ(" I . St{\(~·h. 1ft 
1'~ lt("ul,U'. IInpruvcd Ihe l(" n ,lIc 'lfTuglh and ,--.: Ilcl luk . up 
Ic .... III .... 11K' tnl,.'(:holnbm!'o o f "'hkh w('re e\pl •• i lll."J .Iho,\·c. 
'Ihh ... 'tl~h lu:u lk' r bin ....... r illlllrO"f'd pe lk l d(,1I 1oo i'y . 11l\." U:ooC ()r 
d cvlltC::I' Icmj'l('riIlUrt<;. ('\'en jm.1 4 ; "'c. Ilr.ulMIh.·atly 1llIl'f'Im;""d 
ho)Ih the Icn:.ile ~tren glh Hnd dl:n ... ity o{ Ilt' II~ l s .. ip.nilictlnll)'. 
t\ BiIl(Ju J(lf s.\tC-O)(l1 TaWltg P fltt'fJ. 1\", , E""~~' " Flub. VI,L 2J, 2{J(JQ ~l~O ' 
ToIMt' 5. " ('t,ulh r,.r O\· n~ I). T"R,ik ~1",~'h .. l·dl ... 1 Pil .... ·., ~I\d ))urailitil) .. r SMc- t .. !d 1' llilil'l: 1' ... ·Udli l\1..d .... "ith " nind"r itt 
Ek·\':.o tr d T C1nl"'·..-oI1Un. ... 
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p.utKl.II.lfly flir the SMC .. kHl~-morc t.hao the liM! of lhC'o;,c 
bmc.lc~ Dur~ht)' ,".b n~1 mtf'I'\I~'N uwng /I htoJer .... cknalcd 
tcml"efwwet.. Wlh .. )0sh 11u, (orubtU')UOD dtJ QQ( funllt'r IlnpfO\C 
pr-1IC't tcn"lk ~ lrcn1Z 1h 
·h C('41!dlkn:...I.lh('j\C'. N~h ("n.nrro...'W\c/ten ... lC' lofrcn i/ lh, I1rc 
requtrtd for ~nn1 pdleh '" "boUl d.an\.ljma thc'm. as t~y JlC: 
ol lC1l M ..... l e..! UI loar,c \u)ulfI(!Io.. When the pc-IICI' ~ ""urN. II 
IS IInportanl thy( the plk heighh BI"C' Iuwf'r lhan the: m,ulmd 
OII1 I1nc::d 10 T ~k, 2. ~ . /I~ ~ . let C'n",,-w(' thai ["'Ikt qua.hly 1'4. 
ml( COflll}fomr..ro . olIlbou~h lI\..1ay uf I~ triShb VtooM ~ 
Inl,1(loNH(' (o r CO'ClcJ ..tUf"oi:lc Pdkt ptk hC"I!ltv 14VU'J 011 ...... 
he rcsInc&cJ h~ the <UOItli!C (..K'1llly . .u con'Kkrcd ~e Swr-.. ~c 
rC'lf u kn~hy perioJ ("o( lIme" nrc r('cnm.n<'t'Il.kJ . ;I.e II c-:ln he 
dC'lrllncnlol.l to p:1IC( qu..tlity. fUl'1C'UJ..&rly durubdil) 21 For 
1J.m~rort .. uon. hdndJlR~ . and (ttdlng. (or C'\aOlpie UWl2 a ~rC'w 
(('NC'f'. Jurolhtlily f1Ncd hy ~'tan .. ""C ICl oatwa\tnn ant! mo.ho1n~ 
k:J.1 InlfOC1>\) (ltd)"'" n'\I.lff' o f iU\ Inlp'H1.anl m~. E\It'n~\ e 
h.smlling dnd rc-C\.hn~ ph..a'O("oo\:"" ~lktnnIC'RI.tJ 10 I'dkl ~uoli"y. 
par1Kul..,-ly I( pellc, durahlhl Y ItO 001 hliJ:h. TIll. ~· .. n ~..d 10 IhC' 
'.vm..lfl'," or Ju .... . v.hlc h m.ay c"'.~ mcCtuwltcbl prvhkm.,. ~ 
.... dl 111 lcaJ 10 a re:du.:-IJOn In lhe .unounl 1'( (lI('l thai ('.lfl be 
\ l.hl) faJ Ill"" Ihe "'l .. nhu~or. 
It ' t. vll.;,1 lhotr the (otKhltOn" ulooCd (or pclSctl,.oItoo J'fNUCC 
..I1'I""llrlJte tC'..uII"l fur hnth 4u..t.1t1), a~.!io("Io""lCn t ... ~nlcnol (ten ... tle 
""I:llgtll .md Juro.lhlhl) 110 11110111111(' thfll ... ulhC'tI v. llh .LlI ",spa, I, 
o( ;.' uf'ln ~ .Ind U" "$ Ihc'iC pellett. th.al 111...)' t>c Jctrunc nl.ll hI 
rdlct qu,lIll1y . When In vfillpoI,ing thl' f~o, S~1C - ... ·o.J IJl hn i! 
I'('lieh. dC\. .itC'J l e R1J'C'r~tlUrn 145 - 7!'i CI iml"ro~,-J fuel ~U.llil y 
IhI:' n'Hl'o,I . Ullmn .. Co, hQlh k,'I1"-lic:- ,trength and Jur ...... III) . l~rll C 
Ihe , ulX'nor mftuell(C' '' (l( peUcll/U .. "n oM C'lc volle ... 1 t(,IUI '<".tIUfM . 
Ill(' pnx c...s C'\ (ltlOnltct. . ..I~ ex ph,t('J helvw. Me lIt...rl y to 1'1(' 'hI: 
tln\ 109 f.l4,. lor in tht l\e(· I" .. 1Il m.-lolnil 
.' _IIi. 1.,,,*' " 10111 1,' " Adding 0 11 )- rrrrrll(eq"n$ ph.K<' In I~ 
IIllhnMlon "f fuel " i<l nl'll n ·l'H!unu ... · ully fd,'nru ... lc .• Ilh .... ullh II 
liMy t'IC' .. uC\.(' ..... ly . The CO"o l ~ o.I ..... or..·lula.! w.lh p<'1Ic111o.l ll''ln 
IIlCtC'..Kot' ,"llh Ihe (pmpkxlly oflhC' f"0('(' ''~ ' Ahhn4.l s h 1\ ~impk 
r~.'lklll.u"un Up N.lllllfl - j'llf ("", .. mple" II I1 n n hm ... k-r III d("\'.II~J 
ICIIlI"", .. lu, ,,,,,,- ,, dlC"I' , Ihe hC.:ti lll~t.\lil y pdleh iU\: IIlo( ne("'II-
~n l y fnrnlCl..I. 17 .1" ",""Cn 1\I..~rcln . 11k ' tIC blnJ .... '" 'UC' IhtHl phllo he 
lI"I -c f((',·tlVC . IllIh.11 they art' ...-lx·up In Jlf(l('urc unJ nu' l· .J~y 10) 
.Ipply ( ... ·'tli he '1mpl)' l.llfllblllC'J "ilh Iht' 1\10(1 nUI!C'f'IHh 4lunn~ 
the 1Il!\i11!l I,h.low:') .... h.le UIlI""\!\ illS pe llc-t 'ludhIICIoo. lIoud , <Ill. 
1t'1I .. 11 ... • IIcrC'ngth. OIl"l·Ulllllk· ' I.'I~ 1 ....... IIe.lh ... • ... · ... '1 uf ~.~O v.1 ',l 
r. II,,) SMC-cn~t l I lIIhllt' pc-II("I rrfll.hK,inll (hn-.o.1 nn ... ·111'11 011, 
l·.ltl ... uml""nn . orc=mci llg-inc ilh liIl8 Ihe dl')ef .tntl J'<'lkli/.lllnn 
SJ"!lc~lIlld 1lt.JIIU(,lm'll.t' l·f~hllil. Ihr.lllht 10 he nh.\l1! £4-1/ lo{ 
pdlel" u;dl.l(lll1):1 Uan1oopoOl, .. llllO ~~o'I' . IIKII: .... my 10 (."i&11 of 
p,:lI c I'4." Ilh Il'o.ln~ llOI1tn8 Ihe SMC 10) lll, k~.IO T hC' ('010.1 ur d ry-
tng Ih('\c ",.JI('nlll", wa!\ u.'tlllIl'K"tl .Ibovc. The rll<."'PY C04 I"UUl,l-
IIlll l ... Iunng Ihl." pcl k lll.\lWfI l~klM! ur UP(· ' ''.JItU", l!o nl.M uloouti ll y 
\~t'l 1 ...... ~ m"'lI. L, SmaU'o\""-.J. M WOl>J IUoi: lllc,lhn. 11\ Ihc N,"lh of 
F.fll! l;ond A r,\u .. ·."".1 Gukk IOnlln': I . Th.. NUl). 11\101 N"n· F",. ~I Cr. ,...... ('C!\It\· . 
A\'II II.lttk htrr:l/ll· ....... till iCiv uI.. /J Y77tolMI ... tJ I I)(J1 U/ I ~I7\ I J" I" lJfIl 
.,JQ \K-I7 . ~I(", 
TS IlP:a) m:u h.:IIN u( I'de \III) .. h . ...... hly q m.th rcm.1Ilunw. 
lH '\1'1 K5 1] 'N 
w, 62 ~t~ olU 'X 
" .. tfl7.! 1 ~8"i 
... " bl N to.!t7 
.!H '!tIC'" '~N 
." 11n'\ \I Qol 
'''' 
101 :1 <I ., 
.11>1 711CX , .. ~ ~7 
\ 'CTY tUE,h. olilhoutlh Ihi~ •. lIlO <krcnJ 00 lhe- rn~\.Urc a.oJ 
C001p1(').II), o(tll( (lpcrollton. The '-r'l(·u l).. C'b."n~'I) C'f'lfl-.l.Jnlpl lon 
ciln \..tJ} wll.lcl). dCJ'Crkklll on r'Wlt C.Jp.at.ll)': fur j) ,, 1lL.111· ...... ak 
Vt loaJ 1'Cllctllf\~uon {«llaly. 11 I' tho."IU1l-hi Inc.l ... C'N 150 LW 
W1 of relle" v Wh..lI I ~ orct'n lhe ('II'lIlUI) ( ..... 1I1r afro. Imp: lhe-
0\('10..11 C'tlCfJ)' C1H\~mpuon 1\ tOe dep(IC of dr) lOp m.fUlfC'\l-\t)C 
.....m>uDC. .If 1U00""ure In the 1011",1 nl.llm..1l3o "''UfO,XU I:...J W Ihe n)(~ 
r.vocabk IllOl\.IUfC lC'\d Src'('lhc hc-.st ... ·unJoumpI.lHn (.In I:lC' 10 
C'ArC'"'o.' u ( ,mlloW hit o ( pt"lkt'- ¥ohlch I' rf'C'doirnulluuJy 11""",1 
fur Jrylng..:J 
Wlut<: dr)Hltt.mJ rcllCllt..Iuoll M'CIU' Iv .. lr("'..J) be' ..... ·lJb.II) 
Orr-Ulloa th Itl(: UlOh-iUrc- conlrnb ('If' SMC an..1 ... o.J I .ulrn~~ 
ale qUlh' hi$h Ib~ - 70'l iUlJ ...... -I()"'( . '~("II 'd)') , ,he U~ o f 
C'leulCl.! tcnlperalurtl In ..Jdtll~"'l to thl.) v.uukl cooMJcr..bl~ 
Innc.l'-< 0\ ("r.JJ1 pfuJo;. lllKl ,,:0">0I~. I hrou~h ,r<:.llC'r pr'll.'C'~'" 
compk.l.llY ~Iung In hl,hcr ...-~ rtl.sl ~HJ ''f'C'r.tlintt H~I!. The' 
("tr~ ur<'nJllurt' lhol'J ror gt'Mr"'IR¥: · .. u.; h It'mpcrnltlrN cou ld 
be- rC',-(I\C'rru by uulll.ln@ JO\\'U prC"!ourc't. \\hh.·h I"" (ommen 
.Mfv.anwgC' uf rOCIlC1IUl tOn ... dc'VoJInJ Icmpc-nlnu'C" l tK- u,c .. r 
c.ther CkVdtoJ 1CRiI'CT"lW"C' VI'. btnoJcr'" the I'cIIClIL~ ~ Ofl ,I •• tle 
i ..... uf .... tt l) I"-pr-no..knl nn Ih<- c .... np.af",)tl\c cc ..... , Ilf Ihc:-'C' l'pllO)r1"-
.,md lhe de~I'\"C' of Imrnnrmt'nl retltu rn! 10 J .... fll.lu ~' II' ''II II Y. 
J.( •. l.t'lti .. lo.I llull .ukl 1 0t,Jil· ~ . 'lI k'le I' Hludl k~I'litlJun 10 
ploJ('C' ron,:emlO~ rc::M' ...... hle eo<"' I)' III ,encr .. 1. an .. llh<' IIW nf 
rnfJm.""'~ and hlonla'" "'::.""" "11C\.lf .... "IIY . A ... Ihe SM. pnrul)n 
o f I~ Iud I'c ll(1( cnt'".;,kn.."l.i h<-r(" Vt.O\lkJ he ... 1.1)'''1 11(''>. 1 .0100 (I 
""IOI I'W"-~ W4lC". 1Il..lny or IhcJo.C' I' .... h ... M:'to .Ire' dln:",I ) rdc \l.nl 
10 the U~~ of lh~...e rlk"l;. The Rent'\l .. I.IC" U4:>I.g."I<on (hJn . 
liN IOln,I ..... e..IIO 2fO:! . 'oC'b IMIte,," III Ii .... ('fl~ (' I ""~ ) ,,,m kkrto 
In lIl ... rc.t'!-C the .unlluill of cl",'lnlllr gefl('mlcJ hHm rCIlt"'H.hk 
rC"WtUrt'c:"; f' lf 2()15 - ~OI6. the I.II$-ct I " l "i 4rA hah MW h fir 
clc.. IIK'II), 1lcn("r .. ,,"J I'wm .. IcIW" .... .. blc <;nun~c rc,ull, In lhe 
.''-tllng (01 .. lC':lIlii,· .... c-a kt'nt' ..... lhlco. OI'h~.Klll ll CCIII(''':.lIC 
(ROC,. I ,hon~'~ and b."Hll..l,~-r..k n\"l'\.1 energy pi .. ), II ~1p. lllli(;ml 
1)'11' . .... hclc Ihe 1110.' 1/)(':'0111 .... " .mJ utht'r Ir('OIl menl s 111 .... htJln~ 
ryroIY'I' , $""tknllon . .Jnd un()(' ruhl ... · , h ~Ni""1 tI t hillm ...... '" IIml 
htomas .. \10 ."1("" . ,"I ... h IU Ihe S~ I(" u«d hcreill . "lIul,ll~ (' 11$lhle 
In ~ llInhry . Cotilln~ Ihl ' with cH ... II.ulin!l" \Iohi( h out': {'H"II · fuei 
b.u.c ... 1. \IooulJ. huwc\'CT , CC.I'<C lu be c llglble .Illcr ~Olb . lk"'I>IIC 
lIuM. Ihc W; l:n ... ·wuhktl Ol.lil~.IIIIIJU ",~oul'l ... 'IJ Vtllh the O ll l\ulC 
t 1III1I1I-C LC'\ y- u '111'1 ' )11 lIk'\.haruMn. \IoIK'll:h~ '(' II ... • ..... II1IC' e'l('I!f,Y 
~11....t ClIl' ure e"(,11111( h UIll d,.ug..:,. CU(I)I\.'cJ Itl l ut i.,,' , ": I k;r~y 
..otln·c'-p'·1l\ I ~l's \I m"It<'I"I'Y 'UPI"'" II)(\. h;IOI"1I\ 10 II ... • fCI)(, ," ' 
.d'k C'n .... r~y Indu"ry unJ II" dC\clupll1cnt 
Ahhuu~h Ihe S ~IC .,lnlK 1lC'lfonn('d bell('r III the mOJor"y 01 
I,,"IS. nrul u (len e.l.c,·C'plllOlHllly !o O. Ihe !u11"'"flf~f C\' ,)f Ill(' ... ·0.1 1 
1lIlling' 1I(' .. ·co.,, ".Ife-. itlio uo.;c in 11'k~l.(' l'dlcls. The ~ ~1C' h,,, II 11 <"1 
rv or l' n t.Ul\.:g . C1llll ll.IH·tl hi 11ll' ('nall .IlIiI1 ~\i . whkh hnti II 
cnl l .ch llllln' .... ,. Hu .. I/lII , Hu .... /f I'I"( \ · 1HIHI. IfJ. 2>17-.N\. 
f:!tI) Ihd; . L . 1)h".·mlX'f'8l'1. I \\·1 ....... 1 rc'1I1'1 l'OIoou..l ...... C~"'I' U......,. 
AII~IIUU an,j Wl ... ·uIllI"W·h .. U t., ....... cJ&"h ICAn .. 'o\orl.. ,un;.III IIIII'/O In l ·f .......... ;J· 
Itl~ ..... lho,' I", w .... 1J C.'\fIt..'rC'~~ nn l 'cllo.:h IOnl,,,cl. SwC'J,oJl F.rr.:' f, y 
AJ-s.I~llfolWII 201J!. PI" 11\ I!S. A\'/III.i'Ik hili' 1Iv. ..... h .. )'Ii.n..('.;!,~y uti 
uf'k ..... d'U'lfl.:Jt.1l1~<ll"'r·Th ..... · I\ ·IIcIPf,)jo,kll(\jt<".Ito.I:oo·l()1 12- H~ · I '" IlJf 
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FII ~ I Pdlelizalinn wilh a Binder : Pm'l II - The IlI1pact.~ nf Bil1lle.·s 
Oil Ihe Cnlllhuslinn of Spl'lll I\ lushroolll Cnlllpo~t- Cna l Tai1in~ 
Pellets 
!.:.wn N Fi~). · V,lI., N Sh.' flil . and J' Ill S\"ilk'II~."'k 
lRPUrfnw'fll '1 Cl'lc-nricu/ JJI,J Prouu £n~rnufU'~, L'"".c-rJ'" (If ,SJ,..~IJ, Shc1J!c-lJ SI JiD. V K. 
RU,IIc-J iunUllrv H. :()fIJ. R"'.k'J MunlHcnr' RUf"" .. J .~p"'I. ](f)oJ 
Vo.ll1o.lU ... ...u..1J"~ . n.:und) . sldt\..h aoJ C',)u"'.c ~ ha"C' her:n .JcnI.~ In tht ~". KJU"o I"~ ,,' blnJ~:h h~ 
Imrro"C' the I.tu",I.y o( ru.::t ('<"u ... "'l~ nu..k rrom 1\10'0 "'il-..aCS-'J~1H mu~l oonlf-l .... and COOtI t,,"hnE~ 
Comhu:sooo Inc.. ... U ... Ulg lbt.-.c pclkh 10 .. !>m..dl. t..M-olio-ry ·",,,k IlutJJlN-t-.cJ "('f"C rC'l1onnC\l tu C\.duat(' the-
Impuo.-u the'~ ~o,Je~ had on the' C'fn..· U' ..... ' . enU\\.IOf·h. anJ a~ rropc:-nK":!o Tha-m, • .d trc''''-ment I'C"' ("ilbJ I~I 
Cornh.b(f(lft {lr lht--e pelle .. "'Ilb C'llbe r bloJcr ..... iL".o r ... rty "VfOf'W'.ahk 10 I be: n,olrul CA('. ""heft no olnJcr "''" 
~ In Irnn, o( lhe' tcOlf'"ACUI'C"\ ..... htC'\'cd .&ad I'oISeOU\ ('DU" .... nn l.oo.. cnuII'.toO\ 11n..Iu..hn, iilCtd 1!<tS .pn-1C"Io l.. 
The comru..alCln dfiuenc.o v.-ct"(' 1o"C'r IS&' 7~ cOCJlI1'1I'cd 1095 (Y.;. .. JX'II'o~lhl) due' LO ,) m....JIht.~IM Ul pan ... ·k 
saru..ue. hn",C"C'T thctc .. ~ 10.\ comtou...tlhk RldLC'rWI rcm.:umng Ullhc rly..YL The u'< o( C' ... .!>lK' ~ Incr('~"CJ 
I~ hltlahooJ o( ~""'lnpr;."'lrn, wlt'lln tbe :'Y)f(,IIl. due 1(\ the pco-.wa roocmlr..-lloo of .-Illah ~ oxtda In 
lhe ff)obh. T'h.e.Hh rv'lOO tcmrnollu.rn.. 'Ilot.\.h..,..., tndK..u ,J.lgllllg OUld (oolln!. 'Ilo('fC 1<.M'C'f (OI .~b ,onl.WllO~ 
Nlher prnpllruon"\ of allah met"l ... 
I. Inlmchtctio,. 
1.1 . l ·tlk-li,;.II""" Hindt'"- and l1 .... nn",1 Tn-al nwuK 
Pdlt· .. ., .. uun I II, the rn'ICr"U h)' 'Iloh ... h v.hd 1lal1k.&n arc: 
~t'lIn."o"J ... cJ. u~n, ('Hhft' compr(t;§lon Of ulru~"m. 10 form 3 
f"',-.kKt wnh rJ'lOf"(' In,,.....bk """.lC'n~ .. s. If lbe ,,'\.InIJ!lIVOS 
IX'C~...-y fl... pdJrtll..lltlUn MIl! IiKhc-r.c . .. hmJlD~ a!'('Dt . \ oflcn 
IOCUfprr'.acJ mlo lhe In,lw m.. .. tTl .. 1 10 • ..J <M' cllh.In« lhe 
oIp,lunt(,f'auon J1I"'OI.c"w~ Ahhoullh lhese Ina} hol\c hcnctlC lal 
df«1\ In Inms of 10¥o.~rrng: lhe pn'Uure rcquLted (ew \Urf~:t('nl 
~ ("'l1po1dIOR or 1Rllm,,\rng pellel 'fUoAJlt y. In lc:'nm of Icm,le' 
o;trrnp1h 0' dur .. bl llt),. lhcy , ....... ai'loO h.i\('Jc lomrnul llnrl..k'h I 
'TllC'y nlill) degrade 1M r-:lkt III 'O('Inl(' 'Iloa) . R .... lc lhem Inot'C 
nllncn.hI(' to hfOlQfh.otJ dCCilY. or nwy proJu..·c .ddilional otn\V 
(If mor(' t OXIC pt,Uw"nl'C If lhey ...,.c u,<d .. s .. flk"1. .. tll~h C<m 
I"II! hbl • .ruvu ... 10 t.+lh Ihe C'n\ IhltUncnl ",oJ the: a,'''rmcol 
t'Olt"oyeJ A, \&k..h. "'Y IHllller tlwt b Idcntlfied a.Ji "" I ... Nc (Of 
IInl""-'\ I"~ lhe llun hl), fI' (ud reliC''' I~d~ . 1'Hl I0 he (tU<t;,'IoC'J 
('If ... ny Illokh C' ltcnl mlh,rO(c ... Hn dX'lr thc-rnl.rJ 1(C' ... l n~nl 
rud .. with 111" to...dk dtmll 'h. 'lIeh $ htonu,," . an~ oftnl 
pC'lktllC'\.1 Iff Impw\e 1hC' fud ,h.w..-tC'fI'llk: •. d\ Ihe higher 
C'nC'r~y .lc:'n\IIY U( f'C'tklll'el.l Iud t.l1I"-lly IIllpro'vC'1i the C'ltciBY 
cOK'lcn,) In a nUIJlud. l'ICd !I)~cm J Comhu"'lon of fud pcllcl"l 
In lIu lrI l)rc o f ,c.alor I" d''''lAlfly adVilllldgroU'\.L.t;, Ihl\ .llIl)w, 
tht J en ... hC'd (ud 10 hum \I\'lIl1ln the l'lfthc:'.M«I. ltu",tiuoJ hfd 
Ihf'Hu~h U'WlltE cllher u\'C'r-I'Ie"d or I n ·~d fec-t.img "y,Mmfo. A ... 
11K:' pclk1l1C'd (uC'l .... 'Uu ld h.nc II (.:t\·lIlc r bulk .I.:n ... " y. II 
O1llunll/r\ In.: nllmhc-r n ( fo lU iS ll .. .....vO l' h ~JtII pUl1tdc ... Ih ... I1lUY 
tlC ,·..am C'd up th"1UtI'h the f' i,.'('hn.trd wtth Ihe lIu t;.h ;ringl 
\(lfuhu -"Inn tilr ;tnd wuuld ,,,hcrwi'IC ('h(:.lPC unoomC'd With lhe 
"('Uffo: ... __ ".Jm"lIUlho~ pt.~ .... ..u· II .. ·1:1·n.:S fo .. \ ' ·&.&- 11.&·::22· 
1~11 1::'0"11 q, ... ~ .. ,.(W .. hdIK'''J ,,~. ul 
,I) M ...... nlatl. U (' I'Mn .. luc;liotl I,. t.1~,., .. "" ." Hflq..,1I'If'f unJ 
Ao,(/"'fll'r"t'IOIf . M(un\iUl. II (' . Tlhl"l(1u. ' r c.. bh , I nlllllUI(' fll' 
Un.,..("Iua,:ultJ Ai',k'flll:f"."' on l...b ('nA('., 1"111 . Cl1 I , rr I 7 
f.!1 11,"m. J ..: . Ikflll""f\. U U .lIu~l.w.. J E. &.W\"Il-.c'n L II f.-a,., 
I ",h 2t_ . 10. 2~l~ 
Iloc ,...-.n.) Othcr ... hanl~ 10 fhuJIIN-bnJ Combw.tJOD 
InduJc dYC'\..11\(' ..obJ-nuk.i c(lnu,:11R!l \IIl<llhool nlC'\.h.uIM..t1 
lornponc:nt., dlK 10 thc ' .. rgc f'W1.dc 'Wrr ... c om (of Ib(' bcJ . 
E'OI.'IiJ C".uhon bmD..nut .lIkJ hl@,h rombu"'I(lO cmnC'",""K" ,.W1 he 
.x. h~C'd • ..nd C'()mhtl~ton J""flC'f'ut'<l lilT mnf"C foLahk. nViinlU1 
Ihc~ ;..UI o":"tIr .. 1 trrC"'"II) ra..luc~d Icrnpcr .. IW"C"'\ ... h.lh MC ~ III 
...un"'lc:'nt rlY ('1)(1",) rn,"'Ovcf) ~-& Tilt 1,IIIer ~ o( p.u1lCul.u 
Im,'WM'1;toc(' ... , IhI, c:'n~ fC'S Ih-;JII~ c-.. :nurcn..·(, o ( Cf'IJ· or hut -
I;pnt' 'Ilo,thm th~ rllrn.K"e ... "cry tmk.h ruluceJ. In\A.mn, IN-
(''('('''II"S; .ur rCC"IUlrc'nW'nl .... omd f"e, •• ,ull lnp: In .... !n'fK'.M11 f t'Ju... ' II"",1; 
In jlullul.mu •• "'f"C't- 1J .... 1Hy NOs .11'" M.>,r hnhcrn....-r. 'wllot!, 
COl '''.''''' ... k.I ....... h lu ... vn arc I ~" ... "ultlmon ThC'..c 1(1".. .. , 
tcnlf'lC'.-..turn. tw:w.C'\'C". fa\or the (urnl..'II('Io of N:O. aJl ho u,h 
.hn " nnl .tn ,l('kl ''" .md COf1«<IIk"'nll y nClC da\1tiot"d "" II NO, 
{·('o01rnuno..l. II "n ttrtTnhOlJ"-C' p.ol" mllo l lha('(urc Ih (urm.lllfln I" 
ulaktol, .. hk, 
1.2. 'twnl \I ..... hrlllllll ( ·ItIlII.M ... t llt nd t'u"I · I :.IIiIl~"' . ~1'C'nl 
mu~hrooRl "'nmpttlol (~MC) I" un a~n(,\lltun l "., ... ,(' (rom 
mu.JlnltHn ,;ullivUlItJ, 1., ;.nnlr~~1 o f u ~IUlw-h....cd w l""lroliC •• ,,1 
a )"IC";t1 ca"ni!' I.,)cr Cu.,,, tUI"n~\ IIrr formed whr ll co.;11 14 
"""" 1'"rollct.I flUm ,I,. IlIl l' lnlin hy dr.lll1ng IIIOCC' .. o,e", 1 hr\C Iwu 
"'.0.1, ... hUH! Ihe 1'1J1~IIIUII 1(1 he ("olllhtnc."'\.I .. nd n:u\o('J .. ~ fud~. 
10 '~'fI('r.a lc C'ocrn fhllll D n,"newu.,lc loO UI\."C' . In .k.iJil lon. Ihl\ 
.. Ill .. 1...0 ~ lrnllnalc the' ihUC'\ C'f\fl,'C' lntntE the un~l""hlln.lblC' 
dl"(l"N,J o( hl+lh In •• en.,"'. S ~IC h pn m.m l) .h ;; I'II)~, 1 uf In 
1.lOtitlll "" Ie,", Ihe nCS"" I\ \: CIt\I"mnlCllloll .I:o.I'Ol11'> uf \\'hl\ h .. n: 
"'cll·Lno" n. AhC'n1.tII\C I}. II l' lUI be u\Cd Ufo .&" u~multur.1 1 
", S~~t'f. M . II "' t~ ('. f · l l. " Mhn . J . o •. ..u. T. " ....... 2. 1(.,... • ..,111' U JI"It\ ,!OOI. :J. IIn_ I ':1. 
1-' , U'!("'fill. J \ M FkuJlr4!(j Ik\I I~'h:l\ I/lUf III II"IJ';'r,1 Ik./I 
(" •• ml'4.,JII," ultJ AI-,JJ,.o.lhll. II"",,*~ J N UJ . An>lK'\l s...h.·I .... ~ PuN"",.. I." Lo ....... lImJ Nt.'w ' td" t'AiJ. O. I. I"P 1-.)(, 
1'1 K ..... 1VaAl.IYIo!. M 11I1,,1!Ju... \lun III l h,hh..,J lint ('HHb"\I"~ , 1(:.-
J1"'lUk.\~. M 1:.1 . l lcm'M~·c " uhl"hinll ('vrf"UII O .. W\. 1~1'ob. N' 1-
o 
chi ~1Ul den 1lt.lC"k. W: . 1 oUlJ . A • \an " lit.. A U"",tLlH !UKn"xy I~. 
1/ . " ' . 211-,!)i 1. 
10 IOl lkrm.ll h CCC· !-Ul:15 () 2O.,c, Amcn~'an eht lnK .. 1 SocW't) 
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.. \2tH t::"t'rj: l ' &. Fuc'iJ, VIII. 21. 2O(N 
c()n~dc;rah l y grco-oth:r OC'I CV o f 19:2 MJIk,: II .. indu .... ion 
1I ..... ~rc: ;:r.c1 the o\ er.IlI eOCf}l) con lent or tI\C' pC' lk" ' 0 10. 11 ~UI 
L.g.. A :I ~lk. h. A 50:50 v..'1 'A railO " f Iheloc H, thou ght 10 1"'0000it.lc 
iI bul • .II1t.."e of 'olIil .. hk prupertio. in I(,nll' of 1'II.:'llcl lfU-Iht). C'ncrgy 
C"onttnl . ...nd ROC/othcf re ..... w.ikIt' ent'r~y k-@I .... ... IOO dl~lIhllily . 
.t. <. ·uudu ... lun .. 
Thl'" ~uJy ,'lmp...rcJ lno.}('i!a",~ :uw 0'1lillfUC t--Indllt~ {lEC'nh. 
In .a.1J11~n 10 lhc: Wo< o ( dct;,utro k'lI\rlC'ntt""C'~ rOl the fvnn.auoa 
o( bl~h <tlli1llt)' SMC ,wlldlltng (OC'I pcilC1 .... Up lu I "I (k: o f 
lhe- \Llh h h.nokr "':r. more .,,,ul~bk Ul Il1lf11"'O\ Ing the pellC"t 
qualll) tlen!>ll(' -..renllh .ulJ 1)II!1k1 ptk.up. o( li)('..c ~.6I C'io 
4onlf'l f\."'\.1 to ('.au ... uc \OJ .. Allhou,.h thC' lor"< of dc" .. 1.OJ 
'C'mpcr..cun's 1.t.5-7.5 C. _llh.~ h.n.J('f\ funhCT UDrrO\ct.I 
pelln qu..or.hl)'. ~lfK.Jly dur.ablhI Y. kmpcr.::al\lrC 00 II) O'iloD 
prod\AC'J ntorc noIM..---e-.. blc impro\C'Ql('ms IJ\ ten\llc:' -.tlTagth arJ 
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11K' \ ' u mbll'111I1\ d ll' IC')\.IC' 1I , '"kul.ll("d lI lI llI~ IIIC' c\I"Il"t ~.I" 
,on'eQlr.t"on ~ . n u ... w,,\ me .. " .rc..t hy pl.", Ing Iwu I g ~.un l llt", 
HI Ihe UoJl IllIn a (IIrn • ..-:·(' i lll Het '-C) (. l r I h. 
( Il, 8 /1""'" S ll<lkll<l'lh 1 .... tIlUll.'" 8rlll"'" Slan..l.u"J 17'\c. PMI " 10)77 
AI.wuI\h J<lr !Iatr!, JI.,\C .UlJ Altul) URt f htl' (ja W"\ 1'"" -I .\I"l'tllouft'('U'> 
AltalH"~ . Onl,,,, '\lu/'IIl.lhl, In",.IIIIIutl Llon. .... l . 1>J77 
~ 
'" :: I:l.. 
r:; ' 
~ 
"" Co Co 
.\l~ EnUJ."" & Fwb. \'~ JI. 2.' . ~ 
Lt\tl )'. Ihe \la~lE ln g (d~'II'" within the fumar..'c lM arc 
dlm..d)' cltpc)o,cd 1<1 HaOle rikh uuon. ~h ;}I Il\(: bUller) anJ 
f\.wln~ {d c poNl.!> 'IIIIhcre the I;oolm & o f . he Ciliokbl tz:.t.~ and 
ft )'ll!>h l\a" kk~ W'C 00( ~.hm;dy nl"-..cd 10 11 • .auk' ,ad'du ool 
l-<h,J\lOr of ttl(' HY.I!Ih \111' .1" 1R,C'..a,patc:d. Tbe AIL.a ll Inok, (AiJ 
t '\ .In 1I~.h('ah)f' of poIcolI.d .!..I"p~ lng .1Ild foo ling. "'hKh w.tJi 
C".u.;ul .. IC'J (or ca... .. h cao;,.c u'ln~ I~ Cknl('nl ,,1 ,,:ump<'!lollioo IJoaea 
"'If" .t.IlJ.t, mct<lh-~ ... Jillm ~nd roca~lwn l of the Il).r\b .· · 
AI = 'I/Q ' ) ~{ )~f' + );":0' 11) 
'4hct-c Q ~ the hlE.hc:r tr.lllfti! \.tJuc I HHV, o( the fud on a dry 
~h. 10 GJlL.p (or the ~rtbS c:Jlonfic ,aluC'. GCV}. n i\ the 
dlnl('D~('Iflj"" Dl~S rr~ .. "tl()n of a~ in thC' fuel. und )~O aM )1..P arc the dUll('nw~s rru« (r;.,:11005 or the 1\ ,:00 anJ N..p 
pre-<nl In the.t'h. ~i'dy A I ,,-aJ~ o f Ic .. ~ than u. 17 Lg -
dlLoaluCJ 1I\J~ J'-'Icnl&.U ~1Ih"'n p-obIem'i. lIIhcrt'b " alUM 
4ho'rC' 0 . .1-' k~.41uh/'GJ ..uUC''' (,JUli ne: K CCfUJd . Intctmo..lI.de 
AI ",.dua. nte"" th3t IhC're , .. ~dl ;a I'fob.,tulll), ltu ltl"1glng 
anJ/or fou llO@ "IU occur. Ahoou¢t .t numhcr of anJicc\ aTC 
aUII ... bk 10 .~l> "'''£,Iog .&nJ foul ing duC' 10 '~Clfic 
cOOlf)tmt'nI\. ~ Ilft (l(kn l'lI"M ",~I~ for hiOOlaS.'I futl .. 
.mJ, a .. ..uch. the AJ I" lKOJ bC'~. Although Ihu: 1.1 Ihou,hl nO( 
to be a ('omprrhen .. ".e In.h:a.tor ",hen II comn 10 foohng. Ill'§. 
nOf n«~"'\C1ly an 1""'UC'. a.. aLi Noma~ flK'l'i Irfid CD ewblt 
lh~ hch... .. h)r " 
Another mC'ofSU.fC' ("of prubtCIllaUC d<po!t-ItK'f1 occurnng '" "tun 
lhe: fllmace and bOlkr O(l he comnu"" 100 "'y..cem I" the rrC"'tC'nce 
oC ... h('oo. alu,rununl .. and Iroo In tht-., ....t. In ouJc fOlm~.u 
Ill< ':onc.rnlm.IO .... Hf ",·ful,.·h ""Cfe Jncrmlllcod In lhe dcmcnwl 
an.lI)...:u dc.·nbcd a~e. A ('",",dod lon hrl_cen lhe -,mount 'i 
of thnc o'llck1 ~c"C' ol anJ i lotpldeT""'" fOfIt\3IIOC1 ha'i hce"n 
f l lUll(J. "" he. e SI "1'f""w""J 10 be the mo~ mlfueBtL.lJ " 
Tnc 8"h fu!Oinn l('mrcraIUft"!. .... ~ .1)00 lk1 .... nmnt'd ({'If' ("oIC"h 
n)a~ '"Imple by hc.:allng iI snl..tll cone o ( lbe a~h In a rc-du\. lUg 
OjllllO'riK:f'C (5<Yl- h), lrC¥t'1i and 5O'.t ("~"'" ..11O ~IJc) unlll II 
~..ne'd k> melt. oc,"onJlng 10 Bril l'h St'*l'k.lard 1016: I\u1 I~ .'· 
Tt'mpcr.ilu~ ""ere d&rnu nc..1 fOf I~ II) 1I1IIIoil tleforln.&llCllt. 
.. hue Ihr cJg~Il( I hc.I IP (l( lht mound hecnnW' rounded ; fil l 
hl:ml .. pOCn ...... J ' Iage. wt ...... re lhe entire COIM: ~(lfllC& hcmJsphcn . 
l·oJ . 'ilk h tlwi the heltthl (ht., I.' cquil llO h..lIf thc h ... ~ 1/1) (h,,-
"n,: 411t1 1 .... 11)' ClIII ftuldlHnw "apc. ",bere lhe alth ha.i melle,j 
anJ It ha. llIUC\ n .... alK h , boll ihe' llel g hl (/IIII~ C'\)\loloIw a IhllJ 
Ilf l ": l~hl III the hcRlI"'I'I"""It'ul M~F(' (h, - "t/1 ~ nil, Colli aJ'oI.' 
l",hc~l lc sJA~,'np anti (nu lln!!, Ilhhtlll@h IK" "racy can he 
11-1 , J..-nLIII\, H M . ""-' .... ·r. L L . M ,k". T R.I • . Mlk" r It I HI" 
r",r,." r' I "'"oI ' '' • . ~, 17-1n. 
I I \, ()txn.m. M , NuN'., A : JI~·Jffiiln. 1I . JII"JI1o. R 8,.;mufl Ifwf'",rn 
lflu~ . 11. !\'on-I"')\. 
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rn "~ c-ff\4lIK . .... the r~ ...... h'l o ft t' n twvc .. hl {!h l'IC'I'Ct' nl aFt' o f 
.K~II('''dN em")r 1#0 TIu , 1e::II' "".1" A:'~ ... t'd I""Ke for C'a( h H)." h 
~nlrlc . 
J . UI.." .. ull .. :lIId m ..... ·u '.Jun 
hlf the ,,·tlltl n.1 \:il'oC. 'Ahere n u bU'klcr "" .. , ,.odru If! the 
SM C-('".tJ Luhn¥ nliAlun::. Ihe 01",' r.tllflll ",'Olk hll(lfh rc"'l llrd 
In high letn pC'r.,lurc. lo~ ",d thc hou o m of the f c ..... ·lor .t1'klluJ!h 
cornhU "lutl elliumdCS (I/.-T). "11h 'l) W NO. ('nltc(' lIlr;alln IlS • • I\ 
dm\,lJ.:rcJ b(low (T •• hi c 1 and Fipllf\.~ :1 und .ll. T ill " re !(ult 
.mJ Iho'-C w~rc a h mJt'r WlI" IIh·lu<io.l nrc cOIll(klI"l"(IIl('R' ln 10 
Ihn,-<, of OI~r (ud .. III s1II111 .. r l ' • ."nNI",loh, a .. "mdiu,l«d .. Un" 
u-.nlto combul'>l " "' artCIY o ( fOfo.'ii l .md renewahle rlK'I ,.. T ..Ihle 
J ,,:ul11('Jre .. lhe "IlCriumg cunJIlIO"", cl1li", .. iunlt. cnirlcn~>' . ;lnJ 
h-nl' 't·nllurc .. r'lr 1oot"\('r.11 ,,111..110., A ", 4,.·Ojn IIC' ~n. tn..lll )' lurl\ 
h.1 \IC IXTn 11I\(' .. l lp,dN In IllI lo ('ontC',, ; r.mgmg from f O\'o11 fuel-.. 
'othh a .. \U.rKtUo, r • .mu of cO.l I. to ulll u'\tnul .uw biom.~,. ... l .. le ... 
fur .... .\Ojmp l,,· Il\("Ojt nnJ txme In(,lIl un..1 o li\'C oi l iil(lu .... ry rC'~kluc . 
u", \\T II [1 .. ent' r~y (' "'I"'" .. uch l\~ .or,;hulU olld puplar. 
J. t. Tt'lIlJH· n t.«ur r:-. ;',nd 1·: '1,.1" .... " Air. ThC're:: 'WCI'C (ew IInr-K'b 
un lhe It'tnpemlurn unJ ttw.· tlJtt'~ of tC'mrer..l lllre 1000·r(".L"C' . no, 
.. ho\\ 11 10 T •• h le :! IInJ t-i,lZ un:: 2. A, .. 11 11 II Ie I~ '" ",here no 
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blndCf ,,-,tS u! oJ. lhc: nUliRlU IU tempcr.tluro anJ the t u.Ie'''' mlC'!l 
o f It= tnp<'rmurc 1IIi.·rn..e \\cre 5('('11 in lind jUM ubove thc hc-d 
fn, v = 0.10 III an ... 1 T ... . v == O .. :! m rt':'fJ«I I\·c! )'). 'Al lele 
combustion Wll. . (Yll1\Jtlty 1 .l L. IfI~ pI.-:c. The:: bed m., hu""C\Cf • 
.... a'l l> h ~ hll y cOllier for tv'lh I.'a~" .... he::« a .... nJer \\a .. u \oCd . 
ulttll~h me- ,..Juc.. w("re- Si lll 'o\o.thlllll)C " .. n.J ... nJ ..1 ... \ 1.il100 • .an~c 
unc.m ± ISOt o f the ClllllruJ C'ilSC. The r .. t e~ o f 1t' lOllCTdhlrc 
11lU'ea.~ W..:"rt' .. "~hlly !olo"C:::' .... ulu" Ihe:: t'C\J (T':!). hoI rl C'v~cxJ 
JU" .abll\·~ the t-.ru IT"_. The 101' o f the frC'd\o'll1..1 In. , -
I _~ m) 'Aw. H~,kr (0( h.Jlh hu""-k' (d-.c-l> . ... 01.1 f ...... ~~U .. I ...: .... ~.t 
In partK"lll.u. The Icnlperalurc n "'C "'"a' 31M) .. h~N I> !olo'Acr h('re::. 
due- 10 Iht' rC\hk.unn III 'Ie!! .• &!I ",ofb .tdc:red hc::1,.w. The It'fnrcr· 
... urn a...hJe\·nj :t.re SUffl .... kIU ror Cfl(' r~) r('('o\er)'. IU lhe 
teml"'cr."u~;uc \·omp;v-.-hlc Ilo'll\ ard .he high nJ of the ( .anpe) 
III the rk.llillu-..1.hctJ (,CJlnhU!l>tIOfl o f U(hcr fuels (otJl1!OC'd Ul T <iNe 
3 and di<.,("u~ belo",) ..... lthlllit f\('('('UJI..cLllg I~ u..c of 
'"rr"~nt'nl •. u'Y furl .. t::\ t'Il IhClUllh lhe eu·o..' .:ur ...,..,\ kk-J In 
achlC' \ c 0pclnlURl (UC' I NuIH)UI "'.h hI~h.I}yl> JKI DCA arpc.u lO 
('001 lhe rt'OkUunlo. ho .... c \cr. I ... , .. t'nn, Ihe:: <Ill" rulw "'<AlkJ 
InlT C.l""" lhe tc:'IUpef".uure 
E,,,C"l>--. our 4 iud·IcOjn l;ondll"-"b J "'ob ",-.C..J hn"e \(J mw..m: lugh 
urban N lm-«JI!o ,,~ouIJ t"C' lk:hlC'eJ Fnr the:: (oDlbu'"~lfl u( the 
SM C-LO..l 1 ..1Ihllg pdkb. II b....\ hrto .... 1'lle ... cJ IhoA oJ l .... lIe 
proponion of e)'cc..J our ~lOtllJ he utlll.lOO ,9 ..... hM.: h I~ "I@'mfl" 
(,lIlI'Itl y tu~hcr Ih.il lho-.e repotlt'd fOf oeoo (u~b In the:: Illcr .. IUtt' 
Thll> I ' 1I ...... ly IIL.cly t10e I., Ihc .. n .... I1 · .... ,dc n.atur~ un..l ..tCM ~n 
of tbe:: I,. o lnkhtor When tht:l>C rc1ku .1Ct contbu'-Icd on OJ 
comme::rnill ~Ojk . "uh ~ \\11),. ... t a blO..JlC'r. hOWrot'\cr , l>n'~ 
1111" }('1\ nwy e::nlu'lI.·e rotnf1ll ..... " n. (ur t'LJlllpk . I') .U J.t1l1!' n u 'm~ 
10 f\'ti,<oInbuIC c:::w.e::t'.b O")lI:c n. nl<'MlRll ln...1 tJ .... • I'nn,Olt) t(ouiJ 
he rt'lru..N OjnJ Ih(,:I'("I" ,-C' lhe! ..tnM"nt nf c'c"""~ IJU' C'~oukl tlC." 
do. l c;..-.n.1. 
s.,,"lCO( the:: C"p"nnlCot ... '.k."·n~ In T.-.hle j u~J ttl c.\,c .... 
"'>1'en .Il Ihe \), ... tCIIl . ..... hnc .... I .. ~n. U\oCJ ujlln 70 '1 e \ «'M 
.ur o. au r."I~ of ur 10 I O. rur lhe 4"~_ hcrt' ln. ""huc Ihe .ur 
r.,lttX "' e::re : I .. . lhe c\\.·e~' (l)'>l('n rrc~ nl ..,."', :! If A ( 11 -''1 
U l,..t' .... 111'1 1-."" Ihl)u~h ~ I Ifllk.h ("), ... ~ .... If I ... r""4l1ucll III 
III. h,e .. ·(' P(W'\d k\'('I ~ or C'Ql1lhu~ 1011 ('Ok lel"", ,/. lhe Ic mllC'rllllln:" 
... hlc\aJ. runk.ulurly Ih~ In ItK 1'Cd. "'('fC wmp,w .. thlr hllho,," 
til"", ....... "tl In thC' IlIc ' dlUrc- T.K' bc-d k"1n 11C" mturc-. 'rrc _ ,'It' 
l('n,,· ,. •• lIy 011 ............ 8 \f) C. ""hldl I. ,,"nn,ul~ nl ~ llh the r.tntc o ( 
17~ -4.)U() C Il1r t~ .. luJII:o, ('nn"Kklcd M an) Il f lIlt' I~I\(""" 
u\('.\lew('\l ln T.lble' «"PVl lll lOjl tlk ICUl I'C'f.lllUC,", ..1 .. 111 (, \", 1 III 
Ihc- (rt'(,MInI (If huhblll1g fhuJllctl· tx·,h an: ('4lfhkh."ruN) 111\\cr 
tI"lIllhn!oe o ( Ihe "".J ( .l7 ' - hUfi CI . .... hk h ... .tl!.un 'Illlt l.1f In 
the IUlI.lllltlS of the lehu lt, hcrt'. ~ hnC' f lodl(,ud IClIIllCrotlUrco, 
.. c;,-c ~cnem ll ) bel,i" 5fO C" I" Ikllll),u\. ct ul .'''' h,'",~\('r 
fllll, .. 1 Ih.II 11K" Itcch' ''IIl.! t~"'I'C' "I III C'" " ("C" .,It'.,h: r III.m Ih .. !'oC 
In Ihe bed. 9J(}-'l~ ~C. OJ '' tl l ~I /I(~l l n 750- 850 C IIIlhe heJ 
I IHrcnlt' lind CU>lJrm.iu ll .lI1oI , fTJII If1 cJ ' inHIM rt'",I1I~ r,,, u 
"' lhhtlllH lIull ll/c, IIk.'\1 
J .2. C:" .. ( ·",,,, ,,·lI l f .. III'lh 111)(.1 ( 'Hmhu .. 1i.'Q l:mdt.·!H-'. A .. 
,'"n he ~,,~ n. Ihe U 'i(' u f the C':'lI"IC ~ ... d .1 "",I .. 1.ltd, hmJc,.., "hJ 
.. 11 t'1 II ... !l't-. LIIIK·("ntllllu u\S, wlIoC'I C 11k.·l e Ull' "H\te d.rfC" l t'nn .... 
bcl'At'C'1l Ihe\oC' 11111.1 lhc t(lnt ru l CAfoe (T,llllc ::! and rilurc II. T~ 
o~. COl .. Itn..1 ('0 ,",(lnc t'nln&tlom. fo r the l> lan. h ~ i."c- "t'1'\: mo,1 
t'tllo, l;.u';.ihle IIllhc l·UIIII'''1. .... hl·.·C'. I .. the n:!'ouh .. (t Il Ihe ,,·,," !ol,,· 
\(11.1.1 C. I!>(' WCfC Ic"'.i IoIm ll~lf In bUlh inld .. n ("c, . th('rc ..... 1)1 k !i.' 
O~. resulting in itl(·r\.·.IloC'd k"\c1'i n fCO.! und CO A .. '/lr. h t-..I, .... "I 
on Ihe'l( gas ('(lj)('cnlrotll.·n 'l., as exprc~~J In eq I uhuvc. lhere 
..... \'fl· "1100 uitc mtion'l in thc'>C VU h.iC'" nuul"uh,'d ( •• r the hind er 
("IhC,. c<Oln(XIrcd Itl Ihe' c, .. tln.1 TIl(" ill('("u'-<\I OjlllOunl;l of CO 
fOI bolh l-o&odcr C4-.c:S r\' :!ouhc..1 In lI\..U lt'~Uy lowcr cfh(·lc ll(' ic .. 
(SR. 7~ rolnl\Ul\' J 10 9S .lYX fflf 'he ,,·olltrol ,. Tim, nw)' be::: due 
~ 
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W('I t.1",,,,k;.I 'I"," .. d ~ld Ik1C'dcd ' ''in: .. ( ;~, luu 
t. hr ••• ;r, I." r " llh: I" ... , .. r,,,n. Ill.'ht \,,(,-•• he' IU .d("IF' l lo,cd 
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10 an UItc=r"UlfI In p.lrtK"le Iolruclurr wuhln I~ rrlletlli due hl 
the ,Tt'..c"OCC 0( lht- hU){itN. (l( ahtrnamtl) .here bo f~ 
ro-"bthl), of .aJ..'"~.d ~ok\-rh--n< . t"hcnucal re ..... l .. ~~ ~"'C'Cn 
lhe htn"~" anJ the .ur. rC""Uhlng In higher CO ;lnd wv.er O:! 
cnr.,."('ntrullons. rcductn!l' the o\C,.U I]c. ( . Thk b aJVlI~ likely 
~ few I~ lov.er temperature, an the bc'J ("OOlparoJ to the 
U'ltl.mi A.-. nYnl.}()Ooj ",novt'. the iadJ lllun of ~ondary au ~ .. 
wruW ht t.<nc:OCI .. Ji. h) nlh.an..:lnp mUIR!' In the fOftlhu-.tcw' 10 
mJrumllc ("0 and ImITO"!'! 'In 
(k.,."x~Ducdmt.". ("t cal::» rtp .. rtN lh..ll ('0 k"lVUntni for 
arnund () l!I7'l> 0( ftlk" las erru .. .Jon.-. dunng the: C'lfnJlaling 
fiwJJ£oJ boJ ('ombu"".oo of co.Al ao.J ~1SW. "'hi~h is ~rrul ... r 
10 the- cnnl" . C-~ ~ Ocher re-<.:urll ~ I...o det ... 1 CO em~ 
'A·tu,,:h IJnge qUllc WIdely (Of dJffc-rc-n( fuel ... ; co.&l COlireJ .... uh 
rUle uk .uuJ ~ ... cotirtJ "'lIh meal oanJ ~ roc: .. 1 boch 
proJUO'\J minllnal co ~ml"";M'" In c-in.ulaUD$ ilnd buhhlmg 
nUJlJl£crl -~ .... rC"'i{'«ll\ely. -.Jxre-;&s n..e hu,u rroJuo:d nlOfC 
"-'putlC<lo. conct"nl r.tol.lon .. Ul a .,.,.,.,hn!- "uid'7~t.nt.I7.JI..!l 
fUf1he-nnon: . tbe \.olll~fUn e-OICIt"Itt.- y "" ..... c.akuMt"J for 
nl.1ny "I(the Ul\oal~on~ ~VI""",,,c:d 111 Tllbk .\; "tit .ill. ho"'C\Cf. 
"ClC b..-.n,I lin the p.~ 1,."\HlIl·eOlr .. ttoru.. rcl,JIll1g t-.> the c...-bon 
t,.'l!nlhu .... 1VI1 dl ... · ..... "1li.-y (110 ). TIl(" u\cflllI n("t e-1lk.tcU\.") fur Ihe 
entllT ",~ .... cm hac;cd on tltha the LHV or the HH V .... .t§ 
I.."'lfnpulcu In .... lnlC' t,. .. '>C" . ..... h .... 11 I ~ ..... hy Ihnc valua .ue 
~u;ultJrl)' Iv ..... . The '/0 \..Iuc rue "MC-m.tl looling I'tClk1 
t:cllnl1t",t'''' roJnl.lnJ from M~. 7(" ~Ilh the bmdc ..... lo9~.()f\- (or 
the .. 'Ufltrull.M: " "Iun rrpor1C'\J In lh( IIICrJlUrC h..J .. "K.kr 
folnrC U'5 .H-'1CI8'l I ... llhou,h the ", .. luclri hercln fll bc'~ttft 
Ihc~ Imlll., oJnJ Ihc .chn corrco.ronJ wcll 10 lbe ellK"I("II\.I<" 
that cotn he actu("\.- cJ from Ihe rdll~c o( olher fud\ 1I \ »1ldhlc: fvr 
lilt., IXJI')"~ lI lllCttlC .uv..i Cu...Ir.do1l .11"0 ulln,ua.! '/0. h .I.·"..J 
un Ihe- ("0 .anJ CO} ,a, (Ofll.·C'nU" .. lJolI"' ..... Iunlng ~oItucS of 
WI.J-\it).1(A for c~e H'Hnbu'Clun o r pOr~M 10 a buhhllnlf 
flu"JlIl'lI heJ. wlud I" /IIhl'hl ly IUl'Iht'r 1h.1I1 thilM' ubtdllX'd hac 
(Of SMC- (.oo l I.:ullnt' renet combu,,",ton ""Ichou! II bll1~kr . 
AhtK,"~h Ihc ctll\IClt\.) In tin", ":nul",,,," ... A11 be "lIIt(' hltt-h. 
JII(' tu Ihe 'Ol~JI-'IoI,.'.dC' mllurc of the rcOtelor. Ihcw (' m~ leo\.,,, 
+..01011,1 he ~1!l lHlkolnlly lIl\.r~*'>Cd by M'.llmg·up the ~od1hu"'nr 
In .tJ..ItI IUfl . "'C'~f}nd.,ry .0, J<1'" III "rprHrn • .tc !.nc • .lhom """luIJ 
10+..r('tJ"oC thc IC' .... U'.J !tiU Nml.All anJ 01 ... 1 1111''''11 ..... llh ... lhe 
"y,ICIIl. further C'nl .. m~ 109 lhor 'Irr hy r('du~ Ilill lhe- CU I'~I . 
~ 1H0f't wouk' t'C (llUJIUJ 10 OJ1• The'l< " III h<" In ve\.IIg.A,eJ 
IIIlhe Inlurr. '4l lh l he u,,"of .. Iurger . p!lot 'M. .. k RmJluJ .. bed 
lOOIN.IQt ... 
J_l. Add (; .. , 1:,111. ...... 111 11 '" ACKI V .... ('onccnlr .. lh.m~ ,NO,• 
SO~. auiJ l·IC)) J'fuJuct"J dunng Ihc5C INS tJt'e rt"pnrtcJ In T.-*, I('Oo 
:2 ltud·t Enu'-.litu n IInlih for NU. (NO ;u\d NOz) Ik." .. 'onj lll~ M 
the Wus.lC I nclnC'r.lfI~ln D ln"C ItVC' . tn \II ht,-'h thc l'umhultliOn u( 
theloC \f\ilMe ... ,"UM ~oll\llIy. ArC' ~O(t-400 mg/IIl '.lI T he' dully 
a\('( .. ~(' for SO) " ~O mgllllJ • where .. " the' h.llf.hoully IIl.H;mmm 
IHI l)f:.tkA. 1kp.wlm..·111 fUf En\lHIfIlUCnI. Fuo;.,J 1.1'" ku",) AHoutll 
EII.I"' ......... I.' PCIIII IUIII, Oud,u .. :c· n ... Ihr~"" I'\~ '!fllhe l "' I Ik"r~M"fI uf 
""ISle'. 1 • .- Ul~ u\ IIlJIlmnn." I' .... mnhn" (LaJLu\d anJ \\"olkt;t w~·.uJ." .. .no. 
10ull""1 A\,Hbht.- hlIJd; ..,." .... d.:'fr", flo" Ulk.'II\III .... ·Gl/rA"li.' un)lmt.'" 
"kI-i'U!J.t"'-,,< ",If. 1f1n7 
FiRM)' ~, 01. 
can he ~OI) mpl1l). 1...t"1iiJalKln cooccmin$ HC I rmiii ... ion". 
howc\·cr. I§ mu("h more Mnngent. \Ito tt h h ... Jf-t--lUrly a \'(r-J~C\ 
beinG IO-CJO mglm'. " Ilh the dloilly a\er.tpc ~ :.t II) ms/tIl'. 
NO, ,-"'('Jf\('Cnlr"'IOOIi '&Inn.! h:1\\ecn 7 un.1.ti ppm (IOQ-7-' .b 
mg/m'l f~ .. Ulhe-..c: I~'. OOI Iht: ""'crust re .... lh .. (ur Iht- htnder 
c.a...o ~crc conl~'ruJ,tc bul ... hfl. ly ~ ,""(' r IFltlurc 1). "fhe.;.e 
3\C'r.agc concenlroillOn\ of 10- 1(1 ppm 11S.~-1 1 .O mrJm») arc 
mmlnl.J1. ~ pn:d .... ,~t I-oy P'R"'1C' .... lllem.lIrt" . .mJ MC mu..:h hdo"" 
lhe hn'Ulii oulfu\C\t by \VI£) f).hen h.nc r~ported lh.tl S\lC 
.. ombu"o.l 10 a flukh,ed..hoJ \\,111 rroJucc rcw NO.. «(film lhe 
OUJ .. tIOG of (OC'I nlU~eAJ. !'O •. anJ HC1 eml~IoIOf130. due 10 the: 
ItwY,41H(" C'lI'lrln o( the: m.lJOflI), of nllfO!rn frutr;alc.). 'oUltur 
(<ioUlfodnl. ilIld ct"'onnc (chlorxk!i) U.f II I' 8 1-.0 Ihouulllh.1t cOrdI 
• ..u"ng~ !Jlnuklllto( prvJuce much NOK or SOJ (on ~nr.u.....lon.~ 
Thl'i. h.u \.Ub-.cqumll) bc-ca c-orruh'nleJ by Ihl li rC'"<al'l.h hcrclR 
.. nJ b} rrt"VtOU~ tnv~lIfai loru.."· Corucqucnll>. II ~· .. i thnuFhl 
lh.lllhc nl.JjOr1ty of nnro,en In the: (0('11 I 7tr; I .. nukJ IherdOl"t" 
rcm.un 10 lhe- a.-..h as nttr04C"'\.. lIlthuu~h ",)ftl(' ~ti carcured an 
the h)d~en pe-ro\...Jc -.utultoa. uti ~ ..... n 10 T.lblc 4 . Tht 
Dllr~cD ~'ocUCnl o( the il.~ ho,,("vt"r. \IIt~, 001 Ol'i hl$h a' 
rJ;J"C'(:"Il'd IO.2<¥t I. Ihm II , .. pnNbly Kk .... '<d ~ NzO F-"~. 
.. l1hougb nlC'aiUre~nI of !hI' (J"C'Cte'S Ii beyond the .cOp<" of 
du, rmtcC' . AuaJ17.cJ. bc:d combu ... on are (W1tndarty prone I., 
N~.o (nnn"'lon. 41i roD~ abo\'C'. C"m thou,:h NO, erru'~Oh 
wc u"-WIly low. The NOr Cml.i<IOO' Itwl art' prNeIll 01"(" hlcly 
to he duc: kl thcnn.'ll f~ ai r il\ u~ 10"1('.-.1 o r Oa)p('nl .anJ 
prompt ( b ~J.tQCaI'bon frafmerll ~DC1U1g "lib nnrO!le-n in (ud· 
nC'h (V'(',u. due 10 an .. u(f-.c..:nf mll.in" itOUrtt~ The Ifldu'loton 
of I('~ 1.11 laja.-h on, tn.Jy hnut hntkokl '1'O'1Io ... )' en..'OU(· 
ugillg Inl',"!, . ",hl .. -h coulJ Iml'C'dc [¥Om.,1 NOt fonn.thOn 
SO .. :-- and 0 - ~tn ..... C'IY C".1("4l1rcd u,mg Ihe ..... r1 ("tvmlc~ 
rnnhnd Io'llna.l ....  llc Iht- r"'t"'-.("n..t" of SO. an..! I IC"1 In ~1J1l .. -.., Iv 
thlt' wlfl1fc~ anJ, hl'lfldC-'ll . ~hlCb ~CTe hy far the II\('N dnmlnanf 
'pt'Cle"o pu-.c:nL Itx IN" nl"<\ IOd lCdltd lilt ~fK't' of ,"her 
"Of1lYlOtldoc (T~~ '" 1ltc •. ulfur eAllt"t (If lhe IAIII41 fuel rdk1 -'1o 
wa .. amunJ 2 ()CIt:; f I I 10~ m~g). 11X' lHilOOfl' or .. ulf ... t .. 
prCM'nl In the Hue g"" ... y cornran:!ion 'N("~ \ 'Cf) 10'0' .• , 
cilOltmpl..,o.l hl-lil"' , llani~ul .. rly~' "hen lhere ~'ert" a. ldlltur" 
IIr .... .... dl Th" IOdlc.ilt"tO th.ilthe- c;;oJ cC'ocenl ruUnf'l" al ..... hlrly 
III ht: InlRlmal.lhll.' 111Ik 1""" ckanln~ "'Ill ht: neoit"(1 In rt'ml'''\'e 
f~ 1"'~lu',.Jn .... . '" \," r> out llnt"" tJ SO~ t'rnlt;;'ton m"'lmum nr 
..... )4) ppm A" lhe Cil conttol of Ilk: (lk'i ~ \lp'nlfi~~unl (T.ahle 
I ,. '-'tit .., Iht Itnw- In lhe- SMC coI"mg 1.1)('1". Ih l .. n,"IY ,"1oC1 DIll 
Ih(" rcdu("u()n (If SO ... ~ Ih" I' u'-C'd In Illoc M. nat~ln~ :16 
Tltt" Cl .. '''If'I\.'CnlrolIiHf'I In the ,"Ilia' (ud ~I'" (j. 21~ Tht 
+.. hlnf'ld~ prt"Vnl '" Ihr fllle "t"\ ~err .1...0 h lw. ' 1'O(\;lrk..ally fllr 
Ihr 1"'1) hll'kkr ..... ""~ •• Ill"'" IInllllll~ the nc('~1 fOf Hue ,.1\ 
dC.Jllln~ for ll~ 'l'K"\.i<"' \V l r> ..... 11(" .. Ih .. 1 lhe n"udnluln 11 ("1 
CIIII~Jrr.lllfl~ .dl{WoeJ 1\ -6.1 rpm 1 he oahh oIfUI I )~ I \. 1&., \('(:11 (nml 
{1"} Wllh ... n~. Ii C Eac!~" fn .. " ~"., Mu-hn_tf'I' CUlIII",.I. , ., ... 
Mu,h"."fI1 I\ .. , tk, 11'1' IUlll u'\J Wllnl"I0,.,. . l iK. 1(111. V, .. \111111,. I' 
I ~ 14 ~Ihflt' l A\;t.Il..Ilk hllpJ/IIo ....... ('II" uhl '" u~INI4.'-:RT/Ilw.»Jlf' ... m _ 
' 0fYII,,"'11.11I\, 1tlJI 
d"l) ClIU4t\, Y I ' . P"lwlll'\ll\.'In A. hw.u f.Of/I"'HI h. nl 2fM'U 4f} 
22\.-~" , 
(~~. Emr~ Allun. N . It .. ) I""",. C. ~U<l1 ",,'I. A I:.nUN\ ,\tIl",Y'{,. 
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T..bk S. sho-.t'lJ ttu much o f lhe IiilII(ur .and lblonnc .. ere 
cnnl~Irk"J 10 (be .}.'\W~"'Ont:cnlrNal hNe ,.lfhcr Ih.m In ~.s",(·ou ... 
i::ml ....... nn~. 
Tnc: COQl"C'fUr"U.Nl (I f NO,. SO .. .. od Hel"n" W~ ..a..r.IYlelJ 
for many ~(uJlt'5 . &Ii sho"n an T"hk J .... here' NO, and SO, 
"'erc Or(na brwlI JOVron InlO Ibt:ar o ... mpcncDc ~p«fiO The NO, 
conc'tnlruuon. . (nr lhe COfTlblNIOO IN1I hC'rctn ("I)(I\.~pnnJ .. ~IJ 
wllh I~ l"'C'\uh'l or othN 11C('f"~ Urt. ' .. ,'~.ll In nlCKl ('4.'\C"o.. NO, 
eml .......... If1~ from lbe- flulJuo.l hoed ':llmNJ .... "1f1 of S~'C-H ... I 
I.uhn, relkb '\aonc \.'IDIIk-.. ndy 1£MC'r Ih.rn fOf ocher rc...ull, 
rcpnr1ed. wtuch ~ncraUy ran,o.I rrom 15-2~1 M"l1: the "-¥I~ 
\"Ilhte frY NO. \("'<'CIC" wjt<\: fI~ ppm. (ruIn the comhu\fl('lll or II 
4 '1 IlpmlNmnl and h.nne mea' rolK) In • hubbhn!l' "" .. '"td .. 
h<"J \lit IIh an a., r ... iCl of J..5!. " 
SOl ~mIS"'IOn" 'W'Crc Uxcf"'N for lhe combu .... lOn of I1lCO&1 
and hoot nK:.lI . ("NI . alllJ ~I\.-e hol¥oI\"o(' In oJ huhbltn~ ll\Udll'td ~ 
Nod . II •• >.11 onot ~'c:jW in" C'1rt'11L:illng. OulJ"w-t-otd 1 1~ .. ~lIh 
nleul and OOnc' t1lC'<1I in II huht,ltnr "UUJll"" NoJ .:l ~ .. eet 
'WIIgtlJlII .utJ hPlIlC P f.IH n.1 InJlbIry re,,,lue anti '· ....... 1111 .. 
kl~llnJi flutdJZeJ- t-.cJ .!I aoJ "u .. u. btum .. ') ... IInJ pl~k ~o1;"e 
In .. unul.tCU18 flutJlIC\J ·bc:d ~ n.:',,".aJ1 Kpon r .. "I) k_ \.dlJM. 
11,, 10 1ltll"rm r'If ' .... C'('I '-Orp.hum It~nll(, hknJ, l' T ",lal S06 
~erc .hou ml)(lII(l.cJ In 'OlilC lll'-'tt' ... ((I( \."tIrUI . h ..... nu"'-li . • lAd 
bl(lfl).l'-'l "'-........ C'!I : lOJ I IM-.c 1'il..11( 10w('oncelll'~ lUn". as dtl('~ tI)(" 
cOllllhtl .... kJO of S~K· -u).J 1 I ... linll "elkl' by ('Onll'.UI .... "I ...... 
p.~tJl(" I C'I.1 
M.Id) hone lI)('Inlll\I'('J 110 rO\l"lOn\ (nr (11"1 "on .... uvlfwlln 
cln.-ul .. ung ttrkl 11("C~ .. un/cd IIUIJIIN· h('d~.~o '0 'I ()~ ... 'u. Mil-
(N(.trllC . C1 aJ ~ ~IUle\.I("J Ih.ll the rr~m(' o( IICI. C\oC'1I in 
,,(In..:tntru lloo!C u ... lu~ ;lJii :UO ppm .•• m IIIhl),11 CO O:uJ.IIU"'tl. 
k.klln~ 1('1 ilK'rt'lI~ Cutk'Clu raholl' of Ihh "PC("l('J IluoIn!l . CI 
.1 lib kl4llkl th..l (I' Ow Ihe fu<J f~('J Il)("le ..... c"'" II C1 emil'''''","'! 
.. I ... , IflHCU\oC: "-llIuw dHP~_ 'Ii" ll ch~r~'Ii • • " .... 1 uh\c rlh . ~Imh 
olnl.llnc,I 'lil O . IYt-d11C'C'\J II!Ii' Ihun 100 m~/I N 111 ' 1 "'hen c('IhlN 
wlt ll l"\I..t '( •. I",~ ("I, III tt':jt ('),I,.'Ch' lI.\}sn l . "'11(>'~"1h 1I1I· ••• : liIllht .... 
1lI,,1 \lru w. (,t~n~lImllll O . .:!~ unJ n~K<l ( I, ft'''''f<'11 \cl) . pw..lu.-.:xl 
2H .H :md 1~55 mlllfN rnJJ .... 'hrn l'ofncd In Ihc ~OIC 1001in . 
llle yuille'" uNalll+.."t1 hC'rc- r.lr Ihe (,·(Imhtl .... " .. n ,If Ihc S~IC-('~ ... I 
1.llllng pdlet~ of ~.J.l ppm 1"'"- 8 IltV /'" 'rille IIl.1lllnllltn IImuu"" 
r'lf tin' ll}fUrui ' : ,I"4· - . ,,"C "'1p,lIIltl'oInlly lu"",cr III \."IIII'.IrtMltI. 
cspc(,I"Uy '" tM,'n 0. ,l11l1 ll1.r umlJun l of Ct 1'10 ,nIlIUUlC'd 10 I~ (IIC)..; 
('olll p.lred. 
.\A. FI)II'" C 'IHIII""II" III .. nd Prlllwl·'!.· •. Flyu\h "'1111"' .... 
y.ert! '-·OUi.X',N and bnuly7Ct.J for t,":h ('U"-t (fuble j) A hlrge 
l"'I.)I"1110n uf the.- !t,11 In Ihe mlll.aJ rud ('('1111111 .... m. 111)(' f'U1K'ul.tIC 
u~h . on ."CTase );OIl . .... hid "' .. ~ \.ollC\.·tr,,1 t..y the cy" IOOC' , TIl(' 
rt"~ I •• tlon~ ~tlh My lhill 1'\ formN on lotnh" ... I .OII. I ~ (' tlher 
E", rg \ &: F"e'ls. \'",. !.l. ~( .HIW 
cnllllN \II IIh lhe Ilut g.&M:". If ltk· p.u1Ii..l~ werc 100 "'ll\.IlIlu he 
c(.IIn I('.1 by the cydQn(". or lellhUIi III the bed. I( the l'-'ct K.lc, 
\\(TC' I.u-ge aAd unuh\c 10 eluln • .cc. Alth",ugh lhe lrculnlcnl o f 
~ra,".(''Ou~ CIlU.l!.'IOfl\ 11UI)' fk)I t"IC ntC('1i!.MY frHlI1 lhe u.h...tu .... II I' 
(kar Ih..I p..nlcul.tlC rt"Olu~i\ 1 '4111 t"C' rl""lJUired Sm..II('f ranldc, 
Ih.;ui tho-.c 1h.11 C.Ul t'C' eol1a.'1N h) the "')dooc t"mplo)C'\1 "'III 
nocJ to to.: f'C'nlo\cJ. from the S.JS ..trc.101 u~'"S a more ef'i .. tenl 
In<1ho..i for .01 .. 11 and wbmll.ntf\ ~KIC'\ • .l (,,~ fil ltf. fur 
nolmpk. ~oukl h .. \c .. btuC'rloUa.twa t"frIUCI""'-) (1. ... lhli ~Z(' 
ofl ..... n""--Uu.lC . 
Thc \.oml,....lInfi I'll Ilk" i\).rJi \.Ul ... )I~ ""c ~hn" n 10 T..hk 
~ . Th, kol('d 5r<"cltli.-a lly fl)r 1llt1.J1 d>nlammanls AOO lho~ 
hltlnJ In the l.tll"" olnlUlXlC, "'eri:: alununum. ~dktum . IHan .,.t 
Pll.6""Unt_ ahhou~h OIhtT clemen ..... !-'o>lkh a, "",I(ur ~r((" ~~ 
fwlkJlo be ~"UOI.'eAlrolk:\J ullhc~ .. "hal '-'\")tI\fMlN Iv the tnIU.'" 
(ud The\C dt"Ulcnl!. .appeal Il) t'IC ~'"'Ut'L"1=fllr.lh·,J from lhe- Inll!"" 
fud pellet .. Int\llhr O).u..h \.1~'o:1cd. A roJn~c: n( lr .... c: Cknk'nh 
"('fC' oaIlIoO rrc~nl The a...h ~eJ fmm fhe CiUoC' .. bere: lhe 
bmJ..'T"io .. cre IIwh.d..-d "" erc \<'f) ... uruw ID 1(TtI'''' o( .~omJ'V'l ... '" 
10) the C'OnIn'" C8-K Tb..: \OJ"ml COOt-cnf,..."." rC. lhe C;»uloIfC 
~ \1l.)IC'. ho .. -e \ ·Cf ...... n ,((''''y cle ....... cd C'mnpOI'N 10) ,he 
control. ." dl:!Oc\,,~ ~Iow. 
11,,:-.c: IClih .. bo .u",hu:J Ihe .. IJQo.C'AlJolIlVfb uf 'IoUJ1"nl iII...t 
rot .. "um. h) lOlnpulc' lhc Alull InJ,,-.&n tnJKOlvf ur the 
J"O'C'ntl.ti (or ~l.lfilRglfouhn~ . from Ihe &fllounb or N .. I.UlJ I\. 
C"I .. hll,baJ " .)tIl lhe: ekmcnt.al illlo.lIy,..", .n .. 00 ..... '" In T .. hie ~ . 
lhe: AI ..... , (nunJ In he N-I ..... ccn 0 17 "1..all.l.h/GJ llnol (J l4 
"11 · itlUlICaJ (or the cw.c .. ~ non h4nJcr ....... u~ In lhe 
("nmhu .... lnn (.f the J'C'llel, IT .. hle 'I . Ihl' ,,,,I"' ''IC''''" Ih..t f,,"llnl 
l'rruluMc. bur u .. c I..--rrl..s.tn t\'IIIp..ar...hk 'c~Jt ... \oIor r(' ~n h.r 
thr ", .. nh\~ Oue t(llhc 1dlt.1",.un 01 the .... wunlllllh: .. ..u ........ 
'>01.1 .. ~·OL"-'C . hu ..... c\('r. ,he A ' of ,h('.-h h umlhl'" tn.( ......... n"Kkh 
,KJh."'r . Ob n lO"ll or Itn .Il ull mrt.J " ,n ~olkck:'J III 11)(" iI) ........ 
IXlipl)tc Ihls. lhe wulut .. u, .... 111 ~.thtn '0 IbIt' IInul .. 04l11cd ah(lH' 
unJ II .... IItIil no, ... the Ihrc"hnld o( 0 .\4 l lh,l.lluh/GJ Inl(1 ~·en."n 
(lluIiA, . 'J'he..,e ,C"uh"l ~,ge .... 1h.1I lI\C ".xJlum .. uJ PlloJ''IUm 
C"fkmlr.dlOn\ (rom ItIc: fuel pC'lIch .llonc ure ... uftk Icnl ellllltlJ'.h 
hi lC\.u h III I I~ )"'lUhtJhlc ~1 "!,'IIIl! lind fuuhntl III Ihc "') Mcnl. 
~~W'\J hy oa .... lc\ lIf Ihr<!.r 1lW-10I1, The \.- .. Iut>, ohtdtnC'l1 fm lhe\,(' 
(ueb. C'·eA ..... llh 61dJIlJOo,.,I N .. (rum 11K' ,· ,JU\ t l~ \I,LI ~.".Ic, 
tJ' C c~lIl\Ollcn l It) lueh ,1"lt tlfe \u(I(,11I 1)' u,,"t.i. f, .. CA .. mpic. 
, ('(u'Io(" .. dm\cd 'I K'I (ROh. ~tlH. h hu" UII AI \ .. Iue· ufll2' l..~ . 
:.rILJaKiJ.'1 (),I\rr h,,)ln..,.. .. ruC' l. tu .... l1". '1fI,,,, tt' r.thl )' ~rr.llcr A l 
' .. IUC' .... '". hot, IlllOno.t t.llI, 11.7~ ll · ,J I" "IJr.h",~ ""I~ (I h~ 
I.g-..tl.s)JGh ..... hr ... wr.IW II I l , -oI.ll .. JaXiJ) •• md ,~,',hW'tJ,\ 
IHfl.5 l @ .tll.,Iv'VJ I.''' 'Ill(' A I I,. \ NIII"l,(C\1 hne .. ,..,y Il K'1\ Ilul ull 
.... tJlhJ Nu 1If ('"Ol('III III Ihe .NI Will he III u~I~lc , U(IIi . 
'- h~' WI~"llIh. ,, ( Iii. AI. tllill fc ""t'TC' ul"'O .. "",c"{IInt,,1 ' rum 
lhe elenlenl.,1 "mI l)"" anJ 1\1"(" ,,1\Cn III TitM(' 5 A" ,k"'4f1~1 
uhO\(. 1"''1h 1')(1" ... ,nlt'llb Il ( It.c....t.· 1Il('llIl", in 'I .... : tr IUk.k fllr1l\ .... tn 
k"Qd lu ); 1;a~ln" ",,'Ihllt the Cl\Hlt'oll)othlf\ lip lcm. "1t1"'MJ~h AI 
tlnJ r l! 1!t)500-40I'U ) lII~al""'cr[' 'IUIle: hillh. 51. ~Im h " 
Ih'''I~hIIO he mflIC IItfh~nltolJ.I' noc 'loCI Itlxand.ulC Cnuc;d "'~ch 
tlf ~I III UXk!c " Irm t~IOl l 10 tllC' ...... h .lIe Ihutl@hl 10 he: In the 
rt'ploo o ( lO- lS w i C'i • • 1I'huu~h Ihc atHHlmh II(1Ct"J h('rc <1«( 
"1~lII lkw\l ly ..... · Iow Ihls ~oll\C'n l ".lIlQn III .&I I CIIM'1>.I' c\'cn IlklU~h 
lhe ~ I ~11'Il('>'-Il '" In he ,'Hr'k ('01011('\1 io Ihe fl )lI\h TIu .... +..I"II'II<"'J 
wllh t~ A I r.r-.ull' tll .... """'d .• h<.\t. . , 1" lw Ihnl .. LI~fm~ ." .. 1 
fl\u"n~ lire Illdy In 1.1 L.C plok'c III "'"me (':tOlcllI . 'Impl)' ,IIII! It ... 
Ihe .. " .. III ... "llIuli ul Ihe S~IC auJ ~·o.d I . lllin~ .... ~ hclhl.·r the 
\:.aU.!tItC ",0..1.1 hUh.kl' h 1I K.lu,I,·J 10 II II.l f«u 1II.11t" l'lod (II) Iwl 
The u ... h IU~Hln tcml'~,.l4l1fC'" fur Ihc ... .aml'l clt. VI \CIIIII T ;,Nt· 
c. I.JIl oIl MI SI\t' ,III IOJI(·ItIIlUl /If ... 1"~~lIllZ (,,)(1 rUI)lIIn~ n)("~ 
... hu~ c'-' Ihat. ri\ hcfl~r('. Ih .. · mciuMoll (I f t lk.~ cuu!t ll ~' ""I., hmJ..·r 
~ 
~ 
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